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Shadows and Straws

OES the calm and orderly despatch of business at

the Fifty-Fifth Convention presage a new type

of Convention? We believe that a change is

more imminent than is suspected, and not because of the

passionate cry for it, but simply because the Institute has

perfected its machinery by a process of elimination until

the question of government, so called , is less a source of

either interest or anxiety to the membership than for-

merly. Certainly the complaint of Convention tedium

and monotony does not abate, while the respect for the

Board and its arduous and conscientious labors in-

creases. But it is precisely in the recognition of this

coincidence that there lies so much hope for a Conven-

tion that will arouse not only a wider member interest

but a larger public concern. The Board of Directors

have won a great and deserved confidence. The dele-

gates show this more and more. That is what makes

the opportunity.

TO THE FIFTY-FIFTH Annual Convention we

shall revert in succeeding issues of the JOURNAL. There

is much to be said about it, for in certain ways it seemed

to mark a very definite turning-point in Institute his-

tory. For the present Mr. La Beaume has been kind

enough to give his impressions of it as a delegate and

within a very short space of time the full Proceedings

will, of course, be available to every member of the

Institute as usual.

For ourselves, we would crave only the privilege of

adding to Mr. La Beaume's narrative by recording our

impression of the ceremonies which brought the Con-

vention to a close. There is but little to be added, it

is true, to what Mr. La Beaume has said. The whole

evening, from the moment of alighting in Jackson

Park, was an achievement on the part of the Institute's

hosts such as lifts that particular Convention into a

niche of its own.
The thing was architectural. The

whole effect was related directly to architecture. And

in that respect, it was one of the few times when a

Convention of Architects ever differed very much from

a Convention of any other kind of people.

It was a Roman Festival, a Greek play, a fete cham-

petre-it was Claude Lorraine, or it was Hubert Rob-

ert. It was Watteau or it was Fragonard. If one

No. 7

chanced to sit on the outer circumference of the rotun-

da, one looked inside upon the faintly lighted hall and

watched the luminous wavering shadows disappear in

the depths of the vault above , or one looked out through

the doorways upon the shining water of the lagoon,

the trembling reflections of lights, the silvery stream

of moonlight that now and then broke through the neb-

ulous fastnesses of cloud. Seemingly from a far dis-

tance came the ripple of soft music. Of decoration

there was hardly more than the merest suggestion .

Never, in the opinion of the writer, did an Institute

Convention breathe forth so perfectly the message of

that beauty which it is the office of architecture to

create and perpetuate. We are encouraged to go on

with a task which we set ourselves some time ago, and

perhaps ere the year is out, we may offer our readers the

story of the One Hundred and Fifty-Fifth Convention !

ANNOUNCEMENT, by President Kendall, ofthe

Treasurer as the donor of the fund of $25,000 given

to the Institute for educational purposes two years ago

removes the anonymity that had hitherto surrounded

this munificent gift, henceforth to be known as the

Waid Educational Fund. Only one other Institute

fund takes precedence, we believe, for much to the

surprise of all, the bequest of Henry Adams now

amounts to several thousand dollars, although it rep-

resents nothing more than the accrual of royalties on

" Mt. St. Michel and Chartres," which, it will be

remembered, was first published under the auspices of

the Institute and at the suggestion of Mr. Ralph Adams

Cram.

The Institute is rich in gifts of time and in money

spent lavishly by its members. Many thousands of dol-

lars have thus been contributed in little known and

never mentioned ways. It is perhaps a matter of regret

that it has never enjoyed any of the bequests which com-

monly fall to such an organization , but let us hope

that the Waid Educational Fund will increase and

multiply until it will permit an annual disbursement

sufficient to afford all deserving students whatever help

they may need toward making their utmost contribu

tion in architectural development.

C. H. W.
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CHAPTER II

By LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

"There was a child went forth every day."-Whitman.

HUS after traversing a long orbit inversely to the

prehistoric of the family genealogy, and trac-

ing, on the backward swing, the curve of a lit-

tle one's experience in contact with the outer world and

his individual impulsive responses thereto , we again

take the train for South Reading. For, while we

originally started with a sort of trumpet-blast an-

nouncing the entry, upon the scene, of a wonder-child,

that song quickly died among its echoes leaving behind

it the silent unknown of five years duration, to be

evoked from the depths, by way of justification.

Arriving at the station a man descends, asks direc-

tions, and follows the first dirt road to the left,

leading over an almost treeless flat, and heading for

a somewhat distant hill. Part way up the hill he

notices a house on the right. Here lived a man named

Whittemore, who having lost a leg, proceeded in due

consideration of the remaining one, to invent, perfect

and manufacture a new type of crutch, which has

remained the standard to this day. The workshop

stood some distance back of the house, just at the

beginning of the pine woods that covered part of

the hill . The road here takes a curve to the right,

traverses the back of the hillside with a heavy growth

of pines on the right ascension, and a neat valley to

the left with scattering woods and meadow. The road

then straightens, becomes of easy grade, and begins

to emerge from the wilderness, so to speak. An orchard

comes into view on the left, a field of young "herds-

grass," or possibly it was "red-top," on the now

smoothly rounded hilltop at the right. Straight ahead,

running at right angles and terminating the road thus

far traversed, was the main road from South Reading

to Stoneham. The land here was temporarily level for

a moment or two. At the left-hand corner of the

intersection stood a rather modern house, clap-boarded,

painted white with green shutters, and in front of it

on the Stoneham Road were two stately and graceful

elms. Here lived the Tompsons. The person who

made this trip had no sooner reached the intersection

and made a mental note or two of the surroundings

than he saw a middle-aged or elderly couple, quite near,

slowly approaching from the left on the road running

straight toward South Reading. They were leading

between them a chubby child who was screaming at

the top of his angry voice, crying savagely, declaring

vindictively he would not go, he would not go to

school . The traveler must have worn the tarnhelm

of legend, for they saw him not. To our thinking

he was a phantasm of years to come. The child was

absurdly dressed . Under an immense straw hat, curv-

ing broadly upward at the brim and tied on with a

ribbon, appeared his upturned face, red, bloated, dis-

torted ; angry eyes, terribly bright, running with tears

in a stream ; a mouth hideously twisted out of shape .

Below this raging hell was a sort of white jacket

and a big bow tie. Below this, if you please, white

pantalettes, gathered in at the ankle and more or less

flounced or frizzled . These pantalettes were the source

of his fear, of his rage and his protest. He had already

on account of them, he said, been regularly insulted

by the neighbors' children who had formed a circle

around him and danced, sneered, pointed the index of

scorn, and made merry. Was that not enough? Must

he now face a schoolfull of tormentors? He would

not go, he would not go ! He bawled and screamed

that he would not go ! The child was on the verge

of hysterics ; it seemed less agonizing to face death than

to face ridicule. The elders consulted quietly, turned

back, the child still between them, and disappeared at

the entrance-way of a house a hundred yards or so

beyond the Tompsons on the Stoneham Road. Next

day, he appeared in conventional garb. His name was

Louis, or, as his Grandmother pronounced it, Louie.

It was a joyous day for him, a sad day for her. For

in her heart she knew that with the laying away

of the pantalettes there was laid away a child-a

child gone forever-a child soon to be but a sweet

memory, a child soon to metamorphose into a tousle-

headed, freckled , more or less toothless , unclean selfish

urchin in jeans ; and that he would continue to grow

bigger, stronger, rougher, and gradually grow away

from her-ever more masculine, ever more selfish. But

this apprehension, this heart's foreboding was not to

come wholly true, for she held his love-she held it

to the end. The child was not an enfant terrible;

he was rather an independent, isolated compound of

fury, curiosity and tenderness. Subtle indeed were

the currents flowing and mingling within him, em-

bryonic passions arising and shaping, ambitions vaguely

stirring ; while his sharp eyes saw everything. Spring

was on the wane. The birds were full-throated in

glorification of the number of bugs and worms eaten,

or the intensive discussion of domestic affairs. High

up in one of the Tompson elms- the one to the east-

hung the purse-like nest of the self-same golden orioles

that came there year by year, while from a nearby

meadow floated the tinkle of a solitary bob-o-link wing-

ing its way rejoicing. The day was beauteous ; full

sunshine flooded and enfolded all. The boy, after

much thought, of its kind, suddenly announced he was
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ready. His curiosity had been insidiously at work.

He would see the school ; he would meet new children ;

he had become eager ; he would be a bigger boy in

the world's opinion. So, on this same cheerful morn-

ing, hand in hand with Grandma, who alone habitually

assumed responsibilities, he began the pilgrimage of

learning that hath no end. They took the dusty road

that led eastward, directly toward the north end of

the village. They leisurely mounted a gentle grade

until the crest was reached. At this exact point, just

behind the stone wall to the right of the road-marvel

of marvels-stood a gigantic, solitary ash tree. On

account of a certain chipmunk, various flowers, pebbles,

and other things, the child had not noticed it during

the approach. But of a sudden, there it stood, grand,

overwhelming, with its immense trunk, its broad

branches nearly sweeping the grass, its towering dome

of dense dark green ; opposite it, across the road was

a farm house, back of it an open pasture. From the

vantage of the road spread out a view of things

below. The grandmother was for going on. The

child stood transfixed, appalled. A strange far-away

storm, as of distant thundering, was arising within his

wonderself. He had seen many trees, yes ; but this

tree-this tree! He trembled strangely, he wished

to cry ; with gentle scolding he was dragged away:

the grandmother did not understand. From this point

on the road was bare and shaggy. Half way down,

to the left, and set well back, was found not the little

red school house of romance, but a rather large white

one, clap-boarded , green blinds, gabled, a bell, a well

with force-pump, trampled playground, and so on. He

was duly presented to the teacher. Her face and

form , alas, like many another face and form, have

passed into memory's oblivion . All details settled, he

was to come the following morning, which he did,

after successfully passing the magnet tree, while salut-

ing it affectionately in a calmer mood. Day after day

he passed the tree. It became his tree-his Great

Friend.

He was to spend many days at this ugly hillside

school. Gradually he became acquainted with the

boys and girls there, for it was coeducational. What

these children did during the recess hour would

scandalize the wholly good. But to the casual sinner,

scrutinizing the depths of his own past, reason might

be found and a certain tolerance engendered whereby

these vagaries of small animals, if not exactly con-

doned, might at least be minimized as the native out-

put or by-product of inquisitiveness and emulation.

Our boy was as yet too young to fight. But according

to the rules and regulations of the gang his time was

but deferred, for each new boy must establish his

fistic status.

The school room was rather large with two wooden

posts supporting the roof. The teacher sat at her desk

on a raised platform at the wall opposite the entrance.

The children sat at rows of desks (a row per grade)

at right angles to the rear wall ; in front of them

an open space for recitation by class ; blackboard on

the wall and so forth. There were five grades in

the single room. Teacher sat at her desk, ruler in

hand to rap with or punish with. All the children

studied their lessons aloud, or mumbled them . The

room vibrated with a ceaseless hum, within which

individual voices could be heard here and there. Every-

thing was free and easy ; discipline rare. There was

however a certain order of procedure. Came time,

for a class to recite. They flocked to the wall and

stood in a row ; neither foot nor head first. Questions

and answers concerning the lesson of the day. Teach-

er's questions specific ; pupils' answers must be definite,

categorical . Teacher was mild, patient ; the answers

were sometimes intelligent, more often hesitant, bash-

ful, dull, or hopelessly stupid . Each answer was fol-

lowed by a monotonous "go to the foot," "go to the

head ;" and all the time the hum went on, the unceas-

ing murmur, a thin piping voice here, a deeper one

there, a rasping out yonder, as they pored over their

primers, first readers, geographies, arithmetics , while

now and again Teacher's voice rose high, questioning,

the class on the rack answering as best they could .

This babel merged or deliquesced into a monotone ;

there seemed to be a diapason, resonant, thick, the con-

joined utterance of many small souls trying to learn,

entering the path of knowledge that would prove short

for most of them. The children were all barefooted

and rather carelessly clad ; notably so in the matter

of omissions. One thing is certain and the rest is

lies : This school was of, for, and by the people.

Our child was given his proper place in the lowest

grade, or class, or whatever it was called . He took

hold rather blithely. He seemed to feel the importance

of his entry into this new world, so different from

home. Little by little he seemed to feel that he be-

longed there ; but he never succeeded in feeling that

the school belonged to him except as to its externals.

Somehow he did not fit into the curriculum or the

procedure. He was of a most pronounced, indepen-

dent nature. He quickly became listless as to his own

lessons. He seemed to be nothing but a pair of eyes

and ears not intended for books, but for the world

little and big about him. In this immediate sense he

was almost devoid of self-consciousness. His normal

place was at the foot of his class. But one day he

awakened to the fact that unawares he had become

interested, not in books, but in procedure ; said pro-

cedure consisting in the oral examinations and recita-

tions of the grades above his own, as they, in accord-

ance with the arrangement of the school room, stood

directly in front of him, drawn up in line, undergoing

the routine torture. He began to notice their irregu-
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lar mass-effect and their separate persons. He fol-

lowed their fortunes in going to the foot and going

to the head. He transferred himself to them. He

noticed, too, which girls were the prettiest and which

boys were the gawkiest. He learned the names of all .

He became solicitous of their personal fortunes, in

their struggle for knowledge or their attempts to es-

cape it. For him, it became a sort of drama, a sort of

stage performance, and he began to note with grow-

ing interest what they said and what teacher said,

which answers were correct, which were failures. Over

and over again he saw and heard this until he came

to know the groundwork of what all the grades above

him were struggling with. But as to his own lessons,

Alas ! Yet he followed the upper grades so intently

that he became critical : What was this about the

four men who built so many perches of stone wall in

three days, and two other men who were to build

some wall in six days ? What did it amount to any-

way? The real question was where was the wall to

be built ? For whom was it to be built ? What was

his name? What were the names of the men who

were building the wall , ( for it was becoming a real

wall ) ? Were they Irish or Scotch? Where did they

get the stone to build the wall of? Did they get it

from the rough quarry across the road from the school-

house ? Did they gather up boulders from the fields?

Was not this matter of four men and two men irrele-

vant? The information was too sparse, too uncon-

vincing. He could not place the wall, and what good

was any wall he could not see ? And thus he went

on, unaffected by the abstract, concerned only with

the concrete, the actual, the human.

One evening when all were at home, a letter arrived

addressed to Grandpa. He opened the envelope and

read the letter aloud. It was from Teacher, and set

forth with deep regret and concern that his grandson

was a dull boy, that he was inattentive, would not

study his lessons, was always at the foot of his class,

but he was a nice boy. Could not Mr. List bring

influence to bear to induce Louis to reform his ways?

Would not a kindly word from him, concerning the

need of education , have a moral effect ? She had used

all her powers of persuasion , and so forth and so on.

At the end of the reading Grandpa dropped the letter

on the floor burst into volcanic laughter, roaring

until the lid of the heater rattled , rocking forward

and backward on his chair, clapping himself on the

knee, in a series of subsiding outbursts, ending in a

long drawn spasmodic chuckle, expressive of his cynical

sense of humor, his infinite contempt for those who

had eyes and yet saw not. To call his sharp-eyed

grandson a dullard ! Why, he said, one might as well

call Sirius a flap-jack, and other joking words to that

effect, for he was fond of teasing his grandson , whom

he had so long watched out of the corner of his eye. But

Grandma, more conservative, took the matter seriously.

With her grandson standing at her knees, a bit abashed,

a bit afraid, after giving her six propitiatory kisses,

his arms about her neck and cheek to cheek, she found

it, oh, so hard, to scold him. Instead she told him

gently how necessary it was to acquire an education ;

how necessary to that end that little boys, particu-

larly her own grandson, for the family's pride, should

attend industriously to lessons. Could he not do better,

would he not do better? He said he could and would ;

and all was peace. She had not Grandpa's perspicac-

ity.

Next day, at school, he pitched in , and the next

day and the next ; shutting out all else. Oh, it was

so easy to head this class ; so easy for one who knew

what the upper grades knew, or thought they knew

for a moment or perhaps a day. They knew not

that it was all, save a bare remnant, fated to fade

away forever. Tired of heading the class, which was

so easy, he occasionally, and indeed with increasing

frequency fell to zero, because of a lapse, because,

perhaps, of a twitching squirrel in a tree nearby the

window, or a beautiful white cloud, curiously chang-

ing shape as it slowly drifted through a beautiful blue

sky. And what did it all amount to ? What signi-

fied it to be at the head of a row of dull-wits? He

was becoming arrogant. For Grandma's sake, he kept

on, after a fashion. He was becoming bored.

Summer was waning. The third of September was

at hand. Six candles in the cake announced an anni-

versary. He was overjoyed. He was actually six,

healthy and strong, robust. He became, at once, more

arrogant. He loathed the school.

The winter of 1862-3 passed along with its usual

train of winter sports and hardships. Our Louis joined

heartily according to his height and weight in all the

sports. Of hardships he knew nothing. What fun

it was to be drawn on a sled over the snow by his

Uncle Julius. To be drawn on the same sled over

the dark sheer ice of the pond by Uncle on newly

sharpened skates. What thrill of courage it required

not to cry out as he shuddered at the darkness below,

and wondered whether the pace were not too swift.

But Uncle, some fifteen years older than he, was to

him a big man ; and what could not a big man do?

So he had faith in the uncle, if not entire confidence,

as they flew here and there among the gay crowd of

skaters. How they went way to the end of the pond

and then swung back past the ice houses where men

were beginning to work. And later on how thrilled

and stilled he was by the thunderous boom and tear

of an ice crack ripping its way from shore to shore.

And many such booms he heard on similar trips in

zero weather. And then the men at work cutting

ice. How exciting it was to watch men at work.

They used large hand saws to cut ice into square
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blocks and there was one strange saw drawn by a

horse. Then men with poles who shoved and dragged

the ice-blocks through the clear water to the bottom

of the runway, and now it was hauled up the runway

by a horse that walked away with a rope that ran

through a pulley, and then back to the ice cake. The

ice seemed very thick and clear.

And then came splendid snow-storms, decorating the

trees, forming great drifts through which he struggled

in exultation, every now and then stumbling and fall-

ing, with his face in the snow. How he rolled over and

over in glee in the snow of a white world, a beauti-

ful world even when the gray skies lowered. And why

not? Had he not warm woolen mittens knitted by

Grandmama and hood and stockings, by the same faith-

ful hands, and "arctics"? Was he not all bundled up?

And the sleigh rides. Oh, the sleigh rides in the

cutter with the horse looming so high, and the row of

bells around the horse's collar, jangling and tinkling in

jerky time. And he so warm under the buffalo robe.

And they met so many other sleighs in the village

when they went to the post-office or the grocery store,

and he noticed so many men walking about clad in

buffalo coats. And he made snowballs and did all the

minor incidentals. It was his first experience within

the pulchritude of a winter in the open. Of course

his mother came frequently to see him and caress him .

He could hardly understand why she loved him so ;

he had so many other personal interests and distractions
.

But he hailed her comings and deplored her departures.

We have said his name was Louis, but he had other

names ; interesting
ones too. He had not been chris-

tened or baptised . The question had called for a

family council. The father, a nominal Free-mason,.

not sure whether he was a Catholic or an Orangeman

or anything in particular, expressed no serious interest ;

he would leave it to the rest. Grandpa, as usual, vented

his view in scornful laughter. Grandmama
, a Menno-

nite, was opposed to baptism. But Mother in her excited

way was rampant. What ! Would she permit any

man to say aloud over the body of her pure and precious

infant that he was born in sin ; and ask for sponsors?

Never! That settled it and they named him Louis

Henri Sullivan. It has been declared and denied that

the name was given in order to heap honors upon

Napoleon III. Be that as it may. The name, Henri,

obviously was to deify Grandpa. The Sullivan could

not be helped. It was scorned by all but its owner.

They detested the Irish, whose peaceful penetration of

Boston had made certain sections thereof turn green.

Even his wife could not stand for it, much less for

Patrick. So sometimes she gallicized the name ; which

wasn't so bad, when she used it in the third person,

nominative, singular. Then she had an inspiration ,

an illumination one might say, and invented the word

Tulive, whatever that may have meant, as a general

cover-name, and thus secured a happy, life-long escape.

But later on, say about the age of twelve, the scion

asked his father about this name Sullivan, which seemed

to coincide with shanty-Irish. So his father told him

this tale: Long ago in Ireland, in the good fighting

days, there were four tribes or clans of the O'Sullivans :

The O'Sullivan-Moors, the O'Sullivan Macs, and two

others whose names, forgotten by the writer, are not

especially pertinent here. That We were descended

from the O'Sullivan Moors, and that all four tribes

were descended from a Spanish marauder, who ravished

the west Irish coast and settled there. His name it

appears was O'Soulyevoyne or something like that,

which , translated , meant, The Prince with One Eye.

Now, however great was the glory of this pirate chief,

his descendant, Louis Henri Sullivan O'Sullivan-

Moore-O'Soulyevoyne, had this specific advantage over

him of the high-seas. The prince had but one eye that

must have seen much ; the youngster of six had two

eyes that saw everything, without desire to plunder.

These became part of that child who went forth

every day, and who now goes, and will always go

forth every day.

And these become part of him or her that peruses

them here.

(To be continued) .

Whitman.

The Fifty-Fifth 'Annual Convention

By LOUIS LA BEAUME

In the course of discussion relative to the improve-

ment or extension of the Octagon property, Mr. Donn

Barber expressed the hope that a day might come when

the Institute's rules and regulations would be so per-

fected and its anguish over labor difficulties and sociolog-

ical problems sufficiently soothed to permit our indul-

gence in some degree of self-education, and a consider-

ation of the real practice of architecture as a learned

and æsthetic profession. This hope has been voiced be-

fore, and may in the fulness of time be realized. To be

impatient of the debris and scaffolding which so often,

and for so long a time, obscures the real object of our in-

terest and serious effort is but natural, and constant vigi-

lance on the part of somebody is probably necessary to

keep the site reasonably clear. That "somebody" hap-

pens ( for the moment) to be the architect himself, and
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this service is undeniably the most galling and least in-

spiring of his functions.

Except at Conventions, he attempts with more or less

success to delegate this duty to a competent clerk of the

works. But with a knot of orange ribbon in his button-

hole proclaiming him an authorized representative of his

Chapter constituency, he becomes a sort of imitation

Congressman content to spend his fleeting moments in the

dotting of i's, the crossing of t's, of striking out the word

"that" before "this," or rising to a point of order. At

times, in an effort to recover his self-respect, he offers

a resolution couched in endearing terms and pledging his

profession to some lofty and innocuous ideal. There is

something inimitably pathetic in the spectacle of one

hundred and seventy-six winged geniuses, each with his

shovel full of rubbish. So the wise provision to limit

the size of the spectacle is a step in the right direction,

and the motion so frequently made to "refer the subject

to the Board with power to act" (after night falls ) is

always heard with a sigh of relief.

On the whole the Convention transacted its business

with a minimum of controversial effort. The Board of

Directors had performed its preliminary work very thor-

oughly and whatever opposition had been expected to its

proposals melted away in the genial but rather intense

heat of the assembly room. There were certain moments

of interest during the proceedings and many in retro-

spect ; these latter having to do with the greeting of

friends, the general feeling of fellowship, and the hospi-

tality of our hosts.

To review the proceedings seriatim would be to re-

trace our steps and would result in the same mild criti-

cisms above recorded. The recognition of Mr. Waid's

generous contribution to the cause of education is pleas-

ant to recall ; and the presentation of a gold medal to

Dr. C. Howard Walker in recognition of his literary

skill in the cause of Art, called forth a response from the

recipient in his usual happy vein. Mr. W. Stanley Parker

was deputized to convey a silver medal to Mr. R. Clips-

ton Sturgis for his essay in the same cause.

Those who feel that the JOURNAL ought to pay in dol-

lars and cents as well as in usefulness were pleased with

Mr. Kimball's announcement that the JOURNAL had

earned a net profit during 1921 , over and above all ex-

penses. As a matter of fact it did this and also bore a

loss of some five thousand dollars incurred in giving the

JOURNAL to members at half the regular price, and in dis-

tributing the minutes of Board and Executive Committee

meetings to members of the Institute without any charge

on the Institute's treasury.

The recommendations of the Committee on Survey of

Institute Methods in regard to Junior Membership met

with cordial response, and the Board of Directors will

undoubtedly perfect these suggestions so that young men

fresh from the universities may be recruited to the ranks

of the Institute. It is a little disconcerting to realize that

this might have been done long ago both to the advantage

of the juniors and their seniors.

President Kendall called the Convention to order on

Wednesday morning, 7 June, at the Chicago Beach Hotel,

and presided at most of the sessions from that time until

final adjournment on Friday afternoon, with suave and

mellow competence. His presidential address was a

model of pertinent recital and his forebearance in re-

fraining to address the delegates on the state of the

Union might have been taken as an indication that though

the architect as a citizen may hold valuable opinions

on politics, social economy, or finance, his chief contri-

bution to civilization is presumed to be architectural.

The report of the Board of Directors again impressed

the delegates as significant of the enormous amount of

work ably and unselfishly performed by the Institute's of-

ficers and committees. The various resolutions comprised

in the Board's report were either passed as presented, or

referred , after discussion and approval of their essence,

to the Board for action . Among these were the several

amendments to the constitution which seemed necessary

in order to harmonize the revised constitution with the

original charter, following which all acts of previous

conventions were validated by resolution.

The treasurer's report showed healthy financial con-

dition, receipts for the year 1921 being $9,468.95 in ex-

cess of expenditures. The principal factor accounting for

this prosperity is an increase of 40 per cent in dues . The

Institute membership has grown from a total of 1,580 in

1920 to 2,256 at the end of 1921. However, as this rate

of increase cannot be expected to continue, care must be

exercised in stretching our resources to cover the neces-

sary extension of activities. The treasurer was revealed

as last year's anonymous donor of the sum of $25,000 to

the Educational Fund ; and at the suggestion of President

Kendall this fund, now increased to $28,000, will hence-

forth be known as the Waid Educational Fund.

The report of the Committee on Education indicated

once more the serious and valuable efforts on the part of

the Institute to raise the educational standards of the

profession and thereby increase the quality of the archi-

tect's contribution to society. The committee endorsed

the resolutions of the Collegiate Schools of Architecture

"to provide insofar as they may be able, in addition to

existing four year courses, a course leading to the bacca-

laureate degree in architecture that will require normal-

ly not less than five years ' collegiate work ; that the ad-

ditional time be occupied in increased cultural, scientific

and structural studies ; that the completion of the major

part of the scientific and structural subjects included in

the five years' course be required as a prerequisite to the

study of design, and that the cultural , scientific and struc-

tural studies included in the five years' course be re-

quired for the graduate degree." The committee also

proposed " that the Convention approve the use of the

income of the Educational Fund for the stimulation of

a general appreciation of the arts, and for the support

of graduate scholarships in architecture in such manner

and degree as the Board may approve, and that this reso-

lution shall not prevent the Board from providing in any

annual budget for the expenditure of current funds of

the Institute in addition for either or both of these pur-

poses." Pursuant to the resolution, the committee rec-

ommended the establishment of ten graduate scholarships

in architecture and expressed a belief that the graduate

students benefited by these scholarships should be con-

centrated in one premier school. Some difference of

opinion in regard to this concentration developed and
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was voiced by representatives of the Association of Col-

legiate Schools of Architecture. The general idea was,

however, enthusiastically approved and doubtless the de-

tails will be worked out satisfactorily to all concerned.

The committee further requested that the Institute assist

the Beaux Arts Institute of Design by taking up a cer-

tain number of subscribing memberships . It was also

suggested that the lectures on the appreciation of art so

successfully delivered by Dr. C. Howard Walker and

Mr. Charles Z. Klauder be continued. The general

tenor of the committee's report may be expressed by the

following resolution which received the unanimous en-

dorsement of the Convention :

Whereas, The art of a people is the enduring flower

of their civilization ; and

Whereas, The American Institute of Architects is con-

vinced that as a Nation our lack of appreciation of art

is due to a manifest lack of early training, and that the

study of art has been neglected to make room for so-called

more practical subjects ; and

Whereas, The American Institute of Architects believes

that as a medium for training the mind in observation and

broad vision, quite aside from its great cultural value, the

study of art in its various manifestations has been improp-

erly neglected ; and

Whereas, The American Institute of Architects believes

that American youth is today more prepared to feel an

interest in this great subject, by reason of our closer inter-

national contacts ; and

Whereas, The American Institute of Architects recognizes

the far-reaching influence of the College Entrance Board

on the standards of College entrance teaching ; and heartily

acknowledges the admirable results already accomplished

by that Board in its difficult task ; and

Whereas, The American Institute of Architects has

earnestly hoped that the study of Art would be given a

place comparable to that accorded to Poetry and Literature ;

therefore

Be It Resolved, That the American Institute of Architects

does now urge the College Entrance Board to include in

college entrance examinations generally, and more particu-

larly in relation with History, Literature and the Classics,

questions dealing with the arts as the most lasting ex-

pression of civilized man ; to the end that American youth

may be led to appreciate past achievements in those arts,

and that they may require of our artists of tomorrow, their

fellow-members of the rising generation, that they worthily

express their day and our Country.

Discussion of the report of the Building Committee

regarding the improvement of the Octagon property re-

vealed an affectionate interest in this landmark, but a

decided lack of unanimity as to the particular nature and

form of the improvement. The layman might have

thrilled with pride as the ball was continually knocked

out of bounds by supposed experts, quite in the manner

of the ordinary, human, untutored Building Committee.

The discussion of this particular architectural problem

while interesting as an innovation seemed to confirm

our familiarity with Congressional methods of procedure.

The evening session on Wednesday with the first vice-

president presiding was devoted to discussion of Indus-

trial Relations, Registration Laws, Jurisdictional Awards

and the organization of the American Construction Coun-

cil. Mr. T. J. Donnelly, chairman of the Citizens' Com-

mittee to enforce the Landis Award, explained the activ-

ities, accomplishments and aims of this committee, but

there was no further discussion of the delicate and dif-

ficult subject of Industrial Relations, unless the discus-

sion following the report of the chairman of the National

Board of Jurisdictional Awards might be interpreted as

such. The delegates passed on to something easier or at

least more academic when Mr. Lorch reviewed the work

of the National Council of Registration Boards. Its

bureau, under the direction of Mr. Emery Stanford Hall,

does a useful work in collecting data relative to the quali-

fication of applicants for registration, and is also attempt-

ing to standardize requirements for registration so far

as may be possible.

While the principle of registration seems to have gained

headway in certain parts of the country, there still re-

mains a considerable apathy on the part of the profes-

sion at large respecting its importance. Registration

Laws, however well conceived, do not seem as yet to

have materially improved the standards of practice or the

quality of design in the States where such laws exist .

Of all the subjects introduced to the Convention that

involving the present system of Jurisdictional Awards

seems to have aroused the greatest amount of contention.

A considerable body of the membership appears to ques-

tion Institute policy in attempting to rid the Building

Industry of one of its most annoying features. Not-

withstanding the fact that the Board of Jurisdictional

Awards has repeatedly stated that its decision cannot ap-

ply in those localities where union labor does not prevail,

the adherents to the principle of the open shop seemed

to imagine some malign menace in the activities of the

Board. The discussion recalled at times the debates

over the danger of entangling alliances which have fol-

lowed our national aspirations for peace. Treaties of

any kind, no matter by which political party they may

be presented, seem, at the present moment, to be objec-

tionable to the American temperament. The thing which

the American temperament likes best, however, was done

in the case of the Report of the Institute Member on the

Board of Jurisdictional Awards when the whole subject

was referred back to the Board for further study.

Once more the Committee on Small Houses rendered

a report of its activities and testified to a growing inter-

est in the work of the Small House Service Bureau idea.

The partisans of the service are gratified by the endorse-

ment of the Department of Commerce, but deplore the

indifference of the profession at large. Surely, they must

be commended for rendering an unselfish service, and

their work may be but a prelude to the organization of

Architectural Clinics, even in the great cities where the

Apartment House Promoter, the Moving Picture Pro-

ducer, the Real Estate Operator and the Jerry-Builder

may receive scientific treatment at little or no cost. If

the idea is successful in the field of housing it should be

extended indefinitely. The advertising value of the Small

House Service Bureau idea to the profession and its edu-

cational value to the public at large should not pass un-

noticed, however, in these times when the word archi-

tect has still so uncertain a meaning.

The work of the Structural Service Committee was

endorsed and will be continued under the patronage of

the Institute. Reference was made to the organization

of the American Construction Council, and it is to be

hoped that the idea of calling together in counsel repre-
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sentatives from all branches of the Building Industry will

result in mutual benefit to all concerned in building.

Mr. O. C. Harn, of the National Lead Company,

spoke briefly on behalf of the conference on Better Ad-

vertising to Architects, and the Convention approved a

resolution "to continue the work of the conference by cre-

ating a Producers' Section of the Structural Service Com-

mittee to advise and counsel with manufacturers, who

may so desire, on the character of their advertising as

to size, form and content. To assist in furthering the

use by Architects and Producers of the Standard Con-

struction Classification adopted by the American Insti-

tute of Architects, and to promote sincerity and reli-

ability of statement in advertising."

The recommendations of the Board regarding the

question of Fellowships involve changes in the By-laws

by which Fellowship hereafter shall be conferred by a

Jury of six Fellows appointed by the president. The

name of each candidate selected by this Jury, after having

been submitted to the Chapter of which he is a member,

and to all Members and Fellows of the Institute shall

be submitted to the Convention for final action . It is

hoped by the establishment of this Jury of Fellows , whose

duty it shall be to investigate the qualifications of candi-

dates, that the distinction of Fellowship may from this

time on be brought into closer harmony with the pur-

poses for which the Award of Fellowship has been

devised.

This capitulation by no means covers all of the busi-

ness of the Convention, and mention should be made of

Mr. Levi's report for the Committee on Foreign Build-

ing Co-operation, which assembled the Exhibition of

American Architecture, exhibited in Paris in 1921 , and

since shown at the Royal Institute of British Architects,

and elsewhere throughout Great Britain. The attempt

to carry forward newspaper publicity work of an Edu-

cational character seems quite in harmony with the In-

stitute's general educational policy, and its desire to

increase public appreciation and understanding of the

Art which we practice.

The Report of the Institute Members on the Depart-

ment of Commerce Building Code Committee indicated

progress in the difficult but important task of standard-

izing Building Codes and Construction Methods.

The Institute Medals for distinction in the Allied

Arts were awarded to Mr. Arthur Matthews, Mural

Painter of California, and to Mr. Frederick W. Goudy

for his accomplishments in the art of typography.

Charters were granted to new Chapters as follows :

Central Illinois, Erie, St. Paul, Central Georgia and

Scranton-Wilkes-Barre. There seemed less discussion

than usual of the Canon of Ethics, the Competition

Code, and the Schedule of Minimum Charges. The

burning questions involved in these important documents

seemed either to have burned themselves out, or

solved themselves into the kind of hard gem-like flame

that needs no further trimming.

re-

The Election of Officers was unexciting, although an

undercurrent of sectional self consciousness was felt, and

is probably inevitable in a country so large as

Situated at a central point like Chicago , however, one

should be able to sweep the entire horizon with impar-

ours.

tiality, and hear cries from any wilderness either North

or South, or East or West with about the same ease.

The Theory of Regional representation on the Board

of Directors approached one or two steps nearer realiza-

tion. The Officers elected were :

President, William B. Faville, San Francisco.

First Vice-President, E. J. Russell, St. Louis.

Second Vice-President, Robert D. Kohn, New York.

Secretary, William Stanley Parker, Boston, Mass.

Treasurer, D. Everett Waid, New York City.

First District , Director, William Emerson, Boston,

Mass. Second District, Director, Benjamin Wistar

Morris, New York City. Sixth District, Director,

William L. Steele, Cedar Rapids , Iowa.

The luncheons arranged in the intervals between

sessions enabled the delegates to fraternize , and the

business of the Convention was no doubt greatly ex-

pedited by the remote location of the Chicago Beach

Hotel. Opportunity was given the visiting delegates to

inspect the grounds and buildings of the Chicago Uni-

versity ; and the delightful motor trip through the North

Shore Suburbs and Lake Forest will not soon be for-

gotten. The itinerary included stops at Mr. Howard

Shaw's charming Ryerson house with its lovely gardens ;

the McCormick house, notable among the works of Mr.

Charles Platt ; the residence of Mr. Charles Burrall

Pike designed by Mr. David Adler, and the Stonehill

residence of formal 18th Century dignity, the latter

revealing the combined talents of Mr. Shaw and Mr.

Adler. The drive culminated at the Indian Hill Country

Club where the guests were most hospitably entertained

by the Chicago Chapter and the Architectural Club.

The scene of the Institute dinner Friday evening was

the rotunda of the old Fine Arts Building in Jackson

Park. Here President Kendall felicitously awarded the

Institute Medal to M. Victor Laloux, response being

made by Monsieur Barthelemy, Consul of the Republic

of France in Chicago, on behalf of the recipient. Mr.

Charles L. Hutchinson then assumed direction of the

meeting and, presiding as toastmaster, introduced Mr.

Lorado Taft and Mr. Oliver Dennett Grover. Elo-

quent as these gentlemen proved to be, the silent eloquence

of their surroundings will long remain an impressive

The buildingmemory in the minds of those present.

had been especially prepared for this unusual event. To

say that it had been decorated would be misleading, for

there was scarcely any decoration at all in the accepted

sense, but only the barest simplicity. The rotunda itself,

vast, and domed with its sombre stony walls and stately

columns, was shadowy and dim in the soft flare of

shielded lights, and the guests dined in a kind of classic

gloaming. Outside, the moon in a cloudy sky shed fit-

ful gleams on the decaying portico and colonnades, and

spread a silver greenish sheen on the still waters of the

lagoon. The scene was altogether lovely, and however

well the building may be restored , it will never look as

well as it looked that evening in the eyrie light. The

cracks and fissures in the stucco, the splotches and stains

and patches of rusty brickwork here and there gave it a

softness, a mellowness and a dignity that cannot be re-

covered in a thousand years. So, with this memory

almost wholly architectural, the delegates dispersed.
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Nine Lithographs

By BOLTON BROWN

From time to time the JOURNAL has published

reproductions of lithographs and has commented

upon the growing interest that is being taken in

this simple and yet marvelous reproductive

process. The lithographs by Mr. Brown are

now published because apart from their value

as lithographs, they offer excellent examples of

the varying values of line and tone, which

lithography permits. Toward this aspect of the

art Mr. Brown has given special study and

those architects who have experimented with

the lithographic stone will be interested to see

what he has done. Also, they will be further

interested
know that each of these

lithographs was drawn on stone on the spot,

since Mr. Brown contends that there is really

no other way to make a true lithograph, an

opinion on which there are many who agree. It

is our hope that more and more architects may

to see the value of lithography as

auxiliary method of presenting their work to

the public.
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The Housing Project of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

The accompanying illustrations will convey an idea of

the extensive housing development to be sponsored by the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, an intimation of

which was contained in our May issue. A complete city

block is to be developed, as will be seen, in the metro-

politan area of New York City, and the plans are based

upon the intensive study which Mr. Andrew J. Thomas

has given to the subject of apartment house planning.

There are to be fifty buildings or units, each containing

thirty-nine apartments, housing in all 1950 families.

Certainly this is one of the most significant operations

in housing that has come to the attention of the citizens

of the United States. It does not by any means solve the

housing problem, as many may quite freely claim, yet on

the other hand it does more than any other undertaking

has done in pointing the way by which skill in architec-

ture can be made to serve, as well as showing the way by

which people may look to their own effort as a way out.

Is there any reason , for example, why groups of work-

ing men cannot combine their earning power, their sav-

ings, and their credit to do what is here being done for

them ? And if they can educate themselves to the point

of utilizing that sort of co-operative effort, why may

they not see that the principle of co-operation can be

applied in infinite detail ? In no other way shall we be

able to provide decent and comfortable homes for those

earning a low wage, or even for those earning a little

better than a low wage. Every country on earth has

had to confess utter inability to answer that problem.

In his long and devoted studies, made often at great

sacrifice, Mr. Thomas has demonstrated that the mad

scramble to cover the largest possible area of land, in a

tenement house scheme, is a mistake. We have long

known that it was a sad mistake from a humanitarian

point of view, but he has shown that it is a mistake even

from the sordid point of view which concerns the in-

vestor. We say sordid in no spirit of personal disparage-

ment. The housing business proceeds on the theory of

investment and interest. It can proceed in no other

manner as it at present functions . The point is that in

so proceeding it must of sheer necessity sacrifice both

quality and quantity of housing in order to get in under

the wire. If we are willing to admit this we shall begin

to understand the question of providing good houses at

a low rental. It is noticeably true that the project under

discussion profits from the scale on which it is under-

taken. All the financial savings are here possible, but, in

addition, there are incomparable gains in the possibilities

of developing a whole city block at a time. The long

garden, for instance, some 36' by 100' , the ample courts,

the simple circulation, and the savings in space, due in

large measure also to the very skillful planning. The

economic unit from which the scheme derives is that of a

rental of nine dollars per room per month, and the finan-

cial outcome of the project will be watched with interest.

Mr. D. Everett Waid is associated with Mr. Thomas.
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The Housing Project of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

The accompanying illustrations will convey an idea of

the extensive housing development to be sponsored by the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, an intimation of

which was contained in our May issue. A complete city

block is to be developed, as will be seen, in the metro-

politan area of New York City, and the plans are based

upon the intensive study which Mr. Andrew J. Thomas

has given to the subject of apartment house planning.

There are to be fifty buildings or units, each containing

thirty-nine apartments, housing in all 1950 families.

Certainly this is one of the most significant operations

in housing that has come to the attention of the citizens

of the United States. It does not by any means solve the

housing problem, as many may quite freely claim, yet on

the other hand it does more than any other undertaking

has done in pointing the way by which skill in architec-

ture can be made to serve, as well as showing the way by

which people may look to their own effort as a way out.

Is there any reason, for example, why groups of work-

ing men cannot combine their earning power, their sav-

ings, and their credit to do what is here being done for

them ? And if they can educate themselves to the point

of utilizing that sort of co-operative effort, why may

they not see that the principle of co-operation can be

applied in infinite detail ? In no other way shall we be

able to provide decent and comfortable homes for those

earning a low wage, or even for those earning a little

better than a low wage. Every country on earth has

had to confess utter inability to answer that problem.

In his long and devoted studies, made often at great

sacrifice, Mr. Thomas has demonstrated that the mad

scramble to cover the largest possible area of land, in a

tenement house scheme, is a mistake. We have long

known that it was a sad mistake from a humanitarian

point of view, but he has shown that it is a mistake even

from the sordid point of view which concerns the in-

vestor. We say sordid in no spirit of personal disparage-

ment. The housing business proceeds on the theory of

investment and interest. It can proceed in no other

manner as it at present functions. The point is that in

so proceeding it must of sheer necessity sacrifice both

quality and quantity of housing in order to get in under

the wire. If we are willing to admit this we shall begin

to understand the question of providing good houses at

a low rental . It is noticeably true that the project under

discussion profits from the scale on which it is under-

taken. All the financial savings are here possible, but, in

addition, there are incomparable gains in the possibilities

of developing a whole city block at a time. The long

garden, for instance, some 36' by 100 ' , the ample courts,

the simple circulation , and the savings in space , due in

large measure also to the very skillful planning. The

economic unit from which the scheme derives is that of a

rental of nine dollars per room per month, and the finan-

cial outcome of the project will be watched with interest.

Mr. D. Everett Waid is associated with Mr. Thomas,
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Convention Notes

PRESIDENT Faville is the nineteenth to be elected

by the Institute and is the first president to be chosen

from west of Chicago.

THE Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture

held its annual conference on the two days preceding

the Convention and a report of its proceedings is prom-

ised for our next issue. 1

THE Honorable Herbert Hoover was made an Hon-

orary Member of the Institute in recognition of his ser-

vices to the building industry.

PRESIDENT Kendall announced, at the dinner on

Friday evening, the competition to be held by the Chi-

cago Tribune, a complete account of which appears in

our advertising pages.

THE CONVENTION supported the Committee on

Education in urging upon the College Entrance Board

the advisability of including the history and development

of art in its examinations for admission to college.

A TRAVELING Scholarship for the purpose of

study in the use of marble was also announced by the

Committee on Education. The funds for this in the

amount of $1,800 a year are to be contributed by the

Alabama Marble Company, and the particulars will later

be announced.

A NEW Jury of Fellows was ordered to be estab-

lished. It is to be appointed by the president and we

believe that it is the intention to confine it, as far as

possible, to Past Presidents of the Institute. Its task

will be the restoration of Fellowship to the dignity which

ought to surround it.

THE amount to be set aside in the Reserve Fund is

reduced from fifteen to ten per cent of the Institute's in-

come from dues. We believe the majority will welcome

a financial change which promises to provide more money

for the advancement of architecture in the very present

present, rather than in the very future future.

TO AID in planning for the Institute's growth in in-

come and expenditure the Convention authorized the cre-

ation of the Finance Committee recommended by the

Board in its report. The Committee is to be so arranged

that one new member will be added annually and it will

be its duty to develop a continuous financial program and

draft budgets.

IT WAS an impressive moment when, after President

Kendall's eloquent tribute to the Ecole des Beaux Arts,

those graduates present at the dinner were requested to

rise and assemble at the foot of the speaker's table so

they might be presented to Monsieur Barthelemy, who

received the Institute Gold Medal on behalf of Monsieur

Victor Laloux. Mr. Van Pelt addressed Consul Barthel-

emy, who responded most cordially.

THE National Council of Registration Boards held its

annual meeting on the evening preceding the Convention

and struggled with some of the problems which have

arisen in the methods of granting reciprocal registration.

The Council should be ready to make some public an-

nouncement in the near future as a means of satisfying

those members of the profession who are being denied

registration upon what seem to them to be the merest

technicalities .

THE JUNIOR class of members is now established,

by act of the Convention. They will be known as

"Juniors" and any graduate from a recognized school of

architecture is eligible for admission, providing applica-

tion be made within one year of the date of graduation.

The membership will expire automatically at the age of

thirty and in the meantime a Junior will be bound under

the disciplinary rules of the Institute. The annual dues

will be $5.

ARTHUR Matthews of San Francisco, and Frederick

W. Goudy, of New York City, were awarded Institute

Medals, the former for his work in decorative painting

and the latter for his contributions to the art of typog-

raphy. Illustrated articles in connection with these awards

will later appear in the JOURNAL. A gold medal was

also awarded to Dr. C. Howard Walker in recognition

of his literary contributions to the furtherance of art,

and a silver medal was bestowed upon Mr. R. Clipston

Sturgis for his work in the same field.

CANON 11 was stricken out and in its place there was

ordered inserted in the Circular of Advice the following:

"To compete knowingly with a fellow architect for em-

ployment on a basis of professional charges is inconsist-

ent with the spirit of this code and belittles the profes-

sion in the eyes of the public. An architect should take

reasonable steps to ascertain if other architects are also

under consideration and in no event should he depart

from his own or any general standard of charges for the

purpose of underbidding his competitor." In other words,

Canon 11 has gone the way of the old Canon on advertis-

ing, and architects are merely reminded, albeit with some

devious language, that they are engaged in practising a

profession rather than in a hunt for business. But, as

Mr. Morris pointed out in a recent issue of the JOURNAL,

there can be no actual competition in the price of any-

thing until the measure of the price has been established.

THE proposal to deprive the Standing Committee on

Competitions of the discretionary power vested in it or

to limit or abridge that power, was not approved by the

Board of Directors and the Convention concurred in its

disapproval. The Board's report summed up the mat-

ter very properly when it stated that neither the Standing

Committee nor architects should be brought to trial be-

cause in the opinion of someone the Standing Committee

had acted unwisely in exercising its discretion. This

statement of course grew out of the charges preferred

by certain members of the Kansas City Chapter in the

case of the competition for the Kansas City War Memo-

rial, the competition having been approved by the Stand-

ing Committee and having been participated in by some

of those who later preferred charges. We are glad to

say that the Kansas City Chapter has , since the resigna-

tion of those of its members who could not agree with

the report of the Committee on Practice (which dis-

missed the complaint) , affirmed its support of the Stand-
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ing Committee and of the Competition itself. The Con-

vention acted wisely in leaving the discretion where it

is, for, as in the case of the Indianapolis competition now

being formulated, it is clear that the discretionary power

is the best evidence of the Institute's good faith in trying

to guide competitions in the public interest.

The Producers' Section of the

Structural Service Committee

The Conference at Indianapolis in November last be-

tween members of the Institute and the Producers of

Building Materials has been reported in these pages.

There was a second Conference at Chicago immediately

preceding the Convention in June, at which there was

adopted the resolution referred to by Mr. La Beaume in

his article in this issue. This means another considerable

step in the direction of making the distribution of adver-

tising literature to architects more effective and less

costly.

It is the object of the JOURNAL and its Structural Ser-

vice Department to increase the efficacy of advertising

by reducing its volume and consequently its cost, and this

point is coming more and more to be recognized . Good

advertising is cheap. Poor advertising is dear. Good ad-

vertising means reducing the cost of building . Poor ad-

vertising means increasing the cost of building. That is

the story in a nut-shell.

On behalf of the Continuing Committee which grew

out of the Indianapolis Conference, Mr. O. C. Harn, of

the National Lead Company, presented the resolution

concerning the Producers' Section of the Structural Ser-

vice Committee to the Convention, and he summed up the

situation in an admirable manner by saying :

"Out of the clear sky last fall I received a letter from

your esteemed president inviting me to attend a confer-

ence on the subject of advertising, to be held in Indian-

apolis in connection with the meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Institute. I had no acquaintance with

this movement. I didn't know what it meant, but being

a manufacturer who sometimes tries to get literature

into your private offices , I got on the train and went out

there.

"I found there a number of manufacturers and a

number of architects, mostly members of the Board, and

I was asked to address this joint conference after one of

your members had made a rather bold arraignment of

the advertising which we manufacturers sent to you ;

he made a good case. One of the other architects at

the conference added some horrible examples of the kind

of things we manufacturers perpetrate upon you archi-

tects, and we seemed about ready to go to court.

"But it occurred to me that there was another side to

the question, and as the architects had talked pretty plain-

ly, I ventured to do likewise and to submit that when it

came to the question of advertising you architects didn't

know it all. Thus, before we got through we were about

in the position of the negro who preached a very good

sermon to his congregation one Sunday morning upon

the subject of the ark of the covenant. He had a great

deal to say on the subject of seraphim and cherubim .

After he had preached a good deal longer than I am go-

ing to talk, one of his hearers came to him and said :

'Deacon, that was sure a fine sermon that you gave this

morning; that was a very uplifting sermon . But Dea-

con, is there any difference between a seraphim and a

terrapin?' The Deacon was puzzled ; he scratched his

head and finally said : ' I believe there was some differ-

ence but they have made it up.'

"We went into conference after those two speeches of

very plain words on both sides, to which I have alluded,

and we found out, as a philosopher once said, that most

arguments would cease if we could only agree upon the

meaning of words. All differences pretty nearly come out

of a difference in our understanding of words and what

we are trying to get at, and after architects and manu-

facturers had sat in a two-day conference, we found we

were pretty nearly together.

"We have to grant that you need materials out of

which to visualize your dreams. We manufacturers are

in the business of making materials. We don't all make

good materials, neither do you make good designs all

the time. I know that because you have admitted it this

morning.

"It is with the idea to better building, to couple the

best designs with the best materials, and to eliminate

the poor designs and the poor materials that we are here.

Now let's get together. For example, we found in the

Indianapolis conference that this was not a touch-and-

go proposition. It was nothing that we could solve there

because the problem was going to be a continuing one as

long as buildings were built and as long as architects

were architects. And so we saw the thing to do was to

provide for a continuing body. We did appoint what

you might call a continuing committee for a short time

and we had an executive committee of architects and

manufacturers which met quite frequently and we had a

conference here on the first two days of this week (5-6

June) . The result of the conference was a very small

document, but like the minister who said he preached

such a long sermon because he didn't have time to write

a short one, this little document is the result of all those

months of conference and, finally, of the conference from

seven o'clock Monday night to two-thirty Tuesday morn-

ing, and I can say that practically every word was de-

bated during that session. The resulting document is a

brief for your consideration because of the fact that

somebody has given a lot of work to it. I will read this

as a resolution and then leave it for your consideration.¹

"I have one or two words in explanation of the reso-

lution. If the manufacturers of the country were asked

to form a new organization which might come into con-

tact with you, to solve these problems that you wish

solved, they probably would say we are organized to

death already. If, on the other hand, a suggestion should

be made that this idea be taken up by some present man-

ufacturers' organization, then you might become involved

in things you do not want to be involved in. So we have

proposed that you simply expand your own going Com-

mittee on Structural Service just as far as you want

to go, and no farther.

This resolution appears in the Structural Service Department,

under Committee Activities.
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AN ENGLISH VIEW OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION IN THE U. S.

"Getting the support of manufacturers in the work

you have in mind and in the work you have already start-

ed, will simply be a matter of expansion at your own

invitation."

THE PRESIDENT : I wish to thank Mr. Harn for this

clear presentation of the subject and the manner in

which the resolution was presented . (The resolution was

unanimously adopted. )

and, while the Technical-Beaux Arts compromise con-

tinues to function with great success, great attention, he

says, is being given to problems of architectural educa-

tion and to the gradual elimination of its obvious evils.

Your reviewer can see, instead of the "four distinct

phases" of Mr. Atkinson, only a gradual and healthful

evolution. The first great architectural course ( at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology) was organized

with a Frenchman, M. Letang, at its head, and operated

An English View of Architectural very much as it does now. The great period of Beaux

Education in the United States

When our genial and sanguine friend, Robert Atkin-

son, Director of Education, Architectural Association

School of Architecture, London, dropped in on us

(meaning not me but all of us ) a year or more ago, we

hardly realized that his enthusiastic exterior hid a criti-

cal eye and an analytical soul which would record its

impressions and deductions in due form in a "Report on

the Education of the Architect in the United States of

America." This report in attractive dress and of con-

siderable length has just come to hand.

To the architect and critic who has been bemoaning

the fact that Architecture in the United States has been

for the last thirty years tossing about in the doldrums

of electicism , without the north star of a purpose or the

guidance of a directing genius, the first paragraph of

Mr. Atkinson's report comes as a tremendous shock.

Here it is : "After visiting the States the broad impres-

sion left on the mind is that the Mistress Art lives in

America as it lives in France, and in no other country in

the world. That is to say, that in America, as in France,

Architecture is a national plant with a national flower,

cultivated by a profession, but drawing its life from the

people." Changing Mr. Atkinson's metaphor, truly any

ship looks beautiful but the one the decks of which we

tread, and, turning from our own heterogeneous, if

costly, cargo and clearing the coal smoke from our eyes,

we have seen England and France as fairy galleons with

harmony, taste, and beauty manning the silken shrouds

and with a national artistic purpose at the wheel. But

here comes this new Christopher Columbus, who says we

are all wrong, that our smoky, noisy leviathan is the

pearl-hued galleon , and that the arts and graces fare

forth with us ; and all this he ascribes to education.

In its development he discerns four distinct phases.

First, in the latter quarter of the nineteenth century cer-

tain master minds dominated architectural education,

whether by precept or by example Mr. Atkinson does

not state. Next is the period of Beaux Arts domination,

when imported French professors and the atelier sys-

tem came in violent conflict with the old technical school

system, in which Architecture was the handmaiden to

Engineering. Third, a union of the technical school

system and the Beaux Arts system, or what Mr. Atkin-

son calls a compromise. "It consisted roughly in the

enlargement of the department of architecture in the

great technical schools, in the employment of Beaux-Arts

masters to teach design and the maintenance of an engi-

neer as head of the department." In the fourth place,

now beginning, he finds Architecture "awake and aware,"

Arts influence from 1900, lasting for about a decade,

was noticeable in the draughting-rooms of the practi-

tioners and not in the schools, which, after all, could

not have been affected much, as they had always followed

the Beaux Arts or standard methods of architectural

study and presentation.

It is only in the organization of the Beaux Arts So-

ciety and its programs, which Mr. Atkinson does not

mention, that the Beaux Arts has been injected in any

greater degree than formerly into the schools. No, we

have had, I am quite sure, a gradual evolution, in which

the method of teaching has changed not at all , but in

which engineering subjects such as higher mathematics.

and physics are being gradually eliminated, and the

student is being more and more prepared for instant

service and immediate pecuniary return on his gradua-

tion. In this we see the scrapping of two moss-grown

theories ; first, that such subjects as the calculus fur-

nished invaluable and elsewhere unprocurable mental

training, and, secondly, that it was useless to give prac-

tical instruction in the school ; all this must be acquired

in years of ill -paid work in an architect's draughting-

room .

Continuing, the report finds that "the triumph of

American schools has been in the region of culture," that

"the architect's relation to building remains a cultural

liaison," that "a close training in Greek culture and its

derivatives has not led to æsthetic freedom , but has

tended to stereotype," "education should be concerned

with the development and liberation of imaginative

effort." Mr. Atkinson continues his report with a de-

scription of the "General Constitution of Schools in the

U. S. A.," and ends with the publication of the curricula

in full in Architecture of the following institutions.

Especially interesting are the brief remarks which he

appends to his description of each institution. Columbia

University,-"the design side is very strongly stressed

and the art side is not very strong." Massachusetts

Institute of Technology,-"Although not possessing any

notable teachers (written before the appointment of

Professor Emerson ) the spirit of co-operation between

the professors and the sympathetic way in which they

handle the students probably explain its superiority over

other schools." University of Pennsylvania,-"is usually

recognized as the leading architectural school in the

United States, owing, I think, to the organizing genius

of Professor Laird and the teaching ability of Professor

Cret." University of California,-"The school suffers

through not being near any museums or places where old

work may be studied, although there is very good mod-

ern work in San Francisco." Carnegie Institute of

Technology,-"The teaching of construction subjects is
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weak. The younger professors are very good but have

no authority and feel rather restricted." Armour Insti-

tute of Technology, Chicago,-"stresses design very

strongly at the expense of other subjects." Cornell Uni-

versity,-"Poor position for an architectural school" ;

"the school has a very good atmosphere." University

of Michigan, Ann Arbor,-"Professor Lorch is very

keen on modern design, and starts his students very early

upon pure abstract design as an exercise in ingenuity

and observation." University of Oregon,-"This is one

of the newer progressive schools of the West." Among

his general conclusions he opines that the English schools

have much to learn from America, that there is consider-

able friction between the anti-atelier and pro-atelier

professors, that the usual school of 200-300 pupils is

inelastic and likely to suffer "through the personality of

a single principal ; that a school suffers when the atelier

system is grafted on the old technical school system ;

that schools in America fail to retain their students after

their school training is completed." But perhaps more

significant than any conclusion in his report is the re-

mark that he made to the writer last spring in London,

"The greatest influence in English architecture today

is the United States." THOMAS E. Tallmadge.

Tenth International Congress

of Architects

Brussels, 4-11 September, 1922

The Tenth International Congress of Architects will

be held under the auspices of the Société Centrale

d'Architecture de Belgique in Brussels, 4-11 September,

1922, coincidently with an International and a National

Retrospective Architectural Exhibition.

There was never a more auspicious moment than the

present for holding an International Congress. The

War, it will be remembered, brusquely interrupted the

preparations of the Tenth Congress which was to have

been held in Petrograd in May, 1915, under the august

protection of H.I.M. Emperor Nicolas. During and

even since the War the architects of various countries

have been isolated from each other. The Société Cen-

trale will be celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of its

foundation at the time of the Congress and the Belgians

believe that as their country was the center of the theatre

of War, where so many peoples mingled their blood,

their former confrères will be glad to see their recon-

structional progress and will also rejoice in the vitality

of the Belgian people.

The Congress, which will include delegates from all

friendly countries, will be held under the distinguished

presidency of M. Girault, Member of the Institute of

France. The Belgian Committee under the Chairman-

ship of M. J. Caluwaers, with R. Moenaert as Secretary,

is assured of the co-operation of Spain, Holland, Canada,

Portugal, England, Italy, the United States and Switz-

erland.

Program

4 Sept. Morning: Meeting of the Permanent Committee

of the International Congress of Architects. 2 P. M. Formal

opening in the Palais des Academies. Evening Reception.

5 Sept. 10 A. M.: Opening of the Architectural Exhibi-

tion, in the Palais d'Egmont. 2-6 P. M. Conferences.

Evening, Receptions.

6 Sept. 9 A. M. to Noon : Visits to buildings of interest

in Brussels. 2-6 P. M. Conferences. Evening, Receptions.

7 Sept.: Visits to the devastated zone, stopping at Ypres

and spending the night at Bruges.

8.Sept.: Visits about Bruges, returning to Brussels in the

evening.

9 Sept.: Excursion to Antwerp, visits about the city and

up l'Escaut. 2-5 P. M. Conferences, returning to

Brussels in the evening.

10 Sept. 9 A. M. to Noon : Visits to the Exposition. 2-6

P. M. Conferences. Evening, Receptions.

11 Sept.: 10 A. M. Closing Exercises.

Subjects for Discussion

1. The responsibilities of the architect.

2. Schedule of Charges.

3. The appointing of State and Municipal Architects.

4. The rights of Authorship of the Architect.

5. The Profession of Architecture ; its aims and its

rights.

6. Women Architects.

7. Public, National, and International Competitions. The

position of the winning architect in an International Com-

petition or of one working in a foreign country.

8. Town Planning.

9. Small houses.

10. The influence of locality on Architecture.

11. The preservation of Historic Monuments ; with con-

sideration of their economic, hygienic and social aspects.

Expositions

An Architectural Exhibition will open 5 September in

the Palais d'Egmont, lasting two weeks.

It will be divided in two general classes- ( a ) Belgian :

1, Retrospective; 2, Contemporaneous. Jury, Messrs.

Maukels, Mercenier and Van Montfort. (b) Foreign:

There will be as many Sections as there are countries

represented.

Dues-The dues for members will be fifty francs.

Ladies accompanying members (wives and daughters

only) will be thirty francs, which will give them the

privilege of visits, excursions and receptions.

ings in their own language. The official language of the

Language-Official Delegates may address the meet-

Congress will be French, though any other language may

be used provided a "resumé" in French is submitted at

the same time.

American Architects Invited

All American architects are cordially invited to attend

original gatherings of architects ever held. The subjects

and take part in what will be one of the most unique and

to be discussed are of international interest, the excur-

sions will be instructive and the receptions of unusual in-

terest. This will be the second International Congress

of Architects to be held in Brussels, the first being held

in 1897. That was the fourth congress to be held in
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FROM OUR BOOK SHELF

Europe; the fifth was held in Paris, 1902 ; the sixth in

Madrid in 1904 ; the seventh in London in 1906 ; the

eighth in Vienna in 1908 ; and the ninth in Rome in 1910.

Permanent Committee

The Permanent Committee of the Congress attends

to all the business of the organization between sessions .

It also selects the country in which the next Congress

is to be held and chooses the subjects for discussion.

There are about one hundred members from various

countries. The American Section consists of Francis R.

Allen, Glenn Brown, W. R. Mead, Cass Gilbert and

George Oakley Totten, Jr., Secretary.

All desiring to attend or wishing further information

should communicate with the Secretary, 808 17th Street,

Washington, D. C.

News Notes

THE annual meeting of the National Council of

Architectural Registration Boards was held in Chicago

at the time of the Institute Convention. The report of

the Secretary-Treasurer showed that a large number of

architects engaged in interstate practice had availed

themselves of the services of the organization and that

considerable effective work had been accomplished. Steps

were taken to lighten the burden of the Secretary.

It is important that architects understand that the

Council does not undertake to secure registration or

transfer of registration . It is able to save the candidate

time and expense in producing a statement of his record

which can be submitted to all the states in which he

desires to practice.

The Council Senior Examination is a plan worked

out by the organization by which an architect registered

without examination in his own state may by going be-

fore his own State Board ask for an examination for a

change of status to one by examination, thus greatly

facilitating his transfer of registration to those states

where examinations are required of all.

The officers for next year are as follows :

President: Arthur Peabody, Madison, Wis.

First Vice -President : Sylvain Schnaittacher, San

Francisco.

Second Vice-President : William H. Lord, Asheville,

N. C.

Third Vice-President : M. I. Kast, Harrisburg, Pa.

Secretary-Treasurer : E. S. Hall, 1107-64 E. Van

Buren St., Chicago, Ill.

The above with E. Lorch constitute the Executive

Committee.

"L'ARCHITECTURE," 33 Rue St. Andre des Arts, Paris,

6e. , the organ of the Société Centrale des Architectes,

extends a welcome to members of the Institute traveling

in France this summer, and expresses a wish that they

will apply to its offices for any information they may

desire.

ARNO KOLBE announces that he is now associated in

practice with Jordan Green, Essex Bldg., Newark, N. J.

AN EXAMINATION is about to be held by the Municipal

Civil Service Commission, City of New York, for the

position of Deputy Superintendent of School Buildings,

for which there are six vacancies, at a salary of $6,500

annually. Two members of the Institute have been

appointed by the Commission as examiners for this test.

The duties of a Deputy Superintendent of School Build-

ings are the supervision of the erection of new school

buildings and of their equipment ; and repairs, main-

tenance, etc. , of all existing buildings. The announce-

ment of the subjects and weights, the duties and require-

ments of the examination, will be made as soon as it has

been approved by the Commission.

THE International Housing Congress will be held at

Rome on 21-26 September for the discussion of housing

problems and means for their solution. It is hoped that

the Institute may be represented by those of its mem-

bers in Italy at the time. Further information may be

obtained from the Executive Secretary of the Institute,

The Octagon, Washington, D. C.

New Honors for Massachusetts

We clip the following item from the Manchester

Guardian:

"The Dean of Worcester, Dr. Moore Ede, got locked

in the Cathedral after Evensong on Sunday and narrow-

ly escaped having to remain all night in the building.

After the congregation had dispersed the Dean remained

to talk about the Cathedral fabric with an architect from

Massachusetts. He believed he had in his pocket his

master key to all the exits, and directed the verger to

lock up and depart. Later the Dean found he had no key

and could not ring the bell or display a signal through the

window. The architect, however, was able to unbolt

the great converging oak doors at the North Porch, and

forcing them both together induced the lock catch to

yield. He then climbed over the outer iron gates, 15 ft.

high, and got a key from the precentor's house to liberate

the Dean."

From Our Book Shelf

Heresies¹

Having just finished reading that serenely beautiful

prose poem "Maria Chapdelaine," I am disturbed by the

eager voice of Mr. Roger Fry. He has done a "heap

of thinking," and has "weighed and found wanting" the

accepted theory and orthodox practice of Architectural

Design. The "heresies" themselves do not disturb me

particularly. Some of them seem quite obvious . Some

of them impress me as rather forced or factitious. They

do not march abreast. Some are corollary to others and

some are the result of looking at both sides with perhaps

a hint of compensation for a possible over-statement. I

do not get Mr. Fry's distinction between natural and

1The Architectural Heresies of a Painter. By Roger Fry. Bren-

tano's, New York City.
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æsthetic beauty. At least I do not get it in the way

that he does. My old fashioned philosophy does not

permit me to acknowledge mere accident in beauty.

That which evokes in me the emotional response and

intellectual delight (which what I call "beautiful"

always does ) speaks to me in no uncertain terms of the

designer. Beauty often attends unthought of and unin-

vited by the poor human instrument, but only, I believe,

when the processes are natural, sane, logical , poetic.

The problem for the architect is to think in harmony

with what we call natural law. We are lost in a fog

if we trust ourselves to any idea of finding beauty in

mental processes that have somehow been cut adrift

from the roots that go down deep in our common

humanity.

It

The sensation of disturbance previously referred to is

perhaps caused by the realization that we are not going

to get very far in architecture or in anything else by

bandying arguments. The novel "Maria Chapdelaine"

gives one a wonderful mental atmosphere of beauty.

is very simple. Primitive nature, unsophisticated people,

an episode of hope, disappointment, self sacrifice are its

elements. And yet to have merely read it is a beautiful

experience to be remembered always.

We find it hard to philosophize in times of stress.

At the bed side where unseen forces are dealing with

the life of one beloved, at the cradle where new born

humanity in its most gracious and appealing form bids

us weave a gauzy texture of dreams for the future, at

the grave where our dearest one lies hidden, and grief,

stark and desolating, has conquered us utterly : when-

ever the realities of life are borne in upon us so that

we can but thrill or agonize, all criticism and word

mongering seems worse than futile.

It is perhaps the severest indictment of Modern Art

that we seem to have so much to say about it. But

critics we have and may as well make the best of them.

So let us give thanks when we find an honest and an

unflattering one. Mr. Fry puts it mildly when he says

"you will probably agree with me that all is not well

with modern architecture." He names ten "heresies,"

as he calls them, in which he points out some architec-

tural failures and inconsistencies. He is a heretic only

to those who accept with smug self-satisfaction all things

as they are. The Canadians in "Maria Chapdelaine"

accept life as it is but not in self-satisfaction. Their

point of view is humility, self-sacrifice and an abiding

faith and love. Mr. Fry does not go far enough in some

of his analyses but he goes farther than most critics of

architecture who are concerned apparently only with ap-

pearances and the application of curiously superficial

rules.

To those of us for whom Beauty was captured by

Vignola with his calipers and measuring rod and stripped

of all her mysterious provocation for all time Mr. Fry

will seem very disrespectful. To those others of us,

however, who still believe in Beauty as emotional, elusive

and not to be realized through rules and formulæ, Mr.

Fry will give the same enjoyment we feel when our

children announce the discovery of some phenomenon

which to us has lost all novelty and become an accepted

fact. He has not told us anything that we did not

already know but he has phrased it all well in his own

way and we are without stint in rejoicing that another

kindred spirit has made his little profession of faith in

the great scheme of Things as They Ought to Be.

WILLIAM L. STEELE.

Obituary

John Theodore Comes

Elected to the Institute in 1908

Died at Pittsburgh, April 13, 1922

The death of John Theodore Comes leaves a void in

the architectural life of Pittsburgh and of the nation

that will take long to fill . His works, which are many,

will not fail to remind his friends, co-workers, and asso-

ciates of his energetic and tireless personality so long

as they shall live.

He came to Pittsburgh about 26 years ago, at the

age of 23, bringing with him an enthusiasm for his chosen

profession that was to carry him far on the road to

success. As a draftsman in St. Paul, Minnesota, he had

early developed a facility at pen and ink drawing such

as would have won recognition for him had he chosen

to pursue this medium of expression . His talent, how-

ever, was early directed along the lines of ecclesiastical

architecture and it is in this field that he became known

from coast to coast.

To his ability and facility for expressing himself by

his excellent drawings, he later added a remarkable gift

for literary expression, both in writing and in lecture.

In this way he gained for his advocacy of the good, the

true, and the beautiful in his chosen branch of architec-

ture a national audience that has been equalled by few

other architects. Believing that men are influenced for

good or evil by the nature of their surroundings, he ap-

plied all his energy and enthusiasm to the improvement

of the character of architecture wherever he could make

his influence felt. That he succeeded in large measure

is attested by the many commissions that came to him

from all parts of the country. His interest was not

confined to architecture alone, but embraced the allied

arts of painting, sculpture, metal working, stained glass

and ceramics.

His burning faith and love for his Church was a

religious instinct almost Mediæval in its ardor. It car-

ried him steadily onward to better and greater achieve-

ments, and his tireless devotion will remain alive in all

his buildings. At the time of his death his work of

creating beautiful Church Architecture was growing

faster than ever. Much had been accomplished but

much more lay at his hand . "How inconsistent," he

said, "to teach from the pulpit that the Church is the

ground and pillar of truth, when perhaps the architec-

tural pillar located back of the speaker, instead of being

a pillar of honest masonry, is nothing but a sham of

metal lath and plaster, painted to simulate marble, there-

by violating the vital principle of truth in architecture."

Although the range of his work necessitated his fre-

quent absence from home, he was ever ready to con-

tribute his available time and efforts for the betterment
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

of art in the city of his adoption. He was the creator

and chief organizer of the Pittsburgh Architectural Club,

--an opportunity that he embraced almost as soon as he

joined the architectural community of Pittsburgh. Often

he has told us of the pride and satisfaction he felt that

he was privileged to accomplish this work, and he ever

took an active part in all the life of the community and

gave unsparingly of his time and energy to help forward

all public movements for the advancement and improve-

ment of the city and its affairs. Often it was his call

to lead and initiate. In the Architectural Club for many

years he was its mainstay as well as its Father. In the

Pittsburgh Chapter of the Institute he took leading parts

in the upbuilding of organized professional effort to its

present high standing. He was its Vice President at the

time of his death. He was also a member of the Muni-

cipal Art Commission.

His was a very lovable character. He had many

friends both in and out of the profession. Always earnest

and serious in his affairs, he was at the same time ready

for humor and the enjoyment of lighter things. But

when he was stricken it seemed that nothing in his life

was finer than the courage, simplicity, and faith with

which he was filled . We shall never forget the last

visit made with Henry Kroppf, after he had taken to

his bed for the last time. No complaint passed his lips ;

no lack of interest in life was present ; he knew he was

doomed but dealt not with his fate. He accepted it,

with almost no comment that he, at least, expressed.

When we were ready to go he expressed a wish that

we would hunt up a Bird House so that he might have

it hung outside his window where he could see it from

his bed. "Maybe a robin would come and nest in it,"

E. B. L. and C. T. I.

ure.

the

he said.
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George Spencer Morris

Elected to the Institute in 1910

Died in Philadelphia, April 12, 1922

George Spencer Morris received his early training in

the office of Addison Hutton , Architect, Philadelphia, and

after experience in several Architectural offices in Phila-

delphia, he entered professional practice with William

S. Vaux in 1900.

This partnership existed for a number of years when

it was dissolved and after a practice alone for three or

four years, Mr. Morris formed a partnership with

Richard Erskine, and under the name of Morris and

Erskine, continued , as the senior member of that firm

until his death.

Mr. Morris had many interests outside the profes-

sion of Architecture. He was associated with the

Academy of Natural Sciences, where he served as one

of the Board of Curators, taking the greatest interest

in the ornithological section. He had a large private

collection of bird skins, which he had personally collected,

not only locally but in Florida and the far west.

He had a local reputation as an artist and his work

in lead pencil was of particular merit.

Mr. Morris was one of the earliest members of the

T-Square Club of Philadelphia, and had been for many

years an active member of the Philadelphia Sketch Club.

Letters to the Editor

Mumbo Jumbo (Continued)

It is indeed a strange circumstance that, on reading Mr.

Magonigle's interesting transcription of certain Assyrian

records, I should recognize, after all these years, the missing

portion of a series of records which I unearthed during my

first excursion in Assyria many years ago. I have always

wondered about the missing text and its possible bearing

upon the fragments I had so painfully deciphered. Now

that it is before me, I am struck with the nice balance of

the two records, how they supplement each other in thought,

and make of the whole a complete parable of our pro-

fession. How trite but true it is to say that conditions

have so little changed after all these years.

I am sure that Mr. Magonigle will be relieved to find

that the continuation of his chronicle was not irrevocably

lost, and I rejoice with him in our ability to present this

complete record, at last, to those eager searchers after truth,

with whom our profession is so notably filled in this day of

grace.

The record, done into English as faithfully as I have

been able, runs as follows, evidently picking up the nar-

rative at the exact point where the previous record stopped.

WILLIAM STANLEY PARKER.

and the true God of our art sank back, heavy

hearted, into his marvellous throne of Syrian cedar and

ivory, wrought by the greatest artist of the day and already

famed throughout Assyria and even among the Chaldæans.

The embracing curve of its ample back and the echoing

curves of its slender spreading legs lent a rhythmic charm

to the throne of this true God of Art, high up on its

alabaster-faced altar. Alas, what calamity was now to

be witnessed ! With a warning creak, quickly followed by

an ominous crash, the throne gave way beneath the burden

of its God and both were precipitated as one onto the heads

of the silent throng standing spell bound around the altar.

"After the first awful moment of dismay and terror, the

guards quickly cleared the populace from the temple. The

minor Gods of Technique and Structural Security raised

the True God of Art from his undignified position , prone

amidst the debris of his throne. For a moment the spirit

of the true artist flamed in his eye, but, God-like, he kept

himself in hand and besought an explanation of the disaster.

The God of Structural Security made a rapid survey of

the fragments and quickly found the cause. The great

artist, overzealous in his search for beauty of line and grace

of proportion, had neglected the natural limitations of his

medium. The cedar wood, familiar as roof beams, was

little used in furniture and its nature was but poorly under-

stood. The graceful curves and slender proportions left

but little strength, the grain across the curve, already weak,

was made still weaker by cutting for the inlays. So,

ignorantly piling one weakness on another, did the artist

work his own doom and the indignity of the True God he

sought to serve.

"The True God listened and for a long time walked

apart. His faith in the skill of his great artist was some-

what shaken. It had to be admitted that the graceful lines

of his throne were no less graceful now that the remnants

were temporarily reassembled, but as a throne it was of

little use. Was it then so fine a work of art if it failed in

serving its chief purpose ? In failing to support its God,

did it not also fail to support his plea for the preeminence

of the artist ? Was it possible that there was another God,

more nearly equal to his own stature and dignity than he

had supposed, who was challenging his right to preeminence,

who was claiming with some show of justice the right to

a throne beside his own ?

"It were well to investigate. Every part of his temple

and the adjoining palace had been constructed under the

direction of the chief artists of the land. Were there

hidden defects elsewhere in their work? Calling the God

of Structural Security and the God of Technique, who some-

how as they approached had acquired a certain dignity he
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had not noticed in them before, he made a circuit of the

precincts of the temple.

"A certain stain high up on the walls attracted his eye

and he enquired of his companions about it. They informed

him that the heavy rains each year so saturated the sun-

dried brick of the walls as to penetrate even to the inner

frescoed walls. Yes, an alternative capping to the wall

had been suggested but the chief artist insisted upon the

stepped cresting of the parapet which, while artistically

effective, was cleverly designed to catch and hold the rain,

until it became absorbed in the massive but sponge-like

walls. And how about the walls themselves ? Undoubtedly

there was a constant deterioration in progress.

"The True God of Art uttered a troubled sigh and passed

through the deep portal. Gaining the center of the broad

terrace he turned to gaze upon the noble entrance he had

so frequently admired. The pure alabaster that faced the

pylons glittered in the sun, and the shadows of the carving

caught, with gay tints, reflected lights from the terrace

tiles. It was beautiful as ever ; but now his restless, search-

ing eye, detected in the corner a slab of alabaster stained

and partly displaced. Further investigation disclosed a

crack extending through the wall. Where did it lead, and

what had caused it?

"And so as they circled the splendid structure, one after

another were observed the failures in technique of those

who had but followed the artist's whim. The faulty glazing

of enamelled tiles, the settled keystone of an arch, cracked

lintels, rotting roof beams, everywhere the True God looked

were found defects that marred the beauty of the artist's

work.

"Sadly he entered again the temple door and seeking

rest, sat for safety on the substantial throne wrought for

the God of Structural Security, and let his mind speak

freely to his attendant Gods. 'Why do you seem so different

to my eyes than you have seemed so short a space of

time ago? I confess you have seemed to be attempting to

usurp the central place wherein my throne has for long

years been set and held in reverence. Yet, as I now detect,

your arrogance is much less marked than I had come to

think. You speak considerately of the faults we have ob-

served, nor claim a certain knowledge for yourselves of

all the various problems that 'twould seem surround the

building of such a temple as this of mine. Tell me what

your ambitions really are. Are you usurpers, or faithful

supporters of that great guiding spirit of our profession,

beauty, the inspired imaginings of the artist, without which

we labor in vain ? Speak.'

"The God of Structural Security answered thus : 'We are

matter of fact people, not always understood by those of

more emotional tendencies. We are far from seeking to

usurp your throne, indeed we do but seek to make it more

secure and permanent. The simple days and methods now

are passed, and problems of security have arisen that call

for careful research, test, and thought. Without such ser-

vice the artist could not work his beauty into terms of use-

fulness. And without usefulness, ability to stand the service

tests of time, Art would totter on her throne, and soon be

cast wholly down, a wanton, seeking sensation only, using

the needs of men as playthings for her imagination.

We

""Art has so often tripped upon the snags it is our

province to remove, that it would seem she should be

grateful rather than jealous of our new importance. You

envy us perchance ; you fear the growing signs of our in-

creasing power and worth. Pray calm your fears.

do not grudge your high preeminence ; rather, which you

cannot seem to grasp, we take it for granted. It need not

be shouted from the house tops, for we accept it freely

without argument. But in the natural course of things

our function has gained increasing notice in proportion as

the results of our failure have become more critical.

"We seek but recognition of the natural dignity of

the functions that we serve. Keep your high place on a

throne that is truly worthy of your art. We are content

to sit on either hand, duly subordinated, yet given that

recognition by the True God which alone will inspire

respect for our efforts in the minds of those too frequently

blind worshippers of your high estate.'

"The True God rose and took a hand of each, and

understanding glistened in his eye. Thereafter on the

altar stood three thrones, nor any doubted the supremacy

of Art nor the solid virtues of the lesser Gods."

New Members Elected

(As of May 5, 1922.)

BOSTON: James S. McIntyre, New Bedford.

DAYTON: Frank J. Weis. ILLINOIS : Howard L.

Cheney, Arthur S. Coffin, Gardner C. Coughlen, Stan-

ley Moyer Peterson, Chicago. NEW YORK: Pleasants

PHILADELPHIA: J. Frank Clark.

Pennington.

TENNESSEE: A. B. Baumann, Jr., Herbert R. Graf,

John Richard Graf, R. F. Graf, Clem Henry Meyer,

M. E. Parmelee, Clarence A. Ttarwater, Knoxville;

Charles Deas, James L. Gatling, Estes W. Mann, Mem-

VIRGINIA:
phis. TEXAS: Allan Burton, Dallas.

Alfred Garey Lambert, Richmond. WISCONSIN :

George A. Kemnitz, Milwaukee.

(As of June 3, 1922. )

BOSTON: Louis Elbridge Jackson, Frederic M.

Kendall, Lyman Sise, Albert E. West. BROOKLYN :

Isaac Kallich. CENTRAL ILLINOIS : Rexford New-

comb, Urbana. COLUMBUS : Clarence Earl Richards.

DAYTON : Edward P. Musselman. ILLINOIS :

Scott C. Dyer, Herbert H. Green, Philip G. Odgers,

Chicago. MICHIGAN : Harvey W. Jackson, Grand

Rapids. NEW YORK: John J. Klaber. PITTS-

BURGH: Joseph Browne Dick German, Randolph L.

Patterson, L. G. Tucker, Charleston, W. Va. Albert

Ford Dickey, Huntingdon, W. Va. Thomas P. Jones,

A. F. Wysong, Princeton, W. Va. ST. LOUIS: Henry

W. Hall, E. L. Pleitsch, Paul Valenti, Wm. F. Wisch-

meyer.

(As of June 5, 1922.)

ILLINOIS : Hugh M. G. Garden. KENTUCKY :

J. A. Baylor, Louisville. NORTH CAROLINA:

Harry Barton, Greensboro. PHILADELPHIA: Ga-

briel B. Roth. TEXAS : David S. Castle, Abilene.

(As of June 7, 1922.)

BOSTON: George F. Shepard. BROOKLYN : Charles

C. Wagner. Frederick H. Briggs, Plandome, L. I.

COLORADO: Arthur E. Saunders, Boulder. Eugene

G. Groves, Burnham Hoyt, Merrill H. Hoyt, Denver.

DAYTON: Ralph G. Rossell. NEW JERSEY: Fred-

eric Bigelow, Chas. A. Horton, Neil J. Covery, Newark.

Seymour Williams, Rahway. PITTSBURGH : James

Llewallyn Montgomery, Edward J. Wood, Charleston,

W. Va. J. C. Burchinal, Fairmont, W. Va. SAN

FRANCISCO: James W. Plachek, Berkeley. SOUTH-

ERN CALIFORNIA : Stiles Oliver Clements, Walter

Swindell Davis, Wm. Field Staunton, Jr., Edw. Lloyd

Taylor, Walter Webber, Donald R. Wilkinson, David

J. Witmer, Los Angeles. Roland E. Coate, Pasadena.

Wm. H. Wheeler, San Diego. SOUTHERN PENN-

SYLVANIA: Chas. Howard Lloyd, Harrisburg. Rob-

ert A. Stair, York.

Structural Service Department appears on the second right-hand page following
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WOLFF

This WOLFF Built-in Bath

Costs Little More than an Ordinary Free-standingBath

WOLFF "PLANET" Built-in Bath with concealed fixtures supplies at

low cost the sanitary closed front and classic lines, space economy and

convenience ofthe finest built-in tub. Owners find both the effect and

the economy gratifying.

Wolff Quality Plumbing insures durability far beyond the ordinary.

The presence of Wolff fixtures in a structure implies quality con-

struction throughout.

A three-color folder has been issued showing the Planet Bath in various styles,

with perspective drawings and floor plans. We will gladly send this together

with folders indicating the completeness of the Wolff line -on request.

WOLFF Quality
Plumbing

SANITARY

ENAMELWARE

RANGE BOILERS

POTTERYWARE

BRASS GOODS

MARBLE

Branch or Distributor at Every Central Point

MANUFACTURIN
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CHICAGO

DALLAS HAMMOND

OMAHA CINCINNATI

ST. LOUIS · DENVER

TRADE MARK

CHICAGO

Makers of Quality Plumbing Since 1855
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XII PILES ( Concrete)

Cause and Effect

The reason why RAYMOND

Concrete Piles sustain their full

rated loads is because the Con-

crete in every Pile is protected

(in the ground) while setting, by

a shell of spirally reinforced steel,

which preserves the full length

and taper irrespective of known

or unknown underground con-

ditions .

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO.

New York: 140 Cedar Street

Chicago: 111 W. Monroe Street

Canada:

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO., Ltd. , Montreal

"A Form for Every Pile-A Pile for Every Purpose"

TEST LOAD ON
ONE STANDARD

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE

2008 PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY

SIXTY TONS LOAD

Pile 27 ft. 4 in. long

Settlement 0.013 feet

Tests made on one pile of a

foundation for the Corn Products

Refining Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Total job 3,158 Piles.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION July, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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Structural Service Department

SULLIVAN W. JONES, Associate Editor

LEROY E. KERN, Assistant

In connection with the work of the Committee on Structural Service of the American Institute of Architects and in collabo-

ration with other professional societies and organized bodies having the same objective-improvement in build-

ing materials and methods and better shelter for humanity in all its manifold vocations and avocations.

Committee Activities

The Joint Conference on Advertising.-The second

Joint Conference on Better Advertising to Architects met

in Chicago on June 5th and 6th. At the Monday afternoon ,

June 5th, session a Committee of twelve, consisting of archi-

tects and manufacturers was appointed to prepare a Reso-

lution expressing the purpose of the Conference and pro-

viding for the action which the Conference wished the

Institute to take.

The Committee drafted the following Resolution and pre-

sented it to the Conference on the morning of June 6th :

Whereas the Joint Conference on Better Advertising to

Architects between the Board of Directors of the American

Institute of Architects and the Building Materials Producers

of the United States and reported in the Journal of the

A.I.A., of April, 1922, and the Conference in Chicago

held June 5th and 6th, 1922, has demonstrated the great

desirability of a better understanding among architects and

producers as to their common interest in the characteristics,

presentation and appropriate utilization of products entering

into construction, be it

Resolved by the American Institute of Architects , in 55th

Annual Convention assembled, that the Structural Service

Committee of the American Institute of Architects be author-

ized to create a Producers' Section of the Structural Service

Committee as a sustaining body to collaborate in the fol-

lowing duties :

(a ) To advise and counsel with manufacturers, who may

so desire, on the character of their advertising as to size,

form, and content.

(b) To assist in furthering the use, by Architects and

Producers, of the Standard Construction Classification

adopted by the American Institute of Architects .

(c) To promote sincerity and reliability of statement in

advertising.

The Conference adopted it and arranged for its trans-

mission to the Board of Directors of the A.I.A. The Board

adopted the Resolution and referred it to the Convention

with a favorable recommendation. The Resolution was

adopted by the Convention without a negative vote at the

session on the morning of Friday, June 9th.

The creation of a Producers Section of the Structural

Service Committee signalizes the beginning of an era of

closer co-operation between manufacturers and architects

than has been known since the architect was the master

builder, used local materials, wrought by local craftsmen

who were also his friends.

The induction of a number of manufacturers into a sort

of associate membership in the Structural Service Committee

will make possible the broadening of the Committee's work

on advertising and its development into a real service to

both the manufacturing and the architectural fraternities.

It provides for a free exchange of ideas, the joint consider-

ation of the architects and manufacturers common needs

and problems, and last but most important of all it furnishes

the means of substituting mutual confidence for the mutual

suspicion which has characterized the relationship of these

two important groups in the building industry for a great

many years.

The Lumber Conference. The result of the series of

conferences held in Washington during the week of May 22,

under the auspices of the Department of Commerce, between

the producers, distributors and consumers of lumber was,

from the architect's standpoint, disappointing.

The National Lumber Manufacturers Association was

asked to appoint a Committee representative of all interests

with a view to the adoption of a standard nomenclature,

standard grades, marking and practices. It is expected

that another Conference will be held in the early fall

to create the necessary organization for the formulation and

working into practice of the proposed standards.

The misuse of specie names, the confusion resulting from

the inconsistencies of grading rules as applied even to the

same wood by different Associations, the lack of standard

sizes and the absence of all guarantees of quality, seem to

call for immediate action ; and it does appear unfortunate

that the initial move toward the removal of the architect's

difficulties in specifying what he needs will not be met

for some months to come.

The Conference was productive of one good result-a

better understanding between producers and consumers.

The Small House Service Bureau and the Struc-

tural Service Committee.-Arrangements are in the making

providing for the Structural Service Committee to function

with the Small House Service Bureau in connection with

the preparation of the Small House Specifications and the

Question and Answer Column of the Small House Clinic.

It is proposed that these specifications shall be written

in co-operation with the manufacturers interested who are

to become members of the Producers Section of the Struc-

tural Service Committee. By adopting this procedure it is

expected that the Institute will be able to exert a very

powerful influence toward raising the standard of archi-

tectural practice in connection with the Small House.

Abstracts

Is is the purpose of the Structural Service Committee and

THE JOURNAL jointly to give in this division each month, brief

abstracts of all publications by the Government Departments

and Bureaus, University and other research laboratories,

States and Associations, which contain fresh information in

regard to materials or methods employed in construction and

thus afford architects and others a convenient means of

keeping themselves conversant with rapidly expanding

knowledge in the technique of construction.

Whitewash and Cold Water Paint. ( 25b24 ) — (Bulletin

No. 304 of the National Lime Association. Size 6" x 9".

Pages 8.) Ordinary Whitewash.-Place about ten pounds of

quicklime into a vessel with two gallons of water. Cover
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XIV BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra-Cotta )

NEW KEITH

October 1.

DIO

AUTOPARKING

Rapid Construction

CRFKEITHr'sAGEVILLE NEW BF. KEITH

50+2 IN COMING
50.2 comun
50 2

October 8.

W SEW KEITH se

October 15.

NEW BF. MEITH

October 22.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

Progress
Photographs

taken at intervals of one week

OUR innate modesty forbids our making

-

any mention of the speed which we made

in completing the Terra Cotta on the above

building. However, we feel we can say that

this job was enclosed more rapidly than any

other building of a similar type which has

been erected in Cleveland. It goes without

saying that no progress of this kind could

have been made had we not had your co-op-

eration and your rapid delivery of materials.

The manner in which you handled the work

was highly satisfactory and we are all very

much pleased with the results.

Very truly yours,

The Lundoff- Bicknell Co."

B. F. Keith's Theatre and Office Building, Cleve-

land, Ohio. C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects ; The

Lundoff-Bicknell Company, Builders. Atlantic

Terra Cotta in glazed conglomerate with slight

touches of color, from base course to roof.

Atlantic Terra Cotta
Company

350 Madison Avenue, New York

Southern
Factory

Atlanta Terra Cotta
Company

Atlanta, Georgia

PREL

MEITH

October 29.

NEW BF NETH

November 5.

NEW DE NESTE

November 12.

November 19.
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STRUCTURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

the vessel with an old piece of carpet or burlap and let it

stand for about an hour, stirring, if necessary, to prevent

burning. At the end of that time the material will be ready

to use .

If too little water is used, the lime will not be completely

slaked or hydrated, and besides it will be burned. Burned

or scorched lime is generally lumpy and transparent after

enough water is added to bring it to brush consistency.

Too much water, on the other hand, retards the slaking by

lowering the heat.

A simpler way in which to prepare this whitewash is to

mix ordinary commercial hydrated lime with water until

the proper brush consistency is obtained. This whitewash

will not stand the weather and will rub off rather easily.

Interior Whitewash.-The following formula is recom-

mended by insurance companies : ( 1 ) Slake 62 pounds (1

bushel ) of quicklime in 15 gallons water. Keep the vessel

covered until steam stops coming off. Stir occasionally to

prevent scorching. Or, mix 80 pounds of commercial hydrated

lime with water to a creamy consistency. (2) Mix 2½

pounds of rye flour thoroughly with ½ gallon of cold water

and then thin with 2 gallons of boiling water. (3) Dissolve

2½ pounds of common salt in 2½ gallons of hot water.

Mix (2 ) and ( 3 ) , then add ( 1 ) , and stir until well mixed.

Exterior Weatherproof Whitewash.- ( 1 ) Slake 62 pounds

of quicklime ( 1 bushel ) in 12 gallons of water ; or mix 80

pounds of commercial hydrated lime with water to a cream-

like consistency. ( 2 ) Dissolve 2 pounds of common salt and

1 pound of sulphate of zinc in 2 gallons of boiling water.

(3 ) Provide 2 gallons of skimmed milk. Pour (2 ) into ( 1 ) ,

then add ( 3 ) , and stir well.

B. (1) Slake 8 pounds of quicklime in 2 gallons of hot

water, or mix 10 pounds of commercial hydrated lime to a

cream-like consistency with water. (2) Dissolve 1 pound of

carbonate of soda in 4 gallon of boiling water. (3) Soak

in cold water for at least 8 hours 4 pound of common glue

and 1 pound of rice flour , and then thoroughly dissolve the

glue mixture in 4 gallon more water in a double boiler.

Mix ( 1 ) with ( 2 ) ; then add (3 ) .

C. (1 ) Slake 6 pounds of quicklime in 1½ gallons of

hot water or mix 8 pounds of commercial hydrated lime to a

cream-like consistency with water. (2 ) Dissolve 4 ounces

of white resin in 12 fluid ounces of boiled linseed oil.

Beat 6 pounds of whiting in 1 gallon of skimmed milk.

(2) with ( 1 ) while hot ; then add (3 ) .

(3)

Mix

Simple Cold Water Paints. A.-Mix 10 pounds hydrated

lime, 1 pound casein, 1½ ounces soda ash .

B.-Mix 10 pounds hydrated lime, 1 pound casein, 1 ounce

powdered soap, 2 ounces pulverized borax, 3 ounces dry

carbonate of soda.

The ingredients in either of the foregoing formulas may

be mixed dry and thinned to brush consistency with water

when used.

C.- (1 ) Soak ½ pound of white glue at least four hours

in 1 pint of water and then fully dissolve in 1 quart more

water in a double boiler. ( 2 ) Mix 16 lbs. of hydrated lime

thoroughly in 1 gallon of hot water. Pour (1 ) into ( 2 ) and

mix well.

D.— ( 1 ) Mix 12 lbs. of quicklime slaked in 3 gallons of

hot water or 16 lbs. of commercial hydrated lime to a cream-

like consistency. ( 2 ) Thin 3 lbs. of silicate of soda ( water

glass ) with 1 gallon of hot water ; then stir in 1½ pounds of

casein and continue to stir until all is dissolved. ( 3 ) Soak

2 lbs. of strong white glue at least 8 hours in ½ gallon of cold

water ; then dissolve in ½ gallon more water in a double

boiler. (4 ) Dissolve 2 lbs. pulverized alum in ½ gallon of

hot water, to which is added 24 lbs. of whiting. Mix ( 1 )

and (2 ) well, then stir in ( 3 ) , add ( 4 ) , and again stir well.

Waterproof Cold Water Paint.-Beat up 1 lb. of casein

with 1 pint of cold water ; dilute with 4 gallon of cold

water and add 8 fluid ounces of ammonia. Stir this until a

smooth jelly is formed and then add 4 fluid ounce of for-

maldehyde as a preservative.

Stir in hydrated lime until a moderately thick paste is

formed and then dilute with water, alcohol, turpentine, or

linseed oil as may be desired until proper brush consistency

is obtained.

Washable Cold Water Paint.— ( 1 ) Soak ½ pound of white

glue at least four hours in ½ gallon of cold water ; then

completely dissolve by boiling in a double boiler. ( 2 ) Dis-

solve 4 pound of phosphate of soda in % gallon of hot water.

(3 ) Mix 16 lbs. of hydrated lime thoroughly in 1 gallon of

hot water. Pour ( 1 ) into ( 3 ) . Stir well, then add (2 ) , and

stir again.

Lighthouse Whitewash.-The following is the formula

used by the United States Lighthouse Board : Make a thin

paste of 50 lbs. of hydrated lime in boiling water (or slake

½ bushel of quicklime in about 7½ gallons of water, keep-

ing the vessel well covered and stirring occasionally) . Add

1 peck of common salt dissolved in hot water, 3 pounds of

rice flour boiled to a thin paste and stirred in while hot,

½ pound of Spanish whiting and 1 pound of clear glue thor-

oughly dissolved in boiling water.

Mix well in the order given and let the mixture stand for

several days before using. Apply as hot as possible with

a brush or spray.

General Notes.-Whitewashes and cold water paints should

always be laid on, and no attempt should be made to brush

out as is done with oil paints. Alum added to whitewash

prevents its rubbing off. Flour paste will also prevent rub-

bing off, but, when it is used zinc sulphate must be added

as a preservative.

Molasses causes lime to penetrate wood and plaster bet-

ter. One pint of molasses to 5 gallons of whitewash is suffi-

cient to use.

A solution of silicate of soda, or water glass ( 35 degrees

Baume) , makes a fireproof cement of whitewash when used

in the proportion of one part of the solution to ten parts of

whitewash.

By adding 1 pound of cheap bar soap dissolved in 1 gal-

lon of boiling water to every 5 gallons of whitewash, a gloss

similar to oil paint can be obtained.

Tinting. Most of the earth colors are fast in the presence

of lime and practically any desired tint may be obtained by

using these pigments in dry powdered form, either singly

or in combination. When lamp black is used, however, it

should first be mixed to a thick paste in a hot soft soap solu-

tion, so as to remove the grease.

In addition to the above formulas, this bulletin describes

equipment required , preparing the surface, and gives the

covering capacity.

Since the publication of Bulletin 304 , the Research Labo-

ratory of the National Lime Association has been conducting

an extensive investigation of whitewashes and cold water

paints involving exposure tests of more than a hundred for-

mulas. As a result of this work the following formulas

also have been shown to have special merit.

A. A simple lime paint is prepared by dissolving a mix-

ture of three pounds of borax and five pounds of casein in

three gallons of water and adding this to a paste made of

fifty pounds of hydrated lime with six gallons of water.

Thin with more water if necessary.

XV
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Ө

G-E TUMBLER SWITCH

Convenience of
operation is just as

important
as convenience

of location

YEARS of home building experience have taught

where to place wall switches for greatest conve-

nience. Years of electrical switch experience have taught

a better, more simple switch mechanism.

The new G-E Tumbler Switch can be operated bythe

flip of a finger or the sweep of an elbow. One small

lever which operates UP and DOWN, replaces the two

push buttons of the old style wall switch.

Distinctly individual and neat in design, the new G-E

Tumbler Switch adds to refinement by adding to con-

venience. Thoroughly
representative of G-E quality,

these new G-E Tumbler Switches are made in either

flush or surface types and will harmonize with any deco-

rative scheme, in home, hotel or office.

The General Electric Company will be pleased to

send a sample of the G-E Tumbler Switch to any archi-

tect. Address Supply Dept.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

G-E RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES

can be furnished by any electrical contractor

General

Electric

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

General Office

Schenectady,NY. Company

Sales Offices in

all large cities

41-146
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STRUCTURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

B. Dissolve a mixture of three pounds of trisodium phos-

phate and five pounds of casein in three gallons of water and

add this solution to a paste made of fifty pounds of hydrated

lime with six gallons of water. Mix well and then add

slowly, with stirring, a mixture of five pints of formalin in

three gallons of water.

For the hydrated lime in either of these formulas thirty-

eight pounds of quicklime may be substituted. This should

be carefully slaked to a thick paste and cooled before adding

the other constituents.

(3k)-(BookletConcrete Building Block and Brick.

Published by the Portland Cement Association. Pages 23.

Size 6" x 9". Illustrated. ) —This booklet discusses such

fundamental principles underlying the manufacture of con-

crete building block and brick as workmanship, materials,

consistency of concrete, surface finish, strength, types of

blocks and types of machines. It also contains the follow-

ing standard specification of the American Concrete Institute :

Specifications and Building Regulations for Concrete Stone,

Building Block and Brick.

1. Concrete architectural stone and building block for solid

or hollow walls and concrete brick made in accordance

with the following specifications and meeting the requirements

thereof may be used in building construction.

2. Tests. Concrete architectural stone, building block for

hollow and solid walls and concrete brick must be subjected

to (a ) Compression and ( b ) Absorption tests. All tests

must be made in a testing laboratory of recognized standing.

3. Ultimate Compressive Strength.- (a ) Solid concrete

stone, building block and brick. In the case of solid stone,

block and brick, the ultimate compressive strength at 28

days must average not less than fifteen hundred (1,500 )

lb. per sq. in. of gross cross-sectional area of the stone as

used in the wall and must not fall below one thousand

( 1,000 ) lb. per sq. in. in any test.

(b) Hollow and Two Piece Building Block. The ultimate

compressive strength of hollow and two piece building block

at 28 days must average one thousand ( 1,000 ) lb. per sq.

in. of gross cross-sectional area of the block as used in the

wall, and must not fall below seven hundred ( 700 ) lb. per

sq. in. in any test.

4. Gross Cross-Sectional Areas.- ( a ) Solid concrete stone,

block and brick. The cross-sectional area shall be considered

as the minimum area in compression.

(b) Hollow Building Block.— In the case of hollow build-

ing block, the gross cross-sectional area shall be considered

as the product of the length by the width of the block. No

allowance shall be made for the air space of the block.

(c) Two Piece Building Block.-In the case of two piece

building block, if only one block is tested at a time, the

gross cross-sectional area shall be regarded as the product

of the length of the block by one-half of the width of

the wall for which the block is intended. If two blocks

are tested together, then the gross cross-sectional area shall

be regarded as the product of the length of the block by

the full width of the wall for which the block is intended.

5. Absorption. The absorption at 28 days (being the

weight of the water absorbed divided by the weight of the

dry sample ) must not exceed ten (10 ) per cent when

tested as hereinafter specified .

6. Samples.-At least six samples must be provided for

the purpose of testing. Such samples must represent the

ordinary commercial product. In cases where the material

is made and used in special shapes and forms too large

for testing in the ordinary machine, smaller specimens shall

be used as may be directed. Whenever possible the tests

shall be made on full sized samples.

7. Compression Tests.- Compression tests shall be made

as follows : The samples to be tested must be carefully

measured and then bedded in plaster of paris or other

cementitious material in order to secure uniform bearings

in the testing machine. It shall then be loaded to failure.

The compressive strength in pounds per square inch of

gross cross-sectional area shall be regarded as the quotient

obtained by dividing the total applied load in pounds by

the gross cross- sectional area, which area shall be expressed

in square inches computed according to Article 4.

When such tests must be made on cut sections of block,

the pieces of the block must first be carefully measured.

The samples shall then be bedded to secure uniform bearing,

and loaded to failure. In this case, however, the compressive

strength in pounds per square inch of net area must be

obtained and the net area shall be regarded as the minimum

bearing area in compression. The average of the compressive

strength of the two portions of block shall be regarded as

the compressive strength of the samples submitted.

net compressive strength shall then be reduced to

pressive strength in pounds per square inch of gross cross-

sectional area as follows:

This

com-

The net area of a full sized block shall be carefully

calculated and the total compressive strength of the block

will be obtained by multiplying this area by the net com-

This total gross com-pressive strength obtained above.

pressive strength shall be divided by the gross cross-sectional

area as figured by Article 4 to obtain the compressive

strength in pounds per square inch of gross cross-sectional

area.

When testing other than rectangular block, great care

must be taken to apply the load at the center of gravity of

the specimen.

8. Absorption Tests.-The sample shall be first thoroughly

dried to a constant weight at a temperature not to exceed

two hundred and twelve (212 ) degrees Fahrenheit, and

the weight recorded . After drying the sample shall be

immersed in clean water for a period of forty- eight hours.

The sample shall then be removed, the surface water wiped

off, and the sample re-weighed. The percentage of absorp-

tion shall be regarded as the weight of the water absorbed

divided by the weight of the dry sample multiplied by

one hundred.

9. Limit of Loading.- ( a ) Hollow walls of concrete

building block. The load on any hollow walls of concrete

block, including the superimposed weight of the wall, shall

not exceed one hundred and sixty-seven ( 167) lb. per

sq. in. of gross area. If the floor loads are carried on

girders or joists resting on cement pilasters filled in place

with slush concrete mixed in proportion of one part cement,

not to exceed two (2 ) parts of sand and four (4) parts

of gravel or crushed stone, said pilasters may be loaded

not to exceed three hundred (300 ) lb. per sq. in. of gross

cross-sectional area.

(b) Solid Walls of Concrete Block. Solid walls built of

architectural stone, block or brick and laid in portland

cement mortar or hollow block walls filled with concrete

shall not be loaded to exceed three hundred ( 300 ) lb. per

sq. in. of gross cross- sectional area.

10. Girders and Joists.-Wherever girders or joists rest

upon walls in such a manner as to cause concentrated

loads of over four thousand (4,000 ) Ib . the block support-

ing the girders or joists must be made solid for at least

eight inches from the inside face of the wall, except where

a suitable bearing plate is provided to distribute the load

XVII
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Long-Bell Quality White Pine Doors

Made of California White Pine Only in Our

Factory at Weed, California.

a

California

A charming effect in
large panel design

Solid No. 1 quality

White Pine stiles and

rails and 3-ply rotary

cut California White

Pine panels. Bead and

cove sticking.

Mongolia

A new and beautiful

effect in a colonial de-

sign. Solid No. 1 qual-

ity White Pine stiles and

rails and 3- ply rotary

cut California White

Pine panels. Bead and

eove sticking--flat panels.

Five Cross

Panel

A beautiful 5

panel door.

cross

Solid No.

quality California
White Pine stiles and

rails and 3-ply rotary

cut California White

Pine panels.

ONG-BELL doors are made in our

factory at Weed, California, in the

heart of the California White Pine

district. No other wood enters into

the
manufacture of Long-Bell doors

except the oak dowels. By means

of thoroughly modern machinery,

the skill of the best door makers, and,

because of the natural qualities of

California White Pine, we are able

to produce doors that have won

national
recognition for their uni-

form high quality.

Oakland

A beautiful crafts-

man design. Solid No.

1 quality White Pine
stiles and rails and 3-

ply rotary cut Cali-

fornia White Pine pan-

els. Bead and Cove

sticking.

Shasta

One of the most pop-

ular designs in use.

Solid No. 1 quality

White Pine stiles and

rails and 3-ply rotary

cut California White

Pine panels. Bead and

cove sticking .

California White Pine is a soft

wood with a beautiful grain. It

resists weather to a remarkable de-

gree. As made into Long-Bell doors ,

it does not check or split and it takes

enamels, paints and stains perfectly.

Fewer coats are necessary to obtain

the desired effect. Long-Bell doors

are
manufactured with oak dowels

and waterproof glue and come in

numerous attractive designs in stand-

ard sizes.

The LongBELL
Lumber

Company

R.A LONG BUILDING Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CITY. MO.

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers;
Creosoted

Lumber, Timbers, Posts, Poles, Ties, Piling, Wood

Blocks; California White Pine Lumber, Sash

and Doors,
standardized

Woodwork;

Gum and Oak Lumber, Oak Flooring

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS

July, 1922



Lumber

STRUCTURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

over a sufficient area to reduce the stress so it will conform

to the requirements of Article 9.

When the combined live and dead floor loads exceed

sixty ( 60 ) lb. per sq. ft. the floor joists shall rest on a steel

plate not less than three-eighths ( % ) of an inch thick and

of a width one-half to one inch less than the wall thick-

ness. In lieu of said steel plate the joists may rest on

a solid block which may be three (3 ) or four (4 ) inches less

in wall thickness than the building wall , except in instances

where the wall is eight ( 8 ) inches thick, in which cases

the solid block shall be the same thickness as the build-

ing wall.

11. Thickness of Walls.- (a) Thickness of bearing walls

shall be such as will conform to the limit of loading given

in Article 9. In no instance shall bearing walls be less

than eight ( 8 ) inches thick. Hollow walls eight ( 8 ) inches

thick shall not be over sixteen (16 ) feet high for one story

or more than a total of twenty-four (24 ) feet for two

stories.

(b) Walls of residences and buildings commonly known

as apartment buildings not exceeding four stories in height,

in which the dead floor load does not exceed sixty ( 60 ) lb.

or the live load sixty ( 60 ) lb. per sq. ft. shall have a

minimum thickness in inches as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

No. of Basement

Stories

First Second Third

Story Story Story

in. in. in. in.

Fourth

Story

in.

1 8

2 10 8

12 12 10 8

16 12 12 10

..

12. Variation in Thickness of Walls.- ( a ) Wherever walls

are decreased in thickness the top course of the thicker

wall shall afford a solid bearing for the webs or walls

of the course of the concrete block above.

13. Bond and Bearing Walls.-Where the face wall is

constructed of both hollow concrete block and brick, the

facing shall be bonded into the backing, either with headers

projecting four (4) inches into the brick work, every fourth

course being a header course, or with approved ties, no

brick backing to be less than eight ( 8 ) inches thick. Where

the walls are made entirely of concrete block, but where

said blocks have not the same width as the wall , every

fifth course shall overlap the course below by not less than

four (4) inches unless the wall system alternates the cross

bond through the wall in each course.

14. Curtain Walls. For curtain walls the limit of loading

shall be the same as given in Article 9. In no instance

shall curtain walls be less than eight ( 8 ) inches in thick-

ness.

15. Party Walls.-Walls of hollow concrete block used

in the construction of party walls shall be filled in place

with concrete in the proportion and manner described in
Article 9.

16. Partition Walls.-Hollow partition walls of concrete

block may be of the same thickness as required in hollow

tile, terra cotta or plaster block for like purposes.

Grading Rules for Lumber. ( 19a2 )- (Lumber Inspec-

tion Rules. Pages 541. Size 42" x 5½".)-This publication

contains the rules governing the manufacture and inspection

(grading) of different kinds of lumber, weights of lumber,

comparative strength of building timbers , drawings and

dimensions of standard patterns and other data useful to

the consumer of lumber.

Modern Lighting ; Examples of Its Successful Appli-

cation in the Industries. ( 31a1 ) - (Engineering Depart-

ment, National Lamp Works. Size 7½" x 10". Pages 44. )—

Contains 20 full page halftone illustrations of well lighted

interiors, giving complete data on the location of units ,

type of equipment, size of lamp and amount of illumination

resulting. Other pertinent facts on illumination are included.

Of particular value as a "copy book."

Index

Structural Service Department from January, 1919, to June

1922, Inclusive.

(3) Masonry Materials. Thermal Conductivity of

Burned Clay, Concrete, Gypsum, Lime Mortar, and Radix,

May, 1920-Sand and Gravel, Nov., 1921.-Lime in Con-

struction, May, 1922-Lime and Cement, June, 1922.

(3a) Cement.- Storage of Cement, Sept. , 1920 .

(3a1) Portland Cement.- Effect of Fineness, Aug., 1920.—

Tests of Aged Cements in Concrete Mixtures, Dec., 1920.-

Uniform Spec. for Portland Cement, July 1921 .

(3b) Integral Compounds and Concrete Floor Treat-

ments. Calcium Chloride and Vitrifiux, June, 1920.

(3b2) Hardening and Dustproofing.-Hardening and Dust-

proofing Cement Floors, Feb. , 1921 .

(3c) Lime.-Lime, Its Manufacture and Properties, Dec.,

1920.

(3c3) Hydrated Lime.-Tentative Spec. for Masons' Hy-

drated Lime, July, 1921.

(3e4) Slag.- Crushed Slag Aggregate for Concrete, Sept. ,

1920.

(3g) Brick.-Building Brick, Manufacture and Properties,

May, 1920.-Spec. for Building Brick, July, 1921 .

(3g2) Face Brick.-May, 1920.

(3g3 ) Sand Lime Brick. Nov., 1921 .

(3g4) Paving Brick.-Specifications for Paving Brick,

May, 1920.-Standardization of Size of Paving Brick,

Jan., 1922.

(3g6) Refractory Brick.-Porosity and Volume Changes

of Clay Fire Brick at Furnace Temperatures, Aug., 1920.

(3h) Gypsum.-May, 1921. Gypsum in 1920. Dec., 1921 .

(3m) Mortar.-Plasticity of Mortars and Plasters, Jan.,

1921.

(3m4) Non-staining Mortar.-Non-staining Mortar for

Pointing, Setting, and Backing, Sept., 1920.

(4) Concrete and Concrete Work. A tentative Speci-

fication for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, Feb. , 1922.-

Effect of Moisture Content upon the Expansion and Con-

traction of Plain and Reinforced Concrete, Mar., 1922.--

Reinforced Concrete, May, 1920.- Standardization of Re-

inforcing Steel, Aug., 1920.-Bond Between Concrete and

Steel , Mar., 1922.-Placing Concrete, Mar., 1921.- Permeabil-

ity of Stone and Concrete , Nov. , 1920.

(5) Brickwork. Specifications for Common Brickwork,

May, 1920-Common Brick, Estimating and Construction,

May, 1920.

(7) Waterproofing and Dampproofing. Colorless Wa-

terproofing Materials, November, 1921 .

(8) Stone Work. Report of the Investigation of the

Lincoln Memorial at Washington, July, 1920-Weathering of

Limestone, May, 1920-Artificial Stone, November, 1921.

(9) Architectural Terra Cotta . A New Departure in

Standard Specifications, April, 1921.

( 11 ) Paving. Concrete Floors, February, 1919.
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Tiles)

XX

SERVICE to

ARCHITECTS

Technical
Information-

Installation Data

Specificational Provisions

The
Associated Tile

Manufacturers main-

tain a special co-operative service to meet the

occasional need of architects for
information of

a technical character.

It is not a selling service. It extends not

only to Tiles, but to all parts of a building

which in any way have to do with the successful

installation of Tiles .

The
Association offers its

collective knowl-

edge and
experience for the solution of any

problem pertaining to the choice, method of

application,
structural or

decorative features ,

shrinkage problems, mortar colors, bonding,

waterproofing and physical
properties of mate-

rials, for the sole purpose of insuring creditable

and
satisfactory use of its

products.

A feature of this service which makes it

particularly
attractive to

architects is the assur-

ance that it is purely co-
operative, and

separate

from all
promotion work.

THE

ASSOCIATED TILE

MANUFACTURERS

BEAVER
FALLS, PA.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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STRUCTURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

(12) Roofing, Sheet Metal and Skylights. Prepared

Roofings, June, August, October, December, 1919-Barrett

Roofs, March, 1922.

( 13 ) Structural Steel and Iron. Welded Steel Connec-

tions, July, 1921 .

( 15 ) Misc. and Ornamental Metal Work. Monel

Metal, Nov., 1920-Physical Properties of Materials, July,

1921-Hardened Copper, Aug., 1921-Seven Centuries of

Brass Making, Dec. , 1920- Copper, Jan., 1922 .

(19) Carpentry. Wood Used in House Construction,

May, 1921-Fence Posts, July, 1921 .

(19a) Lumber. Physical Properties of Woods , March,

1921-Identification of Woods, Nov., 1920-How to Dis-

tinguish Longleaf from Shortleaf Pine, Aug., 1921-How

to Tell Birch, Beech, and Maple Apart, Dec., 1920-How

to Distinguish Mahogany and Walnut from Red Gum,

Nov., 1920-Identification of Oak Woods, July, 1921-"Vir-

gin Growth" and Second Growth Timber, Nov., 1921-

Comparative Value of Timber Cut from Live and Dead

Trees, Dec., 1920-Charring Does not Preserve Wood,

Dec., 1920- Saving Mine Timbers from Decay, Dec. , 1920

-Color of Cypress No Indication of Durability, Dec., 1920—

Strength of Southern Pine and Douglas Fir, April, 1921—–

Strength of Built-up Southern Pine Timbers, Nov., 1921

-American Walnut, Nov., 1920-Lumber Value of Trees

not affected by Turpentining, Nov., 1921-Distinguishing

Characteristics of Mahogany, June, 1922.

(19a1 ) ) Classification. Lumber Standards and Classifica-

tion, Feb., 1920.

(19a31 ) Rot Prevention. Dry Rot, Sept. , 1920- Differ-

ence Between Moulds and Wood Destroyers, Nov. , 1921 .

( 19a33 ) Fire-Proofing. Making Wood Fire Resistant with

Paint, Sept., 1920.

( 19e14) Weather Strips, March, 1922.

(19e61 ) Veneering and Plywood. Plywood Panels, Jan. ,

1921.

(19e61 ) Glues and Gluing. Glues and Glued Joints,

Feb., 1921 .

(19e9)Flooring. Wood Floors, Feb., and March, 1919 .

( 19g) Building and Sheathing Papers, Felts and Quilts.

Sound Deadening of Floors, Jan., 1920-Insulation of Build-

ings from Heat and Cold, July, 1921 .

( 191 ) Combination Sheathing and Lath.—Bishopric Sheath-

ing and Omaha Tests, Feb. , 1921 .

(21 ) Plastering. Effect of Salt Air on Plaster. Sept. ,

1921.

(21b4) Scagliola.-Spec. for Scagliola , Sept., 1921 .

(21e) Stucco .- Stucco Designs in the Small House Com-

petition, June, 1921 .

(21e1) Cement Stucco .-Portland Cement, Stucco, April,

1921.

(21e2) Magnesite Stucco .-Feb. , 1922.

(21f) Scraffito .- Scraffito, Feb. , 1921.

(22 ) Marble and Slate. Marble, Nov., 1921.- Structural

slate, Sept., 1920.-Slate in 1920, Feb. , 1922.-Slate In-

dustry Organizes, Mar. , 1922.

(23 ) Floor and Wall Tile.-Tile, Composite, Elastic,

Mar., 1919. Tiles, June, 1921 .

(24) Plastic Floors. Magnesium Oxy-Chloride, Mar. ,

1919.-Magnesite Composition Flooring, Feb. , 1922.—Mastic,

March, 1919.

(25) Painting and Finishing.-Specification for White

and Tinted Paints on a White Base, Nov., 1920.- Speci-

fications for Red Lead Paint, Nov., 1920.- Specifications for

Green Paint, Apr., 1921.-Specifications for Ocher, Nov.,

1920. Specifications for Liquid Paint Dryer, Apr., 1921.-

Specifications for Iron Oxide and Iron Hydroxide Paint,

Nov. , 1920. Specification for Asphalt Varnish, Apr. , 1921.-

Specification for Black Paint, Nov. , 1920.- Specification for

Composite Thinner, Apr. , 1921.—Specification for Volatile

Mineral Spirits for Thinning Paints, Nov., 1920.- Specifi-

cation for Spar Varnish, Apr., 1921.-Turpentine, Mar. ,

1921. The White Lead Question, Aug., 1921.—Graphite,

Jan., 1922.- Whiting, Feb., 1922.-Stain, Shellac and Wax

for Wood Floors, June, 1922.-Specification for Spar Var-

nish, April, 1922.-Beeswax, June, 1922.-Specification for

Lithopone Paint, Apr., 1922.-A Paint that Will not Reflect

Ultra-Violet Rays, Feb. , 1922.-Paint-on-Wood Research,

Mar. , 1922.

(26) Glass and Glazing.-Standardizing Glass and Glaz-

ing, April, 1922.—Specifications for Glazing Glass, Mar.,

1922, June, 1922.

(27 ) Hardware.-Nails and Nailing, July, 1921 .

(28 ) Furnishings.-Linoleum, Mar., 1922.—Canvas, June,

1921.

(29) Plumbing.-Community Tile Drainage, Nov., 1921 .

-Flow of Water in Drain Tile, Dec., 1920.-Hot Water

Heating in the Home, Apr., 1922.- Sterilization of Water,

Mar., 1921.-Spec. for Fire Hose, Dec., 1921 .

(30 ) Heating and Ventilating.—Pipeless Furnaces, June,

1921.—Insulation of Warm Air Pipes and Ducts, Dec.,

1920. Asbestos, Jan., 1922.-Temperature and Humidity,

Aug. 1921.-Automatic Control of Humidity in Shops, Nov.,

1921.

(31 ) Electrical Work.-Lighting of Buildings, Apr. ,

May, June, 1919.—Fundamentals of Illumination Design,

Feb., 1922.- Illumination Design Data, Feb., 1922.—Artificial

Daylight for Merchandizing and Industry, Feb. , 1922.—

Outdoor Tennis Court Lighting, Feb., 1922.-Lighting for

Outdoor Sports, Apr., 1922.-The Lighting of Shoe Factories,

Feb., 1922. Lighting of Printing Plants, Apr., 1922.- In-

dustrial Lighting, Mar., 1922.-Lighting of Piers and Ware-

houses, May, 1922.-Lighting of Textile Mills, May, 1922.-

The Lighting of Show Windows and Show Cases, Feb.,

1922.-Lighting for Indoor Recreations, Apr. , 1922.-Light-

ing for Offices, Drafting Rooms, etc., April., 1922.- Ship

Lighting, June, 1922.-Conduit in Cinders. Nov., 1921.-

More Information on Conduit in Cinders, Jan., 1922.

(32) Refrigeration.-Refrigeration Machines, Apr. , 1921 .

-Balsa Wood, Sept. , 1921 .

(33) Elevators.-Standardizing Elevators, Jan., Aug.,

Sept. , 1921.

(35) Equipment Stationary.-Failure of Vault-Light

Glass in Bottom of Swimming Pool, Oct. , 1919.- Swimming

Pools, Jan. , 1921.-Concrete Vats for Tanneries, Dec., 1920.

Notes on Tuberculosis Sanitorium Planning, May, 1922.—

Motoramps, Dec., 1920.-Creosoted Wood Silos, Jan. , 1922.-

Community Buildings, Feb. , July, 1921 .

(38) Landscape.-Landscape Design, Jan. 1921.-Lawns,

May, 1921.

(39) Acoustics.-Sound Transmission of Solid Plaster

and Gypsum Block Partitions, Nov., 1920.- Metal Lath and

Tests at the University of Illinois, Feb. , 1921.-Sound-Proof

Partitions, May, 1922.

Miscellaneous.-Nomenclature for Welded Pipe, Mar.,

1921. Measurement of Reflection Factors, Mar., 1921.-

Conference on Advertising Literature, Dec. , 1921.- Stand-

ards ( A.E.S.C. ) Dec., 1921.-Standards ( A.S.T.M. ) Dec. ,

1921.-Joint Conference on Advertising (Meeting of Ex-

ecutive Committee ) Jan., 1922.-Fire Stopping, Jan., 1922.-

Handbook for Architects and Builders, Feb. , 1922.-Simpli-

fied Practice, Mar., 1922.—Bureau of K.V. Standards, Mar.,

1922.-Depreciation and Obsolescence, Mar., 1922.
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PAINTS AND ENAMELS

THE NEW

CLEVELAND AUDITORIUM

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Seating Capacity 13,000

!!!

Architect, J. H. MACDOWELL, City Architect of Cleveland

SEE OUR
CATALOGUE

SWEETS

Consulting Painter and Decorator,WM. DOWNIE, Cleveland

Another
FLAT-

TONE
operation

D

ECORATED thruout with Sherwin -Williams Flat -Tone

Wall Finish in plain tints and Multi-Color Effects,

the new Cleveland Auditorium takes its place among the

many leading buildings of the country finished with this

remarkable, velvety toned, washable wall finish .

Flat-Tone Multi-ColorEffects are the last wordin interior

wall
decoration of residences, clubs,

apartments, theatres

and hotels. If you have not already one of our little port-

folios of Flat Tone Multi-Color Effects on file, write our

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

MS

COVER
THE

EARTH

DEPARTMENT OF
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co.

8 05Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio

SHERWIN-

WILLIAMS

PRODUCTS

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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ད - BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)
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XXIII

HIGHLAND PARK BRANCH LIBRARY, DENVER, COLORADO

J. B. BENEDICT, Architect

Richness attained economically and withgood taste by theuse

ofIvory Unglazed Terra Cotta for all decorative detail

PERPETUATING an Initial ECONOMY

OR expressing ornamental design, Terra Cotta is more economical than

other permanent material.
any

This results from the fact that repetition of ornament is effected in Terra

Cotta by means of molds that are cast from an original model. Thus the

costly item ofhand-carving on each specific unit is eliminated. And the cost

ofthe original model is distributed, fractionally, among all the repeated units.

This initial economy is perpetuated under all climatic conditions when

proper construction and proper relation with other materials have been

assured by intelligent design and by competent supervision in erecting. This

is attested by numerous examples throughout this country and Europe.

Send for our literature on Terra Cotta snowing its wide range of orna-

mental effect. Address National Terra Cotta Society, 19 West 44th

Street, NewYork, N. Y.

TERRA COTTA

Permanent
Beautiful Profitable

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
July, 1922
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XXIV
INSULATION (Heat)

An idea

Below you see one ofthe cells highly

magnified. Each one ofthese cells is

about an inch long and closed at

bothends, thus preventingthe circu-

lation of air- the greatest enemy to

efficient insulation.

JOHNS

COVERS
THE

ANVILLE

Uk

that
will save

thousands
of tons

of coal

until now one fault of corrugated insulation has

kept it from being completely efficient-namely,

air circulating lengthwise along the corrugations.

These long corridors of circulating air have reduced

the heat-saving properties of pipe insulation.

But here is an insulation that is truly cellular-Johns-

Manville Improved Asbestocel. Note howthe length-

wise
corrugations are crossed by

corrugations going

around the pipe-forming a series of dead air-cells.

This means a maximum of heat-saving. Yet Johns-

Manville Improved Asbestocel is sold at aboutthe price

of ordinary air-cell pipe covering.

And, as architects know, behind this reliable product

is a Johns-Manville Service always ready to answer the

questions and meet the demands of the profession.

JOHNS-MANVILLE, Inc. , Madison Ave. at 41st St. , N. Y. City

Branches in 57 Large Cities

For Canada: CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., Ltd., Toronto

Asbestos/JOHNS -
MANVILLE

Improved
Asbestocel

INSULATION

BRAKE LININGS

ROOFINGS

PACKINGS

CEMENTS

FIRE
PREVENTION
PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
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HEATING EQUIPMENT

AMERICANC

AMERICAN

IDEAL WATERTUBE

ADIATOR

COMPANY

vvvv

HAVE YOU its speci-

fications and ratings

in your files? Just

send to either address

below for our illus-

trated booklet con-

taining full details.

ALF
PATCLEAN

BUILT

like a bridge!

HE UNUSUALDESIGN of

THE
the IDEAL 79 inch Water

Tube Boiler is well shown in the

cut-away view above.

Notice the bridge-like construc-

tion ofthe sections. No separate

base is required; the weight of

each section is self-supported by

a substantial girder-like water-leg

extending to the floor, which ab-

sorbs a large portion of the radi-

iant heat below the grate, and

forms an air-tight, water cooled

ash-pit.

The boiler is assembled in two

separate halves, connected in the

rear by single flow and return

headers. Each half section has a

cast-iron conical nipple connec

tion at the top and bottom.

This unusual construction allows

absolute free expansion and con-

traction, not only within each

section, but of the entire boiler.

All danger of strain at high firing

periods is completely eliminated.

Thewide, shallowfire box is made

possible by the water-filled grate

support inthe center. This means

easy and efficient firing. It also

means easy shaking-for notice

thatthe grates arein two sections,

with two separate shaker-handles

to each section to give plenty of

leverage.

Designed especially for heavy.

duty work, the IDEAL 79 inch

Water Tube Boiler, assembled

either singly or in batteries, has

practically unlimited capacityfor

heating large buildings.

AMERICAN RADIATORCOMPANY

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICANRadiators for every heating need

104 West 42nd St., NewYork Dept. 115 816 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago

XXV

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

July, 1922
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HEATING EQUIPMENT

HIGH SCHOOL, AUSTIN, MINNESOTA

Plumbing Contractor

J. P. ADAMSON & COMPANY

St. Paul

Architect

G. L. LOCKHART

St. Paul

Not better
plumbing

fixtures

because they are used by

7,836
schools-but used by

7,836
schools

because they

are better
plumbing

fixtures

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS

General Offices

534-546 S. Franklin Street, Chicago

Sales offices in the principal cities

C
L
O
W

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

PARTS&SERVICE

CHEVROLET

ЯA G

STEPHENS

Certified

USED CARS
with a Conscience

YAH HANES

XXVII

SHOWROOM of the Milwaukee Ave.

Motor Sales Co., 2518-28 Milwaukee

Ave., Chicago, Illinois. Loewenberg &

Loewenberg, Architects. This attractive

building is faced with mottled matt glazed

Northwestern Terra Cotta.

Only in plastic Terra Cotta could the deco-

rative details, which give this building its

distinctive character, be economically exe-

cuted. Every passing motorist will be

attracted and remember the effective use of

two shades of lavender color in the frieze.

Whenever absolute dependability is re-

quired, wherever fine design and skilled

workmanship are essential , Northwestern

qualityand servicewill befound preeminent.

NORTHWESTERN

is a short form of

specificationforarchi-

tectural Terra Cotta

of superior quality.

THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA COTTA CO.

CHICAGO

אא

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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THIS

ASBESTOS

HIS is the new Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company's plant in Chicago.

The roof used was Carey Specification Number 4, the best asbestos specifica-

tion for application over concrete that could have been used.

We would like to show to interested architects the facts that back up this

claim, and to send them the Architects Specification book. There are Carey

Branches and distributors in fifty cities, or you can write us direct.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY

507-527 Wayne Avenue, Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

SEL OUR
CATALOGUE

SWEETS

#
w
o
o
o
u
f
o
f
o
f
u
f
u
f
u
f
t

S. SCOTT JOY, Architect

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

ר

12-22

E. W. SPROUL CO. , Contractors
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Face Brick)

A.F.B-A

USE FACE BRICK

-it Pays

XXIX

Gable ofResidence, West Newton, Mass. Frank Chouteau Brown , Architect

The English type of house lends itself naturally to the genius

of brick. The architect here has made the chimney breast the

motive of a treatment in brick at once distinctive and beautiful.

Distinctive Treatments ofFace Brick Walls

NTERESTING and attractive effects in the Face

Brick wall are not necessarily dependent on special

forms and sizes. An almost infinite variety of distinc

tive treatments is possible by the use of standard

sized Face Brick-and thus secured at the greatest

economy.

Morethan a hundred examples of fine brickwork in

standard sized Face Brick are shown inthe portfolio of

"Architectural Details in Brickwork." Manyarchitects

haveexpressed themselves as delightedwith the beauty

ofthe plates and their richness in suggestions.

Aset of these plates, in three folders with printed

tabs ready for filing, will be sent to any architect re-

questing them on his office stationery.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION

•
1750 PEOPLES LIFE BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

July, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

OF ARCHITECTS



XXX
BOILERS

Investigate

w
w
w

the
stack gases

CarbonDioxide (CO ) is

a gas formed bythecomplete

combustion of coal. Investi-

gate the stackand breeching

gases.Iftheyshowahighper-

centage of Carbon Dioxide it

provesthat the boiler is doing

its job and is burning its coal

completely.

Tests made of Kewanee

Smokeless Boilers always

show a high percentage of

Carbon Dioxide. A proof of

high efficiency.

KEWANEE BOILER COMPANY

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Radiators,Tanks, Water Heating

Garbage Burners

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO Market andWashington Sts. | MILWAUKEE
NEWYORK

47 W. 42nd St. PITTSBURGHDES MOINES 315 Hubbell Building DENVER
KANSAS CITY 2014Wyandotte Street DALLAS
INDIANAPOLIS 509OccidentalBuilding DETROIT
ST. LOUIS

1212 Chemical Building TOLEDO
MINNEAPOLIS 708 Builders Exchange CLEVELAND

Mer.&Mfrs.Bank Bldg.945 Oliver Bldg.
514 Boston Bldg.

Southwestern Life Bldg.
1772 Lafayette Boul.

1121 Nicholas Building

76 Rose Building

72 Fremont St.

CANADIAN REPRESENTA
TIVES

-The Dominion Radiator Co. , Ltd.

Toronto, Ont. , Montreal, Que. , Winnipeg, Man. , Hamilton, Ont. , St. John, N. B...

COLUMBUS, O. 808 1st Nat'l Bank Bldg. ATLANTA,GA. 1524-25 Candler BuildingSALT LAKE CITY Scott Building SAN FRANCISCO

Calgary, Alta.

K
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I ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION

This page is

reprinted from

the Chicago Tribune

of June 10, 1922

TRIKUNG A95

I
s
e
e

XXXI

*

3

$
100,000.00

IN PRIZES TO ARCHITECTS

T

Seventy-five years old today, The

Tribune seeks surpassing beauty

in new home on Michigan Boulevard

HE TRIBUNE herewith offers $100,000.00 in prizes for designs for a building

to be erected on its vacant lot at North Michigan Boulevard and Austin Ave-

nue. Commemoration of our Seventy-fifth Birthday is made in this manner for
three reasons:

-to adorn with a monument ofenduring beauty this city, in

which The Tribune has prospered so amazingly.

-to create a structure which will be an inspiration and a

modelforgenerations ofnewspaper publishers.

-toprovide a new and beautiful home worthy ofthe world's

greatest newspaper.

Thecontestwill be underthe rules of the American Institute ofArchitects. Competi-

tion willbe open and international. Each competitor will be required to submit draw-

ings showingthe west and south elevations and perspective from the southwest, of a

new building to be erected on The Tribune's property at the corner of North Michi-

gan Blvd. and Austin Ave. Architects desiring complete information are requested

to write to

Robert R. McCormick, Joseph M. Patterson, Editors and Publishers

The Chicago Tribune

The World's Greatest Newspaper

SEVENTY - FIVE YEARS OLD TODAY

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
July, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN

INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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ROOFING (Tiles)

LUDOWICI-CELADON

COMPANY

Manufacturers of

"Imperial" Shale Roofing Tiles

Standard patterns are " Imperial"

Spanish , " Imperial " Closed

Shingle and " Imperial" French.

Regularly furnished in Red, Dull

Green (matt finish) and Brook-

ville Green (high glazed finish) .

Special shapes, textures and color

treatments to suit special re-

quirements.

Main Office:

104 So.
Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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VALVES

XXXIII
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JENKINS

MARK
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Valves can be judged

by the company they keep

The citizens of San Francisco pridefully point to their

city hall-and rightfully so. It is a structure of beauty,

built to endure. Everywhere throughout this magnifi-

cent building is evidence of the care exercised in the

selection of material and equipment.

It was quite the natural thing that Jenkins Radiator Valves were

selected, for they are usually found in the company of the best.

Jenkins Valves contain more and the best metal. The extra

strength contributes to their permanence in service. The strains

of expansion and contraction of piping, that play havoc with light

weight, cheaply made valves, do not affect Jenkins Radiator Valves.

A Jenkins Radiator Valve is a product of care and precision, designed

in every detail for maximum service, not merely the average. Itis

made of high grade steam metal : spindle, manganese bronze with

large and accurate threads; bonnet, of ample dimension, fitted with

metal gland or follower which compresses packing and prevents

leakage around spindle. Interchangeability of parts is assured by

careful and standardized manufacture. The Jenkins Renewable Disc

with which Jenkins Radiator Valves are fitted always forms a per-

fect contact with the seat.

You'll provide a permanent trouble-free

service if genuine Jenkins " Diamond

Mark Valves are written into specifi-

cations.

,,

JENKINS BROS .

Fig. 168, Jenkins

Angle Radiator

Valve, with

union and wood

wheel.

THEDE

JENKINS

WARK

ההב

New York

Chicago

1 Boston

Montreal

Philadelphia

London

FACTORIES : Bridgeport, Conn.;

Elizabeth, N. J.; Montreal, Canada.

San Francisco City Hall. Bakewell &

Brown, general architects; Leland &

Haley, heating engineers; and Robert

Dalziel, Jr., heating contractor, all of

San Francisco.

JenkinsValve's

SINCE 1864

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
July, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

American Exchange National Bank Building

F
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INDIANA

Magnolia Petroleum Company Building

W

T

H

The New Skyline of Dallas

-

Mr. Alfred C. Bossom's drawing of the Dallas skyline

shows that city's two largest structures the American

ExchangeNationalBank building, seventeen stories, and

the magnificent twenty-eight story Magnolia Petroleum

Company building, constructed of Indiana Limestone.

Mr. Bossom was the architect for both projects.

It is a noteworthy fact that this fine, natural stone is

used for the facing of a majority of the most successful

modern commercial buildings.

Our Architects' Service Bureau is prepared to assist

you with your Indiana Limestone problems.

Booklets will be mailed on request

INDIANA
LIMESTONE

QUARRYMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Box 769. Bedford, Indiana
Metropolitan Service Bureau, 622 Marbridge Bldg., New York City

Magnolia Petroleum Company Building

INDIANA

LIMESTONE

THE
NATION'S

BUILDING
STONEINDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BUILDING MATERIAL ( Granite)

"The Noblest of Building Stone"

Showingthe possibilities ofren-

dering in Granite, apparently

delicate and intricate details, at

costs which are not excessive.

Detail ofPinnacle ofCathedral

of the Sacred Heart, Newark,

N. J. I. E. Ditmars, Architect

A Service That Is Maintained

To Co-operate With Those Who

Want Information About Granite

So that you may become better acquainted

with the architectural possibilities that lie in

the use of Granite, The National Building

Granite Quarries Association maintains an

office in Boston. Here it correlates and dis-

penses information obtained from the entire

industry, helps you secure competitive bids

from its fifteen members, and cooperates with

all who are interested in Granite. This serv-

ice is at your disposal.

Each month on this page, will be shown some

different phase of the preparation and use of

Granite in building construction .

Perhaps some of them may hold a thought

that will prove useful to you.

In the meantime, booklet Number 1 of the

Granite Series, entitled "Architectural Granite,"

may be had for the asking.

Besides complete information about the speci-

fying and detailing of Granite, it shows in

actual colors and texture, nineteen of the dif-

ferent granites quarried by Association

members.

NATIONAL BUILDING GRANITE QUARRIES ASSOCIATION

H. H. SHERMAN, Secretary 31 STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

GRANITE

RULERK

XXXV
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XXXVI
LIGHTING EQUIPMENTWIRE GLASS
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An Attractive Display

Of Lighting Fixtures in all

Periods for the Home, Hotel,

Theatre, Bank, or Public

Building, may be seen at our

Galleries

Bankers Trust Co. Building
Trowbridge & Livingston, Architects

Marc Eidlitz & Son, Contractors

Amonument of quality. Mississippi Wire

Glass installed exclusively

SA
MP
LE
S

ED
WITHARCHITECTSSAVES

CORPORATIONNEWYORK
CITY

Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Croisic Bldg., NEW YORK

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

We invite Architects and

Owners to avail themselves of

ourserviceand visit our work-

shops where special lighting

effects for all purposes are

daily in the process ofmanu-

facture

Victor S. Pearlman & Co.

Creators of exclusive lighting fixtures

533-535 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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WATER HEATERS ( Gas)

HUMPHREY

Some of the informa-

tion contained in the

Humphrey Manual

Howto calculate proper size heater,

based on: Number of users ; Fre-

quency of use ; Unusual and heavy

demands; Character and size of

building; Arrangement of fixtures; .

Water pressure ; Number of bibbs

to be supplied.

Table showing capacities of various

types and number of fixtures each

will supply,

Number of gallons per minute each

will deliver at various temperatures.

Fitter's Specifications.

Roughing-in dimensions.

Detailed installation information.

Model specifications for each type.

Suggestions for arrangement.

Specification and descriptions of:

Thermal control types ; Pressure

valve types ; Multi-coil storage sys-

tems ; Junior storage systems ; Cot-

tage type heaters ; Bath-water heat-

ers ; Tank water heaters.

A New Manual

of Water Heater

Information for

Architects

We have just completed a

new reference book for the

use of architects in specifying

water heating systems.

"
Incorporated in this manual

is full information on size,

type and capacity required

for various purposes, and sug-

gestions on installation and

arrangement.

Any architect may have this

new book for his files, upon

request.

HUMPHREY COMPANY

(Div. Ruud Mfg. Co.)

Kalamazoo, Michigan

HUMPHREY

AUTOMATIC GAS WATER HEATER

XXXVII
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XXXVIII ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK ( Interior)
HARDWARE

ORC 2965 Pair of No. 81 Hinges, Sand-Blasted Iron, are being

furnished for the Providence Biltmore Hotel,

Warren & Wetmore, Architects.

"OLIVE-KNUCKLE" HINGE

The knuckle of this hinge is a copy of the popular

French "Olive-Knuckle" Hinge, which was sold at

about $3.50 per pair in iron, and on account of the

high price, was used only in the better class of resi-

dences and apartments. We are now able to offer this

hinge in iron (malleable) -at a price which makes

its use possible in competition with ordinary butts.

THIS HINGE IS FURNISHED in malleable iron,

sand-blasted or electro - galvanized-either finish takes

paint or stain perfectly, and in brass or bronze metal.

No plated iron hinges made and no cast iron hinges.

WE RECOMMEND that the sand-blasted hinge be

used and painted or stained at the job to match the

woodwork . This can be done where natural finished

hardwood is used as well as painted wood work.

No. 80 is intended for use on light doors up to 1½"

thick and No. 81 for heavier doors. No. 84 % is a

Cabinet Hinge for use on bookcase and cupboard doors.

ARCHITECTS interested in "Half-Polished- Iron"

hardware should ask to see sample. We feel con-

fident that our Olive-Knuckle Hinge in half-polished

iron will meet with approval.

Complete catalogue containing 58 pages sent free to

readers of "The Journal."

4450 Carroll Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

N$81 Nº80
Ne84'14

HALF FULL SIZE

194

THE OSCAR C.
RIXSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF IMPROVED
MECHANISMS

IN BUILDERS'
HARDWARE

1210 Architects Building

New York, N. Y.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

Sermons in Wood

HE architectural harmony of effect possible

through the skillful handling in the church

interior ofchiseled stone and carved wood is well

illustrated in Trinity Cathedral, Cleveland. The

rich wood carving of the choir stalls and chancel

is in entire keeping with the splendid Gothic

design of the edifice itself.

A recent publication of our

Ecclesiastical Department is re-

plete with illustrations of wood

carving pieces. It is intended

to show both the scope of our

work and the wealth of oppor-

tunity for effective pieces of all

kinds available from our wood

carving studios. It will be sent

you promptly upon request.

THE WOOD CARVING

STUDIOS OF Choir Stall End

American
Seating

Company
મ

Chancel and Nave Looking from Sanctuary

of Trinity Cathedral , Cleveland, Ohio.

C. F.
Schweinfurth, Architect NEW YORK

CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA

695-119 W.40th St. 1092 Lytton Bldg. 710-250 S. Broad St.

JOURNAL OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
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MAIL CHUTES LIGHTING SERVICE
FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT XXXIX

WW

Unretouched photograph taken under only X-Ray Lighting

showing the remarkable light control of X-Ray Reflectors

Messrs. Rapp and Rapp

Architects, Chicago

Light Control

Lighting is not a matter of lamps

only, but the application of the

proper equipment to control it to

secure a particular result.

X-RayReflectorsPLASTING BRILLIANCY

"harness" light and pro-

duce, thru various appli-

cations, every kind oflight-

ing effect.

The artistic Luminaires

designed inour studios con-

tain X-Ray Reflectors and

produce these various light-

ing effects.

Architects are extended the cooperation of our Designing and Engineering

Departmentsin developing andapplying artistic and advanced lightingmethods.

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR COMPANY

"The Clearing House for Lighting Ideas"

New York

31 West 46th Street

CHICAGO

235 West Jackson Boulevard

Engineers in allprincipal cities

Los Angeles

Security Building

THE CUTLER,

MAIL CHUTE

Reduced costs and in-

creased volume of busi-

ness enable us to maintain

ourhigh standard ofqual-

ity at a material reduc-

tion in price.

Specify Model F. stand-

ard
equipment

.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.

OFFICES AND FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

COLONIAL

Head -Throat and Damper

Style E

CROSS SECTION VIEW

This improved style combines all the exclusive quality features.
of our other styles. It can be set in any position in the

chimney throat. It takes up expansion and contraction within
itself no cracked facings. It is designed to insure maximum

heat, economical fuel consumption, and perfect draft control,

without smoking. Easily regulated without stooping by hooking
a poker through the large ring in the lever arm.

Colonial Head-Throat and Dampers are the result of forty
years experience in building fireplaces.

See Sweets Catalogue and American Specification Manual

for details of other styles or write for blue print.

COLONIAL FIREPLACE COMPANY

Manufacturers of Complete Fireplaces, Dampers, Grates,

Andirons, Screens, Fenders, Hoods, Fire Sets, etc.

4625 Roosevelt Road Chicago, Illinois
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XL FURNITURE (Laboratory) HEATING EQUIPMENT
WINDOWS (Casement) JOURNAL PUBLICATION

Kewaunee

Laboratory Furniture

BOTTOM

RAILOF

SASH

SILL

STOOL

P
L
A
S
T
E
R

G
R
O
U
N
D

A
P
R
O
N

Let Kewaunee help make the new School a credit to
the community. We have been designing and manu-

facturing Laboratory Furniture for Schools, Hospitals,
Manufacturing Plants, etc., for a generation.

In many cases, however, you will find special equip-
ment unnecessary, as our line contains over 500 designs,

some one of which may answer satisfactorily your par-
ticular needs.

Ask for a copy of the Kewaunee Book

KewauneeMfg.Co.LABORATORY

124 LINCOLN STREET,
KEWAUNEE, WIS.

New York Office, 70 Fifth Avenue

Branch Offices:

Chicago
Houston

Little Rock

Columbus
Denver Phoenix

Spokane

Jackson, Miss.

San Francisco
Salt Lake City

Minneapolis Kansas City
Albuquerque

Omaha
Oklahoma City
Baton Rouge

Greensboro, N. C.

Toronto, Canada

(Section from drawing in Manual)

MONARCH

Control Lock

The ideal control for outswung casement

windows. By lifting handle, locking bar is

withdrawn and window may be opened to

any angle. Lowering handle causes locking

bar to be pushed forward, clip then rigidly

engages sash bar, eliminating play in lateral

arm. No gears-no ratchets- no keys- no

rattle.

If you have not received your copy of The

Manual of Casement Hardware Detail, a post

card will bring it.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.

4940 Penrose Street
St. Louis, Mo.

Painted by F. R. Harper

Courtesy Chicago Trust Co

The Field
Museum

equipped with

DUNHAM
VACUUM

SYSTEM

271,000 Square Feet Direct Radia-
tion, 60,000 Square Feet Vento .
Architects : Graham,

Anderson,Probst & White. Heating Contract-

ors: Phillips , Getschow Co.

Among the many notable buildings equipped

with the Dunham Heating Service is the Field

Museum in Chicago .

Bulletins describing the most suitable Dunham

System for any type of building will be sent on

request .

C. A. Dunham Co.

230 EAST OHIO STREET

52 Branch and Local Sales Offices

in the United States and Canada

CHICAGO

Foreign Sales Offices in London and Paris

The
UNHAM

REG.TRADE MARK

HEATING
SERVICE

Perspective

HE third revised and enlarged edi-

THE

tion of this text-book, by Ben J.

Lubschez, F. A. I. A. , a result of his

many years' experience in perspective

and in teaching, with marked success,

the science to beginners.

The late Prof. Frank D. Sherman ,

School of Architecture , Columbia Uni-

versity, called it "an admirable presenta-

tion of the subject, clear, concise and

expressed in language as becomes a

simple graphical process. "

Illustrated with plans and designs.

Price $2.00 postpaid

The PRESS ofthe AMERICAN

INSTITUTE of
ARCHITECTS

INCORPORATED

313 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
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FILTERS INTERIOR EQUIPMENT ROOFING (Stone) BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta) XLI

LOOMIS-MANNING

FILTERS

L

ECONOMICAL

An inspection of many Loomis-

Manning Filters made recently shows

that with proper care these filters

stay in good operating condition for

from 8 to 12 years without repairs.

There is practically no wear out to

the main parts. After we repair a

filter, it is practically as good as new

and will give as good service as a

new filter..

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1437 South 37th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1880

JudorStone

FOOD

In completing the period design of the Park Avenue

Baptist Church, Tudor Stone was selected as the ap-

propriate roofing. Henry C. Pelton-Allen & Collens ,

Associate Architects.

Rising-and-Nelson-Slate Company

WEST PAWLET, VERMONT

Architects'

Boston

·
Service ·

Department

Chicago

101 Park Avenue, New York

Philadelphia

Wm. H. Jackson Co.

746 So. Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW YORK SHOWROOMS- 2 WEST 47TH STREET

Marble, Stone and Wood

Mantels in Period Designs

Andirons, Firetools,

Fire Screens , Etc.

Any Design and Finish desired

The Winkle

Terra Cotta Company

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural

Terra Cotta

We specialize in furnishing and installing tile

work for Natatoriums and Swimming Pools in

Clubs, Y. M. C. A. Buildings, Private Residences

and Out-Door Pools.

In All Colors and Finishes

INDUSTRIAL SECTION July, 1922
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XLII LIGHTING SERVICEDOORS (Metallic)

DAHLSTROM

AUFFER TYBABEN 40

HALFON GODISON

CLEVELAND DISCOUNT BUILDING

Walker & Weeks, Architects

One of the DAHLSTROM Corridor
Doorsin the MARLIN-ROCKWELL
BLDG. , N. Y. C. WARREN &

WETMORE, Archts.

REDUCING
UPKEEP COSTS

There are three conditions which building

owners have to contend with in trying to

keep down upkeep costs. Ordinary wear

and tear, climatic conditions and the effect

of cleaning solutions and methods used in

cleaning the building interior.
All of these conditions were considered

by the originator of Hollow Metal Doors and
Trim (also the founder of the Dahlstrom
organization). He found that to reduce and

keep down upkeep costs of doors and trim
it was necessary that skilled workmen

materials and provide an

the best of raw

unexcelled finish.

use

His original theory has been successfully
carried out for 18 years in the Dahlstrom

plant by experienced workmen, using first

grade materials and applying

enamel finish. a baked-on-

This finish on Dahlstrom Hollow Metal

Doors protects the raw material. It is easily

kept clean by passing a dampened cloth over

the surface. The use of cleaning compounds

and solutions should be avoided.*

* NOTE: This paragraph does

not apply to Bronze products

DAHLSTROM
METALLIC DOOR CO.

439 BUFFALO STREET,
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NEW YORK

25 Broadway
CHICAGO

19 South LaSalle Street
DETROIT

1331 Dime Bank Bldg.
Representatives In All Principal Cities.

S
T
R
O
M

D
A
H
PAT

ENT DOOR

CLEVELAND DISCOUNT CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

equipped with

Frink Reflectors

including

Continuous Bank Screen Reflectors

Special Concealed Reflectors for

General Illumination

Our Engineering Department is co-

operating with the leading architects in

laying out and designing the lighting

of prominent buildings throughout the

country. We hope we can be of service

to you.

"Specify Frink Reflectors"

I.P. FRINK, Inc.

24th Street and 10th Avenue, NewYork

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

161 Summer Street

DETROIT, MICH.

325 State Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

77 O'Farrell Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

336 The Arcade

SEATTLE, WASH.

609 Seaboard Bldg.

PA.PHILADELPHIA,

Franklin Trust Bldg.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

17 Greenwood Bldg.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
415 West Main Street

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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CONCRETE HARDNER

"
Entirely

Satisfactory" After Many Years

LAPIDOLITHTRADE MARK

Architects :

Widmann & Walsh

George Pankau

Klipstein & Rathman

Engineers:

Gilsonite Construction Co.

Bec

Over 1,000,000 Square Feet of Concrete Floors

Treated with Lapidolith in the Bevo Building-St. Louis

Read the testimony of the architects of the Bevo Building. "And remember, this building has

every type of department where concrete floors have been subjected to every kind of wear

and tear.

"We are pleased to advise that about five years ago, we used Lapidolith as a hardener for

all cement floors of the Bevo plant (about 1,000,000 square feet) and also for the

granitoid sidewalks around the building. The result has been entirely satisfactory to all

concerned, and we have no hesitancy whatever in recommending Lapidolith for use in

any similar work.

Very truly yours,

WIDMANN & WALSH.

George Pankau, Assoc. Archts."

new or old, they need the liquid hardener Lapidolith

It will save its cost many times by preventing repairs,

Whether your clients' concrete floors are

to make them dust-free and wearproof.

replacements and delays, also the costly damages of concrete dust.

Lapidolith is the original hardener-the standard for twelve years.

Other Sonneborn Products :

Cemcoat

the Industrial Enamel Paint which stays

white longer. Washable, fire- resisting

and of exceptional
covering capacity .

Gloss, Flat and Eggshell.

HYDROCIDE

A black tacky material for waterproofing

foundations and dampproofing the interior

It is not the cheapest in Price but it is the cheapest

in Service, and so it has the preference.

As a result, over 250,000,000 square feet of con-

crete has been lapidolized . Specify Lapidolith and

be safe.

Write for specification form, sample and literature.

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.

of exposed walls.

New YorkDept. 21 116 Fifth Avenue



Supervising Architect, Washington, D. C.

U.S.POST OFFICE

Second FloorLobby

BIRMINGHAM ALA

Birmingham P. O., Birmingham, Ala.

Interior marble furnished by ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

Sole producers and manufacturers of the standard grades of

Alabama Statuary

Alabama Selected A

Alabama Grade A

Alabama Veined Grade A

Alabama Pocahontas

Alabama Italian

Alabama Statuary Mosaic

Alabama Mixed Mosaic

Alabama Terrazzo

The best possible and the most satisfactory service in Interior Marble

can be obtained by dealing directly with the Manufacturing Producer.

The
Reasons Why-

1. He has more marble to select from. 2. He can take the necessary waste

at a
minimum of expense.

3. He can not evade his own responsibility.
4. His living depends on your satisfaction with work done for you in his

marble. 5. He has a pride in his material which insures his best effort

on every job. 6. Having the largest stock to draw from, he can make

the promptest deliveries. 7. His prices are the most reasonable.

ALABAMA
MARBLE

COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE, QUARRIES, AND FINISHING PLANT

GANTT'S
QUARRY,

ALABAMA
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ELEVATORS

OTIS

For more
more thanahalf

century

The
World's Word

For

Elevator

Safety

OTIS
ELEVATOR

COMPANY

Officesinall
principal cities ofthe world

TRADE

MARK



PIPE (Wrought Iron)

BYERS

GENUINE WROUGHT IRON

PIPE

Atright-Magnolia Building,
Dallas, Texas,

Architect: Alfred C. Bossom,

New York City. Byers Pipe

installed in Plumbing, Heating

and Refrigerating Systems.

Below-First National BankBldg.,

Jersey City, N. J.

Architect: Alfred C. Bossom,

New York City. Byers Pipe

installed in Plumbing, and

Heating Systems.

R

S

2

2

PIPE (CHEAPEST >

VALVES AND FITTINGS

FLANGES, BOLTS GASKETS ,

COVERING, HANGERS , SUPPORTS

SHOP WORK FLANGING, BENDS, ETC.)

LABOR AND SUPERV - INSTALLING . ,

Itemized

Cost of a

Pipe System

PIPE SYSTEM

(TOTAL COST $ 25.000)

How Big

Investment Values are

destroyed by pipe corrosion

One of the largest items of cost in a building,

large or small, is the piping-a term including the

great modern arterial systems known as plumbing,

heating and power installations. These sytems are

of the greatest influence on cost of maintenance.

Their relation to the very investment value of the

building is, therefore, evident.

If the pipe used is lacking in rust-resistance,

record-breaking replacement costs must, sooner

or later, be faced.

Where piping is buried in walls and floors,

OVERHEAD & MISCL..

10-00 1500 $2000 $3000 24000

EXTRACOST
BYERS PIPE

EXTRA LIFE OF SYSTEM

INSURED BY USING BYERS PIPE

5000

the damage done to these is often greater than the

cost of repairs to the pipe system itself. But even

where the pipe is exposed and readily accessible,

the cost of repairs and renewals is usually ten times

greater than the initial cost of the pipe which

caused the failure.

Study the diagram above! Note the items of

cost in one pipe system, and the small extra cost

of Byers pipe. Note also the fact that Byers pipe,

being made from rust-resisting, genuine wrought

iron, practically doubles the life of the system.

Byers Bulletin No. 38 contains Analyses ofItems ofCost

in a variety ofpipe systems, with notes on replacement

costs and corrosive conditions. Sent free on request.

A. M. BYERS COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

New York
Philadelphia Boston

Established 1864

Cleveland Chicago Houston Dallas Los Angeles

LookfortheName andYearrolled ineverylength

III
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PLUMBING FIXTURES

IV

CRANE MANICURE
LAVATORIES

Neiler, Rich & Co., Engineers

Sanitary Plumbing Co.. ·

Pl'g. and Htg. Contrs.

BURGESS, NASH & CO.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

George B. Prinz, Arch..

THE

HE
demand for

dependable

sanitation
facilities in

modern

buildings has
brought well into

prominence the
sterling

quality of

CRANE

Sanitation

Equipment

There are
fixtures for every

requirement and

their
impervious surface

facilitates
frequent

cleansing, a
desirable feature from the stand-

point of
economy.

CRANE LAVATORIES

SALES OFFICES,

BOSTON
SPRINGFIELD
HARTFORD
BRIDGEPORT
ROCHESTER

NEW YORK
HARLEM

ALBANY
BROOKLYN
PHILADELPHIA

READING

WAREHOUSES AND
SHOWROOMS .

ATLANTIC CITY

NEWARK

CAMDEN
BALTIMORE
WASHINGTON
SYRACUSE
BUFFALO
SAVANNAH

ATLANTA

MEMPHIS

LITTLE ROCK

MUSKOGEE

TULSA

OKLAHOMA CITY

WICHITA

ST. LOUIS

KANSAS CITYKNOXVILLE
TERRE HAUTEBIRMINGHAM CINCINNATI

CRANE
LIMITED

FOUNDED BY R. T. CRANE, 1855

CRANE CO.

836 S.
MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO

MONTREAL, TORONTO,
VANCOUVER,

WINNIPEG,
CALGARY. REGINA, HALIFAX.

OTTAWA.

INDIANAPOLIS

DETROIT

CHICAGO

ROCKFORD

OSHKOSH

GRAND RAPIDS

DAVENPORT

DES MOINES

OMAHA

SIOUX CITY

MANKATO

WORKS, CHICAGO AND BRIDGEPORT

ST. PAUL

MINNEAPOLIS

WINONA

DULUTH

FARGO

WATERTOWN

ABERDEEN

GREAT FALLS

BILLINGS

SPOKANE

CRANE-BENNETT, LTD.

LONDON, ENG.

SEATTLE

TACOMA

PORTLAND

POCATELLO

SALT LAKE CITY

OGDEN

RENO

SACRAMENTO

OAKLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

We are
manufacturers of about 20,000 articles , including valves, pipe fittings and steam specialties, made of brass, iron, ferrosteel .

cast steel and forged steel, in all sizes, for all pressures and all purposes,and are
distributors of pipe, heating and plumbing materials.
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VI BUILDING MATERIAL (Face Brick)

A.F.B.A

USE FACE BRICK

-itPays

Entrance ofSt. Patrick's Church, Brockton, Mass. C. R. Greco, Architect

Averitable piece ofmosaic made ofthe simple brickunits. The great

recessedpanel, inwhich the canopied door is set, with the delicate

line offrieze above reveals a very effective handling of the material.

Artistic Effects with
StandardFaceBrick

THE

HE Entrance to St. Patrick's is another splendid

example of the artistic effects that can be econom

ically attained by the use of standard sized Face Brick

units.

We have gathered together more than one hundred

such examples in the Portfolio of
Architectural Details

in Brickwork . These de luxe half-tone plates are assem

printed tab, ready for filing.

bled in three series, each in an enclosed folder, with

requesting them on his office stationery, and his name

Aset ofthese folders will be sent to any architect

will be placed onthe list for future mailings.

AMERICAN FACE
BRICK

ASSOCIATION

1750 PEOPLES LIFE
BUILDING

•
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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(Fac
ROOFING (Tile)

-

"IMPERIAL"

SHALE ROOFING TILES

Wee are grateful for the liberal

consideration given our materials

by our friends in the architectural

profession.

To facilitate service to our cus-

tomers we recommend the placing

of orders as far in advance of re-

quirement as possible.

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY

104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO , ILLINOIS

VII
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VIII BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

The Harrison Building,

Philadelphia, Pa. Messrs.

Cope & Stewardson, Arch-

itects. Forthree decades an

architectural landmark in

Philadelphia illustrating the

adaptabilityandpermanence

ofTerra Cotta.

TERR

ADAPTABILITY and
PERMANENCE

ERRA
COTTA presents a greater scope

to the designer than any other permanent

material because of its ready
adaptability of

form, texture and color.

Effects of scale impose
limitations in the

use of Terra Cotta only where the scheme of

visible jointing necessitates an
economically

impracticable size for the
individual pieces.

Where scale
necessitates the latter

appearance

for certain features of design concealed jointing

often offers a solution acceptable to the

designer and manufacturer alike.

To any ofthe accepted styles Terra Cotta

brings the widest flexibility for sympathetic

interpretation and the assurance of absolute

properly installed.

permanence when intelligently designed and

For information and literature address :

44th Street, New York City.

National Terra Cotta Society, 19 West

TERRA

COTTA

Permanent
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BOILERS

the

IX

Temperature

of the,

stack gases

gases

Thetemperatures ofthestack gases

tell how much heat a boiler is wasting. High

temperatures mean that too much ofthe heat

the boiler makes gets up the stack unused.

Low temperatures show that practically all

the heat generated , is transferred to thewater

in the boiler and used for making steam.

Tests of boilers in actual operation show

that the gases come from a Kewanee Boiler

many degrees cooler than those from other

boilers. Kewanee Boilers use the heat they

make. Hence a smaller coal bill.

KEWANEE BOILER COMPANY

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Radiators,Tanks, Water Heating Garbage Burners

BRANCHES :

CHICAGO Market and Washington Sts.

NEW YORK

DES MOINES

KANSAS CITY

INDIANAPOLIS

47 W. 42nd St.

315 Hubbell Bldg.

214 Wyandotte St.

509 Occidental Bldg.

1212 Chemical Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS 708 Builders Exchange

COLUMBUS, O. 808 1st Natl. Bank Bldg.

SALT LAKE CITY

ST. LOUIS

Scott Bldg.

MILWAUKEE Mer. & Mfrs. Bank Bldg.

PITTSBURGH

DENVER

DALLAS

DETROIT

TOLEDO

CLEVELAND

ATLANTA,GA.

945 Oliver Bldg.

514 Boston Bldg.

Southwestern Life Bldg.

1772 Lafayette Bldg.

1121 Nicholas Bldg.

76 Rose Bldg.

1524-25 Candler Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO 72 Fremont St.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES-The Dominion Radiator Co. , Ltd.

Toronto, Ont., Montreal, Que., Winnipeg, Man., Hamilton, Ont. , St. John, N. B., Calgary, Alta,

KEWANEE
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BOILERS AND RADIATORS
X

SMITH BOILERS

For Burning All Fuels-such as

Anthracite Coal

Coke

Bituminous Coal

Lignites

OilWood

Boilers for Low Pressure Steam and Hot Water Heating

SMITHT
BOILER

and Hot Water Supply

NO 60
GUITIO

BOILERS

Mills Water Tube

[With Smokeless Furnace

SMITH With Grate Reduced

With Grate Full Size

H-B and Menlo

Smith Service Boiler

No. 60 Smith

RADIATORS

DIRECTS

Single Column

Two Column

Three Column

Five Column

Window

and Wall

I I I I I I I I I I I

No. 60 Smith

Grate Reduced

THE H. B. SMITH CO.

Manufacturers of Boilers and Radiators

NEW YORK, N. Y.

10 East 39th St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

17th and Arch Sts.

WESTFIELD, MASS.

57 Main St.

BOSTON

640 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.
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Shadows and Straws

HEN ANATOLE FRANCE recently visited

Berlin he was greatly impressed with the

throned goddess of which we present an illus-

tration as the frontispiece of this issue, and since that

time the statue has been much discussed and seems to

have evoked universal admiration. It was acquired

by the Berlin Museum in 1915 , and photographs of it

were shown in London in 1916. Leading authorities

in England consider the work to be the most im-

portant known example of the late Archaic period,

probably belonging to a date somewhat earlier than

480 B.C. Monsieur France considered that the statue

was of the time of Phidias, or even by a member of

his school, but others prefer to place it in the late

Archaic period. While the statue seems to have been

colored, the natural colors having probably been used

for the eyes and eyebrows, the lips and the hair,

the dress and chair are believed to have been inlaid

with patterns in bronze. The statue is supposed to

have been found not in Locri, Greece, as originally

asserted, but on the site of the Greek Colony of Locri

in South Italy. Is she Hera or Aphrodite, or Per-

sephone, or merely a patron goddess of some town?

Probably her secret will never be known, which

matters little. Serenely she sits, her smile evoked by

what memory we know not, perhaps, may one not

surmise, by the sheer happiness of her secure place in

Greek art.

THE INSTITUTE Committee on Education an-

nounces the forthcoming publication of "The Signifi-

cance of the Fine Arts," the work upon which it has

now been engaged for some two years . The book of 500

pages, well illustrated, is in two parts, the first de-

voted entirely to architecture, the four periods being

covered as follows : Classic, C. Howard Walker ;

Medieval, Ralph Adams Cram ; Renaissance, H. Van

Buren Magonigle ; Modern, Paul P. Cret. In part

two there are the following contributions : Painting,

Bryson Burroughs ; Sculpture, Lorado Taft ; Industrial
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Arts, Huger Elliott ; Landscape Design, Frederick

Law Olmsted ; City Planning, Edward H. Bennett ;

Music, Thomas Whitney Surette.

We think it quite safe to say that no more dis-

tinguished group of artists and writers have here-

tofore collaborated in so important a piece of work,

and it is but faint praise to say that they have done

so not because of the meagre remuneration but through

a realization of the great value which it is hoped will

accrue to this most earnest effort of the Institute's

Committee. A portion of Mr. Elliott's chapter on

the Industrial Arts appears in this issue of the JOURNAL

and we hope that it will serve to stimulate the ad-

vance orders for the book now being solicited by the

Committee. Its members have labored long and well.

They have given prodigally of their time and have

privately contributed the rather large fund which made

the book possible. Certainly we are safe in saying.

that every member of the Institute will not only rejoice

in the consummation of their enterprise but will accord

the publication of the book every possible support.

The advance subscription price is $3.50, and orders

may be sent to C. C. Zantzinger, Chairman, 112 South

Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.

HENRY BACON is the third member of the Amer-

ican Institute of Architects to be awarded the Institute.

Gold Medal. In 1909 it was given to McKim, and

in 1911 to Post. The first award was to Sir Aston

Webb in 1906. Then, in 1913, to Jean Louis Pascal,

and in 1921 to Victor Laloux, both of Paris. Follow-

ing the usual course of events, the medal will be pre-

sented to Mr. Bacon at the next Convention of the

Institute to be held in Washington in 1923. The

event will be unique in the annals of the Institute,

for one of its own members will be signally honored,

perhaps at a function to be held in the Lincoln Me-

morial itself, but at any rate within sight and sound

of the national monument designed by the architect who

will receive the medal.will receive the medal. An added significance will

.
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derive from the occasion, for the city of Washington

has long been the scene of many memorable efforts

on the part of the Institute and its members,-efforts

put forth toward the accomplishment of that vast civic

design of which the Lincoln Memorial forms a part.

As Mr. Litchfield so well said in seconding the

recommendation of the Board of Directors, when Mr.

Bacon's name was put in nomination : "The American

Institute of Architects cannot add to the glory which

is Bacon's, but it will honor itself in honoring him.

We may not add to his glory, but much to his hap-

piness. Sweet, indeed, is the heart-felt praise of one's

fellow architects ; they know, as no one else can, the

struggles, the disappointments, the infinite pains which

alone produce success, but for this reason they can

appreciate, as others cannot, the greatness of a great

success. Let us, therefore, with love and with grati-

tude, make to Henry Bacon our highest award in

token of our appreciation of his wonderful achieve-

ment."

SOMETHING MORE than a fortnight after the Con-

vention, another great honor fell to another member

of the Institute, when Mr. Thomas Hastings received

from the King of England the Royal Gold Medal

of the Royal Institute of British Architects. Only once

before, we believe, has the medal been conferred upon

an American, when it was given to McKim. By a

coincidence quite unanticipated, Mr. Hastings receives

the medal at the moment when England is praising,

almost without stint, the exhibit of the work of Amer-

ican architects, to which frequent reference has been

made in these columns. To say that American archi-

tecture has for the moment eclipsed all else would

hardly be an exaggeration. Professor C. H. Reilly,

of the School of Architecture, Liverpool University,

in opening the American exhibit in Manchester recent-

ly, paid a most eloquent tribute not only to American

architects but to the vision of those who paid for

our buildings and to the people of the United States

who demanded good building. In expressing the opinion

that we were as yet hardly to be called a race and

that our progress in no other art would scarcely war-

rant the assertion that we were a nation of artists,

he assigned our remarkable architectural development

to the coincident development of our architectural

schools, the methods of our architects and the attitude

of the public to whom that work appealed. He placed

architecture as the first of all our achievements, so

that altogether, Mr. Hastings could not have asked

for a happier setting for an occasion so memorable.

WHILE WE ARE on the subject of medals, let it

not be forgotten that the more modest awards of the

Institute Medal for excellence of scholarship in the

architectural schools often carries an exceeding joy

to the recipient. Recently, in writing to the Institute

in acknowledgement of the receipt of the medal , one

of the students said:

"It may seem commonplace to say it, but the award

of the Institute medal came to me as a great surprise.

I had heard, during my course, of its existence, but

never quite understood for what it was given, but

least of all did I expect that I should be the fortunate

recipient. It is an honor which I prize very highly

indeed and I know that I may confess that to you with-

out fear of any seeming lack of modesty. The Henry

Adams book is one I have long wanted to read and

I am deeply indebted to the Institute for this ad-

ditional generosity. This encouragement is a great

stimulus and I can only hope that the future may in

some measure justify the award."

QUITE TRUTHFULLY it might be said, without

doubt, that those who have to deal with the adminis-

trative side of the Institute's affairs find nothing more

unpleasant than the cases which have to do with what

is called unprofessional practice. It is really rather

astonishing, when one stops to think about it, that

men should be willing to serve, wholly without reward

and often where their action is apt to leave a trace of

bitterness behind, in attempting to adjudicate these

differences of opinion as to what is fair in architectural

practice.

Therefore, it is not hard to imagine with what

pleasure the Executive Committee, at a recent meeting,

had read to them a letter in which the writer, a mem-

ber of the Institute, now retired from practice, took

occasion to point out the following incident as indicat-

ing that perhaps we heard far too little of the other

side of the story. Some years ago he had prepared

plans for a certain type of building which then involved

some wholly new problems. To these he had given

great study and had found what was thought to be

a solution. But the building was not built and the

plans were laid aside.

Some years later, in fact quite recently, another

architect was given the commission to design the

building.building. He, too, had been puzzled by the problems

presented, but a draughtsman, formerly in the employ

of the architect who first studied the question , had

offered a solution which had been accepted. Then it

was that the present architect discovered about the

previous plans and the first architect. He immediately

wrote a letter explaining the incident and enclosed

$500 for the ideas which he had innocently accepted,

together with an apology. Doubtless the incident is

not unique and attention is only called to it because it

is pleasant to remind ourselves that there are architects

still possessed of that high sense of personal honor

which once distinguished not only the professions,

but trade and commerce as well.
C. H. W.
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CHAPTER III.

And Then Came Spring!

By LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

HE beauty of winter was fading as the thaws

began their work, patches of bare ground appear-

ing here and there, patches of deep snow re-

maining in the gullies, and remnants of drifts lying

here and there. Each day the scene became more

desolate ; mud and slush were everywhere. But our .

youngster was not downhearted. Any kind of weather

suited him, or rather he suited himself to any kind of

weather, for he was adaptable by nature,-which

meant in this case abundant glowing health.

The hounds of spring may have been on winter's

traces ; he knew nothing about that. His immediate

interests lay in the rivulets which emerged at the

lower end of the gully drifts. He wished to know

just where these rivulets started. So he shoveled off

the snow and broke off the underlying decaying ice

until the desired point of information was reached .

Then he would go immediately to another drift, and

operate on that to see if the result tallied with the

first. This work completely absorbed him. It gave

him new and exciting sensations, physical and mental.

Then, too, he would tramp over the sodden stubble of

the fields, and plow along the muddy roads. He

would hunt about eagerly to find by actual test which

places were the soggiest, and just where the mud was

deepest and stickiest. Then came rains upon rains.

The snow vanished. The earth and all upon it

was bare. The child took all this for granted.

He did not know, he did not even suspect, because of

the city life he had led, that out of this commonplace

bare earth- indeed now actually hidden within it as

a mystery-was to arise a spectacle of entrancing

beauty. The rains became showers, occasionally

sparkling in the sunshine. The winds became mild

breezes. There settled over all a calm, a peace, an

atmospheric sense that caressed and encouraged . And

thus came spring. The grass appeared as a delicate

deepening influence of green. Did not our boy soon

find the earliest pussy-willows, the first crocuses in

the garden? Did he not note the delicate filigree ap-

pearing as a mist on tree and shrub, and the tiny wild

plants peeping through the damp leaves of autumn in

his favorite woods? Did he not really see things

moving? Was not the filigree becoming denser and

more colorful? Was not the grass actually growing,

and the tiny plants rising higher? Was not the gar-

den becoming a stirring thing like the rest? The out-

burst of bloom upon peach tree, cherry and plum,

evoked an equal outburst of ecstasy and acclaim, an

་

equal joy of living. Was not something moving, were

not all things moving as in a parade, a pageant ? Was

not the sunshine warm and glowing? Had not the

splendor come upon him as upon one unprepared?

He heard the murmur of honey-bees, saw them bur-

rowing into flowers, fussily seeking something and

then away ; and the deep droning of the bumble-bee,

the chirping of many insects, the croaking of crows, as

in a flock so black, they flew heavily by now and then ;

and the varied songs of many birds ; riotously shaping,

all , on one great tune with bees, insects, flowers and

trees. Were not things moving? Was not something

moving with great power? Was there to be no end.

to the sweet, clamorous joy of all living things, him-

self the center of all ? Could he stand it any longer?

An interlude ! Then of a sudden the apple orchards

sang aloud! What made them thus burst forth?

Was it that same power, silent amidst the clamor?

Was it a something serene, sweet, loving, caressing

that seemed to awaken, to persuade, to urge ; yea, to

lure on to frenzy, to utmost exaltation, himself and

the world about him, the new, the marvelous world

of springtime in the open-a world that became a part

of this child that went forth every day, a world be-

fitting him and destined to abide with him through all

his days? Oh, how glorious were the orchards in full

bloom ! What mountains of blossoms ! What wide-

flung spread of enravishing splendor ! The child be-

came overstrung. Yet his heart found relief from

suffocation in his running about, his loud shouts of

glorification and of awe, his innumerable running-

returns to the house to say breathlessly, "Come Grand-

mama! Come See! Come See !" He wished to share

his joy with all. These wonder-orchards were his, the

fields, the woods, the birds were his ; the sky, the sun,

the clouds were his ; they were all his friends, and to

this beauteous world he gave himself without a thought

-without reserve. For how could he know that "All

mankind being born in sin, are by nature under the

wrath of God"? And how could he know that far,

far from this scene of love, of pride and joy, men were

slaughtering each other every day in tens, in hundreds

and in thousands ? True, at the appointed hour, he

had run about the house shouting "Fort Donelson's

taken ! Fort Donelson's taken !", and equally true he

had made monitors out of a bit of lath and the bung

of a flour barrel, and with greater difficulties a Merri-

He had sailed them in a wash-tub filled with

water. Further, he had listened to some talk about

the war between the North and the South. He heard

some talk about "Rebels" and "Yanks." Yet it was

all vague, and distant beyond his hills. It was all

mac.

/
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indistinct. He knew nothing about war-he does

now. Spring passed slowly on, things were surely

moving. The petals had fallen, and tiny round things

appeared in their places. Trees were coming to full

foliage, their branches swaying and leaves fluttering

gracefully in the quickening breezes. Plowing, har-

rowing and seeding were over. He had been given a

tiny patch in the main garden to be all his own, and

with toy tools he worked the soil and planted flower

seeds. He became impatient when certain nasturtium

seeds failed to show above the surface, so he dug them

up with his fingers, only to be astonished that they

had really put forth roots. He pressed them back into

the earth. To his sorrow that was the end of them.

He had not yet heard of the French proverb which

runs to the effect that Time will not consecrate that in

which it has been ignored. For a first attempt how-

ever he did pretty well. He learned little by little.

He was now abundantly freckled, and in a measure

toothless. His heavy thatch of black hair seemed to

have known no brush. His hands were soiled, his

clothes were soiled. Hatless, barefooted, his short

pants rolled above his knees, and unkempt with ac-

tivity, he was still a wonder-child , though effectively

masked as a son of the soil. To the ordinary passer-

by, he was a stout, stocky miniature ruffian, let loose

upon a helpless world. The more discerning noted

within the disorder two fine eyes, clear and bright,

with mobile lids ; eyes that varied strangely in accord

with his varying moods ; deep liquid hazel eyes, ex-

pressive of his every thought. He saw all things just

as they were. The time had not arrived for him to

penetrate the surface, even though he saw more than

most, even though he saw at times what seemed a

pellucid ghostly presence, a diaphanous mystery hover-

ing in and about things living in the open ; living in

that very open where he liked to live. Exceedingly

emotional-though unaware of it-the responses of

his heart, the momentary fleeting trances, the sudden

dreaming within a dream, perturbed him. He wished

to know about these ; he wished to know what it was

that enthralled him time after time. And in this he

failed also; he could not interpret-few can. For that

which perturbed him lay far deeper, far higher than

his thoughts-a living mystic presence within the self-

same open that was his. Per contra, he was generally

regarded as a practical little fellow who liked to work.

Generally speaking the family was without the pale.

Father had some nondescript notions, without form,

and void. He was attracted by the artistic, especially

by the painter's art. He was well posted as to theHe was well posted as to the

names and works of contemporaries, and was a fairly

good judge of landscape and still-life ; also he admired

a fine orchestra. Paradoxical though it may seem, but

really consistent, he had tried church after church seek-

ing what he wanted. What he wanted was not priest

or preacher, but a thinker and orator. At last he

found, in Theodore Parker, the satisfaction of his

quest. Going alone, he attended regularly. From this

it may be inferred that he leaned toward Unitarianism.

Nothing of the sort-he leaned toward oratory. If

Unitarianism went with it, well and good. It was of

no moment. He praised Parker highly. Mother had

a fixed idea that existence was continuous in a series

of expanding becomings, life after life, in a spiral

ascending and ever ascending until perfection should

be reached in a bodiless state of bliss. This ethereal

belief, obviously enough of Buddhist ancestry, opened

to view the beauty and purity of her heart and mind.

Moreover, be it said, she read with avidity Renan's

Vie de Jesu, in which that whilom radical strips from

the Son of God the raiment of divinity. Grandpa, it

scarcely need be said, scoffed and grinned. He looked

upon religion as a curious and amusing human weak-

ness as conclusive evidence of universal stupidity.

Grandma alone was devout. Unostentatiously she be-

lieved in her God, in the sublime compassion of his

Son, in the wondrous love he bore-a love freely given

to the outcast-a love so great, so tender, so merciful,

that for its sake he yielded up in agony his earthly be-

ing, the supreme sacrifice, to the end that all men might

be blessed thereby; that, as his mortality passed, his

supernal love might be revealed to men throughout

all time ; and that his divine being ascended through

the firmament to join the Father in Glory on the throne

of Heaven. These things she firmly believed. They

were the atmosphere of her inner life, the incentive of

her daily deeds. She furthermore believed quietly in

doctrine and it may be in dogma. She held the scrip-

tures of the Hebrews to be sacrosanct-as verily in-

spired of God. She did not seek to proselyte. She

was satisfied to abide in her faith, undisturbed and

undisturbing. Perhaps this is why her grandson loved

her so. Innocent of creed , of doctrine and dogma, he

loved her becauseshe was good, he loved her because

she was true, he loved her because to his adoring eyes

she was beautiful. Such was Grandmama.

Otherwise Grandmama was the responsible head of

a family consisting of herself, her husband, her son

and her grandson. She was methodical, orderly, knew

the true meaning of thrift, entered every item promptly

in the account books, struck the monthly balance, had

a fine mind for figures, and withal she was prudently

generous. Her main business was to give private les-

sons in French to certain brahmins and their off-

spring in that curious city called Boston. In her

leisure moments, she knitted , knitted, knitted ; gloves,

mittens, scarves, socks, stockings, shawls ; she knitted in

silk, in wool, in cotton ; she knitted with wooden

needles and with steel needles ; sometimes she used two

needles, sometimes three. Frequently in night's still

hours, she read in her Bible. Her precise hour of
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retiring was always 1 A. M. She had her coffeeShe had her coffee

served in bed, and arose precisely at 10 A. M. Grand-

pa's hours were the reverse. At or about 8 o'clock in

the evening he would lay down his long-stemmed clay

pipe, yawn, chirrup a bit, drag himself from his com-

fortable chair, kiss everyone goodnight and make his

exit. His grandson, following soon after, passed the

open door at the head of the stairs. He always looked

in, and always saw grandpa stretched full length in

bed, reading by the light of a student lamp some book

on astronomy. The child did not intrude. He knew

full well that however much Grandpa ridiculed so

many things, he never poked fun at the solar system.

In this domain, and the star-laden firmament, he lived

his real life. This was his grand passion. All else

was trivial. The vastness awed him ; the brilliance

inspired him ; he kept close track of the movements of

the planets. He read endlessly about the moon and

the vast, fiery sun, and the earth's spiral path.

But it was in Autumn, when the full train of the

Pleiades, the Hyades, Orion and Canis Major had

cleared the horizon and stood forth in all their con-

joined majestically-moving glory, that Grandpa went

forth in the early hours of night to make vigils with

the stars, to venerate, to adore this panoply of con-

stellations, to be wholly lost within the splendor of the

sky. Here was the man-all else was husk. What

communion he held within the stillness of night, with-

in his own stillest hour, no man shall know. It was

his secret. Nowand then he would, bit by bit, endeav-

or to impart a little of his knowledge. But he knew

well enough his grandson was not of age. Still, the

boy learned to recognize and name several of the con-

stellations as well as some of the larger stars and

planets. One evening they were walking together

along the garden path. The crescent moon was smil-

ing just above the tree-tops to the westward. They

had been silent, thus far, when, Grandpa of a sudden

asked, "Louis, have you ever seen the penumbra of the

moon?" When the meaning of penumbra had been

asked and answered, when the child had grasped the

idea that it was the rest of the moon next to the

crescent, he said, "Yes, Grandpa, I see it. " "What

is it like?" "It is curved at the edge and flat the rest

of the way. It is pale blue, like a fog. It is beautiful."

"Ah !" exclaimed Grandpa, " how I envy your young

eyes! I have never seen it. I have tried with opera

glasses, but still could not see it. It must be wonder-

ful and I shall never see it. Ah, my dear boy, little

do you know what treasures your sharp eyes bring to

you. You see things that I cannot see and shall never

see. When you are older you will know what I mean."

The child was startled . He did not know his grandpa

was near-sighted. True, he had noticed that when

Grandpa read in bed, he held the book very close to

his eyes. He had noticed that some people wore spec-

tacles, that his grandma wore spectacles in the evening.

But Grandpa didn't wear spectacles at all. Why then

could he not see the penumbra of the moon? It was

all strange, very strange to him; it was anything but

strange to Grandpa-it was a sorrow. To that eager

mind, burdened with reluctant eyes, it was a calamity

that he could not see and would never see the penum-

bra of the moon.

Grandmama on the other hand was not imaginative.

In place of this divine power she had well-defined,

solidly settled ideas concerning decorum, breeding,

formal and informal social intercourse, and a certain

consciousness that Mrs. Grundy resided as definitely in

South Reading as elsewhere. Upon her arrival there,

one of her first activities was to seek out a church,

attendance upon which would at one and the same

time insure to her unquestioned respectability, and , as

nearly as possible, coincide with her individual views of

doctrine. Indeed Grandmama was conservative of the

social order of her day. She seemed oblivious to

hypocrisy and cant. She was devoid of them. In this

instance, she differed diametrically with her daughter

Andrienne, who railed bitterly at that cloak of re-

spectability which to her view camouflaged the sins of

the world. Candor and sincerity were her ideals of

character and conduct. There was but limited choice

in the village and Grandmama soon fixed upon the

Baptist Church as her election. She began regular

attendance. The child had now reached the age at

which she deemed it proper that he, also, should at-

tend divine service. Thus another new world was to

arise above the limited horizon of his experience.

It should be mentioned that among the treasures of

barn and pasture, there was a certain and only horse

named Billy. He was an object at the time technically

known as a "family horse-safe for any lady to drive."

As a matter of fact Billy was a sallow plug, who, as a

finality, had resigned himself to a life of servitude, but

not of service. Within the barn was housed what was

mentioned familiarly, though not correctly, as the

"carryall." It was really a family carriage, having an

enclosed body somewhat like a modern automobile

limousine. It was a neat solid affair, well built, well

finished and upholstered, and with good lines. It was

of the essence of respectability, even as Billy was of

the lower classes. Billy's harness was all that could be

desired, and on Sundays Billy was groomed to the ex-

tent of his limited adaptability to the exactions of high

life. Billy, harness, and carryall, made a rather inter-

esting combination, even though Billy, as fate would

have it, was as a fly in an ointment. The combina-

tion, however, is explainable. Grandmama was timid,

or at least apprehensive, and very cautious. She wished

to be sole guardian of her physical safety, to the extent,

even, that she permitted no one but herself to drive.

Her husband was too nearsighted and absent-minded,
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her son too reckless, her grandson, too young. HenceHence

her determination to take matters into her own hands.

The idea of a glossy, dignified, high-stepper to match

the aristocratic carryall could therefore not be enter-

tained by her. It involved risk, possible disaster. So

Billy was selected as a compromise between the desired

tone and the much more desired security. That is,

as a deletion of a certain, or uncertain percentage of

village respectability, for South Reading was of ancient

settlement. Grandma would not countenance a check-

rein for Billy; she maintained that it was cruel. The

normal center of Billy's head, in consequence, was

nearer the earth he feebly loved than the heaven

Grandma hoped to reach with Billy's material aid.

There was a whip, in its socket, to be sure, but

Grandma would not strike a dumb beast. When

Grandma wished to start, or, on frequent occasions, to

accelerate Billy's pace-if such it might be called-she

waved the lines with both hands and chirped encourage-

ment-never becoming aggressive-and satisfied that

she had a horse "safe for any lady to drive." But just

here appearances became deceptive ; for Billy, soon

after his transfer in exchange for legal tender, revealed

a defect in character. He was given to unlooked-for

fits of insanity. From a turbid dodder, he would sud-

denly break into a runaway. This was alarming ; yet

there seemed a method in the madness. Like a clock,

with mainspring breaking, and the works rattling

fiercely toward a silence soon reached, even so were

Billy's runaways. Their distance-limit seldom ex-

ceeded one hundred yards. So, after prudent observa-

tion of his antics, and with due allowance for the fact

that he did not run away every time, Billy was rein-

stated as a family horse, safe for any lady to drive,

provided she were familiar with his mannerisms. Such

was now the case.

Of a Sunday morning, fair to look upon, in early

summer, all prepared and ready, Billy and carryall

connected into a material totality, the family set

forth, following the dusty road to the village, without

mishap. Upon arrival at the church, a white-painted

wooden structure in imitation of stone, pretentious,

and ugly, as if indoctrinated with sin, so much

talked about within- Billy was hitched to the general

railing and the family entered , after Louis had suffi-

ciently patted Billy's nose. Climbing a wide flight

of stairs to the second floor, all entered a large, dim,

barren room, and reached the family pew. Louis

immediately felt a pang of disappointment. There

was nothing here to recall an echo of the spring song

he had shared in the open. He thought there should

be. Looking about at the congregation, he was

astonished at the array of solemn faces: Why solemn?

And the whispering silence? Why whispering?

What was to follow? What was to happen? He

enquired, and was hushed. He waited. The service

began ; he followed it eagerly to the end, noting every

detail. He greatly admired the way the minister

shouted, waved his arms terrifically, pounded the big

Bible magnificently, and then, with voice scarcely ex-

ceeding a whisper, pointed at the congregation in dire

warning of what would surely befall them if they did

not do so and so or believe such and such. He roared

of Hell so horribly that the boy shivered and quaked.

Of Heaven he spoke with hysterical sweetness-a

mush of syrupy words. He had painted the same

word-pictures year after year ; worked himself to the

same high pitches and depths. His listeners, now

thrilled, relaxed, expanded, held these sermons, these

prayers, these hymns as precious ; for the man looming

in the pulpit was of their world. He gave pith, point

and skilled direction to those collective aspirations and

fears, which otherwise would have lacked symmetry

and power. The sermons invariably ended with a

tirade against the Papists. This epilogue appealed to

all as a most satisfying finale. After the closing words

of benediction the congregation remained for a while

outside the church, gathered in groups, the men

swapping lies and horses, the women folks exchanging

idiosyncrasies. All declared their satisfaction with the

sermon. This was the routine. Then they went

home. To the child, however, as a first violent experi

ence, the total effect was one of confusion, perturba-

tion, and perplexity. One particular point puzzled

him most : Why did the minister, when he prayed,

clasp his hands closely together and so continue to

hold them? Why did he close his eyes? Why did he

bow his head and at times turn his sightless face up-

ward toward the ceiling? Why did he speak in

whining tones? Why was he now so familiar with

God, and then so groveling? Why did he not shout

his prayers as he had shouted and roared through his

sermon ? Why did he not stand erect with flashing

eyes, wave his arms, clinch his fists and pound the big

Bible, and walk first this way and then that way, and

otherwise conduct himself like a man? He seemed

afraid of something. What could it be? What was

there to be afraid of? And then this matter of the

Papists. Why so bitter, why so violent, why so cruel

as to wish these people, whoever they were, to be

burned throughout all eternity in the flames of awful

hell? And the minister had said he was sure they

would be. The boy asked at home what Papists were.

Grandma said they were Catholics. Grandpa said

they were imbeciles. Then he asked what were Catho-

lics, and Grandma said, simply, they were not

Protestants. And what were Protestants ?

Grandma said, as simply, but with a touch of detail,

that they were not Catholics, to which Grandpa added

that they, also, were imbeciles. But at the end of the

next sermon the minister explained it all. He de-

clared in his wrath that they, the Papists, were pagans,

And
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heathen, infidels, idolators, worshippers of saints, low

beasts, vile savages, ignorant, depraved, the very scum

and slime of earth whom God in his mercy had segre-

gated from the elect, in this world, in order that he

might damn them totally to Hell in the next. The

minister made it quite clear that no Papist could by

any chance enter the Kingdom of Heaven, and equally

clear that a good, strict Baptist could and surely would.

As to other denominations, he felt dubious, indeed

plainly doubtful, almost certain. Still, he said, grace

was infinite, and the wisdom of the Father beyond

the grasp of mortal man. On the other hand, he

acknowledged himself a sinner, and frequently pro-

claimed, as with a sort of pride, that his entire con-

gregation, individually and collectively, were miserable

sinners ; and they agreed. He told them, moreover,

the wages of sin was death. He told them also, with

unction, of the bloody source whence came the wages

of purity in redemption. The child appealed to Grand-

pa, who said the minister was an idiot full of wind

and nonsense. The child suffered . Nothing in this

new world agreed with his own world. It was all

upside down, all distorted, cruel and sugary. It was

not like his beautiful springtime, it was not even like

his beautiful winter. There was no laughter, no joy

as he knew these things. He appealed to Grandma,

but his questions were too persistently direct, too

and

embarrassing to her placidity. She explained perfunc-

torily; he got no satisfaction there. He began to think

perhaps Grandpa was right. After more sermons,

prayers, and denunciations, he began to feel distinctly

that his world, his life, which he had frankly felt to be

one, was being torn in two. Instinctively he revolted.

He would not have the beauty of life torn from him

and destroyed. These things he did not say ; he felt

them powerfully. A tragedy was approaching. He

was about to lose what he loved , what he held precious

in life ; he was about to lose his own life as he knew

or felt life. He rebelled . He lost confidence in the

minister. He no longer believed what was said.

More than that he soon disbelieved everything that

was said. He was regaining his freedom. The ser-

vices increasingly irritated him ; he asked to be trans-

ferred to the Sunday School . He would at least see

children there. The Old Testament amused and

pleased him with its interesting stories. He could

almost live them over. But when it came to the cru-

cifixion he rebelled again in spirit, this time so ardently

that it was thought prudent at home to release him

from Sunday School and Church alike. His rumina-

tion now was to the effect that fortune might perhaps

also separate him from the schoolhouse, standing

white and bare on the hillside.

(To be continued)

W

The Industrial Arts *

By HUGER ELLIOTT

HEN walking along-let us say-New

York's Fifth Avenue, we see in the shop

windows, gathered from every quarter of the

globe, a multitude of objects which will, sooner or

later, take their places in the homes of the people.

Here are porcelains from China ; brocades from Persia,

Italy and France ; carved and gilded candlesticks from

Spanish churches ; pottery from Delft or Copenhagen ;

an Elizabethan chest and a chair designed by Sheraton ;

Roman glass unearthed in Asia Minor ; Egyptian

jewelry; silver cunningly wrought by Spanish-Ameri-

can craftsmen ; Japanese cloisonné ; coral from the

Mediterranean, brass bowls from Russia and rugs from

the Near East. We see a profusion of articles beautiful

in line and form and color and eloquent of the romance

of trade and war and of the love of beauty in maker

and purchaser. These things tell us not only of the

satisfaction of physical needs-a bench upon which

to sit or a bowl from which to eat but also of the

*We here offer the readers of the JOURNAL a selection from "The

Significance of the Fine Arts," shortly to be published by Marshall

Jones Company of Boston, and to which a more extended reference

appears on page 237 of this issue.-Editor.

satisfying of the spiritual needs of man in the produc-

tion of things of beauty. For men have always de-

sired to make beautiful those things which they use ;

the degree of cultivation which the people of any time

or locality have reached is reflected in such products.

The fact that we now see in our larger cities articles

gathered from the most distant lands indicates the

astonishing development, in the last few decades, of

the facilities for transportation and opens a vast field

of conjecture concerning the development of trade.

We picture the many-oared boats of the Phoenicians

coasting along the shores of the Mediterranean ; cara-

vans toiling across the Arabian desert ; Portuguese

galleons, bound for India, doubling the Cape of Good

Hope ; and the steam-driven vessels of modern com-

merce calling at every port on the seven seas. Ancient

trade-routes have been traced by the archæologist ;

prehistoric trade relations between vanished races

proved by the discovery in graves or buried shrines

of fragments of pottery and vessels of beaten gold.

It is interesting to trace the routes by which the silks

of China reached the palaces of the later Roman em-
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perors ; by which the glass of Venice made its way

into English homes in the time of Elizabeth or a carpet

of the Nearer East appeared in Madrid to play a part

in a painting by Velasquez.

The influence of conquered peoples upon their con-

querors and of the victors upon those who were sub-

dued, can be followed almost as clearly in an examina-

tion of these works of minor fine arts as in the study

of the resulting political changes.

The journeyings of the famous "Horses of St.

Mark's" present a well-known instance of the vicis-

situdes to which works of art are subjected. Erected

in Constantinople, probably after the sack of some

Græco-Roman city, they were, as spoils of the con-

querors, carried to Venice in the thirteenth century

to adorn the exterior of the Venetian Cathedral, there

to influence the works of Donatello and Verrocchio.

Again the fortunes of war swept them off, this time

to Paris with the armies of Napoleon, only to be re-

stored after his fall. Finally, to save them from pos-

sible damage by bombs dropped from aeroplanes, they

were, in 1917, removed to Rome. They have but

recently been replaced upon their ancient pedestals.

The conquest of Greece by the Romans furnished

their architects and craftsmen with a wealth of orna-

mental motifs. These were later given a new develop-

ment when the barbarians overthrew the power of

Rome. To trace the changes wrought in the decorative

application of the acanthus leaf is to study the history

of Europe from the fifth century, B.C. , to the invasion

of Italy by Charles VIII and beyond. Many wares

which fostered the development of European crafts-

manship were imported from the East during the

Crusades. The decorations in the "Egyptian taste"

appeared in France after Napoleon's campaign in

Egypt ; did space permit, many other instances might

be cited.

The spread of religions played its part in the de-

velopment of the arts. Many ornamental motifs are

found to have new meaning when one follows Bud-

dhism into China, Christianity into the wide domains

of the Roman Empire, Mohammedanism into India

and Spain. Even the Reformation wrought clearly

seen changes in the art of Northern Europe and af-

fected that of the new world.

The development of Christian symbolism is a study

in itself. Particularly interesting is the naïve adop-

tion of pagan forms to serve the needs of the new faith.

The symbol of Bacchus becomes the vine of life ;

Orpheus reappears as Christ ; even the tonsure was

borrowed from Egypt, through Rome ; Mahommet's

strict interpretation of the Mosaic law concerning

graven images, although not always observed, turned

the creative impulse of his followers toward the de-

velopment of geometric ornament, producing the rich

and distinctive Moslem style. This, in its turn, had

an influence upon the Renaissance ornament of Spain

after the reconquest of that country by the Christians.

The deeper one delves into the human side of the story

the more enthralling the study becomes.

Although men have produced, to serve their daily

needs, unnumbered articles, these may be grouped

under a comparatively few heads. The general form

of these objects is fixed by the need which they serve;

the spoon, the bowl, the table have the same funda-

mental characteristics the world over. That which

differentiates them is the artistic quality with which

they are endowed. One great group of articles-

clothing-varies not only in this artistic quality but

has been conditioned by climate as well.

The interchange of ideas- and of decorative motifs

-has been so fostered by trade, by wars and by relig-

ious movements that before long it may be a matter

of surprise to learn that there are any places the prod-

ucts of which show local characteristics. Dress is,

alas, becoming deplorably uniform (and unbeautiful

for men at least ) whereas in earlier times national

costume was worn as a matter of course. Says Portia

of one of her suitors : "I think he bought his doublet

in Italy, his round hose in France, his bonnet in Ger-

many, and his behavior everywhere." Racial differen-

tiation was once observable in every article made by

An expert, without hesitation, declares this

fifteenth century brocade to be Spanish, this other

Italian. A Chinese bowl and one from Persia are

easily distinguishable ; a bit of Gothic carving from

England is quite different from one executed in Italy

at the same period . Local decorative characteristics

furnish us with an inexhaustible source of delightful

study ; a mass of material illustrative of the progress

of humanity. One wonders whether through the

unifying power of the printed page and the photograph

all national individuality is to disappear.

man.

It is important that those who deal pictorially with

past ages be familiar with local characteristics.

No longer may Julius Cæsar be played in a wig and

dressing gown as was the custom in the eighteenth

century. Yet recently a celebrated singer appeared

in Aida swathed in velvet-a material first produced

some four hundred year after the period of the opera.

Another actress, playing the part of Cleopatra, reclined

upon a rug which could not have been woven until a

thousand years after the death of the enthralling queen.

Illustrators are often to be found indulging in such

anachronisms ; and a famous writer, in a tale of the

period of Henry VIII, mentions a full length mirror,

whereas the largest mirror in England at that time was

not more than twenty inches square.

While the needs of men have been more or less

the same, the world over, the articles which serve these

needs differed as the artistic impulse differed and as

they were affected by natural resources. The presence
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of kaolin in China made possible the production of

porcelain. Silk was the exclusive product of that

country until silk worms had been smuggled out of

China. According to tradition this occurred in the

sixth century A.D., when two Persian monks, sent

for that purpose, escaped with the eggs hidden in sticks

of bamboo. Rugs were, and are, made in the Orient,

particularly in Asia Minor, because wool was there

plentiful, earth and vegetable dyes easily procured and

time of little value . That Venice, situated amidst

sandy islets, should become a centre for the making of

glass was as inevitable as that Pittsburgh should become

the steel centre of the United States or Grand Rapids,

near the great forests of the Northwest, the chief

producer of furniture. For although our transporta-

tion facilities make it possible for us to manufacture

what we wish, where we wish, the cost of moving raw

material will more and more tend to develop industries

in those places where the necessary supplies are plenti-

ful.

The artistic impulse which differentiates the product

of one country from those of another or of the same

country at different epochs,-France, for instance, in

the fourteenth and the eighteenth centuries, the "genius

of the race" which causes these differences, is difficult

to analyze. What is it that led the ancient Greeks

to produce objects in every way unlike (save in being

pleasing in form and color ) those made by the con-

temporary Chinese and which caused the work of the

Egyptian craftsmen to differ from that of their fellows

in India?

sources ;

Social and religious ideals-climate and natural re-

these played their part. But there is some-

thing else, something deeper and more subtle, which

defies analysis ; a special feeling for line or form or

color ; a racial way of visualizing beauty ; a psycho-

logical bias the secret of which we may some day be

able to solve. At least all were striving to achieve

beauty. And as we broaden and refine our perceptions

freeing them from prejudice and from the control

of passing fads and fashions-we may, through the

study of these objects which men have made to serve

their daily needs, deduce some of the laws of beauty

and increase, for posterity, the number of those works

of art which have power to delight and uplift the

human spirit.

'Architects and City Planning'

CHAPTER II.

By THOMAS ADAMS

Instruction to Architectural Students

As a rule the man who wishes to specialize in any

direction should begin to do so when he is a student, if

the opportunity is made available to him. Students of

architecture who desire to take up city planning work

or to become authorities on the architectural features of

a city plan should have some teaching by city planning

experts as part of their education.

This is being recognized in some architectural schools

of high standing. The schools of Architecture and Land-

scape Architecture at Harvard are closely identified in

respect of those phases of teaching which relate to civic

design. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has

appointed lecturers on Town Planning and Landscape

Architecture to give special courses to architectural stu-

dents. Other universities are giving special courses in

different forms to different groups.

Two Kinds of Students

It is found that the teaching has to comply with the

requirements of two categories of students. There is

the small group that is ambitious and hopeful to make

city and town planning their especial field. There is

the larger group, the members of which intend to be

architects pure and simple, and to whom as prospective

1 The first chapter of this article appeared in the June issue.

1

artists in the design, composition and arrangement of

buildings, some knowledge of city and town planning will

be useful.

What then is the kind and form of teaching that should

be given? Should it take the form of a regular cur-

riculum comprising a consecutive series of lectures and

studio hours, leading up to an examination that would

give the student credit in obtaining his degree ; or should

it merely comprise a limited lecture course for the pur-

pose of stimulating thought and research in a special field

treated admittedly as a side issue ? To these questions

some answer has to be given and it is not easy to give it.

Science of City Planning in Infancy

As an art, City and Town Planning is old and has

been much practised , but as a science it has never re-

ceived much attention. The available knowledge of

definite facts, and of the relation of these facts to one

another, in connection with the methods and functions

of city growth, is small ; because there has been no con-

tinuous body of knowledge built up and accumulated in

printed form by trained specialists in the subject. The

formulation of principles and of rules affecting their

application, has only received sporadic and superficial

study by men engaged in the practice of city planning,

who have had little opportunity for scientific investiga-

tion and elucidation. We are only at the beginning of

the study of the facts and principles relating to the plan-
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ning of cities and towns, and it will take a generation

of continuous study, if we begin now, to accumulate

the knowledge necessary to form the basis for authorita-

tive guidance on the subject.

There is of course a vast amount of material in letter-

press and illustration containing evidence of methods of

town planning and description of concrete schemes. There

are a number of informative and reliable books dealing

with principles and methods of planning modern cities

by experienced writers. There are sociological studies by

observant students, like Patrick Geddes, dealing with

fundamental factors and important functional elements

in city development. There are historical works con-

taining evidence of great value regarding the origins and

systems of building great cities in the past. There is

indeed the material for a large library in all these direc-

tions ; but it is hardly an exaggeration to say that no

really scientific and logical treatise exists which deals

comprehensively with the subject in a manner suitable

for students.

Meanwhile the teacher collects, compiles and analyzes

such material as is available and gives his students such

guidance as he can as a result of his own observation

and experience. In considering what he can teach, he

decides what is desirable with a full course and what

is practicable with a limited course of lectures. At the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology a partial course

was given in the first year, limited to ten lectures fol-

lowed by a test paper. The success of the course has

justified the decision to have a more extended course

with laboratory work next year. It may be of interest

to give a brief outline of the subjects dealt with in

the limited course.

Limited Lecture Course

The teaching begins with a general review of the sub-

ject and a description of the known factors that have

to be taken into consideration in preparing plans. The

character, size and geographical or administrative bound-

aries of areas are dealt with. Then follows a descrip-

tion of ancient and medieval plans, showing the early

methods of the laying out of streets and open spaces,

grouping public buildings and the underlying social con-

ditions that influenced the making and execution of plans.

City and town planning since the Renaissance, includ-

ing the planning of Washington, Edinburgh and Paris

during the latter part of the eighteenth and in the early

part of the nineteenth centuries are next dealt with.

Three lectures cover this ground in a general and some-

what superficial way, but it needs at least five lectures

to give satisfactory treatment of historical phases alone.

The student needs to supplement this first group of

lectures with a considerable amount of reading.

The scope, objects and examples of modern city and

town planning are next dealt with in two lectures. Here

we come in contact with matters that lie within our

experience and observation. We begin to convey to the

student some idea of the problems that confront us from

day to day in modern cities, and of the methods of

solving these problems. The greater interest that is

attached to the study of the concrete example that comes

within common observation makes these lectures more
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popular, and it is open to question whether it is not

better to open the series with the consideration of mod-

ern problems and lead up to historical phases later.

As stated in the previous article instruction has to

be given in the law of city planning. The architect does

not want to be an authority on municipal and city plan-

ning law and administration, and yet he should have

sufficient knowledge of the scope and limitations of the

law to enable him to co-operate with the lawyer and

to plan with proper regard to the legal restrictions im-

posed upon him.

The relation between the architectural and engineering

features of the plan, and between the contributions that

have to be made to its preparation by the architect, the

landscape architect and the engineer need explanation.

The importance of the land question in relation to the

city plan is a point that must have special emphasis.

Systems of sub-divisions ; planning of general street sys-

tems, and relation of streets to traffic and buildings ; plan-

ning of public utilities ; grouping and reciprocal relations

of important buildings ; preservation of natural and struc-

tural beauty; park and housing developments including

site planning, are considered from the architect's view-

point.

Two lectures instead of the required four deal with

industrial development and distribution ; the relation be-

tween industries and homes ; and the planning of the

public services of transportation, power, water supply,

sewerage; the consideration of community centers, growth'

of suburbs and satellite cities ; connection between rural

and urban problems ; garden cities and suburbs and the

financial advantages of encouraging decentralization.

Zoning has to be limited to one lecture although ref-

erence to the delimitation of areas for purposes of use,

height and density is made in most of the lectures.

Finally, in two crowded lectures instead of four or

five, matters of technique are dealt with on general lines,

with a few concrete illustrations. There has to be de-

scribed the methods of preparing and executing surveys

and plans for regions, cities, towns, and separate sub-

divisions or estates. The field is covered in a general

way and the answers given by the students to the test

paper at the end of the course will show that the knowl-

edge gained is more than superficial and is of distinct

advantage to the students in other architectural studies.

The desirability of giving such teaching cannot be

questioned. What will be questioned by many teachers

is whether there is room in the ordinary three to five

year course for adding special lectures on city planning,

or whether it is desirable to substitute city planning lec-

tures for those on some subject regarded as of equal

importance. That must be a matter to be decided by

the Professor and College Faculty in each case.

Those who are not convinced that any extended course

is desirable, because it would add too much to the work

of the year ; or alternatively that it would mean that

something else, perhaps not more important but made

so by usage and convention, had to be omitted, may

find that a limited lecture course on city planning in the

final year would be practicable and valuable. The scope

and working of a more extended course will be dealt

with in the next article.
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Final Competition for the Fellowship in Architecture-1922.

It is supposed that a National Association, formed for

fostering American music, proposes to erect in the country's

capital, a national headquarters of such a character as to

focus the public mind on the society's aims. Lovers of

music have subscribed a sufficient sum to allow the architect

a free hand in plan and character. As a site, the city

has provided a small park, approximately level , 1,000 by

700 feet, and bounded by three streets and a wide avenue,

the latter running the long way of the park and at the south.

The building should face this avenue.

The building shall be in three distinct parts : ( 1 ) Part

for Administration ; (2 ) Part for the Association's Social

and Reception Rooms ; (3 ) A Concert Hall.

I. Part for Administration :

This part shall be in several stories and contain :

(a ) A general working office for information, control,

stenography, accounts, etc.

(b) A National Committee Room .

(c) An assembly room for delegates of local chapters

at reunions.

(d) Living apartment for the National Chairman, large

enough to permit of receptions.

(e) Servants' quarters for the whole building, janitor's

quarters, postal sub-station, telegraph office.

II. Part for the Association's Social and Reception Rooms.

This part shall contain :

III.

(a) A restaurant with necessary service and kitchen.

(b) A café.

(c) Reading rooms, lounge rooms.

(d) A great hall of magnificent proportions for re-

unions and receptions. There shall be several

smaller reception rooms in connection with it. The

great hall shall be easily reached from the club

rooms and by the public.

( e) A large musical library and in connection with it

a small museum for musical instruments and pre-

cious mementos.

(f) A hall for chamber music. This hall and the

library will on certain days be open to the public.

The Concert Hall.

In direct communication with the Association's social rooms

and also easily accessible tothe public will be the concert

hall. It shall seat about 2,000 people ( allow 62 sq. ft.

per person) mostly on the floor, though there may be gal-

leries, but no boxes. There will be a large stage capable

of seating a symphony orchestra and chorus and in con-

nection with it a musician's foyer, dressing rooms, etc. The

whole property will be embellished to set off the building

in the most imposing and dignified manner.

The winner of the competition in architecture was Henry

G. Marceau, of New York City. The winners in painting

and sculpture were respectively Alfred Floegel, New York

City, and Lawrence F. Stevens, of Brighton, Mass.
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To Other Continents, and Again Home.

A Running Start

By IRVING K. POND.

In this present venture into the far and fairly fas-

cinating regions which lie between the covers of certain

foreign Architectural periodicals (dropped upon my draft-

ing table by the postman a short while since , in stagger-

ing bulk) , I am not only carried to the far Far East,

but I am swept into other vortices of language and ex-

pression equally far beyond my depths ; and I am cast

upon the alien shores of at least five other continents.

Some of the shores do not seem altogether alien, how-

ever, for the breezes blowing off . Old England, for

instance, and off South Africa and New Zealand and

Canada are laden with odors (not always perfumes ) and

vapors which might well have been extracted from our

own professional and social ebullitions. And I am inclined

to suspect that were I sufficiently at home in them the

linguistic tides which flow from Scandinavia, from the

Argentine, from other remote shores would not seem so

vortitectual, so to speak ; and that if only I could put out.

my feet and touch something solid I would find myself

standing firmly on the same bottom which underlies "the

sea of thoughts and things at home." For we are all

alike in essence, as even a cursory peep between the

covers of these foreign technical journals serves well to

show.

-

It does not take a deeply penetrative glance into what

is trying to express itself in these printed pages to con-

firm the impression that the professions are taking them-

selves very, very seriously ; and especially does this seem

true of the architectural profession. I am rather of

the opinion that when one is sure of his status, entirely

certain of the firmness of the ground underneath him,

he can afford to "let himself go" a bit and not be forever

feeling for the next firm foothold. I am led to this

From "The Architects' Journal"

From "The Architects' Journal"

rather platitudinous deliverance by noting in the pages

before me constant questionings by architects as to the

status of the Architect : "What is an Architect?" "Has

an Architect any place in the modern scheme of civili-

zation ?" "Is the Architect giving quid pro quo"-"Why

is the engineer supplanting the Architect?" (the plain

answer is that he is not, nor, in the nature of things,

ever can. I shall revert to this later. ) "Why is the

Architect and his work misunderstood or, at least, under-

rated by society and the state?" (Perhaps society and

the state are as much in the dark as to what they are

misunderstanding, and so underrating, as is the Architect

himself. ) "How shall the Architect be trained ?" "Will

Registration and Unification restore the status of the

Architect?" (Can the banding together of a great body

of business men who have architecture for a trade estab-

lish the real status of a great art? and can the registra-

tion of these same practitioners contribute to that great

end ?) Please consider the bearing of these parenthetical

remarks when perusing what comes a little later on.

In Foreign Languages

The Journal of the Institute of Japanese Architects

for 25 March comes laden with formulæ for continuous
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Photographs from "The Architects' Journal"

beams, etc. , etc. , indicating that even in the Farthest East

architecture is based on construction and construction is

science. One hardly can imagine the free, rhythmic

Japanese binding his art with the bonds of structural

formulæ, but when he took up with the ways of the

Western world he swallowed the whole thing with all

its limitations. A beautiful old Indo-Chinese tower,

illustrated and described in the same issue, came up out

of a seething volcano of feeling for both beautiful mass

and structural function, a piece of real architecture.

Two studies in town planning come from some, un-

known French source. " Besançon- a study of the evo-

lution of the town," and "Tours-its urban functions,"

are the subjects of these elaborate and interesting studies.

The pages of L'Architecture (of 10 April ) which are

before me are devoted in greater part to a presentation,

in text and illustrations from old prints, of the Fêtes of

Versailles and their architectural settings in the years

1664 to 1674, interesting mainly to students of morals

and manners, in which I suppose architects are included.

Back to English

The journals from the provinces will not detain us

long, for generally they reflect what is going on archi-

tecturally in the Mother Country and in the United States

to which they are bound by economic and spiritual ties.

And they are watching us over there. An essay on

"The Relation of Plan to Elevation" read by H. S. Good-

hart-Rendel at the Liverpool School of Architecture and

quoted in full in Construction, Toronto, Canada, April,

1922, reveals that. To quote the quote: "The architect

who falsifies his plan to make it fit a preconceived eleva-

tion not only deprives his building of its rightful indi-

viduality, but is also on the road to becoming incapable

of anything except repeating himself, or perhaps of repeat-

ing other people. This is the danger which threatens

American architecture at the present time.
The gay

parterre of American architecture, which we all admire,

is composed too much of cut flowers from Europe. Even

the native majesty of her skyscrapers is marred, more

often than not by the misunderstood architecture with

which they are trimmed. A recent writer in a popular

American magazine has attempted to justify the Gothic

attire in which some of these skyscrapers masquerade by

citing the coincidence of the lines of Mediæval masonry

design with those natural to a steel framed structure.

'Old forms serve our purpose,' he says, ' so why not use

them ?' Would he, I wonder, use the Portland vase

as a salad bowl ?" "Yet," proceeds our author, "these

American reproductions are often beautiful : their insin-

cerity does not spoil their appearance. " I quote this last,

by the way, that I may suggest that an attractively dressed

lie has always appealed, for the moment at least, to

the mind of the general public more potently and sym-

pathetically than has a plain naked truth. In time, how-

ever, even an attractively dressed lie palls on the public

morals, and so for that matter does a plain naked truth

on public taste. I wonder if this has any bearing on
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the present assumed Architecture vs. Engineering situa-

tion. I started to read in this same number of Construc-

tion an article entitled "The Eternal Triangle," but when

I discovered, as I soon did, that the only dramatis per-

sona involved were an artist's ideal, a client's whim,

and a restricted building fund, I desisted-had had suf-

ficient experience in that field myself.

The number of Architecture, the Journal of proceed-

ings of the Institute of Architects of New South Wales,

which now comes under my eye, contains little of more

than local interest and nothing very vital to architectural

practice or design.

In England

The Journal of the R. I. B. A. for 6 May contains

a fully illustrated article on the Public Buildings of

Cardiff. A view of Cathays Park, the Civic Center,

from the air presents the topographical relationship be-

tween the buildings very clearly. But neither this nor

any other view, nor does the descriptive matter, nor for

that matter do the buildings themselves, explain the varied

foreign influences which have made themselves felt on

this Welsh soil. France, Spain, Germany, Italy, all in

their less serious aspects, have offered accepted and seem-

ingly acceptable contributions to the civic architecture of

this provincial town. The two old churches shown and

the old Castle are the only buildings which smack of

the soil ; the only buildings which could really warm the

hearts of the natives. I wonder if here lies any sug-

gestion of an answer to the questioned service of the

architect to the community! In this number of the

Journal is issued a statement from the R. I. B. A.

Committee on Unification and Registration . I wonder

again if registration and unification would help conditions

such as obtain in new old Cardiff! I doubt it. And

in the matter of unification and registration, the war

goes merrily on with criminations and recriminations ; the

Architect publishing letters and statements from the

Antis, the Architects' Journal espousing the cause of the

Pros, though in its issue for 10 May deprecating the

heated form which the debate seems to have taken. And

if the Pros win? where will be the standard for further

professional advancement ; can the mob (pardon my use

of the word) be counted on to raise standards, i.e. to

lead? The power of the R. I. B. A. in the past, it

seems to me, lay in the very fact that it was a select

body. If a professional body exists to standardize busi-

ness methods and to influence legislation in its own

behalf, then the more the merrier-quantity counts. If

ideals are at stake-look out for the quality. However,

they don't need my advice ! But something much more

of personal interest to me is presented in the 5 April

number of The Architects' Journal which announces the

bestowal of R. A. upon Mr. G. Gilbert Scott and ac-

companies an appreciative comment upon him with a half

dozen views of his work. I have treasured up a letter

from Gilbert Scott, now R. A., introducing me to Clerk

of Works Green of the Liverpool Cathedral which I

visited in November of 1911 while it was, as it still is,

in course of construction. I was duly impressed with

Mr. Scott's personality as with the character of his

work. Bold, direct, austere (I rather like the word)

free from unnecessary ornament, the work touched a

responsive chord in me and imbued me with a fellow

feeling. It is the same quality in the work of Leonard

Stokes-touched more deeply with a spirit of modernity

-which attracted me to him. Congratulations to Mr.

G. Gilbert Scott on his new honors and success to him

in his work. I dislike the term "work" in connection

with the activities of the architect. That phase of the

business is what they are trying to unify. The play of

the architect, his joy in the enterprise from the first

period of conception to the finished creation is not a

thing for legislation and cannot be conserved, though it

may well be stifled by legislative enactments which regard

architecture merely as a business.

Sandwiched in among the bulkier publications I find

two numbers of the Journal of the Society of Architects.

It is to the leading article in the May number that I

direct your earnest attention. The article in question

is by H. Bartle Cox, A. R. I. B. A., Membre corr.

S. A. D. G., is entitled "A Plea for the Modern Out-

look" and evidently was written in France. I wish I

could quote it all, but it covers over twelve pages of

the Journal. The author is a devout believer in the

efficacy of training and advocates "centralization,” i.e.,

education by the government as in France. He believes

in Federation rather than Unification ; and, too, he be-

lieves in standardization. "Is not man," he asks, "a

social animal, and do not architects copy and develop

along traditional lines ?" "Originality in design," he con-

tinues, " is too great a miracle to be believed in by pro-

fessional men with any learning." But, let me say, not

so great a miracle or so stupendous a fact as to be

unwelcome when it does appear as it has in ages past.

"The present age," says our author, "is a transitional

period of great complexity in which the engineer alone

is sure of his standard, provided he does not attempt

ornamentation, popularly termed architectural treat-

The aesthetics of pure construction are

more important than its dressing, but long before the

whole can be brought to perfection the modern standard

must be found." And then : "The petty-minded infatu-

ation for ornament, the hysterical appreciation for local

peculiarities (more novel to the visitor than to the

resident) , the pretentious ancestral worship of the half-

learned archæologist, the sophism of most popular writ-

ers, the wide-spread insincerity of many so-called artists

(poseurs ) , the bluff of modern art dealers (made easy

by dilettantism ) , the belief that art is a gift outside and

beyond all useful and practical considerations, are some

of the reasons why the meaning of the word Architecture

has been so distorted, why the average person takes the

trappings of a building to indicate its style, and why he

dare not admit the beauty of engineering, while, at the

bottom of his heart, he enjoys his motor car far more

than his Queen Anne billiard room, and admires the

nation's marine more than its museums. It behooves

architects to take this into consideration if they want

to improve the narrowness of their modern position."

ment.

"Parliament," says our author, "if asked to grant

Registration might demur on the following questions :

1. What is an architect, what are his functions, and

from what does he claim to be able to protect

the public?
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2. Do architects know more about building than

engineers ?

3. Is art, as understood by modern practising archi-

tects, an undisputed boon to society?"

And Mr. Cox sums up his thesis by urging on the pro-

fession the necessity for completing the organization "by

founding:

1. A single Centralised National School, with ramifi-

cations in the provinces ;

2. A System of Co-operation with Industry, for the

realisation of national problems ; and

3. A Federation of All Architectural Societies, to

present petitions to Authorities."

All this by our author. And now let me dogmatize a

little and in my own feeble way analyze the functions

of both engineer and architect and determine, if may

be, whether the one deserves all the encomiums which

he himself among others is now showering upon him

and whether the other is serving society as his art

demands.

The

And, too, let us make it perfectly clear at the outset

that the only branch of engineering which pretends to

usurp architectural functions is the structural branch

in which may be included the business engineer or con-

tracting builder. The automobile engineer, the mechani-

cal engineer, the naval engineer, affect architecture only

as they educate (if they do) the public taste to an ap-

preciation of functional line ; and a shallow public is some-

times deceived into believing that because a functional

line may be made beautiful by an artist that all functional

lines must necessarily be beautiful ; the latter is not

true and never was. An object may function perfectly

and yet not be æsthetically beautiful-if you don't believe

it just contemplate some other man's perfectly good

wife (or some other woman's model husband) .

function of engineering is to make practicable and eco-

nomical in action the machinery for sustaining life ; the

function of architecture is to help life to be worth

living when once the sustenance has been provided. The

craving for food and for shelter, the physical craving, has

always been in man-it has led to wars, mass-movement

and slavery. The craving of the spirit for beauty has

been co-existent with this other and has made for peace,

individual initiative and freedom . Force has gone with

the one gentleness with the other. You can pass fair

judgment on the spirit of an age by determining which

element has dominated the arts. I think I have answered

the first question which might have led Parliament to

demur. The answer to the second is implied : the real

architect does know more about building to satisfy the

craving of the spirit for the higher things in life than

the engineer or any other building agency. The moment

the engineer builds with that in view he ceases in the

very nature of things to be an engineer and becomes an

architect. And if he has that possibility within him I

do not want to see him robbed of his rightful heritage

by any narrow class legislation. And as to the third

question, from my limited capacity for judgment, I

should have to answer in the negative. Mr. Cox has

indicated one phase of a negative answer in the para-

graph quoted above, beginning : "The petty-minded infat-

uation for ornament," etc., a perfectly valid statement

which is expanded among other equally valid statements

in his valuable paper. That the engineer and the archi-

tect each may know what underlies his own profession

and that of the other I shall epitomize.

Engineering gives expression to the material side or

basis of society. Architecture emphasizes the spiritual

aspect. When a structure compels the sense of something

beyond mere utility, of some spiritual content, it trans-

cends engineering and in just that measure it is archi-

tecture, regardless of the cast, class or profession of

its creator. When a structure fails in this high mission,

whether designed by a self-styled or by a legally estab-

lished architect, it fails of architecture though by some

happy accident it may fall into the category of good

engineering. The engineer gives expression to the mate-

rial aspects of society. He is like a reporter dealing in

detached facts though sometimes binding them into a

readable story. The architect, like the dramatist, deals

with facts in their spiritual significance and weaves them

into an expression of the spirit of the age. The architect

causes facts to function ethically in a medium of æsthet-

ics. If the architect does not accomplish this in so far

as he fails, he fails of his mission ; also he fails to per-

form a self-appointed task ; and worse, where registra-

tion laws are in force, he fails to fulfil an immense social

obligation in the performance of which the law at his

own behest creates a monopoly in his behalf.

Unification

The Journal of the Society of Architects, presenting

the point of view of a large number of British Archi-

tects, has published a statement on Unification in the

architectural profession as issued by the Committee on

Unification and Registration. This statement seems to

have the approval of Mr. Paul Waterhouse, President

of the Royal Institute of British Architects, Mr. Edwin

J. Sadgrove, President of the Society of Architects and

Mr. Arthur Keen, Hon. Secretary, R. I. B. A. , the above

named serving in the order mentioned as Chairman, Vice-

Chairman and Hon. Secretary of the Committee.

The question of registration being deeply involved with

that of Unification, the British point of view must be

of interest to every American architect. The British

idea seems to be Unification first and registration as a

consequence. The American idea, registration first and

as much Unification afterward as may be deemed advis-

able for the welfare of the public and advancement of

the profession. The Committee report says that "Uni-

fication means a grouping with an organic whole within

the Royal Institute of British Architects" ; The Society

of Architects is to be eliminated as far as concerns its

name if the reported is adopted ; some other societies are

allowed to retain their name and entity. The unattached

architects, it is presumed will gladly accept an offer of

membership in the R. I. B. A. The grade of member-

ship for each society and the individuals is to be de-

termined at a later date.

The advocates of Unification "regard Unification as

a preliminary step without which Registration is a mere
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vision and as a stage in the evolution of Registration

which will add incalculable value and force to Registra-

tion when finally the latter is obtained." The report then

sets forth the advantages to be obtained by a large single

association acting under the Code of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, the advantages to the individual,

to the profession and to the R. I. B. A.-the concen-

tration of all authority in the Royal Institute of British

Architects and the saving of all Charter rights of that

organization without disturbance from Parliament.

Summed up, the proposition seems to be compulsory

membership in a great guild of architects with grades

established by the guild itself and every member regis-

tered as an architect. A minority report by Mr. Alfred

W. S. Cross, Vice-President, R. I. B. A.; Mr. Sydney

Perks, Mr. W. E. Riley, Mr. Digby Solomon, takes

issue against the scheme on the ground that it would

lead to a weakening of the standing of the R. I. B. A.

and then demands that the Institute proceed forthwith

to promote a Bill for the Statutory Registration of Arch-

itects.

The discussion of the question of Unification of British

architects is not our concern beyond the light that it

may furnish to the American architect. We consider

that any test leading to the entrance to our profession in

our Country must necessarily demonstrate the applicant's

ability to meet certain minimum educational qualifica-

tions ; a good preliminary education, varying in definition

in the many states, but actually amounting in values to

the same proof of ability to understand the major sub-

jects, ie., History, Language, and Mathematics involved

in the study of architecture. The applicant being thus

prepared is subject to tests in the History of Archi-

tecture, Architectural Design, Plan, Architectural Engi-

neering and Architectural Practice. Passing these mini-

mum tests entitles the applicant to serve as an architect.

The idea of a maximum test is set aside as being impos-

sible since no one is deemed competent to apply it.

The American Institute of Architects accepts to its

membership those who have advanced to a satisfactory

point beyond the minimum established by law. An Insti-

tute membership covering the entire profession might be

an important political agency for the profession if har-

mony of action could be assured, but it would at best

be one new "bloc" to inject discord in the body politic .

We believe that it may be assumed that the power for

good is greater in a body composed of persons repre-

sentative in their professions of the highest degree of

attainment than in a diluted organization. Therefore we

do not open the door of our national organization to

those unable to qualify beyond the minimum standards

established by statute.

The ideal of a guild, however, persists and cannot be

carelessly set aside, but the guild means allocation to

class in a profession. Business disadvantage prohibits

such classification in the mind of the American, but as

a rule he seeks to qualify for membership in a society

in which membership is presumptive evidence of com-

petency to a degree beyond the provisions of the law.

For geographical convenience the Institute has Chapters .

Entrance to the Institute by way of the Chapter which

represents the local opinion of the candidate's competency

held by his competitors is an approach which generally

speaking assures Institute standing. Statutory regulation

of minimum qualifications is the life of our system. Pro-

gression to Institute membership by advancement because

of conscientious work is the source of whatever power

the Institute may possess. Failure to apply for Institute

membership is not deemed to be a reflection on the

ability of an architect.

Registration first and Institute recognition for advanced

knowledge second is a workable program. It does follow

the path of the guild to a degree, being a compromise be-

tween the guild and the more or less concentrated control

of an entire profession. No architect here wishes Unifica-

tion at the cost of free will. No one seems to object

seriously to reasonable proof of qualification, but to sub-

mit to organization rule, as a matter of law, does not

appeal to the American. He has his local societies and

state organizations ; he may choose to be a member of

one or all organizations of architects ; but to enter any

one he must be lawfully in practice as an architect and

have given proof of attainment in excess of that required

by statute.

Most American architects believe that it is an honor,

outside of the law, to be a member of the American

Institute of Architects, the Royal Institute of British

Architects or the Society of Architects. It is probably

an opinion formed by observation of the works of the

distinguished personnel of these great societies. Many

of us would feel sorry to see these organizations pass

from their present status and become merely a group

under statute law. The whole question involves the

rights of a minority ; we have had this principle continu-

ally before us since the foundation of our government.

To box up all architects in a single crate and compel

them to agree to a majority rule when ethics are not

involved is an abandonment of liberty. Whenever a

majority rules without protection to the minority, gov-

ernment shows signs of failure. Whenever democracy

is mentioned it is always accompanied with restrictive

laws making the principle a farce.

It seems that the American ideal, as far as the archi-

tect is concerned, is good, inasmuch as it preserves 'the

right of the minority to join or stay out of a regulatory

body. As long as the members of this minority behave

themselves in their independence no one can justly criti-

cize. If they do not so behave it is a matter of the

application of punishment provided for under the general

criminal code. WM. P. BANNISTER.

From Our Book Shelf

Architecture and the Public

The profession of architecture seldom is the stepping

stone to a literary career. When it is we may well

look for admirable results in the presentation of the

Architect's point of view and his professional background.

We certainly do not look in vain for these results while

reading Mr. Cornford's brief history of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects.¹

1 The Designers of Our Buildings. By L. Pope Cornford. The

Royal Institute of British Architects, London , 1922.
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It describes the development of this great professional

body from the days of its first charter through its re-

organization in the reign of Victoria, to the present day ;

and the growth of its power and the increased scope of

its activities symbolize the developments of the profession

and its modern complexities. If for no other reason,

this admirably written book could claim its right to a

place on the shelves of the American as well as the

British Architect.

In addition to its purely historical interest, however,

it will claim the attention of architects on account of

the forceful way in which it pleads for a greater pub-

licity of the essential facts of the building industry and

of the personalities that contribute to its progress. This

could hardly be stated more simply, directly, and con-

vincingly than in the brief foreword by William J. Locke.

He, like the author, served his apprenticeship in the pro-

fession, a fact of which probably few of his many readers

are aware. For years he was indeed the Secretary of

the Royal Institute, and is therefore fully cognizant of

his facts.

The reticence of the Architect in matters of publicity

is fostered by his code of professional ethics, a code

which, by its ban on advertising, encourages the average

practitioner to humble obscurity while permitting the

gifted exception to gain legitimately the full fruits of his

instinct for a place in the public eye. Mr. Locke's plea

for a more general knowledge by the public of the great

architects of their time, and his assertion that the daily

press is largely responsible for the present ignorance of

matters relating to architects and their work, are admi-

rably stated, and are equally irrefutable.

This book, indeed if only on account of this foreword,

should be read by every newspaper editor in this country.

It should be read by every architect ; and in the interest

of his profession any architect who is a personal friend

of an editor should see that it is read also by him. The

Committees on Public Information of the Institute and

its Chapters could hardly find a better weapon for use

in their campaign, which is already showing results.

W. S. P.

NOTE: Copies of the above may be obtained from the office of the

Journal.

Sound and Its Control

It has long been known that certain effects of sound

are due not so much to the way in which the sound is

produced as to the influence of surrounding conditions.

Echo has been associated with cliffs and hollows ever

since the days of prehistoric legend. Reverberation was

familiar to Homer, who tells us how the noise of

carousing "rings through the courtyard of Aeolus." The

Greeks of the Hellenistic period apparently had methods.

of providing for proper conditions of hearing in their

open-air theatres, and the Roman architect Vitruvius

wrote three remarkable chapters on the subject.

But it is not so generally realized that architectural

acoustics, as a modern science, was born as well as bred

in these United States. Early in the last century a com-

mittee of the Senate called upon a commission (of which

the celebrated architect McCombs was the leading mem-

ber) to investigate the acoustic conditions in the national

capitol. The inquiry lasted through several administra-

tions, and resulted in a series of reports in which the

theory of sound reflection was discussed ably and at

length. In 1856 the well-known scientist Professor

Joseph Henry reported further experiments through

which he had been enabled to determine the conditions

of echo and the relative intensity of sound in different

directions from a speaker. And some fifty years later

Professor Robert W. Wood conceived the idea of photo-

graphing the actual sound-waves reflected from minia-

ture architectural silhouettes, such as vaults and flights

of steps.

As a result, by the beginning of the present century

the theory of sound-reflection and of its effect upon an

audience were fairly well understood, although they

were seldom applied in actual construction. What was

not in the least understood was the theory of sound-

absorption. In the case of the ancient open-air auditori-

ums this lack of information was of slight importance,

because all the sound which did not reach the audience

within the first fraction of a second after it was pro-

duced was lost in the heavens above. But in the mod-

ern enclosed auditorium this extra sound cannot escape,

and so is obliged to rebound back and forth between

walls, floor and ceiling until it is finally absorbed by

repeated impact. The result is the prolongation of the

initial sound which we call reverberation and which

produces such disastrous confusion in so many of our

finest buildings.

Up to the year of grace 1900 there was not one iota

of technical data on this important subject. One guess

was as good as another with regard to what the condi-

tions might be in any proposed auditorium.
But by

great good fortune in 1895 the Corporation of Harvard

University had called upon Professor Wallace C. Sabine

"to propose changes for remedying the acoustical difficul-

ties in the lecture-room ofthe Fogg Art Museum." About

two years were spent in experimenting on this room, and

the questions arising in the consideration of its plans

forced a continuance of the general investigation.

The task was enormous. Professor Sabine was ob-

liged not only to formulate de novo the entire mathe-

matical theory of reverberation and its calculation, but

also to determine the sound-absorbing capacity (or

coefficient) of every important architectural and decora-

tive material. Moreover the experiments required ex-

treme delicacy and accuracy. "In fact, early in the in-

vestigation, two months' work-over three thousand

observations-had to be discarded because of failure to

record the kind of clothing worn by the observer."

Nevertheless he persevered, and in 1900 was able to an-

nounce that he had solved the problem to a first approxi-

mation for the pitch of treble C and that he had been

able to apply the results of his investigations to the de-

sign of the new Boston Music Hall.

And he was not content to stop here. It was one

thing to be able to calculate in advance the conditions in

a proposed auditorium-it was quite another to be able

to control the conditions. In certain cases, such as

theatres, court-rooms and the music hall above-men-

tioned, the length of the reverberation could be condi-

tioned upon the amount of heavy carpeting, wall hang-
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ings, curtains and upholstery. But there was one entire

class of auditoriums, of which the masonry church was

the type, in which such textile decorations were hope-

lessly out of place. For such interiors it was necessary

to invent some new and appropriate material combining

a hard surface and a high sound-absorbing capacity. In

this undertaking also Professor Sabine was successful,

and succeeded in producing akoustolith, an imitation stone

adapted to wall facings, and Rumford tile, a block

adapted to domes and vaulting. These materials closely

resemble ordinary stone and tile but have a finely porous

surface which gives them an absorbing capacity about

half as great as heavy felting-amply sufficient for the

purpose in hand.

These successes made Professor Sabine the foremost

specialist in the world in applied acoustics and opened

the door to much wider fields of investigation. He was

called in repeatedly both to correct the defects of existing

buildings and to anticipate the conditions in new ones.

Already he was planning a monumental treatise on the

entire subject of architectural acoustics when his work

was cut short by his untimely death.

The story of his accomplishment is told in the "Col-

lected Papers on Acoustics by Wallace Clement Sabine"

(Harvard University Press, 1922 ) . In spite of their

somewhat formidable title, the essays are quite readable,

and, in spots, even humorous. In fact, aside from the

mathematical portions, they are written in almost too

popular a style, and lose something in practical value

from the lack of precise and technical detail . We are

told how to calculate reverberation, but only incidentally

how much we ought to provide for. So after spending

half a day in laboriously figuring out the conditions in

a given case, we suddenly find that we are no farther

advanced than when we started. We are told that

panelled ceilings are sometimes effective, but not how

big the panels should be. We are shown a beautiful

photograph of a chapel in which the acoustic treatment

"is not merely inconspicuous, but is entirely indistinguish-

able" but we are not given the slightest inkling as to

what the treatment actually was. Nevertheless, to one

who is able to supply the missing links, the papers are

full of valuable suggestions. And they constitute the

record of a notable scientific achievement.

H. T.

What Do We Pay For In Art?

I suppose that one could scarcely read the novels of

Charles Marriott without suspecting that he had predi-

lections toward other forms of expression than that which

finds its outlet with the pen. Readers of the JOURNAL

will remember an editorial in our columns, some years

back, written after the writer had finished "The Catfish,"

one of Mr. Marriott's novels which has a good deal to do

with the question of making good wares and selling them

-and that question is vexing us no less today than then.

"The Grave Impertinence," the last of Mr. Marriott's

novels, carries on along the same line, although with a

divergence into the field of an employer who had a half

vision of a ready-made sort of community to be evolved

entirely out of his own consciousness and who was able

to learn better ere he had committed so gross a folly.

But running through these two books, and in a some-

what different manner through others of Mr. Marriott's

novels, there weaves the gentle philosophy of the per-

sonality of the craftsman, his right to his birthright, his

subjection, too often, to forces which have nothing to do

with the making and selling of sound wares and things of

beauty but which have very much to do with the business

of carrying on production at a profit.

Mr. Marriott does not propose to change things. He

offers no political or economic programme. Like Mr.

Jacks, whose "Philosophers in Trouble" and whose "Mad

Shepherds" are filled with the clearest insight, Mr. Mar-

riott gently persists in pointing out, in labeling the shoddy

not with curses and imprecations but as the output of the

human passion for acquiring things, the one passion, of

course, which humans are most unwilling to recognize, at

least in themselves. But, all of this is perhaps beside the

point and is merely by way of setting a background, so to

speak, or perhaps of paying a tribute to a writer whom I

so highly esteem. The point is, after all, that Mr. Mar-

riott has lately written the following in the London

Nation, from which I borrow it, in toto, so replete is it

with wisdom and with that other kind of quality which

we call spiritual, for we still speak of art and of spirit

as though they were quite different things, which, to my

mind, they are not. This is what Mr. Marriott has to

say :

"Lately there has been a great deal of discussion about

the teaching of art, on the one hand, and the economics

of art, on the other. Without going so far as to say that

art can neither be taught nor bought and sold, isn't it

likely that we complicate the matter by failing to distin-

guish truly between art and its application ? At any

rate, as regards the teaching of art, there is a great deal

to be said for the method of Mr. Wackford Squeers :

'W-i-n-d-e-r, winder-go and clean it !', and as regards

the payment of the artist, for the provision of an ade-

quate tuppence for the job.

"But the confusion indicated above, though it affects

injuriously both the teaching of art and its payment, goes

far deeper in its evil consequences. It proceeds, really,

from putting the distinction between art and applied art

on the wrong grounds. Most people are agreed that the

applied arts are best learnt in the workshop, under work-

shop conditions ; but many are inclined to draw the line

at what are called the 'fine arts.' What the term 'fine

arts ' meant originally it is difficult to say; but, from

the history of art, it is reasonable to suppose that it was

not intended to convey more than a convenient distinc-

tion, a difference of degree rather than of kind. A

dictionary quotation from Ruskin, which I am unable to

trace to its context, says : "Then Fine Art is that in

which the hand, the head, and the heart of man go.

together.' For practical purposes, that, with its full

implications, is good enough. We may readily agree that

the hand, head and heart of man are more exquisitely

concerned, or in different proportions, in painting a

picture than in painting a door ; but we prejudice art,

and, what is worse, limit humanity, in excluding any of

the three factors from the latter exercise. Not only that,
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but, for thinking purposes- with practical reflections upon

both the teaching and the payment of art-we create,

as between the door and the picture, a nightmare prob-

lem as to where in the scale of purpose fine art really

begins.

"Would it not be simpler to say that, in practice, all

art is applied art, and to organize our teaching and our

payment accordingly ? Putting aside all questions of

ultimate application, as to whether the picture is to have

a distant and temporary or close and permanent relation

to architecture ; to go in a frame or be painted on the

wall ; the very fact of a picture is an application of

painting. This is very far from being a verbal nicety ;

it has, by defect, serious practical consequences-as one

may see in any exhibition. Between the representation of

Nature, or the expression of the artist, as general aims,

and picture-making, lies a great though commonly neg-

lected part of artistic education. Without consider-

able practical experience not only of painting, but of the

teaching of painting, he would be a rash man who said

how long, if at all, this part of artistic education should

be deferred ; but from the practice of great artists in the

past, as well as from occasional instances of the present

day, the evidence agrees with the assumption that it may

with advantage be pursued from the very beginning. In

short, it seems overwhelmingly probable that the ideal

training for the painter of pictures, as for the maker of

chairs or cabinets, is under workshop conditions; having

regard not only to the general practice of drawing and

painting, but to their particular application to definite.

purposes, and even to the requirements of the market,

from the first handling of the brush or pencil.

"If this be the ideal training, as it seems to be, what

we have to consider is how far it is practicable in present

conditions. Once agree that a school of art, any school

of art, is only second-best, and we are much nearer to

seeing the sort of school we ought to have. At any rate,

as regards what are already known as applied arts, there

seems to be no question that the best results are got

when the school approaches workshop conditions by be-

ing associated with some local industry ; and the pam-

phlet issued by the Royal Academy in connection with

its next winter exhibition, not to speak of such actual

results as the International Theatre Exhibition at South

Kensington, and the fact which can hardly be questioned

that some of the best pictorial art of the moment is to be

seen in posters, indicates a growing opinion that what, on

wrong grounds, have been distinguished as the fine arts

will respond to the same kind of treatment.

"The true distinction between art and applied art re-

mains ; the point is that it is valid all down the scale.

It is not as between one kind of painting and another,

but as between æsthetic theory and any kind of painting ;

or, in common language, between ' art' and 'craft.' The

former is, so to speak, a University subject, the latter

an affair of workshop conditions and market requirements.

This distinction at once meets the objection that to

take what are called the fine arts into the workshop and

the market is to materialize or commercialize art. On

the contrary, it is to spiritualize labor. Once agree that

the same æsthetic considerations which apply to painting

a picture apply, though in a different degree, to painting

a door, and you have emancipated labor without any

prejudice to the highest meaning of art. Putting on one

side the question of taste in color, a good surface of paint

on a door is as truly an emotional, an æsthetic, considera-

tion as ' significant form' ; indeed, it is significant form.

The true commercialization of art is to make æsthetics

the basis of payment-to buy and sell doves. Artistic

values are as inestimable in terms of cash as love or

moral goodness ; but the laborer is worthy of his hire..

The illustration has been used before, but it may serve

again, that the case of the artist is analogous to that of

the wife ; she may and should be paid in her capacities.

of housekeeper and child-bearer, but she cannot without

dishonor be paid in her capacity of mistress. Stevenson's

famous comparison was nothing more than a comment

upon the unfortunate position of the artist in our civili-

zation ; paid for what he should give instead of for his

labor; and in the Middle Ages it would have had no

meaning.

"How far it is possible to pay the different kinds and

degrees of artists on a craft basis is, of course, a diffi-

cult question ; but, surely the first step is to absorb, or

reabsorb, the artist into the craftsman category by or-

ganizing his education to that end. What stands in the

way is, at bottom, the ' fine art' superstition as meaning

a difference in kind as well as in degree. How it works

out in practice may be seen when the good average painter

of pictures tries to decorate a room. As a rule, his

'æsthetics,' having been, so to speak, secluded, go to

pieces ; and he fails not only in the mechanical task of

handling large surfaces of paint but in the elements of de-

sign, form, and color as applied to that purpose. His

knowledge of them has been bolstered up with reference

to some theory of Nature ; the props removed, he finds

himself without principles. On the other hand, when

the good house-painter paints pictures as a hobby, he

gets into them, as a rule, none of the qualities apparent in

his daily work. His instinct and training as a craftsman

are defeated by the superstition of ' fine art.' He has not

grasped the emancipating truth that 'art' is not the form

but the spirit in which a thing is done. The form can be

taught and paid for, but the spirit is common heritage,

capable of guidance, maybe, but irrespective of the form

and beyond price."

C. H. W.

The Producers Section of the

Structural Service Committee

The 55th Annual Convention of the American Insti-

tute of Architects, on recommendations by the Second

Joint Conference on Better Advertising to Architects,

adopted unanimously a resolution authorizing the Com-

mittee on Structural Service to create a Producers Sec-

tion of the Committee as a sustaining body to collabo-

rate with the Committee in advising and counseling with

manufacturers, who may so desire, on the character of

their advertising as to size, form and content in further-

ing the use, by Architects and Producers, of the Standard

Construction Classification adopted by the American

Institute of Architects ; and in promoting sincerity and

reliability of statement in advertising.
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INSTITUTE AND CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

Since the Convention the work of organizing the Pro-

ducers Section has been pushed energetically forward.

On 29 June there was a joint organization meeting fol-

lowed by two meetings of an Executive Committee. The

results of the three meetings are recorded in the follow-

ing resolutions :

WHEREAS, the creation of the Producers Section of the

Structural Service Committee authorized by the 55th Annual

Convention of the A. I. A., should be regarded as the

beginning only of a program, as yet but partly defined, for

cooperation between the producers and architects to pro-

mote growing mutual respect and confidence, better joint

service to the public and better building ; and

WHEREAS, in initiating this program it would be unwise,

in the opinion of the Committee, to hamper the work or

so restrict activities as to prevent the undertaking of such

enterprises as may be considered desirable and as may be

sanctioned by the A. I. A. by the adoption of any rigid

scheme of organization under a Constitution and By-laws ;

be it

RESOLVED, that the Producers Section be merely an informal

body of individuals, representatives of corporations and rep-

resentatives of associations working with the Structural Ser-

vice Committee by means of such liaison committees and

agencies as may be needed ; and be it

RESOLVED, that to accomplish this purpose the Producers

Section of the Structural Service Committee be created and

related to the Committee in accordance with the following

provisions :

a. That the manufacturers of building materials and ap-

pliances and associations of manufacturers be eligible to

membership in the Producers Section.

b. That Producer Section membership dues be $200 a

year, $100 to be paid upon acceptance of membership and

$100 on call if and when needed.

c. That the Chairman of the Structural Service Commit-

tee, with the consent of his Committee, appoint an Executive

Committee of the Producers Section which shall meet with

the Executive Committee of the Structural Service Com-

mittee.

d. That the Chairman of the Structural Service Com-

mittee be Chairman ex-officio of the Producers Section Exec-

utive Committee.

e. That in consultation with the Executive Committee

of the Producers Section the Structural Service Commit-

tee shall prepare budgets, make special appropriations for

special work, select paid employees, fix their salaries and

take such other action as may be necessary to the per-

formance of the proposed service.

f. That the Structural Service Committee appoint a

Treasurer, satisfactory to the Board of Directors of the

A. I. A., to be custodian of the Producers Section fund and

to make disbursements therefrom on vouchers signed by

the Chairman of the Structural Service Committee and in

accordance with budgets adopted or special appropriations

made.

9. That the service of counsel and advice on advertising

by the Structural Service Committee be rendered to members

of the Producers Section at cost less indirect charges, esti-

mated at 25 per cent of the gross cost and covered by Pro-

ducers Section membership dues, and that the service to

non-members be rendered at cost.

h. That the dues for membership in the Producers Sec-

tion be credited to the member on account of any charges

against him for service rendered by the Committee in any

fiscal year.

i. That in rendering service the Committee on Struc-

tural Service shall give precedence to members of the Pro-

ducers Section.

j. That no member of an Association of manufacturers

which Association is represented by a membership in the

Producers Section shall have the right to secure service

from the Structural Service Committee through the Associa-

tion and that service to Associations of manufacturers shall

relate only to Association advertising activities.

k. That the Structural Service Committee shall render

no service to a publication in connection with manufacturers

advertising to be carried in the publication ; but that this

shall not be construed as preventing the Committee from

advising and counseling with a publication on the general

character of the publication , nor shall it restrict or limit

the activities of the Committee in the performance of its

Institute functions.

1. That as a condition precedent to the rendering of

service by the Structural Service Committee, the producer,

firm, corporation or association or the agent of any of them

requesting the service shall agree that no statement will

be made in connection with the advertising in question to

the effect that it has been submitted to the Committee for

criticism and suggestion or that it accords with the Com-

mittee's views or recommendations.

m. That the Structural Service Committee issue invita-

tions to manufacturers, and associations of manufacturers

to become members of the Producers Section and that the

Committee on Structural Service take the necessary steps

to place itself in readiness to render the proposed service on

and after August first.

n. That as many, but no more than four meetings of

the whole Structural Service Committee and the members

of the Producers Section be held each year as available

funds will permit.

Institute and Chapter Activities

THE IOWA CHAPTER has issued in printed form the

Proceedings of its nineteenth annual meeting. Papers

delivered at the meeting are included and copies may be

obtained from the Secretary of the Chapter, Mr. Eugene

H. Taylor, 222 South Third street, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

THE PROCEEDINGS : These should reach Institute mem-

bers not later than August 15. Efforts are being made

to mail the book within sixty days of the Convention.

The Institute issues a complete record of its Convention

transactions, at considerable expense, and members will

do well to spend an evening in reading the discussions,

and the decisions.

SCHOOL MEDALS : Each year the Institute awards a

silver and gold medal to students in the recognized Arch-

itectural Schools who excel in Architecture during the

four year course. The medals are appropriately en-

graved and are presented at commencement. Each is

accompanied with a copy of Mont St. Michel and Char-

tres. The winner invariably writes of his appreciation,

and usually concludes the letter with a paragraph ex-

pressing the hope that some day he may be worthy of

Institute membership.

ABOUT to incorporate, the Small House Service Bureau,

Atlantic Division, with headquarters in New York City,

announces the following list of shareholders, the first five

of which are Directors : Charles Butler, John Van Pelt,
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Sullivan W. Jones, S. F. Voorhees, Francis Y. Yoannes,

Francis A. Nelson, Julian C. Levi, Edward J. Smith,

Robert D. Kohn, Otto Boertner, Arthur C. Holden,

Walter B. Kirby, H. O. Milliken, R. L. Walker, Bevan

Jones, Henry C. Hahn, A. B. Trowbridge, A. J. Thomas,

L. W. Eisinger, A. D. Sneden, Gerald L. Kaufman,

Roderick B. Barnes, Edward I. Shire, Albert S. Gott-

lieb, Eli J. Kahn.

MR. GEORGE OAKLEY TOTTEN has been appointed rep-

resentative of the Institute to the International Congress

of Architects to be held at Brussels in September. Mr.

Totten will carry with him an invitation from the Amer-

ican Institute of Architects for the eleventh International

Congress of Architects to be held at Washington in 1926

to which representatives of all nations are invited.

PUBLIC INFORMATION : In May, a complete plan for

newspaper publicity about architecture was submitted to

the Chapter by the Committee on Public Information.

The material consists of halftones and reading matter

concerning architectural subjects. All of it can be used

in any community, either as submitted or as a basis for

local revision. The Committee plunged on this document

and spent its entire appropriation for the year 1922.

Each Chapter now has data for an entire year of pub-

licity work.

SOME TIME AGo there appeared in our columns a sug-

gestion that the revenue of the Institute might be in-

creased very considerably by the contributions of the

membership to an educational fund, for example, the

principle involved being a voluntary donation of a cer-

tain very small percentage of the gross amount of work

passing through each office . We are glad to announce

that the Washington State Chapter has put the idea into

actual practice. The contribution is purely voluntary

and amounts to one dollar for each ten thousand dollars

gross of work secured by each contributing member dur-

ing the year. A unique reminder and remittance form

and treasurer's stub have been worked out for taking

care of the contributions.

BASIC BUILDING CODE : The Chapters responded nobly

to the call of the Basic Building Committee of the De-

partment of Commerce for comments on a first draft

of a Basic Building Code. The document contained some

135 pages of mimeographed material and the time for

comments was limited. There was a wide distribution of

the Code and we are informed that the most complete

and helpful responses came from architects. In view of

the, consideration which Secretary Hoover has shown

to the Institute this is very gratifying. The Insti-

tute representatives on the Basic Building Code Com-

mittee are Messrs. E. J. Russell and Edwin H. Brown.

The last meeting of the Committee was a three day

session in Washington- 1-3 June. References to future

development of this work will appear from time to time.

REGISTRATION IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA : Fol-

lowing the Knickerbocker Theatre tragedy the Washing-

ton, D. C. Chapter prepared a draft of bill for the reg-

istration of Architects in the District of Columbia. It

was introduced in the Senate by Mr. Calder and referred

to the District Commissioners for report. The Com-

missioners were under the impression that a joint law

for Architects and Engineers would be more economical

in administration and a hearing was held at which the

architects and engineers were present. There was ex-

tended discussion and the point of view of the architects

was ably presented by Mr. Leisenring, Chairman of the

local registration committee. A day or two after the

hearing the Commissioners recommended to the Senate

that the separate law, proposed by the architects, be

adopted. It is based on the model form of the Institute.

In view of the severe scrutiny which the bill withstood

it might be valuable to other Chapters. Copies of it,

and the accompanying report, are available upon request.

The Annuary for 1922-23 is now in type. It cannot

be printed until the personnels of the new Standing and

Special Committees have been appointed and acceptances

received. It is hoped to distribute the book with the

Proceedings-if not sooner.

News Notes

JOHN HUTCHINS CADY has removed his office to 621

Grosvenor Building, Providence, R. I.

BERNHARDT E. MULLER has removed his office to 527

Fifth Avenue, New York City.

STALYBRIDGE, ENGLAND, is at odds with the Ministry

of Health. The town has an ordinance requiring ceiling

heights of eight feet six inches . The Ministry of Health

says that no housing ceiling shall be more than eight feet

high. The standardists are much perplexed. They are

even divided, which is awful. Some of them have the

temerity to hope the town will win, which is not un-

likely. But what will the standard then be?

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, in October next, will hold a

town planning exhibit devoted to the efficient development

of an area surrounding Manchester and covering some

seven hundred square miles. More than a hundred local

authorities will be represented as well as several county

councils. The history of the growth of the area will

be presented showing what one hundred years of un-

planned, undirected, and unrelated activities have pro-

duced in congestion, absence of through lines of com-

munication, and general disorder. The event is likely

to prove memorable in more ways than one for a multi-

tude of people will, for the first time in their lives,

gain some sort of a comprehensive idea of the interrela-

tionship of the corporate bodies of which they are a

part and to which they too often yield a blind devotion

rather than an intelligent criticism based upon the larger

interest. For, in the last analysis, it is the larger interest

which finally dominates all the smaller ones, just as is

the case in a municipality itself, where lack of planning

works an injury on every inhabitant. Our American

cities might well begin to sow the seeds of the regional

idea in planning by assembling such exhibits as that pro-

posed for Manchester.

SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN died on 23 February, 1823,

and in connection with the bi-centenary which will occur

next year, the R. I. B. A. is inviting the appointment of
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representatives from English universities, social and ec-

clesiastical bodies to consider in what way the occasion

may best be celebrated. The R. I. B. A. has already pre-

pared a tentative program, but recognizing that Wren

was not only a great architect but a great distinguished

scientist, mathematician, and scholar, as a great Lon-

doner, it has sought the collaboration of those representa-

tive in those fields . It is surely to be hoped that the

approaching event will exercise a beneficent influence in

the subscription of the fund of £100,000 which is being

asked from the public in order that the most necessary

repairs may be made to the piers on the north side of

St. Paul's Cathedral. During the last few years some

£70,000 have been spent in making safe the piers on the

south side and the special commission of architects and

engineers now reports that there must be no delay in

dealing with the weakness of the north side. The two

southern piers were found to be filled with rubble, and

not with masonry. They were thus quite unable to

bear the weight of the dome, and although it is some-

times said that St. Paul's was "jerry-built," it is a well-

known fact that Wren labored under the greatest diffi-

culties both as to materials and money.

CHIMNEYS and their place in the landscape was the

theme of a discourse by Lord Leverhulme during his

inspection of a park of some hundred acres which he

recently presented to the town of Bolton in Lancashire.

"Some people," he is quoted as saying, "are of the

opinion that there are too many chimneys and works

to be seen and that spoils the view. As a Lancas-

trian and a Bolton lad I think that is the charm of

the park. It is an entirely perverted idea that factory

chimneys are essentially ugly. They are an inspiration

for work; they indicate enjoyment and happiness wherever

they exist. Why we should think a tree beautiful and

a factory chimney ugly it is impossible for me to say.

They are both, in my opinion, beautiful in their proper

place, and when you combine, as in this park, the beauty

of the trees, shrubs, lawns and terraces with the distant

view of factory chimneys and homes, I think you have

a much more inspiring landscape than Scottish glens or

the valleys and mountains of Cumberland and Westmore-

land." Those who prefer steeples, towers, windmills and

the picturesque landscape adornments that antedated the

era of steam may find scant consolation in Lord Lever-

hulme's remarks. Perhaps, also, one's impressions, in

the circumstances, might be colored more or less by

the particular kind of blessing conferred by any particu-

lar chimney. Seen through the rays of profits, chimneys

might mean one thing, while seen through the source of

a precarious wage, they might mean another. On the

whole, we still imagine that the opinion from which Lord

Leverhulme dissented was based upon something sound

in the principles which govern the creation of beauty.

THE Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture

held its annual meeting in Chicago on 5 and 6 June, just

before the Institute Convention . Most of the member

schools were represented, notwithstanding that the time

of the meeting conflicted with the Commencement or

examination periods of many of the universities. The

discussion this year centered about the larger educational

questions and policies. Most of the Association schools

are considering five-year courses while a few have

already developed them. The schools of the Association

are agreed that the longer course is necessary to give the

architectural student a broader foundation, and favor

the longer course because of the possibility of adding

cultural rather than technical studies. The Committee

on the Five-Year Course, Professor Ferrand, Chairman,

will make a further report on this subject at the next

convention.

The Association went on record as heartily endorsing

the proposed Institute graduate scholarships, favoring

however on the part of the scholars freedom of choice

of school as against making all attend a single school.

The requirements for admission to the Association

will also be revised during the coming year by a com-

mittee, of which Professor Laird is chairman.

The Department of Architecture of the Armour In-

stitute of Technology, Chicago, was admitted to mem-

bership, the members of the Association making a visit

to the exhibition of the school at the Art Institute.

Professors Boring and Laird were elected directors,

the remaining officers being as follows :

President : Emil Lorch ; Vice-President : William

Emerson; Secretary-Treasurer : Clarence A. Martin.

Most of the Association delegates remained to attend

the Institute Convention and shared the fine hospitality

and splendid arrangements made by the Chicago

architects.

IN recognition of his work in the field of architecture,

Professor Harry Sternfeld, Acting Head of the Depart-

nology, Pittsburgh, recently received a medal and diplo-

ment of Architecture, at Carnegie Institute of Tech-

ma awarded by the Pan-American Congress of Archi-

tects, which met in Montevideo, Uruguay. As holder of

the Paris Prize in Architecture given by the Society of

Beaux-Arts Architects, he studied in Europe for two

years, at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris and at the

American Academy at Rome.

Letters to the Editor

TO THE EDITOR :

July 19, 1922.

SIR: Do many of the architects of the United States, even

some who are members of the A. I. A., look upon manu-

facturers' advertising departments as "Hand-Out" organiza-

tions, or as eleemosynary departments ?.

One would think so, judging from the frequency with

which advertising manufacturers are pestered by cries of

"Backsheesh !" either directly by architects, or through their

recommendation.

Perhaps the fact that many architects so readily accede to

requests by contractors to write to manufacturers urging them

to advertise in this or that book or booklet or catalog is evi-

dence of their good nature. But may I suggest that whenever

such requests are made they should think of themselves as

professional men allowing themselves to be used as tools by

concerns that have so little regard for ethics and honesty as

to try to use them (the architects ) practically for black-

mailing.
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There is another form of solicitation of advertising by

architects that is also akin to blackmailing: Before me

are soliciting letters written by the Chicago Architectural

Exhibition, The Architectural League of New York, the Phil-

adelphia Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and

the T Square Club for their twenty-fifth Architectural Exhi-

bition, and so on.

(Incidentally, I may say that these professional men and

their organizations have their letters included in a collection

which contains similar solicitations from the Plumbers' Social

Club of New York, the Police and Fire Journal [of the Police

and Firemen of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County and Western

Pennsylvania], and the Indiana Ice Dealers ' Association,

etc., etc.)

How do these professional men like being thus regarded as

"birds of a feather . . ."?

The vast majority of these catalogs, Chapter Bulletins,

Year Books, Annual Ball Programs, Convention Programs,

are of absolutely no advertising value, no sales value. They

represent pure waste of money, waste for which the entire

population suffers in unnecessary costs of distribution. They

represent, also, that form of graft known as "You-scratch-

my-back-and-I'll-scratch-yours." Indeed, it is too frequently

extremely difficult to distinguish the line that separates these

"enterprises" from blackmail.

Perhaps the Chapters of Architects who solicit advertising

in their Bulletins think they have as much reason as the

JOURNAL of the A. I. A. has for obtaining advertising. Can-

not they see that since the JOURNAL obtains and carries ad-

vertising, and if they believe in the JOURNAL as the voice of

the A. I. A., those are the very reasons why they themselves

should cease soliciting advertisers who do, or may use, the

JOURNAL.

Manufacturers who spend money for advertising do so for

the purpose of securing the stabilizing of markets, to secure

standardized quantity production in their plants for the

purpose of securing a minimum unit cost of production, a

low selling cost, and so be able to maintain minimum selling

prices. They use, in selling their goods, not only the indi-

vidual salesman, but the mass salesman-advertising.

Architects would shrink in horror, no doubt, from a sug-

gestion that they should ask a manufacturer to turn over

to them or someone else some of the money appropriated

for the salaries and expenses of the individual salesman.

But some of them do exactly the same thing when they

make requests that the manufacturer let them, or someone

else, have money appropriated for the use of the mass

salesman in ways in which he has found resultful in securing

marketing economy and effectiveness.

Whenever I see one of these spurious, vanity advertising,

help-me solicitations, I think of a hobo slinking around a

house in the hope of a "hand-out." These propositions, in

the main, are among the many parasitical elements that af-

flict advertising practice, commercial enterprise and the pub-

lic interest. Strange that architects and their organizations

should be willing to have themselves classified as parasites.

Yours very truly,

ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS, INC. ,

JOHN SULLIVAN, Secretary-Treasurer.

P.S.-There is one matter that I have overlooked : There

are architects belonging to the American Institute of Archi-

tects who appear to think it is an obligation of that member-

ship that they recommend manufacturers to use the JOURNAL

of the A. I. A. Cannot these gentlemen realize that such a

course is likely to injure the JOURNAL? Their recommenda-

tions are more likely than not to be regarded as pressure.

They should understand that when publication space is

bought, it is bought on merit-because it will reach the man-

ufacturer's market. Kissing may go by favor ; but not ad-

vertising orders that are the result of a "hard-boiled," cold,

passionless study and appraisal of the capacity of a pub-

lication to "deliver the goods." J. S.

TO THE EDITOR :

Mumbo Jumbo Again

I regret that the Secretary of the Institute should rejoice

with me prematurely-for I am not in the least relieved,

but rather the more concerned ; I cannot rejoice at the

misfortune of another. Alas for human credulity ! Mr.

Parker is not the first explorer to be deceived by the rascally

dragomen who infest the ruins of Europe, Africa and Asia,

and kindly assist the innocent stranger to unearth treasures

thoughtfully planted the night before. In no department of

archæological work are so many forgeries perpetrated as

in the domain of epigraphy. The forgery may be physically

perfect; but your trained epigraphist submits an inscription

to a drastic and infallible test-the test of intrinsic, internal,

evidence. When Mr. Parker's fragment is subjected to

even a cursory analysis of spirit, style and content, the

discrepancies between the portion quoted by me, and that

given by him in the JOURNAL for July, are so glaring that

one is amazed that they should have escaped the Secretary's

attention. All the evidence points to the fact that the

chronicle passed off on Mr. Parker as genuine is a crude

forgery, and that it was not written by the same person.

It reads like the report of a survey of an unsafe building.

It exhibits the familiar and apparently ineradicable obses-

sion that an architect who regards architecture primarily

as an art neglects the natural limitations of materials and

the grammar of his art, structure, as a matter of course.

Further, it is equally evident that some worshipper of the

false gods referred to in the authentic record must have

had a hand in the substitution-for even the casual reader

will observe that two of the instruments used in the service

of the Art of Architecture are very adroitly installed beside

the god to share in the worship due to him. Rejoice ! Nay.

I only laugh that I may not weep.

H. VAN BUREN MAGONIGLE.

Errata

DUE TO A MISPRINT SO palpable that we hope it was

obvious, we were made to say in our last issue that

President Faville was the first president of the Institute

to be elected from west of Chicago. Naturally it was

intended to have the statement refer to Omaha, since

that city is the home of the seventeenth president of the

Institute, Mr. Kimball, and is a little farther west than

St. Louis where lives the fourteenth president, Mr.

Mauran, and whence came the tenth president, Mr.

Eames. Also, by way of emphasizing the great injustice

of the misstatement, let us record the fact that the

seventh president, Mr. Van Brunt, came from Kansas

City. We offer our regrets and our apologies.

1

Structural Service Department appears on the second right-hand page following
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PLUMBING EQUIPMENT XI

WOLFF"Kitchenette"Sink

Madewith single

drainboardeither

right or left, in

single back-also

in right or left-

hand corner-

with or without

apron.

Made in double

drainboard, 61"

with single back

(as illustrated)

with or without

apron, also 42

and45½" single

drain-board with

roll rim .

Solves the Space Problem

In Apartment and Other Small Kitchens

During two-thirds of a century architects have learned that they may specify Wolff

Plumbing with absolute assurance. The "Satisfaction" record which tens of thous

ands ofWolff installations have earned by uninterrupted service for many years

proves that Wolff Enamelware possesses extraordinary durability.

Wolff"Kitchenette" Sinks have rapidly reached a pinnacle of national popularity

with housewives because of their fine appearance, their quality, and a variety of

styles which insures a convenient installation in practically any kitchen.

The presence ofWolff Quality Plumbing in a structure implies quality construc-

tion throughout.

Afolder has been issued showing a typical installation ofWolff fixtures

from bathroom to laundry. It features only those items for which the

public has indicated an overwhelming preference. Handsomely printed in

colors, with perspective drawings and floor plans. Sent free on request.

WOLFF Quality Plumbing

Sanitary Enamelware

Range Boilers

Potteryware

Brass Goods

Marble

M
A
N
U
F
A

W
O
L
F
F

TRADE MARK

CHICAGO

C
O

.

Makers ofQuality Plumbing Since 1855

DALLAS

OMAHA

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

HAMMOND

CINCINNATI

DENVER

Branch or Distributor at Every Central Point

INDUSTRIAL SECTION August, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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PILES ( Concrete)

The

Raymond

Method of Concrete

Pile installation is a

CERTAIN method

ofinsuring the proper

length and taper of

every concrete pile-

for every pile is cast

in a steel shell which

is left in the
ground-

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE COMPANY

New York: 140 Cedar Street

Chicago: 111 W. Monroe Street

Canada: Raymond Concrete Pile Company, Ltd. , Montreal

"A Form for Every Pile-a Pile for Every Purpose"

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

August, 1922
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Structural Service Department

SULLIVAN W. JONES, Associate Editor

LEROY E. KERN, Assistant

In connection with the work of the Committee on Structural Service of the American Institute of Architects and in collabo-

ration with other professional societies and organized bodies having the same objective-improvement in build-

ing materials and methods and better shelter for humanity in all its manifold vocations and avocations.

Committee Activities

Paint-on-Wood Research. (25c1 ) - (Suggested Draft of

Program) .—The object of this undertaking is to learn and

promote the best uses of protective coatings on wood , first

to increase the durability of the wood and of the article

made from it ; second, to develop better methods for reduc-

ing the swelling and shrinking of wood with changes of

moisture ; and third, to secure economy and intelligent use

of coating materials .

The increasing cost of wood, which inevitably goes on as

the natural supply becomes less, makes it a matter of im-

portance to every one to have these things done. It is

plain that if by proper care the life of the average wooden

building can be doubled, which competent experts think

possible, no greater public benefit is in sight.

To accomplish any good results the natures of the dif-

ferent kinds of wood must be considered ; these are known

to the Forest Products Laboratory ; the effects of exposures

of different sorts must be observed, the composition and

durability of the coatings, and the best method of application.

This research involves an organization which will eventually

include experts and specialists in the different lines. At the

outset, the work of the superintendent of this particular

undertaking may be somewhat along the following lines :

A. Collect books, pamphlets and other literature relating

to paint and painting, and varnish. If not already available,

these may be bought ; lists of such books should be secured

through experts, if possible, and from technical and public

libraries. Obtain wherever possible the co-operation of

the editors of the paint journals. Card catalog all persons

interested .

B. Collect advertising matter, color cards, samples.

C. List the species of wood chiefly used in the wood-

using industries and their individual uses ; find out the

difficulties encountered in their use, especially as regards

durability, and the difficulties encountered in painting and

varnishing. It may be expedient to prepare a printed cir-

cular letter to be sent out for this purpose.

D. Get information regarding the immediate services

desired by consumers.

(a) Architects.—They may wish to be informed to what

extent manufacturers ( e.g. makers of doors and windows

and casings for same) are prepared to supply their products

kiln-dried ( 1 ) definitely to a certain percentage of moisture ;

(2) indefinitely or (3 ) air-dried ; also (4 ) painted to any

architect's specifications on surfaces not accessible after

erection. This information may be had through inquiry,

from the manufacturers. Such information is to be accumu-

lated in files . Kinds of wood used.

(b) Furniture Manufacturers.—Collect information about

present practice of drying wood-stock ; also time which

elapses after assembling until varnishing is begun. Also,

get information as to kinds of wood used ; differences as

to cheap and expensive furniture ; extent to which paint is

used ; details as to priming, number of coats, rubbing, deco-

rating, etc. Get samples of varnishes, with names of makers,

and prices ; ask makers for information . Make tests. (See

Bureau of Standards, etc. )

(c) Pursue similar inquiries as to automobile wheel and

body makers and other wood-using industries.

E. Inquiry is to be made of painters and decorators ,

especially such as are recommended by well-known archi-

tects, in regard to the use of definite paints and varnishes,

especially on interiors. Future investigation is expected to

determine the ultimate value of such materials, but much

may be learned by inquiry of experienced men ; and when

any particular material is commended, in many cases its

approximate composition may be learned from the makers,

and confirmed (or otherwise ) by analytical tests, if possible

(see Bureau of Standards ) . Especial attention should be

given to methods of use recommended by experts. All such

information should be digested by study and consultation .

F. Particular problems proposed by the architects and

others should receive attention.

G. Digest the information collected, condense those parts

of real value, and put them into forms convenient for

quick use.

H. Collect information about available places and facili-

ties for field tests and tests in factories and shops.

National Electrical Safety Code. (40b1 )-The Amer-

ican Engineering Standards Committee, by letter ballot, has

approved the National Electrical Safety Code of the Bureau

of Standards which covers the generation, distribution and

utilization of electricity for power, light and communication.

Architects and Industry

By LYMAN CLARK of the General Electric Co.

In adopting the resolution creating a Producers ' Section

of the Structural Service Committee, the Chicago Convention

of the American Institute of Architects laid the foundation

for a greater appreciation of industry by architects and

assuredly a greater appreciation of architects by industry.

Practically every professional organization has adopted

some means for knowing the manufacturers of products with

which its members are professionally concerned. To many

it has been a source of wonder that the American Institute

of Architects has not long ago officially recognized the pro-

ducer of the materials with which the architect must create

his structures. Certainly this new and broader policy of

the Institute will be hailed by both architects and manu-

facturers as a step, a long step, toward a working realiza-

tion of the community of interest between them.

There is so much that can be accomplished through the

close association of producer and architect, that it is impos-

sible to prophesy all this relation can mean. Architectural

conceptions can be of little value without full and apprecia-

tive knowledge of the products that must be utilized in their

execution. Many a splendid architectural conception has

been mutilated by improper selection of materials or their

improper use.
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XIV
BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

Adding Charm to Dignity

Colored Atlantic Terra Cotta has a place in architecture peculiarly

its own when used to enliven a facade of massive stone.

For the University of Texas Library at Austin, Mr. Cass Gilbert

used stone in a severely plain design contrasted with brightly

colored and delicately modeled window decoration and roundels of

Atlantic Terra Cotta.

The beauty of each material is emphasized by contrast with the

other. The Atlantic Terra Cotta adds charm to the dignity of the

stone.

"Questions Answered" on request.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company

350 Madison Avenue, New York

Atlanta Terra Cotta Co.

Atlanta, Ga.

District Manager

A. P. Clark, Dallas, Texas

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

August, 1922

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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com-

If the individual architect is too occupied, and generally

he is, to obtain direct from manufacturers the information

he should have, then surely the establishment of a

mittee of his professional associates who may obtain for

him that information in accurate and useful form, must

result in benefit to the entire profession ; and if such a

service is beneficial to the profession, it must also benefit

the manufacturer.

Other professional bodies through their association with

producers, have rendered material service in setting up

many very useful standards. Much of the work done by

other professional bodies in their relations with manu-

facturers might very properly have been done by the Amer-

ican Institute of Architects had there previously existed a

Producers' Section as now established. However, there

are innumerable problems yet to be solved and considerable

knowledge to be gathered that will greatly aid architects

in the design and erection of their buildings. The manu-

facturer possessing any acumen whatever will be much inter-

ested in the opportunities afforded through the Producers'

Section to learn the needs of the architectural profession and

to produce to meet those needs.

It is a recognized fact that the architect cannot by any

means within his individual reach, expand his knowledge

to embrace the vast quantity of materials and devices he

may use. It is only through the professional body of which

he is a member that he may cover the broad field and

obtain authoritative information of value to him in his

work. In the establishing of the Producers' Section of the

Structural Service Committee he has created this medium.

In the discussions by the producers at the second Joint

Conference on June 5th and 6th, immediately preceding

the Institute Convention, it was quite evident that the manu-

facturers there represented were anxious to find some ef-

fective means of putting before the architects sincere and

reliable statements in regard to their products. To them

the Producers' Section of the Structural Service Committee

seems to offer that means. There is now provided the

medium for a better understanding among architects and

producers as to their common interest in the adequate pre-

sentation and appropriate utilization of products entering

into construction .

Abstracts

It is the purpose of the Structural Service Committee and

THE JOURNAL jointly to give in this division each month, brief

abstracts of all publications by the Government Departments

and Bureaus, University and other research laboratories,

States and Associations, which contain fresh information in

regard to materials or methods employed in construction and

thus afford architects and others a convenient means of

keeping themselves conversant with rapidly expanding

knowledge in the technique of construction.

Lime-Definitions. ( 3c)— (Circular of the Bureau of

Standards No. 106, "Lime-Definitions and Specifications."

Fifteen pages, 7" x 10 " . ) —For an abstract of Bureau of

Standards Circular No. 30 "Lime ; Its Properties and Uses,"

see the December, 1920, Journal.

Lime is the product resulting from calcination of lime-

stone. The material remaining (oxide of calcium or of

calcium and magnesium) is lime. The adjectives used to

describe the composition of the stone are equally applicable

to the lime. Thus a lime may be high-calcium or dolomitic,

siliceous or argillaceous, etc.

"Quicklime.”—The material as it comes from the kiln .

It is commonly sold in large pieces, as "lump" lime.

"Ground lime.”—Lump lime put through a crusher.

"Stone lime."-Lime made from limestone.

"Shell lime."-Lime made froin oyster shells .

The quality of lime depends to some extent upon the kind

of kiln in which it was burnt ; "rotary-kiln" lime is noted

for its ability to slake very quickly ; "pot-kiln" lime usually

contains some coal- ashes mixed with it. Lime is also

referred to according to the kind of fuel used in burning.

"Wood-burnt" lime is usually accepted as the best. The

product of any kiln will contain more or less overburnt

lime and underburnt lime or core. If these materials are

sorted out and discarded, the resultant product is termed

"selected lime ;" otherwise it is called "run-of-kiln" lime.

Lime is divided into three classes, according to its use:

agricultural, chemical and structural. In both the agri-

cultural and chemical fields the word lime is given a

broader meaning than in the structural field . It means

apparently any material which will produce the same effect

as lime and may include ground limestone or air-slaked

lime. In the structural field , lime includes quicklime, hy-

drated lime or slaked lime.

"Lime putty" or "slaked" lime. The plastic mass resulting

from the addition of water to quicklime. If too little water

is used the lime may "burn." Too much water will "drown"

the lime.

"Running-off."-Pieces of core ; coal ashes, and similar

impurities that have not disintegrated are removed by wash-

ing the putty through a coarse screen (%") , letting it settle,

and draining off the excess water. This is known as

"running-off."

Hydrated lime.- Quicklime slaked with just enough water

to combine with the calcium oxide and produce a dry powder

instead of a putty. Chemically it is identical with slaked

lime, but it contains no excess water. The adjectives used

to describe limestone and quicklime are used with the same

meaning to describe hydrated lime wherever they are ap-

plicable. In addition, there are two classes of structural

hydrate—“masons" and "finishing." Masons' hydrate is used

for all structural purposes except the final coat of plaster .

This "finish" coat requires such a high degree of plasticity

that lime for this purpose must be either finishing hydrate

or else putty made from quicklime.

Air-slaked lime.-When either quicklime or hydrated lime

is stored without reasonable protection from the weather

it will absorb water and carbonic acid from the air. The

mass heats slightly, and any lumps of quicklime will dis-

integrate. The product, termed "air-slaked" lime, is a car-

bonate of calcium and magnesium chemically identical with

limestone. It is worthless as a structural material.

Air-slaked lime should not be confused with hydrated

lime. The two materials are similar in appearance, but

radically different in composition. Since hydrated lime is

a hydroxide, a putty made from it will absorb carbonic

acid when exposed to the air, and will " set." A putty made

from air-slaked lime, which is already a carbonate, can

not absorb carbonic acid, and can not set.

Note: Circular No. 106 also gives data on shipments

and packages, storage, proportions for use, and publishes

a tentative specification for masons' hydrated lime.

Reflectors for Incandescent Lamps. (31f22)- (Bul-

letin L. D. 123, Lighting Data, Edison Lamp Works. Size

6" x 9" . Pages 34. ) -In this bulletin will be found many

data sheets pertaining to typical standard reflectors. An

attempt has been made to cover the field in a fairly com-

plete manner but due to the large number of varieties being

sold it is not claimed that all meritorious designs have

been included.
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XVI ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Suburban home equipped throughout with G-E

Wiring Devices, Schenectady, N. Y., David

Lockerby. Architect

G-E National Advertising to prospective

home builders is creating a new appre-

ciation of the comforts of a completely

wiredhome-stimulating desire for added

refinements.

Convenience Without

Sacrificing Beauty

HE modern architect is called

upon to provide maximum con-

venienceandstillpreservebeau-

ty of interior. TheG-E Twin

Convenience Outlet helps him

to do both.

Thisdouble outlet facilitatesthe

use of decorative lamps and

eliminates the necessity of long connecting cords

from wall or ceiling fixtures. Thus the beauty of

any room is retained as it was originally designed.

To satisfy the client's desire for plenty of outlets,

the architect should plan accordingly and make

allowanceforan increasing use of electricity. With

G-E Twin Convenience Outlets in every room,

the usefulness of the wiring installation is doubled

without sacrifice of artistic effect by overcrowding

outlets.

G-E RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES

can be furnished by any qualified elec-

trical contractor

For information address

Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

General
Electric

General Office

Schenectady, NY,
Company

Sales Offices in

all large cities
41-200

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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Classification of Reflectors.-Diffusing and light directing

reflectors on the market at the present time may be classi-

fied under two general headings, viz., as to material and

use. The first mentioned may be subdivided into two general

classes-steel and glass.

The term steel reflectors is commonly applied to those

which have sheet steel as a base to which is added , to form

a reflecting surface, such materials as :

(a) Porcelain enamel, which is practically a coating of

opal glass fired on. This forms a reflecting surface which

is very permanent, durable, efficient, and easily cleaned .

This is undoubtedly the most generally used type of steel

reflector. The distribution of light is not changed materially

by change of contour of reflector.

(b) Paint enamel, as the name implies, is a coating of

enamel paint applied to the reflecting surface. This coat-

ing is cheaper than porcelain and when new is quite effi-

cient. However, it is subject to rapid deterioration when

exposed to acid fumes, etc. , and will not retain its original

efficiency after cleaning. The distribution of light is not

materially changed by changing the contour of reflector when

this type of reflecting surface is used.

dustrial reflectors is not of material importance and as long

as the above requisities are fulfilled, any type might be used.

The second classification , namely, decorative reflectors,

covers a much broader field. The requirements of lighting

installations, where artistic appearance is of importance,

must be carefully weighed and an accessory selected which

will give the proper balance between appearance and effi-

ciency of output. Efficiency of output must be sacrificed to

obtain quality and effect and it is obvious that there would

be a wide range of requirements between those of a com-

mercial office, where plainly designed efficient units find

application, and those of a handsomely furnished residence

where lighting fixtures used and effects produced should

harmonize with the general scheme of decorations.

Relative Efficiencies of Reflecting Devices.-As stated

above, the degree of diffusion realized and the decorations

on the unit itself are factors which largely control the

efficiency of light output of reflectors. From a purely re-

flective standpoint, mirrored glass , prismatic glass and the

various steel reflectors are most efficient in redirecting light.

(c) The third type of steel reflector is that having an

aluminum reflecting surface. An aluminum paint is sprayed

on the steel base forming a reflector of fairly high efficiency.

As this surface produces specular reflection , it is possible

to vary the distribution of light by changing the contour

of the reflector. Aluminum paint as are made for use with
to permanency is

slightly better than paint enamel but inferior to porcelain

enamel.

Glass.-Reflectors made of glass may be divided into

three general groups, viz.: ( a ) opalescent glass , ( b ) pris-

matic glass, and (c ) mirrored glass.

(a) Opalescent glass reflectors are found in many dif-

ferent designs, the essential differences being contour, orna-

mentation and density of glass. The construction consists

of glass having an infinite number of small white particles

in a solid colloidal solution. Reflectors of this type are

either blown or pressed. They are translucent, of varying

efficiencies , and the transmitted light is, in general, well

diffused , the degree of diffusion depending on the quality

of glass.

(b) Prismatic glass reflectors are made of clear glass ,

moulded into scientifically designed prisms. Each prism is

designed with reference to the position of the light source,

and, as a result, almost any desired type of distribution curve

may be obtained . Prismatic reflectors also furnish a cer-

tain degree of diffusion to the transmitted light.

(c) The third type of glass reflectors are those whose

reflective properties depend on a silvered coating on the

exterior glass surface. The clear glass blank is usually

corrugated or ribbed in order to prevent streaky illumina-

tion which might otherwise result. As a mirrored re-

flecting surface acts by regular reflection , varying light

distributions may be obtained from reflectors of different

contours.

Use. In analyzing the reflector equipment from the stand-

point of use, they may be broadly divided into two classes,

namely, industrial and decorative.

The first class is composed largely of direct lighting

steel reflectors. In addition to these, dense opal, prismatic,

and mirrored glass, as well as semi-indirect and semi-

enclosing units find application in industrial plants, but

they are used to a smaller extent.

In industry, protection of the eye, efficiency of light out-

put, effectiveness of light distribution, ease of cleaning and

durability are prime requisites. Artistic appearance of in-

Opalescent glass reflectors vary widely in their reflective

properties, the heavy density being quite efficient, while

the light density is less efficient, due to its greater transmis-

sive and diffusive properties. These glass reflectors lend

themselves to decorative lighting and, from such a stand-

point, the redirective effect is of lesser importance.

Position of Lamp in Reflector.-All well designed reflectors

a certain size of lamp whose

physical dimensions, such as size of bulb and light center

length, are standard. To obtain the most satisfactory results,

the specified combination of lamp and reflector should be

adhered to. This is particularly important in reflectors

which control the distribution by regular or specular reflec-

tion, as any variation from standard filament positions

materially changes the distribution.

In reflectors which control the distribution by diffuse re-

flection, the change of filament position within certain limits

does not materially change the shape of distribution. How-

ever, such a variation will result in either a greater amount

of glare or a smaller quantity of effective light.

Bibliography. “The Principles of Shades and Reflectors,”

Louis Bell, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol . 4, page 723 ; "Scientific Prin-

ciples of Globes and Reflectors," V. R. Lansingh, Trans.

I.E.S. , Vol . 5 , page 49 ; "The Manufacture of Globes for

Illuminating Purposes," E. H. Bostock, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol. 6 ,

page 838 ; "Symposium on Illuminating Glassware," Trans.

I.E.S. , Vol . 6 , page 854 ; "Modern Requirements of Re-

flector Design," F. L. Godinez, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol. 6, page

921 ; "Metal Reflectors for Industrial Lighting," T. W.

Rolph, Trans. I. E. S. , Vol . 8 , page 268 ; "A Photometric

Analysis of Diffusing Glassware with Varying Indirect Com-

ponent," E. B. Rowe and H. H. Magdsick, Trans. I.E.S. ,

Vol. 9, page 220 ; "Reflectors for Glass Bowls," J. L. Stair

and J. A. Hoveler, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol . 11 , page 794 ; "Recent

Developments in Prismatic Glassware," H. L. Jenkins and

G. W. Roosa, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol. 11 , page 808 ; "Design

and Manufacture of Diffusing Glass Shades," S. G. Hibben,

Trans. I.E.S. , Vol. 11, page 895 ; "The Laws of Reflection

and Transmission of Light," T. W. Rolph, Trans. I.E.S. ,

Vol. 11, page 1144 ; "Some Problems in the Design of

Lighting Fixtures," S. DeKosenko, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol . 12,

page 78 ; "Artificial Light and Their Fixtures in Japan,"

Motoo Uchisaka, Trans. I.E.S. , Vol . 15 , page 257 ; "Shades,

Reflectors and Diffusing Media," V. R. Lansingh, Lectures

on Ill'g Eng., Johns Hopkins University, 1910 ; “Modern

Lighting Accessories," W. F. Little, Ill'g Eng., Practice,

University of Pennsylvania, 1916 ; "Projectors and Reflec-

tors for Domestic and Street Lighting," Hayden Harrison,
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Trade-Marked Lumber)

Why

you, too,

shoul
d

buy

LONG BELL

TRADE-

MARKEDLUMBER

O

N

G

B

E

L

L

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

EASILY IDENTIFIED-

Long-Bell Lumber is trade-marked with the

name of the manufacturer. This means indi-

viduality, unmistakable identification - the

same kind of a buying guide you demand

on other merchandise.

RELIABILITY-

Long-Bell Lumber has back of it the relia-

bility of a lumber concern that has been 47

years in the business.

GOOD TIMBER-

Long-Bell Lumber comes from exceptional

stands of virgin timber. It is manufactured

in mills equipped only with the very best of

modern machinery.

SKILLED WORKMANSHIP-

Long-Bell Lumber is made by skilled work-

men-men who have been with this company

for years and who take a personal interest

and a personal pride in a product that bears

their company's name.

EXACTING SUPERVISION-

Each process of manufacture and each step

in the grading is under the supervision of

men who have had years of experience.

Each log is cut for purposes for which it is

best adapted.

-these are some of the reasons whyyou, too, should

buy Long-Bell Trade-Marked Lumber.

The LongBELL Lumber CompanyR.A.LONO DUILDING Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CITY. MO.

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers; Creo

soted Lumber, Timbers, Posts, Poles, Ties,

Piling and Wood Blocks; California

White Pine Lumber, Sash and Doors,

Standardized Woodwork; Southern

Hardwoods, Oak Flooring.
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Electrical Eng. (London) , March 2 , 1916 ; "Selection of

Lighting Units," D. H. Tuck, Electrical World, May 6,

1918 ; "An Investigation on Reflectors for Tungsten Filament

Lamps," A. L. Powell, G. E. Review, November, 1912 ; "An

Investigation of Diffusing Glassware," M. Luckiesh, Electri-

cal World, April 26, 1913 ; "Reflectors for Tungsten Lamps

in Industrial and Office Lighting," A. L. Powell, Electrical

Eng., Oct. 1913 ; "Data Concerning Incandescent Lamp Re-

flectors," G. H. Stickney and A. L. Powell, Electrical World,

Sept. 6 , 1913 .

Railway System Lighting Buildings and Yards. ( 31a13 )

- (Bulletin L. D. 128 , Lighting Data Edison Lamp Works.

Size 6" x 9". Pages 32. )—In this bulletin the following sub-

jects are discussed : Modern Lighting Practice, Recommen-

dations for Shops, Outdoor Lighting, Stations and Special

Considerations (repair pits , oil torches vs. portable lamps,

electric hand lanterns ) , and Maintenance.

Bibliography: "Lighting of Railroad Stations, Yards,

Shops, and Offices," Electrical World, December 2, 1911 .

"Roundhouse Wiring and Lighting," Railway Electrical En-

gineer, December, 1912. "Railway Yard Lighting," D. Brit-

tain, Lighting Journal , October, 1914. "Railway Illuminating

Engineering; Track, Scale and Yard Lighting," H. Kirsch-

berg and A. C. Cotton, Transactions Illuminating Engi-

neering Society, Vol. 9, p. 242. "Yard Lighting," Railway

Electrical Engineer, November, 1914. "Lighting Railroad

Yards with Large Incandescent Lamps," Railway Electrical

Engineer, December, 1914. "Importance of Good Lighting

in Railroad Service," Railway Electrical Engineer, Feb-

ruary, 1915. "Lighting of Engine Terminals," Railway Elec-

trical Engineer, January, 1916. "Lighting of Yards, Docks

and other Outdoor Places," J. L. Minick, Illuminating En-

gineering Society, U. of P. Lectures. "Lighting a Modern

Railway Shop," Railway Electrical Engineer, March, 1917.

"Illuminating Railway Piers," H. C. Yost, Railway Electri-

cal Engineer, May, 1917. "Railroad Office and Shop Light-

ing," C. W. Bender and C. K. Stover, Railway Electrical

Engineer, December, 1917. "Importance of Correct Lighting

in the Shop," A. L. Powell, Railway Electrical Engineer,

April, 1918. "Shop Lighting for Production and Safety,”

Wm. A. D. Evans, Railway Electrical Engineer, May, 1918.

"Lighting Layout for Engine Terminals and Yards," Railway

Electrical Engineer, October, 1918, and November, 1918.

"Lighting Coal and Ore Docks," Railway Electrical Engi-

neer, October, 1918 ; "Light as an Aid to Transportation of

Materials," A. L. Powell and R. E. Harrington, Transac-

tions Illuminating Engineering Society, Vol. 14, page 1 .

Determining Penetration of Wood Preservatives.

(19a31 )-(Technical Note No. 163, Forest Products Labora-

tory.) The effectiveness of any wood preservation treat-

ment is measured very largely by the depth to which the

preservative penetrates. The presence of creosote oil is

indicated by the dark discoloration, and the degree of

penetration may readily be determined by taking a sample

at a point free from checks and other imperfections and

at a considerable distance from the end. This may be

done either with an ordinary one-half inch bit, or with an
increment borer, which brings out a core of wood that

shows in cross section the depth of penetration and is easily

examined. The observation should be made at once, because

the oil spreads rapidly over the cut surface. In order to

prevent infection, the hole in the treated piece should

be tightly closed with a creosoted plug.

As zinc chloride is colorless, the depth of penetration of

this preservative must be ascertained by chemical means.

After cutting the stick in two or getting a sample with

the increment borer, the freshly-cut surface is dipped for

not to exceed 10 seconds, in a 1 per cent solution of potas-

sium ferrocyanide, and the excess solution is removed by

blotting paper. The sample is then dipped into a 1 per

cent solution of uranium acetate, and dried. The treated

portions will be whiter than the natural wood, and those

untreated will have a dark red or a maroon color. This

method does not give very sharp contrasts on wood which

is reddish in color, like red oak, but otherwise is very

satisfactory and affords a permanent record.

Effect of Alkali Soils on Concrete. ( 4a) - (Abstract of

Technologic Paper of the Bureau of Standards No. 214, by

G. M. Williams. "Durability of Cement Drain Tile and

Concrete in Alkali Soils" ; Third Progress Report, 1919-

1920.) This progress report gives an account of the con-

dition in 1919-1920 of experimental drains laid in western

alkali districts in 1913 , and of large concrete blocks similarly

exposed in 1915. Both drain tile and concrete blocks were

made up in sufficient quantity and variety to be repre-

sentative of all qualities . The paper contains two ap-

pendices, one containing a summary of the absorption tests

on samples of all types of drain tile used in the investi-

gation, and the other a discussion of the occurrence of

soluble salts in the soil and their action on cement and

concrete.

Conclusions.-The following tentative conclusions have

been drawn :

1. The use of cement drain tile in soils where sulphates

occur in considerable quantities is hazardous. In certain

localities the best quality of tile disintegrated within six

years.

2. Porous or permeable tile, made from lean or dry mix-

tures, are subject to disintegration in sulphate waters of

relatively low concentrations.

3. Disintegration of mortar or concrete in sulphate waters

may be due in part to physical forces arising from crystal-

lization of salts in the pores, but it is primarily due to

chemical attack upon the cement.

4. In the best quality of tile the outer skin may some-

times remain apparently unaffected at the same time allowing

the alkali water to pass through and attack the mass under-

neath.

5. In tile of given quality exposed to sulphate waters,

the disintegrating effect seems to vary with the concentration.

6. Tile made by hand or with the packer-head type of

machine, and of sufficiently dry consistency to permit im-

mediate removal of the moulds, are less resistant to alkali

action than tile of a wetter consistency which requires their

retention in the molds for a period of hours.

7. Tile cured with steam seem to be no more resistant

to alkali attack than those cured by systematic sprinkling.

Tar and cement grout coatings were not effective in pro-

tecting the tile .

8. If cement drain tile are to be used in soils or waters

containing more than 0.1 per cent of sulphates, careful

consideration should be given to sub-surface conditions, the

quality of tile to be used, etc.

9. Quality of cement drain tile can best be measured by

permeability tests . There appears to be little definite rela-

tion between permeability and the related factors of porosity,

absorption, and density.

With regard to concrete the following tentative conclusions

have been drawn:

1. Materials of good quality and proper workmanship

are of great importance in the fabrication of concrete ex-

posed to alkali soils and waters.

2. Surface action on concrete blocks of good quality after

1 year's exposure has in most cases been progressive.
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CEMENT HARDENER

Notre Dame Academy,

Cleveland, O.

W. C. Jansen, Architect, Cleveland.

John Gill and Son, Contractor,

Cleveland.

Footsteps Down the

Corridors of Notre Dame-

have not abrased nor worn these tile-like floors. The restless,

scuffling feet of children, too ; and yet no appreciable wear in

almost eight years of constant use. And the colors- Red and

Grey-as steadfast as the day the floors were laid.

That's Masterbuilt Floors performance here and everywhere. In

public buildings, schools and institutions, as well as in other

structures where dustproof, wearproof and waterproof floors

are of real
consideration Masterbuilt is supreme.

Master Builders Red Hardner-other colors, too-gives concrete

the effect and "class" of tile, with a durability and saving that

is satisfaction at its utmost. We have a book for architects that

it is a pleasure to send.

For Specifications see Pages 202, 203, 7th Edi-

tion, Sweet's Engineering Catalog, and Pages

102 and 103, 16th Architectural Edition

THE
MASTER

BUILDERS
COMPANY

OFFICES,
CLEVELAND, O.

Factories, Cleveland, and Irvington, N. J.

Sales Offices in Seventy Cities

Notre Dame Convent

1325 Ansel Road, Cleveland, Ohio

The Master Builders Co. ,

1836 Euclid Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :

March 1 , 1922.

Subject : Masterbuilt Floors.

Seven and a half years ago, when our new build-

ing was erected, your Masterbuilt Red Floors were

installed in corridors on the first floor of our build-

ing and Grey Masterbuilt Floors in our basement

corridors, showers, locker-rooms, boiler-room and

outside court.

These floors have been subjected, during the

above period, to very severe wear, particularly the

Red Floors, over which 700 children pass several

times daily. The floors today, after seven and a

half years of wear, are in perfect condition. The

color has been retained in the Red Floors, which

have answered every purpose that tile would have

answered in the first place.

We shall be pleased to have you inspect these

floors at any time.

Very truly yours,

THE SISTERS OF NOTRE DAME.

LesterMaryEvarista.

Lupornin

Masterbuilt

Floors,

Awarded Silver Medal at Premier Exposition

MASTER BUILDERS HARDNER

An integral metallic hardner for

hardening and dust-proofing ce-

ment floors. Grey for utility and

Red for decorative effects.

tested for twelve years.
Time-

TRADE MARK

Practical Building Arts, Paris, 1919

MASTER MIX. An integral cement

accelerator-hardner, waterproofer

and anti-freeze compound.

SANISEAL. A liquid preparation

for hardening and dust-proofing

cement floors after they are laid.

Also furnished in crystal form.
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3. The extent and rapidity of disintegration depends upon

concentration of soluble sulphates.

4. Disintegration of concrete blocks, containing reinforc-

ing rods has in some cases been aided by corrosion of the

rods and consequent splitting of the concrete.

5. Concrete structures exposed to alkali waters should

be given all possible protection by drainage.

6. Concrete of the best quality will disintegrate if ex-

posed to sufficiently high concentrations of alkali , such as

were encountered in some of the locations where the test

blocks were installed .

So far as the tests indicate, the resistance to alkali action

of mass concrete, made of the same aggregates and exposed

to the same concentrations, varies with the cement content

or richness of mix. This again seems to indicate that

strength and permeability rather than absorption, are the

governing factors in determining the quality and durability

of concrete under alkali exposure.

Quantities of Materials for Concrete. ( 4b1 )— (Bulletin

No. 9-Structural Materials Research Laboratory-By Duff

A. Abrams and Stanton Walker. Pages 21. Size 6″ x 9 ″ .)—

This bulletin gives tables of proportions and quantities of

materials required to produce concrete of a given com-

pressive strength. By varying the proportion of water,

cement and aggregates concrete of the same compressive

strength may be produced by using fine and coarse ag-

gregates of a wide range of different sizes.

Purpose of Tables.-To furnish a guide in the selection

of mixtures to be used in preliminary investigations of

the strength of concrete.

To indicate proportions which may be expected to pro-

duce concrete of a given strength under average conditions

where control tests are not made.

To furnish a basis for comparing the relative economies

of concretes made by combining aggregates of different sizes,

when the workability and strength of the resulting concrete

are taken into account. (In other words, it is not necessary

to restrict aggregate sizes to those usually mentioned in

specifications. )

To furnish a basis for making changes in proportions to

compensate for variations in size and grading of aggregates

or workability of the concrete during the progress of the

work.

Fundamental Considerations .-The strength of a concrete

mixture depends on the quantity of mixing water in the

batch, expressed as a ratio to the volume of cement so long

as the concrete is workable and the aggregates are clean

and structurally sound. The strength of the concrete de-

creases as the water-ratio increases.

The effect of differences in the quantity of cement is re-

flected by differences in the water- ratio. In richer mixtures,

a given condition of workability can be produced with a

lower water-ratio, and consequently give higher strengths.

There is an intimate relation between the size and grading

of the aggregate and the quantity of water required to

produce concrete of a given workability. The strength of

concrete is affected by the size and grading of aggregate

only in so far as the quantity of mixing water is influenced

by these variables, so long as the aggregate is not graded

too coarse for proper workability. Finer aggregates require

more water for a given plasticity and quantity of cement,

and therefore give lower strengths than the coarser ag-

gregates.

It is not necessary, or desirable, that the aggregate be

proportioned according to any fixed grading ; wide varia-

tions in gradings of aggregate may occur without affecting

the quantity of mixing water or the quality of the concrete.

The classification of all aggregate finer than 4 in. as fine

aggregate, and that above this size as coarse aggregate,

is purely an arbitrary division. Aggregates separated into

any sizes may be proportioned to give desired results, so

long as the grading will give workable concrete. The

separation of aggregates into two sizes is desirable to facili-

tate uniform proportioning of successive batches.

Plasticity or workability is an essential requirement of

concrete for structural purposes. If a high degree of work-

ability is necessary, this factor must be taken into account

in designing the mixture. It is essential that the work-

ability be kept under proper control .

Properties of Ordinary Wood Compared With Ply-

wood. (19e6 )— ( Technical Note No. 131. Forest Products

Laboratory.)- Wood is a nonhomogeneous material , with

widely different properties in the various directions relative

to the grain. The Forest Products Laboratory has found

that the tensile strength of wood may be 20 times as high

parallel to the grain as perpendicular to the grain, and

its modulus of elasticity from 15 to 20 times as high. In

the case of shear the strength is reversed, the shearing

strength perpendicular to the grain being much greater than

parallel to the grain. The low parallel-to-the-grain shearing

strength makes the utilization of the tensile strength of

wood along the grain difficult, since failure will usually

occur through shear at the fastening before the maximum

tensile strength of the member is reached.

The large shrinkage of wood across the grain with chang-

ing moisture content may introduce distortions in a board

that decreases its uses where a broad, flat surface is desired.

The shrinkage from the green to the oven-dry condition

across the grain for a flat-sawed board is about 8 per cent

and for quarter-sawed board about 42 per cent while

the shrinkage parallel to the grain is practically negligible

for most species.

It is not always possible to proportion a solid plank so

as to develop the necessary strength in every direction and

at the same time utilize the full strength of the wood in

all directions of the grain. In such cases it is the purpose

of plywood to meet this deficiency by cross banding, which

results in a redistribution of the material.

In building up plywood a step is made in obtaining

equality of properties in two directions, parallel and per-

pendicular to the edge of a board . The greater the num-

ber of plies used for a given panel thickness, the more

homogeneous in properties is the finished panel. Broadly

speaking, what is gained in one direction is lost in the

other. For a very large number of plies it may be assumed

that the tensile strength in two directions is the same and

that it is equal to the average of the parallel-to-the-grain

and perpendicular-to-the-grain values of an ordinary board.
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BOILERS

AMERICAN

IDEAL WATER TUBE

RADIATOR

COMPANY

Making CoalWork!

ANis often a victim ofhis environ-

MAN
ment. So also is coal. It refuses

to do good work except under ideal cir-

cumstances.

In the fire-pot and flue chambers of

the IDEAL 79" WATER TUBE BOILER Coal

works as it never worked before. Study

the cross section of this boiler above.

Notice how the walls of the large fire-

box and ash-pit are waterfilled. The radi

ant heat, given off by the intensely hot

flame, is completely absorbed. Passing to

the rear the gases move over a water-

backed bridge wall into a large combus-

tion chamber, then travel upward and

forward into the lower gallery of tubes.

hav-Reaching the front, these gases,

ing given up most of their heat, rise into

the upper gallery of tubes where they

sift to the rear, passing out through the

smoke-hood with practically all heat ex-

tracted.

Smokeless combustion is obtained by

admitting highlyheated air at the bridge

wall which mingles with the unburned

gases and causes them to be completely

consumed in the combustion chamber.

Making coal work is but one of many ad-

vantages ofthe IDEAL 79" WATER TUBE BOILER.

It has so many new and interesting points of

construction that a booklet is necessary to

present them adequately.

Your name on your letterhead will bring a

copy to you. Address the nearest office below.

AMERICAN RADIATORCOMPANY AMERICAN DEAL

IDEALBoilers and AMERICANRadiators for every heating need

RADIATORS BOILERS

104 West 42nd Street, New York Dept 115 816 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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PLATE GLASS

Use

PLATE

Glass

A

Makes all the difference in the world

HO
US
ES

of
OUSES of the better kind

use plate glass in the win-

dows as a matter of course. From

inside or outside, plate glass win-

dows impress the observer with a

fine sense of perfect architectural

finish.

Plate glass makes all the differ-

enceintheworld. Ordinaryglass

cannot compare with it in artistic

effect. The true surface of plate

glass, with its perfect reflections,

is inviting and restful-looking, and

a promise of an elegant interior.

There are no humps and hollows,

no wavylines or accidental swirls,

no distorted shadows that wave

and wiggle and annoy the eye.

Plate glass is the proper glass

for a well-planned home, office

building or hotel. It lifts a house

out of the ordinary.

Inside of the house, too, there

are dozens of uses for plate glass

to make the home more livable,

rentable or salable-plate glass

shelves in the bathroom and

kitchen, full-length plate glass

mirrors in closet doors, plate glass

doors for vestibules, plate glass

push-plates for swinging doors.

All these details can be installed

at little cost, and in some cases the

cost is less than other materials.

PLATE GLASS MANUFACTURERS of AMERICA

Genuine

PLATE GLASS

MADE
in

U.S.A.

Use Plate Glass for:

Table Tops

Mirrors

Windshields

Closed CarWindows

Desk Tops

Ventilators

Nothing Else

is Like it
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TILES

Industrial Uses of Tiles

To

O THOSE who design industrial structures

and
equipment, the Associated Tile Manu-

facturers offer a co-operative service which has

proved of great value .

Definite answers to definite questions pertain-

ing to the effective tiling of food factories, paper

mills, bottling and refrigerating plants, packing

houses and other buildings, are the objects of this

service.

It covers such installations as laboratories,

chemical hoods, oil tanks, brine vats, agitators,

stuff chests, hoppers, reservoirs and similar con-

tainers, or wherever a tile lining may be required for

reasons of cleanliness, permanence or economy.

Information on the resistance of tiling against

acid or alkaline reactions, under high or low tem-

perature conditions, is furnished. Suitable appli-

cation methods are recommended.

Requests for this co-operative service will be

cheerfully complied with by the association .

THE ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS

BEAVER FALLS, PA.
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ROOFING (Asbestos) XXV

11th Church ofChrist Scientist

Chicago, Ill.

L. E. Stanhope, Architect

JOHNS
MANVILLE1 SERVICE

COVERS
THE CONTINENT

Through-

Asbestos

and its allied products

INSULATION

BRAKE LININGS

ROOFINGS

PACKINGS

CEMENTS

FIRE
PREVENTION
PRODUCTS

THERE is an air of permanence about the

building above-you almost know that its un-

seen roof is asbestos.

In the minds of well-informed architects,

permanence and Asbestos Roofing are always

associated.

Just as the name "Johns Manville" is always

linked in mind with an exceptional service to

the profession.

Branches in all large cities

JOHNS-MANVILLE

Asbestos Roofing

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XXVI BUILDING MATERIAL (Cement)

What Is Cement?

What is this finer-than-flour building material

called cement, that you can mix with water, sand,

and stone or pebbles, and cast into all sorts of shapes

that become as hard and enduring as solid rock?

2 2 2

Portland cement consists principally of silica,

lime, and alumina. In cement manufacture these

are obtained from (1) Cement rock and limestone ;

(2) Limestone or marl and shale or clay; (3) Blast-

furnace slag and limestone.

First the rock is quarried and transported to the

mill. Then it is ground to a powder, analyzed, and the

several ingredients mixed in accurate proportions.

Next it is subjected to long and graduallyincreas-

ing heat until, at about 3000 degrees Fahrenheit,

the mixed materials decompose and fuse into hard

balls, known as clinker.

Then this hard clinker is cooled, mixed with a

definite proportion of gypsum, and again ground to

a powder so fine that at least 78 per cent of it will

pass through a sieve having 40.000 holes to the

square inch.

Finally this finished product must be analyzed

to determine that it conforms to the exacting speci-

fication requirements of cement manufacture.

packed in bags and placed in cars for shipment.

The manufacture of cement is a complex process

involving great care, skill and expense, and requir-

ing an enormous capital investment.

This Is theAgeofCement

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

111 West Washington Street

CHICAGO

TO FURTHER THE
BEST INTERESTS OF CEMENT

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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WINDOWS (Casement) XXVII

CRITTALL

ANNOUNCES A DIFFERENT WINDOW

BEBECE

IT

TT is a weather tight steel window with

desirable qualities no other so completely

meets. It has no weights or pulleys, can be

adjusted to any desired angle andwhen open

stays in position without fastening.

It reverses to permit quicker, safer cleaning

from the inside. Ventilation can be directed

to any part of the room. With window

shades adjusted, it provides effective protec-

tion from the sun.

It is made ofthe finest materials bythe same

craftsmen who build the Crittall Steel Case-

ments, yet is priced for usein office buildings,

hospitals, schools and similar structures.

We Suggest that You Write

for Details and Specifications

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW CO.

Manufacturers Michigan

SASH

PARTLY
REVERSED

Detroit

S
A
S
H

PA
RT
LY

SASH PAOPEN

O
P
E
N

FRICTION SLIDEBAR
CONTROLLING SASH
FOR ANY DESIRED
AMOUNTOFVENTILATION

SECTION
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XXVIII
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VALVES
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Valves and Banks

THE BROAD STREET
NATIONAL BANK

-RE
G

. U
S PAT.

OFF.

TRADE

JENKINS

MARK

4

JenkinsBroż

Sectional View Fig. 168,

Jenkins Standard Radiator Valve

B

ANKERS usually pride themselves on

the permanence, strength, and dependa-

bility of their institutions. Perhaps this same

pride is carried into their bank buildings, for it

is general for banks to be equipped, in every

detail, with the finest and best.

The fact that Jenkins Valves are so univer-

sally selected for bank equipment is perti-

nently significant of Jenkins reputation and

prestige. In every locality, in large and

small bank buildings, you will find Jenkins

Valves installed. The buildings shown here

are typical of the many "Jenkins equipped"

banks throughout the country.

(1 ) Dime Savings Bank Bldg. , Detroit, Mich.-D.

H. Burnham and Company, Architects.

(2 ) Bankers' Building, Boston, Mass. - Clinton J.

Warren, Architect.

(3) Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. -Fav-

rot and Livaudais , Architects.

(4) Broad Street National Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.

-Paul A. Davis, 3rd, Architect.

Avoid imitations and substitutions by writing gen-

uine Jenkins "Diamond Marked" Valves into your

specifications.

JENKINS BROS.

New York

London

Boston Philadelphia
Chicago

Montreal

JenkinsValves

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
August, 1922
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PAINTS AND ENAMELS .
XXIX

LIBERTY HIGH SCHOOL, Bethlehem, Pa.

SWEET

Architect, VERUS T. RITTER, Philadelphia

Walls and ceilings throughout finished with

Sherwin-Williams FLAT-TONE

FLAT-TONE, Sherwin -Williams Wall Finish, because of

its velvet-like texture, its high light diffusing qualities

without glare and its remarkable washability, has been

selected for the interior decoration of thousands ofschools.

Flat-Tone colors have recently been adopted as standard

for schools in the States ofIndiana,West Virginia, andTen

nessee. Wewill gladly furnish data giving the light reflection

values ofvarious colors and elevations showing thestandard

school room color schemes ofthe above States to any inter-

ested architect who will address us on his letterhead.

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

805 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland , Ohio

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION August, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS



XXX BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)
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The Wrigley Building, at the new Michigan Boulevard Bridge, Chicago. Graham, Anderson,

Probst & White, Architects. This magnificent building is faced and trimmed on all sides, from

sidewalk to searchlight, with White Enamel Terra Cotta, manufactured and set by this Company.

THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA COTTA CO.

CHICAGO

August, 1922
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HEATING EQUIPMENT XXXI

BYERS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, DENVER, COLORADO

Architects

W. M. BOWMAN & CO.

Denver

Plumbing Contractor

JOHNSON & DAVIS CO.

Denver

In the Byers Junior High

School, of which Denver is so

justly proud, "Clow through-

out" was specified.

The reason Clow plumbing

is found in so many fine

schools is the years of satis-

factoryand economical service

which its use guarantees.

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS

General Offices

534-546 S. Franklin Street, Chicago

Sales offices in the principal cities

CLO
W

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
August, 1922
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XXXII
WATER HEATERS (Gas)

Information that will help you

plan water
heating

plants.

IN

N our new Architects' Manual, now ready for distribution , are

detailed specifications of the various types of Humphrey Gas Water

Heaters, with complete information on capacities, installation and

operating costs. Architects will fine this reference work convenient in

planning heater installation. We will be glad to send it, on request.

HUMPHREY
COMPANY

(Div. Ruud Mfg. Co.)

KALAMAZOO
MICHIGAN

HUMPHREY

AUTOMATIC GAS WATER HEATER

OUR Architects' Man-
ual includes : Method

of calculating proper size

heater, table of capacities

of various types of heat-

ers, number of gallons per

minute each type delivers

at different
temperatures,

fitters'
specifications,

roughing in dimensions,

detailed installation in-

formation ,
suggestions for

arrangement, specifications

and description of differ-

ent types of heaters.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

AMPIREYS

R
E
Y
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MANUAL

TFICATIONS
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ROOFING (Composition)
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XXXIII

BUILT-UP ROOFING

ww
w

-used on the world's

largest single unit

automobile body plant

THE

HE Fisher Body Ohio Company

plant in Cleveland is the largest,

finest and most efficient institution of

its kind in the world.

Such a plant deserves the best roof ob-

tainable.

Carey Feltex built-up roofing was used

because it is the best type ofroofing for

the purpose and because it is the best

make of roofing of this type.

Ask us to furnish the facts and figures

on which these broad statements are

based.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY

507-527Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

SEE OUR
CATALOGUE

SWEETS

The Fisher

BodyPlant

Cleveland

Albert Kahn, Detroit; Architect. Thompson-Starrett Co.. Cleveland: Contractors
· 13 22

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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JOURNAL PUBLICATIONXXXIV BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

EDMONDS

Marble Entrances have an individu-

ality and impressiveness found in

no other material.

OPTICIAN

In the case of the Southern Building

the architect employed

White Vermont Marble

A pleasing blend of beauty and

permanence.

Many another structure has been

given a touch of elegance in this

manner.

G
O
O
D

S
W
I
R
A

• C
O
R
D

ORAL VERMONT MARBLE CO.

PROCTOR, VERMONT

V
E
R
M
O
N

T
I
M
E

M
A
R
B
L
E

Branches in the large cities

EDMONDS

ENTRANCE TO SOUTHERN BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

A. B. Heaton, Architect

Perspective

THE

HE third revised and enlarged edition of

this elementary text-book, compiled by

Ben J. Lubschez, F.A.I.A. , as a result of his

many years' experience in perspective and in

teaching , with marked success, the science to

beginners.

The late Prof. Frank D. Sherman , School of

Architecture, Columbia University, called it

"an admirable presentation of the subject,

clear, concise and expressed in language as

becomes a simple graphical process.

Illustrated with plans and designs.

Price, $2.00 post paid.

""

The Press of the
American

Institute of
Architects , Inc.

313 East 23d Street, New York City

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

a

THIRD NATIONAL BANK

XXXV

Q

THIRD NATIONAL BANK

Third National Bank Building, Scranton , Pa.

Before being remodeled

Dockworth Brothers, Architects

Note: When this building was previously illustrated

in the advertising of this Association, the name of

Architect for original building was, in error, given

as Architect for the Alteration also

LAMESTONE

Booklets on Indiana Limestone

willbe mailed on request

Third National Bank Building, Scranton , Pa. After being remodeled

Edward Langley, Architect for the Alteration

When Planning Buildings

Prepare for Future Expansion

When the owners of the Third National Bank Build-

ing at Scranton found it practicable to remodel and

enlarge their Indiana Limestone building, they pur-

chased the adjacent site, moved the old building to

the center of it and added two wings to the old front.

The illustration shows the old and new buildings.

The original bank front is that central portion ofthe

present front, composed of four columns and the pedi-

ment above. The present building is a tribute to the

ingenuity ofthe Architectwho so effectively remodeled

the old building, utilizing all of the stone.

Architects and owners who select Indiana Limestone

do so with the assurance that the quarries from which

this stone is obtained will be in operation years hence,

producing the same stone, when alterations or addi-

tions to the original structure are required. This fact

is of the utmost importance when recommending and

selecting a building stone.

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Box 769, Bedford, Indiana

Metropolitan Service Bureau, 622 Marbridge Building, NewYork City

INDIANALIMES
TONE

THE NATION
'S BUILDI

NG STONE

August, 1922
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XXXVI FILTERS ROOFING (Slate) FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

LOOMIS-MANNING

FILTERS

L

Wm. H. Jackson Co.

746 So. Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO , ILL.

NEW YORK SHOWROOMS-2 WEST 47TH STREET

CAN BE

PROPERLY CLEANED

This is absolutely necessary if a

filter is to do good work. By moving

one lever, a cleansing action is set

up which breaks up and really cleans

(not just stirs a little) the filter bed.

The Loomis Cutting Plate is what

makes the difference between real and

fictitious cleaning-and that means a

good or poor filter.

**

Marble, Stone and Wood

Mantels in Period Designs

Andirons, Firetools,

Fire Screens , Etc.

Any Design and Finish desired

I

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1437 South 37th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1880

We specialize in furnishing and installing tile

work for Natatoriums and Swimming Pools in

Clubs, Y. M. C. A. Buildings, Private Residences

and Out - Door Pools.

JudorStone

BODE
The Winkle

Terra Cotta Company

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural

Terra Cotta

Charles M. Schwab

Farm Buildings, Loretta, Pa.
Murphy& Dana

Architects

The quaint, OldWorld
appearance of these buildings

has been successfully maintained by the use of Tudor

Stone, in appropriate tints and shades, for the roofs.

Rising-and-NelsonState
Company

Quarries and Main Office, West Pawlet, Vermont

Architects' Service Department, 101 Park Avenue, New York

CHICAGO

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON

In All Colors and Finishes

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

An Attractive Display

Of Lighting Fixtures in all

Periods for the Home, Hotel,

Theatre, Bank, or Public

Building, may be seen at our

Galleries

HOISTS

G&G

Stit

1813

WALK

SIDE

WALK
LEVEL

XXXVII

G&G

We invite Architects and

Owners to avail themselves of

ourserviceand visit our work-

shops where special lighting

effects for all purposes are

daily in the process of manu-

facture

Victor S. Pearlman & Co.

Creators of exclusive lighting fixtures

533-535 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

G & G Model E Hoist raises electrically, lowers by gravity

COMPLETE G&G Telescopic

HoistEquipment for Ash Removal

Provides Safe Sidewalk Openings-

Saves Time and Labor-

Complies with ALL Municipal Ordinances

SPECIFY, Grated Models C, D or E electrically

PECIFY G&G Telescopic Hoist (Models A or B

operated) WITH

G&G Sidewalk Doors that set flush with sidewalk.

G&G Spring Guard Gates that automatically close the

opening at sidewalk level.

G&G Automatic Door Opening and Closing Device that

operates sidewalk doors and locks them, whether in

open or closed position.

G&G Operator's Ladder that permits direct passage be-

tween cellar and grade levels.

G&G Swing Bail Ash Cans that have great strength and

durability plus the important " swing bail" feature.

G&G Ash Can Truck for quick handling of cans in

cellar.

G&G Electric Warning Bell required by some cities.

Genuine G&G Products

bear the G&G name plate

Data in Sweets

GILLIS & GEOGHEGAN

546 West Broadway

The

G

ELECTRIC

REG.US.PAT.OFF.

New York

TelescopicHoist

WithAutomaticStopandGravityLoweringDevice

G&GG

G&G

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XXXVIII LIGHTING SERVICEHARDWARE

ORD CAD Wherever good taste prevails over the "highly polished and heavily plated"

notion the Rixson Class No. 70 Butts are being used. The Harkness Memorial

illustrated herewith is a striking example.

These Butts are furnished in malleable Iron Sand-Blasted and in Black Rustless Iron . The

Sand-Blasted Butts are generally being used and painted at the job to match the trim.

The price is so low that these Butts are often submitted in competition with the cheapest Butts made, yet Architects con-

sider them good enough to use where otherwise high priced Bronze Butts would be used.

Complete catalogue containing 58 pages sent free to readers of "The Journal."

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF IMPROVED MECHANISMS

IN BUILDERS' HARDWARE

Class No. 70

Butt

4450 Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill. 1210 Architects Bldg., New York N. Y.

James Gamble Rogers,

Architect

Marc Eidlitz & Son,

Builders

Harkness Memorial, Yale University

2,289 Pairs of 4x4 Class No. 70 Butts Furnished

Chicago Theatre, Rapp & Rapp, Architects

Luminaire
Studios

Because of the
development and

application of

advanced lighting methods, our
organization

ofDesigners andEngineers has becomeknown as

"The Clearing House for Lighting Ideas ."

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

Light Control

THE effect of even your most

beautiful building or interior is

lost unless you include equipment

designed to light it effectively.

X-RayReflector
s

BRILLIANC

of many types give you perfect

control of light and serve as a

means of emphasizing the

architectural detail of your work.

Step into our Studios and

ask for a demonstration

ofthe particular lighting

result you wish to get.

NationalX-Ray

Reflector Co.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

237 W. Jackson Blvd.

LOS ANGELE
S
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DOORS (Metallic)

DAHLSTRO
M

1
8

604

6

S

10%

灣

WIRE GLASS

A CORRIDOR OF THE MAIL SERVICE

BLD'G, N.Y.C. SHOWING DAHLSTROM

DOORS AND TRIM IN ACTUAL USE

XXXIX

M
I
S
S
I
S
S
I
P
P

WIRE

G
L
A
S
S

C
o

W

FIRE

RETARDANTN
o
3
2

SERVICE

The first installation of hol-

low metal doors was made in

1905 by the Dahlstrom Metallic

Door Company. This installa-

tion has been in constant use

for seventeen years and has

never required refinishing.

Our Architectural Portfolio will be gladly

sent free to practicing architects upon

request on business letterheads

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR CO.

439 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NEW YORK

25 Broadway

CHICAGO

19 South LaSalle Street

DETROIT

1331 Dime Bank Bldg.

Representatives In All Principal Cities.
S
T
R
O
M

ATE
NT

Cass Gilbert, Architect

THEWOOLWORTH BUILDING

AWire Glass Installation from theWestern

Union Building through a Polished Wire

Glass Installation

SA
MP
LE
S

ED
WITH

ARCHITECTS CORPORATION
NEWYORK

CITY

Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Croisic Bldg. , NEW YORK

ST. LOUISCHICAGO

4
3

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XL
BUILDING MATERIAL ( Granite)

LIGHTING SERVICE

The Noblest of Building Stone

HIBERNIA BANK & TRUST CO.

Favrot & Livaudis, Architects

A. C. Bossom, Associate Architect

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

equipped with

Frink
Reflectors

including

Continuous Bank Screen Reflectors

Single and Double Desk Reflectors

Polaralite Signs

Our
Engineering

Department is co-

operating with the leading architects

in laying out and designing the light-

ing of prominent buildings thruout

the
country. We hope we can be

of service to you.

"Specify Frink Reflectors"

I.P.

FRINK,
Inc.

24th Street and 10th Avenue, NewYork

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.
161 Summer Street

DETROIT, MICH.

325 State Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

77 O'Farrell Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

336 The Arcade

SEATTLE, WASH.

609 Seaboard Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Franklin Trust Bldg.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

17 Greenwood Bldg.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

415 West Main Street

A splendid example of carefully studied granite

detailing. Freer Gallery, Washington, D. C.

Chas. A. Platt, Architect

A Suggestion for

the Economical

Specifying of Granite

The physical properties of different building

stones and the processes of fabrication vary

so, that alternate estimates on granite, based

on a limestone or marble specification are

bound to be unfavorable to granite.

But a specification drawn with granite tech-

nique in mind will result in workmore near-

ly perfect both architecturally and econom-

ically. If we could be of service to you

with suggestions for the economical speci-

fying of Granite, we would be pleased to

hear from you.

NATIONAL BUILDING GRANITE

QUARRIES ASSN., Inc.

31 State Street, Boston

H. H. Sherman, Secretary

GRANITE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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WINDOWS (Casement) ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK (Interior) HEATING SERVICE XLI

enso

MEMORIAL PULPIT

MEMORIALS THAT INSPIRE

"My voice shall with thy future visions blend

And reach into thy heart when mine is cold."

Monuments of every kind have been

erected to perpetuate the memory of

the well beloved since history began.

Themost fitting place for such memo-

rial is in a hallowed church interior,

and the most expressive medium is

beautifully carved wood.

Manyexamples ofappropriate memo-

rials are illustrated in our book on this

subject. Let us place a copy in your

hands if you desire suggestions.

THE WOOD CARVING STUDIOS OF

AmericanSeatingCompany

NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

695-119 W. 40th St. 1092 Lytton Bldg. 710-250 S. Broad St.

11%

(Section from drawing in Manual)

MONARCH

Automatic CASEMENT STAY

(See A. I. A. File 27c2)

Holds securely - prevents slam-

ming. Can be applied to sash-

right or left, top or bottom- con-

cealed or exposed.

Satisfactory friction assured by a

slight turn of outer tube.
2

Fully described in "Manual of Casement Hard-

ware Detail"-If a copy is not in your files, a

post card will bring you a copy.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.

4940 Penrose Street St. Louis, Mo.

Handling Condensat

Dunham Return Trap

DUNAM

In buildings of moder-

ate size janitors or firemen

frequently have other du-

ties besides the care of

the heating plant. As a

rule, pressures are per-
mitted to vary over a

considerable range. The

Dunham Return Trap

proves a very necessary

addition to such an in-

stallation.

Principle of Operation:
Fills with condensate;

steam valve opens, air

valve closes, equalizing

pressure between boiler and trap ; condensate flows

back to boiler by its own weight, emptying trap;

steam valve closes, air valve opens, permitting free

vent of air from radiators as condensate accumulates.

Especially designed for low pressure heating service.

Three sizes, capacities 3,500 to 10,000 square feet

direct radiation. Complete data on request.

C. A. DUNHAM CO.

230 EAST OHIO STREET CHICAGO

52 Branch and Local Sales Offices

in the United States and Canada

Foreign Sales Offices in London and Paris

The U
N
H
A
M

The

REG. TRADE MARK

HEATING SERVICE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XLII MAIL CHUTES MAUSOLEUMS AND MEMORIALS FURNITURE (Laboratory)

The Stamford War Memorial

Geo. Albree Freeman, Arch. The Presbrey-

Leland Co., Builders

MA USOLEUMS AND

MEMORIALS FOR THE

CHURCH AND CEMETERY

ARCHITECTURAL CARVING

IN GRANITE AND MARBLE

WORK ERECTED THROUGHOUT

THE UNITED STATES

QUARRIERS MANUFACTURERS

AND BUILDERS

THE PRESBREY-LELAND CO.

DESIGNERS AND WORKERS IN STONE

STUDIOS AND ADMINISTRATION OFFICES

681 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

PRINCIPAL WORKS : BARRE, VT.

SHOPS : KENSICO, N. Y.; WOODLAWN,

N. Y. C.; HARTFORD, CT.; NASHVILLE,

TENN. ·

THE
CUTLER,

MAIL
CHUTE

Reduced costs and in-

creased
volume of busi-

ness enable us to
maintain

ourhigh
standard ofqual-

ity at a
material reduc-

tion in price.

Specify Model F.
stand-

ard
equipment

.

CUTLER MAIL
CHUTE CO.

OFFICES AND
FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

Kewaunee

Laboratory Furniture

For Schools, Manufacturing Plants, etc.

The service of our Engineering Department is at the

disposal of Architects who contemplate designing special
equipment.

In many cases, however, you will find special equip

ment unnecessary, as our line contains over 500 designs,

some one of which may answer satisfactorily your par-
ticular needs.

Ask for a copy of the Kewaunee Book

KewauneeMfg.Co.LABORATORY

124 LINCOLN STREET, KEWAUNEE, WIS.

Chicago
Houston
Denver

New York Office, 70 Fifth Avenue

Branch Offices:

Little Rock

Columbus

Phoenix

Minneapolis Kansas City
Albuquerque

Spokane

Omaha

Jackson, Miss.

San Francisco

Salt Lake City

Oklahoma City

Baton Rouge

Greensboro, N. C.

Toronto, Canada

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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CONCRETE HARDENER

SONNEBORN PRODUCTS

APIDOLITH

TRADE MARK

The Liquid Chemical Dustproofer and

Wearproofer of Concrete Floors

If you have not yet tested or specified Lapidolith, we request you to let us

refer you to a lapidolized floor near you.

See for yourself how Lapidolith can be made an important asset in your pro-

fession by making new concrete floors failure-proof and old floors wearproof.

Lapidolized floors do not dust or wear. Untreated floors develop injurious

dust under use-they pit, crack and disintegrate.

Lapidolith has been used on over 250,000,000 square feet of old and new

concrete floors.

Writeformicrophotographs, sample hardened concrete blockand specification form

Comcoat

Guaranteed to Stay White Longer

Than Any Other Paint

Cemcoat the Industrial Enamel Paint goes further because it has the body.

Thus it is cheaper, for two coats do the work of three. It is particularly durable.

OTHER SONNEBORN PRODUCTS:

LIGNOPHOL
FOR WOODEN FLOORS

the modern wood preservative gives new life

to old or new wooden floors.

HYDROCIDE

A black tacky material for waterproofing foun-

dations and dampproofing the interior of ex-

posed walls. No furring or lathing necessary.

Binds perfectly with plaster.

Gloss , Flat, Eggshell for interiors. Gloss

and Flat for exteriors . White and colors .

Write for our specific guarantee color card

and literature .

L.SONNEBORN SONS, INC.

Dept. 21 , 116 Fifth Ave.
New York

SONNEBORN



COLLECTIONS SELECTIONS

Section of Banking Screen, Birmingham Trust & Savings Bank, Birmingham, Alabama

MILLER & MARTIN, Architects, Birmingham, Alabama

Alabama Veined Grade "A" used for this work.

ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

Sole producers and manufacturers of the standard grades of

Alabama Statuary

Alabama Selected A

Alabama Veined Grade A

Alabama Italian

Alabama Statuary Mosaic

Alabama Mixed Mosaic

Alabama Terrazzo

Alabama Grade A

Alabama Pocahontas

The best possible and the most satisfactory service in Interior Marble

can be obtained by dealing directly with the Manufacturing Producer.

The Reasons Why-

1. He has more marble to select from. 2. He can take the necessary waste

at a minimum of expense. 3. He can not evade his own responsibility.

4. His living depends on your satisfaction with work done for you in his

marble. 5. He has a pride in his material which insures his best effort

on every job. 6. Having the largest stock to draw from, he can make

the promptest deliveries. 7. His prices are the most reasonable.

ALABAMA
MARBLE

COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE, QUARRIES, AND FINISHING PLANT

GANTT'S QUARRY,
ALABAMA
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ELEVATORS

OTIS

For more
thana

half

century

The
World's

Word

For

Elevator

Safety

OTIS
ELEVATOR

COMPANY

Offices in allprincipalcities oftheworld
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Each bundle of Essco Heart Floor-

ing is identified with the heart-

shaped symbol as indicated in this
illustration. The label is pasted on

the under side of the flooring. Archi-

tects, Contractors, Builders and Home

Owners can accept it as the mark

on flooring of the very highest

quality.

Heart

Flooring

"From the HEART

ofthe PINE"

1. ESSCO HEART EDGE-GRAIN FLOORING is made only

of the heart-wood of the pine ; therefore, it is

remarkably durable.

2. It comes through our mills under the personal

direction of the mill manager himself.

3. It is finished so smoothly that almost no sanding

or scraping is necessary after it is laid-an

economy in labor.

4. It can be finished in a wide variety of ways,

thus insuring perfect harmony with the wood-

work, decoration and furnishings of your

home.

5. It compares favorably in beauty and durability

with the more expensive woods commonly used

for flooring.

6. It comes in long lengths, thus making it easy

to lay another economy in labor.

7. In our process of manufacture, it is graded

and regraded and graded again.

8. It is closely inspected for regularity of grain

and uniformity of color.

9. It is protected from the weather from the

moment it is made.

10. It is tied carefully into neat bundles and loaded

for shipment in clean cars.

11. It is obtainable either in Edge-grain or flat-grain,

3 and 4 inches wide.

ESSCO Flooring and other ESSCO lumber products are obtainable through

retail lumber dealers. If not available in your community, write us.

EXCHANGE SAWMILLS SALES CO.

Long Building

R. B. WHITE, President and General Manager

F. R. WATKINS, Secretary and Manager Yard Sales

Kansas City, Mo.

R. S. PRICE, Manager Railroad and Timber Sales

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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IV
PLUMBING FIXTURES
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CRANE BEAUTY IN THE OPEN CRANE EFFICIENCY IN ALL HIDDEN
EQUIPMENT

Thearchitect orbuilderwho speci-

fies Crane equipment throughout

in the sanitation, heating, refrig-

eration and drainage systems, is

assured of the utmost in comfort

and convenience and of depend-

ability in every detail .

Accuracy of design in the hidden

piping between walls and floors

insures not only continuous service,

but eliminates the expense of re-

placements that inferior or less

dependable materials might entail .

The entire facilities of Crane

Service are available to aid in the

selection of reliable equipment for

any building you may have under

consideration for any purpose.

CRANE

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING , 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE. , CHICAGO

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Thirty-five Cities

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City

Works: Chicago and Bridgeport

CRANE, LIMITED, MONTREAL. CRANE-BENNETT, LTD. , LONDON

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION : NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO

CIE. CRANE, PARIS

де
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VI
ROOFING (Barrett Specification)

Corner of Roof Showing Brick

Wallwith Flashing Block and

Flashing Installed

B
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ROOF

FLASHINGS

At last-Standard Flashings

Corner of Roof Showing
ConcreteWallwithFlashing

FormandFlashing Installed

Send for this Book

Youwrite "Finis" to your flashing troubles

when you write for the new Barrett Roof

Flashing Handbook.

For this book tells how to overcome all

difficulties that, in the past, have made flash-

ings the most troublesome feature of roofing.

It contains 48 pages of text, illustrations

and diagrams, explaining in detail the new

Barrett Flashings-why they prevent tearing

away at roof or parapet wall , how they take

care ofexpansion and contraction and settling

of the building, whytheyremain permanently

watertight without maintenance or repairs.

Because of a limited supply, we are unable

to distribute the book generally, but we

want to place a copy in the hands of every

architect, construction engineer, and roofing

contractor.

Your copy will be sent promptly, free of

charge, upon receipt of request written on

your business letterhead.

Better write today !

Our Service Department will gladly help

you with any roof flashing problems if you

will write our nearest branch.

The
Barrett Company

New York

St. Louis

Detroit

Chicago

Cleveland

New Orleans

Youngstown

Minneapolis Dallas
Seattle Peoria
Salt Lake City

Bangor
Lebanon

Columbus Richmond
Elizabeth Buffalo

Denver

THE

Montreal

Houston

Philadelphia
Cincinnati

Birmingham
Nashville

Atlanta

Washington
Milwaukee

Latrobe

Baltimore

Jacksonville

Boston

Pittsburgh
Kansas City

Syracuse
Duluth

Johnstown
Toledo
Bethlehem

Omaha

San Francisco

BARRETT COMPANY, Limited:

Toronto WinnipegVancouver St. John, N. B.

Halifax, N. S.
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DETAILS
AND

SPECIFICATIONS

For general distribution, Architectural

Service Sheets Nos. 7, 8, and 9, show

these Flashings in detail. Copies willbe

gladlyfurnishedfree by our nearest office
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VIII ROOFING (Tiles)

"IMPERIAL"

SHALE ROOFING TILES

We are grateful for the liberal

consideration given our materials

by our friends in the architectural

profession.

To facilitate service to our cus-

tomers we
recommend the placing

of orders as far in advance of re-

quirement as possible.

LUDOWICI-
CELADON

COMPANY

104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

S& SHOES

The Chalif Studios, 163 West 57th

Street, New York City, G. A. & H.

Boehm, Architects, illustrating excellent

tasteinthehandlingofrichpolychrome

treatment.

IX

The USE of COLOR

TERRA

ERRA COTTA offers a practically un-

limited palette for the richest effects in

color design.

Developments in modern ceramic chemistry

assure the accurate execution of color schemes

with only those variations of shade in the in-

dividual pieces which enhance the interest of

color expression. Rightly viewed these slight

irregularities of fire action are an element

of the greatest charm and artistic distinction.

The Chalif Studios illustrate this and are

an example of conspicuous success in the

harmonious relation of pale ivory marble and

gray manganese brick with polychrome terra

cotta for ornamental enrichment.

Send for our literature. Address: National

Terra Cotta Society, 19 West 44th Street,

New York City.

TERRA
COTTA

Permanent

Beautiful Profitable

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BOILERS AND RADIATORS

X

SMITH BOILERS

For Burning All Fuels-such as

Anthracite Coal

Coke

Bituminous Coal

Lignites

OilWood

Boilers for Low Pressure Steam and Hot Water Heating

RO/60
SMITH

BOILER

and Hot Water Supply

STANDARD

NO 60
SMITH
OILER

BOILERS

Mills Water Tube

[With Smokeless Furnace

SMITH With Grate Reduced

With Grate Full Size

H-B and Menlo

Smith Service Boiler

No. 60 Smith ۲۲۲

RADIATORS

DIRECTS

Single Column

Two Column

Three Column

Five Column

Window

and Wall

IIIIIII I I I III

No. 60 Smith

Grate Reduced

THE H. B. SMITH CO.

Manufacturers of Boilers and Radiators

NEW YORK, N. Y.

10 East 39th St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

17th and Arch Sts.

WESTFIELD, MASS.

57 Main St.

BOSTON

640 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.
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Shadows and Straws

N NEW YORK CITY, recently, a group of

plasterers presented a demand which is not unusual

in these times. Although the union rate of pay

is ten dollars a day, and they are now receiving twelve,

they asked for Sunday work at twenty-four dollars a

day. For reasons which had to do with an owner's

wish, they were conceded this demand. On the fol-

lowing Monday morning they again gave notice that

they must have Sunday work, at the same rate, as the

price of their continuance. This time, they were

refused. The architect calculated that their previous

Sunday's work had netted about one good half day

per man. On being refused their demand, they downed

tools and left the job.

I is

The occurrence is no doubt paralleled all over the

land. Plasterers are scarce. The market is in the

hands of the sellers of that particular kind of labor.

But the opinions expressed as a rule are severely con-

demnatory of this sort of action. Certainly it is not to

be upheld, but while any intelligent commentator must

be aware of the extent of this practice in all modern

business, since evidences of it are to be had in reading

a newspaper, there is one particular aspect of the matter

to which more attention might profitably be directed .

In this issue of the JOURNAL, Mr. Ackerman writes

on the "Division of Labor," and the incident of the

plasterers has a great deal to do with that question.

For example, it is because of the division of labor

that the plasterers were able to execute their frontal

attack. No other trade will today do plastering. In

former times this was not so. Bricklayers and masons

and plasterers often did each other's work. Now they

have apportioned among themselves their various activi-

ties. So it is all through the gamut of modern indus-

try. A vested interest, or its equivalent, has been

established. The practice obtains in all professions

and is thoroughly entrenched in business.

Running along with this evolutionary process there

may be discovered the shortage of skilled workers in

all lines of industry. The census statistics are illumi-

•

No. 9

nating, but the experience of architects generally bears

out the considered opinion of students. The number

of skilled workers is decreasing and the measure of

skill is likewise deteriorating. The Apprenticeship

Committee of the Congress of the Building Industry

in New York City is making the first concerted effort

of which we have heard to discover the facts in the

case and apply a remedy. They are being actively

supported financially by builders and by bankers, which

may fairly be taken as added evidence of the condi-

tions to which allusion is made.

Yet it is very plain, if one stops to think of it, that

the whole tendency of machine industry is to dispense

with skill and judgment. In other words a major

force is opposing a minor one. It has not passed un-

noticed, by any means. Dr. Ralph Adams Cram, in his

writings, has touched the question, though not prima-

rily, particularly in "Walled Towns." Mr. Arthur

J. Penty, also an architect though practising in Eng-

land, has probed the question deeply in his last work,

"Post Industrialism," which Dr. Cram is soon to

review in these columns.review in these columns. Mr. Ackerman, a third

architect, examines the question very closely, in the

article to which we refer, and it is significant that the

effect of the machine is being regarded with misgivings

throughout the western world. The east has long

suspected it. The friends of Japan have noted the

results of its adoption . The friends of China view its

incursions there with keen regret, and the Chinese

themselves are opposed to it. Rathenau, the assassin-

ated German Foreign Minister, intimately connected

with one of the greatest industrial establishments in

the world, expressed the opinion in his remarkable

writings, that machinery was one of the greatest

dangers to civilization.

Of what use to become acquainted with these facts?

Perhaps no more than it is to learn that the result of

the Cretan excavations completely changes the archeo-

logical inferences of the last hundred years. On the

other hand , in the event that one proposes to act, it is
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sometimes useful to know the nature of the forces

against which one is to contend . Such knowledge con-

serves fervor and often prevents a foolish investment of

energy. Life is a flow and gets rid of things by decay.

The machine,, speaking generally, will decay along with

the rest of things, unless the motive that now directs

it toward the destruction of man is changed.

LUNCHING with a member of the Royal Institute,

in London, in May, our conversation fell upon the

Royal Gold Medal, the award of which to Mr.

Hastings had then been announced . Our host men-

tioned Mr. McKim as having been the first American

architect to receive the medal, and, neglecting to look

up the fact, this error was so recorded in our August

issue, much to the editor's regret. The list of Royal

Gold Medalists is appended below, from which it will

be seen that Mr. Richard Morris Hunt was the first

American architect upon whom the medal was be-

stowed. The presentation address, and Mr. Hastings'

reply, appear in full elsewhere in this issue.

1848-Charles Robert Cockerell.

1849-Luigi Canina, Italy.

1850 Sir Charles Barry.

1851-Thomas L. Donaldson.

1852-Leo Von Klenze, Austria.

1853-Sir Robert Smirke.

1854-Philip Hardwick.

1855-J. I. Hittorff, France.

1856- Sir William Tite.

1857-Owen Jones.

1858- August Stuler, Germany.

1859-Sir G. Gilbert Scott.

1860- Sydney Smirke.

1861-J. B. Lesueur, France.

1862- Rev. Robert Willis.

1863- Anthony Salvin.

1864-E. Viollet-Le-Duc, France.

1865- Sir James Pennethorne.

1866-Sir M. Digby Wyatt.

1867-Charles Texier, France.

1868-Sir Henry Layard.

1869- C. R. Lepsius, Germany.

1870-Benjamin Ferrey.

1871-James Fergusson.

1872-Baron Von Schmidt, Austria.

1873-Thomas Henry Wyatt.

1874-Geo. Edmund Street.

1875-Edmund Sharpe.

1876-Joseph Louis Duc, France.

1877-Charles Barry.

1878-Alfred Waterhouse.

1879-Marquis de Vogüé, France.

1880-John L. Pearson.

1881-George Godwin.

1882-Baron Von Ferstel, Austria.

1883-Fras. Cranmer Penrose.

1884-William Butterfield.

1885-H. Schliemann, Germany.

1886-Charles Garnier, France.

1887-Ewan Christian.

1888-Baron Von Hansen, Austria.

1889-Sir Charles T. Newton.

1890-John Gibson.

1891-Sir Arthur Blomfield.

1892—César Daly, France.

1893-Rich. Morris Hunt, U.S.A.

1894-Lord Leighton.

1895-James Brooks.

1896-Sir Ernest George, R. A.

1897-Dr. P. J. H. Cuypers, Holland.

1898-George Aitchison.

1899-George Fredk. Bodley.

1900-Professor Rodolfo Amadeo Lanciani, D. C. L. Oxon.,

Italy.

1901-Not awarded owing to the death of Queen Victoria.

1902-Thomas Edward Collcutt.

1903-Chas. F. McKim, U.S.A.

1904-Auguste Choisy, France.

1905-Sir Aston Webb, K.C.V.O., C.B., R.A.

1906-Sir Alma-Tadema.

1907-John Belcher.

1908-Honoré Daumet, France.

1909-Sir Arthur John Evans, D.Litt., F.R.S.

1910-Sir Thomas Graham Jackson, Bart., R.A., LL.D.

1911-Wilhelm Dörpfeld, Germany.

1912-Basil Champneys.

1913-Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A.

1914-Jean Louis Pascal.

1915-Frank Darling, Canada.

1916-Sir Robert Rowand Anderson.

1917-Henri-Paul Nénot, Membre de l'Institut.

1918-Ernest Newton, C.B.E., R.A.

1919-Leonard Stokes.

1920-Charles Louis Girault, Membre de l'Institut.

1921- Sir Edwin Landseer Lutyens, R.A.

1922-Thomas Hastings, U.S.A.

The names of those deceased are printed in italics.

C. H. W.

O

The Autobiography of An Idea

CHAPTER IV.

A Vacation.

By LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

UR child became moody. Day by day the hill-

side school and all its doings irked him ruth-

lessly. In wood, field and meadow, his friends

the birds were free. Why should he remain within

these walls imprisoned and sad ? He was a child of

sudden resolves. On a morning early he went to the

pantry. As he glanced over the shelves, his thoughts

wandered to the pink and white smiling baker who

delivered "Parker House Rolls" every so often, and,

with a cheery word left thirteen for a dozen. "A

baker's dozen" he would say every time he drove up

to the kitchen door ; and then in a busy way inquire :

"How's all the folks?" "Guess I don't need ask

if this boy's a sample." Then he would make a quick

step into his light wagon and away with a rattling

The boy in the quiet pantry unbuttoned his

blouse, as his thoughts went on :-Not so at the school :

-Teacher was not always kind. Twice with a rattan

she had whipped the palm of his right hand while he

start.
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placed his free arm across his eyes and bent his head

and cried. It did not hurt much, but Teacher said it

hurt her more than it did him. She told all the class

So. She said she must make an example by having

him stand on the platform and she said she did it to

"learn him to mind and pay attention" ; that it was

her moral duty to do so ; that she could not fail in

her moral duty even though it pained her ; that she

punished not in anger but in grief ; and then she cried,

her forehead bowed between her hands, as she sat at

her desk on the raised platform ; he recalled that she

had cried this way every time she had whipped a

child, and she didn't whip very often either ; so he

bore her no ill will ; yet he wondered why he should

be whipped at school when he was never whipped or

punished at all, at home ; and again came floating

the thought of the dainty baker-man ; nimble, pink

faced, blue twinkling eyes and jolly chuckle. Thus

musing but intent he filled his blouse with rolls and

doughnuts and cookies and buttoned up. Also, he

had, hidden in his bosom, a small tin cup ; for he knew

where he was going. He was preparing to answer the

call of a wooded ravine through which wandered a

noisy rivulet. He had seen it but once, while on

a walk with Grandpa, but he marked it then as the

favored spot in his imaginary world. Once found and

marked for friendship, it often had called to him in

his school-a distant call-he could not come. This

morning it called to him irrevocably and nearby.

Without a word to any one he set forth, following the

Stoneham Road westward until he reached the gate

of a right of way leading northward. He climbed

the padlocked gate, and, following the road, soon passed

a long hillock to the left crowned with tall hardwood

trees, then down grade, then upgrade to a crest where

the road ended . He climbed the gate and in new

freedom, lightly traversing the down slope, reached the

depths of the promised land. One bright particular

spot was his goal. It lay in the narrow bottom of the

ravine just where the gurgling water passed hurriedly

among field stones under tall arching oaks. Here

was the exact spot for a dam. He got immediately to

work. He gathered the largest field stones he could

handle, and small ones too. He had seen Scotchmen

and Irish build farm walls and knew what to do. He

was not strong enough to use a stone hammer if he

had had one. So he got along without. He found
He found

a rusty remnant of a hoe, without a handle ; with this

he dug up some stiff earth. So with field stones, mud,

twigs and grass he built his dam. It was a mighty

work.

He was lost to all else. The impounded waters

were rising fast behind the wall, and leaking through

here and there. He must work faster. Besides, the

wall must lengthen as it grew higher, and it leaked

more at the bottom. He had to plug up holes. At last

child power and water power became unequal . Now

was at hand the grand climax-the meaning of all this

toil. A miniature lake had formed, the moment had

arrived. With all his strength he tore out the upper

center of the wall, stepped back quickly and screamed

with delight, as the torrent started, and, with one great

roar, tore through in huge flood , leaving his dam a

wreck.wreck. What joy ! He laughed and screamed. Was

he proud ? Had he not built the dam? Was he in

high spirits ? Had he not built this dam all by himself?

Had he not planned in advance just what happened?

Had he not worked as hard as he had seen big men

work ?work? Wasn't he a strong boy for his age? Could

anything at school or at home compare with this ? Ex-

hausted with work and delight he lay stretched on his

back, in the short grass, looking far up at the spreading

branches, glimpsing bits of blue between the leaves,

noting how these self-same leaves rustled softly, and

twinkled in the sunshine. This rested him. Then

hunger sharply called. He had câched his Parker

House rolls and doughnuts and cookies, and his tin

cup, on a big boulder in the shade. The "hired girl,'

Julia, had taught him to milk. Dipper in hand he

went afield to hunt up a cow. All cows were his

friends. Soon he had the dipper filled with warm

fragrant milk-his delight. Then came the repast

near the site of his triumph. Then he loafed and in-

vited his soul as was written by a big man about

the time this proud hydraulic engineer was born. But

he did not observe "a spear of summer grass " : he

dreamed. Vague day dreams they were ;-an arising

sense, an emotion, a conviction ; that united him in

spirit with his idols—with his big strong men who did

wonderful things such as digging ditches, building

walls, cutting down great trees, cutting with axes,

and splitting with maul and wedge for cord wood,

driving a span of great work-horses. He adored these

men. He felt deeply drawn to them, and close to them.

He had seen all these things done. When would he be

big and strong too ? Could he wait? Must he wait?

And thus he dreamed for hours. The shadows began

to deepen and lengthen ; so, satisfied, with a splendid

day of work and pondering, he reached home in time

for supper. Grandma said the usual grace, all heads

were bowed as she appealed to her Lord of love to

give strength and encouragement and to bestow his

blessing upon this small family in their daily lives and

tasks and trials and to give abundantly of His divine

strength unto all that loved and obeyed Him. But

the child's thoughts were concrete and practical ; paral-

lel to the prayer but more locally concentrated.

grandmama, in her appeal, spoke the beautiful old

French with its liquid double-ell. Her voice soft and

heartfelt meant peace on earth. He understood a

little of it ; he knew that the words Que Dieu nous

bénit which sounded to him like one word : Kudgernoo-

His
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baynee, meant : May God Bless us. He had no ob-

jection to God as a higher member of the family; it

was only the minister's God, the God of Hell that

he disliked and avoided . Nevertheless he wished the

ceremony might be shorter-it would do just as well-

for while Grandmama prayed, his mouth watered.

He would have accepted prayer as a necessary evil were

it not for the reconciling thought that God seemed to

be Grandmama's big strong friend ; and what Grand-

mama loved he knew he ought to love too ; even as he

loved his own idols-his mighty men. The prayer

done, a silver bell tinkled by Grandmama and Julia

appeared, a glowing Irish vision, bearing high stacks

of her wonderful griddle-cakes, a pitcher of real syrup,

and a- Surely, why parade or parody a dreamer's

gluttony rising thus thrice daily like a Jinni of old

within his nascent dream of power? After supper he

visited his small garden in the large garden. It was

more sizable now than last year. Satisfying himself

that the four o'clocks, nasturtiums, geraniums, mig-

nonettes, and the rest of the family were doing well,

he trotted down the granite steps to the dirt road in

front where he might practice at throwing stones-a

sport strictly taboo in the fields, but permissible in

the sterile pastures. Between his house and the Tyler

farm house opposite, was quite an open space, con-

taining, at a level considerably lower than the road, a

small spring-fed pond. In this pond were colonized

bull-frogs, mud turtles, minnows and leeches : bulrushes

grew at each end. Stray cattle browsed about at times.

This pond was one of the child's possessions. It didn't

make any difference if it were called Tyler's Pond,

it was his own just the same. Stone-throwing finished,

he went there to look things over and satisfy himself

that everything was all right as it should be. As he

approached, the host of frogs were beginning their even-

ing chant to the invisible King of all frogs ; he waded

in a bit; the clamor increased ; then the bass volume

became overtoned by the awakening sounds of tree

toad, Katydid and cricket, while fire flies softly shone

here and there. These were his familiars. Then he

found a glow worm in the damp grass. As he held it

in his hand he noticed with surprise that the surface

of the pond was crimson : This was new to him. He

waded a little ahead and was pleased to see the ripples

turn silver and crimson as they moved away from him.

He was pleased and somewhat perplexed. Somehow

he looked straight ahead from where he stood in the

water, and there right in the woods on Tompson's

knoll, he saw the setting sun, the trees silhouetting

against it, and the lower sky aglow. He had seen

many sunsets, but there was something peculiar about

this sunset- He would speak to Grandpa. The sun

sank from sight ; the western sky softened into gray,

twilight deepened into gloaming as the child stood knee

deep in the warm shallow water, lost in reverie so faint,

so far, so near, so absorbing, so vibrant that the once

noisy chorus seemed a tranquil accompaniment to a

melody that was of earth and sun in duo with his

dream. He awoke! He must speak to Grandpa about

the sun.

Grandpa was willing, but careful. He well knew

that a child's mind was a tender thing. He was keenly

observing, but said little. He quietly, even eagerly

observed his grandson, as one might watch a precious

plant growing of its own volition in a sheltered garden,

but far from him was it to let the child suspect such

a thing. He had often laughed at the child's out-

rageous frankness. It infinitely amused him; but when

it came to knowledge, he was cautious-dropping in-

formation by crumbs. But this time, when his grand-

son in eager child-words dramatized the sunset and

climaxed all by a sudden antithesis saying he had never

seen the sunrise! How did the sun rise? Where did

it rise ? How did it rise ? Would Grandpa tell him ?

Would Grandpa please tell him? Then Grandpa wide-

eyed knew a mystic golden bell had struck the hour.

He told the boy at once that the rising sun could not

be seen from the house because Cowdrey's hill shut off

the view; that the sun truly arose far beyond this hill.

That to see the sun rise one must go to the crest of the

hill, whence one could see to the horizon. He used the

word horizon boldly, as one throws down a card, and

then with strategy of simple words, and easy similes

he produced a sort of image for the child : difficult to

do in a hilly country, and for the mind of one who had

never viewed the open sea. Then he explained that

the lay of the land westward of the house was not so

hilly as that to the east, therefore one could view the

sunset to fairly good advantage.

In his discourse, he was careful not to mention the

revolution of the earth. He knew well enough the

child was living in a world of the senses. "But Grand-

pa, is the sunrise as beautiful as the sunset ?" "Far

more so, my child ; it is of an epic grandeur ; sunset

is lyric, it is an elegy." These words escaped Grand-

pa in a momentary enthusiasm. He felt foolish, as he

saw a small bright face turn blank. However, he

patched up the "lyric" and the "elegy" fairly well, but

"Epic" was difficult. Had he but known of his grand-

son's big strong men :-how simple. Then Grandpa

went on: "But you must know that in summer the

sun rises very early, earlier than I ; and I scarcely believe

my young astronomer will get out of his comfortable

bed long before daylight, just to see the sun rise out

of his bed," and Grandpa chuckled . "Yes, I will,

Grandpa, yes, I will"-and he slipped from his Grand-

father's knee to arouse the somnolent cat, and shape

his plans for tomorrow.

Restless through the night, he arose at twilight, made

ready quickly, and passed up the road leading to the

great ash tree whose companionship he ever sought on
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high occasions. Here, under the wondrous tree-and

with Cowdrey's farmhouse resting silently across the

way-here in stillness of oncoming dawn punctured

here and there by a bird's early chirp , and chanticleer's

high herald call heard near and far, raucous, faint, and

ever fainter far away ; the few remaining stars serene

within the dome of pale passing night, he stood, gazing

wistfully over the valley toward a far away range of

dark blue drowsy hills, as the pallid eastern sky, soon

tremulous with a pink suffusion, gave way before a

glow deepening into radiant crimson, like a vanguard

of fire-as the top of the sun emerging from behind the

hills, its slow-revealing disc reaching full form, as-

cended, fiery, imperious and passionate, to confront the

child. Chilled and spellbound, he in turn became im-

passioned with splendor and awe, with wonder and he

knew not what, as the great red orb, floating clear of

the hilltops overwhelmed him, flooded the land ; and in

white dazzling splendor awakened the world to its

work, to its hopes, to its sorrows, and to its dreams.

Surely the child, sole witness beneath his great ash

tree, his wonder-guardian and firm friend sharing

with him in its stately way as indeed did all the land

and sky and living things of the open-the militant

splendor of sunrise-the breaking of night's dam-the

torrent and foam of far-spreading day- surely this

child that went forth every day became part of sun-

rise even as this sunrise became forevermore part of

him. The resounding power of the voice of the Lord

of the sky and earth found in him a jubilant answer—

an awakening world within, now aroused from its twi-

light dream, its lyric setting sun, its elegy of the gloam-

ing. The great world was alive to action. Men re-

sumed the toil of countless ages : the child, illumined,

lost in an epic vision, came slowly to a consciousness of

his own small self, and the normal doings of his own

small day. He made a long detour through the

solemn pine woods near Whittemore's, crossed the

road there, descended into the small valley, followed

it to and through a lumpy bog where skunk-cabbages

grew and their synonyms wandered, scaled a low wall,

followed a rivulet that traced from the considerable

spring in the hollow of his own pasture, sat there

watching a small frog, fell asleep, woke up, followed

the hollow to the pasture's high ground, turned into the

walled road leading to the barn, stopped at the pump

in the kitchen yard—and was late to breakfast. Grand-

pa looked at him quizzically, but said nothing-he

knew what the imp had been up to-he had heard him

leave the house and had hastily donned gown and

slippers, to watch his grandson disappear up the road

to sunrise land. Julia was furious in rich brogue con-

cerning punctuality, and the child, usually so naïvely

communicative, said not a word to anyone about his

adventure-it seemed to have happened for himself

alone. Grandpa amused, amazed and disturbed by

this freak of his grandson, feared precocity-in much

the manner that academically trained men are apt to

fear manifestations of instinct. The only thing that

reassured him was the fact that his grandson, between

spells, was as ridiculously practical. As a matter of

fact the child was living almost wholly in the world

of instinct. Whatever there was of intellect consisted

in keen accuracy of observation, and lively interest in

all constructive affairs. Without reflection he admired

work. To see men at work, and himself to work,

especially if he could participate, was his childish joy.

With never a serious illness , most carefully reared as

to dietary and early hours, he was sound. Though he

was his grandparents' pet, disparity in age, occupation

and thought left him much to himself; and he did

mostly as he pleased. What marked him apart and

comforted his elders was an entire absence in him of

destructive tendency. Therefore they allowed him the

utmost freedom to go and come and do. This morning,

breakfast out of the way, and Julia also, he went at

once to his garden. His quick eye detected a fallen

nasturtium ; with his finger he dug up the offending

cut-worm . How could a cut-worm do so shocking a

thing ? Had he not reared all these cherished beauties

from the very seed? Had he not watched them grow-

ing, day by day, from infancy to blossom-time-putting

forth tender leaf after leaf, and unfolding their tiny

buds into lovely flowers? Had he not watered them

and weeded ? How often had he wondered at what

made them grow. How often , on hands and knees-

close up had he peered and gazed long, hungrily,

minutely at them one by one, absorbed in their trans-

lucent intimacy ; indeed worshipped them in friend-

ship until he seemed to feel them grow: that they were

of his world and yet not of his world ; that they seemed

to live their own lives apart from his life. But he

never said a word of this to Grandpa or to Grandma—

They might not understand—and Grandpa might

laugh.

After further careful inspection, he left his garden

friends for the day ; and equipped as before, made his

way to the ravine with its sturdy rivulet and the

wreckage of a dam. But this he judged was not dam-

building day. He had not seen the full spread of his

domain. He must explore. So saying, he followed the

rivulet eastward out of the heavily wooded ravine,

into a broad field of meadow grass where the small

clear stream now flowed-in tranquillity winding its

way. As he lifted his eyes from its course, there,

solitary in the meadow, stood the most beautiful tree

of all. He knew it at once for an elm ; but such tall

slender grace he had never seen. Its broad slim fronds

spreading so high and descending in lovely curves en-

tranced him. He compared it with the two Tompson

elms. They were tall and spreading but stiff and

sturdy. Now he knew why he had never adopted them :
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-they were pruned from the ground way up to the

big strong branches, while this lovely sister of the

meadow, beneath her branching plume, put forth from

her slender trunk delicate frothy branchlets reaching

almost to the meadow grass. Her beauty was incom-

parable. Then he thought of his great ash tree. How

different it was-so grand , so brooding, so watchful,

on the crest of the hill ; and at times, he firmly be-

lieved, so paternal-so big-brotherly. But the lovely

elm was his infatuation-he had adopted her at first

sight, and still gazed at her with a sweetness of soul

he had never known. He became infiltrated , suffused,

inspired with the fateful sense of beauty. He melted

for an instant into a nameless dream, wherein he saw

she was sufficient unto herself, that like his garden

plants she lived a life of her own, apart from his life.

Yet they, both, lived in the same big world-they,

both, for the moment stood in the same green field.

Was there nothing in common ? Did she not know

he was there ? Then he awoke !-he came to his

senses, and turned to the practical business of hunting

wild strawberries in the meadow grass. His dream

had flitted by like a bird of passage. He looked upon

her sanely now. She was still uniquely beautiful, he

thought, in free admiration. So he had two trees now

-all his own, and powerfully prized. It was all

agreed. Then he moved further north to a dense

mass of rather tall pines. He pushed in some dis-

tance, saw a crow's nest overhead, climbed painfully

up to it, had barely looked in when came a horrible.

crawing; angry crows came suddenly from everywhere,

bent on his destruction . Amid a fierce clamor, he de-

scended to safety and then and there fixed these gloomy

pines as the eastern boundary of his domain. He ex-

plored until he found in another field, on slightly

higher ground, the deep clear wellspring from which the

rivulet flowed. Thence, he followed its windings, wad-

ing as he went. Grasshoppers in alarm hopped fool-

ishly into the stream and floated along; now and then a

small frog jumped the other way for safety. There

were a few strawberries peeping from the grass along

the banks ; the channel was cutting deeper into the mea-

dow and held more water ; as he rounded a long curve

he became aware of a great presence near him ; it was

his elm ; he craned his neck to look at the branches

way up in the sky, but his interest was centered in

his new friend the rivulet, he had not room for both

just now. The little stream began to ripple and sing

sweetly, to the child all alone in the meadow in the

full sunshine- all alone : with plenty of company.

Then the rivulet began to hurry and gurgle. The child

scaled the fence quickly, to see the water descend all

at once, in a beautiful cascade of about his own height.

After this, noisily foaming, it poured among the bould-

ers to the lower level where he had built the dam,

and, as he knew, moved on to the marsh.

He had reached his sanctuary in the shady grove,

and sat a while on the lower or northern bank, to watch

the squirrels. It seemed so funny to see a gray squirrel

run head first down a tall tree, sit up straight, in the

grass, frisk his tail, wag his head, scamper to the next

tree, run up, and out to the end of a branch and

jump from that to a branch of the next tree. He

laughed gleefully at these antics. Meanwhile came

from the undergrowth the note of the brown thrush,

and from above various twitterings, chirpings, and dis-

tant floating meadow songs. It was now time to estab-

lish the northern boundary. The north bank of the

ravine sloped rather gently upward, and as it emerged

from the grove it rounded and flattened into a lumpy

pasture, with many boulders large and small, and

plants of mullein scattered over its surface. He must

include this pasture because here was the milk supply,

and besides, the pasture was green. All along the

north border of it stood a dense growth of young pines

which he found impenetrable and repellant, so he fixed

his northern boundary resolutely there. As to the

southern boundary he was in some doubt. It should ,

properly, be located a little way south of the crest of

the ravine where the grove ended. He mounted the

height and stood at the edges of a sterile stony sun-

burned pasture-no trees, no cows ; nothing but mul-

leins. This would not do. Yet he yearningly gazed

beyond it to the long Tompson hillock crowned with

beautiful lofty hard wood trees running parallel to the

ravine. He wished this grove to be his, but could not

accept the miserable pasture. He thought hard,-and

solved his problem this way: He would fix the south

boundary at the crest of the ravine, and would annex

the Tompson Grove as an outpost. The boundary of

the meadow he had already fixed, much farther south

than the ravine, at a cross fence near the spring, where

the meadow ended and a cultivated field began. He

contemplated for a while, and saw that all thus far

was good. Now for the marsh : at which he had cast

covetous eyes as he, yesterday, peered under the lower

branches of his grove as through a portal. His ex-

pectations were far exceeded by the revelation. It

was a lovely marsh, shaped like an oval, enshrined by

the diminishing trees of his grove and a margin of heavy

shrubbery all around. In the near background beyond

the far end of the marsh were scattering swamp pines

and cedars standing very straight and tapering to a

point ; they were welcome to him as they stood on

guard behind the dense thicket. But the marsh itself-

how beautiful-covered with water half-knee deep,

filled with groups of tall bulrushes, of reeds, of blue flag,

and slender grasses ; and bright flowers here and there

along the wavering edge. What joy to wade and wade,

lengthwise and crosswise, pulling up a flag now and

again and stripping it to reach the edible core ; follow-

ing the margin to seek out hidden flowers. It was too
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much ; too much at one time for one small boy. And

then, in mingled affection and gratitude he established.

as western boundary a vague semicircle of deep green

holding in its heart a marsh-his marsh without price.

Slowly he returned to the dam-site to think it all over.

Now was the work done. The boundaries of his do-

main established. The domain his very own. His

breast swelled with pride. It was all his. No other

boy should ever enter these lovely precincts. No other

boy could understand. Besides, he loved solitude as

he loved activity, and the open.

Thus an entire month sped by as he reigned supreme.

Not a soul came to disturb him : Rabbits, squirrels,

birds and snakes were company enough. When he

wished to play with other boys he went to them and

joined in their games. While his heart was fixed in

one spot, he made many tours of exploration ; he called

on many farmers and shoemakers. He even went so

far one day as to enter the stove foundry beside the

tracks, near the depot. He went frankly to a work-

man, watched him a while and told the man he liked

to see him work. The moulder much amused said he

would show him how it was all done. The child

frankly spent the entire afternoon there ; the moulder

carefully explained to him every large and minute pro-

cedure. The child was amazed ; a new world had

opened to him-the world of handicraft, the vestibule

of the great world of art that he one day was. to enter

and explore. He went away holding this moulder-

man in special honor, although he was not very big nor

very strong. He even visited the rattan works but did

not like the dust and noise. He saw nothing but a long

slender cane coming out of a machine. One day he saw

a man in a wagon . The wagon was going without a

horse. Also he visited a shoemaker named Boardman

who lived near his home and whom he knew well ; a

swarthy little man, with black beard , black beady eyes,

who both worked and chewed tobacco furiously. There

he learned every detail of making pegged and sewed

shoes ; he saw them built from beginning to end. He

would spend hours with this shoemaker who made shoes

every day, while the farmers made shoes only in winter.

The man liked to have him around ; and once in a

while he would suspend work, and, to amuse the child,

would extinguish the life of a fly on the opposite wall

with an unerring squirt of tobacco juice. The child

danced with joy. What a wonderful man to spit like

that. He tried to spit that way himself—failing igno-

miniously. The man told him he must spit hard between

his teeth ; and the child spit hard between his teeth ;

without avail. Then the Boardman man would catch

flies with his hand and eat them, or pretend to eat

them. The child believed he really ate them. Then the

shoemaker would return to his furious work, and the

child in admiration would wander on. The neighbors

said this man Boardman was a lowdown sport who

""

staid sober and worked hard only to get money to

bet on the races-whatever that meant. But thus far

the child had made no social distinctions. It did delight

him, though, at a certain season, to see Boardman, all

dressed up and flashy, jump into his surrey behind a

nervous high-stepping steed , start away with a pranc-

ing rush and disappear down the Stoneham Road lost in

a trailing cloud of dust. For a long time after this

event Boardman would not be seen thereabout. Also

he would visit Farmer Hopkins to watch him break a

fallow field with his monstrous team of oxen swaying

and heaving heavily against the yoke, with low-bend-

ing heads and foaming mouths, as the man, with one

booted foot in the furrow, guided the plowshare as it

turned up the beautiful black soil of the bottom land,

while the man said, "gee-haw" ; "haw" ; "haw-gee.'

Many such trips he made, always starting from his

secret domain. Evenings he would tease Julia to tell

him Irish fairy tales. How lovely, how beautiful they

were, with fairies, elves, gnomes and a great company,

weaving spells of enchantment in the moonlight. He

lived them all. Julia was a robust Irish peasant who

remained with the family for nine long years. Fiery

was her hair ; brilliant her white perfect teeth of which

same she was very proud. And had she a temper?

Sure ! she had a temper that came and went like a

storm . She was not long since come to America.

Many evenings her Irish women friends called and

they talked Irish together. He had never heard any-

thing so sweet, so fluid except the rivulet. He could

listen by the hour ; and Julia taught him a few words.

All was running smoothly. It had not in the least

occurred to him that all this time he had been a truant.

No one had said anything for a whole month ; or asked

any questions.

Then came the crash ! Teacher had written. Little

was said at home. He was simply sent back to school.

Here he languished in misery. But help soon came

as suddenly as the crash. His father had opened a

summer school in Newburyport. Grandma had written

to Mama ; Mama had told it to Father ; Father de-

cided that the grandparents were too soft ; they had let

the child grow up like a weed ; they had pampered him

outrageously ; it was high time his son was brought

to him, that he might establish in him a sense of respect,

order, discipline, obedience. So Mama took the train

to South Reading. She spent a few days there visiting

her parents. She looked at her son with a sadness he

could not understand, but she found it not in her heart

to chide. The day of their departure arrived. With

many a sob he had said good-bye to all. They were

driven to the depot. Mother and son boarded the

train for Newburyport. The engine puffed—the train

sped on its way. Came to an end the day-dreaming

of a child.
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Vingt Ans Aprés

Crossing.

By H. VAN BUREN MAGONIGLE

Photographs by the Author

Only Carlsen has painted such a sea as that we sail

upon, or such a sky as that which overarches us ; the

ocean is of that marvellous blue of his, overlaced with

a violet mesh, broken to the horizon by the white-caps

of a lovely day of mid-summer; and where they break,

nearby, the emerald of the thinning waves. Light clouds

float far off and are reflected in the sea in pale lavender.

As the night falls the sea grows darker until it seems a

deep blue carpet laid down for the coming of the moon.

At the horizon the sky is turquoise and deepens toward

the zenith into purest cobalt.

Paris.

My chief impression of Paris, vingt ans aprés, is not

of the majesty of that superb composition which sweeps.

from the Louvre of Louis XIV to the Arc de Triomphe,

nor of the mystery and beauty of the quais at night, nor

of the so-called gaiety of the Grands Boulevards, nor of

the quaintness of the Latin Quarter, nor of the elegance

of the shops in the Rue de la Paix. It is of the noise-

hideous and unparalleled except in the heavy trucking

districts of New York under the elevated railroad.

The Parisians should erect, as a pendant to the Arch

of Triumph of the Star, an Arch of Triumph of the

Noise.

There are myriads of taxi-cabs, each more decrepit,

ramshackle, and rattling than the others, with noisy

motors and gears that shriek and clash ; there being no

traffic regulation whatever and no restriction upon speed,

they all tear about at the utmost they can get out of

their engines, twenty-five to forty miles an hour. This

means that approaching a corner they must blow their

horns and, to be effective at the speed they move, they

must begin to toot at least a hundred feet away. They

are all hand horns with a toot of a peculiarly rasping,

exasperating, exacerbating quality. And when from four

to a dozen come up to a corner together, with a couple

of thundering motor-busses thrown in, the effect is not

to be described except in terms too emphatic for these

pages . The tired traveller, unwilling to close his win-

dows and suffocate, must wait perforce until midnight,

when the din diminishes a little, to catch a fitful slumber

before the milk wagons and garbage camions and wine

trucks begin-and they begin business early.

We hunted in vain for a quiet spot. "This is a quaint,

quiet old street," we would say-and the punctual and

ungodly machine would come careering around the cor-

ner on two wheels, shattering the silence with crazy

blasts of the horn, and go drunkenly away down the

street, blowing the horn to scáre a cat from the road,

blowing the horn to warn an old woman two hundred

feet distant, blowing the horn to warn pedestrians peace-

ably moving along the sidewalks not to step out into the

road and be run over and be arrested for being run

over, blowing the horn for any other reason or for none

at all, or to cover up the rattle of the crazy old thing

itself.

We took refuge in the Luxembourg Gardens. But

although the nights were warm enough, there is a preju-

dice against the use of the parks for sleeping out, and

we had to brave the row again. The heat had been ex-

traordinary just before we reached Paris, rising to ninety-

eight and nine ; and the mind refuses to picture the horror

of that heat in combination with that noise. The per-

centage of murders must have perceptibly risen. We

fled before we, too , should have to face the knife and

the basket.

* *

My prophetic soul must have been off duty one mild

spring day at dusk, in the Bois de Vincennes twenty-odd

years ago, when our group of young people out for a

tramp, heard a noise like a fire-engine behind us and

presently, around a turn, came a kind of victoria, perched

high on its wheels like a spider, moving fast-at least

fifteen miles an hour-without horses, but with an un-

conscionable trail of smoke and steam and smell and

sparks of fire. With the light insouciance of youth we

marked it for a "horseless carriage," without recognizing

the portent-that in the bowels of that machine lurked

Revolution, and change of much we held most dear in

charm and character.

*

In those days, every morning at a certain hour-shall

we say, nine o'clock-I was awakened by the musical

call of the sardine woman, "Sardines de Nantes, sardines

nouvelles!" which ended on a rising and sustained inflec-

tion ; then I'd get up, and go down to the crêmerie on

the Boulevard St. Germain for breakfast. Now her sweet

old cry would be drowned out by the blast of the motor

horns, celebrating the advance of progress. And prog-

ress has improved the crêmerie away.

There seem to be many more people about, in the

Latin Quarter, even now, at midsummer, than there

used to be. The old leisurely spirit seems to have passed,

and the few strolling folk of other days have given place

to quite a throng, especially along the Boulevard St.

Germain, where the character of the shops has changed,

and where many women trot briskly from stall to stall

with their marketing nets. And in the old Marché St.

Germain they have changed the courtyard, and moved

the fountain over to one side, and in other ways broken

the heart of the musketeer who comes back to renew

old impressions.

The questing musketeer misses the old cochers with

their hats of white patent leather-hats one had sup-

posed were so firmly fixed on the heads of their wearers,

so completely a part of the social fabric, that nothing

could remove them, not even an acte legislatif. Here

and there is a sapin-with a taximeter attached-driven

by a melancholy old bird in a black topper. But it is

not the same thing ; one longs for the shiny white leather,
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and the dirty fawn colored coat with the enormous

buttons.

*

Along the Seine at night all the old charm, all the

old mystery, comes back. The lights are reflected in the

river as of yore ; dim shapes are to be seen moving down

on the ports, which one may permit to figure in the

imagination as the simple bourgeois about to be assommé

by the stalking Apache. The bookstalls are all shut and

padlocked for the night. Here and there a couple of

workmen sit on the parapet and chat quietly. A pair

of sergents de ville pass with their hands clasped idly

behind them. And here and there, in the darker places,

furtive forms slip quickly from shadow to shadow.

* * *

ex-Strolling back across the Pont Royal after an

quisite luncheon at the old Foyot, in the full light of

mid-afternoon, we see a man in a boat maneuvering

something toward him with an oar. Presently he bends

and seems to tie it to the stern ; he washes his hands

overside significant gesture-and pulls for the quai.

Another joins him and together they get the poor flotsam

to the bank and lug it up the steps. Its arms and

shoulders have stiffened into one last, supreme shrug.

Even from where we stand I can see that God's image

is quite effaced and only an amorphous horror remains.

Many people have paused along the parapets and others

come running. We go away. Requiescat!

Fontainebleau.

The first time we visited Fontainebleau was on a soft

grey day in winter. There were no visitors or foreigners

about except our little party of three, and we were turned

loose in the Château to browse as we would. This time

it is the noon of a summer day, hot in a searching sun

that is rather pitiless to the old building and the park.

Not a shred of mystery nor of romance, no softening veil

anywhere. And is it the passage of time, the critical,

appraising eyes of vingt ans aprés, that makes most of

the interiors seem rather cheap and tawdry, or is it this

same searching light of midsummer? August is noto-

riously unkind ; it is so to New York ; it is so to Paris ;

and the wonderful forest down here, parched in the

great heats of this year, shows sadly where its hot hand

has passed .

Barbizon.

It is noThe inevitable has happened to Barbizon.

longer the quiet place of pilgrimage, the simple and

friendly village where the School of 1830 took refuge

from the cost and complications of living in Paris, but

a tourist-ridden place where Millet and Rousseau and

the rest are exploited for present profit. To be sure,
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we were there on a Sunday, and a good many people

were making holiday. But the evidences were every-

where, in picture-post-card shops, and the indifference

of the inn servants ; a large sign on the Bas Bréau that

has sheltered so many artists of note, calls attention to

the circumstance that Stevenson wrote Forest Notes in

that hotel ; and the tablets , too , affixed to the houses,

which probably had a reverent purpose in the beginning,

seem, in the general atmosphere of exploitation , to be

a part of the unbeautiful spirit which seeks to make a

profit out of the memory of these great departed, of

the men who were denied the daily crust when they.

lived and worked here.

But there is something gallant and splendid in the

struggle they made, and the thought of their ultimate.

victory, even when they had already passed into the Great

Indifference, comforts the sensitive pilgrim to the scene

of their labors.

And if one leaves the village street with the tram

tracks in it, and, following a lane between some old

and unbedizened houses, comes out into the fields and

the great plain of Barbizon, all the vulgar and ugly

exploitation drops away ; and in these vast spaces of

plain and sky one may penetrate a little way into the

secret of the essential bigness of Millet.

Paris to Lucerne.

Moving across France on a day when rain impended,

it seemed to me that the clouds were shepherded by a

different hand from that which models the cloud shapes

of our eastern states in America. Strange forms and

combinations of forms and a predominance of a queer

dull violet, all new to my eyes, with reflections of yel-

low in the lighter parts, and glimpses between of a veiled

blue of a peculiar opacity and remoteness, made some of

the elements of a new heaven ; and the wide fields of

Champagne, where they were gathering a golden and

abundant harvest, a new earth.

Bellagio.

The bedroom I have in this old Villa, now a hotel,

was evidently the chapel. They have built a partition

across the shallow segmental apse and made a bathroom

of it, in response to the incomprehensible but profitable

demand of the forestière for the means of lustration.

From the vault above, God the Father, in fresco , repre-

sented as an elderly gentleman with long whiskers blow-

ing violently about his head and surrounded by mature

and sophisticated-looking cherubs, presides over my matu-

tinal ablutions. They have very obligingly cut a semi-

circular opening through the partition at the spring of
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the arch, and, my bed being exactly opposite, I have an

uneasy sense of surveillance of a very direct and per-

sonal sort while I slumber.

Milan to Venice.

The difference between travel by train and travel by

motor car is far more pronounced in Italy than in Amer-

ica. The one may be roughly described as that between

Purgatory and Heaven ; the other, between Heaven and

the lowest circle of Hell, what with the dirt and the

delays, the heat and the crowding ; for in this year of

grace an apparent desire to travel for the sake of move-

ment seems to have seized all classes of the populations

of Italy and France ; and even the first class carriages,

once sacred to English, Americans, and royalty, are un-

comfortably well patronized. Impoverished France and

poverty-stricken Italy are travelling-first class when-

ever possible. The carriages are about the same as they

were twenty-five years ago ; just about as dirty, the so-

called sanitary arrangements just as unspeakably impos-
sible for anything above the grade of pig.

The war,.

upon which one is charitably inclined to lay the burden

of all shortcomings, is not to blame ; the Latins simply

do not know what cleanliness is. And they have not

the faintest idea how to run railroads.

There is a fast express train between Milan and Venice

to which is attached an "observation car." For the magnif-

icent sum of thirty lire each-one dollar and a half at the

cast up the eyes of the young man at Cook's. Elijah's

chariot itself could not have elicited more admiring awe.

We found a kind of chair-car, moderately well appointed,

except that there was not a drop of water aboard to

drink, nor a water glass to drink it from if it had been

there ; and the spirit of democracy, of which one notes

a distinct increase in Italy, was manifested by the installa-

tion of one roller towel of more than doubtful lineage.

As for the other items of convenience-just as usual ,

just as impossible, on one of the important trains of

the national system and on a car evidently regarded as

a miracle of luxury and convenience. Besides ourselves,

and a man of the usual begrimed and slovenly type
of

Italian trainman who acted in a vague way as a sort

of porter, not a soul in the car ; we had it all to our-

selves, this splendor. At the stations , groups would

form on the platforms to stare at us and the marvels of

the osservazione; girls in their eternal pairs would make

errands to our end of the train and furtively scan our

magnificence ; gilded youths would stroll by displaying

an elaborate indifference which did not deceive us. And

all for a mere decent-like Pullman . Verily the simplicity

of this people is beyond words. If they could have but

seen a typical George in his spotless uniform and gold

buttons, standing at the car steps, they would have

swooned away.

Twenty-odd years ago, in the last week of November,

then current rate of exchange-we secured places in this and one could claim to have seen only the ground flooran icy fog made Venetia and Lombardy almost invisible ,

of Northern Italy; all the upperworks disappeared in

car de luxe, a vehicle that had arched the eyebrows and
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the chilly envelope ; I caught a fearful cold in Verona,

had an immense circular cloak as thick as a board made

for me overnight, and hurried north to Paris where I

hoped to find it warmer-and did or at least die among

friends. But the day of this our regal progress in the

osservazione was a wonderful day in late August, with

a sky like that in a Francia, the Alps stepping delicately

down to the plain with lovely lakes at their feet. It

was all too beautiful to be possible, and I could not believe

that anyone could be so utterly miserable as I was when

I passed here before.

One change is observable in all the old towns of the

Veneto, Lombardy, and the Emilia ; they are all ringed

about with factory chimneys. There is the old familiar

nucleus of Duomo and campanile, and Santa This and

Santo That; but all around are new industrial suburbs

whose many chimneys compete with the old towers of

the town and quite ruin the old compositions. Italy is

paying a dreadful price for her industrial progress. I

suppose a people may do what they like with their own ;

but there should be a law against it. Verona, Vicenza ,

Padova, Parma, Piacenza,-how one loves to say them

over-all these towns ' give the impression of being in a

state of siege, the enemy Progrèss encamped about them,

the muzzles of his artillery pointing to heaven belching

smoke and flame, and the feeble old cities armed only

with charm and beauty. I wonder how long they will

hold out ! The cry is forced from us: Why must prog-

ress be so young and sharp and ugly? Why must beauty

be so old and dirty? We do not find an answer in the

eternally beautiful light of this late afternoon, flooding

the foothills in a warm violet glory dusted over with

motes of gold. Nor in the old, old waters which reflect

the eternally renewed miracle of the sunset as we draw

near to Venice .

Siena.

Out of our window, up to the left, the vast fabric of

the Cathedral stretches along the chine of the hill ; lower

down and to the right, across the valley of the Fonte

Branda rises the bare brick mass of S. Domenico. Just

THE WHITE OXEN OF SIENA

LAGO DI COMO

in front of us, across a picturesque huddle of roofs and

chimney tops, there is a little belfry, two arches below,

one above, with a bell in each. The top bell is shaped

like a huge cow-bell and sounds as though the grand-

mother of all cows were coming home ; the other two are

small and sweet and mellow, and always ring first fol-

lowed by the harsh clangor of the cow-bell. Pulled by

some hand unseen, they seem magically to ring themselves.

Siena to Genoa.

Three hundred kilometers before us. The Cathedral

and all the familiar rooftops blotted out by a dense en-

velope of fog. Fog drifting through the streets as we

sound a warning horn on our way out of the city ; dim

forms of white oxen, high carts with half-seen groups of

men in them ; fog blurring the wind-shield, blurring

one's glasses, beading on face and clothing, cool and

clean and fresh. All this instead of the sight of Siena

we were to have had as we slipped swiftly down her

hills ; but of her, not even a rosy glow through the white

curtain. Down through oak groves, the mist thinning, the

hills more gentle, into the plain of the Arno, flat and ugly

hereabout. White, clayey roads, full of ruts. Pisa.

The once-seen curve of the embanked Arno and the

tone of the town, a tawny yellow, as familiar as though

seen yesterday. The Cathedral, the Baptistery, the

Leaning Tower in its perpetual genuflexion, in their

lonely, unkempt, grassy corner.
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On the road again, down toward Viareggio and the

sea, through a pineta of great extent . The fog had given

way to sunlight long before, then to the diffused light of

a white sky, and at last to low clouds, and rain far and

wide over the pine woods, shrouding their aisles in sil-

ver veils and filling the air and the spirit with the balm

of their perfume.

Spezia ; and a poor luncheon. A strong wind ruffling

the gulf-for one of us the first sight of Mediterranean

waters. Out of the town and up violently climbing

roads, zigzagging up the mountains behind the city, the

clouds heavier than ever now, but no rain. Up and up,

the road flung in great loops along the flanks of the

hills, the valleys filled with boiling clouds, and above and

beyond them, apparently suspended in mid- air , like a

silver shield, the sea. Up and still up into cloudland

itself. Now and again a breeze tears a hole in the mist

and we see valley bottoms with streams and little home-

steads, miles away and below. Blacker and blacker at

two in the afternoon, the road, invisible twenty feet

beyond the car, winding and twisting around the shoul-

ders of hills, a bottomless gulf to the left. A huge bulk

looms up ahead-two diligenzie filled with country folk

making holiday; "Buon viaggio! Buon viaggio !"

"Addio, raggazze!" Giggles follow us.

through the murk. Around a sharp turn.

Heugh!" A string of carts with immense poles trailing

behind and projecting far over the horses ' heads . The

carters beat the horses over against the cliff-side. We

duck under the poles. Down and down, the clouds

thinning, the road faintly visible now for a hundred

yards. Whew! We find ourselves braced like stakes

against the foot-rail ; we relax ; and one of us uncurls

his feet.

Down, down

"Heugh!

The rushing air, the reaction from the strain of

careering around mountain tops through the clouds , con-

spire to reduce us to a delicious drowsiness.

Throw in the brake ! Lost in these hills, a little local
"Ferma!"

customs house. No town, no village visible . " Have the

Signori anything to declare ?" "Nothing." "Behold a

bottle of wine !" "The officer will observe that it is

half consumed ; one must quench the thirst when

travelling." "The baggages of the Signori! They are

closed !" "Yes, we always keep them closed ; like that

the dust enters not." "It will be two lire." "Two lire

for what?" "Because the baggages are closed!" We

seem to have discovered a novel excuse for the universal

graft. "Be tranquil, Signore, they will be returned to

the Signori, laggiu." The functionary retires to his little

hut, where he is visible for what seems like hours, pain-

fully filling out papers ; at last the sand is dusted over

them and he emerges, waving the papers gently. "Ecco,

Signori! Due lire. Grazie, Signori, they will be re-

turned to the Signor, laggiu . Addio, Signori!" "Avanti!

Now what on earth-!" Two miles farther on-

"Ferma!" This must be laggiu. It is. The paper is

produced. "Behold the due lire of the Signore!"

"Grazie!" "Niente, niente!" "Avanti! Meccanista,

can you tell us what all that means? Why do they

separate us from ten cents American for five minutes

if we motor with our baggage closed ?" "Signore, non

E molto misterioso. I understand nothing!" "Nor

do we others. Avanti!" Many minutes, precious in

these darkling hours, wasted in that passion for making

out papers which consumes the Latin races .

suddenly, the sea!

Gathering dusk followed by misty moonlight and,

We wind around headlands, the

gentle waves lapping below us on the rocks which are

now black, now silver, as the road turns. A succession

of stage settings-half ruined hut, boat drawn up,

moonlight drenching the scene.

So.

Unmistakable suburban indications. Presently, cobbles,

ruts, tramcar lines, street lights,-Genoa ! We drive

through interminable streets to the extreme west of the

city, where, twinkling high above us, beckon the lights

that mean bath, dinner, and at last, sleep.

THE PLAIN OF BARBIZON
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GOVERNMENT HOUSING SCHEME AT CHEPSTOW, ENGLAND

Dunn, Watson and Curtis Green, Architects

London Letter

Mr. Hilaire Belloc has shown that he has a peculiar

knowledge of architecture, unusual even amongst men

of such high intellectual capacity as himself. In his re-

cent address to the Architectural Association on "The

probable effect on Architecture of the decline in our

Civilization" he gave evidence of powers of analysis and

acquaintance with the technique of construction which

made his hearers feel that they would gladly listen to

his impressions and criticisms of individual buildings.

As it was, he was obliged to confine himself to the strict

letter of his subject ; it was noticeable, however, in the

discussion which ensued on the completion of his paper,

that his architect auditors were not equally successful in

this respect.

Mr. Belloc did not make a definite assertion that our

civilization was declining, but he certainly inferred it.

He believes that one of the unfailing symptoms of decline

is the presence of the wrong people in high places, with

resulting misrule and chaos which reacts on the nation

and its architecture. That such a state of affairs exists

in Europe today was evidently his premise, but nobody

asked him whether America was in like condition .

Decadence in our architecture is to follow the decline

in our social condition. There will be reactions and

periods of architectural achievement, but the general ten-

dency will be downwards. The first step, already begin-

ning to manifest itself, is failure to attain beauty of

proportion and scale. Lacking power to attain these,

Concrete Block Continuous Cavity System

architects will fall back on mere bigness of size-the

cult of the Kolossal. During this period construction

will show ingenuity and resourcefulness, but shoddy

workmanship and the gradual disappearance of the pride

and knowledge of craftsmanship will counteract this

advantage. The tendency will be to build large build-

ings such as apartment houses, on simple lines , to bring

in good commercial return. Rooms will be small, and

short spans permitting the cheapest kind of construction

will be common. Gradually, as the level of good work-

manship declines, buildings will become smaller and more

utilitarian. In the same way as the Romans in their

decline gradually lost their power to construct in the

manner and scale found in such buildings as the Baths

of Constantine, so will History repeat itself along paral-

lel lines in the future. Mr. Belloc was asked whether

good architecture and the cult of beauty could not arrest

the decline of civilization . He replied that beauty in

itself was always an influence for good, but that in itself

it was insufficient. What would be required would be

a widespread cultivation of that same spirit and endeavor

which amongst architects makes for good building.

Needless to say there are many who disagree with

Mr. Belloc. Probably there never was a time when, the

younger generation of architects felt more confidence

than they do today that their efforts lie along the lines

of improvement rather than decline. And though Mr.

Belloc has French blood in his veins, he is probably
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NEW BUSINESS PREMISES, ADELAIDE HOUSE, LONDON BRIDGE

Sir John Burnet and Partners, Architects

Drawing by Thos. S. Tait

sufficiently an Englishman to have acquired the character-

istic vein of pessimism .

It is interesting to note that the Society of Architects

has made an important innovation in the matter of archi-

tectural examinations for admission . Instead of obliging

candidates to sit for examinations in the usual way, the

papers of questions are sent to their homes, and candi-

dates are allowed to consult any books or works of

reference which they may desire. Both in design and

in technical questions, it is felt that this method is the

one which an architect actually follows in practice, and

that the system of cramming and memorizing which the

average examination entails is very defective.

of this year, and it is probable that the ordinary Final

Examinations will be increased in severity.

A good deal of interest has been evoked by a Competi-

tion held by the R. I. B. A. for a Design for a Street

Facade in Color. Prizes amounting to $ 1,000 were of-

fered by an anonymous donor, and there was to be a

strong jury consisting of such men as Mr. T. E. Collcutt,

Sir Edwin Lutyens, Mr. Walcot, Professor Moira, and

Mr. Halsey Ricardo. Actually we understand that only

Mr. Collcutt and Professor Moira were able to attend.

The design was for an office building with five stories

and a frontage of 50 feet. Terra-cotta, tiles, marble,

granite, and copper plates were amongst the materials

suggested to candidates, but brick was banned.

The results were in the main disappointing, and went

to show that the most successful use of color lay in its

function of providing accents and contrast to broad

masses of low tones. The winning design was common-

place in the manner of terra-cotta buildings popular

about 25 years ago, and the color treatment of green

stripes with blue accents in the shape of panels under

the windows was not in advance of Mr. Collcutt's own

experiments in that direction as exemplified in such

buildings as the Savoy Hotel and the block of flats at

Hamilton Place adjacent to Hyde Park Corner.

There is plenty of color in London already, although

it is pitched in low tones. What seem to be required are

small concentrations of more brilliant color which will

provide the element of contrast and sharpen the general

key. The touch of Della Robbia blue on the Loggia of

the Spedale Degli Innocenti in Florence gives an inkling

of pleasant possibilities in this direction . X.

IT
T
IT E

to

An oral
examination satisfies the examiners as

whether the candidates have really acquired the knowl-

edge which their papers evidence, and the system has

worked remarkably well.

The standard required for the
Associateship of the

R. I. B. A. and
Membership of the Society of Architects

is about equal, but there is no doubt that under the

scheme of the Special War
Examinations, which are very

easy, many men have slipped into the
Associateship who

are barely qualified for it by their training. The privi-

lege ofthese "War Specials" ceases however in December

AA212

ADELAIDE HOUSE, LONDON BRIDGE 2ND PRELIMINARY SKETCH

Sir John Burnet and Partners, Architects

Drawing by Thos. S. Tait
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Ponts and Pontists

mould. The gentle dwellers in pastoral lands or the

more rugged husbandman who battled with nature for

his crops and his herds did not produce these majestic

piers and arches. Nur were they born of commerce and

industry except as they followed hard upon the heels of

war. Nor were architects and engineers contending for

the glory of adding a mite to some city's portion of

what we call civic art. Out of the stern rigors of

war and conquest, of bitter defense, of long cherished

dreams of kings and emperors, out of the very despair

of the cries of the slaves that were to be dragged to

market and sold, arose the early bridges that we now

regard with envy, so picturesquely do they or their

ruins seem to speak a glory that is no more.

A pontist, as one gathers from Mr. Sparrow, is one

who loves bridges and not one who builds them, as

the etymologist might at first opine. The dictionary

being silent on the word, one might of course raise a

philological issue, but the intent is too clear and the

ancestral lineage of the word too pure to encourage

any save the most querulous. Not so, perhaps , with

some of those who have looked long upon bridges and

have loved them well, when Mr. Sparrow traces their

growth. What he has to say may all be true. Perhaps

it is to the acquisitive instincts of men that we owe

bridges, their arched and vaulted waterways, the swirl-

ing current about their buttressed piers, the mirrored

curves that come with placid waters. Were it not for

war, the love of conquest, the passion for acquiring Yet in many a way and with a difference that marks

things, we might have yet had no bridges to this the dramatic from the poetic, the bridge over the

very day, and should still be fording at shallow places, Perkiomen, of which, since the two sides are different,

or ferrying at the deeper ones. At least we feel that two illustrations are here presented, seems to tell its

Mr. Sparrow would think so. For warriors first built more peaceful tale. At least, there are those who will

bridges for an army, even as warriors have destroyed wish to think so, even though they might admit that if

them by hundreds within the memory of Mr. Sparrow's history were searched, some scheme of conquest would

readers. These splendid structures that Mr. Brangwyn , have been found lurking well in the rear of the bridging

has drawn for The Book of Bridges are not of poetic of the Perkiomen. We might be certain that fat land

THE BRIDGE OVER THE PERKIOMEN RIVER, COLLEGEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
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THE DIVISION OF LABOR

increments fell into the pockets of some lucky proprietors,

for example, and little prowling about would be necessary

to discover such a blot on the escutcheon. But if one

stands upon the bridge and examines the oval tablet, of

which an illustration is also given, these things surely

would not intrude their unpleasant significance. Instead

we should take a real delight in the quaint phrase which

informs us that Henry Priest was the Undertaker of

Masonry and that George Boyer was the Carpenter. We

should feel that they had been on something better than

commercial terms with John Lewis, Architect and Super-

intendent, and that all of them had known a craftsman's

joy. No thought of a ravaging army here intrudes upon

our reflections. No royal conqueror dreamed of march-

ing his invading army over the Perkiomen in 1798.

We feel aware, instead, of that peaceful expansion of

town and country which is perhaps only an idealization

of what we wish to believe and which never was. We

sense the then apparent need for a bridge as a means of

easing the distance between families and friends, perhaps

between town and city, or the farmer and his market.

This very bridge, indeed, may have replaced an earlier

one ; I do not know. But quite aside from the fact that

there still existed, at least we must so believe, a curiosity

to know what architect could design so pleasant a

structure, and that masons and carpenters were still

practising a calling not beneath social dignity, we may

also feel, if we care to pick a little deeply, that the

manner of doing things is, in the end, more important

than the thing done. A statement which of course has

not the slightest chance to pass current, and which

it were idle to utter, except that Mr. Sparrow and his

book provoke a mild defense of the Undertakers of

Masonry, the Carpenters, and the Architects and Super-

intendents, who, I am quite certain, would have built

beautiful bridges, and, most important of all, would

still be building them if they had been left free to

work out their part in an unacquisitive scheme of

things.

C. H. W.

The Division of Labor

By FREDERICK LEE ACKERMAN

"The division of labor is the immediate cause of

opulence." The importance which Adam Smith attached

to this observation is suggested by its use in the opening

argument in "The Wealth of Nations." Upon the or-

ganization of production around a well ordered and bal-

anced scheme with respect to the division of labor hangs,

according to his view, the economic well-being and the

progress of society. But the organization of such a

scheme of production, is not, as he conceives it, the result

of planned, premeditate action-not altogether. For he

argues that such a division of labor as had developed up

to the time when he formulated his economic theory

arose out of the "propensity (of human nature ) to truck,

barter and exchange one thing for another." His point

of departure, in accounting for the economic scheme in

which he found himself, was this "propensity," he was

not concerned with how men had come by it. It had

been given to men as a natural endowment with a view

to the welfare of human society. Such a view was in

harmony with the animistic outlook which underlay the

speculations of economic writers of that time. ( ¹)

But we are not here primarily
concerned

with the

question of how it came to pass that men resorted
to

the division of labor in producing
goods. Adam Smith

and his opinion is recalled simply to indicate that the

present point of view with respect to specialization
is not

unlike that with respect to the division of labor which

took definite shape some one hundred
and fifty years ago.

Wherein
the present point of view differs from that so

well defined by Adam Smith will be pointed out later.

This note is confined to a simpler question-the shift-

ing lines or boundaries which set off one division of labor

See "The Preconceptions of Economic Science II" in "The Place

of Science in Modern Civilization" by Thorstein Veblen.

from another as the same have been drawn under an

ever changing process of production.

The Simplicity of Primitive Industry

Looking back over the centuries during which Western

(European) civilization has come by its present character-

istics, we note that the framework of its industrial

organization has all the while been subject to a process

of change. In early times, prior to the Middle Ages,

production was a matter which hung upon the ability of

the individual, or at most upon a very small group of

individuals, to engage successfully in approximately the

entire range of industrial activities required to maintain

such a standard of living as then obtained. During this

period the industrial framework was simple in the ex-

treme ; it was a case of one's being able to do whatever

there was to be done. The Middle Ages reveals a more

complex industrial structure in which, for the most part,

the individual and the small self-supporting group of the

earlier period have lost in independence in that they be-

came dependent upon the operation of a larger economic

unit, the town. Production proceeds in response to a

division of labor, sp that the individual is no longer

called upon to function in so great a diversity of ways.

Still later periods reveal a still more complex industrial

and economic structure with larger grouping. The town

loses in independence and becomes dependent upon still

larger units the State and the Nation. This changing

process is referred to ordinarily as a record of progress .

It is here beside the point to attempt to rate it ; for our

purpose it may be regarded simply as a process of change.

It is a record of growth, but it is equally a record of sub-

sequent decay.

So we may return to the matter of considering this
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process of growth and decay from the angle of what has

taken place with respect to the nature of the division of

labor which has stood to characterize certain periods.

Recalling the industrial situation of, say, the eleventh

century we find that the subject had received some atten-

tion. "A picture of the conditions which obtained in

England during this period is found in the Colloquium

of Archbishop Aelfrico, written for the purpose of in-

structing English boys in the Latin tongue. It is a

dialogue between the teacher and a number of men en-

gaged in work of different kinds. It gives a vivid picture

of the day's work of the plowman and his boy, with all

they had to do, as well as the duties of the oxherd, who

tended the cattle at night in the pasture. We read also

of the King's hunter, who took game with his nets and

also hunted with his dogs, and who was provided with

food and clothing and a horse by his royal master. There

was the fisherman, too, who fished in the rivers and

found a good market in the towns, but who rarely went

on the sea and was too timorous to try to catch a whale.

There was the hawker, as well as the merchant who

boasted that he was of service to the king and the alder-

man and the wealthy and all the people, for he went in

ship, with his goods and bought precious things which

were not native to England, and brought them across

the sea despite the perils of the deep and the risks of

shipwreck. And when he brought them he tried to sell

them for more at home than he paid abroad, so that he

might have some gain and support his wife and sons.

The salt maker, the baker, and the cook follow; a group

of artisans is next introduced, and the question is pro-

pounded, which is the best of crafts ? The reply is tillage,

since the plowman feeds us all . But the smith objects

since he supplies the plowshare, and the coulter, and

goad, and indeed the implements of every craft. The

wright puts in his claims too, and the discussion is closed

by the wise man, who repeats his view, as to the primary

importance of tillage, while he exhorts them all to be

diligent in their respective callings." (2 ) The eleventh

century discloses what earliest centuries fail to disclose,

that there were such facilities for exchange, that the

division of labor now could be carried to a certain point.

It is also to be noted that the lines of division or bounda-

ries are drawn around what we commonly refer to as "in-

dustries" is of a handicraft character. The machine has

not entered to modify the course of events nor radically

modify the industrial process. Evidently those who en-

gaged in production performed a fairly wide range of

operations in the course of the day's work. Yet as a sys-

tem of production it belongs in the category with that

which is based upon the division of labor.

The Eighteenth Century

But this eleventh century state of affairs is quite a

different matter from that which shows up when we

move on to the end of the eighteenth century when Adam

Smith set out to take account of things in "The Wealth

of Nations." The intervening centuries witnessed the

rise of the guilds and also their decay ; a system of pro-

2 See "Growth of English Industry and Commerce" by Cunning.

ham. Early and Middle Ages, Page 94.

duction, and exchange, which we now refer to as "handi-

craft and petty trade" gave ground to the Mercantilists.

The machine had been invented ; the framework of the

old industrial order beginning to give way. So that

when Adam Smith refers to the "division of labor" the

term no longer signifies the activities of the farmer, the

smith, the fisherman nor the builder. Precisely what

meaning it then carried he makes clear by recourse to

an illustration drawn from his own time.

"A workman not educated in this business (which the

division of labor has rendered a distinct trade) , nor

acquainted with the use of the machinery employed in

it (to the inventions of which the same division of labor

has probably given occasion) , could scarce, perhaps, with

his utmost industry, make one pin a day, and certainly

not make twenty. But in the way in which this business

is now carried on, not only the whole work is a peculiar

trade, but it is divided into a number of branches, of

which the greater part are likewise peculiar trades . One

man draws out the wire, another straightens it, a third

cuts it at the top for receiving the head; to make the

head requires two or three distinct operations ; to put it

on is a peculiar business, to whiten the pin is another;

it is even a trade in itself to put them into a paper; and

the important business of making a pin is, in this manner,

divided into about eighteen distinct operations, which, in

some manufactories, are all performed by distinct hands,

though in others the same man will sometimes perform

two or three of them. I have seen a small manufactory

of this kind where ten men only were employed, and

where some of them consequently performed two or

three distinct operations. But though they were very

poor, and therefore but indifferently accommodated with

the necessary machinery, they could, when they exerted

themselves make among them about twelve pounds of pins

a day." (3) That is to say each person therefore pro-

duced four thousand eight hundred pins per day.

The Twentieth Century

·

On the face of it, the industrial conditions which he

describes would seem to approximate the conditions of

the present. As between the conditions of then and now

there are certain points of difference to be noted. Adam

Smith made reference to the use of tools and machines,

as he certainly should, since they had grown to be es-

sential factors in production. But it must be recalled

that the machines to which he refers were crude ; they

counted for little in comparison with those of our day.

So this point of emphasis with respect to the important

factor making for a large volume of production falls

upon the workman in the case. He is all for the rapidly

developing system based upon an even more minute sub-

division of labor ; for out of a sub-division of labor

come greater skill and dexterity. Skill, dexterity and

judgment plus sub-division of labor constitute the es-

sential factors which make for a large volume of pro-

duction.

To express such a view of the industrial process was

but to express a commonplace of the time. In the im-

"The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations"-Adam

Smith, Book I, Chapter I "of the Division of Labor."
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THE DIVISION OF LABOR

mediate background was the era of handicraft still shap-

ing men's views. A greater volume of production was

to be expected from greater skill, dexterity and judg-

ment. This period differed, with respect to the division

of labor, from what had preceded in that skill and judg-

ment were now applied to a process the scope of which

was so confined as to make possible the development of

something approximating perfection in the technique of

the process. The machine was conceived as a tool the

value of which turned upon the skill and dexterity of

the workman who used it. The sweep of industry had

broadened ; but the frontiers of experience had narrowed,

confining the activities and interests of the individual to

still narrower fields.

Some one hundred and fifty years have passed since

Adam Smith took account of the situation and explained

the working of the industrial system in hedonistic terms.

Since that time, the Mercantile system of economy has

given ground to Capitalism and Credit Economy. And

the machine has taken effect. Out of the change in the

system of economy and the astonishing development of

the machine, there are now flowing streams of con-

sequences of an altogether revolutionary character, with

respect to the state of the industrial arts and the system

of institutions which make up the cultural scheme. Of

these consequences here we may touch upon but one

only the resulting machine process and the resulting

effect upon the division of labor.

A Modern Actuality

For this purpose we may pass by the theoretical

formulation of the economists and the engineers. The

realistic purposes which now serve to guide development

of the machine process have been clearly set forth by

Henry Ford and Samuel Crothers. (5) They refer to

the division of labor with the same emphasis, as to its

importance, as did Adam Smith. The illustration used

is the production of the Ford car. The Ford car is a

more complicated affair than a pin. A pin would now be

made by a machine. It is unfortunate that sentences

only may be quoted ; but the few which follow will serve

to indicate the present point of view with respect to the

ideas associated with the "division of labor." In this

issue, under the sub-caption, "Explaining my principles

on which production is built up, and the relations of

machines and men," we find : "In the beginning we tried

to get machinists. As the necessity for production in-

creased it not only became apparent that not enough

machinists were to be had, but also that skilled men

were not necessary in production . Our foundry

used to be much like other foundries. When we cast

the first "Model T" cylinders in 1910, everything in the

place was done by hand; shovels and wheelbarrows

abounded. The work was then either skilled or un-

skilled ; we had molders and we had laborers. Now we

have about five per cent of thoroughly skilled molders

and core setters, but the remaining ninety-five per cent

are unskilled ; or, to put it more accurately, must be

skilled in exactly one operation, which the most stupid

See "My Life and Work" by Henry Ford and Samuel Crothers

in the current issues of McClure's Magazine.

man can learn within two days. The molding is all

done by machinery. . . Some men do only one or two

small operations, others do more. The man who places

a part does not fasten it-the part may not be fully

in place until several operations later. The man who

puts in a bolt does not put on the nut ; the man who

puts on the nut does not tighten it. . . . The net result

of the application of these principles is the reduction of

the necessity for thought on the part of the worker and

the reduction of his movements to a minimum. He does

as nearly as possible only one thing with only one move-

ment."

These observations, it is true, express the point of the

owner of the plant ; but they express more. These and

other similar observations in the articles now pass as

common sense among producers, production engineers

and those who deal with the matter of large scale pro-

duction. The point of view is approximately that of the

run of business men and those who give thought to the

matter.

Here and there in the articles the outlook with respect

to how production should be organized, in the ideal case,

proceeds somewhat beyond the frontiers of popular opin-

ion on this head. But no thought is advanced in the

articles which is likely to appear as an innovation or

disturb the peace of mind of the readers of McClure's

magazine.

The Decreasing Demand on Skill and

Judgment

Evidently we have passed that point in the ever chang-

ing processes of production where the skill and judgment

of the workman serve as the axis upon which the in-

dustrial system turns. It is not that skill and judgment

have ceased to count-they still count for much in certain

lines of production, as, for example, in the erection of

buildings, farming and the like—it is rather that dexterity

now stands as the only qualification of importance, while

skill and judgment are qualities which have now come

to be viewed as good and serviceable to the operation of

the industrial system only in so far as these are neces-

sary. That is to say, skill and judgment have come to

be no more than qualities to be made use of pending the

further development of the machine to such a point of

mechanical perfection as to admit dispensing with them

altogether.

Naturally the question intrudes ; what is due to happen

to those who work under this newly conceived ideal con-

dition wherein the scope of endeavor and the sweep of

industrial experiences is confined as closely as may be

to "the doing of only one thing with a single movement"

and where "skilled men are not necessary in production"?

A multitude of other related questions follow. But the

point of interest here is not what effect this new regime

of machine production is likely to have upon the work-

man; it is rather what is likely to happen to the machine

itself as we gradually approach this "ideal"process

condition.

That is to say, what effect will the decay of skill, which

may be assumed to follow consequent upon the general

application of this point of view-what effect will this
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have upon the development of the machine process itself?

Will the decay of skill on the part of the workman

result, in due time, in the decay of the machine process?

This question intrudes for a variety of reasons, but

primarily by virtue of the condition that it would seem

that it was out of the era of handicraft, and consequent

upon it, that the machine was developed and the machine

process took shape. That the machine and the machine

process swept away the system of handicraft has long

been plain-but it has not been equally plain that the

machine process was making for the decay of skill and

judgment of those engaged in it.

Objection may be raised with respect to this observa-

tion ; and it will no doubt be pointed out that one of

the chief characteristics of the machine made product

is its perfection as compared with hand made articles.

But this perfection may be viewed as the outcome of

machine process ; it is not necessarily related to the skill,

dexterity and judgment of the workmen who tend the

machines. But what is likely to happen is a matter of

speculation. So that we will pass over this phase of the

matter after pointing to the magnitude of the change that

has taken place since the days when primitive man ceased

his fumbling and developed a simple system of handicraft

which supplied his needs by reason of his resourcefulness

and skill in a fairly wide range of activities, and the

present when the industrial worker's experiences may

be limited to such a simple operation as the tightening

of a nut.

In a factory such as referred to "the length of time

required to develop proficiency in the various occupations

(sic) is about as follows : forty-three per cent of the

jobs require from one day to one week; six per cent re-

quire from one to two weeks ; fourteen per cent require

one month to a year ; one per cent require from one to

six years. The last jobs require great skill-as in tool

making and die sinking." From this we see how it is

that some of the most complex products of industry may

be produced by a force of workmen ninety-nine per cent

of which may acquire the necessary qualities of skill,

dexterity and judgment in less time than it takes to make

a good farm hand. In fact proficiency in eighty-five per

cent of the employees may be developed so rapidly as to

warrant the statement, when taken in relation to the

amount of training required of those who engage in oc-

cupations where handicraft processes prevail, that no

training is required. Which brings us to a point of im-

mediate interest to architects, engineers and builders.

In relation to the automatic performances of something

like ninety-five per cent of those engaged in production

carried on along lines as in the Ford plant, the farmhand

or the workman in the building trades shows up as a

highly skilled artisan who reaches his position as the

result of years of training. The ease and the slight loss

of time required to develop proficiency in an automatic

activity stand in contrast with the years which must be

passed in training to produce the plumber, the carpenter,

the mason, or the plasterer. So that as it works out

the modern process of production as a whole now falls

into two types of industrial process which stand in a

peculiar competitive relation to each other. These two

processes, machine and handicraft, run at different rates

of speed so to speak, and the case of entry into the one

stands as a barrier to entry into the other. Obviously

to enter the building trades one must devote some years

of training. This requirement would seem to demand,

as an essential condition, that those occupations which

so require a long period of training would insure better

pay or more steady employment. On the face of it, the

bare invitation to the young man, and the provision of

educational facilities would hardly seem sufficient to in-

sure his entry. Something more substantial should be

offered than an opportunity to sacrifice some years in

training when the same might be avoided by taking a job

in a plant where all that is required is dexterity-a

qualification belonging to youth.

What has been said above is not to be taken as a remark

derogatory to the machine process nor as an expression

of a hope that we might well do away with it. The aim

has been solely to point out that the various meanings

attached to the "division of labor" have been variable

in the course of the changing process of production ; that

in its latest phase it implies the avoidance of the use of

skill and judgment; that the present situation is this

latter condition is unavoidably one of stress as between

highly developed machine industries and those that still

remain of a handicraft nature ; that the outcome of the

aim to eliminate skill and judgment from the day's work

in the case of the average man might conceivably lead to

the decay of the process itself.

Mr. Thomas Hastings Receives the Royal Gold Medal of

the Royal Institute of British Architects

As noted in our columns last month, Mr. Thomas

Hastings was present at the General Meeting of the

Royal Institute of British Architects in London, on 26

June last, and there received the Royal Gold Medal of

that body. Mr. Paul Waterhouse, President of the

R. I. B. A. , in his address, after felicitating Mr. Hastings

upon certain of his architectural accomplishments, said :

I am perfectly sure that the opening words of any

reply which Mr. Hastings is good enough to give us

tonight will be a modest disclaimer. He will say that

we are asking our King to honor his epoch and his

country, and that the allocation of this honor to his indi-

vidual personality is a mere accident. Let him say so.

He will not thereby shield himself from the direct attacks

of our respectful homage, nor will he dilute or divert

in any degree the enthusiasm with which we acclaim him

as the man of the hour.

It is undeniably true that we are consciously applaud-
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ing America of the twentieth century. But what of

that? It is the architects of America who make American

architecture, and in searching for a true and significant

example of that group of creators we have- with very

great, very careful deliberation-thrown our choice on

Mr. Hastings. I think we will stand firm in support

of our own judgment. Mr. Hastings can diffuse, as

much as he pleases, our compliments among his able

countrymen, so long as it is on his neck that the King's

Gold Medal crosses the At-

lantic, and so long as he is

Our most respectfully chosen

ambassador.

The very fact that Mr. Hast-

ings is surrounded in the States

by confrères whose aims are his

own, the very fact that there

are others in his favored coun-

try who may rightly be classed

as of Gold Medal rank, only

enhances, I hope, the honor

which we try to pay to him and

through him to his colleagues,

many of whom are men to

whom his example, his instruc-

tion, and his rivalry have meant

much.

I make no apology for being,

by the accident of the Presi-

dency, the man through whose

so foul a conflagration will quite soon burn itself out.

Let us turn happy eyes to America and take to our

hearts the remarkable testimony she gives to the divine

sovereignty of tradition.

America is, of all countries, the land whose civilization

was unprejudiced-a vigorous population on virgin soil

found itself free to look forward without any obligation

to look back. There was the country of all countries in

which could flourish unhindered and undismayed that tra-
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hands the medal passes from its gracious giver to its

distinguished recipient. Rather do I with complete im-

modesty rejoice that so great a piece of good luck falls

in my way, for I have wanted, above many other

wants, to stand face to face with an American and tell

him exactly what I think of the present-day school of

American design in architecture.
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ditionless architecture which is

the dream of some of our

philosophers.

But what has come to Amer-

ica in her freedom ? What,

after the early flutterings of

untried wings, has been the di-

rection of her flight? What

star guided her ? What voice

prompted her? None other than

the star of that civilization

which leads and has led old

Europe, no voice but the voice

of the ancients.

Gentlemen and ladies, were

there eyer wanting some proof

that our happy bondage to the

ways of our forefathers is not

a bigot's delusion, but a free

man's song of liberty, that

proof is given to us by the

choice of America-or shall I say rather by America's

joyous submission to the golden chains in which we

also labor ?

I believe, with a very profound belief, that it repre-

sents a most significant fact in the history of our art.

I do not say, "of our age," but of that ageless company of

centuries which, viewed from Art's point of view, stand

not behind one another in series, but abreast. There is

a reality called Eternity. Some define it as time with the

beginning and the end removed. They define it falsely.

It is the great Now. It lies with architects more than

with other artists, it lies with artists more than with other

men, to realize ( and this is realization shared with re-

ligion) that the brotherhood of man has its extension

forth and back in time no less than East and West in

space.

This is not wandering on my part. I could make it

plainer by detaining you with a history of civilization (if

I were capable of it) . I would sooner try to make it

plain by talking about the United States.

In the name, Mr. Hastings, of our Gracious Patron,

and as the spokesman of my brother architects of Eng-

land, I transfer to you the greatest testimony we have

to offer ; and, in doing so, I thank you and your colleagues

in America for the encouragement you give to our an-

cient art, and congratulate you with the warmest cor-

diality on the fact that your line of thought, your line of

work, and your spirit of achievement are the very spirit,

work and thought that have for centuries bound into a

timeless brotherhood the architects of Europe.

There is much heretic talk of progress in architectural

design. There is progress, of course ; but there is much

more evidence of the sham progress which is no friend of

art at all. The horrible experiment to which a certain

old-world country is submitting herself, the experiment

of attempting an architecture "free from historic style, "

would be a nightmare to Europe and a grim menace to all

lovers of the beautiful were there not a bright hope that

Mr. Thomas Hastings ' Reply

While we Americans have inherited your language,

and consequently have no right to complain, I must con-

fess that on this occasion I find the English vocabulary

quite inadequate there are no words to express my

grateful appreciation of the honor which His Gracious

Majesty the King has conferred upon me. Realizing that

it was prompted by the action of this time-honored Insti-

tute, I would like to feel that it is in recognition of such

services as the profession in our country has rendered

in the interest of contemporaneous architectural education.

In all sincerity, I would rather believe that by example,

I had in some way influenced others in the right direc-

tion than be conscious of individual success or feel that

what I have done were worthy of your commendation. As

you know, I believe we should return to follow and respect

the tradition which obtained before the present modern

il
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confusion, that we should be careful of the direction in

which we work, and thoughtful of our influence upon fu-

ture generations.

While the question of modernity is most important, it

is after all the true inborn sense of beauty which assures

the architect his success. Goethe said: "The Beautiful

is a manifestation of secret laws of nature, which, but for

this appearance, had been for ever concealed from us."

The layman too frequently only superficially understands

beauty in defining its attributes, as though it were a

mere appeal to the emotions, a pleasure-giving luxury,

or a refining influence. It is rather an organic vital pro-

vision of nature, manifestly a part of the order of the uni-

verse divinely ordained for the specific purpose of pro-

moting permanency in all things, and giving life and en-

thusiasm wherever it may find its resting place. It is,

indeed, a force in life capable of stimulating the noblest

endeavor, and capable of making virtue appeal to the

senses and making truth endure. Nowhere is this so vivid-

ly illustrated as when we consider architectural design.

The practising architect, if he continues, as he should, to

be a draughtsman all his life, must realize that beauty of

design and line build well in construction, and with greater

economy and endurance than construction, which is mere

engineering. All form and all design are the natural and

legitimate outcome of the nature or purpose of the object

to be made. The practical and the artistic are inseparable.

There is beauty in nature because all nature is a practi-

cal problem well solved. The truly educated architect

will never sacrifice the practical side of his problem.

Some of the greatest economic as well as architectural

calamities have been executed by so-called practical men

with an experience mostly bad, and with no education.

The science of modern engineering has too frequently

divorced the architect from many of the larger and more

interesting so-called utilitarian problems of construction.

Some of them are entirely and legitimately architectural

problems, while in other cases the architect should col-

laborate with the engineer. There may be no question

of decoration or ornament involved, but architecture and

practically all construction should be inseparable. An

earnest appeal should be made for this collaboration ,

not merely in the interest of beauty, but rather in the

interest of economy-beauty will follow in its natural.

sequence. In the larger municipal and suburban problems

requiring economy in cost and saving of energy, even

when commercial and investment interests are involved,

in problems of traffic, rapid transit, and public comfort,

under all conditions in the solution of these greater prob-

lems the qualitative and quantitative viewpoints should

be inseparable. Following the natural laws of the sur-

vival of the fittest, if undertaken with art, beauty will

predominate in the end, and so deliver us from the de-

facement of nature, and make the city and suburbs more

fit to live in, especially where the working and poorer

classes are concerned. Such problems may only involve

a thorough knowledge of good planning.

In the first years of my architectural career I was ac-

cused by my fellow countrymen of attaching too much

importance to the artistic study of the floor plan ; it was

constantly asserted that I was trying to inculcate the Paris

Beaux Arts methods of education into our American ar-

chitectural practice, my critics not realizing that those

methods of study in plan have been adhered to at all

times since the beginning of architecture. They little

realize that if the floor plan, determining two of the three

dimensions in space, is well studied, beautiful in propor-

tions, with a proper distribution of piers, thickness of

walls, logically disposed and with good circulation, there

will be no structural difficulties, and that this principle

has obtained ever since the dawn of architectural history.

The plan lends itself to thinking in three dimensions.

When the plan looks well it builds well, constructs well,

so that we find we need very little of the analytical mathe-

matics to assist us excepting as a mere matter of verifi-

cation.

Until modern times, architects knew but little about

analytical mathematics as compared with what we

are now given to learn-but they knew their stereotomy

better than most of us today. They knew but little

about the strength of materials, but they understood

constructive principles, for, after all, analytical mathemat-

ics is a comparatively modern science. While there ex-

isted graphical rules for the approximate determination

of the thrusts from arches as early as the thirteenth cen-

tury, yet it is practically only within the last century that

the correct principles of constructive analysis have been

fully developed. If an arch or a bridge looks well , it

will build well, when it is the outcome of a well-studied

plan.

There must have occurred many serious calamities in

the past because of bad art and no analytical means of

verification ; but just as nature is beautiful when fit

to survive, so the great buildings and monuments of the

past that have survived are beautiful in plan, form and

proportion. It is really architecture and well-propor-

tioned masonry versus engineering and iron, a compara-

tively new profession and a new material ; each has its

use, but they are not interchangeable. I believe that

buildings have stood for centuries solely because their.

plans, as seen on paper, were so thoroughly artistic and

beautiful.

We are told that the cell of the bee is built at

that angle which gives the most strength with the least

wax, so that the line of beauty is the result of per-

fect economy. Emerson realized the truth when he said

it is a rule of largest application, true in a plant, true in

a loaf of bread, that in the construction of any fabric or

organism any real increase of fitness to its end is an

increase of beauty.

We Americans too little realize that we really come

to Europe in a large measure because of what man has

done with art to beautify nature. As music is more

beautiful than any merely natural sound, so nature is

generally either greatly enhanced by the human interest

when man has made his impress upon it, or it is cruelly

and unnecessarily sacrificed .

Art and a proper artistic sense of the fitness of things

completes the picture. When far away from civilization,

surrounded by primeval nature, a man, if in his normal

state of mind, soon longs for the warmth and color of

fertile fields, the thrift of farms ; he thinks of forests

interwoven by winding roads or vistas intelligently con-

ceived.
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The pageantry of sea and sky, the starlit night, the

rising or setting sun, the rugged mountains or deep

crevices, the bewildering beauty of the flowers, can never

awaken the same human emotions and sympathy as when

with art they are made more beautiful-wedded to

weather-beaten walls, the castle or the shrine, or the

distant romantic village nestled in the crevice or perched

on the mountain-side. I have said that I believe it to

be a law of the universe that the forms of life that are

fittest to survive-indeed, the very universe itself-are

beautiful in form and color, and that nature's selections

are beautifully expressed. Ugliness, deformity, and self-

indulgence are synonymous. And so it is in every econo-

my of life—what would survive must be beautifully ex-

pressed.

It is equally true that one trained in the understand-

ing of beauty can more profoundly fathom the laws

of nature than one who has neglected to develop this side

of his education. Indeed, if the way of the artists is

undertaken with philosophy and humility, the things that

are divine, God in the universe, will I believe, be more

clearly revealed to him, more impressively, more convinc-

ingly, than when approached by way of theological dis-

cussion or scientific research. And so in literature as in

art, the subject matter must be expressed or presented

with beauty in order to survive and firmly impress itself

upon successive generations. It is the art in story-

telling which gives real life and human interest to the

characters, and which makes the fancy and imagination of

the author outlive his own generation. Words may have

color as full and luminous as may be found in any school

of painting, and form as subtle and radiant as may be

revealed in the art of the sculptor or the architect, and

music as beautiful and melodious as a song. Truth or

precept as well as fiction will only penetrate the human

heart and demand respect and obedience when clothed in

beauty.

The proverbs, the bywords of the ages, are only

familiar truths beautifully expressed with forceful sim-

plicity and precise epigram ; even mathematics have a

beauty of their own, and, while in some ways allied with

beauty in art, both are different phases of what we might

call generalized beauty. Every mathematical equation

has a certain quality of beauty because it is orderly and

complete in its visible expression of a truth. All the nat-

ural lines of stresses and strains in a solid are things of

beauty, and every structure built to these true lines , ipso

facto, is beautiful. Newton's laws of motion, so simple,

so fundamental, so inclusive in their scope, could only be

enunciated with such elegance of expression to make

them endure forever. The divine word of God as it

has been revealed in any enduring philosophy or religion

has always been enshrined in language immortal .

There is beauty everywhere, and there is no such thing

as poverty if only we realize the universal ownership of

beauty in nature and art. You may own the land, but

not the landscape. You may have physical possession of

a great picture or a building, but if they are really great

the man who truly owns them is the man who most appre-

ciates their beauty. In the light of this truth in written

word, in painted canvas or chiselled stone, or in the har-

monies and melodies of sound and in the beauty of nature

all round, the happiest and richest man in the world is

he who sees most and best understands nature's laws as

expressed in beauty.

Biography

Mr. Hastings was born in New York City, of American

parents, in the year 1860. His grandfather, Thomas Hast-

ings, was distinguished as a composer of sacred music. His

father, the Reverend Thomas S. Hastings, an eminent Pres-

byterian divine, was for many years President of the Union

Theological Seminary of New York City ; his mother was a

Miss de Groot, an American of Dutch and French parentage.

Mr. Hastings obtained his professional education at the

Ecole des Beaux Arts, where he studied under the pro-

fessorship of Jules André. He began his architectural career

in the office of McKim, Mead and White.

Mr. Hastings is an Academician of the National Academy

of Design, a member of the Academy of Arts and Letters,

the Royal Vienna Association of Architects, and the Commit-

tee of Visitors to Columbia University (Architectural De-

partment) . He is Chevalier of the Legion of Honor ; a

Fellow of the American Institute of Architects ; Chairman,

Sardis Exploration Society Commission ; President Beaux Arts

Institute of Design. He was one of the founders of the

Commission of Fine Arts, and is a Director in the Museum

of French Art. He was one of the founders of the Archi-

tectural League of New York of which he has been Pres-

ident and several times Director.

List of Mr. Hastings' Principal Works

New York Public Library, New York City ; Carnegie Li-

braries, New York City ; Layout of Baltimore, Maryland

(Mt. Vernon Square and Civic Centre) ; Senate Office Build-

ing, Washington, D. C.; House of Representatives Office

Building, Washington, D. C.; The Plaza at 59th Street and

5th Avenue, New York City ; Century Theatre, New York

City ; Globe Theatre, New York City ; Interior of the Metro-

politan Opera House, New York City ; Academic Halls for

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.; Portland (Maine) City

Hall ; Richmond County Borough Hall, Staten Island, N. Y.;

Richmond County Court House, Staten Island, N. Y.; Staten

Island Terminal, New York ; Manhattan Bridge over East

River, New York ; Administration Building, Carnegie In-

stitute, Washington, D. C.; City Plan of Hartford, Conn.;

Union Pacific Railroad Stations, North Platte, Nebraska, and

Grand Island ; United States Rubber Building, New York

City; Cunard Steamship Company (Consulting Architect for

New York Offices ) ; office building Standard Oil Company

of New York, New York City ; Bank of Mexico, City of

Mexico ; one of six architects in collaboration on Panama-

Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, California ;

Industrial Town plan for United States Steel Corporation,

Duluth, Minn.; Ponce de Leon Hotel, St. Augustine, Fla.;

Knoedler Building, Fifth Avenue, New York City ; National

Amphitheatre, Arlington Cemetery, Washington, D. C.; Bryant

Memorial, New York City ; Yale Memorial Buildings, New

Haven, Conn.; Princeton Battle Monument, Princeton, N. J.;

City Hall Fountain Memorial, New York City ; McKinley

Monument, Buffalo, N. Y.; John Paul Jones Monument,

Washington, D. C.; Lafayette Monument, Paris, France ;

Altar of Liberty and Victory Arch for the Mayor's Commit-

tee for Homecoming Troops, New York City ; War Memorial

for Atlantic City, New Jersey ; Cenotaph for Unknown Dead,

Washington, D. C. ( in course of construction ) ; numerous

important residences, various churches in different parts of

the country, and a number of office buildings for private

corporations.
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CLARENCE S. STEIN , Associate Editor

What Happened to London?

The Committee on the Plan of New York and its

Environs in its study of conditions in the Metropolitan

district, we hope, will not lose sight of the fact that much

light may be thrown on one's own problems by the ex-

periences of other great cities. Some of the evidence sub-

mitted by the Garden Cities and Town-Planning Associa-

tion to the Royal Commission on London Government

applies as much to New York as to London. The Com-

mittee said in regard to Social and Economic Evils of

Large Cities :1

"Nothing is more difficult to resist than a proposal

which offers immediate and visible advantages. ' Give us,'

we say, 'what is sweet, and let the next generation deal

with the bitter.' Londoners of today, as they gaze upon

the illuminated map of the Underground Railway, are

fain to admire an achievement, at which, as Frenchmen

would say, they have ' assisted.' Cool in summer, and

warm in winter, we travel from the central nucleus in

half-a-dozen directions, rapidly, safely and cheaply. The

Tubes, not so long since a novelty, have become a neces-

sity, as a breakdown or strike makes painfully obvious.

What more natural than that they should be extended still

further in all directions, carrying passengers beyond High-

gate, beyond Golder's Green, and beyond Clapham ?

Moreover, who will dare to oppose a scheme which prom-

ises to employ thousands of men now out of work and to

feed their children, to allay industrial unrest and provide

idle machines and shops with much-desired engineering

orders ? It would seem as if this were a game in which

there are many prizes and no blanks . Such games are in

general designed for the simple by those who are not so

simple.

"As Londoners are suffering today from what their

fathers did for them , they should think of the difficulties

they in their turn are piling up for the next generation.

London is already too large, its streets too narrow, its

houses too close, its traffic too heavy, its population too

much congested. These words were true of London 30,

40 or 50 years ago , before the Tubes were heard of.

It was because London was already too large that part

of its passenger traffic had to be carried underground.

Instead of restricting the growth of the monster we con-

structed a labyrinthine world beneath her, which has in

effect added to the built-up area above ground.

"It is clear that Tube extensions are not going to be

made for nothing ; the lifts are not going to pour forth

nightly thousands of strap-hangers into uninhabited cor-

ners of Middlesex, Surrey and Essex. Tube extension

means London extension . Wherever the Tubes go, and

as far as they go, the speculative builder will follow.

Around every new terminus will grow up a new dor-

mitory. The planning of London's future will be taken

1 Garden Cities and Town-Planning-Editors-William L. Hare

and W. McG. Eagar, July and August, 1922.

out of her own hands, and whether she likes it or not,

she will be forced to grow larger.

"There are, too, technical objections to the extension of

Tubes under present conditions. By adding half-a-

dozen stations contributory to the system the trains must

carry more passengers. The crowding which has already

reached its maximum of bearable discomfort will become a

positive danger. Instead of being, as was intended, a pas-

sable alternative to travelling in the open air, Tube travel

will become a twice-daily infliction, which none but the

most hardy will undertake. The Underground Railway

of late has been encouraging its passengers to think by

putting before them in advertisements concise statements

of its position. We make no apology for repeating one

of their most effective posters :

Greater London's Development

Before the Underground drove

its Railways out to Golders Green

there was nothing but green fields.

Now there is a considerable Town

and a busy population.

New values have been created

which stand to the credit of the

Underground, though others

keep the cash.

"To carry the process of thought a little further, it may

be added that new problems are being created which are

left for solution to posterity."

The National Municipal League has published a short

and concise statement by Thomas Adams on "Modern

City Planning, its Meaning and Methods" in which he

offers a practical program of planning that should be of

great help to those who direct the policy of the many

cities and towns now going in for "Zoning" instead of

fundamental planning. Zoning, Mr. Adams points out,

cannot be carried out successfully excepting as part of a

well studied plan. He says : "But no plan should be

limited to 'zoning' and no ' zoning' should be done with

the main object of stabilizing real estate values. A plan

should increase real values and not stabilize unreal values

based on speculation." Of the Zoning experts he says :

"The most intricate problems in city planning are prob-

ably those which are least popular and least spectacular.

The 'zoning' plans which are now being prepared for

many cities require less specialized knowledge than the

other matters which need to be dealt with and may in-

volve the suppression rather than the exercise of imagina-

tion . To a large extent they depend for their successful

application on intimate local knowledge. The zoning

expert may have acquired the knowledge to present his

data in an intelligent form. He may know the arguments

2 Modern City Planning, as published in June, 1922 , number of

National Municipal Review.
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to use to put it over' with the citizens and he may have

collected information in other cities which enables him

to give valuable advice regarding the many cases that

require special treatment. On the whole, however, a

plan that is limited to ' zoning' can be prepared by an

intelligent city engineer with comparatively little expert

assistance." But the planning of a city cannot be cut up

into watertight compartments. If worthwhile results

are desired a comprehensive plan must be worked out,

so Mr. Adams outlines as order of study and work :

1. Reconnaissance survey of the city and surrounding

region ;

2. Tentative skeleton plan of the region based on the

survey ;

3. City survey ;

4. Complete working plan of the city adapted to the

law of the state or province.

A Zoning Primer

"A Zoning Primer" which has been brought out by

Secretary Hoover's Advisory Committee for the purpose

of boosting zoning, though it mentions the fact that zon-

ing is a part of the general planning problem, lays stress

mainly on its value as protector of individual property

rights. The Primer says of "Technical Advice" : "The

practice of zoning is relatively new in America. We are

feeling our way and must learn by experience. Those

who have had experience tend to become expert, with

broader knowledge of practices that are proving effective.

These men are becoming gradually more skilled in the

methods of getting at the essential facts of any local

situation, and in the interpretation of those facts. If

they possess insight and sane judgment, their advice be-

comes increasingly valuable."

Service for What-and by Whom?

The outstanding fact in regard to the great housing

activity of most of the European countries during the

last few years is the admission of the failure of private

initiative and the acceptance of housing as a public or

social function . There is hardly a country at the other

side of the Atlantic that is not giving financial assistance

in the building of homes, not only in the form of loans ,

but outright bonuses. This money is not being spent for

the profit of builders but for the welfare of the Com-

munity, for these governments are controlling to a much

greater extent than in the past the type of home in which

the people are to live. It looks as though the period

when housing for working people was a business and

nothing else had passed, as far as Europe is concerned .

Those who have to do with Government functions are

beginning to acknowledge that this point of view must

apply not only to housing but to every activity that

3 A Zoning Primer by The Advisory Committee on Zoning-

Appointed by Secretary Hoover. Sold only by the Superintendent

of Documents, Government Printing Office , Washington, D. C.

has to do with the making of our cities. Daniel L. Tur-

ner, the Consulting Engineer of the New York Transit

Commission, in writing of the fundamentals for transit

planning, for cities concludes : "In short, city transit is

a social problem, not a business one. From a profit-

getting standpoint, the interests of the public and the

railroads are conflicting. They can never be reconciled.

If past efforts may be taken as a criterion, under the old

order of things the transit problem never can be solved."

Mr. Turner says of the old order-the town authorities ,

the community representatives, did not cause the street

car system, the moving street, to ramify over the old and

the new town-over the entire town-in the same man-

ner that the street system does. Instead, the matter was

left to private interests. City transit was left to be

exploited by private capital as a business proposition-

the natural course for a business man to follow is to

develop his property so as to produce as quick a return

as possible. He cannot be blamed for doing this . Now

what did those old owners of the street car line do,

nearly a hundred years ago ? They looked over the city,

selected a route which seemed to offer the best prospect.

Accidental conditions might have been entirely responsible

for its location, but the chief requirement was the pos-

sibility of early profit on the investment. It was a case

of profits, not service. The essential thing, the question

of circulating and distributing the city's population , never

entered anybody's head.

Mr. Turner indicates that transit is in the same boat

as all of the other related functions that go to make

up the physical shell in which we develop-they must

be planned-planned to serve as a part of a related

structure. He says in regard to his specialty : "If the

city is to prosper and is to grow, its municipal transporta-

tion facilities must constantly develop and expand. To

utilize these carriers in its best interest, the city should

own and control them. To be able to develop, expand

and utilize its facilities properly, the city first must

know the fundamental requirements of transit planning.

When should the facilities be provided ? Are they con-

veniently accessible ? Are they sufficiently extensive?

How should the facilities be owned? How should they

be operated ? These are important matters which every

city should know. Every city should compel the develop-

ment, the extension and operation of its transportation

lines in such a manner as will best serve its needs."

Transit like zoning cannot play the City Planning

game alone without regrettable cost to the City. New

York's growth since the coming of rapid transit has been

dictated by subway financiers followed by land and build-

ing speculators. London's story here again parallels that

of New York.

The International Housing Conference at Rome, Italy,

in September, has an elaborate program, including a

general discussion of the problem of low-cost houses in

all countries. It will also deal with the problem of

financial intervention by State and municipal authorities,

and will endeavor to bring about a uniformity of

terminology, so that statistics may be more accurately

compared. The question of standardization of materials

will likewise be considered . The full report of the

Congress will appear in the JOURNAL.

The Fundamentals of Transit Planning for Cities by Daniel

L. Turner, Consulting Engineer New York Transit Commission ,

National Conference on City Planning, 1922 , August. ·
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Letters to the Editor

More About Fugitive Advertising

TO THE EDITOR OF THE JOURNAL :

The distinctions between Bravery, Recklessness and

Knavery are sometimes fine ones. Bravery makes sure of

its facts and then advances fearlessly. Recklessness plows

ahead heedless of facts, and Knavery willingly ignores

facts, if by so doing it may perchance profit by the igno-

rance of the bystander.

Mr. John Sullivan, signing himself Secretary-Treasurer of

the Association of National Advertisers, Inc., and who of

course speaks with authority for all the advertisers of the

country, in a recent letter to the JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN

INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS includes the following paragraph :

"There is another form of solicitation of advertising by

architects that is also akin to blackmailing : Before me

are soliciting letters written by the Chicago Architectural

Exhibition, the Architectural League of New York, the

Philadelphia Chapter of the American Institute of Architects

and the T Square Club for their Twenty-fifth Architectural

Exhibition, and so on."

The use of the word "blackmail" by Mr. Sullivan savors

slightly of the last of the three qualities mentioned above.

It is a fine reptilian word suggestive of secrecy, filth, slime

and venom, and as such, he seems perfectly willing to let

it carry whatever false implication it may. Stripped of

innuendo, his grievance against the organizations named by

him is that the prestige and influence of the architectural

profession is employed to divert a certain amount of adver-

tising from professional advertising channels into publica-

tions directly supervised and controlled by the artistic

professions themselves.

I quote a further paragraph of his letter :

"Incidentally, I may say that these professional men and

their organizations have their letters included in a col-

lection which contains similar solicitations from the Plum-

bers' Social Club of New York, the Police and Fire Journal

(of the Police and Firemen of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County

and Western Pennsylvania) , and the Indiana Ice Dealers'

Association, etc. , etc."

Could anything illustrate more beautifully than this para-

graph the utter stupidity of the person who is entrusted

with the duty of classifying the mail of the Association

of National Advertisers ?

I quote one more paragraph:

"Manufacturers who spend money for advertising do so

for the purpose of securing the stabilizing of markets, to

secure standardized quantity production in their plants for

the purpose of securing a minimum unit cost of production ,

a low selling cost, and so be able to maintain minimum sell-

ing prices. They use, in selling their goods, not only the

individual salesman, but the mass salesman-advertising."

Let us take this statement on its face value and assume

that it is fairly representative. What then? It says nothing

whatever about quality and it is with quality in the industrial

output of the country that professional organizations, such

as those mentioned are primarily concerned . Two curses

of architectural practice today are the uninformed salesman

and the deluge of unreliable reading matter issued under

the auspices of commercial agencies. Among the organi-

zations mentioned by Mr. Sullivan, the one with which I

have been intimately familiar during many years is the

Architectural League of New York. For more than a third

of a century the exhibitions, year books and other educa-

tional activities of this organization have in my judgment

constituted the most valuable single element in the steady

progress of quality and good taste in the industries allied

with the art of architecture. These activities have been

made possible by a group of farseeing builders and manu-

facturers of all the materials which enter into a building,

who have had the wit and the imagination to see the value

of an appeal to a smaller but more select audience, and

many of them have been outspoken in their appreciation of

the privilege of cooperating in this undertaking, from the

standpoint of their own advantage as well as of the general

good.

J. MONROE HEWLITT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE JOURNAL :

As President of the Architectural League of New York,

I feel it incumbent on me to comment on the letter pub-

lished in the last issue of the JOURNAL by the Secretary-

Treasurer of the Association of National Advertisers, Inc.

This letter appears to me to express an irritation on the

part of Mr. Sullivan at the temerity of the members of the

Architectural League and other architectural organizations

in soliciting advertising matter, on the ground that the

catalogues or year books do not constitute legitimate pub-

licity vehicles. That his expression of opinion is founded

on a very gross ignorance of the publications and the methods

by which the League, to confine myself to this Society,

secures advertising, and the attitude of the manufacturer

or of other firms toward the League, seems at least ap-

parent. A knowledge of the necessity which dictates a

means of raising money for exhibition and other educa-

tional necessities of the Architectural League as a supple-

ment to the time, money and energy contributed by the

various administrative committees and the members as a

whole, must be first acquired before adopting a critical

attitude toward this and other societies with similar ob-

jectives. To confuse us with various nondescript associa-

tions soliciting advertising for possible private and less

public benefit also predicates an apparent lack of investiga-

tion on the part of the Secretary-Treasurer of the Asso-

ciation.

Letters and observations of this type, with arguments

pro and con covering the principles involved, turn up

periodically and the subject has been discussed from every

angle with much controversial heat. The remedy seems

to be in the hands of the advertisers, if one may suggest

it, and that is not to advertise. On the other hand, the

attitude of the manufacturer or other advertiser toward us

has been uniformly encouraging and in no way significant

of acquiescence in the suggestion made of polite "blackmail."

I hesitate to comment on Mr. Sullivan's use of this word

as being, I am sure, a figure of speech in its intent, and

not used by him as an insinuation .

We should be delighted to eliminate advertising and make

our contribution toward the general artistic education of

the country by means of our exhibitions, lectures, and other

propaganda, all at our own expense, if it were possible

to translate the attitude of a very large group of architects,

painters, sculptors, and craftsmen into practical actuality.

Their devotion to this idea is too well known to make

additional comment thereon necessary.

Fortunately, there exists among the people who advertise

a similar attitude toward things pertaining to art and their

encouragement through the medium of architecture and the

allied arts, and therefore, I feel safe in assuming that one

sacrifice is offset by the other, and until we can have a

Ministry or Department of Fine Arts in Washington as

part of the United States government, and an attitude on

the part of national or municipal governments to encourage
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INSTITUTE AND CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

art in this country by government interest and subsidy, we

shall have to continue our exhibitions, wherein this spirit

of sacrifice is evident to everyone, except to the gentleman

who wrote the letter which prompted this reply, for the

general good of the public and its instruction.

Unless some such means is discovered to defray costs ,

and when I say costs I do not mean actual money alone,

but the contribution of time and energy, the exhibitions of

the Architectural League, the Chicago Architectural Club,

the Philadelphia Chapter of the Institute, and the T Square

Club would have to be discontinued, and, as an equivalent,

each member of the Institute or member of these societies

would voluntarily undertake privately and at his own ex-

pense an exhibition of his work. That this would reduce

the number, scope and dimension of exhibitions is altogether

probable, in which case let us sacrifice exhibitions and

records of exhibitions altogether if by so doing we can

avoid the appearance and implication contained in Mr.

Sullivan's letter.

In conclusion I may say that the issue of the Exhibition

Catalogue of the Architectural League is each year in-

creasing and tending toward over-subscription.

HOWARD GREENLEY, President.

Institute and Chapter Activities

A CIRCULAR of all decisions of the National Board of

Jurisdictional Awards up to 1 August has just been

issued by the Institute.

THE EXECUTIVE Committee of the Institute will meet

at Greenwich, Conn. , on 8 and 9 September.

THERE HAS been received at the Octagon House the

following letter from Monsieur Laloux on whom was

conferred the Institute Gold Medal at the Convention

in Chicago:

To the President

La Marjolaine,

Montigny sur Loing (S. et M.)

June 27, 1922.

of the American Institute of Architects:

SIR, AND ESTEEMED CONFRERE :

I have received from the French Consul in Chicago a

letter in which he informs me that he has received, in my

name, the gold medal which was awarded to me by my

confreres of the American Institute of Architects, at the

closing session of the Congress.

The intervention, in the circumstances, of a representa-

tive of France at Chicago, shows that the American Architects

a great many of whom, I believe, are students of the

Ecole des Beaux Arts of Paris-wish, in honoring me of

their second country, to render discreet homage to French

instruction and art. I am rejoiced and proud, but I am

not surprised, in view of the sentiments of profound esteem

and of high comradeship which unite us.

Be that as it may, my dear and honored confrere, I wish

again to impress upon the President and the Institute my

sincere gratitude for this precious mark of their esteem .

With renewed assurance of my sense of indebtedness and

of high consideration,

LALOUX.

THE FOLLOWING letter has been received from Secretary

Hoover who was elected to Honorary Membership at

the Chicago Convention :

Mr. Henry H. Kendall ,

American Institute of Architects,

The Octagon House,

Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. KENDALL :

August 3, 1922.

I hope you will express my appreciation to the Institute

of Architects for the great honor I have received at their

hands. There is nothing that one can treasure so much

as the kindly feeling of men akin to one's own profession.

Yours faithfully,

HERBERT HOOVER.

FOR THE ensuing year the Committee on the Le Brun

Traveling Scholarship of the New York Chapter is

Julian Clarence Levi, Chairman, and Messrs. Ayres,

Howells, Koyl and Peck.

THE ARCHITECTURAL exhibit arranged by the Wash-

ington State Chapter is considered to have been most

successful and the Committee in charge has been highly

commended for their work.

IT SEEMS idle to add to the evidence of the favor with

which the exhibit of American Architecture has been

received in England, but we cannot resist printing the

comment which appeared in the publication of the Incorpo-

ration of Architects in Scotland, on the occasion of the

opening of the exhibit in Glasgow on 21 June last :

"The first surprise on entering the Galleries was the

general effect of the show, which was much finer than

any exhibition of pictures and sculpture ever seen there.

The bare cost of the work shown must have been about

£50,000,000, and its artistic value probably ten times

that of all the picture galleries of the world. And this

is only a small part of one country during one generation.

Many a poor fly buys a picture or a nick-nack. It takes

a big man to build something worth while. A shallow

nation spends its money on paper lanterns and hollow-

walled slums. A nation of big men build for all time.

America is not a nation of big men, but her men do

bigger things than ours. She is passing through a Renais-

sance, we are passing through Decadence, and whether

passing upwards or downwards is doubtful.

"From the utilitarian point of view originality may be

claimed for American buildings. The American wants

comfort, and tries to get it in heat and upholstery, in

a thousand labor-saving' devices, many of them for

doing things which are better not done. From the point

of view of the creative architect, America, great as she

is, is less inspiring than almost any other country. Her

architects are products of the hot-house schools of Paris,

trained in rigid styles by the French architect dominie.

Architecture has never been understood by the French .

They look on it as cabinetmaking in stone. The Amer-

icans suffer from having gone to school there instead

of-playing truant. Their earliest work is the best, and

it is London, Dickens period. No American architect

has yet realized what a skyscraper really is.
The most

original thing in the show is the National Farmers'

Bank, Owatonna, Minn.; Louis H. Sullivan, Architect,

Chicago, Ill . One gets tired of guessing which old

building Messrs. McKim, Mead & White will copy next.

1
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Their office must have a photograph of every 'box- office

success' in Europe.

"Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue is good at using Spanish

motifs.

"The Plans of the City of Washington are neatly

drawn. Who did them?

"Charles I. Berg has made Allen House, Morristown,

N. J., much more Old English than anything in old

England.

"John T. Windrim, Philadelphia, Pa., makes interesting

buildings and interesting drawings of them.

"Carrere & Hastings, N. Y., are somewhat amateurish

in the carrying out of a big idea-The Ponce de Leon

(Hotel ) , St. Augustine, Fla.

"Why should Scottish architects remain in Scotland

when America so evidently wants architecture and Scot-

land doesn't?

"The same old mistake-Patriotism ! Patriotism makes

us think that our fellow-countrymen are better than they

are-Patriotism does the same for the fellow-countrymen .

It would do the same for us if possible."

News Notes

G. ALBERT LANSBURGH, architect, announces the re-

moval of his offices to 140 Montgomery Street, San

Francisco, Calif.

ANNOUNCEMENT is made by the Chicago Building

Material Exhibit of a new and expanded service for

architects in connection with their sample rooms at 15

East Van Buren Street.

VISITORS to Chartres this summer may have enjoyed

the very rare privilege of seeing a stained glass window

put together. During the war all of the glass in Chartres

was taken down and stored for safe keeping. It is now

being replaced, much to the delight and instruction of

one of our correspondents.

W. R. B. WILCOX has accepted the professorship of

architecture, which carries with it the task or organizing

and administering the Department of Architecture, at

the University of Oregon, to which he will carry a host

of good wishes and the rare qualifications which are his

through long study, reflection and experience .

THE PATRONS of the American Section of the Tenth

International Congress of Architects at Brussels in

September are The Honorable Secretary of State, The

Honorable Secretary of the Treasury, The Honorable

Secretary of Commerce, His Excellency the American

Ambassador to Belgium, Doctor Nicholas Murray But-

ler, Mr. Robert de Forest, Honorable Thomas Nelson

Page, Honorable John Barton Payne, Honorable Elihu

Root and Mr. Daniel Chester French.

THE JOURNAL. is asked to bring to the attention of

architects the facts concerning the reorganization of

the Officers' Reserve Corps of the United States Army,

which consists of men commissioned ready for service

in a national emergency. Previous experience for enlist-

ment is not necessary but it is the expressed desire of

the War Department to give each applicant the grade

and position commensurate with his probable value in

helping "to plan the mobilization of the industrial, trans-

portation, economic and even artistic resources of the

country." A letter to the Adjutant General, Washing-

ton, will bring application blanks, and a reserve officer

may be commissioned direct from civil life , provided,

in the case of an architect, he has the necessary training

and experience.

PRESIDENT FISKE of the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company of New York turned the first sod, on 16 August,

in the work of the building the new Nine-dollar-a-room

apartments, designed by Andrew J. Thomas, illustrations

of which have already appeared in these columns. The

event was marked with much ceremony. The gratitude

of the children was symbolized , "labor" promised its

unqualified support, and there were remarks and addresses

by prominent people . The publicity resulting might well

be pondered by architects generally, for it seems an easy

thing to achieve when undertaken in the proper way.

In the meantime, it is safe to say that no housing ven-

ture was ever the object of more interest than this one,

for it is the last word in the United States in careful

planning and financing.

THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA,

INC., announce the preparation of a standard form of

Equipment Rental Agreement for distribution to its

membership. It is designed to remove misunderstandings

and facilitate the shipping of equipment on short notice

or in emergency . Its interest to architects will be found,

we believe, in cases where they are working under a

cost basis of agreement. Architects using the Circular

of Information on the Cost Plus Fee Form of Contract

for Building Construction will have noticed that the

question of plant is touched upon in Article 7, and the

present standard form of equipment lease will no doubt

assist in meeting the problems disclosed in this Article.

Copies of the Agreement may be obtained from the

A. G. C., Inc., Munsey Building, Washington, D. C.,

at ten cents each or five dollars a hundred.

Obituary

Howard Crosby Butler, H.A.I.A.

Elected to Honorary Membership in the Institute in 1915

Died at Paris , France, 15 August, 1922

(Further notice later.)

George Beaumont, F.A.I.A.

Elected to Fellowship in the Institute in 1889

Died at Chicago, 11 July, 1922

(Further notice later . )

Structural Service Department appears on the second right-hand page following
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Structural Service Department

SULLIVAN W. JONES, Associate Editor

LEROY E. KERN, Assistant

In connection with the work of the Committee on Structural Service of the American Institute of Architects and in collabo-

ration with other professional societies and organized bodies having the same objective—improvement in build-

ing materials and methods and better shelter for humanity in all its manifold vacations and avocations.

Committee Activities

The Producers Section. There was published in the

August issue of the JOURNAL a report on progress made

in organizing the Producers Section of the Structural Service

Committee. The resolutions adopted by the Joint Organiz-

ing Committee, called the Executive Committee, required that

the Chairman of the Structural Service Committee, with the

consent of his Committee, appoint an Executive Committee

of the Producers Section. This unusual procedure of organ-

izing from the top down was resorted to because the Pro-

ducers Section existed only in name. There were no

qualified members to elect officers and no membership from

which to select them. Consequently an arbitrary selection

had to be made from among those representatives of manu-

facturers who had previously declared their intention of

becoming members and who were in New York or near

enough to New York to insure a quorum at meetings called

on short notice.

The members of the Producers Section Executive Com-

mittee appointed with the approval of the Structural Service

Committee are as follows :

*O. C. Harn, National Lead Co., N. Y. C.

*T. D'A. Brophy, Anaconda Copper Co. , N. Y. C.

*F. P. Byington, Johns-Manville, Inc. , N. Y. C.

Lyman Clark, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

F. W. Walker, Associated Tile Mfrs. , Beaver Falls, Pa.

Geo. E. Swenson, The Barrett Co., N. Y. C.

*A. J. McComb, Otis Elevator Co., N. Y. C.

Junius Brown, Pacific Lumber Co. , N. Y. C.

*Ray Young, Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn .

*Have accepted appointment.

In the interest of expediting the transaction of Committee

business it became necessary to have an Executive Committee

of the Structural Service Committee vested with the authority

usually given to such a Committee. By letter ballot the

Structural Service Committee created the following Execu-

tive Committee :

Sullivan W. Jones, Chairman.

S. F. Voorhees, Vice-Chairman.

F. Y. Joannes.

F. S. Benedict.

LeRoy E. Kern, Secretary.

All of these Executive Committee members are in New

York and were nominated because of that fact. They will

meet with the Executive Committee of the Producers Section.

Mr. F. Y. Joannes has been made Treasurer of the Struc-

tural Service Committee and custodian of its funds. The

Committee's first selection for treasurer was Mr. Kern, but

the appointment was made subject to approval of the A. I. A.

Board of Directors, and the Board suggested the wisdom

of selecting for the treasurership a member of the Com-

mittee whose services were wholly gratuitous . The action

of the Executive Committee in substituting Mr. Joannes for

Mr. Kern will be submitted for ratification to the whole

Committee.

Invitations to membership in the Producers Section are

being sent to a list of some 350 manufacturers. At the

time of this report ( August 16th ) the following have ac-

cepted :

The National Lead Company,

General Chemical Company,

Associated Tile Manufacturers,

Spencer-Turbine Company,

American Face Brick Association ,

Johns-Manville, Inc. ,

Southern Pine Association,

Stanley Works,

Monarch Metal Products Company,

National Terra Cotta Society,

Otis Elevator Company,

Frank Adam Electric Company,

National Lime Association,

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company.

In connection with the service of counseling and advice

on advertising being rendered by the Structural Service

Committee with the aid and collaboration of the Producers

Section, it is important that certain possible misconceptions

should be prevented from establishing themselves.

The Committee on Structural Service will not prepare

advertising copy. It will merely criticise copy submitted

from the standpoint of the usefulness of the proposed adver-

tising to architects.

The Committee will make no attempt to verify the truth

of claims made in advertising. The Committee, will , how-

ever, urge upon manufacturers the importance to them of

substantiating their claims by the submission of evidence of

unquestionable authenticity.

Membership in the Producers Section signifies no ap-

proval by the Structural Service Committee of either the

manufacturer or his product, or of his advertising. The

fact that through accepting membership in the Producers

Section, a manufacturer has declared his interest and desire

to aid in the work of making advertising to architects a

more useful and trustworthy medium of communication,

should be recognized and add perhaps somewhat to his

prestige in the eyes of the architectural profession .

Abstracts

It is the purpose of the Structural Service Committee and

THE JOURNAL jointly to give in this division each month, brief

abstracts of all publications by the Government Departments

and Bureaus, University and other research laboratories,

States and Associations, which contain fresh information in

regard to materials or methods employed in construction and

thus afford architects and others a convenient means of

keeping themselves conversant with rapidly expanding

knowledge in the technique of construction.
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XIV BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

Atlantic Terra Cotta
Company

350 Madison Avenue, New York

Southern
Factory

Atlanta Terra Cotta
Company

Atlanta, Georgia

Scientific Ceramics

Rutgers College has always taken a scientific interest

in ceramics, and its course in Ceramic Chemistry is

one of the best in the world.

We were glad to help when a new Ceramic Building

was erected. In acknowledgment of our appreciation

of their service to the industry we contributed the Main

Entrance of Atlantic Terra Cotta.

We made the entrance in accordance with the design

of the Architect, Mr. Alan B. Mills-a design which in

modeled detail and the use of bright colors is a typical

ceramic design.

The base color, vitreous gray, is enlivened with

touches of green, yellow and brown in the modeled

detail. The vestibule panel is modeled in warm yellow-

brown against a background of green.

As the dominant feature, the Main Entrance of

Atlantic Terra Cotta immediately gives the building

an appropriate ceramic character.

Ceramics Building, Rutgers College, New Brunswick,

N. J. Architect, Alan B. Mills, Director Division of

Architecture and Construction, State of New Jersey.

"Questions Answered" on request
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"Gunite" Walls. (Report of tests by the Underwriters'

Laboratories. Pages 90. Size 6" x 9" . Illustrated. ) —This

report is confined to various types of single and double

exterior and interior walls and partitions. The fire pro-

tection is furnished by expanded metal ( 134″ mesh) em-

bedded in Portland cement mortar applied with a "Cement-

Gun."

Construction of Double (Hollow ) Exterior Wall Panels.

These panels are constructed of cement mortar slabs from

2" to 22" thick. The mortar is applied over expanded

metal against a backing of roofing felt tacked to a wooden

framework over horizontal wires, reinforced concrete studs

6" wide, spaced not over 7' -0" on centers, are constructed

between the main structural members. The wooden frame-

work consists of vertical 8" x 8" boards with edges toward

the outer surfaces of the wall. These boards are placed as

far apart between the studs and structural supports as is

possible and still give the requisite strength for supporting

the wet mortar. Horizontal boards are cut in between the

vertical boards at intervals of approximately 3 ′ - 0″ . This

framing serves to support the felt backing and expanded

metal while the cement is being applied and until it has

set. Its function ends when the cement has set, but as it

is encased in the wall it cannot be removed.

At openings in the wall panels, reinforced sills and lintels

are formed.

Re-

In connection with skeleton steel construction all structural

steel members are protected by at least 2 ″ of concrete.

entrant portions are filled in solid.

In connection with reinforced concrete skeleton construction

the wall panels are built in place independently and anchored

to the concrete structure. The reinforcing rods for the

cement studs are set in place when the concrete frame is

poured or set in holes drilled in the concrete if the con-

crete is put in place before the wall panels are formed.

Construction of Single (Solid ) Wall Partitions.-These

walls are identical in construction with the double walls

for the same class of buildings except that there is no slab

on the inside face of the wall. The roofing felt and wire

backing are omitted, the concrete being applied against a

wooden centering which is removed after the cement is set.

Structural steel columns are protected with approximately

2" of concrete on the flanges and webs instead of having

the reentrant portions filled solid .

Construction of Test Panels.-The test panels were ap-

proximately 10′ - 0″ wide by 11′ -0″ high. Two were of the

double wall and two of the single wall pattern.

No difficulty was experienced by the workmen in setting

up the wooden frame, and it appeared that this is simply

rough carpenter work which any house carpenter is capable

of doing satisfactorily. The application of the saturated

felt, the wire backing and the expanded metal are simple

operations and workmen accustomed to work of this character

should experience no difficulty in performing the work quickly

and accurately.

The operation of the " Cement-Gun" requires the services

of at least two men trained for this class of work, together

with several helpers or laborers for screening sand, shifting

staging, etc.

The actual operation of shooting the cement in place

consumed only a part of the time and the actual running

time of the "Gun" varied considerably. In general, stop-

pages were of frequent occurrence owing to stones in the

nozzle of the gun, shifting staging, the regulating of a

slipping belt on the engine, trueing up the finished work,

repairing places where the concrete had fallen or had shown

a tendency to fall off. In all , the gun was in operation

practically less than 33 per cent of the time required to

apply the concrete.

About twenty per cent of the material placed in the

hopper of the "Cement-Gun" was not actually incorporated

in the construction of the panel. This includes sand and

cement not adhering and mortar struck off in trueing up.

Also a small quantity of sand and cement was left in

the machine. The panels when finished were practically

identical in appearance except that two panels were double

faced and two single faced.

The concrete was all applied under pressure and the

method of application seems to assure a uniform composition

of the mortar applied. The concrete as applied to these

samples varied considerably in thickness even on the same

sample and there appeared to be considerable waste of

material.

Conclusions-Practicability.—Gunite walls of the types

described can be installed without material difficulty, can

be applied quickly and uniformly, are not easily damaged,

and, if damaged, can readily be repaired .

Durability. Field examinations indicate that these walls.

will resist the weather for long periods without deteriora-

tion and the "Gunite" will retard corrosion of steel as do

other cement coverings.

Strength. These gunite walls, when non-bearing, have

sufficient strength for the intended use. They are suffi-

ciently strong to support their own weight and to provide

the requisite stiffness for the wall when made in any

commercial heights. In the impact tests many blows were

required to open a large hole in the expanded metal, one

blow from the beam making a small hole, which was in-

creased by the following blows. It took many blows to

tear through the expanded metal sufficiently to reach the

unexposed face of the double wall construction.

Uniformity.—The various parts of the completed structure

are all as uniform as is practical in constructions of this

class. All gunite is probably more uniform in composition

than ordinary cement mortar, since the sand and cement

are mixed in the dry state before being put into the machine

where they are subject to another mixing before reaching

the discharge nozzle. It is also probable that an excessive

amount of sand in the mixture, when discharged through

the nozzle, would simply result in an excessive sand waste.

The thickness of the panels showed considerable variation.

This was due to sagging of the felt backing caused by the

force with which the mixture was discharged against the

structure. The tests all indicate that completed gunite

structures will be fairly uniform.

Fire Retardant Properties.-The outstanding feature of

all the fire tests was the spalling of the gunite with a

resultant reduction of the fire retardant properties. Test

performances, however, shows that this spalling can be

largely controlled . No spalling occurred in the tests except

where the span of the gunite slab was very short.

Hollow 12" gunite exterior or interior non-bearing walls

with 6" x 8" gunite studs placed not less than 4 feet nor

more than 7 feet center to center, anchored at all edges of

the wall to protecting steel or reinforced concrete load bear-

ing units of the building frame, and without openings in

walls, when exposed on either side to standard fire con-

ditions will prevent the passage of flame through the wall

for upwards of three hours and will function as a barrier

to the passage of fire through heat transmission for at

least three hours.

Solid 2" gunite exterior walls and interior partitions, non-

bearing, reinforced with studs and anchored as above

XV



XVI ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Suburban home equipped throughout with G-E

Wiring Devices, Schenectady, N. Y., David

Lockerby. Architect

G-E National Advertising to prospective

home builders is creating a new appre-

ciation of the comforts of a completely

wiredhome-stimulating desire for added
refinements.

Convenience Without

Sacrificing Beauty

HE modern architect is called

upon to provide maximum con-

venienceandstill preservebeau-

ty of interior. TheG-E Twin

Convenience Outlet helps him

to do both.

Thisdouble outlet facilitatesthe

use of decorative lamps and

eliminates the necessity of long connecting cords

from wall or ceiling fixtures. Thus the beauty of

any room is retained as it was originally designed.

To satisfy the client's desire for plenty of outlets,

the architect should plan accordingly and make

allowancefor an increasing use of electricity. With

G-E Twin Convenience Outlets in every room,

the usefulness of the wiring installation is doubled

without sacrifice of artistic effect by overcrowding

outlets.

G-E RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES

can befurnished by any qualified elec-

trical contractor

For information address

Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

General
Electric

General Office

Schenectady, NY. Company

Sales Offices in

all large cities
41-200
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described, will prevent the passage of flame through the

wall for upwards of one hour and will function as a

barrier to the passage of fire through heat transmission for

at least one hour.

Moments and Stresses in Slabs. (4e5)- (By H. M.

Westergaard, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Ap-

plied Mechanics, University of Illinois, and W. A. Slater,

Engineer Physicist, U. S. Bureau of Standards. Reprinted

from Proceedings of the American Concrete Institute, Volume

17, 1921 by the National Research Council, 1701 Massachu-

setts Avenue, Washington, D. C. Pages 124 .)-The authors

of this report have correlated the large amount of experi-

mental work previously done on slabs with results of their

own special analysis. The report consists of five parts :

Part I is a brief introductory statement of purposes and

scope of analysis.

Part II, pp. 2-56, presents ( 1 ) the fundamental equations

which form the basis of the theoretical analysis of slabs

(2) intensity and distribution of moments in a large number

of cases of slabs supported rigidly on four sides and of

girderless slabs, all loaded with uniform load, and ( 3 ) as

an entirely new feature, the effect of the non-uniform distri-

bution of load in modifying the stress in different parts of

the slab. Information not previously available is presented

to indicate the moments due to a uniform load in a large

number of special cases.

Part III, "Relation between observed and computed tensile

stresses in reinforced concrete beams," contains an analysis

of tests of beams which shows more clearly than has been

done elsewhere the systematic relations between the ob-

served and computed stresses and between the maximum

load and the yield point stresses of the reinforcement.

Part IV, "Tests of slabs supported on four sides," and

Part V, "Tests of flat slabs" offer an analysis of test data

on slabs, and correlates the slab analysis of Part II and

the analysis of beam tests of Part III with the test data

of a considerable number of full size and of laboratory slabs.

In appendices are given method of solution employed in

slab analysis and detailed test data obtained with two of

the slabs employed in the study reported in Part V. There

is also a bibliography of published and unpublished results

of tests on slabs.

Although the moment coefficients arrived at in this analysis

are larger generally than those likely to be used in design,

and larger than those indicated as necessary the effect on

one part of the structure by any modification in another part

is well shown by diagrams.

Wear Tests of Concrete. (4a)— (Structural Materials

Research Laboratory Bulletin 10 by Duff A. Abrams. Pages

25. Size 6" x 9". )-The investigation includes tests of

about 10,000 wear blocks made to determine how the wear

of concrete is affected by such considerations as quality

of cement and aggregates, quantity of water, addition of

hydrated lime, etc.

It is stated in the conclusions that :

In general the factors which gave concrete of high strength

also gave concrete of low wear ( a high resistance to wear. )

Increasing the quantity of cement reduced the wear. In-

creasing the quantity of mixing water, beyond the minimum

required to produce a plastic concrete, caused a material

increase in the wear. The coarser the grading of the

aggregates, up to certain limits, the lower the wear. Curing

concrete under favorable conditions exerted a marked influ-

ence in reducing wear. Wear was materially reduced by

longer mixing of the concrete. Wear was reduced ( resistance

to wear increased ) with the age of the concrete. The quality

1

of the fine or coarse aggregate produced less effect on wear

than is commonly supposed. The wearing resistance of

concrete is determined largely by the quality of concrete

rather than by the type of aggregate. Good concrete can

be produced from aggregates which are generally con-

sidered inferior, if other factors are properly taken into

account. The wear of concrete was not sensibly increased

by the presence of hydrated lime or other powdered admix-

tures up to 20 per cent of the volume of cement.

Treatment and Disposal of Sewage. (29c2)— (U. S.

Public Health Service. Reprint No. 580 from the Public

Health Reports. Size 6" x 9." Pages 33.). This publica-

tion gives a brief description of the methods, processes, and

structures used in the treatment and disposal of sewage in

the United States. The information is sufficient, however,

to give a general idea of the various methods of disposal,

and references have been made to literature where complete

data may be obtained on the design and operation of any

combination of treatment devices discussed in the text.

Farm Dairy Houses. (351)— (U. S. Department of

Agriculture. Bureau of Animal Industry. Bulletin No.

1214. By Ernest Kelly and K. E. Parks. Pages 14. Size

6" x 9". Illustrated . ) This bulletin contains plans of nine

dairy houses of various sizes and brief notes on choice of

location and construction.

Slash Pine. ( 19a )— (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Forest

Service. Farmers' Bulletin 1256 by Wilbur R. Mattoon .

Pages 41. Size 6" x 9" . Illustrated .) The purpose of

this bulletin is apparently to point out the commercial value

of this variety of pine. The following are among the

subjects discussed : How to recognize slash pine ; Range

and distribution ; Rate of growth ; Timber, turpentine and

rosin production.

( 19a ) — (ForestRelative Durability of Native Woods.

Products Laboratory. Technical Note 173.) In response to

numerous requests for information on the relative durability,

or resistance to decay, of untreated woods, the U. S. Forest

Products Laboratory has prepared the following table from

the service records and information it has collected. There

are not enough records in existence on some of the woods

to be conclusive, and the durability figures given should be

accepted only because they are based on the most complete

service data anywhere obtainable, supplemented by observa-

tion and expert opinion from many sources. They are subject

to correction whenever authentic service data show the

necessity.

No attempt has been made to translate the relative dura-

bility given here in per cent into years of life, since the

variety of climate, soil and moisture conditions to which

timbers might be exposed would make such data worthless.

Individual timbers of the same species may differ consider-

ably in durability, too, according to the amount of heart-

wood and sapwood they contain and to their state of pres-

ervation when they are placed in service. Under any given

set of conditions, however, the average service life of tim-

bers of the different species will probably vary in proportion

to the percentages given.

Black locust and osage orange are the most durable of the

native woods. When exposed to conditions which favor

decay they will probably last almost twice as long as white

oak, and from three to four times as long as red oak. Bald

cypress, redwood, catalpa, and most of the cedars are also

highly durable species. Douglas fir, longleaf pine, the

white pines, and western larch average only a little less

durable than white oak. Hemlock, the true firs, and lob-
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Know

the
lumber you buy

E

F

NEW PERSONS take time to give personal atten-

tion to selecting the lumber to be used in

their homes. Yet they insist on their favorite

brand of shirts or shoes because they know that

brand means dependability and maximum quality.

for the amount spent.

They buy shirts and shoes many times in a life-

time, but a home only once. It is their most valued

possession. How important, then, to be sure the

lumber is right, because they will live with it always

and upon its quality may depend the permanence

and beauty of the house.

By identifying all its lumber and lumber products

with a trade-marked brand, THE LONG-BELL

LUMBER COMPANY believes it has helped immeas-

urably to make lumber buying easier, more conven-

ient and safer for the home builder-to assure him

that he is getting full value for the money he pays.

To those who say " all lumber looks alike to

me,' we point to these facts:
""

LONG-BELL Lumber has back of it 47 years of honor.

able enterprise.

LONG-BELL Lumber comes from exceptional stands of

virgin timber ; manufactured in modern mills.

LONG-BELL Lumber is made by skilled workmen- men

who take a personal pride in a product bearing their com

pany's name.

Each process of manufacture and each step in the grad

ing is under the supervision of experts who work to a

standard. Each log is cut for purposes for which it is best

adapted . LONG-BELL Lumber is of uniform quality.

LONG-BELL lumber is trade-marked. This means

unmistakable identification-thesame kind ofa buy

ingguide you demand on other merchandise.

The Long BELL Lumber Company

R.A.LONG BUILDING Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CITY, MO.

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers; Creosoted Lumber, Timbers, Posts, Poles, Ties,

Piling and Wood Blocks; California White Pine Lumber, Sash and Doors, Standard.

ized Woodwork; Southern Hardwoods, Oak Flooring.

LONGBELL

ra

Marked L
UMBE

R

de~
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lolly, lodgepole, and western yellow pines fall considerably

lower. The sapwood of practically all species has very low

durability.

Relative Durability (Resistance to Decay) of Untreated

Woods

Durability of Commercial White Oak Taken as 100 Per Cent

Conifers

Cedar, eastern red

(juniper) ...... 150-200

Cedar, southern white 80-100

Cedar, other species . .125-175

Cypress, bald .125-175

Douglas fir (dense ) ..75-100

..35-50

.125-175

.35-50

.75-80

Douglas fir (average

mill run) .75-85

Pine, pitch, sugar

Pine, shortleaf

Pine, So. yellow

(dense)
.80-100

Pine, western white ..65-80

Pine, white ..70-90

Pine, western yellow,

pond, loblolly, lodge-

.45-55

..60-80

Fir (the true firs) ..25-35 pole

Hemlock .35-55 Redwood

Larch, western .75-85 Spruce, Engelmann, red ,

Pine, jack .35-45 Sitka, white

Pine, long leaf, slash Tamarack

(Cuban) .75-100 Yew, Pacific

Pine, Norway ..45-60 (Western) .170+

Hardwoods

Ash .40-55 Gum, red

Aspen .25-35 Hickory

Basswood .30-40 Locust, black

Beech .40-50 Locust, honey

Birch .35-50

Butternut .50-70

Catalpa .125-175

Chestnut .100-120

Cottonwood 30-40

Elder, pale .25-35

Elm, cork (rock) Osage orange .200-300

slippery .65-75 Poplar, yellow

Elm, white .50-70 Sycamore

Gum, black, cotton Walnut, black

(tupelo) .30-50 Willow

40-55

.35-45

.100-120

.30-40

.65-75

.40-55

.150-250

.80-100

Magnolia, evergreen ..40-50

Maple
...40-50

150-200

Oaks, red oak group ..40-55

Oaks, white oak group ... 100

Oak, chestnut .70-90

Mulberry, red

( 19a31 ) -Properties of a Good Wood Preservative .

(Forest Products Laboratory. Technical Note 177.) A

list of the various substances that have been used or sug-

gested for preserving timber from decay would include a

surprisingly large proportion of those known to industrial

chemistry. By-products for which no use could be found

have often taken their last stand as possible preservatives of

wood. There have been sent to the U. S. Forest Products

Laboratory for testing of their preservative qualities the

condensed fumes of smelters, the waste liquors of pulp

plants , the refuse of tanneries, the skimmed milk of cream-

eries, and a wide assortment of compounds under trade

names.

Very few materials have been found to have value as

wood preservatives. Most of them lack one or more of

the following requirements.

To preserve wood against decay a substance must first of

all be poisonous to wood-destroying fungi. Decay in wood

is not due to direct chemical action or action of the ele-

ments but is always the result of the activity of those plants

which feed on the wood and thus destroy it. To prevent

fungous infection, the preservative must be able to pene-

trate the wood thoroughly enough to form a continuous ex-

terior shell of poisonous treated wood deeper than any sur-

face checks which are likely to develop, and to retain its

toxicity, or poisoning power, under service conditions.

Safety in handling and use is another important considera-

tion. A wood preservative must not be a dangerous poison

to men and animals, a highly inflammable substance, nor a

material injurious to wood. If it seriously corrodes iron,

steel, or brass, its use is limited because of its action on

the treating equipment and on bolts and metal fastenings in

contact with the wood in service. Color, odor, and effect on

paint are sometimes of considerable importance.

Provided a preservative meets these requirements its cost ,

availability, and uniformity, will largely determine its use-

fulness.

There are materials of established protective value now

on the market which are both cheap and plentiful . The

standard wood preservatives in the United States are zinc

chloride and coal-tar creosote. Their value has been es-

tablished by many years' use of millions of railroad ties,

poles, posts, paving blocks, mine timbers, and other wood

treated with them. Search for new and better preservatives

is constantly being made, but in the meantime the wood pre-

serving industry has at its command these reliable materials.

Blight-Infected Chestnut as Durable as Sound Chest-

nut. (19a31 )- (Forest Products Laboratory. Technical Note

174.) Service records collected by the U. S. Forest Service

indicate that chestnut posts, poles and ties cut from blight-

infected trees are as durable in service as similar timbers

cut from healthy trees. Inspections on posts in one locality

during eight years of service showed that decay progresses

about as rapidly in undiseased posts as in blight- infected

posts.

The blight fungus attacks living trees and grows in the

bark, particularly in the cambium layer, but it does not

penetrate deeply into the wood itself. The blight finally

kills the tree, effectively girdling it by separating the bark

from the wood.

Comparative Strength of Air-Dried and Kiln-Dried

Wood. ( 19a32 )- (Forest Products Laboratory. Technical

Note 180. ) Some wood users claim that kiln-dried wood is

brash and not equal in strength to wood that is air dried .

Others advance figures purporting to show that kiln -dried

wood is much stronger than air-dried . But some 150,000

comparative strength tests, made by the Forest Products

Laboratory, of the U. S. Forest Service, on kiln-dried and

air-dried specimens of 28 common species of wood show that

good kiln drying and good air drying have the same effect

upon the strength of wood.

The belief that kiln drying produces stronger wood than

air drying is usually the result of failure to consider dif-

ferences in moisture content. The moisture content of wood

on leaving the kiln is generally from 2 to 6 per cent lower

than that of thoroughly air-dried stock. Since wood rapidly

increases in strength with loss of moisture, higher strength

values may be obtained from kiln-dried than from air-

dried wood. Such a difference in strength has no significance,

since in use a piece of wood will come to practically the

same moisture condition whether it is kiln-dried or air-

dried.

It must be emphasized that the appearance of the dried

wood is not a reliable criterion of the effect the drying

process has had upon its strength. The strength properties

may be seriously injured without visible damage to the

wood. Also, it has been found that the same kiln-drying

process can not be applied with equal success to all species.

To insure uninjured kiln-dried material, a knowledge of the

correct kiln conditions to use with stock of a given species,

grade, and thickness, and a record showing that no more

severe treatment has been employed, are necessary.
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When Architects choose

for themselves

FRO

ROM a wealth of experience with building mate-

rials, 'tis natural to expect architects to choose

wisely and well for their own office building.

In the Architects' Building on Park Avenue, New York,

Masterbuilt Metallic Hardner Floors were installed

throughout the building.

And now, after eight years have elapsed, Messrs . Post &

McCord, one of the prominent firms of architects using

the building, express their opinion in the letter we

reproduce.

Masterbuilt Floors are ideal for the drafting room-

easy to stand and work on, sanitary, free

from dust, easily kept clean and non-

absorptive.

Do you have our illustrated book that

gives specification
s and full information

on Masterbuilt Floors?
TRADE n MARK

For Specifications see Pages 202, 203, 7th Edi-

tion, Sweet's Engineering Catalog, and Pages

102 and 103, 16th Architectural Edition .

The Master Builders Company,.

Cleveland,

Gentlemen:

Ohio .

When the Architects ' Building was

constructed in 1914 your Master Builders

concrete hardner was installed in the floor

finish of our Drafting Room, which has been in

constant use since that time . We are pleased to

state that it has given satisfactory service.

Yours truly,

AW:E

POST & MOCORD,

Aubrey
Chief Engineer

THE MASTER BUILDERS COMPANY

OFFICES, CLEVELAND, O.

Factories, Cleveland, and Irvington, N. J.

Sales Offices in Seventy Cities

MASTER BUILDERS HARDNER. An integral metallic

hardner for hardening and dust-proofing cement floors. Grey

for utility and Red for decorative effects. Time-tested for

twelve years.

MASTER MIX. An integral cement accelerator-hardner,

waterproofer and anti-freeze compound.

SANISEAL. A liquid preparation for hardening and dust-

proofing cement floors after they are laid. Also furnished

in crystal form.

Masterbui
ltFloors,

Awarded Silver Medal at Premier Exposition, Practical Building Arts, Paris, 1919
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Laminated Wood Construction . ( 19e6)— (Technical

Note. 140. Forest Products Laboratory. ) —The use of heavy

and light material of the same species in laminated or glued-

up wood construction has less injurious effect than has been

generally supposed. Most warping and checking in lami-

nated construction is due to the use of plain-sawed and

quarter-sawed lumber in the same construction, or to the

combination of material of different moisture content.

Plain-sawed lumber of any species shrinks and swells

more than quarter-sawed lumber ; and when the two kinds

are glued together, they pull against each other with every

change in moisture content. If the block containing such

a combination is kept for a long time in the same atmos-

pheric condition, the stresses die out, because the block

checks or changes shape more or less to relieve the stretched

condition of its fibers. As soon as the atmospheric conditions

change, new stresses will be set up.

If boards of different moisture contents are glued together,

internal stresses will result from the unequal shrinkage of

the boards as their moisture contents equalize through sea-

soning. In some blocks made at the laboratory these stresses

were large enough to rupture the wood. If the wood is

not ruptured, the stresses will disappear permanently in

time, but the block will have changed its shape somewhat in

getting rid of them.

From these facts it becomes apparent that for laminated-

wood articles where strength and accurate shape are re-

quired, it is desirable to use all plain-sawed or all quarter-

sawed material, to have all pieces at a uniform moisture

content when glued, and to prevent as far as possible sub-

sequent moisture changes by means of moisture-resistant

coatings. For the manufacture of rougher articles where

slight changes in form are of no consequence, these pre-

cautions are of much less importance.

Sitka Spruce. ( 19a ) — (Sitka Spruce : Its Uses, Growth,

and Management, by N. Leroy Cary, Forest Examiner.

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Forest Service. Bulletin No.

1060. Size 6" x 9″ . Pages 38. Illustrated . ) This bulletin

devotes more space to the growth, distribution, varieties and

management of sitka spruce than to the uses. The follow-

ing are among the subjects discussed : Geographic distribu-

tion and altitudinal range ; Present supply and annual cut;

Characteristics of the wood ; Uses ; Logging and milling ;

Size, age, and distinguishing characteristics.

Heating and Ventilating. ( 30 ) — (The American Society

of Heating and Ventilating Engineers Guide for 1922. Size

6" x 9". Pages 360. Illustrated.) Part I, 213 pages, is

devoted to technical data. Part II, 147 pages, is advertis-

ing. The following quotation from the preface indicates

the purposes back of the yearly publication of the guide.

"The purpose of this new addition to the Society's publica-

tions is to provide the engineer, the architect and the con-

tractor alike, with a useful and reliable reference data book

relating to the art of heating and ventilating. A wide

range of data within the scope of the field is presented and

every effort has been made to present the material in a

practical and usable manner.

"The American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engi-

neers, being an institution for the advancement of the arts

and sciences connected with its field, publishes this volume

to render a service to the industry and to form a co-

operative basis for closer contact between the maker and

user of equipment. Any funds which may accrue from

the activity will be devoted to research, which will react

to the mutual advantage of the entire profession, as well

as the trade.

"All Catalog Data presented have been carefully edited

in an effort to eliminate exaggerated claims or statements.

However, it must be borne in mind that publication of manu-

facturers' data does not imply the Society's endorsement or

approval, and that the Society cannot assume responsibility

for statements made in catalog data or in papers presented.

"The data appearing in the General Data Section are

based upon the most reliable information obtainable and

represent the actual practice of the most prominent and suc-

cessful engineers in the field . As rapidly as possible the

Research Bureau will investigate these data and standardize

them for the general use of the profession and the trade.

The findings of the Research Bureau will be published in

future editions of The Guide and thus made, annually and

continuously, available to the profession and the trade."

Conductivity of Roofing Materials. (12)-(Technical

News Bulletin No. 64. Bureau of Standards.) The Bureau

of Standards has already called attention to the question

which has arisen concerning the most efficient covering for

keeping the inside of a balloon hangar at a minimum tem-

perature when exposed to the sun. The same question also

applies to tents and similar structures.

From consideration of the emissive and absorptive proper-

ties of substances, it appeared that instead of using the

roofing material now obtainable, which has ( 1 ) both sides

covered with asbestos, or (2 ) both sides covered with a

bright metal (aluminum paint) the proper covering is one

in which the outside is a good reflector (white paint or

asbestos ) for short wave lengths and the inside is covered

with aluminum paint which reduces the radiation into the

building.

These conclusions were verified during the past month

when it was found that the radiation from the rear side

of an all-asbestos roofing material was reduced by 50 per

cent by having the outside of asbestos and the inside painted

with aluminum. The temperature rise above the shade

temperature was only 15 degrees C as compared with 25

degrees C for the sample in which both sides were covered

with aluminum.

It seems obvious that tents and other enclosures exposed

to the sun can be made more comfortable by painting the

inside of the roof with aluminum paint.

School Grounds. (35b)— (U. S. Dept. of Interior.

Bureau of Education. Bulletin No. 45 "School Grounds

and Play" by Henry S. Curtis. Pages 31. Size 6" x 9".)

This bulletin discusses new state laws, the municipal play-

ground, area of the school ground, trees, menagerie, garden,

equipment, supplies , time for play, the Gary system and

its modifications, the gymnasium, athletics, curriculum of

play, special playgrounds for typical children, the school

excursion, the community center, the summer vacation.

It also contains the following bibliography.

Bibliography -Angell, Emmett Dunn. Play.

Little, Brown & Co.

Boston,

Bancroft, Jessie H.

school, and gymnasium.

Cary, C. P. Plays and games for schools. State of Wis-

consin.

Games for the playground, home,

New York, Macmillan Co.

Crawford, Caroline. Folk dances and games. New York,

A. S. Barnes & Co.

Curtis, Henry S. Play and recreation in the open country.

Boston, Ginn & Co.

Education through play. New York, Macmillan Co.

The practical conduct of play. New York, Macmillan Co.

The play movement and its significance . New York,

Macmillan Co.
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The
Shingle

that never curls

T'S the stuff underneath the slate that

IT'S

makes the shingle non-curling and lasting.

The genuine Carey Asfaltslate Shingle differs

from substitutes and imitations because it has

a thicker, tougher, heavier felt body, thor-

oughly waterproofed with highly refined

asphalt.

It is these materials that give the Asfaltslate

Shingle its exceptional endurance and make

it non-curling under all conditions. The slate

finish , Blue-Black, Indian Red, or Sage Green,

gives the surface a natural beauty which har-

monizes with the landscape.

Samples gladly sent to architects on request.

Ca
re
y

ASFALTSLATE

SHINGLES

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY

507-527 Wayne Ave., Lockland Cincinnati, O.
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STRUCTURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Recreation for teachers. New York, Macmillan Co.

Dudley, Gertrude, and Kellor, Francis A. Athletic games

in the education of women. New York, Henry Holt & Co.

Elsom, J. C., and Trilling, Blanche M. Social games and

group dances. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Co.

Hofer, Mari R. Children's singing games-old and new.

Flanagan.

Johnson, George E.

Boston, Ginn & Co.

Education by plays and games.

What to do at recess. Boston, Ginn & Co.

Lee, Joseph. Play in education. New York, Macmillan Co.

Miller, Louise Klein. Children's Gardens for school and

home. New York, D. Appleton & Co.

New Jersey ( State) . Education department. Course in

physical training. State of New Jersey.

New York (State ) . Education department. General syl-

labus for physical training in the elementary and secondary

schools of the State of New York.

Parsons, Henry Griscom.

health, and education.

Stecher, William A.

Children's gardens for pleasure,

New York, Sturgis & Walton Co.

Games and dances. McVey.

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning in Closed Garages.

(35m)- (U. S. Treasury Dept. Public Health Service. Re-

print No. 694. Public Health Reports. Pages 6. Size

6" x 9".) This publication describes experiments made

on the poisonous effects of carbon monoxide gas in varying

concentrations and thus indicates the necessity for thorough

ventilation of garages. It was found, for example, that a

23 H. P. automobile engine while "warming up" would

give off approximately 1.5 cubic feet of carbon monoxide

per minute. In a closed room 10' x 10' x 20' the dan-

gerous concentration of 15 parts of carbon monoxide in

10,000 parts of air will be reached in 3 minutes by a car

giving off 1 cubic foot of carbon monoxide gas per minute.

The Eye as Affected by Illumination. ( 31f) — (Bulle-

tin L. D. 130. Lighting Data. Edison Lamp Works. Size

6" x 9". Pages 16. ) Seeing with continued ease and comfort

requires good lighting. In order to be able to understand

just what qualities of artificial illumination are desirable,

we must know something of the characteristics of vision in

the human being. The eye with all the marvelous organiza-

tion behind it for the production of visual perception was

evolved under natural conditions of illumination.

In imposing new artificial lighting conditions on the

human eye, we must expect to find harmful reactions. The

unfortunate part, however, is that reaction to abuse of the

eye is not always immediate and the harmful effects do not

always confine themselves to the eye alone, but extend to

the nervous system in general .

The present stage of accumulated knowledge on the phe-

nomena of visual perception is incomplete. Material in this

bulletin represents an attempt to outline the steps involved

in visual perception and those qualities of lighting required

for seeing with ease and comfort.

Electric Lamps. (31f2)- (Standard Specifications for

Large Incandescent Electric Lamps, Tungsten and Carbon.

9th Edition. Circular of the Bureau of Standards No. 13.

Pages 20. Size 7" x 10". ) Lamps are classified under two

styles-large and miniature. "Large lamps" designate,

broadly, lamps regularly fitted with other than miniature

bases.

These specifications have been prepared primarily for the

use of the departments of the Government in purchasing in-

candescent lamps, and in circulating them the Bureau de-

sires to call attention to the fact that only those thoroughly

instructed in the art of lamp manufacture and science of

photometry should undertake to determine upon the accepta-

bility of lamps under the terms of these specifications. The

specifications do not apply to frosted, bowl enameled, etched,

or colored lamps, or to lamps other than those with the

usual clear glass bulbs.

In this edition noteworthy changes have been made in the

test procedure specified for tungsten lamps. The most no-

table of these changes is the abandonment of the long-

established provision that the life of test lamps shall be

considered as ended when the candlepower has fallen to 80

per cent of the initial value. The specification of such an

end-point is convenient and reasonable in the testing of car-

bon lamps, because those lamps will often burn for a long

period after they have become so blackened that they should

not be continued in use. In tungsten lamps, however, means

have been found to prevent excessive blackening of the bulbs,

so that the lamps normally burn out before their efficiency

has fallen enough to justify replacing them. The new tests

will therefore be based on the total life to the time of burn-

out, thus conforming more nearly to actual practice in the

use of lamps.

The performance of the lamp throughout its life will also

be taken into account through two new provisions. One of

these is the evaluation of life-test results on the basis of

average efficiency throughout life , instead of the initial effi-

ciency ; the other is a requirement that the average light flux

during the life of the lamp must not fall below a specified

percentage of the intial flux.

Lighting Designs for Stores. (31f14)- (Engineering

Department, National Lamp Works. Bulletin No. 45 .

Pages 40. Size 6" x 9" .)-This booklet contains concise,

practical suggestions for the proper lighting of the more

common classes and types of stores. Floor plans are given

of small stores from 10'-0" to 24'-0 " wide and of large

stores with bays from 15'-0" x 15'- 0 " to 25' -0" x 25′-0″.

These indicate the recommended locations of the lighting

units and the average foot-candles obtained with different

types of fixtures, in connection with light, medium and dark

ceilings and walls.

In addition to the above the booklet contains brief dis-

cussions of the types of fixtures, location of units, amount

of light desirable, decorative lighting, color matching units

and display window lighting.

Better Electric Lighting in the Home. (31f12)-

(Engineering Department, National Lamp Works. Bulletin

47. Page 32. Size 6" x 9". ) By comparison with earlier

forms of illumination we are usually satisfied with the con-

venience, reliability and safety of electric light. However,

when the electric lighting of one home is compared with

that of another the two installations may be equally con-

venient, reliable and safe and the fixtures equally pleasing

in appearance by day and yet there may be a wide differ-

ence in the lighting effects produced. This difference is

due to the way in which the raw light from the lamp is

modified and controlled . There is no limit to how far a

skillful designer may go in producing pleasing and usual

effects by the control of high- lights.

This bulletin deals with the lighting of the various rooms

of typical modern homes. Part I treats of the location and

choice of types of fixtures whereby present-day standards

of illumination may be obtained. Part II contains a chart

of lighting fixtures with recommended size of lamps to use,

proper mounting height of the unit and a page reference

to the detailed description of each particular fixture .
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DESPIT

ESPITE their obvious advantage

in certain kinds ofkinds of buildings,

we have not hitherto advocated

wall-hung water closets.

Now, however, after most careful

study of the problem, we are pre-

pared to supply a wall-hung closet,

with hanger and fittings, that will

satisfy the most critical standards.

The "CLOWALL" line of water

closets, with the CLow- GRAHAM

hanger and fittings, is complete

enough to answer every requirement.

Special Bulletin, descriptive of

this line, will be sent on request.

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS

General Offices: 534-546 S. Franklin Street, Chicago

Sales Offices inthe principal cities

CLOSET

WASTE

SOIL-

STACK.

VENTTHROUGH ROOF

CLOSET
WASTE

FLOOR LINE

VENT

STACK

FLOOR LINE?

ELEVATION.

This is one method of using

" CLOWALL" stack-hung closets ,

installed with toilet rooms directly

above each other and solid parti-

tions.

There is no constructional con-

dition which cannot be met by

" CLOWALL" installations.

Our Engineering Department

is always at your service.

CLO
W

Septem
ber

, 1922
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Tiles)

BASIC INFORMATION

About the Use of

TILES

XXV

"BASIC INFORMATION”—a book

published by the Associated Tile Manu-

facturers - is part of a comprehensive

service plan which is designed to effect

a better and more economical utilization

of the regular and standardized products

of the Tile industry.

The book is an informative and educa-

tional document. Irrespective of pro-

ducer, it defines the characteristics of

the kinds of Tiles ; explains the basis

and development of sizes and shapes ;

gives standardized definitions for trade

names and kinds of Tiles ; reviews

methods of production in so far as they

tend to promote a better understanding

of the product and its uses ; describes

methods of grading and standard form

of grade certificate ; gives basic tabula-

tions or schedules of dimensions, grades,

colors and finishes, and generally inter-

prets the technical language of the Tile

industry.

If this book is not now in your library,

we will cheerfully send it upon request.

THE ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS

BEAVER FALLS, PA.
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Royal Resid
ence

Ceiling Light- 10 feet in diameter, 5 feet deep, with 12 massive, cut crystal Pendants, 12 eight-point

suspended crystal Stars, mounted in Cut Glass Panels, with winch and gear for lowering and raising.

Interior Fitments Now Available to

S

OIL subsidences have neces-

sitated the dismantling of .

Hamilton Palace. Its in-

terior fitments are

being removed

and are now offer-

ed for sale. They

include items too

numerous to

mention. The ac-

companying illustrations will give

an idea of the exquisite crafts-

manship employed in the work-

ing of marble, carving of wood,

modeling in bronze and the art

of cabinet-making. There are

columns and pilasters, staircases

and balustrades, bronze Carya-

tides, tables, mantles, fireplaces,

candelabra and lamps, doors and

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

September, 1922
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INTERIOR FITMENTS

PALACE

(Scotland) Now Being Dismantled

Royal Palace Library. 36' 4" x 25' 6" from face to face of bookcasing, all in Oak with Teakwood Doors

and Plate Glass Panels. Pilasters and panels of lower doors (in Kingwood or Rosewood) ; in all, 14 divi-

sions, fitted with circular top glass doors, shelving and framed oak linings. 10 of the lower cupboards

with framed and hinged doors enclosing open space, the other 4 cupboards fitted with drawers for folios

and window finishings complete with Marble Fireplace and adjoining casing ; also window and wall finishings,
and entrance door as sham bookcase.

the Architects in the United States

trim, all marvelously wrought by

master workmen of past centuries.

There are also certain quantities

of pitch pine flooring in perfect

condition and several thousand

square feet of marble flooring,
་

beautifully selected, in quite as

good a state as when laid. For

full particulars as to measure-

ments and quanti-

ties please address

inquiries to

L. G. READ

2147 North Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn.

XXVII
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XXVIII
INSULATION (Heat)"

You will note from this

cross-section that air cir-

culationthroughImproved

Asbestocelisgreatlyretard-

ed because of the integral

structure ofeach ofits air-

cells. This means a maxi-

mum ofheat-saving.

More warmth from the home-fires

JOHNS
MANVILLE
MSERVICE

COVER
THE CONTINGENT

Through-

Asbestos

and its allied products

INSULATION

BRAKE LININGS

ROOFINGS

PACKINGS

CEMENTS

FIRB
PREVENTION

PRODUCTS

S

As you know, any pipe cover-

ing will get more heat from

the coal pile. But Johns-Manville

Improved Asbestocel, because of

its unusual construction, is able

to get more heat from the coal

pile than any other cellular cov-

ering.

The difference is structural.

In most cellular pipe coverings

there is ever present the danger of

circulating air-which reduces the

efficiency of the covering. But in

Johns-Manville Improved Asbes-

tocel these cooling draughts of air

are prevented. Each one of the

cells is closed. This is accomplished

by a series of cross corrugations

interrupting the lengthwise corru-

gations at regular intervals. (See

the cross-section above. ) Air cir-

culation is greatly retarded and so

heat is conserved.

You see now why we call it

Improved Asbestocel. Yet it costs

more than "any good pipe

covering" .

Added to this is a service to

the profession that is frequently

alone responsible for the appear-

ance ofthe name Johns- Manville

in architects' specifications.

We issue a booklet on house-

hold heat - saving entitled " Bare

Pipes Waste Fuel" . The possibil-

ities of a greater saving in coal are

clearly set forth. Send for it for

your files.

JOHNS-MANVILLE Incorporated

Madison Ave. at 41st St. , NewYork City

Branches in 56 Large Cities

For Canada:

CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. , Ltd. , Toronto

JOHNS -MANVILLE

Improved Asbestocel
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BUILDING MATERIAL. (Face Brick)

A.F.B.A

USE FACE BRICK

-itPays

XXIX

Details ofResidence, South Orange. N.J. Mann & McNeille, Architects

Here is a charming piece ofbrickwork, surmounted consistentlybya heavy

slate roof. Thebricktrim around the door, the soldier and rowlock belt

courses, andthe simple pattern underthe second story windowshowthe

possibilities ofstandard size brickforchaste anddistinctive embellishment.

BeautifulWalls, Economically Built

PANELS and pattern work in Face Brick do not

necessarily require molded shapes and special forms.

Standard size Face Brick are susceptible to a great vari

ety of combinations and treatments. Shades and color

tones extend this to an almost infinite field of artistic

possibilities. Beautiful walls are thus more a matter of

the designer's skill than extravagant cost.

The Portfolio of Architectural Details in Brickwork

shows more than ahundred examples ofbeautiful brick-

work-all in standard size brick.

These de luxe half-tone plates are assembled in three

series, each in an enclosed folder,withprinted tab,ready

for filing.

Aset ofthese folders will be sent to any architect

requesting them on his office stationery, and his name

will be placed on the list for future mailings.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION

•
1750 PEOPLES LIFE BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Beats the Dutch

forWhiteness

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

OldDutchEnamel

An American Made Enamel

That Beats the Dutch

for

WHITENESS

OLD DUTCH ENAMEL

TO THE FORE!

When a white enamel intended for interior fin-

ishing stands up on golf balls, especially where

ribbed-face mashies are not barred, it certainly

should do yeoman service in buildings.

Mr. F.W. Puckey, Chicago architect, writes us:

"For three years I have been repainting golf balls with

your Old Dutch Enamel. It stands up better than the

enamel on new balls. This superiority is so pronounced

that several ' pros' of my acquaintance have adopted it

for repainting balls to sell.

"I believe that the impact of the club against the resilient and

yielding surface, and the grinding fall onsandyorgrittyground,

give amore severe test to an enamel thanany usein abuilding.'

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE

""

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co. , 805 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio

S
W
P

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

PRODUCTS

PAINTSAND

CHEMICALS, INSECTICIDES

EARTH

VARNISHES

DYES, COAL DIR PRODUCTS

SEEOUR
CATALOGUE

SWEETS
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BUILDING MATERIAL ( Cement)

Your“Minute Men"

for ConcreteWork

You maybe thinking of building a bird bath or an

office building, a home or a silo, and you may be

wonderingwhether Concrete is the material to use.

No need to wonder long. By return mail from our

nearest office, you can get the facts about that special

useofConcreteinafree every-day-language booklet

on the subject.

Booklets of this sort have been prepared by the

Portland Cement Association on all the common

uses ofConcrete. They give not onlycounsel onthe

conditions under which each use is advisable, but

specific instructions for carrying out the work.

Andifanyquestion is leftunanswered inyour mind

after reading the booklet on the subject that inter-

ests you, one ofour specialists in that particular class

ofConcrete work will gladly answer it.

The information in the booklets is based partly on

the findings of our research laboratory and partly

on the field experiences and investigations of our

engineers. It is accepted as a basis of practice by

well-informed engineers, architects and builders

throughout the world.

The publication of these booklets, and their circulation without

charge, is one of the numerous activities carried on bythe

PortlandCement Association forthe service of users of Concrete.

TheAssociation is the joint research and educational foundation

of 85 independent manufacturers of cement in the United

States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba.

Suggestions as tohowourwork maybe made more usefultoyou

are invited.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

ANational Organization

to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

Des MoinesAtlanta

Boston Detroit

Chicago
Dallas

Denver

Helena

Indianapolis
Kansas City

Los Angeles
Milwaukee

Minneapolis
NewYork

Parkersburg

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland, Oreg.

Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Louis

Vancouver, B. C.

Washington, D. C.
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XXXII JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

1

T

Journal Publications

A Handbook of Architectural Practice

For Architects and Their Clients

HIS is the most important work ever published in relation to the whole problem

of conducting an architectural practice. The idea of the Handbook first took form

in the mind of the late Frank Miles Day, one time President of the American

Institute of Architects, whose office routine was a model of painstaking care and thorough-

ness, and to whose memory this work is dedicated. His untimely death prevented him

from actually completing it, but the work has been finished under the guidance of those

members of the original Committee of the Institute who collaborated with him.

The Handbook of Professional Practice represents a continued effort extending over

five years and embracing an examination and study of the systems in use in the best

offices in the United States . Also, it contains the complete text of all the documents

published by the American Institute of Architects as enumerated under Part VII.

The First Edition is limited and is nearly exhausted ; the right is reserved to advance

the price for subsequent editions . $5.00.

The Structural Service Book

A very complete directory of information about building materials and methods,

including bibliographies which provide a comprehensive history of scientific data, insti-

tutions and organizations connected with the building industry in all its branches. An

invaluable reference book to every architect. $3.50 ( formerly $5.00) .

Over the Drawing Board

By Ben J. Lubschez

A complete guide to the use of ink and paper, angle and square, pencil and wash,

eraser and paste, containing innumerable suggestions of the greatest value in the draught-

ing room. $2.00.

Platting of City Areas

By Henry Wright

A pamphlet dealing with the laying out of land in order to get the most intensive use

for housing purposes while still providing for the decencies and amenities of the people

who live in the houses. The best and most modern study of this subject available at the

present time. 50 cents.

The Housing Problem in War and in Peace

By Charles Harris Whitaker, Frederick L. Ackerman, Richard S. Childs and

Edith ElmerWood

An exhaustive treatise on the economic aspects of the housing problem with fifty illus-

trations ofthe war housing work done in England, including numerous town plans. $2.00.
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VALVES

TheJenkinsDiamond

andits Significance

T

O

HE Jenkins "Diamond Mark" on

a valve is positive assurance that

the valve was manufactured by

Jenkins Bros., who for over 57 years have

produced valves that measure up to the

very highest standard of workmanship

and materials.

The Jenkins "Diamond Mark" signifies an

assured valve service. Jenkins design

provides a heavier, stronger valve. The

'analyses proved" metal is uniformly

cast, and castings are accurately ma-

chined to provide unity of parts. Each

valve must "prove" itself in rigid tests ;

and leaves the factory fully guaranteed-

a valve that is safe and dependable in

severe as well as average service.

The Jenkins "Diamond Mark" is the

means of identifying genuine Jenkins

Valves. Because Jenkins Valves are the

original and true stock, they have a dis-

tinct superiority, for an originator excels

in producing that which he has created .

XXXIII

Jenkins "Diamond Marked" Valves have

earned a nation wide reputation and pres-

tige. This reputation throws an addi-

tional obligation upon a manufacturer,

for a standard once established must

be constantly and assuredly maintained.

Jenkins Bros. are ever mindful of this

obligation, and shall continue to pro-

duce valves that will maintain and

increase the high repute of the Jenkins

Bros. name.

Specify genuine Jenkins "Diamond

Marked" Valves and provide dependable,

permanent, and economical service.

New York Boston

London

JENKINS BROS.

Philadelphia Chicago

Montreal

FACTORIES : Bridgeport, Conn.

Elizabeth, N. J.; Montreal, Canada.

.R
EG

. US
PAT.

OFF.

TRADE

JENKINS

MARK

JenkinsBroż

Fig. 106, Jenkins Standard

Brass Globe Valve fitted

with Jenkins Renewable Disc

150

TRADE

JENKINS

MARK

JenkinsDros

Jenkins
Valve's

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XXXIV HEATING EQUIPMENT

m

From

the
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tothe

LARGEST

There is a Kewanee

Steel Boiler just the right size

for heating every apartment

building-from the modest

two or three apartment build-

ing up to the very largest.

KEWANEE BOILER COMPANY

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Radiators,Tanks,Water Heating Garbage Burners

BRANCHES :

CHICAGO Market and Washington Sts.

NEW YORK

DES MOINES

KANSAS CITY

INDIANAPOLIS

ST. LOUIS

SALT LAKE CITY

47 W. 42nd St.

315 Hubbell Bldg.

2014 Wyandotte, St.

509 Occidental Bldg.

1212 Chemical Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS 708 Builders Exchange

COLUMBUS, O. 808 1stNatl. BankBldg.

204 Dooly Bldg.

MILWAUKEE Mer.& Mfrs.Bank Bldg.
945 Oliver Bldg.

514 Boston Bldg.

Southwestern Life Bldg.

1772 Lafayette Bldg.

1121 NicholasBldg.

76 Rose Bldg.

1524-25 Candler Bldg.

PITTSBURGH

DENVER

DALLAS

DETROIT

TOLEDO

CLEVELAND

ATLANTA,GA.

SAN FRANCISCO 72 Fremont St.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES-The Dominion Radiator Co. , Ltd.

Toronto, Ont. , Montreal, Que., Winnipeg, Man. Hamilton, Ont. , St. John, N. B. , Calgary, Alta.

KEWANEE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
September, 1922
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Granite)

Detail of main entrance,

Greenwich Trust Co.,

Greenwich, Conn.

Granite -TheNoblestofBuilding Stone

ESTAB
LISHE

D
1887

An exquisite rendering

in granite from plans by

A. C. Bossom, Architect

With Granite

Standards Of Physical Qualities

Need Not Be Considered

According to G. F. Laughlin, of the U. S. Geological

Survey, physical tests have shown that granite far

exceeds all ordinary architectural requirements.

Your only thought need be of texture and color and

quality of workmanship.

The color and texture of granite offer a wide range

of choice.

The colors range from white to gray, lavender, pink,

red, green, brown and buff, and vary slightly with

the finish of the stone.

Standards ofworkmanship are difficult to define, but

by usage have been divided under these headings-

Monumental Building Grade, Good Commercial

Grade, Ordinary Commercial Grade.

Our booklet entitled " Architectural Granite" shows

the color and texture of 19 different kinds of gran-

ite, and tells how the many different finishes are ob-

tained and the possibilities they offer for architec-
tural treatment.

We would be glad to mail you a copy or co-operate

with you at any time in considering granite for any

work you may have on hand.

National Building Granite Quarries Association, Inc.

H. H. Sherman, Secretary 31 State Street, Boston,Mass.

GRANITE

a

XXXV

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XXXVI

BYERS 21

PIPE

A

BYERS 21

Possible

Initial Saving

on pipe

5 to 15%

"We saved $
2,000.00

on the pipe-

orat leastwe thought we did. " So spoke a mem-

ber of a building committee. "That was only six

yearsago," hecontinued, "and thepipe is already

badly rusted. We are now compelled to replace

the whole pipe job, at a cost of twenty to thirty

thousand dollars ."

Here, as in so many other cases, the heavy cost

of replacing poor pipe was never thought of

when the pipe was first installed . Only too late

did those responsible realize the costly economy

of cheap pipe .

Renalty

T

h

e

P
o
n
e
l
l
a

Average

Replacement

Expense

125.
%

u

r

e

s

Cost analyses of hundreds of pipe systems in

factories, power plants, office buildings, resi-

dences, etc., reveal the astonishing fact that the

pipeitself, on the average, amounts to only10to20

per cent of the installation or replacement cost.

The extra cost ofByers pipe, therefore, becomes

a small premium of only 5 to 15 per cent, paid

but once, to insure at least 100 per cent longer

life of the whole investment.

Byers Bulletin No. 38 contains cost analyses of

a variety ofPipe Systems. Sendfor afree copy

A. M. BYERS COMPANY PITTSBURGH

New York Boston Philadelphia

A
PENNA

Established 1864

Cleveland Chicago Tulsa
Houston Los Angeles

BYERS PIPE

GENUINE WROUGHT IRON

FULL WEIGHT
GUARANTEED

LookfortheName andYearrolledineverylength

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)
XXXVII

AFINE and exceptional sample of the use of archi-
tectural terra cotta and faience for a restaurant

interior is shown in the above illustration. This building

was erected at 16-18 So. Clark St. , Chicago, for the

Charles Weeghman Corporation, John Archibald

Armstrong, Architect.

With the exception of the base course, which is jet

black, "Northwestern" brown and white duo-tone

architectural terra cotta and faience were used for the

entire wall facing, the facing of counters and enclos-

ures and the elaborate service tables.

The perfect alignment of courses, the fine joints and

the general mechanical excellence, indicate a con-

scientious care of detail which characterizes "North-

western" workmanship. The simplest cleaning process

will maintain this work in its original brightness and

beauty without redecorating or renewal .

NORTHWESTERN

is a short form of

specification forarchi-

tectural Terra Cotta

of superior quality.

THE NORTH
WESTE

RN
TERRA COTTA CO.

CHICAGO

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XXXVIII BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

00000 300000000 0000000000000000

Office building of Chase Companies, Inc., Waterbury, Conn.

Cass Gilbert, Architect, New York City.

INDIANA

000000

LIMESTON

Booklets will be sent

freeon request

Impressive Buildings Attest

Business Progress and
Solidity

Industrial
corporations are to an

ever-increasing extent appreciating

the advertising and sales advantages

which properly designed buildings,

erected of
handsome,

permanent ma-

terial, give to them.

Astructure ofthis
character

impresses

the buying public with a sense of the

integrity and solidity of the corpora-

tion and its permanent
establishment

as a fixture in our industrial world.

The
illustration shows the adminis-

trative office building of the Chase

Companies,
Incorporated,

Waterbury,

Connecticut, constructed entirely of

Indiana Limestone. There can be no

doubt but that this natural stone

lends the utmost dignity and dis-

tinction to the completed structure.

Indiana Limestone buildings are free

from repair, and age beautifully with

no cost for upkeep. They possess high

investment value for the reason that

they require less attention than build-

ings constructed of other materials.

Our Architects' Service Bureau will

Indiana Limestone projects.

be pleased to assist you with your

INDIANA
LIMESTONE

QUARRYMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Box 769, Bedford, Indiana

·
622 Marbridge Building • NEW YORK CITY

METROPOLITAN SERVICE BUREAU

INDIANA

LIMESTONE

THE
NATION'S

BUILDING
STONE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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WATER HEATERS (Gas)

pak mi ti ginentral

WHEN YOU SPECIFY A

HUMPHRE
Y

AUTOMATIC GAS WATER HEATER

in your plans for homes and other

buildings, it means that these places

will be equipped with the very best

there is in Gas Water Heaters.

Regardless of what the demands.

may be, there is a type and size

HUMPHREY to meet the require-

ments.

The low purchase price , small

operating cost and long life make the

HUMPHREY an ideal service to

specify.

The new HUMPHREY CATALOG with SERVICE SPECIFI-

CATIONS contains all the necessary architectural information

on "Heat Water with Gas."

You should have this reference

book at your finger tips-it will

greatly assist you in specifying

water heating systems.

HUMPHREY

REYATER
MANUALCATIONS

It is Free-Write for It To-day

HUMPHREY COMPANY

Div. Ruud Mfg. Co.

MICHIGAN
KALAMA

ZOO

XXXIX
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XL WINDOWS (Casement)
ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK HEATING EQUIPMENT

THE
CONT

MEMORIALS THAT INSPIRE

"My voice shall with thyfuture visions blend

And reach into thy heart when mine is cold."

Monuments of every kind have been

erected to perpetuate the memory of

the well beloved since history began.

The most fitting place for suchmemo-

rial is in a hallowed church interior,

and the most expressive medium is

beautifully carved wood.

Manyexamples of appropriate memo-

rials are illustrated in our bookonthis

subject. Let us place a copy in your

hands if you desire suggestions.

THE WOOD CARVING STUDIOS OF

American Seating Company

MEMORIAL PULPIT

1111

NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

695-119 W. 40th St. 1092 Lytton Bldg. 710-250 S. Broad St.

33

MIN.

BOTTOM
RML OF

SASH

S
C
R
E
E
N

STOOL

34TO88

SILL

C
R
O
U
N
D

(Section from drawing in Manual)

MONARCH

Control-lock

(See A. I. A. File 27c2)

Permits outswung casement windows to be

opened and closed, or securely locked at any

angle, in one continuous movement, without dis-

turbing screens or drapes.

No Gears -- No Ratchets —
No Keys —No Rattle

Fully described in "Manual of Casement Hard-

ware Detail." If a copy is not in your files a

post card will bring it.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS Co.

Makers ofMonarch Metal Weather Strips

4940 Penrose Street

St. Louis, Mo.

DUNNAN

"One Turn"

Wheel Handle

Packless Valve

Constructed with

built-up bellows just

like the Dunham Lever

Handle Type. It can

be opened or closed

with approximately one

Effective for steam type or

hot water type radiators and top or bottom con-

nection. Absolutely leak proof.

turn of the handle.

An important addition to the valve family that

will have as great a vogue as the Dunham Lever

Handle Type. Write for additional data .

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY

230 EAST OHIO STREET, CHICAGO

52 Branch and Local Sales Offices

in the United States and Canada

Foreign Sales Offices in London and Paris

DU
NH
AM

REG. TRADE MARK

HEATING SERVICE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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HEATING EQUIPMENT

TER

From an etching by M. PAUL ROCHE, ARCO 1922

Home of H E Faddon, a prominent New York architect, in Ridgewood, New Jersey.
The house is warmed with American Radiators and an IDEAL TYPE A HEAT MACHINE.

When an architect plans his own home

what heating equipment does he specify?

If you plan to build or remodel , send for

our book about the IDEAL TYPE A HEAT

MACHINE. Mail your request to either ad-

dress below. This Company is headquarters

for warmth .

HOW

OW many regrets would be avoided if

Americans would consult their architects

more!

Your architect knows the difference between

the kind of heating equipment which is merely

a purchase; and the kind which is a life-long

investment.

Ifyou demand the cheapest boiler and radi-

ators, he can get them for you.

But a better question to ask him is this:

"When you planned your own home, what heat-

ing equipment did you specify?"

AMERICANRADIATORCOMPANY

Makers ofthe famous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators

104 West 42nd Street 816 So. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGONEW YORK

Dept. 21

HE ABOVE ADVERTISEMENT

recently appeared in a large group

of national magazines.

We reproduce it here, believing that

every Architect and Engineer will be

especially interested in this timely ad-

vice to the home builders ofAmerica.

Haveyoucomplete specificationsand

ratings of the IDEAL TYPE A HEAT

MACHINE in your files? Yourname on

your letterhead sent to either address

above, care of Dept. 115, will bring it.

AMERICAN RADIATORCOMPANY

XLI

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XLII ROOFING (Stone)
WIRE GLASS MAIL CHUTES
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RETARDANT

A FIREPROOF UNIT

Steel and Wire Glass Partition

Fire and Breakage Protection ,

Maximum Light

and Minimum Floor Space

THE
CUTLER,

MAIL CHUTE

Reduced costs and in-

creased volume of busi-

ness enable us to maintain

ourhigh standard ofqual-

ity at a material reduc-

tion in price.

Specify Model F. stand-

ard
equipment

.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.

OFFICES AND FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SA
MP
LE
S

ARCHITECTS

NEW

FILED WITH

APEL
S
CORP

ORAT
ION

YORKCITY

Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Croisic Bldg., NEW YORK

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

J. P. Cahill Residence

Greenwich, Conn.

Write for Architectural Leaflet

JudorStone

30015I

F. P. Whiting

Architect

Rising-and-Nelson State Company

Quarries and Main Office, West Pawlet, Vermont

Architects' Service Department, 101 Park Avenue, New York

CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
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FURNITURE (Laboratory) LIGHTING SERVICE FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT XLIII

L
Chicago Theatre, Rapp & Rapp, Architects

Luminaire Studios

Because of the development and application of

advanced lighting methods, our organization

of Designers andEngineers has become known as

"The Clearing House for Lighting Ideas ."

Ligh
t
Cont

rol

THE effect of even your most

beautiful building or interior is

lost unless you include equipment

designed to light it effectively.

XRayReflectorsDAILLIANC

of many types give you perfect

control of light and serve as a

means of emphasizing the

architectural detail of your work.

Step into our Studios and

ask for a demonstration

of the particular lighting

result you wish to get.

National X -Ray

Reflector Co.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

237 W. Jackson Blvd.

LOS ANGELES

When Homer Wrote the Iliad

The storyHe wrote, consciously or not, for eternity.
of Troy has long been "old" to the world, but it is new

to every generation.

Similarly, we are building Kewaunee Laboratory

Furniture in a manner to make a reputation for eternity.

Its excellence is an old story to many, but to many who

have not used it, the story may be new.

COLONIAL

Head-Throat and Damper

Style E

Improved engineering service, manufacturing methods

and equipment, better materials, careful consideration of

the interests of our Educational, Vocational and Indus-

trial customers, have enabled us to operate our factory to

capacity during the past two years of depression.

Our new "Kewaunee Book" will interest you. It is

free. Address the home office at Kewaunee.

KewauneeMfg.Co.LABORATORY

124 LINCOLN STREET, KEWAUNEE, WIS.

C. G. Campbell, Treas. and Gen. Mgr.

New York Office, 70 Fifth Avenue

Phoenix

Branch Offices:

Minneapolis Kansas City

Chicago Little Rock
Houston Columbus
Denver

Albuquerque

Spokane
Omaha

Jackson, Miss.

San Francisco
Salt Lake City

Oklahoma City

Baton Rouge

Greensboro, N. C.

Toronto, Canada

CROSS SECTION VIEW

This improved style combines all the exclusive quality features

of our other styles. It can be set in any position in the

chimney throat. It takes up expansion and contraction within

itself no cracked facings. It is designed to insure maximum

heat, economical fuel consumption, and perfect draft control,

without smoking. Easily regulated without stooping by hooking

a poker through the large ring in the lever arm.

Colonial Head-Throat and Dampers are the result of forty

years experience in building fireplaces.

See Sweets Catalogue and American Specification Manual

for details of other styles or write for blue print.

COLONIAL FIREPLACE COMPANY

Manufacturers of Complete Fireplaces, Dampers, Grates,
Andirons, Screens, Fenders, Hoods, Fire Sets, etc.

Chicago, Illinois
4625 Roosevelt Road

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XLIV DOORS (Metallic)
LIGHTING SERVICE

An Attractive Display

Of Lighting Fixtures in all

Periodsfor the Home, Hotel,

Theatre, Bank, or Public

Building, may
be seen at our

Galleries

DAHLSTROM

MUNSON STEAMSHIP BLDG. , N. Y. C.

KENNETH M. MURCHISON, Archt.

GEO. A. FULLER Co., Genl. Contrs.

We invite Architects and

Owners to avail themselves of

ourserviceand visit our work-

shops where special lighting

effects for all purposes are

daily in the process of manu-

facture

Victor S.
Pearlman & Co.

Creators of exclusive lighting fixtures

533-535 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

PLEASINGLY ATTRACTIVE

AND

FIRESAFE

Steamship Companies are experts in

matters of providing against risks.

Three Steamship Companies have

recently provided themselves with

large office buildings-The Munson

Steamship Company-The Cunard

Steamship Company-and the Robert

Dollar Steamship Company. All agree

on Dahlstrom Hollow Metal Doors

and Trim, a strong endorsement of

the Dahlstrom Product, but justified

by an unbroken record of depend-

ability of nearly twenty years.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR Co.

439 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NEW YORK

25 Broadway

CHICAGO

19 South LaSalle Street 1331 Dime Bank Bldg.

Representatives In All Principal Cities.

DETROIT

S
T
R
O
M

DOOR
D
A
H
L
S

PAT
ENT
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

AUDITING DEPARTMENT

HARDWARE FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT XLV

H

Hotel Cleveland

OSC

The Oscar C. Rixson CO .

Chicago , Ill .

Gentlemen :

1000 ROOMS AND 1000 REALTIS

Cleveland

Dec. 13th , 1920 .

Confirming conversation had with

your Mr. Edwards regarding your friction hinges

on the room doors , which have servidor equipment

on them throughout the hotel , I wish to say that

they have proven entirely satisfactory to the

Management and myself, and one would wonder why

any first-class hotel , wishing to be equipped with

the best possible feature would be without them .

I have particularly noticed that the

friction hinges entirely eliminate the alarming

of doors, this feature alone means a.great saving

on the wear of the doors and building.

CEW/M :

Yours very truly,

THE HOTEL CLEVELAND CO...

C.Elkart
Chief Engineer.

From the Cleveland "Plain Dealer," December 22, 1918 :

This Is Sad News for the Door Banger

"Such a thing as a slam-

ming door will be unknown
in Hotel Cleveland. All the

hinges, every last one of

them, is what is known as

a friction hinge, adjustable
easily and under such auto-
matic control that a door

just naturally stays where

it is put when it is opened.
It is one of the refinements

of comfort that the builders

have adopted to make the

Hotel Cleveland a distinctive

institution."

1425 Pairs of Rixson

Friction Hinges were

furnished for this hotel.

B

B

This hinge when used for doors or in-swinging hinged

windows holds the door or window in any position and

prevents slamming.

Complete catalogue containing 58 pages sent free to readers of

"The Journal"

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF IMPROVED

MECHANISMS IN BUILDERS' HARDWARE

4450 Carroll Avenue 1210 Architects Building

Chicago, Ill. New York, N. Y.

The Winkle

Terra Cotta Company

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural

Terra Cotta

In All Colors and Finishes

Wm. H. Jackson Co.

746 So. Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO , ILL.

NEW YORK SHOWROOMS-2 WEST 47TH STREET

*

Marble, Stone and Wood

Mantels in Period Designs

Andirons, Firetools ,

Fire Screens , Etc.

Any Design and Finish desired

**

We specialize in furnishing and installing tile

work for Natatoriums and Swimming Pools in

Clubs, Y. M. C. A. Buildings, Private Residences

and Out-Door Pools.

September, 1922
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XLVI
JOURNAL PUBLICATION

LIGHTING SERVICE FILTERS

E

2010

LOOMIS-MANNING

FILTERS

L

DIRTY OR RUSTY

HOT WATER

You doubtless get complaints of

such trouble. Let us help you out.

We have an excellent remedy which

can be readily installed and is free

from all complications. It does away

with hot water complaints. We are

glad to examine conditions and re-

port without charge.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, DETROIT

ALBERT KAHN, Architect

THOMAS BRUCE BOYD, INC. , Equipment Engineers

The First National Bank

Detroit, Michigan

equipped with

FRINK

REFLECTORS

including

Continuous Bank Screen Reflectors

Single and Double Desk Reflectors

Polaralite Signs

Our Engineering Department is co-opera-

tive with the leading architects in laying

out and designing the lighting of prominent

buildings throughout the country.

hope we can be of service to you.

"Specify Frink Reflectors"

We

I.P.
FRINK,Inc.

24th Street and 10th Ave., New York

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

161 Summer Street

DETROIT, MICH.

325 State Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

77 O'Farrell Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

336 The Arcade

SEATTLE, WASH.

609 Seaboard Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Franklin Trust Bldg,

CINCINNATI, OHIO

17 Greenwood Bldg.

LOUISVILLE, KY.'

415 West Main Street

በቡ

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1437 South 37th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Perspective

THE

Established 1880

HE third revised and enlarged edi-

tion of this text-book, by Ben J.

Lubschez , F. A. I. A. , a result of his

many years' experience in perspective

and in teaching , with marked success,

the science to beginners.

The late Prof. Frank D. Sherman,

School of Architecture, Columbia Uni-

versity, called it "an admirable presenta-

tion of the subject, clear, concise and

expressed in language as becomes a

simple graphical process. "

Illustrated with plans and designs.

Price $2.00 postpaid

The PRESS ofthe AMERICAN

INSTITUTE ofARCHITECTS

INCORPORATED

313 East 23rd Street

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

11011
New York, N. Y.
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CONCRETE HARDENER

SONNEBORN PRODUCTS)

Comcoat

The Industrial Enamel Paint Stays

White Longer Than Any Other Paint

We make this statement based on exhaustive competitive laboratory and field tests .

To safeguard the architect and owner, we guarantee that if Cemcoat is used side

by side with any other white paint and does not show superior white retaining

qualities, and at least equal lasting qualities, we will refund all or any part of

the cost-your judgment to be final.

Notwithstanding these advantages, Cemcoat is often cheaper by the job because

two coats do the work of three. Gloss, Flat, Eggshell for interiors. Gloss and

Flat for exteriors . White and colors.

Send for color card and literature.

APIDOLITH
TRADE MARK

The Standard Liquid Chemical Dustproofer

and Wearproofer of Concrete Floors

Architects everywhere are specifying Lapidolith, based on experience and service

for more than a decade. Thus Lapidolith is the standard and therefore, the safest

to use and a product well known to many clients.

Lapidolized floors do not wear or dust and there are now overover 250,000,000

square feet of these old or new treated floors .

OTHER SONNEBORN PRODUCTS:

LIGNOPHOL

FOR WOODEN FLOORS

the modern wood preservative gives new life to
old or new wooden floors.

HYDROCIDE

A black tacky material for waterproofing

foundations and dampproofing the interior of

exposed walls. No furring or lathing necessary.

Binds perfectly with plaster.

Specify Lapidolith and you are sure of

results.

Write for microphotographs, sample hard-

ened concrete block and specification form .

L.SONNEBORN SONS, INC.

Dept. 21 , 116 Fifth Avenue, New York

SONNEBORN
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COLLECTIONS CHALEATRING

Section of Banking Screen, Birmingham Trust & Savings Bank, Birmingham, Alabama

MILLER & MARTIN . Architects. Birmingham, Alabama

Alabama Veined Grade "A" used for this work.

ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

Sole producers and manufacturers of the standard grades of

Alabama Statuary

Alabama Selected A

Alabama Veined Grade A

Alabama Italian

Alabama Statuary Mosaic

Alabama Mixed Mosaic

Alabama Terrazzo

Alabama Grade A

Alabama Pocahontas

The best possible and the most satisfactory service in Interior Marble

can be obtained by dealing directly with the Manufacturing Producer.

The
Reasons Why-

1. He has more marble to select from. 2. He can take the necessary waste

at a minimum of expense. 3. He can not evade his own responsibility.

4. His living depends on your satisfaction with work done for you in his

marble. 5. He has a pride in his material which insures his best effort

on every job. 6. Having the largest stock to draw from, he can make

the promptest deliveries. 7. His prices are the most reasonable.

ALABAMA
MARBLE

COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE, QUARRIES, AND FINISHING PLANT
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"Color Harmony"-the Newest

Opportunity in Floors

"If you plan to build," we are saying tothe

public through the magazines which present

this newly published book, "you should con-

sider the color harmony of your floors as care-

fully as that of your walls, tapestries, drapes,

or furniture. "

Thus we are arousing interest in a subject which

the architect must discuss with his clients daily

-and educating the public in part by a care-

fully prepared booklet containing twelve photo-

graphic color reproductions of Maple, Beech

and Birch floorings, in their natural colors and

the stains which they take and retain.

But the final guidance of those who use our

products is left to you. Our position is clearly

defined on page 19 of the book itself, which

says, 'Consider this book . . . as a starting

point. Refer to its illustrations in color as a

guide in judging what may be obtained

<<

•

but look to your architect, and regard his judg-

ment in any particular case.

""

Will you accept this book in the spirit of help-

fulness in which it is prepared? A copy was

mailed to you, immediately after publication.

If the book did not come to your personal

attention, please write us and we shall gladly

mail you an additional copy or copies with our

compliments.

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS Assn.

1074 Stock Exchange Building, Chicago

The letters MFMA on

Maple, Beech or Birch

flooring signify that the

flooring is standardized

and guaranteed by the

MapleFlooring Manufac-

turers Association ,whose

membersmustattain and

maintain the highest

standards of manufac-

ture, andadhereto manu-

facturing and grading

ruleswhich economically

conserve every particle of

these remarkable woods.

Thistrademarkisforyour

protection . Look forit on

the flooring you use.

MFMA

Floor withMaple

Beech or Birch
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Engineer
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Architects

(Right)
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Partial List of

Peelle Door Users

Aluminum Co. ofAmerica

Fisher Body Co.
Cadillac Motor Car Co.

Welsh Grape Juice Co.

V. Perrin & Co.

Auerbach & Sons

Park & Tilford Co.

American Can Co.

United Drug Co.

B. Altman & Co.

Sheffield Farms

American BoschMagneto

JUD
G

OGE Peelle Freight Elevator Doors by the fact that they have

become practically standard installations in important buildings

all over the country. In each instance Peelle Doors are successfully

meeting the demands for efficiency, safety and economy, representing

the highest achievement in freight elevator door manufacture.

Peelle Doors eliminate drafts from elevator shafts and prevent fires

from spreading. The exclusive truckable feature permits smooth

passage between elevator and floor. The vertical operation, gives

full clearance for rapid loading and unloading. All Peelle Doors

bear the Underwriter's label.

1
Let us helpyou on your next door problem. Acopyof"Elevator DoorEfficiency"

will be sent gratis upon request. It describes Peelle Doors for every purpose.

THE PEELLE COMPANY • Brooklyn

BOSTON

·

CLEVELAND • CHICAGO

• NewYork

PHILADELPHIA AND 12 OTHER CITIES

PEELLE FreightDOORS
Elevator

Counterbalanced -Truckable
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

Interior, FidelityTrust

and Savings Bank, Chi-

cago, Ill. A.H. Andrews

Company, Architects.

Wall panels, pilasters,

columns, entablature and

counter screens in ivory

mattglazed Terra Cotta.

RICHNESS, ECONOMY, DIGNITY

These three essentials are realized in the use of Terra Cotta for interior

finish.

Richness of repeating ornament involves no costly hand carving as each

unit is pressed in moulds cast from an original model.

Economy in maintenance is also assured. The impervious surface will not

absorb stains and is easily cleaned with soap and water. No repolishing

is required under any lapse of time.

Dignity is an imperative need in the interior finish of an important

banking institution. Few instances could be more exacting than the example

shown.

For information address National Terra Cotta Society, 19 West 44th

Street, New York, N. Y.

TERRA
COTTA

Permanent
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PAINTS AND ENAMELS

THE NEW

CLEVELAND AUDITORIUM

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Seating Capacity 13,000

ப்

Architect, J. H. MACDOWELL, City Architect of Cleveland

OOR

Consulting Painter and Decorator,WM. DOWNIE, Cleveland

Another FLAT-TONE operation

ECORATED thruout with Sherwin -Williams Flat -Tone

DWall Finish in plain tints and Multi-Color Effects,

the new Cleveland Auditorium takes its place amongthe

many leading buildings of the country finished with this

remarkable, velvety toned, washable wall finish.

Flat-ToneMulti-ColorEffects are the last wordin interior

wall decoration of residences, clubs, apartments, theatres

and hotels. If you have not already one of our little port-

folios of Flat -Tone Multi-Color Effects on file, write our

/ DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co.

805 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PRODUCTS

IX
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SMITH BOILERS

For Burning All Fuels-such as

Anthracite Coal

Coke

Bituminous Coal

Lignites

OilWood

Boilers for Low Pressure Steam and Hot Water Heating

and Hot Water Supply

SMITH

ROLLER

NO.60
SMITH

BOILERS

Mills Water Tube

[WithSmokeless Furnace

SMITH With Grate Reduced

With Grate Full Size

H-B and Menlo

Smith Service Boiler

No. 60 Smith

RADIATORS

DIRECTS

Single Column

Two Column

Three Column

Five Column

Window

and Wall

ممم

[ [ [ [ [ I I I I I I

No. 60 Smith

Grate Reduced

THE H. B. SMITH CO.

Manufacturers of Boilers and Radiators

NEW YORK, N. Y.

10 East 39th St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

17th and Arch Sts.

WESTFIELD, MASS.

57 Main St.

BOSTON

640 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.
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Elevation(Couage in projections?

The Arlington Memorial Bridge Proposal

at Washington

Plan showing the development of Washington as

laid out by the Commission of 1901 , and indicating

the site selected for the Arlington Memorial Bridge.

The Arlington. Memorial Bridge Commission has pre-

sented an alternative plan by which the bridge would

cross the river higher up and at the terminus of New

York Avenue, as shown by dotted lines in the illustra-

tion , which would then be carried through the present

Naval Hospital and grounds. The Commission of Fine

Arts has had this proposal under consideration and has

submitted a report adversely thereto and has expressed

the hope that no deviation be made from the plan of

1901 , which was of course the basis for determining

the location of the Lincoln Memorial. The small

sketch above, by Mr. Henry Bacon, Architect of the

Lincoln Memorial, shows how the New York Avenue

location of the bridge would make it compete with

the Memorial.

PLVHoppe
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Shadows and Straws

NEW MEN THERE ARE, caught in an ava-

lanche, who would exhibit that rare philosophic

poise which would cause 'them to reflect upon the

futility of clutching at the nearest object. Yet it is

certain that when everything is coasting down the

mountainside with precision, velocity, and unanimity,

the human caught in the track is destined to go along.

Therefore, in the midst of the present day avalanche

of censorships and restrictive laws, it seems hardly

worth while to clutch at the decision handed down

by Magistrate George W. Simpson-Hail to his name !

-in the Municipal Court of New York City on 12

September last. The Society for the Suppression of

Vice had sought to restrain the further issuance, on the

grounds of obscenity, of three books by three writers

who believe that a function of literature is to portray

life as they see it and to provide a basis for passing

judgment by seeking to discover why it is that people

act as they do, no matter into what field the study

may lead. It seems unbelievable that in this day and

age there can be opposition to any such beliefs, and

it is at least some satisfaction to know that the S. for

the S. of V. was sent home to think over a very in-

telligent opinion as expressed by Magistrate Simpson.

It may be a straw to clutch at but we doubt it.

On the very same day, for example, it was an-

nounced that the theaters of New York City will in

future submit their productions to a voluntary censor-

ship by 500 "intelligent citizens. ” The quotation

marks were used in the press, which may indicate that

some editors were sufficiently sensible to realize that

no really intelligent person would presume to set up

standards of right and wrong for others, either in

esthetics or in morals. That kind of person is too

busy in trying to set up standards for himself. It

is only the snobs-the dull and the stupid-who are

so eager to lay down the law. It might be noted ,

in this case, that there are certain extenuating circum-

stances, for the voluntary censorship is an effort to

head off the legal (political ?) censorship that has so

No. 10

long threatened. However, the experience in the mov-

ing picture field does not inspire one to believe that the

result will be any different in the case of the legitimate

theater. We are far too dull, as a nation, to perceive

that the only remedy for what may be considered as

degeneracy in art or in morals is more liberty- not less.

The true libertarian will here rise to remark that

character is not formed on an intellectual diet of care-

fully disinfected platitudes. That human beings are

not made strong by being spared the "bright face of

danger" but by being taught to look upon it light-

heartedly. That men are not made good by laws

which restrict their liberty but only by learning to

use that very liberty by which all men and all nations

must in the end be tested. That art is not propagated

in the hothouse of expurgated, sterilized and standard-

ized respectability, where the shades are always down,

but in the clear air of liberty where all beauty is seen

to be pure. Every step toward the censorious and legal

manacling of the mind of man means a more and more

dangerous sapping of the one fibre that can carry us

on the power of clear thinking.

We agree, of course, but one might also inquire

what it is all about anyway? Is it because economic

pressure has risen until it is straining the bonds that

confine it? We think so. We think that wise men

see that some things will have to be changed, just as

all wise men have ever seen. But the dull and the

stupid, who fear the very word change, believe that it

can be prevented by taking away, one after the other,

every liberty of the individual. If thinking could only

be made a capital offense how happy the dull people

would be!

But the approaching condition is one in which

"morals," so-called, will be made safe by law. Art

will be made secure by emasculated premeditation.

The spectacle is either too tragic for words, or too

comic for laughter. On the whole, perhaps, ' twere

best to let ourselves be comstocked and bowdlerized

without further ado. Then we can return to the ad-
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venturesome joy of hiding our dime novels under the

bed, as we used to, and that was some fun. On with

the laws, censors, commissions, amendments ! Away

with the Bible and the work of every great artist since

time was ! Let purity reign . Some art will still be

bootlegged, we opine, and that may prove to be the

most certain way of making it universally precious.

Recent experience might be taken to indicate that the

real hope for art lay in its merciless suppression.

As for architecture, one hardly dares predict. It

is involved with property rights as is not the happy

situation of drama and the dance and the other arts

generally. Likewise, architecture is very difficult to

hide. "But that," as a great Mythlodatian ruler is

said once to have remarked, as he signed an order for

the immediate demolition of a building that had singu-

larly offended his eye, and affixed his royal seal to a

warrant calling for the instant decapitation of the de-

signer thereof, "is one of the things that architects

ought never to forget."

EXPOSING OURSELVES to what we believe to be a

wholly unwarranted charge of pessimism we think it

fitting to point out in connection with Mr. Stein's

article in this issue that the housing dilemma is not

by any means over. Certain New York newspapers

have trumpeted their great services abroad-one for

having paved the way for Mr. Untermeyer and the

scandals he exposed, the other for its irresistible panacea

of tax-exemption as a means of getting more houses.

Likewise the single taxers generally have heralded this

latest experiment of New York City-this involuntary

and unwitting confession that the American low paid

worker cannot support himself decently out of his

wages as a marvelous demonstration of the single tax

as a universal panacea. We hope that no one will

accuse us of having ignored land monopoly as the

primal curse of man, but it is certain, if one will but

examine the housing that has been provided under the

tax exemption law of New York City, that something

more is needed if New York is not to quit the frying

pan for a hotter fire than it will be able to bear. The

facts are that no newspaper in New York City, so

far, has been willing to face the real difficulty in deal-

ing with the housing situation, and that the single tax-

ers have no basis for pretending that here the occu-

pants of the houses have in any way been benefited.

True, it is not a bona fide application of the single tax

theory, which is all the more reason why its partisans

should withhold their judgment and bestow a more

critical examination upon the kind of housing and the

environmental conditions that have been the result of

New York's experiment.

MANY things have been left over from the war and

one of these is the renewed rivalry between Trieste and

Venice. It now bids fair to take form in the develop-

ment of the Port of Venice, although reports indicate

that this is to be done without in any way affecting the

"historic and artistic associations of the city." The

project seems to be under way, as accounts refer to the

new canal as having been opened by the king, the con-

struction of three large docks, and the contemplated

provision for three miles of wharves, the area of the

port when completed to be larger than that of Venice

itself. The work is being carried out by the State, the

City of Venice and a private company, eighty million

lire having already been spent. C. H. W.
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CHAPTER V.

Newburyport

By LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

HE train now well under way for Newburyport,

our poet, he of the dream-life, crawled forth

from his cave of gloom and began to take notice.

Soon he was all notice and no gloom. His prior and

only trip in a railway train was now over two years

back in ancient history, which signified oblivion. Hence

all was now new and novel. He began at once, at

the very beginning of the beginning, that intolerable,

interminable series of questions which all children ask

and no mother can for long stand the strain of answer-

ing. He did his mother the wholly unsolicited and

unwelcome honor of assuming as a finality that she

knew the names of every farmer along the route, that

she knew why the trees went by so fast, why the

telegraph wires rose and fell and rose again ; that she

was personally acquainted with the conductor and the

brakeman. At the forty-seventh question, Mother, who

was only twenty-eight and not very strong, became

drowsy with fatigue just as her son was becoming

rigidly interested . Mother was not the only one asleep :

everybody was asleep ; and he noticed that they were all

greasy with sweat and dust and grotesquely relaxed . He

was intent on knowing the brakeman's name. For that

purpose he moved up the aisle, managed to open the

door, was on the platform and would have been pitched

to Kingdom Come as the ramshackle train rounded a

sharp curve, had not a white-faced brakeman grabbed

him, thrust him back into the car and, with a string of

New England profanities, wanted to know why in thun-
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der he was out on the platform. The child replied that

he had come to ask him his name: to which the brake-

man replied : "Wall, I swow, you be a cute un ; you'll

be President some day." So the child immediatelySo the child immediately

transferred his questionnaire from oblivious Mamma

to his wide awake new friend whom he found good

natured, and much amused, and whose name as far as

this recorder knows, may have been Matthew, Luke,

David or Moses-all favorites , in that day ; but there

were also many Johns, James, Marks, Samuels,

Ezechias-but no Solomons. He put the brakeman

through an exhaustive examination and cross-examina-

tion concerning this, that and the other, after he had

induced him to detail his family connections and home

life, and to give assurance that he was not a Papist,

and had not hated his teacher.

Then began the technical inquisition : Why did the

wires move up and down all the time? What were

the wires for? Why did the poles whizz by? What

did "telegraph" mean? What made that funny noise

all the time, click-a-lick-click-click, click-a-lick click-

click-click? And so on and so on. He was amazed

at what the brakeman knew. It was wonderful how

much he knew. Then came a toot for the next station ;

the brakeman swung open the door, let out a yell

that startled the child, reminding him of the Baptist

minister in South Reading, and began to twist the

hand-brake with all his strength. The child saw all

this through the open door. How wonderful that one

man could be so strong as to stop a car that had been

going so fast. Wasn't it splendid to see a man in

action? He adopted " Luke" immediately. At theAt the

station Luke helped him down the steps, and he began

verifying certain statements. For Luke had only told

him: he wanted to see. So he examined the link and

coupling pins, the flange on the wheels, the iron rails

which he found badly frayed from wear, the open

joints, the fish plates, the spikes, the ties, and was

crawling under the car to examine the trucks when

a strange man yanked him out and asked him if he

was crazy. The bell rang; the brakeman hoisted him

aboard before he had had time to go forward and ask

the engineer his name, and the fireman his name, and

how much wood it took, and what made the choo-

choo. True the brakeman had told him all about it,

but that wasn't seeing ; and besides he wished to know

the engineer and the fireman personally, for they must

be great men—it must be a wonderful man who could

keep the engine on the track and steer it around all

those curves as the brakeman said he did . And the

brakeman said the fireman expected to be an engineer

some day, but that he himself didn't expect to brake

no cars all his life-it was just hell in winter ; and

he went on to tell of his ambition , said he'd be damned

if he'd work for anybody much longer ; he'd saved

up some money and was going to have other men

work for him, and he'd make more money out of them.

He'd drive ' em, he said ; he'd learn ' em what a day's

work meant when they worked for him, he would ;

and so on, excitedly. The child took no interest in

this and wandered back to his mother, who, having

observed him in safe hands, had not troubled. He

started in to tell her all about his new friend, what

a great man he was, that he wore three woolen under-

shirts in winter, and knew the name of every station,

and all about links and pins, and engines and tele-

graph and everything, until Mamma wearily turned

toward him and gasped : Louis ! Louis !! Mon dieu,

you are a pest ! Louis thought it strange that his

mamma was not interested in what interested him ,

yet failed to reflect that the brakeman's get-rich ro-

mance had bored him. So on went the train swaying,

rattling, banging, clanking, sinking suddenly, rising

suddenly, screeching infernally around the curves,

amidst smoke and dust and an overpowering roar.

Soon there were two bedraggled ones sweatily sleeping

side by side, and from the roar unfolded for one of

them a dream of much mixed up brakemen, wheels,

engineers, telegraphs, wood, links, pins, firemen, trucks

--but no conductor : the conductor had not interested

him , for he had a big belly, a heavy gold watch chain

across it, gray chin whiskers, wore spectacles and did

nothing but walk up and down, punch tickets and

stick bits of card in people's hats. Faintly the brake-

wheel creaked ; and a distant voice seemed to call the

name of a station-NEWBURYPORT!!

*

The town, in, by and of itself, made no first im-

pression on him, other than one of quiet commonplace.

It was not very different from the village of South

Reading, only it was larger and had more streets and

houses.

Thus

The family had taken quarters in an old-looking

building called a hotel-a word new to the child. The

hotel fronted on a square in which were trees, and

on the other side of the square but not opposite the

hotel was the town hall, and in front of the town

hall was the town pump-of which, more later.

the family "boarded" at the hotel. The dining room

was a large dreary cave containing one long table at

which the boarders sat facing each other. From the

middle one could not see the ends of the rows of vacant

sallow faces. The family had places in the middle-

Louis sitting next to Mamma. He was hungry-

always hungry. It was their first joint struggle against

dyspepsia. Not much was said for a while ; then Louis,

in confidential tones, suitable to a pasture, uttered

this sage judgment : "Mamma; this gravy isn't like

Grandmamma's gravy ; this is only just a little flour

and water!" Mamma made big eyes and grasped his

arm, a titter went along the opposite row, napkins to

faces, whispers exchanged, some rude persons laughed,

and some one said "Hurrah !" Lucky Grandpa wasn't

there the ceiling would have fallen. Everybody was
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stunned at the child's bravado, but assent was beaming.

Perhaps, even, they yearned for some of Grandmamma's

gravy ; why not : if they but knew. The child looked

at the opposite row of faces in astonishment. What

was it all about? If the gravy was only a little flour

and water, why not say so? Besides, he was only

talking to Mamma anyway. And moreover he did

not see anything to laugh at, at all. It was a serious

matter, this flour and water.

Mamma said she would tell him something after

a while when they were alone. And she did. Accord-

ing to her view, children , in public, should be seen

but not heard ; they should speak only when spoken

to ; they should be well mannered, circumspect ; they

should especially be respectful toward their elders ; they

must never put themselves forward, or try to be smart

or show off, or otherwise attract attention to them-

selves ; must remain in the background ; speak in sub-

dued tones and say: "yes, sir," "no, sir," "yes, ma'am,""yes, ma'am,"

"no, ma'am," and she thus went on setting forth a com-

plete code of ethics and etiquette for children in general

and for her child in especial particularity, for she trusted

he would not become, so she said, a young ruffian like

other people's children that were devoid of table man-

ners in particular, and used the language of the streets.

This was Mamma's theory. In practice she vacillated ,

oscillated, vibrated, ricochetted, made figures of eight

and spirals in her temperamental emotionalism and

mother love, meanwhile clutching at the straw of her

theory. And this was not all. Secretly she kept a

note book. In this she entered carefully and minutely

all the wonderful sayings of her son as observed by

herself, or as transmitted in long letters from Grand-

mamma. True to form, she immediately entered the

gravy item, wrote a long letter to Grandmamma about

it, confessed she nearly strangled in suppressing her

delight ; and how the other people present were con-

vulsed, as a loud voice, within the dining room's wilder-

ness, proclaimed the unholy truth that this was not

like Grandmamma's gravy-it was only just a little

flour and water. Officially the child was squelched ;

and officially Mamma kept an eye to weatherward.

But in her secret book she gave way to self flattery.

..

Not so with Father. There was no sentiment, no

nonsense about him. He would not rave for thirty

minutes over a single blossom ; a brief moment of

appreciation sufficed ; during which he would express

regret at the absence in him of the sense of smell.

This was the regular formula-unless it came to

"Scenery." What he had fixed firmly in mind was

a practical program fitted to a child that had grown

up like a weed—a program of physical training, com-

bined with presumptive education and sure discipline.

This program he set in motion by pulling his son out

of bed at five in the morning, standing him upright,

hurrying him into his clothes and leading him by the

hand straight to the town pump. Here Sullivan Senior

pumped vigorously until certain the water was of lowest

temperature ; then he gave unto the child to drink.

The child, as commanded, drank the full cup, shud-

dered, and complained of the chill. Well, if he was

chilly, he must run,-to establish circulation—again

a new word. There was no help for it. After a

sharp quarter mile, the son of Patrick Sullivan was

convinced that "circulation" was now established, and

said so. They settled to a brisk walk. At the end

of two miles they came upon a narrow arm of the

sea, which spread into a beautiful sequestered pool, at

the point reached, with water deep, and clear green,

and banks quite high. Strip ! was the order. Strip it

was. No sooner done than the high priest dexterously

seized the neophyte, and, bracing himself, with a back-

forward swing cast the youngster far out, saw him

splash and disappear ; then he dived, came up beside

a wildly splashing sputtering unit, trod water, put

the child in order, and with hand spread under his

son's breast began to teach him the simple beginnings

of scientific swimming. "Must not stay too long in

the water," he said. "Would Sonny like a ride astride.

Papa's shoulders to a landing?" Sonny would and did.

He gloried as he felt beneath him the powerful heave

and sink and heave of a fine swimmer, as he grasped

his father's hair, and saw the bank approach.

On land he took note of his father's hairy chest,

his satiny white skin and quick flexible muscles over

which the sunshine danced with each movement. He

had never seen a man completely stripped, and was

pleased and vastly proud to have such a father, espe-

cially when the father, an object lesson in view, made

exhibition dives and swam this way and that way in

lithe mastery. And he asked his father to promise

him he would teach him how to do these things, that

he too might become a great swimmer. For he

had a new ideal now, an ideal upsprung in a morning's

hour-a vision of a company of naked mighty men,

with power to do splendid things with their bodies.

And

The return journey passed quickly and excitedly.

Would Papa take him again to the pool ? Yes, Papa

would take him every morning to the pool. And

would he have to swallow any more salt water? Not

unless he opened his mouth at the wrong time. And

why was the water salt, and why did it tingle the

skin so queerly? Because it was sea water.

would Papa show him the sea ? Yes, Papa would

show him the sea, and ships under sail ; and Papa

would some day take him to the shipyards where

ships were built. Ah, what prospects of delight ! How

big the world was growing, how fast the world was

spreading. Had not Papa promised him?

The dingy hotel loomed ahead ; a mighty craving

arose. To the child, the bowl of cold oatmeal was

super-manna. Father's dietary law was strict :-simple

foods, no coffee, no tea, no pastry, a little meat ; and

strictly taboo was white flour bread, for the millers
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had even then begun their work ; lots of milk, some

brown sugar, plenty of greens and fruit, potatoes only

when baked, or boiled in their jackets and so eaten,

no greasy things ; and at times a tiny sip of claret

as a bonus. His time-law for young people was : taps

at eight o'clock, reveille five o'clock. He put his

son through a fine and highly varied course of calis-

thenics to make him supple and resilient. He took

him daily to the pump and the pool, made of him

for his age a competent diver and swimmer, made him

vault fences, throw stones at a mark ; taught him to

walk properly-head up, chin in, chest out ; to stride

easily from the hip, loose in the shoulders. And the

child worked with gusto ; it became play ; for the

father did all these things with him jointly-they even

ran races together, and threw stones at marks, in

competition. Surely it was intensive training ; but

Father was wise in these respects : he knew that where

there was hard work, there must also be leisure and

relaxation, and time for carefree play. Father was

forty-five then, and wondrous wise for his day and

generation. To be sure his profession gave him the

time to spare.

So, the family frequently went a-picnicking to the

lovely banks of the Merrimac River, and elsewhere

to shady groves and beauty spots.

This Sunday, it was the first trip to the Merrimac—

a clear, calm summer day, not too warm.

They found, at a bend of the river, a bit of green-

sward, sufficiently shaded, yet leaving an open view of

the woods across the water.

The great stream flowed by tranquilly: its dark

brown mirror solemnly picturing woods and sky.

The child had never seen a river. Was it not

wonderful, this river so wide, so dark, so silent, so

swift in its flow ? How could such things be? Why

had he not known?

Here and there a small fish jumped, leaving a

pretty circle of ripples where it fell ; and then arose

into the air an
enormous sturgeon, to fall heavily

back, making a great hole whence came a rush of

circles expanding magically to the shores, causing sky

and trees to totter and twist ; then all would be calm

again and silent, as the great stream flowed on and

on careless of trifles ; on and on, so Papa said, until

its waters should mingle with the sea's ; on and on , day

and night, winter and summer, year after year, before we

were born, when we are gone, so Papa said, its waters

had flowed and would evermore flow to the sea.

Papa and Mamma had begun to draw pictures of

the opposite shore, and were absorbed in the doing.

The child watched sturgeon after sturgeon leap and

fall ; they seemed to shoot out of the water's surface.

He had never seen such big strong fishes ; he had

seen nothing larger than minnows and sunfish in South

Reading. But here on this river everything was large.

So thinking he wandered downstream along the

water's edge, musing about South Reading, recalling

his rivulet, his dam, his marsh. How small they

seemed. And then there arose his tall, slender elm,

his great ash tree to comfort him. Mechanically he

ascended a hill, entered a heavy grove, musing, as he

went, upon the great river Merrimac ; lost in the

thought that the world about him was growing so

large that it seemed out of proportion to him-too

great for his little size, too bewildering for his un-

tutored mind. Meanwhile something large, something

dark was approaching unperceived ; something ominous,

something sinister that silently aroused him to a sense

of its presence. He became aware ; he peered through

the foliage. What was it? He could not quite see ;

he could not make out ; except that it was huge, long

and dark. He thought of turning back, for he was

but a little boy, alone in the woods bordering a dark-

running river whose power had stilled him, and the

lonely grove that stilled him ; he was high strung with

awe; he could glimpse the river ; he was moving for-

ward, unthinkingly, even while he thought of turning

back. The dark thing came ever nearer, nearer in

the stillness, became broader, looming, and then it

changed itself into full view-an enormous terrifying

mass that overhung the broad river from bank to bank.

The child's anxious heart hurt him. What could

this monster mean? He tried to call for Papa, but

found no voice. He wished to cry out but could not.

He saw great iron chains hanging in the air. How

could iron chains hang in the air? He thought of

Julia's fairy tales and what the giants did. Might

there be a fairy in the woods nearby? And then he

saw a long flat thing under the chains ; and this thing

too seemed to float in the air ; and then he saw two

great stone towers taller than the trees. Could these

be the giants? And then of a sudden, mystery of mys-

teries, he saw a troll, not much bigger than a man,

come out of the fairy forest, driving a fairy team.

The troll went right across on the flat thing that

floated in the air, and vanished. This must be the

land of enchantment that Julia told about. A wicked

wizard has done this thing. A giant will come soon

to eat up a little boy. And the trees murmured : "Yes ;

a wicked wizard has done this thing-a giant will

come to eat up a little boy-goodbye, little boy"—and

the river said : "goodbye little boy"—and the great iron

chains said: "goodbye little boy." The child shrieked :

"Papa ! Papa ! Papa !" Instanter Papa appeared-ah, the

good fairy had waved her wand in the enchanted wood !

Papa had become concerned at the child's long absence,

and was angry that his son should have gone away

without asking permission. He had intended to spank

the child ; but one look at that upturned face, at those

eyes glazed with approaching madness halted him in

alarm. "What's the matter, Sonny ? Did something

frighten you?" "Oh, Papa, Papa, see the big iron chains

hanging in the air, see the two giants turned to stone,
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see.

A troll justsee the flat thing floating in the air.

came over it with horses and wagon. I am to be

eaten up by a giant. The troll with the magic wagon

is coming to get me now. I am to be eaten by a

giant, Papa ; the trees have just said goodbye, little

boy ; the river has said goodbye, little boy ; Oh, Papa,

did the good fairy send you to save me?" Papa,

thoroughly alarmed, impulsively said : "Yes, dear";

then, soothingly: "Sonny, you must not listen any more

in memory to Julia's Irish tales. They are not true, now.

There are not any giants or goblins, or trolls or elves

or even fairies any more anywhere. They lived only

in people's fancy long ago, when Ireland was young.

It is only the tales that are told today-for the Irish

have ever loved romance. Their heads are filled with

queer notions. They imagine things that are not so.

Papa lived in Ireland once ; he knows what is true.

Now we will go to the bridge and see it all." "And"And

what is a bridge, Papa ?" "That is what you are to

Don't be afraid. It won't hurt you." So they

went to the nearby bridge. As they crossed to the

Amesbury side the Father felt the nervous clutch of

his child's hand about his forefinger. His own mind

began to clear ; now the child's mind must be cleared .

So he explained that the roadway of the bridge was

just like any other road, only it was held up over

the river by the big iron chains ; that the big iron

chains did not float in the air but were held up by

the stone towers over the top of which they passed

and were anchored firmly into the ground at each end

beyond the towers ; that the road-bed was hung to the

chains so it would not fall into the river. That the

bridge was so strong that many people and loaded

teams could pass over it at one and the same time ;

and as he said this, happily some teams and people

came and went. Father was clever in making simple

explanations of things he knew something about. This

expertness came of his long training in teaching little

tots to dance. His skill and patience in this respect

were fine art. So , gradually, he brought his son out

of nightmare-land into the daylight of reality. For

shameful fear, he substituted in his son's heart con-

fidence and courage. Thus was the child-mind freed

again to wonder what men could do ; to adjust itself

to the greater world into which it had been suddenly

catapulted from South Reading's tiny world. Within

that little spot of earth he had never seen a river,

never a bridge, for neither river nor bridge were there

to be seen. On their way to rejoin Mamma, the

child turned backward to gaze in awe and love upon

the great suspension bridge. There, again, it hung

in air-beautiful in power. The sweep of the chains.

so lovely, the roadway barely touching the banks. And

to think it was made by men ! How great must men

be, how wonderful ; how powerful, that they could

make such a bridge : and again he worshipped the

worker.

Mamma had become alarmed ; but Father, on the

approach, gave her a hush-sign. Evening was on the

wing ; dew was in the air ; dark Merrimac still flowed,

sturgeons still leaped high, a cricket chirped its first,

cheerful note. They returned to the dismal house

of flour and water.

The child was soon abed ; the father sank into deep

thought : this would never do ; the boy must be pro-

tected against himself ; he was overexcitable ; he must

not be let go into the woods alone, nor near any

mystic thing. His blood must be cooled-more water ;

no meat ; his mind must be directed to everyday things ;

he would take him into the active world, to the ship-

yards, to see ships a-building ; he would take him to

Plum Island, to get the salt sea air, to see the real

ocean, with its ships coming and going under full sail ;

he would explain all these practical things to him and

keep his mind wholesome ; he must be educated to

realities, disciplined, shown life as it is. And Father,

thus ruminating, turned in.

Now they are at the shipyards, father and son. Four

or five ships are in progress on the ways ; others are

being rigged in the slips. One is a skeleton, another

almost ready to launch. There is much hubbub ; men

going here and there. The strident song of the caulk-

ing iron saws the air; odor of tar everywhere ; fine

view of the harbor, craft of all kinds moving this way

and that-some at anchor. Here in the shipyard were

crowds of men working, doing many things, all mov-

ing at the same time-all urging toward a great end.

The child was in a seventh heaven ; here were his

beloved strong men, the workers-his idols. What

a great world it was into which he had been thrust-

the great river, the wonderful bridge, the harbor, the

full rigged ships so gallantly moving. And what new

words too-circulation , calisthenics, catenary, dietary,

suspension bridge and others, that seemed very long,

very strange indeed. Was he also entering a world

of words ? Were there many more such words ?

Eagerly he watched a man working with an adze.

The man was lying on his back and chipping over-

head. Then the man turned on his side and chipped

sidewise ; then he chipped between his feet and in front

of his feet. Was it not wonderful ? He had never

seen an adze, nor a man at work with an adze. Here,

the man took off heavy chips and there only thin shav-

ings ; was it not wonderful ? He wished to talk to the

man, but the man was too busy ; perhaps the man wished

to keep his feet to walk home with. And all the

other men were too busy to talk to him ; they did

not seem to know he was there, except one man near

a kettle of hot tar who told him to get out of the

way. And there were men boring holes in great planks ;

other men steaming planks, other men carrying planks,

other men bending the planks against the ribs of the

ship, other men driving in with sledge hammers great

iron bolts to keep the planks in place, and these men,
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he guessed, had no time to talk to him. He wondered

why the ships were all set stern-end toward the water.

He wondered how "they" were going to get them

into the water. And there were men who drove oakum

-a new word-into the joints between the planks.

They did it with a thin wedge and a funny looking

mallet, and made a sound that beat upon his ear

drums. He could get near enough to some of these

men to talk to them, but they were too busy to hear

him; and he saw men painting another ship which was

all ready to be pushed into the water. And there

was such a rush and crowd of things that were new

to him that he was joyfully dazed-very happy, very

serious.

He had his first view of the power of concerted

action ; but he did not look at it that way. To him

it seemed the work of individual men working sep-

arately, or of small groups of men helping each other

a great crowd of men each doing his own work in

his own way. To be sure, he saw men walking about

who spoke to the workmen, and the workmen always

had time to listen to these men. In the great confusion

he had not sensed order, and therefore did not ask

Papa about it. Yet he saw the ships grow, and saw

the workmen make them grow.

He walked all over the place with Papa, ever inquisi-

tive, peering here and there. The hum of work was

everywhere. He keenly sensed its greatness. What

could men not do if they could do this, and if they

could make a great bridge-suspended in the air over

the Merrimac. He poured forth his questions and

Papa answered them pretty well, but a bit pedantically

where he was not posted . He used too many big words.

He concealed with them what he did not know.

A few days later father and son saw the launching

of a ship, and the child had another spasm of wonder,

for the ship seemed to him to launch itself ; he did

not see any men pushing it, and Father recited some-

thing about "she seems to feel the thrill of life along

her keel," which he said was poetry because it all

rhymed, so the child learned at once what poetry was

-it was a new word. And again came the regular

questionnaire, and again Father did his best, using

however, so many strange long words that the child

became drugged and drowsy with them and said he

wanted to go home, so they both, father and son,

went home.

And soon the child began to tease to be taken to

Plum Island , to see the ocean his father had talked

about. Strangely enough there wasn't any ocean at

South Reading, any more than there was a great river

and a wonderful bridge there ; any more than there

was a great shipyard and a great harbor. At South

Reading there was only a railroad and two ponds-a

big pond and a little pond and some hills . So the

son, accompanied by the father, went to Plum Island,

for he had said, "This is to be mine, isn't it, Papa ?"

And the father had relaxed at the idea.

There they stood, in a stiff salt breeze, on the sharply

sloping rounded beach ; some drifting clouds in a pale

sky, some ships in the offing. True, he had seen the

ocean at Cape Ann, seen it in furious, terrifying, storm-

ing moods, seen it as huge glossy ground swells, as

glancing, dancing wavelets in the sunshine ; but that

was long, long ago when he was three ; he had wholly

forgotten what happened when he was three-and

four-and five. He had forgotten even that he had

fallen into a well there. He had, like the workmen

in the shipyard, been too busy-all these years, these

months, these days.

Even South Reading was fading , before the glory of

the new-risen day: this engulfing splendor of Newbury-

port, as they stood there, on the hard wet sand, two

figures solitary, a mere speck, a minute accent on the

monotonous miles of beach and pounding surf. The

child looked far seaward, without emotion, save a sense

of dull platitude, of endless nothingness, of meaning-

less extension. The sea was merely rough, without

mood , dull in color, spotted here and there by a cloud's

shadow. It left him indifferent, all except the green

and white combing surf which was in merry mood.

He wished to wade in but Father said positively no,

the beach was too steep, the undertow too strong.

Undertow? Undertow ?-another word-more expla-

nations. He built sand forts which the rising tide

made short work of; he ran up and down the beach,

waded in the dry sand, found some wild cranberry

bushes. He ran back to Papa who was wrapped in

thought, standing with folded arms, facing the sea.

Far to the east, far over the waters lay Ireland, he

said to his son. The son looked for Ireland ; it was

not to be seen ; but he cried out of a sudden : "Papa,

some of those ships are sinking ! One is all gone but

the top of the masts ; one is just beginning to sink!"

Father, who wished to educate his son, now found

his work cut out for him. How explain the curvature

of the sea? How explain the horizon ? How prove

that the ships were not sinking ? He went at it bravely,

patiently, doggedly, step by step ; he even made dia-

grams on his drawing pad. Little by little the child

grasped the idea ; he brightened with intelligence. His

Father had opened for him then and there a new,

an utterly unsuspected world-the world of pure

knowledge-vaster than the sea, vaster than the sky.

And for the child, the portal to that limitless world

was an illusion—a sinking ship.

Now it was time to return to Boston. The school

must open soon . In the bustle of preparation the

day he was seven passed unnoticed even by himself.

Newburyport departed- Boston came.

(To be continued)
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Amsterdam--Old and New

By CLARENCE S. STEIN

A Dutchman was showing the sights of Amsterdam to

a New Yorker. It was not the churches and museums

or the bourse and office buildings that he pointed at

with pride-New York, he knew, had more architecture

that was monumental. It was Amsterdam, the living,

growing, modern city that he was showing; blocks and

blocks of orderly arranged homes, planned and started

at the time that New York could devise no means of

building for the homeless and yet could create gigantic

garages and office buildings. The Dutchman tried to

explain: "You see Holland is a poor country-we can-

not afford monumental buildings-so we erect homes for

the people."

Following the great war the long existing shortage of

dwellings reached a climax in practically every city of

the western world. Neutrals and participants alike

suffered. Very few homes had been built during the

war. Materials and wages rose in Switzerland and

Holland just as they did in England, France, Germany

and here in America. Each country tried to find a solu-

tion of the resulting abnormal scarcity of houses.

This is the tale of two cities, two great cities tested

by the same emergency-two port towns that once bore

names so similiar-Amsterdam and Nieuw Amsterdam-

and the way in which they handled the housing dilemma.

Both are growing industrial cities ; both owe their suc-

cess to their splendid harbors. Nature has been more

bountiful to the city of the new world. The extent and

safety of its navigable water front are unsurpassed. It

has solid land and rock on which to build. Amsterdam

has been forced to make a sub-structure of piles on

which to erect its city and to dig out much of its water

basin. Transportation within New York is mainly by

streets ; in Amsterdam by canals. The Dutch city grew

from a single island outward like a spider's web. Its

dimensions gradually increased by a series of arcs of which

its bay is the chord. Each arc is marked by a canal bor-

dered by narrow tree lined streets. All are connected

with the center by radiating roads and canals. No city has

a more definite pattern- no city but New York. But

what a different pattern ! New York is the monotonous

checker board without purpose or beauty. Manhattan

(which was Nieuw Amsterdam, glories in its Broadway

towers and Fifth Avenue show-windows that speak of the

wealth and success of its merchants. Old Amsterdam was

no less proud-but less ostentatious. The wealth of its

merchants was satisfied with the simple, austere houses-

each with its shining windows and polished brasses- that

line the Single, the Herrengracht and other canals. Both

cities were alike in one thing, they crowded their poor

into the dilapidated left-over houses in the heart of the

business section.

In spite of the war the two cities continued to prosper

and grow. Their populations increased. More houses

were imperative yet in old Amsterdam as in New

Amsterdam, the speculative builders who had supplied

most of the houses in the past would not build. Costs

were high, said the Dutch speculator-they would wait

until they came down. And so they said in New York-

for after all, neither here nor there were the speculative

builders in business to see that there was an adequate

supply of houses-but to make an adequate profit. Spec-

ulative builders are the same the world over.

As to the emergency-Amsterdam was alert. New

York had to be awakened to it by the cries of a class

of people who had never felt the pinch before. If before

the war, these New Yorkers had thought of the housing

problem, they thought of it as something to be cured

by law the great American panacea. So they passed

restrictive legislation and gave not the slightest thought

to any constructive action. Something that was called

the "law of supply and demand" was supposed to pro-

duce the needed homes, and so it did-for the well-to-

do-in a quite unsystematic, tasteless and wasteful

manner.

But the poorer half of the population could afford

nothing but the worn-out houses that fell below the

legal requirements for new dwellings.

Amsterdam was better prepared for the housing climax.

When speculative builders ceased building for fear of

lack of profits, the people of Amsterdam didn't resign.

They didn't throw up their hands and say "no profits,

no houses." They had already tried out their emergency

machinery-its elements had been long in existence.

Dutch municipalities long have had the powers needed

to secure homes for the people-in fact they had never

been deprived of them, for they are considered by the

Dutch as natural and inherent in any social fabric based

upon the needs of men. Any city in Holland could

acquire land for housing, build houses or lend money

for that purpose. The national housing legislation of

1901 compelled cities to pass housing and building laws,

to appoint housing committees and to make city plans.

It also offered state aid in housing in the form of loans

to local governing bodies or to the housing societies,

which are similar to the British Public Utility Societies

or our Limited Dividend Associations. These were able

to borrow from the government as much as 100 per cent

of the cost of the houses they erected. The rate of

interest was fixed by the market rate of the state deben-

tures on the Amsterdam Exchange. The loans, which

were for a period of fifty years, were made by the

national government, through the municipality, which was

held responsible for the repayment. The societies are

semi-public institutions. Their capital and their profit

above that used in paying their limited dividend (4%

until 1921-now 6%) can be used only for housing im-

provement. The societies cannot make a profit on homes;

neither can those that dwell in the houses, whether the

society be cooperative or not, and many of them are ;

the government will not permit occupants of the houses

to resell their dwellings. If they no longer wish to

occupy them they must return them to the societies ;-for

the house is not a commodity to be bartered. Housing

in Holland-anyhow, for the manual worker-has for

many years been looked upon not as a speculative busi-
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ness but as a service essential to the welfare of the

community.

Up to the war the societies had been increasing their

usefulness from year to year, although the speculators,

up to 1914, built by far the greater part of the houses

in Amsterdam . Then on account of the rising costs they

found the risks too great and in 1915 the societies erected

1,638 houses while the builders put up only 634. How-

ever, in spite of all the advantages of the easy terms

of government loans the societies found themselves unable

to continue their work and their production fell off from

year to year. Meanwhile the shortage of houses became

a matter of public concern. Houses that had been con-

demned as uninhabitable were occupied. Families dou-

bled up ; a great part of the newly married couples

were unable to secure separate homes.

ANITOBARE

OLD AMSTERDAM-THE HARBOR
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DETAIL OF THE STADIUM HOUSING DEVELOPMENT, AMSTERDAM

It soon became apparent to every one of intelligence

in Holland-as it might have in America- that houses

were not being built because most workers could not

possibly pay what is called an economic rent based on

the inflated cost of building and the increased interest

rates. Amsterdam and Holland faced the problem in a

very practical way. Houses they must have. An eco-

nomic rent could not be secured. So in 1919 the govern-

ment decided to pay as a subsidy to municipalities or

societies on all houses they erected the difference between

the economic rent and the rent that a worker could

afford . Three-quarters of this subsidy is paid by the

nation, the rest by the city ; it is given, however, only

on condition that a reasonable rent is charged. The rents

are fixed on the basis of one-sixth or one-seventh of the

income of the tenant. Perhaps such drastic action seems

to an American to be contrary to that spirit of independ-

ence which we would engender in every citizen, by pre-

tending that he can without any cooperation take care

of himself and his family under the rules of an economic

system where the odds are all against him. Anyhow,

it seemed to the Dutch-who are by no means lacking

in self reliance and independence the common sense

way of meeting an existing problem .

As a result of emergency legislation passed in 1918

not only did the societies actively enter the field again

but the municipal government also commenced to build

directly. From 1918 to 1921 the city erected 2,169

houses while the societies constructed 3,705. There are

today 1,058 municipal houses and 3,019 housing societies'

houses in course of erection and both the city and the

societies have more than doubled the numbers of dwell-

ings planned. Supervision of the construction of all these

houses , those of the societies as well as of the city, is under

the control of the municipal housing department, which

must approve all designs. In case a society fails the

municipality must accept financial responsibility ; in short,

the responsibility of this whole colossal housing operation

is centered in the housing department of Amsterdam,

directed by a big calibre architect-Keppler by name.

In spite of the opinion of many of those who have

had most experience and who have given most thought

to the matter-that housing should be a service and

not a business-the government ultimately decided to

offer assistance to private builders. The speculators who

had built 3,504 houses in 1912 and 1,756 in 1914 erected

only 17 in 1919. At first the subsidy offered was based

on the difference between the real cost at the time of

erection of the building and the cost on which an eco-

nomic rent could be charged-and there were certain re-

strictions as to the rental. These restrictions met with

strong objection from speculators and they suceeded in

having the law revised in 1920. The newsubsidy is

a fixed amount for each square meter with a maximum

which was at first F2,000 ($800 ) and is now F600

($240) . The private builder may also borrow capital

on mortgage from the government for fifteen years at

6 per cent. This capital is paid by the government to

the city, which may accept or refuse the responsibility

of lending it. In spite of all these inducements the pri-

vate builders are erecting fewer houses than the societies

or the municipality.
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AMSTERDAM-OLD AND NEW

Land was not wanting on which to carry out the great

housing program of Amsterdam. This wise city for

many years has been acquiring land. The State did not

have to confer this right on the cities of Holland, for

housing and all that is needed to carry it out is con-

sidered necessary on behalf of public order, morality and

health. But the housing act of 1901 extended and ampli-

fied the compulsory land acquisition act of 1851 so as

to facilitate the taking of land for slum clearances or

carrying out of large scale housing schemes. The basis

of valuation is that at which the land might have been

sold within a period of six to eighteen months before the

preparation of plans. Amsterdam is beginning to see that

the only way to control the growth and the future ap-

pearance of the city is for the municipality to own all

the necessary land and the city is acquiring a ring of

municipal land around the old city, and already owns

1,200 acres. Of this 600 acres have been leased to

Public Utility Societies for periods of 50 to 75 years.

The policy of Amsterdam is to lease and not to sell

its land !

In New York the building of homes had ceased in

1916. Gradually the badly planned, the poorly lighted,

the dilapidated houses that had stood empty for years

were filled . Landlords did not at once discover that it

was their inning-that the "law of supply and demand"

was working in their favor. But when they did they

were not slow in acting. Rents soared. The news-

papers howled against the unjust raising of rents- rent

strikes were called the legislature appointed a com-

mission to investigate rents the Mayor appointed a

powerless rent committee. No one, not even the clever-

est newspaper reporter, seemed to connect rents with

housing scarcity. And what was the use ? There was

no profit in building houses when the prices were at

the top and no one knew when they would drop. Any

builder would be a fool to build at such a time unless

he was in business to lose money. And who would

lend him money if he did not want to build? Not the

insurance companies or the loaning institutions . Their

representatives appeared before the Governor's Recon-

struction Commission and explained that they did not

have the money-it was invested in Liberty Bonds-

anyhow they could not risk it under present condi-

tions-it was the people's money, not theirs. So the

people went homeless or borrowed half of a worn-out

home.

And the Mayor's Rent Committee bullied or persuaded

landlords and tenants to compromise. And the Legis-

lative Committee on rents after perspiring through

endless hearings discovered that it was dealing with a

housing scarcity, not a landlords' conspiracy. The sten-

ographers had filled many neat volumes with lengthy

questions and answers the newspapers had many front

page leaders and laws were passed at Albany restricting

rents and permitting the lending of money that would

not be lent.

Governor Smith's Reconstruction Commission alone

treated the dilemma as a housing emergency. After point-

ing out that "the present crisis was the result of past

tendencies" and that its fundamental causes were "no

different than the causes of the evil housing conditions
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The type of Tax-Exempt Apartments being

erected by the hundred in the Borough of Queens,

New York City. These five rooms rent for $45

to $50 a month. They are practically the only

living places which come within the income of

working men-and only skilled workers can afford

them. These three-story buildings afford approxi-

mately as much light and ventilation as did the

dumb-bell apartments which were made illegal 20

years ago.

At the left.-Characteristic six-story apartment

now being built in the Borough of the Bronx, New

York City, to rent for approximately $1,000 a year.
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month and the poor and the poor middle class continued

to live two families in a house-in any old, dilapidated

house.

Then for a year or so one Untermeyer held the middle

of the stage. He induced everyone, builder, manu-

facturer, laborer and capitalist, to admit that he had

been a criminal and would never do it again. The

price of materials dropped in New York- but curiously

enough with no Untermeyer in Amsterdam prices also

fell . Yet, in New York the poor and the poor middle

class are still huddled two families in an apartment and

no one is building homes for them.

What has been the result of the mad building of the

past year which must at least be paid for in part by

the citizen of New York? For tax exemption is a

subsidy. That which the owners of the new houses do

not pay must be paid by the other property owners.

The tax exempt house will require, ultimately, more

sewers, transit, roads , police, firemen, street cleaners,-

and for these the community must pay. What is it

getting in return ? Houses, yes-but such houses . They

SURTEB

Photograph by F. R. Yerbury

DETAIL OF HOUSING BLOCK, AMSTERDAM

M. de Klerk, Architect

that have long existed in the state" ; the Commission

suggested a constructive program :

1. Housing and city planning Commissions and Com-

mittees for the State and Cities.

2. The lending of state money for long terms at low

rates of interest.

3. Municipal ownership of land on which the munici-

pality or others might erect houses.

This program that would have seemed so feeble in

Holland was altogether too revolutionary for New York.

Rather no houses than take the business from the specu-

lator. He must be revived and brought back into the

building game. So it was finally decided that a bonus

should be offered, one that didn't look like a direct gift,

for it would not do to admit that the State or City

was taking a part in housing-it would not do to admit

the fact that an American citizen could not pay for

his own home that the government had to help him

out. So the bonus was camouflaged-it was called "tax

exemption." This subsidy was not to be given to the

poor worker, white collar or otherwise. It was for the

builder or landlord. He could charge what rent he

wanted and apparently he wanted everything he could

get. Why not? Is he not in the housing business to

get as much profit as he can. At any rate when the

tax exemption buildings were completed they were let

for twenty, twenty-five or thirty dollars a
room per
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Built 1920 ; number of apartments, 102 ; cost, $372,000 ; rent

per week, $1.92
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APARTMENT HOUSES FOR THE QUEENSBORO CORPORATION .

Jackson Heights, New York City. Erected 1922 .

Andrew J. Thomas, Architect
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TYPICAL KITCHEN IN APARTMENTS OF QUEENSBORO

CORPORATION, JACKSON HEIGHTS, NEW YORK CITY

Andrew J. Thomas, Architect

are no better than the law requires-apartments with

dingy courts and rooms that look out on nothing but

monotonous walls and windows ; or worse still , apart-

ments in which most of the rooms look out upon a

tiny shaft which gives but a glint of light and no air.

Ugly affairs with no technical skill wasted on them.

"An Architect" so called was employed at a cut rate ,

for which no adequate services could be given. Apart-

ment houses all alike set on sloping streets, flat streets ,

on the top of rocks, cheap in design and shoddy in con-

struction. The one and two family houses are no better.

Over in Long Island City are rows of cheap boxes

defacing the farm and wood land. To think that the

people of New York had a chance to really design the

part of the city that has been constructed during the

past year! They were helping to pay the bill . They

could have organized and directed the effort so that

it would have added to the beauty of New York and

to the happiness of those that will live in the new

houses.

A few exceptional developments stand out in contrast

to all this haphazard building. The Queensboro Cor-

poration and the City and Suburban Homes Company

have had vision enough to build on a large scale and

in a less congested manner than the typical narrow lot

apartment. But neither of these companies has been

able to build at a cost that would permit them to sell

or rent except at high prices or big rentals. The Met-

ropolitan Life Insurance Company, which has secured

the permission of the State Legislature to invest a portion

of its capital in constructing large groups of apartment

houses, intends to build homes that will have light, air

and the sight of green and yet will be rented at a

reasonable rent, as compared with the rentals that the

speculative receivers of municipal bounties are charging.

But houses renting at nine dollars a room per month

would hardly be called workers' homes in Amsterdam!

But even if these experiments do not succeed in relating

rents to working men's incomes, they are particularly

interesting because trained technical skill has been used

to meet the problems of housing on a large scale in

New York. It is to the credit of a group in the archi-

tectural profession, and to the JOURNAL OF THE AMER-

ICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS that the designer of

these apartments, in his many years of unselfish effort

to develop a type of New York apartments that would

have air, light and sunshine at a minimum cost, has had

the loyal backing to see him through.

This is all that New York has secured after three

years of investigation and legislation ! It had no under-

standing of the housing problem in 1919-it has none

now. The city seems destined to continue to grow by

the addition of one ugly mass after another at the

whim of the speculator. And the horror of it is that

his work will stand to haunt us years after we have

discovered the need of united effort and technical direction

in the building of our homes and our cities .

To one who hails from the city of haphazard building

on narrow lots along monotonous streets it is a matter

ALVANI STRAAT GALVANI-STRAAT

SA

H

GROUP OF APARTMENTS, AMSTERDAM

Built 1915-18 . Number apartments, 375 ; rent per week, $1.20

to $1.70 ; cost, $380,000.

Ph. Hamers, Architect
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of astonishment to find Amsterdam building not houses

to sell or to rent, but a city to live in. Not only unified

blocks but whole sections of the city-groups of five or

ten blocks are being, created at one time. The street

layout of these new sections that surround the old city

are quite different than that of Old Amsterdam. Instead

of the ever repeating circular canals the new portions

are laid out on streets. There are few broad avenues

-the through traffic will apparently still be carried in

and out of the city by water on the Amstel or the com-

paratively few canals that divide the newer regions. The

roads are in the main straight and in many places parallel,

but there is constant relief from the monotony of the

checker board pattern. Small and large parks and play-

grounds here and there add a foreground of green to

the buildings. And all the blocks whether of single

family, two family or apartment houses are built around

great open courts. There is generally plenty of opening

between the groups of buildings to let the air pass freely

in and out of this garden block center. All these houses

-whether erected by the municipality, the societies or

builders borrowing from the government-must meet the

approval of the city housing department. Apparently

there is nothing bureaucratic about the department of

which the energetic, broadminded Keppler is the head.

There is great variety in the external treatment of the

new apartments that make up the larger part of the

building now under way. These are examples of the

old Dutch gabled architecture and many examples of a

new type of design that cannot be classified. The younger

architects have put aside all they knew about the past-

columns, cornices, old forms of roofs and gables. They

are modelling broadly with flat and curved surfaces of

walls or windows, with voids and solids, with different

materials. They are working with large masses, whole

blocks of buildings, never single narrow facades . One

smiles at first-youthful exuberance ! But it is more

than that. They are striving to find new forms-simple

forms. They do not always succeed : some of their results

seem ridiculous-others show charm and simplicity. But

at least there is an effort to escape from the bonds of

the past-to design-to find design in wall surfaces and

materials instead of with applied borrowed ornament.

Even the private builders have apparently learnt that

it is more satisfactory and economical to build on a

large scale. They are building under trained technical

guidance in units of a block or more.

So this is the tale of two cities and the housing emer-

gency. It has no moral. Two cities met a dilemma in

manner dictated by their past customs and point of view.

Ultimately, they both succeeded in producing houses-

in more or less sufficient quantities. In one city these

houses were soundly built in an orderly manner with

the aid of trained technical skill ; in the other they were

mostly shoddily built and spotted in a haphazard manner

as dictated by the whim and the greed of the specu-

lators. In the one case rents are based on the means

of those who are to occupy the houses, in the other on

the cost of the houses or the scarcity of homes-the

rents have no relation to the income of any but the

wealthy. Yet neither Amsterdam or New York has

solved the housing problem. The odds against them are

too great. It is not design or construction or loans or

bonuses that will solve it as long as the income of work-

ers and their standard of living remains so far apart.

But Amsterdam has at least sensed the problem and

is searching for a practical solution-New York does

not even grasp the meaning of the housing problem.

Number of Apartments in Tenements Constructed in New York City 1910-1922'

Year No. of Apartments

Constructed

No. of Apartments

Demolished or

Conveyed to
Other Uses

Net Increase

or Decrease

in Number

of Apartments

1910 32,113 4,960 +27,153

1911 32,673 4,371 +28,302

1912 26,763 3,473 +23,290

1913 28,038 3,389 +24,649

1914 20,576 4,081 +16,495 July-August, 1914-Beginning of Great War.

1915 23,617 2,597 +21,020

1916 21,359 2,093 +19,266

1917 14,241 2,419 +11,822 April, 1917-U. S. A. enters the War.

1918 2,706 1,672 + 1,034

1919 1,624 3,012
-

1,388

1920 4,882 4,379 + 503

1921 6,835 2,168 + 4,667

Nov., 1918-The Armistice.

Great year for investigations and for building of

garages and loft buildings .

Rent Restriction Laws passed April and Sept., 1920.

Tax Exemption law effective.

Total: 215,427 15,743 119,684

1922 27,0602 Tax Exemption law renewed until April, 1923.

1 These figures do not include apartments in one and two-family houses for which no reliable statistics exist. The net increase of

apartments in small houses over a period of ten years has been calculated as about 1/3 that of apartments in tenements.
2
Apartments in tenements in course of construction on June 30, 1922 , as shown by the records of the Tenement House Department.
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Number of Apartments Erected in Amsterdam in Tenements or Small Houses, 1909-1921

According to the Statistics of the Housing Department (Gemeentelijken Woningdienst te Amsterdam ) .

Year By Private
Builders By Employers¹

By Limited Dividend Societies

Built with the

help of govern-

mental loans

according to the

housing law

Built with the

help of loans

from Govern-

mental Postal

Savings Bank2

Built with the

help of loans

from the

Municipality

Municipal

Dwellings
Total

1909 675

2
8

28 .703

1910 1,205 48 72 1,325

1911 1,988 88 148 2,224

1912
3,504 148 120 3,772

1913 2,342 753 238 3,333

1914 1,756 21 463 119 2,359

1915 634 1,227 173 238 2,272

1916 929 415 1,344

1917 412 295 3063 1,013

1918 1305 821 4504 1,401

1919 17 115 989 8516 1,972

1920 255 62 29.7 123 737

1921 733 102 1,590 745 3,178

Totals 14,580 300 7.162 870 238 2,475 25,633

1 Dwellings built by employers and rented to their employees at low rentals.
2 Amsterdam Company for the erecting of dwellings for laborers. (Decree of the town council, 16 September, 1874.)

a Blocks of temporary dwellings on the north side of The Y (the bay).

Of these 348 semi-permanent dwellings (lifetime about 30 years) and 102 emergency dwellings built by the town.

Of these 20 emergency dwellings built by the Committee for Belgium Fugitives. (Were pulled down in 1919.)
Of these 184 semi-permanent dwellings.

Architects and City Planning'

CHAPTER III

By THOMAS ADAMS

The previous article described the character of the

instruction in city planning that might be given to archi-

tectural students in a limited lecture course of ten or

twelve lectures during the final year of study for their

Bachelor's degree. Obviously a course so limited could

not lead up to any certificate of proficiency or be regarded

even as a basis for specialization in town planning as a

profession. The reason for restricting the course would

be because of the lack of time available from other sub-

jects. The object of the instruction would be to enlighten

the architectural student more fully and more directly

than formerly regarding the principles and technique of

city planning.

There is a good deal of misunderstanding as to what

city planning is, and the average student has only a hazy

idea of its meaning. The want of knowledge, partic-

ularly of the sociological phases of city planning, has

to be made good, and misunderstanding removed during

the undergraduate, period . The student should obtain

some definite idea as to what part he has to play in

co-operating with city planners or with engineers. Such

* The second chapter of this article appeared in the August issue.

a course then is useful in giving the undergraduate in

architecture a wider outlook on the important social as-

pect of his profession and in indicating his limitations as

well as his scope as an architect for dealing with the

technique of city planning.

A limited amount of teaching supplemented by reading

and, if practicable, a sufficient number of laboratory

hours to enable one simple problem of city planning to

be worked out should be given to all architectural stu-

dents during the final year of their course leading to

graduation. The comparatively small part of the aca-

demic year required to be given for this purpose should

raise no serious difficulties.

Comprehensive Course

it is practicable to give it, but in this connection arise

More extended teaching is, however , desirable where

problems that require much consideration and are not easy

to solve. Some part of the instruction hitherto regarded

as almost essential has to be curtailed to make room for

a full course on city planning, if the period given to

undergraduate study is not to be extended.

For the present we are considering the needs of the

undergraduate and not the post-graduate student, but
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obviously we cannot decide what is best for the former

without regard to what courses the student may be

likely to follow after getting his Bachelor's degree . If,

for instance, a student takes only a limited course in

city planning before he graduates in architecture from

one of the lesser Universities or scientific schools, and

goes to Harvard or elsewhere to take a post-graduate

course, he will find his preliminary studies of some value,

whether he decides to specialize in city planning or not.

The proper value of city planning studies will, however,

only be realized if they have given the student some

definite knowledge, a good grasp of main principles and

important details, and not merely some historical infor-

mation and vague impressions derived from occasional

lectures and cursory reading. To obtain this proper

value of the extended course is needed.

Later on there will probably be created a post-graduate

degree in city and town planning at one or more Uni-

versities. When this degree is established, it will be

desirable to make the under-graduate course that leads up

to it much the same as that which leads up to a post-

graduate course in Architecture and Landscape Archi-

tecture, such as those provided at Harvard.

On the whole, it appears desirable that all students

for Bachelor's degrees who intend to take a post-grad-

uate degree in Architecture or Landscape Architecture

should have given to them a liberal course of instruction

in the elements of landscape design and city planning,

and such a course will probably be adequate for students

taking a city planning degree if and when it is available.

Therefore, the introduction of a more or less extended

course of teaching in City Planning to undergraduates

should prove of value to all students who intend to go

in for a post-graduate degree. Those who do not intend

to proceed beyond the Bachelor's degree have, never-

theless, to go in for post-graduate training in offices to

equip themselves for professional work. They would

equally benefit from some training in the broader social

phases of architecture and city planning.

The question of what can give place to city planning

is one to be decided on its merits within each University.

If it is decided, as it has been at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, that an extended course be given

to undergraduates, then the question that remains is :

what should be the form and contents of the course?

It may be decided either to give a full year's work

in the final year or to spread the teaching over two

years. If the latter is considered desirable, the lecture

courses would have to be arranged at different periods

for each group of students, but the laboratory work

could be carried on simultaneously. If we assume that

the work is entirely done during one year extending

from October to March, we have next to consider what

would be a reasonable arrangement of lectures and labor-

atory work.

It is suggested as a beginning, until further experience

is gained, that thirty lectures and forty hours work in

the laboratory be given as follows :

October to December-Ten lectures at the rate of one

in each week on landscape design and elementary phases

of site and town planning, supplemented by twenty hours

in the laboratory working out a simple problem.

January to March-Twenty lectures on the history,

principles, and technique of city and town planning, sup-

plemented by twenty laboratory hours and a civic survey

of an area with which the student is acquainted.

At the conclusion of the course an examination would

be held, and full credit given to the student.

The aim would be to give the student who graduated

some definite knowledge of the subject, and its relation-

ships as they have been described in these articles. The

sociological aspects of the problem of city development

would be kept before the mind of the student throughout

the courses. The teaching would necessarily be ele-

mentary in its scope but need not be superficial. The

student should be encouraged to use his own observation,

to think independently, to express himself in brief reports

and discussions , and to form definite ideas. The knowl-

edge gained, however limited, would be invaluable if it

were used as a basis for observing and studying, in the

right perspective, the many examples there are of good

and bad conditions, lost opportunities and of misdirected

efforts, in connection with the physical and social growth

of the modern city.

Coming to the matter of the contents and arrange-

ment of the course of lectures, there is room for con-

siderable variety of opinion according as one might be

influenced by adherence to what is most logical or most

expedient.

An Interesting Programme

An interesting programme of twenty-four lectures

has been proposed by Professor Adrian Berrington for

the students of architecture and engineering of Toronto

University. Professor Berrington divides the suggested

lectures into two groups, one of twelve dealing with

"The Regional and Civic Survey" and "Methods and

Application" and a second twelve with "The Technique

of Town Planning." The first group deals with :

(a) The Region ( Regionalisme )-its character, the

geological, geographical and other aspects of survey, and

maps and models ;

(b) The Existing Plan the nature of the plotting or

sub-divisions , values of land, heights and densities of

buildings, supply (including collection ) , and centres of

accretion and distribution ;

(c) Communication (the matrix of the whole) -roads,

railways and waterways ;

(d ) Civic Self-Control-local government, assess-

ment, ordinances, town planning laws, private property

and public interest.

(e) Vital statistics-as revealed by census and in con-

nection with homes and recreation.

The second group deals with the technique relating to :

(a) Housing and Homing-natural and assisted devel-

opments and garden suburbs and garden cities ;

(b) The Satellite City ;

(c) Zoning or planning widely-natural zoning, causes

of present troubles, remedies, and extensions and limita-

tions of idea ;

(d) Road, railroad and waterways-through-ways,

methods of plotting, types, comparisons of square, radial

and natural plans, technique of crossings, sidewalks , etc.
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The proposed course was to be supplemented by dia-

gram, plan and picture, and accompanied by laboratory

work.

The syllabus was suggested as an option in town plan-

ning for fourth year students in both architecture and

engineering. Under the arrangement, if carried out,

architectural students were to receive a short course on

the General Principles of Surveying, while civil engi-

neering students were to receive a short course on the

History and Principles of Architecture in the first term.

Both classes of students were to have the regular lec-

tures on Highway Engineering, Sanitary Science, and

other subjects as at present taught. It was proposed

that the student make a civic survey of an approved

social or geographical unit together with reasoned sug-

gestions for improvement of one or more features and

prepare an account of his work as a thesis. Under this

arrangement which entailed 35 hours work in each week

during two terms devoted to town planning, and to modi-

fications of regular courses on architectural and engi-

neering subjects to fit in with the instruction in town

planning, it was apparently intended to prepare men for

professional positions as town or city planners. It would

undoubtedly be better to limit the instruction during the

undergraduate period to laying the foundation for a

post-graduate course leading to a Master's degree.

(To be continued)

Architecture and the Public Press

I. A Recent Episode

The General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, in 1919, created a Joint Commission on Church

Architecture and the Allied Arts. The reasons for this

action are very clearly set forth, as are the objects

desired, in the following Resolutions :

a short course on church architecture to be given annually

in each school by some competent expert."

Pursuant to these Resolutions, the Commission was

formed, consisting of the following members : the Rt.

Rev. Rogers Israel, D.D. (Deceased) ; the Rt. Rev.

Thos. F. Davies, D.D.; the Rt. Rev. Herman Page,

D.D.; the Rev. D. D. Addison, D.D.; the Rev. William

Report of the Joint Commission on Church J. Dixon ; the Rev. Milo H. Gates, D.D.; Ralph Adams

Architecture

At the General Convention of 1919, the following was

adopted:

"WHEREAS, On the part of the clergy and of the laity,

there is, in this Church, sore need of fuller information as

to what constitutes the fundamental principles which should

govern the plan, the design and the decoration of churches,

ignorance of which sometimes leads to such deplorable re-

sults in church architecture :

"Art. 1. Therefore, be it Resolved, the House of Bishops

concurring, That a Joint Commission, consisting of three

bishops, three presbyters, and three laymen with power to

add not more than three experts to their number, be ap-

pointed, whose duty it shall be to disseminate information

on this subject throughout the Church, with a view to raising

the standard of knowledge and taste, as to what is pure

and beautiful, in style and design, and correct in plan and

preparation.

"Art. 2. In pursuance of this end it shall be the duty

of this Commission to effect in each diocese and missionary

district, with the consent of the bishop thereof, the organi-

zation of a diocesan commission on church architecture .

"Art. 3. The central commission shall be authorized to

prepare a hand-book under the direction of one or more

experts which shall contain a brief statement of the essential

principles of some of the leading styles of church archi-

tecture, with illustrations of the best examples of those

types which proved to be the most suitable to the various

conditions found in city, town, village and country parishes .

This hand-book shall be furnished at as low a price as

possible to the diocesan commissions, which in turn shall

furnish it to the clergy and interested laymen of the parishes

and missions throughout the Church.

"Art. 4. It shall be the further duty of this commission

to take the matter up with the officials of the theological

schools of this Church, with view to the inauguration of

Cram, LL.D.; Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, D.Sc.;

Chas. Steele, Esq.

The Commission first met in February, 1920. In

August, 1921 , it had adopted the following program:

1. There shall be a Commission of the Diocese (or Mis-

sionary District) , to be known as the Commission on Church

Architecture and the Allied Arts, which shall consist of

the Bishop (and the Bishop Coadjutor, or Suffragan Bishop) .

together with three clergymen and four laymen, of whom

three at least shall be skilled in Church Architecture, and

ecclesiastical art, to be appointed annually by the Bishop.

The experts may or may not be chosen from within the

Diocese.

2. To this Commission shall be submitted, for counsel and

advice by the proper authorities of the Diocese and of all

parishes and missions thereof, first, all preliminary sketches,

and, later, all completed plans for the erection of new

Churches, chapels, parish houses, rectories , institutional

buildings, and for any proposed changes of importance in

existing buildings ; with respect to sites, architecture, deco-

ration, color schemes, furnishings, sculpture, stained glass

windows, and memorials of all kinds whatsoever.

3. While it is mandatory on the Diocese and the parishes

and missions of the same, to submit, through their official

representatives, such sketches and plans to the Commission

for counsel and advice, before any contract shall be let ;

in the case of missions and parishes receiving aid from

the Diocese, only after the sketches, plans and specifications

shall have received the approval of the Commission, shall

the authorities of such missions and parishes be at liberty

to proceed to their execution.

4. It shall be the duty of the Commission to consider all

questions submitted to it with the least possible delay, and,

except for extraordinary reasons, to give an answer in writ-

ing, at least within one calendar month after the receipt of

sketches or plans.
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5. It shall also be the duty of this Commission, to bring

about, in each parish and organized Mission of this Diocese

or Missionary District, the appointment of a Committee on

Church Architecture and the Allied Arts, consisting of not

more than three persons, to be appointed annually by the

Rector, or Minister-in-Charge, whose work it shall be to

direct the study of these subjects within the parish, and to

offer criticism and advice on all matters within the parish,

pertaining to Ecclesiastical Architecture and Art.

6. This Commission shall be under obligation to furnish

parish committees with a bibliography of the best works

on these subjects, and, generally to stimulate an interest in

them, through the Diocese, by the distribution of literature,

by lectures, and where possible, by exhibitions and con-

ferences.

In announcing that Dr. Milo H. Gates of the Chapel

of the Intercession, New York City, and Dr. Cram and

Mr. Goodhue had been appointed as a special committee

to prepare the Handbook mentioned in the resolutions

above, the Joint Commission said :

"It is hardly needful to dwell upon the absolute necessity

of good art of every kind when it is called into the service

of the Church, but 'good' art is not enough; it must be the

best, and the word art includes not only architecture, paint-

ing and sculpture, but as well, and equally, stained glass,

music, wood-carving, metal-work of all kinds, vestments,

needlework.

"The Church brought Christian art into existence, fostered

it, developed it to its highest perfection, and not only inspired

all the art of Europe from the Edict of Constantine until

the Reformation, but, both directly and indirectly, determined

the form and method of European art for 1,200 years.

What the Church made is the glory of European civilization,

and it not only expressed Christianity in absolute perfection,

but was as well a potent influence in the spread of Chris-

tianity, and its dominion over men for centuries.

"The degradation began in the 16th Century, and it pro-

gressed steadily until it reached its lowest estate in the years

between 1800 and 1875, three-quarters of a century of

humiliation and dishonor, broken only by the beginning of

the 'Gothic revival' in England and its repercussions in the

United States.

"Since then the recovery has been almost miraculous. The

Anglican Communion took the leadership, and still holds it

in the United States through the Episcopal Church, though

in England the recent remarkable advance in Roman Cath-

olic architecture threatens the old-time Anglican supremacy.

Here in America, the Protestant denominations, particularly

the Presbyterians, Congregationalists and Unitarians, are

now generally content with nothing but the best procurable

in architecture, while the last ten years have seen a notable,

though sporadic recovery amongst the Roman Catholics.

"By no means all the ground has been regained, par-

ticularly in the arts other than architecture, and even here

bad work crops up, particularly in certain sections of the

country. There must be no slipping back ; there cannot even

be a pause and a resting on the laurels already won. There

must be a jealous guarding of recovered standards and a

steady and consistent advance. Good art is organic ; the

best art is both revealing and creative. Bad art is a be-

trayal.

"Basic Principles"

"Religious art must be the best obtainable.

"Church architecture must be expressive of the historic

continuity, the doctrinal succession, and the racial antece-

dents of 'Ecclesia Anglicana .'

"Imitations, substitutes and dishonesty of every kind ;

together with second-rate work or poor craftsmanship, are

intolerable.

"Esthetic infallibility does not inhere in a bishop, a

parish priest, the wardens and vestrymen, a clerical or lay

benefactor, or in any architect or other artist because of

his vocation.

"An architect, just because he is a member of the A. I. A.

need not necessarily know anything about church building

or religious art.

"A firm that advertises widely and employs many and

plausible 'drummers' may very likely produce ' art goods'

that are a scandal.

"Paying for a new church, an altar, a window or a rood-

screen, does not give the donor the right to impose his own

taste on posterity, or justify the rector, wardens and vestry-

men in accepting something that is bad.

"Nepotism in Church art is as bad as nepotism in Church

preferment.

"A competition is the worst possible way of selecting an

architect, a memorial window, a statue or any other thing

that is linked with the church.

"There are many architects in America who have proved

they can build a church right. There are several makers

of stained glass as able as those in England. There are

absolutely competent wood-carvers, cabinet-makers, metal

workers, needle-women and embroiderers. Go to them direct.

Never ' send for a catalogue.' If you do not know who to

go to for anything, find out. Until each diocese has its

own Committee competent to give information, advice and

criticism, this Commission will undertake the task, sending

lists of those who already have proved their capacity.

"It would be of great service to this Commission if clergy

and building Committees would send in photographs or other

records of churches or decorative elements recently com-

pleted or proposed . If criticism is asked it will be freely

and honestly given.

"The Commission would also welcome suggestions as to

constructive lines it could well follow, and statements of

the difficulties that are experienced in getting good art into

the service of the church.

"Your Commission wishes to urge upon our Theological

Schools the advisability of having a course of lectures upon

Church Architecture and the Allied Arts. In this connec-

tion, the Secretary wishes to make an observation : during

the past two years, he has been able to collect about twenty-

five hundred pictures of Episcopal Churches in all parts of

the country. Anyone going over this collection will be im-

pressed with the need of improvement in our Church archi-

tecture and Church furnishings.

"This is something more than a matter of art. Here we

face serious financial loss. It is evident that millions of

money have been unwisely spent.

"The movement for improvement in Church architecture,

we have observed, is not confined to our own Church.

Quite recently, the Methodist, Presbyterians and Baptists

have taken up this matter and if we may judge from the

reports of their action, have organized more authoritative

commissions than we have.

"In order to clear what has seemed to be a misunderstand-

ing on the part of some, our Commission desires to state

that it has not thought it to be the desire of the Convention

that it should attempt to act as an architect or should

attempt, in any way, to take the place of architects. Mani-

festly, it is impossible for so small a Commission , the indi-

vidual members being residents in widely separated parts

of the country, to act as architects. Numerous requests for

assistance have come in, evidently upon this supposition .

To meet these requests, the Commission would need to meet

at least twenty-five times a year. If that were done, some
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of the members would have to spend most of their time

travelling to and from meetings.

"Besides this, the Commission believes that one of the

best things it can do will be to encourage good architects

to give more attention to church architecture. In this way,

we hope not only to develop but to bring forward such

architects. Already, there are many in the Church and we

are glad to report that the number of them is increasing.

No Commission and no Committee ever can take the place

of a good architect.

"Your Commission wishes, also, to call attention to the

fact that improvement in Church Architecture and the Allied

Arts of the Church, if it shall come, must come slowly. We

cannot expect to revolutionize things, but we look forward

with hope to a very considerable improvement in this field .

"If our candidates for the ministry can receive proper and

much needed instruction, if each of the Dioceses will organ-

ize its own Commission, or Committee, and if this important

subject can be taken up in the different parishes, we may

confidently expect sure progress in the future."

The above statement was released to the principal

newspapers of New York City late in August, and

elicited the following comment :

Our Inartistic Churches.

Churches and temples ought to be beautiful , and during

several periods of history have been so. That they are

not always so now is the gist of a joint commission on

architecture which has drawn up a report to be presented

at the general convention of the Episcopal Church at Port-

land, Ore., next month. The committee includes Ralph

Adams Cram and Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, both archi-

tects of distinction, who are especially interested in eccle-

siastical structures. Their report lays down the sound

doctrine that no one has a right to impose bad art on a

church, in the form of a window, rood-screen, or altar,

simply because he is willing to pay for it. Dr. Milo Gates,

the secretary of the commission, has collected 2,500 photo-

graphs of Episcopal church edifices which he says impress

him with "the need of improvement in our church archi-

tecture and furnishings."

Other denominations are at least as badly off as is that

to which Dr. Gates belongs. If one were to go more deeply

into the subject it might appear that trouble is not a falling

off in the artistic impulse, but a dying down of the religious

impulse. The ages of great religious architecture have been

ages of faith. Ours is not an age of faith, and our archi-

tects put much more enthusiasm into banks and office build-

ings than they do into churches. It is not by any means

an accident that the tallest and possibly the most beautiful

office building in the world resembles a cathedral. When

art itself has ceased to be religious, or when it has made

a religion of commerce, its churches are likely at best to

be spiritless imitations. Of course such buildings, which

seem to have been slammed together by a rough carpenter

by rule of thumb, are often much less than that. Yet, as

many a dignified old New England church testifies, rule

of thumb in a devout community may produce admirable

architecture.

Dr. Gates and his committee must find some way of bring-

ing the church more completely into harmony with the spirit

of the present day. When that has been accomplished beau-

tiful architecture may be added unto it.-Evening Globe.

Abuses In Architecture

The Commission on Church Architecture attacks in its

report to the general convention of the Episcopal Church

abuses in modern church architecture. It seems to have

become the custom for the church authorities to accept gifts

from rich men without sitting in judgment on the taste and

appropriateness of the gifts.

As the report says, "Paying for an altar, a window or

a rood screen does not give the donor the right to impose

his own taste on posterity or justify the rector, wardens

and vestry in accepting something which is bad. Nepotism

in art is as bad as nepotism in church preferment. In going

over the 2,500 pictures of Episcopal Church edifices in all

parts of the country, it is evident that millions of money

have been unwisely spent."

A church should be beautiful and fitting, fitting both for

the purpose to which it is put and for the setting in which

it is placed. Some church architects are prone to imitate

medieval cathedrals, to make a more or less accurate copy

of their exteriors and to seek to adapt their interiors to

the purpose of a modern congregation. The result is some-

times painful and often incongruous. Attempts to incor-

porate in one structure different architectural types often

cause incongruities like that of the young girl at whose

request a fairy gave her hair like one beautiful sister, a

complexion like another and features like a third. The

whole did not harmonize.

The purpose of a church is neither to advertise its archi-

tect nor to glorify its donor. The great cathedrals of the

middle ages were growths. In some cases their construction

extended over several generations. Their architecture rep-

resented the aspirations of the people.

The modern church, like the modern office building, the

modern hotel and the modern apartment house, should not

be an imitation, but a creation.-Evening Mail.

The Churches of Tomorrow

We wonder just what the late Henry Adams would have

said to the plan of Dr. Ralph Adams Cram and others to

regulate and improve art in the Episcopal churches of Amer-

ica. Nothing very encouraging, we fear. That dry old

New Englander spent the last years of his life worshiping

on his knees before Our Lady of Chartres, and his heart

was sold in the language of the great American faith,

business-to the medieval idea. That idea is a long way

separated from the present plan to improve ecclesiastical

art by sifting out horrors and regulating beauty upward by

control from above.

That much debated thirteenth century, long scorned as a

period of crass ignorance, now much rehabilitated and by

some regarded as the "greatest of centuries," had anything

but an art controlled from above. The taste and enthusiasm

that built Chartres Cathedral and all the other great churches

of the period welled up from below ; they were in the eye

and hand of stonecutter and window builder quite as much

as in the brain of the great designers. Rivalry between

cities was one great stimulus ; Chartres vied with Bourges

and Rheims with Amiens-their people working with might

and main-exactly as if all the citizens of New York

should fall to upon their greatest church in an effort to

outbuild Boston. Religion was the center of life. It sent

knights and children alike careering off on crusades. It

sent towering aloft the most wonderful buildings since the

Parthenon, pulsing with life and fresh beauty.

Well, things are not that way nowadays. We have our

wonders. Especially we have the towers of down-town

New York, and anybody who thinks they are not wonderful

would have been a killjoy in 1222 and scoffed at Chartres

Cathedral, when building, as a strange, monstrously tall

horror. But the great thrust of American architecture, the

best in the world today, does not reach its great successes
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in church building. So one wonders about the new plan

to save our churches from horrors. Is taste to be bettered.

in this negative fashion? Can anything more be achieved

than a rather prim, conventional adherence to old styles?

Perhaps it is the best that can be hoped for in a period

of waiting between tides. It will certainly save sensitive

retinas many awful wounds. But what of great churches ?

Is their day past or will some revival of exuberant faith

send them soaring skyward again, as utterly original as

the great Gothic cathedrals, to reach with their steel ribs

a height and majesty that no cathedral builders before ever

dared attempt ?-Tribune.

Reform in Church Building

Plain truths about modern church architecture are plainly

spoken in a report which is to be presented at Portland,

Ore., before the General Convention of the Episcopal

Church. "Paying for an altar, a window or a rood screen,”

it says, "does not give the donor the right to impose his

own taste upon posterity." Nor are the authorities as at

present constituted a sufficient tribunal. "Esthetic infalli-

bility," the report proceeds imperturbably, "does not inhere

in a Bishop." Among the members of the committee that

signed these irreverent words one finds the vicar of the

Chapel of the Intercession , also Mr. Charles Steele and

the architects Bertram Goodhue and Ralph Adams Cram .

Episcopal churches are presumably no worse than others,

but a study of 2,500 of them has convinced the committee

that "in all parts of the country millions of money have

been unwisely spent."

Clearly the time has come to apply the new principles

of self-government to the building of churches. What is

needed is not so much a personal dictator-a pictorial Judge

Landis, an architectural Will Hays or a sculpturesque

Augustus Thomas-as a commission of churchmen and arch-

itects that shall improve the taste of the donor, curb the

artistic hospitality of wardens and vestry, even direct the

feet of the Bishop in the way they should go. Hitherto,

folk who have been properly brought up have thought it

incumbent upon them not to say out loud what they think,

by and large, of church architecture. But, backed by the

authority of this report, they may now express a hope that

in the future a pair of too-aspiring spires shall not give

the rude populace occasion to dub the edifice behind them

the Church of the Holy Toothpicks ; that a sculptured Ga-

briel, overflamboyant with his trump, shall not suggest to

the ungodly a Church of the Holy Bean Blower.

Ecclesiastical building presents real difficulties. Many of

our most modern churches, if they faithfully expressed their

character in stone, would lean on several sides toward

the amusement centre, the lecture hall, the settlement house.

A sly attempt was made in this direction by Messrs. Goodhue

and Cram when they adorned the portal of St. Thomas's,

frequented by fashionable weddings, with monocled Fifth

Avenue fops and love-knots entwining dollar signs.

members of a commission for enlightening the Bishop, how

far would they carry this conception?

As

For the present their mood is sobriety itself . They pro-

pose that the curriculum of theological schools shall include

a course in church architecture and that a handbook shall

be prepared for the use of such commissions as may be

established. Of late years church building has distinctly

improved and competent supervision should accelerate the

progress.-Times.

For Better Church Architecture

In the matter of church architecture the rector and vestry

of every Episcopal church are a law unto themselves. The

only power to which they bow is that of the rich man or

woman who wishes to give a memorial to the church and

wishes to impose his or her own taste, or that which some

architect or stained glass man may have suggested.

The result of this is not always pleasing, either to those

versed in church history or in the laws of architecture.

A committee composed chiefly of architects will submit a

report to the coming General Convention of that church,

recommending some sort of official supervision in that mat-

ter. The report will recommend a course in church archi-

tecture in theological seminaries, which would be an ex-

cellent thing for other denominations as well as the Episco-

palians. Bad church architecture is to be found outside

that denomination quite as plentifully as inside. Many

denominations have departed from the traditional churchly

idea in favor of building commodious and comfortable audi-

toriums. But there is no reason why an auditorium should

be an eyesore, save the bad taste of the men in charge of it.

In order to raise the standard of taste Ralph Adams Cram,

the architect, is preparing a handbook for the use of clergy

and parochial committees on church building. It may be

an excellent handbook, but the next thing will be to induce

vestrymen to use it. Education in architecture, as elsewhere,

is a slow process.-Eagle (Brooklyn) .

Whether the following being part of an article from

the pen of Cuthbert Wright in the Nation (New York)

for 16 August, was provoked by the above report we

do not know but as it deals with that aspect of the

problem of church architecture which was treated with

such unanimity by the newspapers quoted, we append

it as a part of the exhibit:

For the Heathen

No one would deny, I suppose, that Western art, from

the days of the Catacombs to those of the Renaissance,

flourished essentially under the ægis of the Christian tra-

dition and the Christian church. To understand what that

tradition has achieved in the way of art one has only to

enter a modern church, or worse still, to observe what they

have done to the ancient ones. Let no perfervid admirer

of Brother Ralph Adams Cram and all his works now rush

in with the assertion that we too have produced great

religious architects, for the answer is that fanciful imita-

tion of a form as dead as Charlemagne is not creation at

all but dilettantism. When Dr. Cram, instead of serving

out wedding-cake facsimiles of Peterborough and Amiens,

builds us a church which expresses the spirit of the century,

as certain skyscrapers and railroad termini express it, then

one may be free to call him, in some sense, a creative

artist. The whole case against the Gothic which, according

to Dr. Cram, is to save the world, is too long to be treated

here, and besides can be found, much better done, in Mr.

Clive Bell's amusing book.

To be sure, the Mohammedan artists did not go in for

painting at all in the sense of representation ; their religion

forbade it, and what the world was saved in the way of

bad art by this salutary restriction only a confirmed visitor

of churches and galleries may know. Those divine artists

did not waste time on the trees like a child drawing pic.

tures, or an academic painter, but kept their eyes on a

vision of the great wood ; they concentrated, not on acci-

dents of detail , "a scholarly rendering of John the Baptist's

big toe" and such flummery, but on essential and significant

form. Hence their masterpieces-the mosques of Egypt and

Syria-give us a feeling which exists even in the amber

spaces and male color of St. Sophia, originally, as every

parson is eager to tell you, not a mosque at all but a
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Christian church. The Moslems do not "restore" ; they em-

ploy one of the first of æsthetic principles-they throw out

the upholstery. They would have been, it is feared, in-

sensible to the sufferings of Archbishop Tikhon and two of

his priests recently exiled by the Soviets, because the holy

fathers kept back some of the church-plate and knick-knacks

destined to be sold for starving babies. I suppose half the

charm of a Christian, particularly a Gothic, church exists,

so to speak, in its excrescences, pilasters, capitals, rood-

screens, choir-stalls, paintings, sculpture, and the like. Take

away all this from any but the best, and you have a vast

shell, austere and noble, if you like, but not a little chilling

in effect. Only Amiens or Beauvais and a very few others

could endure such nudity unharmed. The primary motive

of the Arab builders, on the other hand, was essential form ,

partly achieved by unimpeded space and light. More than

often, the actual sanctuary is open to the air, with a green

palm-tree aspiring in the center, a few splendid rugs, an

exquisitely devised pulpit, a fountain- and really that is

all. I remember such a mosque in Cairo, and I shall never

forget the clean, golden nakedness, the sweet austerity of that

Eastern house of prayer at nightfall. They talk about the

"aspiration" of a French cathedral, achieved in consider-

able part by some elementary conjuring with arches and

colored glass. In that mosque at Cairo, that portal of

eternity, everything aspired in an ecstasy achieved-the

trees, the bubbling water, the quivering colors, the amber

light. Two figures in snowy turbans were outlined against

the dark blaze of the far wall in a dream of prayer ; a

youth of white rose from the pulpit and, folding up the

tasseled book from which he read, descended gravely the

stair, glancing at us with his black eyes as he passed. To

talk about the atmosphere of such a place as if it were

inferior in what is called religion to, say, Saint John's

Cathedral with its 150,000 represented congregations, and

Bishop Manning in the pulpit, is the merest nonsense.

Into the field of argument and discussion opened by

the statement of the Joint Commission on Church

Architecture and the Allied Arts, the newspaper com-

ment thereon, and Mr. Wright's article, we do not now

Our object is to discover, by research,propose to enter.

the attitude of the public press toward architecture, to

inform ourselves of the cause and nature of that atti-

tude, whatever it may be, and to express no opinions

as yet as to the degree of intelligence with which the

press deals with architecture as a subject. It is for

the reader to form his own conclusions. Then, if there

be anything resembling a unanimity of opinion, the

American Institute of Architects might very well offer

such co-operation as would be generally welcomed by

the press at large.

(To be continued)

Community Planning and Housing

CLARENCE S. STEIN, Associate Editor

Legal Obstacles to City Planning

The road of the city planner is beset with many diffi-

culties. The young architect whose ambition it is to

follow this broader field of planning prepared himself

by many years of study of design and of engineering

he tries to understand the economic, social and political

problems of the day so that he may plan cities that will

serve the customs, habits and needs of the time and of

the future. Then he thinks he is ready to practice. But

no he must study the law-the law, that greatest of

obstacles that society has set up-so it sometimes appears

-that it may be more difficult to serve or to save it.

City planning is a social function. The law in its long

fight to preserve the property rights of the individual has

set those rights above the needs of the community as

a whole. Take the question of the use of land for

public purposes-for streets or parks. We lay out a

lovely plan years in advance of a city's growth showing

where streets and parks should be to best serve the city's

need ; but these are on property now held by private

individuals and the municipality is not yet ready to take

them over. The owners of the property may set their

rights above the need of the community and build on

the bed of the future streets.

Mr. Frank B. Williams of the New York Bar in his

pamphlet "The Law of the City Plan" discusses this

1 Revised, 1922, by National Municipal League, 261 Broadway,

New York City. This will form part of Mr. Williams' forthcoming

book, "The Law of City Planning and Zoning."
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matter at length. He says "The need of protecting

planned streets from the encroachment of land owners

has always been appreciated in this country, and, at various

times many of our states have passed laws for that pur-

pose. Everywhere in the United States, however, except

in Pennsylvania, these laws have been held to be a taking

from the land owner of a right of use in his land and,

therefore, to be contrary to the provision of our constitu-

tions that no man shall be deprived of property for a

public use without just compensation."

Mr. Williams considers the various possible "methods

of establishing the street plan on a secure basis, as is

done abroad" : the purchase or condemnation by the city

of an easement or option to the land when the plan is

adopted ; the approval of land owner's layout by the city

before land is recorded and thus before it can be sold-

this leaves the initiative of planning to the owners of

part of the cities ; the requirement of six months' notice

by owners intending to build on the bed of mapped streets

so that the city may purchase-"this instead of protecting

the city would furnish the land owner altogether too easy

a method of forcing the city to buy his land at his

pleasure." All these methods put the city at a disadvan-

tage. But Mr. Williams offers but little hope the law

and the constitution seem to be set up as obstacles to the

city planner. He says , "In order that the plan may

adequately guarded, its main features must be protected

by the police power of the state . It has, therefore, been

suggested that an amendment to our state constitutions

be
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be urged giving cities the right to adopt plans binding land

owners, as in Pennsylvania. At best, such amendments

could be passed only after a long struggle ; and it is to

be feared that they would be held by the Supreme Court

of the United States (which has not as yet passed on the

question) to be contrary to the federal constitution. It

is true that with proper city planning a good plan will

be made for undeveloped territory and will be carried

out seasonably; but in this country the probability of

good administration is not regarded as a sufficient safe-

guard against injustice in exceptional cases, as it is

abroad."

Mr. Williams suggests a method of hurdling this legal

obstacle (or perhaps of climbing underneath the bars) .

"The municipalities shall be authorized by state law to

adopt plans binding upon them until amended in due form .

If a land owner desires to locate an improvement in the

bed of a mapped street or within mapped building lines

(or perhaps on land destined by the plan, for a small

park or playground, or the site of a public building) he

shall apply, in the building permit, for permission to

locate an improvement contrary to the provisions of the

city plan ; and when, ultimately, the land is condemned

he shall recover no damages for the improvement if

it is so located without permission." Such permission

shall be given by the building department only when

its refusal will unavoidably do the land owner substantial

economic injury and the land owner may appeal from

the decision of the building department to a board of

appeals.

These legal difficulties that stand in the way of com-

Imunities that wish to plan for the welfare of the many

instead of the enrichment of the few land owners are

apparently nowhere as severe as in this country. Mr.

Williams says, "In foreign countries where city planning

has been most successful, adherence by the land owners

to a plan containing a few of the main features of the

future city is secured by providing that the land owner

shall not improve his land in any way which will interfere

with the carrying out of that plan ; or that, when the

public subsequently takes the land, he shall receive no pay

for any improvement infringing upon the plan made sub-

sequent to its adoption. This system has been in operation

for many years, not only in Roman Law countries, but

in England and Canada, whose laws and traditions are

so like our own ; and has not been found to be unjust

to the land owner. The street is essential to the land

owner in the profitable use of his land. The only right

of which the plan deprives him is the right to build in

the bed of the mapped streets between the time when the

plan is adopted and the time when it is carried out."

Mr. Williams does not mention the means that have

been taken by some European countries-notably Holland

and Germany-of cutting this knot that the law has tied

so tightly. That is the taking of land by purchase or

condemnation in those directions in which the city intends

to grow and the holding of that land by the municipality

for all times. The large cities of Holland are purchasing

extensive tracts of lands. They have the power to com-

pel the owner to give up his property even before its

selling price has been fixed. The Hague has acquired

2,550 acres, Amsterdam 1,200 acres and Rotterdam 800

acres. The policy of the two former cities¹ is to hold the

land for all times and to lease for terms of fifty or

seventy-five years. Mr. H. Hudig, Secretary of The

Dutch Housing Institute, has said, "In large or rapidly

growing towns where there is a pressing want of build-

ing sites , the only way by which an effective carrying into

effect of the plan can be secured is by the ownership

of all the land included ( in a plan ) by the local authori-

ties."

600 Millions More for Transit in New York

"A month in this hell hole of a subway each year-

that's me"-said the man who hung on to the strap at

my right. The guard at Forty-second had shoved us

by brute force into a car so crowded that we could

not lift the newspapers we carried. We were wedged

immovably tight. Our common misery served as an

introduction. "Almost an hour's trip each way" he said ;

"three hundred times a year-twenty-five days of twenty-

four hours-almost a month-I think of it every day as

I stand here trying to get breath-I think of it every

evening when I get home too dead to do anything but

eat and sleep. The curse of the great city is the subway.

Eight hours work a day-what's the use of it ? You're

in no condition to use your time off after a trip in the

subways ; all the shows and lectures are no use to me.

T'aint the work that kills folks in New York- it's the

trip in this hell hole
.........

""

I was thinking of the head lines in the morning papers

"Hylan Announces His $600,000,000 Plan for Transit.

Proposes to Construct 35 More Subways, Extensions,

Tunnels and Bridges- 126 Miles of New Lines-System

to Total 237 Miles With Transfers and a Single Five

Cent Fare-To Be Finished in Fifteen Years." If my

companion could only hold out until it was all built,

perhaps he would have a seat. But no ! I remember the

days before the first subway was opened and how we

hoped to escape the congestion of the elevated railroad.

The first underground was hardly opened before it was

crowded. Then came extensions and new lines. The

number of people to be carried back and forth from

the center of activity in lower Manhattan always grew

quicker than the service of the transit lines, and I saw

that the tale was bound to repeat itself again and again.

The net result would simply be that the average length

of trip would be increased. That means not only more

waste of time for each of us but a greater cost for each

passenger. If the fare is to be only five cents , the addi-

tional cost will have to be paid indirectly by the tax

payers. It is a hopeless muddle. The fact that the

Mayor's plan will probably not be carried out because

of political differences with the Public Service Com-

mission does not help the situation. The Commissioners'

cure for congestion differs not from that of the Mayor.

It is more subways, more and more subways.

Will we never learn that as long as we pile most of

the goods on this wee little island of Manhattan, there

to be sorted, remade and distributed for the port district

1 The land policy of Amsterdam, which is similar to that of other

large cities in Holland , is described on pages 310 to 328 of this

issue of the JOURNAL.
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and much of the entire land as well as foreign lands ,

we will have this everlasting transit problem? As in-

dustry and business grow on Manhattan the number of

workers grows, and their homes must be further and

further away. There is only one possible cure. Industry

and business must be spread-decentralized. And the

homes of workers must be within walking distance of

their work. Six hundred millions for new homes in gar-

den cities near industrial plants-if you will-but not

for subways.

The Institute's Activities

FOLLOWING the discussion at the meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee on 9 September, the following cablegram

was sent to Major George Oakley Totten, representa-

tive of the Institute at the Tenth International Congress

of Architects in Brussels :

"American Institute of Architects expresses hope that

the International Congress of Architects will find it pos-

sible to arrange to meet in the United States in Phila-

delphia in nineteen twenty-six in connection with the

exposition celebrating the one hundred and fiftieth anni-

versary of the Declaration of Independence.

"WILLIAM B. FAVILLE,

President."

AT THE LAST Convention the question was informally

asked as to why architects were not granted the same

income tax exemption on automobiles used in practice as

is granted to physicians.

The Internal Revenue Department has advised the

Institute that a professional man may claim as deduc-

tions expenses paid in the operation and repair of an

automobile used in making professional calls . Further

information is contained in Section 214 ( a ) ( 1 ) and Sec-

tion 214 ( a ) ( 8 ) of the Revenue Act of 1921 , and

Articles 101 , 104 , 161 , and 162 of Regulations 62, copies

of which may be procured upon application to the Inter-

nal Revenue Office , 1422 Pennsylvania Avenue, Wash-

ington, D. C.

NoAMENDMENTS TO THE SCHEDULE OF CHARGES :

important amendments were made to the Schedule of

Charges. Those directed by the Convention were of a

minor nature, in the interest of clarity, and will be found

on page 63 of the Proceedings. The amended Schedule

has been printed as A. I. A. Document No. 177, and it

will also appear in the Ethical Documents.

PUBLIC INFORMATION : Prior to the Convention, a

brochure on publicity work with the newspapers was sent

by the Public Information Committee to the President

and Secretary of each Chapter. This document contains

ample material for a good beginning in the territory of

any Chapter, and it is hoped that every Chapter will take

steps to use it. The plan was first tried in the Wash-

ington, D. C., Chapter, and results were most gratifying.

Your officers consider the development of a Public Infor-

mation Program one of the most important matters

before them, and further reports will go to the mem-

bership from time to time.

NEW MEMBERS : The Convention approved a pro-

gram for increasing the membership of the Institute to

4,000 by the end of 1926. It is almost obvious that

among the unaffiliated architects there are 1,500 worthy

of Institute membership, or at least worthy of a trial.

To get these 1,500 within the fold in the next four

years is the duty and ambition of the Secretary's Office.

The task can only be accomplished through the Chapters

and the individual members of the Institute. Their

help is sought. When you realize that some non-

Institute architect in your community has the makings.

of Institute membership why not mention his name to

the Chapter Committee on Institute membership; or

give him some encouragement to the end that he will

seek affiliation with his professional society ? There are

some good men waiting for such an invitation. They

hesitate to seek uninvited the honor of Institute

affiliation .

EXECUTIVE AND BOARD MEETINGS : The summer

meeting of the Executive Committee was held in New

York. The minutes are included in this issue of the

JOURNAL.

The Board of Directors will meet in December, prob-

ably in Denver, Colorado, when the Budget for 1923 will

will be prepared and tentative plans made for the Fifty-

sixth Convention. Progress reports from the Standing

and Special Committees will also be considered.

Board will welcome any suggestions from Institute mem-

bers intended to make the Society more useful to the

Public or more effective in the advancement of the Archi-

tectural Profession .

The

On any of these matters the Secretary shall be glad to

furnish any other information available, and to render

generally to the membership the service and co-operation

which it has the right to expect of the Secretary's

Office.

DISTRIBUTION OF DOCUMENTS : Members have re-

ceived the Proceedings of the Chicago Convention and

the Annuary for 1922-1923. The Monograph of Ethical

Documents containing the Schedule of Charges, the Cir-

cular of Advice, Constitution and By-laws, and the Dis-

ciplinary Rules, some of which were amended by the

Convention, will be delayed for some weeks.

In the Proceedings certain matters are of particular

interest: (1 ) Changes in the Circular of Advice : There

was extended discussion of the Board's proposal to

eliminate Canon XI of the Canon of Ethics which reads :

"To compete knowingly with a fellow architect for em-

ployment on the basis of professional charges is unpro-

fessional"; and to add to the Circular of Advice, para-

graph 4, a second paragraph condemning competition

with a fellow architect for employment on a basis of

professional charges, and stating the duty of the archi-

tect to take reasonable steps to ascertain that other

architects are not under consideration. The Convention

approved the Board's recommendation and directed that

the phraseology of the amendment be left with the Board

for determination and issuance.

WILLIAM STANLEY PARKER,

Secretary.
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INSTITUTE AND CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

Chapter Activities

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the formation of the

North Pacific Division of the Small House Service Bu-

reau of the United States. It is thought that the State

Bonus Act of Oregon will furnish an excellent opportunity

for sales of Small House Bureau plans in the North

Pacific territory.

THE PENNSYLVANIA State Association is now com-

posed of five Chapters as follows : Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh, Southern Pennsylvania, Erie, and Scranton-Wilkes-

Barre ; of which Association the President and Secre-

tary as are follows : Mr. W. L. Plack, President, 1200

Locust Street, Philadelphia ; Mr. Percy Ash, Secretary,

1827 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

From Our Book Shelf

Fifteenth Century Flemish Art

To anyone who has ever had the good fortune to be

able to loaf through Belgium and Holland, particularly

to anyone who has walked through the archway of the

Town Hall in Bruges, followed along by the "Dyver"

canal, crossed the bridge with the ducks swimming below,

and pulled the bell at the door of the Hospital of St.

John to gain admission to that Chapter House filled with

its wealth of Memling's art,—to all such people Sir Mar-

tin Conway's book¹ will be fascinating reading.

It tells about the origin, the training and the work of

the early French miniaturists, and notably those who

worked on the "Heures de Chantilly" for the Duc du

Berry in 1485 ; the innovations in methods introduced

by Hubert Van Eyck ; the Guild System ; Peter Christus ;

Robert Campin ; John Van Eyck ; Roger Van der Wey-

den ; Hugo Van der Goes ; Hans Memling ; Quentin

Matsys and onward through a fascinating list to Lucas

Van Leyden and Peter Bruegel . All these are told about

in a most interesting and entertaining way in a large and

well made book, almost an Encyclopedia of the art of the

period. Sir Martin Conway explains why of necessity he

confined himself only to such illustrations as would ex-

plain his points. He does make his story clear, sufficiently

complete and most satisfying even if somewhat rambling

in manner.

"
• ·

If we dare be critical of so learned a discourse, we

must say that the author seems so familiar with his

subject that he occasionally becomes patronizing.

Memling he says towards the close of his chapter de-

voted to that painter,
his pictures prove him

to have possessed an artist's eye for a picture as a whole.

If his sympathies did not embrace the wide gamut of

human capacity and emotion, they were broad enough

to include all that was in harmony with his own ideal.

His paintings are complete, each within its intended area.

They are integral. They suffer neither from the too-

much or the too-little. Execution matches conception . Idea

and form are at one. They may not greatly stir the

1"The Van Eycks and Their Followers," by Sir Martin Conway,
formerly Slade Professor of Art at Cambridge.

& Co. , New York City. E. P. Dutton
1921.

•

imagination, but they please the eye. Their merit may

perhaps best be measured by the fact that of all Nether-

landish painters Memling has most attracted the affection

of posterity, though he has failed to excite its wonder.

In the Elysian fields he walks with Fra Angelico ; but if

we are to select an Italian parallel to him as an artist,

Perugino must be our choice. The two men would have

understood one another."

We wonder whether the comparison is a fair one. If

we may trust the stories that are yet told in Flanders

about the great painters of that period and particularly

about Memling, there was not a bit of the Italian spirit

in him. There was in him rather more of the boisterous,

hearty, energetic man of the world whose periods of

repentance were just as violent as his periods of sinning,

and his religious moods the reflex of the others. Whether

Sir Martin Conway be right or wrong in this particular,

his book about the Van Eycks and their followers recon-

structs for us the world of fifteenth century Flemish Art .

ROBERT D. KOHN.

News Notes

SMITH, HINCHMAN AND GRYLLS announce the re-

moval of their offices from the Washington Arcade

Building to the Marquette Building, 243 Congress

Street, Detroit, Mich.

R. CLIPSTON STURGIS, F. A. I. A., announces that Wil-

liam Stanley Parker, F. A. I. A. , William B. Coffin,

A. I. A., William Adams, A. I. A. , S. Winthrop St.

Clair, A. I. A., and Alanson H. Sturgis, A. I. A., are

now associated with him in the practice of architecture,

the organization being known as the office of R. Clipston

Sturgis, architect, 120 Boylston Street, Boston 11 , Mass.

EVERY Architect who wishes to practice in New York

State must secure a certificate of registration from the

Regents of the State University. Application for re-

newal of registration should have been made by Septem-

ber 1 ; otherwise it is subject to a heavy penalty for

each month's delay. Application blanks should be secured

Registration of Architects, Education Building, Albany,

immediately from the State Board of Examiners and

N. Y.

THE SOCIETY of Beaux-Arts Architects announces the

result of the 15th Paris Prize Competition, the subject

being a City Hall. The awards were as follows :

Prize and First Medal-Roger Bailey, Patrons, Prof.

E. V. Meeks and Mr. O. Faelton, Bronxville, N. Y.;

Placed Second and First Medal-E. W. Burkhardt,

Columbia University, N. Y. C. , Patrons, Messrs. M.

Prevot and H. W. Corbett ; Placed Third and Second

Medal-L. Fentnor, Patron, Mr. F. C. Hirons, N. Y. C.;

Placed Fourth and Second Medal—J. G. Schuhmann, Jr.,

Columbia University, N. Y. C., Patrons, Messrs. M.

Prevot, H. W. Corbett and J. V. Van Pelt ; Placed Fifth

and Second Medal-E. L. Babitsky, John Huntington

Polytechnic Institute, Cleveland, Ohio, Patron, Mr. J.

Wynkoop, N. Y. C. The members of the jury of awards
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were F. L. Ackerman, L. Ayres, R. P. Bellows, P. P.

Cret, J. M. Howells, J. H. Hunt, J. G. Rogers, H. R.

Sedgwick and H. O. Milliken, chairman.

TALES of the passing of ancestral estates in England

seem to increase in their appeal to our affection for the

things that were. Now it is Cassiobury, to be sold by

the Countess of Essex, in whose family the property

has been for six generations. It is said that Grinling

Gibbons is there to be seen at his best, and of course

the press records the fact that he was appointed carver

to Charles I. at the salary of 1s. 6d . a day. Tantallon

Castle, a part of a North Berwick estate, is likewise to

go under the hammer, while Sutton Courtenay, on the

Thames near Abingdon, is also down for sale. The

earliest part of this historic structure dates from 1450,

and the medieval banqueting hall is referred to

gem of architecture. There seems to be no doubt about

the coming change in the character of English domestic

architecture, since the ability to maintain an establish-

ment of the old order is now greatly circumscribed in

many ways.

New Members Elected

(As of 5 August, 1922.)

as a

BOSTON: William Adams, Harold Field Kellogg, Stan-

ley Brampton Parker, Alanson Hall Sturgis. George H.

Edgell, Cambridge. Millard B. Gulick, Waltham, John

Tempest Walker, Worcester. Raphael Boilard, Man-

chester, N. H. BROOKLYN : Lester Bristol Pope. Erling

Owre, New Brighton. CENTRAL ILLINOIS : Lemuel Cross

Dillenback, Urbana. CLEVELAND : Allen Sogg. CON-

NECTICUT : O. C. S. Ziroli, Bridgeport. ILLINOIS : Gus-

taf P. Lagergren, Edgar Martin, Joseph J. Nadherny,

A. N. Rebori, Herbert Hugh Riddle, Frederic B. Schmidt,

Charles E. White, Jr., Laurence E. Wilkinson, Chicago.

KANSAS : Charles W. Shaver, Salina. KANSAS CITY :

Edward Buehler Delk, H. H. Dunham, Samuel M. Hitt.

Henry C. Smith, Independence, Mo. LOUISIANA: John

Herndon Thompson, New Orleans. N. W. Overstreet,

Jackson, Miss. MINNESOTA: William P. Allred , Jr.,

W. Emil Ellingsen, Peter Olsen Martin, Duluth. Leon

Arnal, Minneapolis. Albin Reinhold Melander, Agri-

cultural College, N. D. O. A. Braseth, Walter B.

Hancock, Fargo , N. D. NEBRASKA : Edward George

Schaumberg, Lincoln. NEW JERSEY : Frank Haviland

Vreeland, Upper Montclair. PHILADELPHIA : James F.

Talbutt. PITTSBURGH : Arthur N. Steinmark, Bellevue.

Raymond L. Ewald, Charleston, W. Va. SAN FRANCISCO :

Albert John Evers. Charles E. Perry, Jr., Vallejo .

SCRANTON-WILKES-BARRE : Gilbert N. Edson, William

S. Lowndes, Scranton. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA : Clyde

A. Paige, Edward B. Rust, A. C. Zimmerman, Los

Angeles. ST. PAUL : Roy H. Haslund, Edwin H. Lun-

die. TENNESSEE : Hubert T. McGee, Memphis. VIR-

GINIA : Thomas Perrin Thompson, Norfolk. Wash-

INGTON, D. C.: Robert C. Walker. WISCONSIN : Frank

Riley, Madison. Henry G. Lotter, Milwaukee.

"

Obituary

George Beaumont, F.A.I.A.

Elected to Fellowship in the Institute in 1889

Died at Chicago, 11 July, 1922

.In the death of George Beaumont, the Illinois

Society of Architects loses a valued member. Mr. Beau-

mont was born in Leeds, England, in 1854, and com-

menced the study of Architecture when only fifteen years

of age. After traveling in Europe extensively in the

pursuit of his architectural studies he was awarded the

annual medal in 1880 of the Leeds and Yorkshire Archi-

tectural Society. In 1881 he was elected to membership

in the Royal Institute of British Architecture.

He came to Chicago, in that same year and found

employment with architect J. A. McLennan and shortly

afterwards with Wheelock & Clay, remaining with this

firm as its superintendent of construction until its dis-

solution in 1886, at which time he went into general

practice for himself. Mr. Beaumont twice served as

President of the Chicago Architectural Sketch Club, which

he organized in 1885.

He was an early member of the American Institute

of Architects and was always an active member of the

Illinois Chapter, serving for seven years as secretary,

one year as treasurer and as president for two terms.

Mr. Beaumont joined the Illinois Society of Architects

during its first year of existence and at once became a

most valued member, serving as president through two

terms. At the time of his death he was serving on the

Board of Directors.

Mr. Beaumont in his practice of architecture always

sought to give full value in his services and thus won

the confidence and loyalty of many prominent clients. On

account of his knowledge and reliability his services were

also sought after by the City Administration to conduct

its civil service examinations ; he gave freely of his time

in this special work for a period of seven years. Mr.

Beaumont was one of those rare, true and tried men

who could be relied upon always to act promptly, doing

his best, and carrying out his part of the work success-

fully. He leaves a place that will not be easily filled

and his memory will be cherished by many. Mr. Beau-

mont, as Historian, ended his report at our 25th Anni-

versary in the following words, "In looking back over

the last quarter of a century we, in loving memory,

deeply regret that so many of our older talented members,

who fought the fight and kept the faith, have passed into

the great Homeland and, resting from their labors, peace-

fully await the glorious day of Resurrection."

These words mean much more to us now than when

spoken by our departed friend. H. B. WHEELOCK.

Structural Service Department appears on the second right-hand page following
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quality construction throughout
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XII

PILES (Concrete)

Both are

Raymond jobs

Standard Raymond Concrete

Piles, cast in steel shells that are left in the

ground, are too well known to need lengthy

discussion. Their qualities ofsafety, speed and

ultimate economyhave made themfamous-

No less well known should be the fact, that

we also handle any kind of Special Concrete

work precast piling, bridges, piers, etc.
-

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE
COMPANY

New York: 140 Cedar Street
Chicago : 111 West Monroe Street

Offices in Principal Cities

A FORM FOR EVERY PILE A PILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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Structural Service
Department

SULLIVAN W. JONES, Associate Editor

LEROY E. KERN, Assistant

In connection with the work of the Committee on Structural Service of the American Institute of Architects and in collabo-

ration with other professional societies and organized bodies having the same objective-improvement in build-

ing materials and methods and better shelter for humanity in all its manifold vacations and avocations.

Abstracts

It is the purpose of the Structural Service Committee and

THE JOURNAL jointly to give in this division each month, brief

abstracts of all publications by the Government Departments

and Bureaus, University and other research laboratories,

States and Associations, which contain fresh information in

regard to materials or methods employed in construction and

thus afford architects and others a convenient means of

keeping themselves conversant with rapidly expanding

knowledge in the technique of construction.

Comparative Tests of Automatic Ventilators. ( 12k )—

(By J. P. Calderwood, A. J. Mack and C. J. Bradley. From

the July, 1922 number of the Journal of the American So-

ciety of Heating and Ventilating Engineers.) Because of

the lack of authentic data upon the effectiveness of different

types of automatic ventilators, when subjected to varying

conditions, the tests, described in this paper, were conducted

in the Engineering Experiment Station of the Kansas State

Agricultural College, to determine the efficiency of many

of the various styles.

A preliminary series of tests upon three different types

of automatic ventilators was carried on at the Kansas

State Agricultural College during 1919 and 1920. The

results of this investigation proved so interesting that a

decision was made to continue the work upon a much

broader scale and to include as many of the commercial

ventilators as possible. Consequently the laboratory equip-

ment was enlarged and twenty-two representative ventilators

were secured through the courtesy of the various manu-

facturers.

Types of Ventilators.—In general, an automatic venti-

lator is simply a protecting device, which is placed over a

hole in the roof of the building or inclosure to be ventilated,

to prevent the entrance of rain or snow. Their use for

the removal of foul gases from inclosures is quite common

so that further description is unnecessary. Their chief

advantage over the mechanical means of ventilation consists

in their providing ventilation without the use of mechanical

power.

Such a ventilator, in order to be effective in the pro-

duction of ventilation, should not only be effective in pre-

venting the entrance of snow or rain, but should also provide

for the free exit of foul gases when no wind is blowing

and should not be affected by down drafts when winds pre-

vail. This fact gives rise to various types, the main feature

in their several designs being to utilize the wind to better

advantage in the production of draught. Commercial venti-

lators may, consequently, be divided into four general classes

dependent upon the means utilized in producing the addi-

tional draft. They are the plain stationary, the siphoning

stationary, the plain rotary, and the rotary siphoning types .

The plain stationary type of automatic ventilator makes

no special provision for utilizing the wind velocity in

producing additional draft. This type consists simply of

a cap over the ventilator pipe which prevents the direct

entrance of rain or snow and is made storm proof by a

circular cowl or hood.

The principle of operation of the stationary siphoning

type is based upon the breaking up of the wind currents

and directing them in such a manner as to create a de-

creased pressure in the upper portion of the ventilator.

Ventilation is thus secured by an ejector action. When no

wind is blowing, the ventilation resulting is that due to

natural circulation of the air. When winds prevail the

siphoning action is established and additional ventilation

results. The higher the velocity of the wind, the greater

the exhausting power of the ventilator.

The plain rotary type consists of simply an elbow or its

equivalent which is supported upon a vertical shaft. The

position of the elbow is regulated upon the principle of

the weathervane so that the opening from the ventilator

always points away from the direction of the wind. This

ventilator makes use of the slight vacuum produced by the

wind in the production of additional draft.

The turbine ventilator was classed in this investigation

as of the rotary siphoning type in that its operation was

difficult to classify and that its effectiveness brought it within

the rotary siphoning type. It is illustrative of the many

different ideas which have been incorporated in ventilator

construction.

The rotary siphoning type has, in addition to the prin-

ciple embodied in the plain rotary type, a feature similar

to that used in the stationary siphoning ventilators . The

air is directed by flutes or vanes so that an ejector action

is established, thereby increasing the velocity through the

ventilator. In some cases, the ejector is placed within

the ventilator , while in others it surrounds the ventilator.

Method of Test.—In establishing a method of procedure

in conducting the tests, it was conceded that there were

many factors which would influence the practical perform-

ance of a ventilator and which should be included if an

exhaustive test were to be conducted, but difficulties would

arise if any attempts were made to include these in the

laboratory tests.

In dealing in a practical way with the effectiveness of a

ventilator, it is necessary to take into account the openness

of the structure to be ventilated, as well as the action of

the wind. When wind is arrested by an obstruction, such

as a building, a pressure is developed which forces air

through possible openings with the result that the air inside

the building is forced outward through no action of the

ventilator other than the opening it provides.

Furthermore, temperature differences exist between the

inside and outside of buildings ventilated and this likewise

will increase or decrease the effectiveness of a ventilator in

practical use, depending upon the degree of, temperature

difference.

In conducting the tests in this investigation, it was finally

decided that the performance of the wind in inducing a

current of air through the ventilator was the important

factor. Also, it was thought desirable to secure data upon

the advantages of the various types of ventilators and to

ascertain, if possible, what principles of design should be

incorporated to secure the most efficient ventilator. The

investigation, consequently, was limited to these phases of

the subject.
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XIV BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

THE

The Touch the Architect Wants

HE plasticity of Atlantic Terra Cotta trans-

lated into architectural detail means fluency

and spirited grace of line.

It doesn't just happen so. It is a matter of

long training on the part of the modeler, com-

bined with understanding and the ability to

give just the touch the Architect wants-

• which has been a tradition in Atlantic

factories since 1878.

"Questions Answered" on request

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company

350 Madison Avenue, New York

Southern Factory

Atlanta Terra Cotta Company

Atlanta, Georgia
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STRUCTURAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Test Equipment.-In order to conduct the tests and to

approximate actual wind conditions, a wind tunnel 3 ft.

square and 16 ft. long was first constructed. In one end

of the tunnel a variable speed fan was placed which was

capable of producing wind velocities up to 15 miles per

hour. About 3½ ft. from the other end of the tunnel a

10 in. pipe, which protruded about 2 in. above the tunnel

floor, was inserted to receive the ventilator.

The wind tunnel with its fan was placed in the mechanical

engineering laboratory, the volume of which was large

enough to eliminate all perceptible drafts caused by the

fan. The temperatures of the air in the tunnel and that

in the room were also equal so that all effects from natural

ventilation were removed. Honeycombed screens were

placed within the tunnel to produce parallel currents of

air and to create a more uniform velocity over the tunnel

section.

All the ventilators tested were of the same commercial

size. The diameter at the base of the ventilator was 10 in.

This dimension was selected as being fairly representative

of the ventilators used in practice and this size made pos-

sible the investigation without necessitating a large tunnel.

It was assumed that the manufacturers of ventilators pro-

portioned their ventilators according to their size and that

a 10 in. ventilator would be proportional to other sizes.

In performing the tests, a ventilator was placed over

the pipe in the tunnel and the speed of the fan regulated

to produce the desired wind velocity. The air from the

fan was forced through the tunnel toward the ventilator,

thus creating a region of high pressure near the ventilator

which tended to force air down through the ventilator rather

than induce a current up through it. Readings of the wind

velocities in the tunnel and of the air induced through the

ventilator were taken by means of an anemometer. The

readings of the velocity of the air in the tunnel were taken

at various sections of the tunnel and the results averaged.

The velocity of the air induced through the ventilator was

measured by inserting the anemometer in the short vertical

pipe underneath the tunnel floor. Data was also secured

of the air induced through the ventilator pipe when no

ventilator was inserted in the tunnel. The results secured

in this latter case
are referred to and recorded as No

Ventilator.

Conclusion. Before attempting to draw any conclusion

from these results, it may be well to call attention to one

or two important facts.

This

1. The test apparatus while designed to reproduce actual

wind conditions approaches this only approximately. As

was mentioned before, in an actual installation, the wind

has its progress arrested by the building. A portion of

this air enters the building through any crevices.

theoretically increases the pressure within the enclosure and

materially increases the velocity of the air passing through

the ventilator. Thus, it would seem that the results secured

in this investigation were only approximations of actual

installations or would be applicable only to exceedingly

tight or well built buildings.

To compare the results with actual installations, a 10 in.

ventilator pipe was inserted in a small outbuilding. No

heat was supplied to the building during the tests and read-

ings of the wind velocity and the induced velocity through

the ventilator were read when various types of ventilators

were used. The variable velocity of the wind made the

readings rather erratic, but when the tests extended over

several days, the average results checked fairly closely with

those secured in the laboratory. It was thus concluded that

the laboratory results were fairly representative. They were

at least conservative values of what should be expected in

actual installations.

2. The results were secured on rather small ventilators.

Commercial ventilators as a rule are much larger than

those used in this investigation and their proportion may

be different from that of the 10 in. ventilator tested. This

may alter the aspect of the problem, although it is assumed

to no serious extent.

3. The results as found in the investigation differed some-

what from those secured in tests of similar ventilators con-

ducted in different laboratories. This discrepancy is partly

explained by the fact that different laboratory equipment

will produce different results. Any turns or extension to

the pipe which is used for receiving the ventilator under

test produces friction that lowers the test results. The

size of the tunnel likewise plays an important part, a small

tunnel producing different results from those of a large one.

With a tunnel 3 ft. square as used in this investigation,

some of the larger ventilators produced so much obstruction

that only a comparatively small area remained for the flow

of air between the ventilator and the sides of the tunnel.

One of the first important conclusions that may be readily

drawn from these results is that a wide range of effective-

ness is found in the ventilators of each type. There were

ventilators in each type that gave an extremely high venti-

lating effect, while others were comparatively poor. The

range was more pronounced in the plain stationary type.

Some of the plain stationary ' types did not give as good

results as no ventilator. Much of this could be overcome

through more judicious design. The free area through the

ventilator openings should be ample capacity and be as

free from obstructions as possible. The storm band, if used,

should be of ample width to prevent the wind from entering

the ventilator.

As judged from the results of the different types of venti-

lators tested, a slight gain is made by utilizing the wind

to better advantage. In the order of their effectiveness

come the plain stationary, the stationary siphoning, the plain

rotary and the rotary siphoning. The average effectiveness

of the various types is plotted on the accompanying chart :

Results of Tests Showing the Velocity in Feet Per Minute In-

duced Through Seven Different Plain Stationary

Velocity

of wind in

miles per

Ventilators.

Velocity induced through ventilator , feet

per min.

hour

4

No.

Ventilator

145

Ventilator Designation

8 241

12 337

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

185 266 148 185 142 133 160

287 355 257 287 238 242 267

390 446 366 390 334 350 375

Results of Tests Show the Velocity in Feet Per Minute

Induced Through Six Stationary Siphoning Ventilators.

Velocity induced through ventilator,Velocity
of wind in

miles per

hour

4

8

No.

Ventilator

145

241

feet per min.

Ventilator Designation

1

12 337

2 3 4 5 6

162 157 226 189 205 206

304 292 404 315 332 369

446 426 583 440 458 532

Results of Tests Showing the Velocity in Feet Per Minute

Induced Through Four Plain Rotary Ventilators.

Velocity induced through ventilator ,

feet per min.

Ventilator Designation

Velocity
of wind in
miles per

hour

No.

Ventilator 1 2 3 4

4 145 208

8 241

12 337

192 191 202

346 348 354 341

484 505 518 480
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XVI

Kansas City Club, Kansas City, Mo.

Wired by the Denton Engineering &

Construction Co. , Smith, Rea & Lovitt,

Architects-equipped thoughout with
G-E Tumbler Switches.

回

G-E TUMBLER SWITCH

G-E National Advertising to

prospective home builders is

creating a new appreciation of

the comforts of a completely

wired home-stimulating de-

sire for added refinements.

Attractive-Convenient-Dependable

ical.

elbow.

HETHER in palatial hotel, club or modest

home, electrical equipment should qualify in

all these respects. The G-E Tumbler Switch

meets each requirement fully.

Its refinement

of design
pleases

the most crit-

It is conveniently

operated
by a touch

ofthe hand or

One small
lever

which
operates

up and down
replaces

the two buttons
of the push

type
switch

. Its dependability

is

insured
by sturdy

construction

-both electrical
and mechanical

correctness

.

G-E Tumbler Switches are made in either flush or surface types,

suitable for homes, apartments, churches, hotels, factories.or

other buildings.

We will be pleased to send information on the G-E Tumbler

switch to any architect. Address Merchandise Dept., General

Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

G-E RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES

can be furnished by any qualified elec-

trical contractor

General Electric

General Office

Schenectady, NY. Company

Sales Offices in

all large cities

INDUSTRIAL SECTION October, 1922
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Results of Tests Showing the Velocity in Feet Per Minute

Induced Through Five Rotary Siphoning Ventilators.

Velocity

miles per

Velocity induced through ventilator,

feet per min.

Ventilator Designation

of wind in

hour

No.

Ventilator

4 145

12

241

337

1 2 3 4 5

257 192 222 217 204

479 370 387 410 393

702 548 553 606 582

Results of Tests Showing the Average Velocity in Feet Per

Minute Induced Through the Various Types

of Ventilators.

miles per

hour

Velocity
of wind in

No.

Ventilator

4 145 168 191

8 241 273 326

12 337 379 461

Velocity induced through ventilator,

feet per min.

Type of Ventilator

Plain Siphoning Plain Rotary

Stationary Stationary Rotary Siphoning

218

408

598

198

348

497

A comparison of the siphoning types of ventilators with

those of the non-siphoning types show that some of the

non-siphoning types are as effective as some of those em-

ploying the siphoning principle. This fact led to a special

investigation which had for its object the determination of

the effectiveness of the siphons. In this part of the work

the siphons on the windward side of the ventilator were

closed by wads of paper and invariably the effectiveness

was not decreased .

A further study of the effectiveness of the stationary

siphoning types was made to determine what factors in the

design made those of one manufacturer better than another.

This study was decided upon because most of the ventilators

in this classification were practically the same in general

measurements. It was found that the width of the storm

band played an important part ; the wider the band, the

greater the effectiveness .

This

The results also seemed to show that the addition of the

flutes for producing the siphoning acted as a secondary

storm band and that those ventilators in which the angle

of the flutes were small proved the most effective.

later conclusion was explained by the fact that with venti-

lators whose flutes were steep, more difficulty was en-

countered by the air in entering the ventilator. Consequently,

less air entered that had to be exhausted and the exhausting

power of the ventilator could be utilized in inducing air

through the ventilator rather than removing air that had

been introduced for siphoning.
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VENTILATORS TESTED

The results of this investigation seem to indicate that

the most effective action of the wind in inducing air through

a ventilator is the vacuum produced in the wake of the

wind. The ventilators which showed marked effectiveness

in these tests took advantage of this principle. Those venti-

lators, which presented a large obstruction to the wind,

other factors being the same, gave best results.

The factors which seem to be important in the design of

a ventilator are as follows : The area for the outgoing

gases should be made ample ; in the case of siphoning

ventilators the free area should be designed to care for

the additional air used in siphoning ; the storm band, if

used, should be made at least wide enough to prevent

entrance of outside air. Any provision, whereby the vacuum

created by the wind is increased or made more effective

will produce better results.

Effect of Storm Band.-In order to test the effect of the

width of the storm band, an experimental ventilator of the

plain stationary type was constructed . The storm band was

formed by two sheets of tin and made so that the width

of the band above and below the ventilator opening could

be varied. The size of the tunnel did not permit of a

larger storm band than 22 in. and the minimum width of

band was 17½ in. The lower edge of the storm band was

placed 4 in. below the ventilator opening as this location

gave best results. A comparison of these results indicates

that a wide storm band materially increases the effective-

ness of the ventilator and that a plain stationary ventilator

so equipped is equal in effectiveness to some of the rotary

siphoning type. While these results may be in error because

a ventilator with so great a band width produced so large

an obstruction in the experimental tunnel, they do indicate

the advisability of considering the storm band as an im-

portant part of the ventilator.

Results of Tests Upon An Experimental Ventilator to

Determine Effective Width of Storm Band.

Wind

Velocity in
miles per

Velocity induced through ventilator, feet per
min.

Width of Storm Band in inches

hour 17/2

4 130

8 402

12 620

19 20 21

164 183 202

432 456 477

651 680 696

( 12a11 ) — ( U . S. Dept. ofTar Preparation and Uses.

the Interior. Bureau of Mines. Technical Paper 268, “Prepa-

ration and Uses of Tar and Its Simple Crude Derivatives"

by W. W. Odell. Pages 84. Size 6" x 9" . Illustrated. )

According to Webster's dictionary tar is a thick, brown to

black viscous liquid obtained by the destructive distillation

of wood, coal, peat, and other organic materials, and having

a varied composition according to the temperature and

material employed in obtaining it.

Chief Sources of Tar.- Although it is possible to produce

an endless variety of tars, the varieties commonly found on

the market in appreciable quantities are few in number and

may be listed under the general heading of tars produced

as a by-product in the manufacture of combustible gas or

coke as follows : Horizontal-retort tar , inclined and vertical

retort tar, by-product coke-oven tar, water-gas tar, producer-

gas tar, and oil-gas tar.

In fact, a more general classification can be made, and the

chief varieties of tar on the market may be classed as : Coal

tar (including retort tar and oven tar) , water-gas tar, and

mixtures of coal tar and water-gas tar.

Coal Tar.-Coal tar is obtained by the destructive distilla-

THE AVERAGE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE FOUR TYPES OF tion of bituminous coal, as in the manufacture of coal gas.

New methods of manufacturing coal gas have been intro-
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XVIII BUILDING MATERIAL (Trade-Marked Lumber)

LONGBELL

n

Trade
LUMBER

LongBett

ALMOSTeverything that can go

into building construction bears

the trade-mark ofsome manufacturer

who has said to himself:

"If I am to realize my ambition in

building a permanent business , I must

put into what I make the best of my

skill and knowledge, must label it

with my trade-marked name, must

win for that name an honorable place

and must keep it so."

2 2 2

Trade-marks are guides to good

merchandise. You have proved it

with building materials-you have

proved it in buying the food you eat

andthe clothing you wear.

The most widely used building

material is lumber. You should know

the lumberyou specify-andyou can.

For it, too, is trade-marked. You

can specify it by brand with thesame

assurance you designate other trade-

marked goods.

The name Long-Bell on lumber is

your guide-mark to lumber and lum-

ber products of uniform quality.

47

Long-Bell Lumber has back of it

years of honorable enterprise.

Long-Bell Lumber comes from ex-

ceptional stands of virgin timber;

manufactured in modern mills.

Long-Bell Lumber is made by

skilled workmen-men who take a

personal pride in a product bearing

their company's name.

Long-BellLumberismanufactured

and graded under the supervision of

experts who work to a standard. Each

log is cut for purposes for which it

is best adapted.

* જે

Long-Bell Lumber is trade-marked.

This means unmistakable identification

-the same kind of a buying guideyou

demand on other merchandise.

The Long BELL Lumber Company

R.A.LONG BUILDING
Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CITY, MO.

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers; Creosoted Lumber, Timbers, Posts,

Poles, Ties, Piling and Wood Blocks; California White Pine

Lumber, Sash and Doors, Standardized Woodwork;

Southern Hardwoods, Oak Flooring.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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duced in recent years, which in turn have resulted in cor-

responding changes in the properties of coal tar.

Properties of Coal Tar.-Retort-gas tar, which is obtained

as a condensation product in the manufacture of illuminating

gas by the carbonization of bituminous coal in retorts, is

a black viscous liquid that contains less of the lighter hydro-

carbons and more of the heavy hydrocarbons and free caibon

than the tars from some other sources. The specific gravity

(water-free retort-gas tar ) ranges from 1.10 to 1.25 . The

so-called "free carbon" varies from 18 to 30 per cent for

horizontal retort tar and from 0.4 to 5 per cent for vertical

retort tar. Tars having a high specific gravity and high

free-carbon content yield a high percentage of high boiling

point pitch. Differences between the various tars are in

a great measure due to the rate, duration, and completeness

of heating of the coal , the amount of exposure of the tarry

vapors to hot brick or coke surfaces, the temperature of

these walls, and the exposure of the vapor to the final tem-

peratures reached in the coking chamber.

By-Product Coke-Oven Tar. This is a particular kind

of coal tar. In by-product ovens coal is carbonized in

greater mass and the carbonization period is longer. The

coal is not heated so rapidly, but it is finally exposed to

a higher temperature, resulting in the production of a

greater volume of gas and a different quality of coke and

tar.

Properties of By-Product Coke-Oven Tar.-This tar is

less viscous, is lighter in weight, contains more oils, less

pitch, and less free carbon than tar from horizontal retorts ;

and in some respects is much like tar from vertical retorts .

Water-Gas Tar. This tar has an entirely different origin

from coal tar and, in addition , differs from coal tar both

physically and chemically. In appearance, however, it is

much the same, except that it is much more fluid. It has

the consistency of water or oil. When a small quantity

is rubbed between the finger and thumb in a thin layer,

it appears to be brown to black. Its specific gravity is

very nearly the same as that of water, but when free

from water may be as high as 1.15 . Its composition and

physical properties vary, this variation being greater in

small plants when gas is produced intermittently than in

larger plants where operations are continuous. It frequently

is found to contain more than 50 per cent water. Water-gas

tar contains compounds known as paraffins which are not

present in coal tar. It is further distinguished from the

latter by its not containing any appreciable amount of tar

acids. Free carbon is seldom present in amounts greater

than 1 to 4 per cent.

For many uses to which coal tar and its products are

put, water-gas tar and its products are apparently unsuitable,

but they should not be condemned for all purposes requir-

ing a tar or tar products. The wide variations in important

properties existing between water-gas tars made with the

various oils no doubt occasions much of the discrimination

against water-gas tar. However, it may be said of water-

gas tars in general that they are separated from water

with difficulty ; their pitch is small, easily fusible, and readily

affected by temperature changes ; they contain paraffins, and

their free carbon content is very low.

Raw and Refined Tars.-Raw tar is tar as collected at

the works ; it contains water in various proportions and

frequently small amounts of ammoniacal liquor. It is not

usually sold to consumers in the raw state.

Refined tar has had these ingredients removed by the

application of heat. In some plants the tar is heated in

vertical tanks by a coil immersed near the bottom ; then it

is drawn off from the bottom and sold as refined tar. The

tar thus treated is not free from water or ammonia but is,

perhaps, more suitable for most purposes than the untreated

tar. When tar is heated in a closed tank until the water,

ammonia, and crude naphtha or "first runnings" are removed,

the remaining tar might properly be termed "refined tar."

For certain uses it is desirable to continue the heating a

little longer, volatilizing and removing more of the lighter

oil constituents of the tar ; the resulting heavy tar is also

refined tar. When it is purchased in quantities and when

the particular use to which it is going to be put is known.

the tar is usually refined to suit a given specification. Tars

that have been refined are heavier and more viscous than

raw tar, their viscosity depending on the degree of refining.

Tar Distillation.-When heat is applied to tar contained

in a still, the first change that takes place is the volatili-

zation of the very light oils and the water contained in

the tar. These vapors pass out through the off-take and

are cooled. On condensing to a liquid, the light oil and

water can easily be separated. As more heat is applied

heavier vapors distill off and if carried to completion or

until all volatile oils have been evaporated, only carbon or

coke is left in the still. If the distillation is stopped before

all the heavier fractions are vaporized and driven off, the

residue is pitch. The more oil left in the residue, the

softer the pitch, and vice versa.

The first distillate, very light oil and water, is usually

called crude naphtha, but in some works is termed crude

benzol. This mixture of oil and water is referred to as

"first runnings." When water no longer appears in the

distillate, a "change" is made and the oil coming over is

run into another container reserved for "light oil." The

distillate coming over as the second or light oil fraction

has a specific gravity lower than 1.00 at 60 ° F.

When the oil coming over has a specific gravity equal

to 1.00 at 60 ° F. a second change is made and the distillate

is called carbolic oil, as it contains most of the carbolic

acid that distills over.

The next or fourth fraction to come over is called "cre-

osote," "dead oil ," or "heavy oil," and is usually the last

fraction separated. Its properties depend largely upon the

completeness of the distillation . When soft pitch is desired

as a residue from distillation the volume of creosote and

amount of solid matter crystallizing from it at ordinary

room temperature will be less than if the distillation is

carried to a hard pitch.

The residue in the still, pitch, is drawn off and cooled

to proper temperature and run into tight, dry, open-headed

barrels, in which it solidifies on further cooling and in

which it is usually shipped.

The final point where the distillation should be stopped

cannot be foretold in a way that will apply exactly to all

tars, the point being determined by the quality of hard or

soft pitch that is desired. For a medium grade of pitch,

such as is used by roofers, the firing is stopped when the

odor, which is noticeably different toward the end of the

"run," is more pungent and like ammonia.

When a distillation is made to a soft or a medium pitch

and the fractions separated as described, the following yield

may be anticipated :

Coal tar :

1. First runnings-

Water

Crude naphtha

2. Light oil

3. Carbolic oil (middle oil )

4. Creosote oil (heavy oil)

5. Pitch

Per cent by volume

1 to 5

1 to 2

1 to 4

5 to 10

10 to 22

60 to 80

6. Uncondensed gases and other losses ... 1 to 2

Total 100

XIX
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Judge what Master Mix

will do bywhat

it HAS DONE!

Cadillac Garage, Minneapolis, Minn.

FARNAM CONSTRUCTION CO.
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For specifications see pages 202, 203, 7th

Edition, Sweet's Engineering Catalog, and
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THE MASTER BUILDERS COMPANY

Main Office : Cleveland, Ohio

Factories at Cleveland and Irvington, N. J. Sales Offices in Seventy Cities.

MasterMixfor Mortar
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When hard pitch is made by mistake, it is frequently "cut

back" by adding to it, in the pitch tank, enough of the last

fraction removed by distillation to give a soft or medium

pitch, as desired. When the distillation has not been car-

ried too far, "cutting back" can be done without seriously

affecting the quality of the resulting pitch, but the practice

is objectionable and should be avoided when possible. If

the distillation has been carried too far "cutting back" will

not remedy the error and a good quality of pitch cannot be

made.

Roofing pitch, such as is used in connection with flat roofs,

is medium to soft according to the climate. It is decidedly

common practice for roofers to cut back the pitch a little

by putting a small quantity of tar in the kettle with it. In

fact, some roofers take advantage of the fact that tar is

cheaper than pitch by buying as hard a grade of pitch as

they think they can use and cutting it back with coal tar to

the consistency desired .

Carbonization of Coal Tar-Distillation to Coke. As there

is a greater demand for the oil than for the pitch, it is de-

sirable to increase the percentage of oil, simultaneously re-

ducing the quality of the pitch. In some plants this is being

accomplished by making a very hard pitch which is subse-

quently powdered and used as fuel ; the yield of oil is thus

increased from 32 per cent of the tar to 50 per cent of it.

By distilling at a red heat to a solid residue the yield of

oil is still higher. When tar is distilled to a medium pitch,

only about 10 to 20 per cent of the original tar is suitable for

timber preserving. When coke is made, however, over 60

per cent of the original tar may be so used.

Uses. Among the many and varied uses of tar and its

derivatives the following abstract is selected as being of

interest in connection with building construction.

Creosote. ( 19a31 )-(Technical Paper 268. Bureau of

Mines.) There is some confusion regarding the meaning of

the word creosote. The definition given in Webster's dic-

tionary is : (a ) An oily antiseptic liquid , of a burning smoky

taste, colorless when pure, but usually colored yellow or

brown by impurity or exposure, obtained by the distillation

of wood tar, especially that of beechwood. It is a complex

mixture of various phenols and their ethers, the principal

constituents being guaiacol, creosol, phlorol and methyl creo-

sol. (b) A similar substance obtained from coal tår.

The definitions given for creosote oil are : ( a ) That part

of the wood-tar distillate from which creosote is obtained by

purification . (b) The third main fraction in the distillation

of coal tar, boiling from 230 degrees or 240 degrees to 270

degrees C. It is greenish yellow oil, heavier than water,

containing phenols and other bodies.

From the last definition, creosote oil is the fraction distil-

ling just after the carbolic oil and before the anthracene oil .

As frequently used, however, the term has a broader appli-

cation, including all the heavy oils distilling up to the tem-

perature at which soft pitch remains in the still. Some-

times "creosote oil" means carbolic oil ; then the true creo-

sote oil is called heavy oil. Of late years tar has been added

to creosote oil and carbolic oil, and the mixture is sold as

creosote, creosote oil, wood preservers ' creosote, and paving-

block oil, for treating timbers and wood blocks. It is ac-

cordingly not surprising that so-called creosote oil can be

purchased having almost any specific gravity from 1.02 to

1.14.

Specifications for creosote oil differ so widely that the

term frequently means a tar oil with a specific gravity

greater than water and with a high boiling point. The

word creosote is often used as synonymous with creosote oil .

True creosote oil, which comes over after the carbolic

fraction, usually contains naphthalene that may crystallize

on cooling. Usually the naphthalene is not separated from

the liquid, as the oil is mainly used in wood preserving,

for which purpose a small content of naphthalene is not ob-

jectionable.

The two primary objects of treating timbers and wood

blocks with creosote oil are to preserve the wood from decay

caused by the action of molds and fungi, and to waterproof

the wood to prevent warping and swelling.

Numerous experiments with the various tar oils as wood

preservers have demonstrated clearly that the heavy fractions

from the distillation of coal tar are superior to the light

fractions or to mixtures of the light with the heavy. It

has been shown that the light oils boiling below 205 degrees

C. (401 degrees F. ) do not remain long in treated timber,

whereas the heavy oils with a high content of anthracene

oil remain almost indefinitely and preserve the wood from

decay and from boring animals.

The method of applying creosote, the quantity used per

cubic foot, and the grade most suitable depend on the kind

and condition of wood to be treated and the use to which

it is put. When the wood is merely dipped, as in the open-

tank process, the loss of oil by evaporation is proportional

to the temperature of the bath, to the percentage of low-

boiling oils present, and to the area of the exposed surface

of the bath. With this method, an oil that has the minimum

content of low-boiling constituents is particularly desirable ;

it should not contain an appreciable amount of free carbon.

The wood will absorb only a small amount of oil when

treated by this process, even under the best conditions ; there-

fore an excessive proportion of high-boiling solids that may

on chilling choke the pores of the wood during treatment is

undesirable. Very often, however, tar of low free-carbon

content is mixed with tar oils for use in this process, cost

being the controlling factor .

In the closed -tank or pressure processes, considerably more

creosote oil is used per cubic foot of wood treated, the amount

ranging from 5 to 20 pounds in different specifications. A

common requirement for paving blocks for exposed pavement

is that the penetration be equivalent to 16 pounds of water-

free oil per cubic foot of wood.

The oil used for this and similar purposes may be classed,

first, as a pure distillate of coal tar, and , second, as mixtures

of such distillates with pure water-free coal tar.

The following is the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation specification for creosote oil :

Commercial Creosote-oil Specifications

Grade Grade Grade

1 2 3

per cent 5 8 10

per cent 25 35 40

...-per cent

.per cent

5 5 5

3 3 3

1.03 1.03 1.025

Distillation : ( a )

Below 210° C. , not over.

Below 235° C. , not over.

Residue above 355° C., must be soft and

greater than

Water, not over...

Specific gravity at 38 ° C. , not less than ..

...

(a) Distillation results are calculated on the basis of dry oil

when distilled by the method adopted by the American Railway

Engineers Association in an 8-ounce asbestos-covered retort, with a

standard thermometer and bulb one-half inch above the surface of

the oil. Per cent here means per cent by weight.

Grade 1 is a pure product obtained from coal-gas tar or

coke-oven tar, and shall be free from any tar, or from any

oil or residue obtained from petroleum or any other source ;

it shall be completely liquid at 38 degrees C. ( 100 degrees

F.) and shall be free from suspended matter. Grades 2 and

3 shall be the best obtainable grades of coal-tar creosote.
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HEATING EQUIPMENT

How much is 11 cents a foot?

CORTO

ORTO RADIATORS-

graceful, compact, coal-

saving-are named for the fam-

ous French engineer, Courtot,

who developed them after years

of experiment.

Their cost to the home builder

averages II cents a foot more

than ordinary radiators.

In an average home there are

from 350 to 1000 feet of radia-

tion-an average difference of

only $38.50 to $110 for the

whole house.

Surely the added beauty would

be worth the added cost even if

CORTO RADIATORS were not

more efficient.

But they are.

To Architects and Heating En-

gineers who have plans for private

homes or larger buildings under

way we invite special consideration

of the CORTO RADIATOR. Your re-

quest to either address below will

bring you a finely illustrated book-

let giving full specifications of its

varied types and sizes.

AMERICAN
RADIATOR

COMPANY AMERICANDEL

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICANRadiatorsfor every heating need RADIATORS BOILERS

104 West 42nd Street, NewYork
Dept. 115

816 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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ROOFING (Composition)
XXIII

Capitol Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

C. Howard Crane, Architect, Detroit

Longacre Construction Co., Contractors

Carey Asphalt Specification Roof

Why scrimp

the ounce?

HE builders of the Capitol

The
theatre were not penny wise

-they did not scrimp the ounce

of prevention, they did not use

Carey Asphalt built-up roof be-

cause it was cheapest.

They used it because it was bet-

ter-because the cost of even the

best roofingwas a trifle compared

to the cost of the building-be-

cause the damage that might re-

sult from a poor leaky roof would

cost many times the price of the

best protection.

Writeforthe Carey Specification Book

C
a
r
e
y

ROOFINGS

11-22

The Philip Carey Company

507-527 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, O.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Face Brick)

THE

A⚫F-B -A

USE FACE BRICK

-itPays

Detail ofHouse, Oyster Bay, N. Y., Carrere & Hastings, Architects

The architects have not been hampered for money in working out their de

signs forthis noble structure, in which the very genius of brick, as the fired

clay of the all-supporting earth, has been embodied. Unfortunately the

half-tone does not reproduce the exquisite color blending of the brickwork.

Variety ofEffects in the Face Brick Wall

Tin many Brick aublicbuildiences,

'HE many beautiful Face Brick walls-in residences,

industrial and

that arebuilt everyyear indicate the infinite variety of

effects obtainable by the architect in the use of this

plastic material. The great variety of color tones and

textures in the material itself, the arrangement ofthe

units in various bonds, the innumerable patterns ob-

tainable by shifting the headers or stretches in succes

sive courses back and forth, and the color, texture, and

kind ofmortar joint, all contribute to extend the artistic

possibilities of the Face Brick wall.

The Portfolio ofArchitectural Details in Brickwork

shows more than a hundred examples of beautiful

brickwork-all in standard size brick. These de luxe

half- tone plates are assembled in three series, eachin

an enclosed folder, with printed tab, readyfor filing. A

ingthemon his office stationery.

set ofthesefolders will be sent toany architect request

AMERICAN FACE BRICK
ASSOCIATION

1750 PEOPLES LIFE BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
October, 1922



BOILERS

KEWANEE

-1-

XXV

All Built ofSteel

Steel ! Not plain steel, but King

Steel-rules in this world ofours-the bulwork

of progress-dominant wherever strength and

durability are demanded.

That's why Kewanee Boilers are

madeofit. Thatandourcarefuland thoromethod

of construction has given this boiler a permanent home

in the mind of every architect and heating engineer.

KEWANEE BOILER COMPANY

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Radiators,Tanks, Water Heating Garbage Burners

BRANCHES :

CHICAGO Market and Washington Sts.

NEW YORK

DES MOINES

KANSAS CITY

INDIANAPOLIS

ST. LOUIS

47 W. 42nd St.

315 Hubbell Bldg.

2014 Wyandotte St.

509 Occidental Bldg.

1212 Chemical Bldg.

MILWAUKEE Mer.& Mfrs. Bank Bldg.

PITTSBURGH

DENVER

DALLAS

DETROIT

945 Oliver Bldg.

514 Boston Bldg.

Southwestern Life Bldg.

1772 Lafayette Bldg.

1121 Nicholas Bldg.

76 Rose Bldg.

1524-25 Candler Bldg.

TOLEDO

CLEVELAND

ATLANTA, GA.
204 Dooly Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO

MINNEAPOLIS 708 Builders Exchange

COLUMBUS, O. 808 1st Natl. Bank Bldg.

SALT LAKE CITY 72 Fremont St.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES-The Dominion Radiator Co. , Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.. Montreal, Que., Winnipeg, Man., Hamilton, Ont., St. John, N. B., Calgary, Alta.

KEWANEE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
October, 1922
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PLATE GLASS

Use

PLATE

Glass

EFFE
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7
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No other glass will do

PLATE glass is the right glass

for hotel, office-building,

apartment or house. In strength

and appearance it cannot be

equaled by any other glass.

Plate glass is made to with-

stand the sudden changes in air

pressure and the strong winds

encountered onthe upper floors

of buildings. It is made to give

clear vision from any angle

without distortion. Looking

through plate glass from the

inside is like looking through

the clear air itself.

The beauty of plate glass

from the outside lies in the true

reflection of objects-clear and

sharp without waves or swirls.

Plate glass registers an im-

mediate impression of architec-

tural refinement. The effect is

the same in any building or

house. Cheaper quality may be

substituted in some materials

without any great change in

the appearance of the building.

But substitution of common

glass for plate glass is imme-

diately apparent.

See that plate glass windows

are written into the specifica-

tions. Ask any glazing contrac-

tor for prices on both plate glass

and common glass. The differ-

ence in price is astonishingly

small and is more than compen-

sated by greatly increased value,

rentability or salability.

PLATE GLASS MANUFACTURERS of AMERICA

Genuine

PLATE GLASS

MADE
in

U.S.A.

Nothing Else

is Like it

Use Plate Glass for:

Table Tops

Desk Tops

Windshields

Closed Car Windows

Window Ventilato
rs

Mirrors

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

October, 1922
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PIPE (Wrought Iron)

B
Y
E
R
S

Extra Cost

ofByers

7%

I
t
e
m
i
z
e
d Of A

PipeCost Of A

Cost of Pipe

(Cheapest)

13 %

S
y
s
t
e
m

Fittings,

Supervision ,

Overhead and

Miscellaneous

17 %

Shopwork,

Threading,

Bending etc.

13 %

Valves ,Cocks,

Gaskets , etc.

30%

Labor of

Installing

20 %

Extra Life Of Whole System

Insured By Using Byers Pipe

(100%)

XXVII

Saving $100.00

ForEvery $7.00

Invested

Thevalue of rust-resisting pipe likeByers

is never better demonstrated than when

comparing its extra cost with the saving it

effects. For it is not only a question of

replacing the pipe itselfif itrusts out, but

the heavy cost of labor, ruined fittings ,

and other items in the system. (See dia-

gram).

No pipe system can long survive if made

of pipe lacking the required rust-resist-

ance. Pipe is but a small part of the

cost of such a system, yet it is the one

part whichis most subjectto destruction.

This is so because of the large surfaces of

thin metal exposed to continuous corro-

sive attack. And when destroyed by rust,

the pipe pulls the whole system down

with it, causingareplacement expense ex-

ceeding the costofthe entire first installa-

tion.

Byers Bulletin No. 38, "Installation Cost of

Pipe," contains cost analyses of a variety of

plumbing, heating, power and industrial pipe

systems, with notes on corrosive effects in diff-

erent kinds of service. Send for a copy.

•
A. M. BYERS CO PITTSBURGH, PA.

New York

Established 1864

Philadelphia

Chicago Houston Tulsa

Boston Cleveland

Los Angeles

BYER
S
PIPE

GENUINE WROUGH
T IRON

LookfortheName andYearrolled ineverylength
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XXVIII
BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)
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6337 BROADWAY MOTOR SALES CO. 6335

PAIGE JEWETT OVERLAND. WILLYS KNIGHT

NEW home of the Broadway Motor Sales Co. ,

Chicago; a gem in small-building design; Mr.

Percy T. Johnstone, Architect.

The plain and moulded surfaces of the terra cotta

are tan and white in a mottled finish with dark

mottled terra cotta base course. The ornamental

features are emphasized bythe use of the tan on back-

grounds and in the depths of the ornament, with pure

white on the high relief. This arrangement produces

a notable and highly satisfactory effect in the frieze..

Attention is called to the placing of signs so as not to

mar architectural beauty, and to the delicate detail of

the ornamental features, the perfect alignment of

courses and the excellent jointing and setting-usual

characteristics of Northwestern terra cotta.

NORTHWESTERN

is a short form of

specificationforarchi

tectural Terra Cotta

of superior quality.

THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA COTTA CO.

CHICAGO

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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HEATING EQUIPMENT

VIEW OF PATIO

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

FRANK L. PACKARD ARCHITECT. COLUMBUS, O.U.S..

CLOW

These illustrations show

the United States of

America Government

Building, designed by

Mr. Frank L. Packard,

Architect, of Columbus,

Ohio. The building will

be part ofthe Exposition

at Rio deJaneiro, Brazil,

and willlater be occupied

by the U. S. Embassy to

Brazil.

It is interesting that in this building,

designed to represent fittingly not only our

Government but our ideals in construction,

Clow plumbing throughout is specified .

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS, 534-536 S. FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO

Sales Offices in the Principal Cities

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

COVERNMENT BUILDING
MIO DE JANEIRO

FRANK PACKARD ARCHITECT POLEIMBUS, QUO LIS

12

XXIX
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Tiles)

The Specification Writer

and the Use of

TILES

ONE purpose of "Basic Specification" and related

documents, published by the Associated Tile

Manufacturers, is to shorten and simplify the work of

the architect's specification writer.

These documents fill the need for a standard of good

practice in specifying Tile and other materials used

with Tile.

They bring all items to attention in orderly array for

systematic disposal through schedules and checking

lists.

They make possible the standardization of procedure,

materials and methods, yet permit modification with-

out affecting reference to basic principles and without

at any time affecting freedom of design.

Essentials are determined in advance, therefore esti-

mates are improved by elimination of uncertainty.

Descriptions of units are set down rapidly and graphi-

cally in schedules . Modifications, instead of being

avoided, are definitely offered . The architect's attention

may therefore be concentrated on design, color

schemes, arrangement, proportion, texture and kin-

dred subjects.

If "Basic Specification" is not in your library, we will

send it upon request.

THE ASSOCIATED

TILE MANUFACTUR
ERS

Beaver Falls, Pa .

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
October, 1922
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ROOFING (Asbestos)

JOHNS-MANVILLE

Asbestos Roofing

WHEN

WHEN your client

runs across the name

"Johns Manville" in your

specifications he feels a

sense ofsecurity.

It is like seeing a de-

pendable friend in a crowd.

JOHNS-MANVILLE Inc.

Madison Ave. at 41st St., New York City

Branches in 56 Large Cities

Residence ofF. R. Urion , Pleasantville, N.Y.

Jons

Architect, E. A. Remisch

COVERI

Through-

Asbestos

and its allied products
INSULATION

BRAKE LININGS

ROOFINGS
PACKINGS
CEMENTS

FIRE
PREVENTION
PRODUCTS

XXXI
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H

Fig. 370

VALVES

Fig. 106

RE
G

. US.
PAT.

OFF.

TRADE

JENKINS

MARK

JenkinsBros

Fig. 121

Sectional View Fig. 168

-Jenkins Brass Angle

Radiator Valve with

Union.

JENKIN

Fig. 112

Valves for Schools

ENKINS standardization for school heating, plumbing, and

boiler room valves means : ( 1 ) an assured valve service ; (2)

reduced inventories of replacement parts, as it is not necessary

to carry in stock a scattered assortment of parts ; (3 ) moneysaved,

for Jenkins Valves go into service and stay-a quality which

makes them far more economical than the light-weight, cheaply

constructed valve.

The following Jenkins Valves are commonly used for school work:

Fig. 168. Jenkins Angle

Radiator Valve. Note

heavy, uniform con-

struction.

Fig. 106. Jenkins stand-

ard Brass Globe Valve,

forwaterandsteam lines.

Fig. 170. Jenkins Lock

Shield Radiator Valve,

precludes tampering.

Fig. 112. Jenkins Brass

Angle Hose Valve,

cannot stick nor cor-

Fig. 121. Jenkins Brass

Quick-opening, Self-

closing Valve, for

shower baths.

Fig. 370. Jenkins

Standard Brass Gate

Valve, for plumbing. rode.

You'll provide permanent, care-free service if you specify genuine

Jenkins Diamond Mark Valves.

JENKINS BROS.

Fig. 170

JENKINS

JenkinsBros

New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago Montreal
London

Jen
kin

s
Val

ves
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

American Exchange National Bank Building

LANG & WITCHELL, Architects

ALFRED C. Bossoм, Associate

13
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XXXIII

Magnolia Petroleum Company Building

ALFRED C. Bossom, Architect

LANG & WITCHELL, Associates

R
i

1:1

T

Բ

ད ་

INDIANA

LIMESTONE

The New Skyline of Dallas

Mr. Alfred C. Bossom's drawing of the Dallas skyline

shows that city's two largest structures-the American

ExchangeNational Bank building, seventeen stories, and

the magnificent twenty-eight story Magnolia Petroleum

Company building, constructed of Indiana Limestone.

It is a noteworthy fact that this fine, natural stone is

used for the facing of a majority ofthe most successful

modern commercial buildings.

Our Architects' Service Bureau is prepared to assist

you with your Indiana Limestone problems.

Booklets will be mailed on request

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Box 769, Bedford, Indiana

Metropolitan Service Bureau, 622 Marbridge Bldg. , NewYork City
Magnolia Petroleum CompanyBuilding

INDIANA
LIMESTONE

THE NATION'S

BUILDI
NG

STONE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Cement)

Cement
Industry

Fourth
Largest

Consumer
of Coal

Last year 7,400,000 tons of coal, 2,340,000 barrels

of fuel oil, and 3,000,000,000 cubic feet of natural

gas were burned in the manufacture of cement in

the United States.

Each 376-pound barrel of cement represents an

average fuel consumption of 200 pounds of coal,

or its equivalent.

Fuel is one of the large necessary cost elements

entering into the manufacture of cement.

About 33 per cent of the cost of manufacturing

cement goes for fuel.

Every one knows that coal costs a great deal more

than before the war.

In 1921 the coal bill ofthe cement industry totaled

approximately $40,000,000,

✿ ✿ ✿ &

Heat required in cement making is about 3000 degrees

Fahrenheit. This is a higher temperature than required in

steel making, gold smelting, or almost any other industrial

process involving heat.

This intense heat is necessary to fuse the limestone and other

materials into what is known as clinker.

Grinding mills pulverize the coal into a fine powder before it

is blown into the kiln to be used as fuel.

This grinding costs about $1 per ton.

This Is the Age ofCement

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

Atlanta

Boston

Chicago

Dallas

Denver

A National Organization

to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

Des Moines

Detroit

Helena

Indianapolis

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Milwaukee

Minneapolis
New York

Parkersburg

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland,Oreg.

Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Louis

Vancouver, B.C

Washington, D. C.
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FLOORING (Pine) .

TESCO

Heart

Flooring

From the HEART of thePINE

XXXV

In competition with hardwoods in which appearance and

durability were largely the determining factors ESSCO
HEART EDGE-GRAIN FLOORING was specified for the

29-story Magnolia Building, Dallas, Texas, the South's hand-
somest business structure.

Giving an Identity

to Our Premium

Flooring Stock

HEART PINE

Kansas

CH
AN
GE

ESSCO

COM
PA

City ,U.S.A.

Each bundle of Essco

Heart Flooring is identi-

fied with the heart-shape

symbol as indicated above.

The label is pasted on the

underside of the flooring.
Architects, Contractors,

Builders, and Home Own-

ers can accept it as the

mark on flooring of the

very highest quality.

E
X
C
H
A
N
G
E S

A
W
M
I
L
L
S

KANSASCITY

ESSCOS
A
L
E
SU.S.A.

C
O
M
P
A
N
Y

Essco Heart
Flooring

in the South's Finest

Office
Building

1-

"The Trinity Lumber Company of Dallas was

awarded one of the largest contracts given out

for material in the construction of the Mag-

nolia Building. This company furnished

under their contract all the lumber and floor-

ing used in the entire building and it is to the

credit of the Magnolia organization that their

order called for the best material of that kind

obtainable, regardless of cost.

"It is a fact that the flooring in this great

modern structure is the finest made in this

country and lumber men of long experience

declare the quality is unequalled by that used

in any other building in this part of the

country. It is the vertical grain class of yellow

pine from Louisiana mills and is from long.

leaf stock."-Dallas Times-Herald.

ESSCO Flooring and other ESSCO lumber products are obtainable through

retail lumber dealers. If not available in your community, write us.

EXCHANGE SAWMILLS SALES CO.

Long Building

F. R. WATKINS, Secretary and Manager Yard Sales

(Formerly Missouri Lumber & Land Exchange Co.)

R. B. WHITE, President and General Manager

Kansas City, Missouri

R. S. PRICE, Manager Railroad and Timber Sales
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT BUILDING MATERIAL (Granite)

An
Attractive

Display

Of Lighting Fixtures in all

Periods for the Home, Hotel,

Theatre, Bank, or Public

Building
, may be seen at our

Galleries

Granite -TheNoblestofBuilding Stone

Entrance to residence of Col. E. H. R. Green,

New Bedford, Mass., erected entirely of granite

from plans by

A. C. Bossom, Architect

Granite and a

Seaside House

On a promontory that points out to sea

like a huge finger toward the Nantucket

Lighthouse, stands the new residence of

Col. E. H. R. Green, at New Bedford, Mass.

Col. Green is a direct descendant of How-

land, who was cabin boy to Miles Standish

on the Mayflower.

Characteristic of his race and their love of

permanence, and with a thought of its fit-

ness in the setting, he has had his home

built entirely of granite.

Contrary to general belief, granite in a sea-

scape takes on a soft dignity that is always

in harmony with the setting. This and its

everlasting lastingness makes it an ideal

material for seaside houses.

We invite Architects and

Owners to avail themselves of

ourserviceand visit our work-

shops where special lighting

effects for all purposes are

daily in the process ofmanu-

facture

Victor S. Pearlma
n & Co.

Creators of exclusive lighting fixtures

533-535 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

National Building Granite

Quarries Association, Inc.

31 State Street , Boston, Mass.

H. H. Sherman, Secretary

GRANITE
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WATER HEATERS (Gas)

Convenience and Economy

Recommend That You Specify the

HUMPHREY

AUTOMATIC GAS WATER HEATER

There is a HUMPHREY to most thoroughly meet

any hot water demands, large or small-whether a small

home or mansion ; school house , institution or office

building.

HUMPHREY Automatic Water Heaters excel because

of a completeness and perfection achieved by an admirable

simplicity that causes the longest life, and the most endur-

ing service at a cost for fuel and for maintenance that is

unequalled.

Our new Architects Manual with Service Specifications

contains all the necessary information, such as: the proper

size and type heater for any need; the capacity of all types ;

number of gallons per minute each type delivers at various

temperatures-in fact, it is a complete reference and text

book on "Heat Water with Gas."

REY
LES

MANUALBECATKINS

You should have this reference

book at your finger tips at all

times.

If you did not receive a copy,

write for it. It is free for the

asking.

HUMPHREY COMPANY

Div. Ruud Mfg. Co.

KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

XXXVII
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Marble) WINDOWS (Casement)

J
A
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E

FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT

118"

(Section from drawing in Manual)

HE cloisters of the Church

THE

ofSan Giovanni, in Laterano,

Rome, were built nearly seven

hundred years ago. At the top

of the page is a rather unusual

picture of the spiral inlaid mar-

ble columns.

Below is a sectional view of

the interior of St. Joseph's Cathe-

dral, Buffalo , N. Y. Aristides

Leonors, Architect. While the

two structures are not at all

alike, they are altogether typical

of the use of marble for church

work-one of Old World marble

and the other of White Vermont.

VERMONT MARBLE CO.

PROCTOR, VERMONT

BRANCHES IN THE LARGE CITIES

MONARCH

Automatic CASEMENT STAY

(See A. I. A. File No. 27c2)

Holds securely-prevents slamming. Can

be applied to sash-right or left, top or

bottom-concealed or exposed.

Satisfactory friction assured by a

slight hand-turn of outer tube.

Fully described in "Manual of Casement Hard-

ware Detail"-if a copy is not in your files, a post

card will bring it.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.

Makers of Monarch Metal Weather Strips

4940 Penrose Street St. Louis, Mo.

COLONIAL

Head-Throat and Damper-StyleE

ANGLE

BAR

FACE

BRICK

FIREPLACE

OPENING

DAMPER DOOR.

CHOPERATIN

OPEN)

OPERATING MECHANISM

FIRE BRICK

LINING REAR

OF FIREPLACE

SECTIONVIEWof DAMPER (STYLE)

IN POSITION OVER OPENING IN CHIMNEY THROAT

This improved style combines all the exclusive quality features

of our other styles. It can be set in any position in the

chimney throat. It takes up expansion and contraction within

itself no cracked facings. It is designed to insure maximum

heat, economical fuel consumption, and perfect draft control,

without smoking. Easily regulated without stooping by hooking

a poker through the large ring in the lever arm.

Colonial Head- Throat and Dampers are the result of forty

years experience in building fireplaces.

See Sweets Catalogue and American Specification Manual

for details of other styles or write for blue print.

COLONIAL FIREPLACE COMPANY

Manufacturers of Complete Fireplaces, Dampers, Grates,

Andirons, Screens, Fenders, Hoods, Fire Sets, etc.

4625 Roosevelt Road Chicago, Illinois
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MONUMENTS AND MAUSOLEUMS ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK

MAUSOLEUM S AND

MEMORIALS FOR THE

CHURCH AND CEMETERY

ARCHITECTURAL CARVING

IN GRANITE AND MARBLE

WORK ERECTED THROUGHOUT

THE UNITED STATES

QUARRIERS MANUFACTURERS

AND BUILDERS

THE PRESBREY-LELAND CO.

DESIGNERS AND WORKERS IN STONE

STUDIOS AND ADMINISTRATION OFFICES

681 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

The Stamford War Memorial

Geo. Albree Freeman, Arch. The Presbrey-

Leland Co., Builders

PRINCIPAL WORKS: BARRE, VT .

SHOPS : KENSICO, N. Y.; WOODLAWN,

N. Y. C.; HARTFORD, CT.; NASHVILLE,

TENN.

Perpetuati
ng Hirals

-

HE ARCHITECT recognizes beautifully carved wood as the most

appropriate medium for the adornment of the church interior.

He will find our Wood Carving Studios ready to co-operate with him to

any degree in the interpretation and faithful execution of his designs

and specifications; or in designing fitments to conform with his archi-

tectural treatment.

Our recently published book, "Ars Ecclesiastica," contains

illustrations of memorials and other church interior work in

carved wood. The architect's request for a copy will bring

him. a useful addition to his reference library.

THE WOOD CARVING STUDIOS OF

AmericanSeatingCompany

PHILADELPHIA

710-250 S. Broad St.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

695-119 W. 40th St. 1092 Lytton Building

票券

w
w
w
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HARDWARE LIGHTING SERVICE

XL

OUTSIDE

ORC

FIG.9

OUTSIDE

ELEVATION
FIG.10

FIG.8

-7"-

B

OUTSIDE

SASH OPENED

FOR CLEANING

AUTOMATIC CATCH-

This Hinge overcomes the one objection to the otherwise popular Out-Swinging

Casement Sash, in that it permits the sash to be swung around so that the

outside of the glass can be cleaned from the inside.

4450 Carroll Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

Hinge No. 90

For

Outswinging

Casement

Sash

We suggest that this

Hinge be given careful

consideration for Hospital

and School windows where

maximum ventilation is of

vital importance, as well

as for Residences and

Apartments.

Complete catalogue containing 58

pages sent free to readers of

"The Journal"

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF IMPROVED MECHANISMS

IN BUILDERS' HARDWARE

1210 Architects Building

New York, N. Y.

Luminaire

Lighting Fixture of beautiful and correct design

that furnishes illumination suitable for its

intended purpose.

Luminaire Studios is an extraordinary organization of

Artists and Engineers, all of considerable experience in

actual practice of the art of illumination.

It is the clearing house for Lighting ideas.

LUMINAIRE STUDIOS

ORPORATED

ofthe

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.

NEW YORK

31 W. 46th Street

CHICAGO

237 W. Jackson Blvd.

259

LOS ANGELES

Pacific Finance Bldg.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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DOORS (Metallic)

DAHLSTROM

WIRE GLASS

M
I
S
S
I
S
S
I
P
P
I

F
I
R
E

WIRE GLASS

-
CO

TN
O
3
2

RETARDANT

Illustrating Uni-tre Frames in erection

in the Cunard Building, New York

City.

B. W. MORRIS, Architect.

TODD, IRONS & ROBERTSON, Contrs.

For nearly twenty years the

standard firesafe Hollow Metal

Doors and Trim, the world

over, have been Dahlstrom.

Our Architectural Portfolio will be gladly

sent free to practicing architects upon

request on business letterheads.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR CO.

439 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NEW YORK

25Broadway

CHICAGO

19 South LaSalle Street

DETROIT

1331 Dime Bank Bldg.

Representatives In All Principal Cities

D
A
H
L
S
S
T
R
O
MDOORPAT

ENT

Reed& Stem and Warren & Wetmore, Architects

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL

NEW YORK CITY

A MAGNIFICENT PANEL OF

POLISHED WIRE GLASS

SA
MP
LE
S

FILEDWIT
ARCHITECTS SCORPORATIONNEWYORK

CITY

Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Croisic Bldg., NEW YORK

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

XLI
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XLII FURNITURE (Laboratory)
WINDOWS (Casement) HEATING EQUIPMENT

Residence of C. H. HABERKORN , Detroit. Louis Kamper, Architect

CRITTALL

PATENTED

UNIVERSAL

ENGLISH CASEMENTS

and WINDOWS for

BANKS, OFFICES, SCHOOLS,

HOSPITALS, etc.

CRITTALL

Steel Casements

for substantial, artistic buildings

Made in varied designs

to meet all conditions

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW CO., Manufacturers, - DETROIT

Kewaunee

Laboratory
Furniture

Let Kewaunee help make the new School a credit to

the community. We have been designing and manu-

facturing Laboratory Furniture for Schools, Hospitals,

Manufacturing Plants, etc., for a generation.

In many cases, however, you will find special equip-

ment unnecessary, as our line contains over 500 designs

some one of which may answer satisfactorily your par-

ticular needs.

Ask for a copy of the Kewaunee Book

KewauneeMfg.Co.
LABORATORY

C. G. Campbell, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

124 LINCOLN STREET, KEWAUNEE, WIS.

New York Office, 70 Fifth Avenue

Branch Offices :

Chicago Little Rock
Houston

Denver

Columbus

Phoenix
Minneapolis Kansas City

Albuquerque

Spokane

Omaha

Jackson, Miss.

San Francisco
Salt Lake City

Oklahoma City

Baton Rouge

Greensboro, N. C.

Toronto, Canada

Th
e
D
U
N
H
A
M

HA
ND

B
O
O
K

CA.Dun
ham

Co.

"Designing heating systems"

"Piping and pipe sizes"

This Book Will

Tell You

about

DUNHAM

HEATING

SERVICE

New Edition, No. 214,

just off the press.

-and in addition, give

you heating facts ar-

ranged in concrete

form for quick refer-

ence. Here are a few

of the subjects dis-

cussed in the Dunham

Hand Book:

"Calculating radiation"

"Heat values of fuels"

The Dunham Hand Book is pocket size and was com-

piled for your personal use. It will be sent to execu

tives of concerns who write for it on their letterheads.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY

230 EAST OHIO STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

57 Branches and Local Sales Offices

in the United States and Canada.

Foreign Sales Offices in London and Paris

The UN
HA
M

REG,TRADE MARK

HEATING SERVICE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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HOISTS (Electric, etc. )

GG

LIGHTING SERVICE
XLIII

G&G

CITIZENS UNION NATIONAL BANK, LOUISVILLE, KY.

D. X. MURPHY BROS., Architects

YORK & SAWYER

Associate Architects

ABELL, SMALLEY & MYERS

Equipment Engineers

TheCrerarLibrary Uses

This Electric G&G Hoist

WHEN

7HEN Messrs. Holabird and Roche,

Architects, Chicago, Illinois,

planned the Crerar Library building in

that city, they specified the G&G Model

D Telescopic Hoist (electrically oper-

ated) with complete equipment.

Messrs. Holabird and Roche have re-

peatedly specified the G&G Telescopic

Hoist for the removal of ashes, because

these hoists have proven so entirely satis-

factory in operation, using less labor,

insuring greater safety and doing the

work more rapidly than substitute meth-

ods for the handling of ashes.

Our new catalog has been sent you.

If not received, please inform us.

Specifications in Sweet's and

American Architect Specification Manual

GILLIS & GEOGHEGAN

546 West Broadway, New York

G
G
G

The

ELECTRIC

TelescopicHoist

G&G

Citizens Union National Bank

Louisville, Ky.

equipped with

FRINK

REFLECTORS

including

Continuous Bank Screen Reflectors

Single and Double Desk Reflectors

Our Engineering Department is co-opera-

tive with the leading architects in laying

out and designing the lighting of prominent

buildings throughout the country. We hope

we can be of service to you.

"Specify Frink Reflectors"

LPFRINK, Inc.

24th Street and 10th Ave., New York

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

161 Summer Street

DETROIT, MICH.

325 State Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

77 O'Farrell Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

336 The Arcade

SEATTLE, WASH.

609 Seaboard Bldg.

||

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Franklin Trust Bldg,

CINCINNATI, Οπιο

17 Greenwood Bldg.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

415 West Main Street
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XLIV
FILTERS

BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta).
ROOFING (Stone) MAIL CHUTES

LOOMIS-MANNING

FILTERS

L

FILTERING CLEAR WATER

A user says : "When I ordered my

filter I said that I wished to have a

working model of a beautiful mechan-

ical invention. I then thought that

our water supply was so pure that no

filtration was necessary. I now

frankly admit that the filter adds

much to the purity of our water

supply."

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1437 South 37th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1880

W. C. Van Antwerp Residence

Burlingame, Cal.

I

Bakewell Brown

Architects

JudorStone

BOOG
E

Rising-and-Helson-Slate Company

WEST PAWLET, VERMONT

Architects' Service

Boston

·
Department

101 Park Avenue, New York

Philadelphia Chicago

The Winkle

Terra Cotta
Company

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural

Terra Cotta

የ .

In All Colors and Finishes

THE CUTLER

MAIL CHUTE

Reduced costs and in-

creased volume of busi-

ness enable us to maintain

ourhigh standard ofqual

ity at a material reduc-

tion in price.

Specify Model F. stand-

ard
equipment

.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.

OFFICES AND FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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CONCRETE HARDENER

SONNEBORN PRODUCTS

Workingwith the Architect

The confidence of the architect has always been sought by the makers of

APIDOLITH

TRADE MARK

The liquid chemical which makes concrete floors dustproof and wearproof.

So we have added another feature of co-operation.

As there are so many problems connected with concrete construction, we

have established a Technical Department for the service of architects and

engineers. Many architects are saving time by working with this depart-

ment to good advantage, and we invite you to accept any service which

our specialized experience enables us to offer.

This co-operative work is in charge of an experienced engineer, who is

recognized as a specialist in concrete construction.

Other Sonneborn Products

Hydrocide No. 648-Which renders concrete foundation walls and foot-

ings waterproof and dampproof.

Hydrocide No. 633-Which makes the inner surfaces of exposed walls

dampproof.

Hydrocide Colorless-A transparent liquid compound for waterproofing

exposed exterior masonry walls, copings, parapet walls, etc.

Hydrocide Integral-For waterproofing mass concrete, stucco and mortars.

It is incorporated in the mix, in powder and paste form .

Fermo A liquid compound which is added to the mix to accelerate the

setting of concrete.

Cemcoat-The industrial enamel paint which is applied to exterior and

interior walls and ceilings and on floors. White and colors. Eggshell

and Flat.

Write for specification forms, sample and literature

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.

Dept. 21
116 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

SONNEBORN



COLLECTIONS

Section of Banking Screen, Birmingham Trust & Savings Bank, Birmingham, Alabama

MILLER & MARTIN, Architects, Birmingham, Alabama

Alabama Veined Grade "A" used for this work.

ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

Sole producers and manufacturers of the standard grades of

Alabama Statuary

Alabama Selected A

Alabama Grade A

Alabama Veined Grade A

Alabama Italian

Alabama Statuary Mosaic

Alabama Mixed Mosaic

Alabama Terrazzo

Alabama Pocahontas

The best possible and the most satisfactory service in Interior Marble

can be obtained by dealing directly with the Manufacturing Producer.

The Reasons Why-

1. He has more marble to select from. 2. He can take the necessary waste

at a minimum of expense. 3. He can not evade his own responsibility.

4. His living depends on your satisfaction with work done for you in his

marble. 5. He has a pride in his material which insures his best effort

on every job. 6. Having the largest stock to draw from, he can make

the promptest deliveries. 7. His prices are the most reasonable.

ALABAMA MARBLE
COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE, QUARRIES, AND FINISHING PLANT

GANTT'S QUARRY, ALABAMA
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ELEVATORS

OTIS

For morethanahalf
century

The World's Word

For
Elevator

Safety

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY

Offices in allprincipalcities oftheworld

TRADE

D

MARK



BUILDING MATERIAL (Face Brick)

A.F.B.A

USE FACE BRICK

-itPays

III

Wing ofPublic Library, Waltham, Mass. Joseph Leland, Architect

There is distinctive character in this design, as there is in the durable brick and the

English Bond in which it is carried out. A centuryfrom now this building will

have the added mellowness of tradition and age, with its usefulness unimpaired.

Advance in Artistic Brickwork

ACOMPARISONofpresentshows aremarkable

COMPARISON ofpresent day brickwork with

advance in the handling of this plastic material. The

greater skill onthe part ofdesigners intheuse ofbonds,

pattern work, mortar colors and the color ranges in the

material itself is, in all parts ofthe country, producing

beautiful structures. Manyarchitects havelearnedthat

artistic effectsinbrickworkare not dependentonspecial

sizes or molded forms, but that they can be economi

cally obtained by the use of standard size Face Brick.

More than a hundred examples ofthe artistic possi-

bilities of standard size Face Brick are shown in The

Portfolio of Architectural Detail in Brickwork. The

de luxe half- tone plates comprising the series are

assembled in three series, each in an enclosed folder,

with printed tab, ready for filing. A set of these

folders will be sent to any architect requesting them

on his office stationery.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATI
ON

·1750 PEOPLES LIFE BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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IV
BUILDING MATERIAL (Granite)

Entrance portico-

Hartford Fire Ins.

Bldg., Hartford,

Conn.

Granite-The NoblestofBuilding Stone

Architects

EDWIN SHERRILL DODGE

PARKER, THOMAS & RICE

Why We Recommend a Standard Specification.

Bearing in mind that it is best to talk to a man

in terms that he understands, this suggestion

will appeal to you.

Your use of any standard specification adapted

to your requirements, means that you will come

nearer getting intelligent and really competitive

bids than with a specification drawn without a

knowledge of the craft.

Granite is a hand finished stone and its finish

depends on the skill of the workman.

Since the beginning of the industry certain

practices have been established, based on the

requirements of the craft that have become

unwritten laws.

These laws can be but loosely interpreted.

With this fact and a knowledge of these prac-

tices in mind this association has prepared its

standard specification. Although not yet

entirely perfect we can safely say that it will

be rightly interpreted by 75 per cent of the

granite industry.

If at any time this office can be of service to

you when considering granite for a building,

we would be pleased to co-operate with you.

A book, "Architectural Granite," contains the

specification we recommend.

National Building Granite Quarries Association, Inc.

H. H. Sherman, Secretary
31 State Street,Boston, Mass.

GRANITE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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VI ROOFING (Barrett Specification)

Barrett Flashing Block with

Flashing installed in brickwall

B

a

r

r

e

t

t

ROOF

FLASHINGS

At last-
StandardFlashings

Metal Flashing Form with

Flashinginstalledin concretewall

Leaks-the fault of defective flashings

REALIZING from our sixty years'

EALIZING from our sixty years '

experience in the roofing business

that complete roof-satisfaction was im-

possible without efficient flashings , we

determined to work out a definite solu-

tion of flashing problems.

Barrett Flashing Block and Barrett

Flashing Form, in
combination with Bar-

rett Flashings, are the result. They insure

practical, durable, inexpensive flashings,

permanently watertight and absolutely

free from maintenance expense . When

used with Barrett Specification Bonded

Roofs and installed subject to our inspec-

tion, they are guaranteed for ten years.

New Flashings for Old Roofs

Barrett Flex-Lock
Flashings carry no

guarantee. They are designed especially

for replacing worn-out metal flashings on

old buildings. They take care of expan-

sion and contraction, remain securely in

Barrett
FlashingBlock

Installedin brickwall to

form flashing groove.

Section within

circle is magnified.

-cant-

-Flashing Block

Point
upFlashing

Groove with

PlasticElastigum

BarbedRoofingNails
through secondFlashing
Strip-12oc,& from
wall.

PlasticElastigum

Planking

FlashingStrips

Barrett
Specification
Felt&Pitch

Roofing

Bo-fefti
Specificat

Roof

・WOOD・ DECKROOFSECT

place and are thoroughly watertight under

all conditions.

Roof Flashing Handbook

This new "Roof Flashing Handbook"

gives detailed specifications for all three

types of Barrett Flashings and much other

able. When requested on business letter-

valuable flashing data never before avail-

head, copy will be sent free of charge.

Service Sheets Nos. 7, 8, and 9 show these

For general distribution , Architectural

flashings in detail.

pleased to help you

Our Service Department
will also be

with any roofflashing

problems. Address our nearest branch.

New York

Cleveland
Birmingham
Peoria
Washington
Toledo

Elizabeth
Denver

The Barrett Company

Chicago
Cincinnati
Kansas City
Atlanta
Johnstown
Columbus

Buffalo

Philadelphia Boston
Pittsburgh Detroit

Minneapolis Dallas
Duluth
Lebanon
Richmond
Baltimore

Jacksonville

TRA
DE

B
MA
RK

St. Louis

Syracuse
New Orleans

SaltLake City Bangor
Youngstown Milwaukee
Latrobe

Omaha
Bethlehem
Houston

San Francisco

THE BARRETT COMPANY, Limited : Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

Guaranteed

for TenYears

As proofofour con-

fidence in the Barrett

Flashing when install-

ed in Barrett Flashing

Block and the Barrett

Flashing Form , we

guarantee it for Ten

Years against all re-

pair expense, when

used with Barrett

Specification Bonded

Roofs and installed

under our supervision.

While not guaran-

teed when used with

other roofs, they may

be employed to great

advantage with any

type ofbituminous roof

construction.

Vancouver St. John, N. B. Halifax, N.S.

Barrett Flashing Form

Installed in concrete

walltoform

flashinggroove.

Section within

circle is

magnified.

FlashingForm

PlasticElastigum .

Flashing Strips
Barrett Specification.
Pitch&FeltRoofing

-Concrete Cont

Metal Bracket
with extension
to anchor in wall
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Waterloo ; †Eugene H. Taylor, 222 So. Third St. , Cedar

Rapids.

KANSAS CITY. *Albert S. Owen, Interstate Bldg.; Court-

landt Van Brunt, 823 Gloyd Bldg.

KANSAS. Lorenz Schmidt, 121 Market St., Wichita ; †Prof.

Cecil F. Baker, Kansas State Agricultural College, Man-

hattan.

KENTUCKY.-*Val. P. Collins, 624 Paul Jones Bldg. , Louis-

ville ; F. L. Morgan, 1110 Cherokee Road, Louisville.

LOUISIANA. Albert Toledano, Title Guarantee Bldg. , New

Orleans ; †Solis Seiferth, Maison Blanche Bldg., New
Orleans.

MICHIGAN. *Wm. B. Stratton, Union Trust Bldg., Detroit ;

†J. H. G. Steffens, 3732 Pingree Avenue, Detroit.

MINNESOTA. *Edw. S. Stebbins, Auditorium Bldg., Min-

neapolis ; †George A. Chapman, 1200 2nd Ave. So., Min-

neapolis.

MONTANA. *John G. Link, Billings ; †W. R. Plew, Bozeman.

NEBRASKA. *H . W. Meginnis, 533 Bankers Life Bldg.,

Lincoln ; †J. D. Sandham, World-Herald Bldg. , Omaha.

NEW JERSEY.- H. T. Stephens, United Bank Bldg., Pater-

son ; †Hugh Roberts, 1 Exchange Place, Jersey City.

NEW YORK. *Charles Butler, 56 West 45th St., New York ;

Richmond H. Shreve, 215 West 57th St., New York.

NORTH CAROLINA.-*Earl G. Stillwell, Hendersonville ;

†James F. Gause, Murchison Bldg., Wilmington.

OREGON. *John V. Bennes, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,

Portland ; Charles D. James, 814 Couch Bldg., Portland .

PHILADELPHIA.-*George I. Lovatt, 416 Walnut St.; †Paul A.

Davis, III, 1713 Sansom St.

PITTSBURGH.- *Edward B. Lee, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.;

†Stanley L. Roush, 1210 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

RHODE ISLAND.-*F. Ellis Jackson, 1216 Turk's Head Bldg. ,

Providence ; †Norman M. Isham, 915 Turk's Head Bldg. ,

Providence.

SAN FRANCISCO.-*G. A. Applegarth, 1800 Claus Spreckles

Bldg.; †J. S. Fairweather, 1001 Balboa Bldg.

SCRANTON-WILKES-BARRE.—*David H. Morgan, Council

Bldg., Scranton ; †Fred A. Nelson, Connell Bldg. , Scranton .

SOUTH CAROLINA.-*Nat. Gaillard Walker, Rock Hill ; † H.

Olin Jones, Greenville.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.- *Sumner P. Hunt, 701 Laughlin

Bldg., Los Angeles ; † Charles F. Plummer, W. P. Story

Bldg., Los Angeles.

SOUTH GEORGIA. Henrik Wallin, 23 Abercom St. , Savannah ;

†Wm. B. Clarke, Congress & Barnard Sts. , Savannah.

SOUTHERN PENNSYLVANIA.-*Edward Leber, 42 West Market

St., York; †W. B. Billmeyer, 268 East Market St. , York.

ST. LOUIS.- W. L. Rathmann, 1501 Chemical Bldg.; †w.

O. Mullgardt, Chemical Bldg.

ST. PAUL. Thomas G. Holyoke, Endicott Bldg ; †F. A.

Slifer, Endicott Bldg.

TENNESSEE. *Walk C. Jones, 110 Porter Bldg., Memphis ;

†B. S. Cairns, 528 Madison Ave. Bldg. , Memphis.

TEXAS. *Herbert M. Green, North Texas Bldg., Dallas ;

†Clarence C. Bulger, 4020 Swiss Avenue, Dallas.

TOLEDO. *Harry W. Wachter, 908 Nicholas Bldg.; † Charles

A. Langdon, Nicholas Building.

* Presidents.

UTAH. *Leslie S. Hodgson, 2255 Madison Ave., Ogden ;

†Taylor Woolley, McIntyre Bldg. , Salt Lake City.

VIRGINIA. * Fiske Kimball, University of Virginia, Char-

lottesville ; † C. J. Calrow, New Monroe Bldg. , Norfolk.

WASHINGTON, D. C.-*Frank Upman, Woodward Bldg.; †L.

P. Wheat, Jr., 808 Seventeenth St. , N. W.

WASHINGTON STATE.- Carl F. Gould, Hoge Building,

Seattle ; †H. O. Sexsmith, Univ. of Washington, Seattle.

WISCONSIN.-*Peter Brust, 233 Queen Ann's Place, Mil-

waukee ; †W. W. Judell, 445 Milwaukee St. , Milwaukee.

WORCESTER. (Merged with the Boston Chapter, November

1, 1917. ) † Secretaries.

Information as to registration laws now in force in the following states may be obtained as follows:

California State Board of Architecture, Phelan Bldg. , San Francisco. Colorado State Board of Examiners of Architects, Denver.
Florida State Board of Architecture, 135 East Bay Street, Jacksonville. Georgia State Board for Registration of Architects , Atlanta.

Idaho-Department of Law Enforcement, Boise. Illinois-Department of Education and Registration, Springfield. Louisiana-State

Board of Architectural Examiners, New Orleans. Minnesota-State
Board of Examiners, 804 Phoenix Bldg., Minneapolis.

Michigan State Board for Registration of Architects, Detroit.
Montana-Board of Architectural Examiners, Helena. New Jersey- State

Board of Architects, 665 Broad Street, Newark. New York State Board for Registration of Architects, Albany. North Carolina-State
Board of Architectural Examination and Registration, Greensboro. Oregon-
State Board of Architectural Examiners, Portland.

North_Dakota State Board of Architecture, Bismarck.

-State Board of Architectural Examiners, Columbia.
Pennsylvania State Board of Examiners of Architects, Harrisburg. South Carolina

Utah State Board of Architecture, Salt Lake City.
Tennessee State Board of Architectural and Engineering Examiners, Nashville.

Virginia-State Board for the Examination and Certification of Architects,

Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, Richmond. Washington State Board for Registration of Architects, Olympia. West Virginia

-State Board of Examiners and Registration of Architects, Odd Fellows Bldg., Charleston. Wisconsin-Board of Examiners of Archi-

tects, Madison. Such laws are pending in Indiana and Iowa.
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HEAT INSULATION

This pipe covering

saves more heat

HERE is a heat insulation that saves

more heat and whose cost is in line

with that of ordinary pipe covering.

Improved Asbestocel has an important

construction difference. Most coverings are

merely built-up rolls of corrugated sheets

forming hundreds of open tunnels along the

covering. Through these the heat gets away.

Improved Asbestocel, on the other hand,

is a honeycomb of thousands of closed

cells which confine the heated air,

prevent its free circulation, and so

save heat. The "closed cell" con-

struction makes a stronger, more

lasting, more efficient

better looking material.

So that you may

be able readily to

identify Improved

Asbestocel, we now

mark every length of

this material with a

red band on the in-

side of each end.
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Sendforthis book

It tells howImproved Asbestocel

helps to keep house temperatures

up and coal bills down.

JOHNS-MANVILLE Inc.

Madison Ave. at 41st St., New York City

Branches in 56 Large Cities

For Canada :

Canadian Johns-Manville Co. , Ltd. , Toronto

JOHNS-MANVILLE

Improved

Asbestocel
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)
IX

The Century Club, New York City. McKim, Mead & White, Archi-

tects. Terra Cotta used for wall finish of lower story above base

and ornamental treatment up to and including parapet balustrade.

GOOD ARCHITECTURE, GOOD MATERIAL

Good architecture implies careful selection of good material.

Consistency in this respect characterizes the work of lead-

ing architects.

theFor 33 years the Century Club has stood as among

finest achievements of McKim, Mead & White. It not only

shows a fitting selection of Terra Cotta but illustrates its

absolute durability when intelligently incorporated with

good construction.

Let us assist you in correctly detailing for this result.

Address National Terra Cotta Society, 19 West 44th

Street, New York, N. Y.

TERRA COTTA

Permanent

Beautiful Profitable

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
November, 1922JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS



BOILERS AND RADIATORS

X

SMITH BOILERS

For Burning All Fuels such as

Anthracite Coal

Coke

Wood

Bituminous Coal

Lignites

Oil

Boilers for Low Pressure Steam and Hot Water Heating

TO GO

SMITH C

BOILER

ACER SMDIR CO

and Hot Water Supply

STANDARD

NO 60
SMITH
VOICER

BOILERS

Mills Water Tube

With Smokeless Furnace

SMITH With Grate Reduced

With Grate Full Size

H-B and Menlo

Smith Service Boiler

No. 60 Smith

RADIATORS

DIRECTS

Single Column

Two Column .

Three Column

Five Column

Window

and Wall

ممم

II IIIIIIIIII

No. 60 Smith

Grate Reduced

THE H. B. SMITH CO.

Manufacturers of Boilers and Radiators

NEW YORK, N. Y.

10 East 39th St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

17th and Arch Sts.

WESTFIELD, MASS.

57 Main St.

BOSTON

640 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.
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Shadows and Straws

ECENTLY, in Dorset, England, Mr. Arnold

Mitchell, an architect of London, discovered the

statue of which we present an illustration on

the opposite page. It is now in the Ashmolean Museum

at Oxford. Dr. Gardner, Professor of Classical Archa-

ology at Oxford University, puts the date of the statue

at about 300 B.C. , according to the Times (London)

and, from the character of the stone, considers its place

of origin to have been in the neighborhood of Smyrna.

ONCE OR TWICE before we have ventured to draw

attention to the writings of Mr. Charles Marriott and

again the inclination to do so seems stronger than we

can resist. Writing recently in the Nation ( London)

of "Use and Beauty," Mr. Marriott said :

"In a recent newspaper article a distinguished archi-

tect spoke of 'the familiar fallacy that beauty is effi-

ciency.' It all depends upon what you mean by effi-

ciency. If you mean only mechanical efficiency, of

course it is a fallacy ; but does anybody-can anybody,

at this time of day-mean that ? Surely, what is meant

is efficiency for all the purposes involved. Nobody, for

example, would call a business man efficient who disre-

garded the feelings of his clients, or a machine efficient

which injured the people who used it. Our objection

to a great deal of existing machinery is precisely that

it does this ; and practical efforts are constantly being

made to remove the deficiency-not only as regards

crude bodily injury, as in the case of the rock-drill , but

the moral injuries which are summed up under ' indus-

trial fatigue.' The writer went on to say : ' Architec-

ture, if it is to be good, must be efficient for its purpose,

but efficiency for its purpose in architecture has a wider

range than it has in engineering or in simple building.'

So far so good ; 'wider range' is just, though one would

like to know exactly when ' simple building' becomes

'architecture.' But then the writer added : 'because in

architecture the appeal to the æsthetic sense has to be

taken into account, and if that appeal fails the archi-

No. 11

tecture fails with it." So, in some degree, does every-

thing else fail ; because the æsthetic sense is present and

potent in everything. •

"What it amounts to is that the architect was right

about architecture, but wrong about everything else.

The ' æsthetic sense' is not something which we put on,

like spectacles, when we look at architecture, and take

off when we sit down to dinner. Like the poor it is

always with us, and often most active when least con-

venient. So is the ' appeal' to the aesthetic sense ; and

the only question is whether or not the appeal shall be

properly organized. In architecture, as in the other

arts, it is ; and that, no doubt, is why architects , like

other artists, are apt to speak and write as if the appeal

itself were peculiar to their work. They mistake the

organization for the thing organized. In reality we can

no more escape from appeals, agreeable or disagreeable,

to our æsthetic sense from everything about us than we

can run away from our noses.

"In theory it might be possible to distinguish archi-

tecture from building, but in practice they are insepar-

able. The reason is not so much a virtue as a fatality of

the human mind. Try as we will, we cannot separate

our material from our spiritual needs ; and the Divine

saying, 'Man shall not live by bread alone,' is equally

true of the cupboard in which the bread is kept. What

the author of "The Young Visitors' would call ' mere'

building might be a very desirable thing if it were

possible, but it is not. For better or worse, the aesthetic

appeal is always present, and the meanest building has

an architectural character, though it may be a very

bad one. •

"If we say that architecture is building in view of

all the circumstances, moral and material, we shall be

near enough to the truth for practical purposes ; because

it implies the organization of the aesthetic appeal and

leaves unquestioned the 'wider range' of architecture

as compared with simple building. The difference

between them is neither here nor there. The simplest
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building is capable of architectural treatment, that is

to say, organization of its æsthetic appeal ; but, in view

of its purpose, that side of the matter may be relatively

unimportant. Efficiency has a narrower range in a cow-

shed than in a cathedral, because the needs involved are

narrower. Though, even here, the needs are something

more than material. Grant-it is a mere assumption-

that cows are insensible to proportion ; the people who

milk them are certainly not, though they may be quite

unaware of their sensibility ; and, in the long run, a

well-proportioned cowshed-to the eye, I mean- is more

efficient.

"In all such discussions as that about 'use and

beauty,' or 'beauty and efficiency,' we are apt to reckon

without our host. The simple truth is that neither

practical nor æsthetic questions can be decided without

reference to human nature-which refuses to separate

them in its reactions. We are only just beginning to

discover how ' practical' the æsthetic problem really is.

Not to mention such special observations as the effect of

color on health, the investigations of psychologists in the

factory and the workshop have demonstrated the close

dependence of efficiency, in the most utilitarian sense of

the word, upon conditions and surroundings. We are,

in fact, only just beginning to recognize the profound

truth of Francis Thompson's "Thou canst not stir a

flower Without troubling of a star.'
In a• •

dozen directions we are learning, often by painful

experience, that efficiency cannot be separated from its

æsthetic overtones without a loss in efficiency to that

extent. Nor, on the other hand, can the aesthetic

overtones be considered apart from efficiency without

serious danger to themselves ; as we see from what has

happened in the arts of painting and sculpture. The

reason why architecture has, on the whole, escaped the

same fate is that it is more obviously-rather than more

closely-bound up with utility. If anything were

needed to clinch the connection, it would be that, when

the utility is partial, or prejudicial, the architecture

looks bad in proportion as it is well adapted to the

purpose ; and we can only make our big shops look

tolerable by pretending that they are temples.'

THE FACTS ABOUT the vast housing program offered

to the people of England at the close of the war are

now out. A very recent report of the Medical Officer

of Glasgow states that "over 60 per cent of the popu-

lation of Glasgow are housed in not more than two

rooms, and this quite irrespective of the size of the

families." Glasgow is the second city of the British

Isles, and has produced immense wealth. This same

tale is approximated in other towns.
Since the war,

when there was a carefully estimated shortage of 850,-

000 houses, not enough new houses have been built

in England to take care of the normal increase of

population. The housing program was stopped be-

cause of expense, since when England has spent the

incredible sum of £ 133,000,000 in unemployment

"doles" and now faces the winter with a million and

a half idle workers ! The condemned and insanitary

slums are still in use. Graham Wallas calls it a

failure in man's master task. Can such a statement

be disputed? Can any government survive, as Presi-

dent Harding has inquired, if it cannot solve such a

problem as the fair distribution of the necessaries of

life ? The answer is that none has.

Little by little town planning has made some head-

way. The narrowness of view so long held by its

chief sponsors-they who advanced it as a means to the

"city beautiful" or as a method of stabilizing realty

values or of increasing them without in any way dis-

turbing the time honored way of building cities for

profit rather than for use-has long failed to win for

it any popular enthusiasm or understanding. And no

government of which we have heard has ever had the

courage fairly to face the problem of so controlling the

use and development of land that a halt shall be called

in the atrocious process of piling human beings closer

and closer and thicker and thicker. The problem is

an economic one and nothing else. All the skill of all

the architects in the world is helpless in the face of

conditions over which they have no control. Every

technical advance in planning or construction is im-

mediately capitalized and sapped of the economic bene-

fit it should confer. Nation after nation has come up

against this fact, and has retreated as best it could.

The will to change these things has perhaps generated

in the public consciousness, but the deadly hypnosis

of the profit idea still obscures the way. Until men are

ready to abandon that idea all governments will be

helpless. If patience is a noble test, it is sometimes a

dangerous one.

THE BUILDING Guilds of England, believing that

the English Government has failed to keep its hous-

ing promises and seeing no possibility of getting the

necessary houses through private initiative, has formed

a building society based upon small subscriptions in

large numbers from wage earners all over the country.

As sufficient money comes in houses will be built and

the house will go to the subscriber selected by lot.

The method of providing houses will be slow at first,

but the Guild believes that it can in the end make

headway even against the present lack of capital and

that it can also provide easy methods for financing the

furnishing of the house as well. We hope to publish

further particulars of this plan later.

AT THE RECENT Library Association Conference in

Cardiff, Dr. Davies proposed a novel ( so far as we

are aware) , addition to library facilities. Quite truth-

fully remarking that music had in the end to be heard

if one were really to come to an intelligent sense of
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it (although certain accomplished people do read scores

with keen interest and understanding) he suggested

the provision of sound-proof rooms in libraries. To

these musical students might repair and there, with

the aids of records and gramophones , might run the

entire gamut of music as easily as they now explore

the vast heritage of literature.

THE INVENTOR of the gramonophonic film has this

to say of the future of his mechanism : "Its educational

possibilities are immense. The board of education,

for instance, draws up the synopsis of a lecture ; that

lecture may be given by thousands of teachers, and each

would be different. But with this machine a lecture

could be standardized and given all over the country

in exactly the way the board would wish it. " Stand-

ardization, it seems, is headed even for this end too

horrible to contemplate. No wonder that Mr. Penty

cries out that not another machine shall be invented

without the sanction of some superextraordinary and

intelligent guardian of mankind.

C. H. W.

A

The Autobiography of An Idea

CHAPTER VI.

Boston

By LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

S ONE in tranquillity gazes into the crystal

depths called Memory, in search of sights and

sounds and colors long since physically passed

out from what is otherwise called memory ; when one is

intent, not upon recalling but upon re-entering, he

finds a double motion setting in. While out of the

gray surface-obscurity of supposed oblivion, there

emerges to his view, as through a thinning haze, a

broad vision assuming the color and movement of

a life once lived, of a world once seen and felt to

be real, so likewise, the intensive soul moves eagerly

forward descending through intervening atmospheric

depths toward this oncoming solid reality of time and

place, a reality growing clearer, more colorful, more

vibrant, more alluring, more convincing-filling the

eye, the ear with sound and color and movement, with

broad expanses, with minute details, with villages, and

cities, farms and work shops, men and women densely

gathered or widely scattered, and children, little chil-

dren always and everywhere. So moving, the two

great illusions, the two dreams of the single dreamer,

accelerating, rush onward, and vanish both into a

single life which is but a dream: the dream of the

past enfolding and possessing the dreamer of today:

the dreamer of today enveloping, entering and pos-

sessing the dream-reality of the past ; all within the

inscrutable stillness of a power unknown, within which

we float, with our all, and believe ourselves real . We

believe in our reality in our strenuous hours, in our

practical doings, in our declamatory moments, and even

in our hours of silence. In sleep there come images

before us, floating by, irretrievable, or steadfastly con-

vincing; and these we speak of casually as dreams.

We are willing even to extend the idea of dream to

man's ambition. We say such or such a man had or

has dreams of empire, of dominion , of achievement, of

fulfillment of this or that sort. And occasionally we

acknowledge, upon information, that such dream had

taken full possession not of a man we read about, or

see in the plenitude of his power, but that the dream

arose within a child , in broad daylight-as night-

dreams do in their way—and aroused in him a passion-

ate desire.

We do not associate the idea of dream with our

strenuous hours of thought and deed in the selfsame

broad daylight. Nor do we see the stars at noon-

but they are there. So is a dream there, within every

human, ever-day and night unceasingly.

We impeach the dream idea, calling certain men

"Dreamers." We do this in derision-much as the

pot might call the kettle black. We do not suspect

that we could not put one foot forth before the other

were we not dreaming : so artificial and sophisticated

are we in our practical moments. And it is even so

as we forget that each of us was once a child ; even

as we banish the thought, as crude, that out of that

very child we have grown inevitably to be what we

are ; that the thoughts, the feelings, the emotions, the

reactions, the waking dreams of that child have gov-
erned and determined us, willy-nilly, through the

course of our lives and careers with compelling power

that what the child accepted we accept ; that what

the child rejected we reject.

Thus from the abysm of Memory's stillness, that

child comes into being within Life's dream , within

the dream of eternal time and space : and in him we

behold what we were and still are. Environment may

influence but it cannot alter. For it is the child in

multiple and in multiple series that creates the flowing

environment of thought and deed that shall continu-

ously mature in its due time. It is the moving child-

in-multiple of long ago that created for us the basic

environment within which we now live. Thus in a
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memory-mirror may we re-discover ourselves. Expect-

ing to find therein a true reflection of ourselves as

we believe we are, the image dissolves as the features

of a long forgotten child confront us. Deny him, we

dare not.

Turning about from self-contemplation we find chil-

dren everywhere. We see the tidal wave of children

moving on and on, we partly under their dominion,

they partly under ours. But theirs is the new, ours

the old ; and, as ancients, we move on, unchanged from

the children that we were-leaving our thoughts and

deeds as a beaten trail behind us.

With this image in view the narrator has laid ex-

tended stress upon an authentic study of child life.

Maturing years have made it but too clear that only

on such foundation, resting deep within the vast-mov-

ing and timeless heritage of Instinct and Intellect,

might a valid superstructure be reared into the light

of our day. Men in their fatuity believe that they

cause replicas of themselves to be born of woman : that

they create children like themselves for themselves.

They are picturesquely unaware, in mass, that they

are but instrumental, normally, in bringing forth full

grown men and women whom they may never see,

but who, it must be so, are in essence of being with

them at birth, specifically differing from them. Hence

the unceasing flood of child personalities, accepting or

rejecting influences in an environment they had no

share in making. Historically, and in mass, victims

of Fate rather than Masters of Destiny. For Destiny

and Fate alike have birth in what is accepted or re-

jected by the child .

With this digression as a commentary we may now

resume in its natural course the story of a grow-

ing child well known to us, and proceed to extend

that series of rejections and acceptances- beginning in

his infancy-into an ever enlarging world of fact and

fiction until we may perchance obtain a glimpse of

what they really were, and of their significance in

determining his onward drift-a drift that as yet has

developed no self-defined momentum.

Shortly after their return to Boston from Newbury-

port, the father, for reasons of his own, whatever they

were, decided to move his family to Halifax, Nova

Scotia. They were away six months.

*

A small boy stood on the dock at Eastport, Maine,

holding in his hand a huge greengage plum. The

same small boy suffered and saw the agonies of those

who cross the Bay of Fundy. He saw and lived in

a hotel in Halifax, where an Academy was opened.

Later he endured in patience the terrible discipline of

his father, who in below zero weather walked him

for miles along the bleak "Northwest Arm," to return

with white cheeks and nose, only to be told to

wash his face in snow-the father doing the like. He

saw his Gods blasting a deep trench for water pipe

through the solid slate ledge, and again he marvelled

at what men could do. He saw the great citadel

crowning the heights, and from it, he viewed the har-

bor. Then came calamity. Mamma was taken down

with diphtheria ; and he saw the great and grand New-

foundland dog, that had welcomed them effusively on

their arrival and had adopted them at once, lying day

after day, night after night, faithfully guarding her

chamber door. Mamma recovered ; but her illness was

prophetic of change.

In the spring they returned to Boston, and Louis

was sent to live with his grandparents in South Read-

ing, as before, with the proviso that he was to return

to his parents in the fall. He became at once deeply

immersed in the miniature activities of the farm, taking

the initiative wherever he could , doing small things

with large enthusiasm . He did not consider such

things work, but joy. He was physically active and

mentally active too. He was always excited in his work

and always constructive. As Grandpa also worked,

they became great pals, and planned and worked to-

gether. His natural surroundings became less mystical

to him. He held them in affection, but no longer in

dreamy wonder. The delicate bloom of early child-

hood was passing, while the vigor and aggressiveness

of budding boyhood were rising as branches from the

same deep root. His love of the open remained constant

and intense. He was developing pride, ambition, and

a sense of growing power over material things. The

desire some day to exercise such power to the full

became in him a definitive dream, within which, un-

noticed, was resident the glow of a deeper power- a

power that had suffused a swiftly-moving, vocal spring-

time, which he had seen and heard and lived in this

same spot.

Grandpa did not bother about the child's education,

for, being wise, he knew the child was daily self-

acquiring an education exactly suited to his tempera-

ment and years. But Grandmamma believed other-

wise. She thought her grandson needed polish, and that

he should now begin a systematic study of the French

language. Louis was willing enough and started in

gaily. He liked the sound, and the words in italics

looked pretty ; all went well for a while. As he got

in deeper he began to be oppressed by the inanities of

the grammar-book, and the imbecilities of a sort of

first reader in which a wax-work father takes his wax

children on daily promenades, explaining to them as

they go, in terms of unctuous morality, the works of

the Creator, and drawing therefrom, as from a spool,

an endless thread of pious banalities. Louis rebelled.

He declared he was an AMERICAN BOY!-that

none of his playmates spoke French-why should he?

Grandmamma, in habitual indulgence, discontinued

polishing. She could not enter the child-mind. To
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her, her grandson was an object of boundless love-

and little more : and yet this little more was an im-

passable gulf, lying as a chasm between old age gently

petrifying in the thoughts of her own childhood, and

a vigorous young animal with thoughts and an im-

petuous will of his own. And he in turn held his

grandmamma to be the sweetest of mortals-and little

more.

Thus summer passed on broad pinions sweeping,

and Louis saw it moving thus. He saw such things.

Beneath all the overlay the child was a mystic : inar-

ticulate, wondering, believing. These fleeting revela-

tions of Life came and went as interludes within the

chosen practicalities of his realistic and material activ-

ity. He had rather help build a stone wall than listen

to a poem-all except the fairy tales that Julia told :

for here was Romance-and romance he could not

withstand.

One morning; it happened to be September 3rd of

that year. Louis Henri Sullivan arose early and sal-

lied forth in pomp and pride. On the Stoneham road

he met a farmer friend :

Hello! Do you know I am eight years old today?

No ; wall, wall, that's fine. Heow old did yeh say

yeh be?

I am Eight ! Don't you think I'm a big boy now?

Do you want to feel my muscle?

My sakes but yeh aire strong !

Yes I am. I can lift a stone almost as big as my

grandfather can ; but of course he's older.

How old did yeh say yeh be?

I say I am eight years old today and I want you

to know it. Do you want to pound my chest ?

Can't say's I do.

You may pound my chest as hard as you like and

I won't say a word. Have you noticed my new

boots ? It's my first pair. My grandma gave

them to me for my birthday.

No I hadn't saw them.

Well, look at them now.
See ; they're copper-toed

and have red tops. Don't you think they're fine?

Yaas ; how old did yeh say yeh be ? I think yeh

got a mighty fine granny t'give yeh them boots.

And the Ancient doddered down the road dustily

regurgitating the thoughts of his childhood now be-

come decayed and senile ; while bounding boyhood

clattered on, from house to house, from field to field ,

wherever might be found man, woman, or child to

whom he might sing his own saga in vainglory. For

was he not right ? Was he not Eight? Was he not

heroically aware that that day he was crossing the in-

visible line between childhood and boyhood? Were

not the gaudy boots his plain certificate of valor and

of deeds done and to be done? Were they not for

him symbols of that manhood toward which he so

ardently yearned that his pride might come to the

full ? He said it was so. In this joyous mood was

his saga sung, as of one with a growing faith.

Then came, as it were, a bugle call from the south.

He answered the call in person. Boston City swal-

lowed him up.

The effect was immediately disastrous. As one might

move a flourishing plant from the open to a dark

cellar, and imprison it there, so the miasma of the big

city poisoned a small boy acutely sensitive to his sur-

roundings. He mildewed ; and the leaves and buds of

ambition fell from him. In those about him, already

city-poisoned, even in his own kin, he found no solace,

and ceased openly to lament. Against the big city

his heart swelled in impatient impotent rebellion. Its

many streets, its crooked streets, its filthy streets , lined

with stupid houses crowded together shoulder to shoul-

der like selfish hogs upon these trough-like lanes,

irritated him, suffocated him; the crowds of people,

and wagons, hurrying here and there so aimlessly—as

it appeared to him,-confused and overwhelmed him,

arousing amazement, nausea and dismay. As he thought

of the color, the open beauty of his beloved South

Reading, and the great grand doings of Newburyport,

where men did things ; where there was obvious, pur-

poseful action ; an exhibit of sublime power ; the city

of Boston seemed a thing already in decay. He was

so saddened, so bewildered , so grieved, that his sorrow,

his bitter disappointment, could find no adequate utter-

ance and relief. Hence he kept it all within himself,

and became drugged to the point of lassitude and

despair. The prospect of a whole winter to be spent

within these confines, shut out from the open world

that had been growing so large and splendid for him,

filled him at times with a sudden frantic desire to

escape. Had not his father at once taken up again

the rigorous training of cold baths and outdoor exer-

cise, had he not taken him on long walks to Roxbury,

to Dorchester, even to Brookline, where the boy might

see a bit of green and an opening-up of things, the

boy would surely have carried out his resolution to

run away. To run where? Anywhere to liberty and

freedom !

He had partly revived from the first shock, when

his ruthless father placed him in the Brimmer School

on Common Street. Louis found it vile ; unspeakably

gloomy ; a filthy prison for children. He learned noth-

ing. There was no one to teach him, and what he

saw there shall not be recorded here. So passed the

winter; Louis looking, ever aimlessly, yearning, for

a teacher. As a rose springs upward from the muck

and puts forth gracious blooming, even so out of the

muck of this school a re-action sprang up, a fervent

hungered yearning within, for a kindred spirit to arise

that might illumine him and in whom he might rejoice ;

a spirit utterly human that would break down the

dam made within him by sanctioned suppressions and

routine, that there might pour out of him the gathered
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cesspool, and the waters of his life again flow on. Of and South Boston. Thus there gradually arose within

such nature was the hunger of a well-fed child.

As the Boston winter of '64 was groaning on its

way to the tomb of all winters, Mamma was again

stricken with diphtheria ; and again she recovered. The

city winter passed , a city springtime passed . With

vacation at hand, Louis returned to his grandparents,

resumed his activities now enlarged in scope, and in

the fall returned to the City, his wounds somewhat

healed. He was immediately placed in the newly or-

ganized Rice School,-temporarily housed in another

gloomy structure, but not so foul-at that time situ-

ated on the west side of Washington Street and a

short distance south of Dover Street. Here he learned

nothing at first except in-so-far as there was a sort

of mechanical infiltration going on. But, at a nearbyBut, at a nearby

book store, "Beadle's Dime Novels" appeared in a

whirlwind of popularity. Louis Sullivan pounced upon

them. He devoured the raw melodramas and cried for

more. Here at last was Romance ! Here again were

great men doing great deeds. Here was action in the

open. He could live these scenes. He could visualize

these acts even within the deadly philistine air of

Washington Street and its Rice School where he was

supposed to know that 2 :4 :: 4 :8. He did not espe-

cially care for the standardized lady in the case who

was always ravishingly beautiful and always eighteen ;

and to the villain he was sometimes lenient, but

the hero, that magnificent man-god whose ear had just

been grazed by the arrow of a huge red savage-him

he took to his bosom. He got a thrill out of every

page, which was more than he ever got out of the

school. He was to remain at this school for several

years, during which time he slowly became citified.

His activities naturally spread over an ever widening

field ; and these years were filled with multifarious

details large and small. His geographical ventures ex-

tended from South Reading as a center to Stoneham ,

Woburn, North Reading, Sangus and Ipswich ; and

from Boston as a center to Rockport, Gloucester, Mar-

blehead, Salem, Lynn and Nahant ; and southward into

Jamaica Plains. Between Boston and South Reading

were dotted, as villages or hamlets, Somerville, Malden ,

Melrose, Greenville and South Reading Junction .

West of the Junction was a small affair called Crystal

Lake, with bare and sterile surroundings, including an

ice-house on its northern shore. The big pond to the

north of South Reading-then a village of possibly two

thousand souls-was officially known as Lake Quan-

napowitt. From the western shore of this lake pro-

jected a promontory, and within this promontory was

a cemetery.

During these years, Louis Sullivan, always inquisitive

and fool-hardily curious, had ferreted out every street,

alley and blind court, and dock and wharf from end

to end and crosswise within the limits of Boston, and

had made partial explorations of Charleston , Chelsea

his consciousness a clearing sense of what a city meant

objectively as a solid conglomerate of diverse and more

or less intricate activities. He began indeed to sense

the city as a power-unknown to him before-a power

new-risen above his horizon ; a power that extended

the range and amplified the content of his own child-

dream of power as he had seen it manifested in the

open within the splendid rhythm of the march of the

seasons. Nevertheless, he saw, in his boy-way, and

felt it strongly, a great mysterious contrast between

the two. In the open all was free, expansive and

luminous. In the city all was contraction, density,

limitation , and a cruel concentration. He felt that

between himself and the city, as such, lay a harsh antag-

onism that seemed forever insoluble ; as though men

had made the city when they were mad ; and that as

it grew under their hands it had mastered and con-

fined them. Yet men, women and children seemed to

move about freely enough at certain hours. These

waves of doubt and apprehension came and passed at

intervals, but each wave left its precipitate, in solution

as it were, in the boy's quizzical mind. He became

less and less unfriendly toward the school, as sporadic

knowledge crept out of his books and took on a certain

segregated appearance of validity, having slight con-

nection , however, with his own world. He ceased to

be wholly rebellious, and took his small doses of formal

routine education much as he might take a medicine

supposedly for his good. Thus far his father had been

his only successful teacher.

The boy had acquired and was continuing to acquire

the education he possessed partly through a series of

shocks-frequently humiliating-which inverted his il-

lusions into realities ; partly through his own keen pow-

ers of observation , and perhaps something in the way

of intuition ; but mainly and fundamentally through

his high sensitiveness to externals which, always with

him, took on character, definition and, as it were, a

personality. He was now ripe for another shock.

One day his father took him on a walk to South

Boston, and made him run up a high hill on the top

of which was a reservoir. This altitude reached , a

great view spread before them. The boy at once be-

came exalted with awe at the living presence and

expanding power of Mother Earth. Never-since the

long forgotten days of Halifax-had he reached such

a peak of observation. His father's love for "scenery"

had taken them there.had taken them there. As the boy gazed in thrilling

wonder, his father called attention, one after another,

to special points of beauty in the land and water-

scape, finally coming around to the Blue Hills, which

indeed were blue and enchanting against the far hori-

zon and its haze. After explaining the nature of the

haze, father called attention to two outstanding peaks,

near together but differing in size, and asked his son

a point-blank question :-Which of the two hills is the
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larger? His son walked straight into the trap, saying

that of course the larger one was the larger-why

did Papa ask? Then the trap fell-knocking Louis

senseless for Papa said, (beyond a doubt maliciously

he said it) that the smaller was the larger. When Louis

came to, he protested vehemently ; but Papa said he had

been there and knew. Then, relenting, believing he

had carried his practical joke far enough, he told his

son, seriously, that the effect, the appearance, the il-

lusion was, in fact, due to what he called PERSPEC-

TIVE; and the nature of this particular perspective,

and perspective in general, he explained with notable

skill, simplicity, and with many objective instances.

But Louis instead of receiving this information with

acclaim and joy, as a new world opening before him,

was deeply saddened and perturbed. His father, sin-

cerely believing he was educating his own, came near

to destroying him . He was no psychologist, he had

indeed but little human sympathy or insight-hence he

had no suspicion of what was going on beneath the

surface of his own son. For had not that son built

up a cherished world all his own, a world made up of

dreams, of practicalities, of deep faith, of unalloyed

acceptance of externals, only now to find that world

trembling and tottering on its foundations, threatening

to collapse upon him, or to vanish before this new

and awful revelation from the unseen. This ghostly

apparition which his father called "perspective" ter-

rorized him. What his father said about it did not

help. For behind the perspective that the father saw

was a perspective that the child saw-invisible to the

father. It was MYSTERY-a mystery that lay be-

hind appearances, and within appearances, and in front

of appearances, a mystery which if penetrated might

explain and clarify all, as his father had explained and

clarified a little. Did this mystery reside also in his

lovely slender elm tree ? Was his great friend the

ash tree involved in mystery? Was the sunrise that

had glorified him and the earth around him part of this

mysterious perspective that lay behind appearances, that

lay behind even the clear apparition his father called

perspective? Must he lose his faith in what seemed

real? Was Boston itself and all within it but a mask

and a lie? Was there within it and behind it a per-

spective, a mystery which if understood might reveal

and clarify it, making it intelligible ? Could this mys-

tery be penetrated ? He was determined it should be,

soon or late- and that he would do it. Thus had a

father's playful joke set up in a child a raging fer-

mentation. Such high-pitched emotion could not last.

Such vision was bound to fade. Such fear must pass.

And so it happened. The turmoil, the chaos lasted

but as the span of a day-dream. But within that

dream, within that turmoil, there awakened a deeper

dream that has not passed. Thus Louis Sullivan ac-

cepted and rejected ; rejected and accepted.

He returned to the school and the streets which

""

were much the same thing to him. At recess he

promptly announced that he could lick any boy of his

size. Whereupon "his size" knocked him in the eye,

and the two "sizes" went at it, according to regula-

tions which consisted in beginning fairly and ending

foully-two boys rolling over and over in the middle

of the street, in the center of an eager, urging, admir-

ing circle of excited ruffians of varied sizes, who cried

at the proper time : "He's had enough ; let him up.'

Sometimes Louis ' prophecies were verified. Sometimes

they proved unfortunate . But it was all the same,

all in the game ; and there was established in the

school a "Who's Who" that never reached print.

Moreover there was established a Hierarchy in which

each "who" was definitely ranked according to the

who's he could lick, and the who's and sizes who could

lick him. And while all this was going on, Louis

picked up, in addition to a bit of geography and arith-

metic, every form of profanity, every bit of slang, and

every particle of verbal garbage he could assimilate.

In other words he was one of the gang and a tough.

But his honor required that he refrain from licking

the good boys just because they were good-which

could not be said of some.

He was progressing so well at school, his mother

thought for his teacher so certified for reasons

unknown-perhaps to conceal the truth-that she

believed it time he learn to play the piano. Louis

thought otherwise. Mamma was stern , Louis yielded .

Mamma promised it should be half an hour only, every

day. She placed her watch in good faith on the piano

shelf-fatal error-and the series began. It was not

that Louis disliked music ; quite the contrary. Had

not his parents but recently taken him to Boston

Music Hall, there to hear a great Oratorio rendered

by the Haendel and Hayden Society ? Had he not

been overwhelmed by the rich volume and splendor of

choral harmonies-again a new and revealing world?

Had he not thrilled to the call : "Lift up your heads,

O ye gates ; and be ye lift up , ye everlasting doors ;

and the King of Glory shall come in."

Was he not always teasing his mother to play for

him any one of a group of brilliant five-fingered exer-

cises arranged as stately compositions ? No; Louis

loved his Mamma but hated the piano when annexed

to himself. So the series moved on to disaster. The

five-finger work bored him, the dinky tunes enraged

him ; he watched the watch, he kicked the piano, he

struck false notes, he became utterly unruly ; and at

the agonizing end of one especially bad half-hour,

Mamma burst into hysterical tears ; and Louis, seeing

the damage he had done, threw his arms about her

neck and cried his heart out with her. Thus the series

ended, by mutual understanding and Mamma's for-

giveness—as Mamma's tears still flowed from bitterly

swollen eyes, as she gazed blindly in unspeakable sor-

row at her repentant but incorrigible son. But-let it
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be said in a whisper-Mamma should have known that

Louis' hands were not made for the piano. Louis did

not know it ; yet there lay all the trouble.

Then the father thought he would teach his son

drawing. His son thought otherwise. His son de-

tested drawing. The prospect of copying a litho

graphic plate setting forth a mangle, a step-ladder, a

table, a mop and a pail, was not alluring. Louis

demurred. Father thought a thrashing would help

along some. He started in. A she-wolf glared. He

quailed-End of still-born drawing lesson. No series.

Meanwhile the name of the village of South Reading

was, by popular vote, changed to Wakefield. Cyrus

Wakefield, rattan magnate, thought it good business

to offer a new town hall in exchange for his name.

The townspeople thought so too. The deed was done ;

both deeds were done ; and, as if on a magic carpet

the farm that Louis had lived on floated from South

Reading into Wakefield-meanwhile remaining station-

ary as of yore. This occurred in the summer of 1868

when Louis was in his twelfth year.

Meanwhile, also , in 1868, a new school building

was in course of construction on new made land in

the Back Bay district. It was to be up to date in

all respects, and was to be called The Rice Grammar

School Building.

In the winter of this year, Mamma, for the fifth

time, was stricken with diphtheria and her life des-

paired of. She pulled through on a perilous margin.

Father, now thoroughly frightened, finally got it

through his head that the east winds meant death. So

in the summer of 1869 he moved his family to Chi-

cago- leaving Louis behind, to live with his grand-

parents, and continue his education. Louis sobbed on

his Mother's shoulder, but was much relieved to say

to his father: Good-by! Now he was free !

(To be continued)

TH

Towered Cities -- II

By GEORGIANNA GODDARD KING

Photographs by E. H. LOWBER*

HE cities of Spain are more precious than any-

thing they contain ; and that is the ultimate

miracle. You cannot enumerate and itemize

Toledo or Cuenca like a museum, or like Venice, or

like the Lake Country of England . You cannot offer

a picture of Alarcón or Trujillo, though you may

photograph in Bruges or sketch in Toulouse. It is

as the traveller from southern Tuscany feels the heart

in his bosom stirred by the thought of Radicofani

hanging far off in the pale air, or indeed by the very

name of Acquapendente, though he cannot explain what

he means in a London hotel to his brother-in-law.

Take these just named , Toledo and Cuenca and Alar-

cón. They are set high, and look abroad through a

blue immeasurable distance, and rivers lie coiled about

their feet ; as on the coins of eastern capitals, Antioch

or Lystra, Iconium or Barata, the city sits enthroned

upon her mountain and the river-god is under her

sandal ; she is consecrated with a mural crown or she

wears the horned moon for a jewel on her brow.

No two of them are alike in memory, notwithstand

ing. At Toledo the brown Tagus has cut down

through the purple shale and there is not a blade

of green to be seen : the cigarrales, where you walk on

the heights over against the city, are set out with

silvery agave tipping the red earth banks or planted

Photographs reproduced by permission of the Hispanic Society

of America,

look across
youwith olive orchards blue as smoke where

their tops to the ancient city. At the weirs the river

shows its teeth, and sends up irregularly a faint rust-

ling noise, lost when a mule shakes his bells on the

Puente de S. Martin, and from high among the rocks

still you may hear his driver, "Arré, burro!" At

the sanctuary of Our Lady of the Valley, terraced out

where two gorges are cloven down toward the stream-

side, a little bell clatters and whimpers below your feet ;

it is sunset there above the darkening waters, though

across on its citadel height the Alcazar shines bright

as marble and the cathedral spire is filmy and fair, and

the grave male towers of brickwork, S. Thomás, and

S. Roman, and S. Andrés, and the twin towers of the

Baptist are ruddy till long after the bell has ceased.

Then the Toledo of Greco is seen in lilac-blue ; like

an enchanted city it hangs its towers against a sky

as pale as glass, and darkness comes up cold out ofthe

river-gorges, and the sound of the waters is constant.

Flocks go by on the road with a hurried tinkle and a

muffled patter. Walking is easy on that lonely road,

in the clear dark, where Angel Guerra passed so many

times ; but the descent is long to the bridge where

about the piers the foam-flecks swirl white and lisp ;

and the climb is even longer by narrow winding streets

where the third turn to the right and then two to

the left may signify the way home, but anything else

means getting lost completely.
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Cuenca is unlike Toledo, as Rachel is unlike Leah.

Among all the memories of wayfaring in Alps and

Pyrenees, of the Velay, of the seaside peaks of Greece,

there is none to overpass or outweigh that of the far-

flung approach by the western road to where Cuenca

couches like a lioness in the gateway of the hills. About

Cuenca* the streams are swift and clear ; below Cuenca

the poplars are tall and never still. The houses cling

to the rocks like nests of swallows that have returned

with recurrent seasons longer than recollection can

count. Up the gorge of the Jalón the rocks are tossing

with creepers, planted with vines and gourds and

heavy-leaved fig-trees ; and the noble arches of the

ing through the upper gate the traveller goes on up ,

where peasants come down driving their two or three

donkeys or where long strings of mules shake their ears

and stamp before the little venta that thrives just out of

reach of the octroi. The shade and the wine are cool

there ; but indeed tavernors and landladies are uncom-

monly well-provided and friendly along all this out-

lying edge of New Castile.

The gates hereabouts are built like castles, with two

good strong square towers and an arch between, de-

fensible from either side, whether invaders were to be

kept out or rebels, belike, besieged . The tradition of

these fortifications is perhaps Arabic, for Cuenca was

TRUJILLO: BIRTHPLACE OF PIZZARO

Moors' aqueduct close the view at the last turn. Up

the valley of the Jucar the hillsides are austerer, stubble-

marked and gravelly by turns ; as we leaned on the

bridge in autumn a boy stopped to lean beside us and

look, and cried out, "The wood is coming down !"

Yes, all the tall sweet-scented pines which were cut

back in the hills through the long summer months, now

that the autumnal rains had swollen the stream, were

floating down, lazily, dangerously ; by next morning

the men were out with steel-shod poles at the turns and

bridges, and at the pool below the town they never

rested.

The town itself reaches back into the hills, and

* See March, 1919.

pass-

founded by the Moors and a long time held by them ;

it fell finally to Alfonso VIII and belongs, though not

to the domain of the Order of Santiago already estab-

lished at Uclés, yet to that region and to the style of

the Order.

To the eastern marches of Santiago, and the protec-

tion and influence of Uclés, belongs the forgotten city

of Alarcón. It is situated on the Jucar, a good bit

further down its course, and close to the old road

that comes up from Valencia to Madrid, passing near

Uclés and through Tarancon and Aranjuez. Cuenca

is not on this road , but the way from Cuenca to the

sea comes into it at Minglanilla, soon enough to take its

passage through the superb gorge of the river Cabriel.
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Thence we drove through glittering wheat-stubble

and purpled vineyards to Alarcón by way of Motilla

del Palancer. I take the name of that tiny and ancient

burgh to indicate some perishing memory of a mound

and a palisade. The walled village lies hardly bigger

than a grange but with castle-keep and church yet stand-

ing, yet habitable, and the white argosies slowly sail-

ing overhead. It is not only picturesque but entirely

typical of these wide upland plains reconquered only as

the twelfth century closed ; and the village was all pink,

stone, plaster and rooftiles alike.

Thence we dropped steeply to the river valley, which

is said to be lovely when wheat is green. North-

ward a mound showed the site of Valhermosa ; it was

just the situation where Cistercians loved to alight.

The earth hereabout is almost Indian red, and already

on Holy Cross Day ( 14 September) it was turned up

by the autumn ploughing. Milky green, the river lay

in the burning metal of the hillsides. Breath of the

thyme that stood pallid amid the dark patches of

juniper and rosemary, mingled with the scent of the

fresh-turned clods. A lonely tower on the edge of the

world marked the city ; only as the trotting mare came

close the square towers of the gate-house rose up,

and beyond that the keep with overhanging battle-

ments ; then the whole grey mass of the Alcazar loomed

like a ship in the offing ; lastly a grey churchtower or

twain could be made out beyond. Where the bridge

entered the town, with but a short steep climb to

breast the hill-crest, we looked far down, at the left,

past crumbling banks to the Alpine-green water fleck-

ed with white, and a terraced road that toiled over

the bastions of the opposite hill. So from the Alcazar,

on the other hand, we peered into another gorge where

the arched gateways of the walls spanned only sheep-

tracks now, and the juniper and wall-flowers rooted

in the scars of machicolations. The city that once had

covered the level plaintop and looked abroad with level

gaze over the immense and rose-colored Castilian plain,

had once pitched down grey streets steeper than

Toledo's to the river's side, and the grey walls had

climbed steeper than the red walls of Daroca and had

guarded a haughtier citadel.

Like Cuenca, Alarcón was an Arab city, as indeed

its name declares, and it has an Arab history. Situ-

ated on a road and a river, it was impregnable. The

tall soft-footed brown nobility of Abderrahman and

Hixem had swung their white cloaks up and down these

narrow streets, the steepest terraces had showered rose-

petals on climbing jasmine vines below when caged

nightingales awoke the full moon of May ; and Christ-

ian dames, wedded in lawful and noble alliance, had

dreamed away long years of sheltered life, to sleep

under the cypress trees of a Moslem cemetery at the

last. When the eldest son of the Emir Yusuf, Mo-

hammed Abul Asul , feigning blindness , had fled hither

from a prison in Cordova and raised a rebel flag, the

north had risen to follow him ; but against the tur-

baned hosts, Arab and Berber both, that were too

strong for Castilians and Leonese, his frontiersmen and

colonists had no chance ; back here he came to die in

785, unknown to all. The silent months and years of

secret, objectless existence were spent, perhaps, in

watching the constellations, and solaced with such

poetry as that of the Almerian, Ibrahim ibn Chaf-

adshe :-

I live in sorrow, dreaming of a city far away ;

Thither I would travel, longing all the long slow

day ;

But when the nightfall rings me round, and dark-

ness closes over,

And winds awake, I give to them the message of

a lover:

"Bear my love, O north wind, on your winnowing

wings,

And, south wind, to my well-belov'd carry my

questions !"

3
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A hundred years later the famous adventurer Hafsun

garrisoned and held thegarrisoned and held the place ; in 1038 the Emir ofthe place ; in 1038 the Emir of

Toledo here drafted an army to fight against the

barbarous conquerors of Cordova ; though Alfonso VI ,

who took Toledo, took Alarcón as well, it lapsed again

into the free dominion of the Mostem for another

century. The Toledo Annals record that in 1184

Alfonso VIII captured the city and ten years later

gave it to the Knights of S. James. But they did not

keep it. Often the Annals repeat the name, for the

inhabitants were men of war, and they fought as a

free commune in the great battle of Las Navas,

turned back the Moslem rush from Europe. In the

Chronicles thereafter the name is frequent, for the

position was important and the Procurators of the

city figure largely in the reign of John II. The wealth

of the city lasted so late that all the surviving churches

belong to the age of Charles V and show the plater-

esque style. A lord of Alarcón was famous in the

battle of Pavia, and the gesture of Velázquez's general.

perhaps belongs to him and to the proud hour when the

captive François I was consigned to his charge : "his

Commentaries," says Ford, " are truly chivalrous and

interesting." Few traces of the Gothic age remain ;

an arched doorway is serving still for daily passage ;

here and there, built into a house wall or rolled up

against a sunny door-jamb, may be seen the English

dog-tooth moulding that the English Queen Leonor

brought to Cuenca. The churches seem abandoned

and not only locked but nailed up, impossible to visit ,

though there is said to be a good retable with two

more flanking it, in S. Juan. Of Santiago nothing is

left : S. Domingo de Silos surprisingly flowers around.

the portal in to the scalloped cusping familiar in the
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west country, at Zamora and Toro. In the plat-

eresque church of the Trinity the nave has fallen , but

the tower yet stands and under a ribbed vault a street

runs through, as quaintly as at Daroca.

In the church of S. Maria, which is almost square,

three bays by three with side chapels, the form certainly

preserves the foundations of the chief mosque. We en-

tered the church as the village band was ending the

Creed, and dropped on our knees at the back : pro-

cedure of which the outcome was not so devotional

as the intention , for the entire congregation wheeled

about to stare and I think the only eyes which saw

the Elevation of the Host were the paroco's and our

own. It should be said that the village band was made

up of excellent musicians, and there was a great glory

in the Sanctus given out by horns and bassoons, and

the Benedictus culminating with drums and cymbals.

It was a Feast of the Cross and the Faith, and eleven

processions, separate and successive , escorted about the

town to pipe and tabor the huge Crucifix, and the

Cura vested in cope and beretta under a grey linen

umbrella. We noted that the individual offerings in

the sacristy, which paid for these, while some were in

money, were, some of them, in wheat.

The houses have no more than two stories, not even

a noble casa solar that regards gravely the trodden

earth of the plaza, and everything was very white with

lime-wash. The schoolmaster was a gentle creature of

infinite courtesy, with that distinction which comes

only from gifts of the spirit and is worn only by the

meek. With all its fragrance of Moorish legend and

its brave tales of the Italian wars, after all its romance

and pride, Alarcón is now no more than a " rock that

angels haunt on the mountains visitant."

From Alarcón to Trujillo is not so far as it looks

on the map, for though each was free and independent,

the history of both cities is interwoven with that

of the Military Orders and the same knights recovered

them both for the Cross within a year's space ; and ,

again, the architecture of both belongs to the age of

foreign conquest in the Renaissance. If the Warder

of François I is claimed by the one, the conqueror of

Peru is claimed by the other.

Trujillo, that belongs to the world of granite, is

picturesque in a more romantic and obvious way, one

more European than the other hilltowns of this ac-

count. From afar it is seen and lost and described

again hanging against the sky, as the road runs over

granite hill-pasture and dips into oak woods and comes

up into sheep-pasturage. The upper town can show the

birthplace of the Pizzaro brothers ; the lower, the palace

that they built, where Hernando, having lived out his

hundred years, died alone at last. Not the situation

alone but the very air of the place will recall to the

traveller certain hill-towns in Italy.

Yet the settlement is ancient ; and moon-marked

stones declare that there once Astarte or Anahita was

worshipped, and the city shield still bears the Queen of

Heaven, and Cervantes has a pretty phrase about the

old worship of Diana transferred but unaltered . The

Arabs prized the place and their baths may be seen

there yet, and their cistern ; and another cistern has

been lately built, identical in plan.* Indeed the water

was always good here, and plentiful. The church of

S. James, in the upper town, from which the Con-

quistadores took their license, has been stripped for

sale of what the French and the revolutionaries had

spared ; but S. Maria is still magnificent, in a fifteenth-

century style but loftier, purer and more elegant ; high

and not too wide, with a good nave, arcade and chapels

that perform the office of transepts, and a magnificent

Primitive retable of five-and-twenty panels.

The Renaissance building in Trujillo was late and

sudden and short : it is very pure, rich and lovely.

To concentrate ornament on a single window in a

granite wall was learned in Salamanca for a great ex-

cellence and practised here as a badge of subtle pride ;

the window is often set in the corner of the house and

in time one learns not to mislike it there. Along a steep

street above the square is set a palace that turns on

itself at an angle and carries a small and exquisite

loggia opening up there in the wing, topped by another

story, which has more of delicate and reticent beauty

than can be expressed .

The finest of all the houses flanking the vast square

below had such another loggia, though now built up

and such another window ; the town hall is open on the

ground floor, set upon arches like those of Bergamo

and Como ; Hernando Pizzaro's palace is the biggest

and splendidest of all . But indeed it were a week's

work to learn the houses here, and a month's lesson to

savour all the history. In the upper town the castle

still crumbles, and the houses are built into and over

against the living rock, and the walls reach down and

out, and by the towers you may know the site thirty

miles off. Granite is the temper of the race : courage

and freedom have nested in that eyrie like eagles that

come back to their rock.

There is a tale of the Constable D. Alvaro de Luna ;

how he discussed the surrender of it with a Bachelor

that was the Princess Catharine's representative, under

the postern gate, and suddenly the two clinched and

rolled down the steep sward ; and when the Constable's

men picked them up they kept the Bachellor and so

got the city ; there is another of the Master D. Juan

Pacheco , how he died when besieging the place and the

Alcayde surrendered to a dead man, and was torn

to pieces afterward by the populace in a Gallegan town.

Always strange haps and disastrous chances fell thick,

* See photograph, August, 1921.
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and the French sacked and burnt, Wellington being

more occupied with sparing his troops than with saving

his allies. Yet spotless and untarnished is still the

shield, and the great memory of the adventurers who

went out to the Conquest of the Southern Sea.

Pizzaro may have been born out of wedlock, as

legend says, but he was born in a casa solar; it is

doubtful whether he herded swine under the live-oaks

of the adjacent hills, but certain that he learned to

manage men from his father who was a captain in the

Italian wars.
He went early to the quest of honour

and fortune in the New World just announced , and

he went first to the search for Peru and the Pacific

and the man-eating hordes of the south, that wore

feather-woven raiment and drank human blood from

cups of soft and virgin gold. A kinsman of Hernando

Cortes, he had already crossed the Isthmus with Balboa,

and again alone, when at last the great adventure of

the South beset his imagination, "and," says the his-

torian, "he drew a line with his sword's point as the

term of the immense labors necessary for the conquest ,

and invited whoso would cross with his." Of the

thirteen men who took that step that day, one other

was a fellow from Trujillo ; it was but a single step,

but it was the first of a long way to go. Francisco

Pizzaro was to see his home twice again , to collect

money and bring back his brethren with him, and to

leave his bones in Peru. D. Gonzalo Pizzaro died also

in the Americas, and D. Hernando was falsely accused,

and wore out twenty years in prison before his enemies

were confuted and his honor vindicated. Then he

came home to dream, in the granite streets and under

the oak-woods, of strange cities planted among the

clouds and of the gorgeous swamps ofthe Amazon,

of long-dead companions in arms whose faces were

plainer to consciousness than those of their children's

children who passed and saluted him inthe square

and pointed him out to one another, noting what medal

he wore in his cap and what fashions he trimmed his

beard.

Along the road, in coming from Caceres to Trujillo ,

we had seen the broad strip of turf left on either side

of the roadway for pasture of the sheep in the long

travelling of the mesta, the annual migration ; and as

we came back in the diligence after nightfall we were

to see the shepherds. It was winter time, but here-

abouts the oaks are evergreen and, herdsmen still shake

down acorns, as on cathedral portals, to fatten their

swine ; we had seen the clean sweet city, so ruddy and

fresh-smelling, so like lusty age ; we had halted in the

darkness at a venta black against the stars. There

lights were flaring and thence as the door opened the

whining bagpipe could be heard, and coplas in a long

crying, and rude mirth. At the side a fire smelling of

juniper flung up hissing sparks that danced above the

red and yellow flames. Out came a sunburnt shepherd

in his sheepskins, in his soft, peaked hat like a Sicilian

or Vergilian figure, to peer into the diligence, with

pipe in hand and shaggy wallet on shoulder to whom

we gave a piece of silver for pity of his long travelling.

TRUJILLO UPPER TOWN AND TOWERS DESCENDING
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To Foreign Lands in a Paper Boat

By IRVING K. POND

Toward the end of July I opened a package contain-

ing foreign architectural periodicals which I began imme-

diately to peruse with the idea of reviewing for the

JOURNAL. Fate interposed and sent me post-haste to the

hospital to be diagnosed, doctored and set surgically to

rights ; and here am I after mid-September taking up the

task which was so rudely interrupted ; for fate can be

rude, though in the end it was very kind to me. I preface

this article thus that the reader may know why at this

late date his attention is called to events so long past,

such as the election of the new council of the R. I. B. A.,

the bestowal of the R. I. B. A. gold medal upon Thomas

Hastings, Esq., and other matters which by this time are

more or less ancient history.

one in opposition, as one of the "burning" questions of the

day. It is more than that. It is, like all controversial

matters in architectural policy and practice, a perpetually

"burning" question-a burning question for all time. It

is like an asbestos gas log. One can instantly produce a

flame and incandescence merely by turning on a cock

simultaneously with knocking the ashes out of one's pipe.

Unification and Registration are as perpetually burning

with our British brethren as competition procedure,

prying a fellow architect loose from his job, and the

schedule with its absolutely impossible interpretations and

possible and altogether probable misinterpretations are

with us. By the bye, some of our British confrères are

considering a sliding scale, not at all dissimilar to that

From "The Architect" From "The Architect"

LONDON COUNTY HALL

Front from the southeast

Ralph Knott, F.R.I.B.A., Selected Architect

W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., Council's Official Architect

The Hastings incident involves nothing of a controver-

sial nature-everybody is satisfied, everybody is happy.

Everybody by this time has read the presentation address

and the learned and lengthy response of the recipient .

Everybody knows that it was the intention of the Royal

Institute in bestowing the medal at this time not only to

honor a great American architect, but also to indicate a

kindly appreciation on the part of the British architects

of the high place which American architecture generally

holds in the domain of architectural art today. So we

all are made happy in Thomas Hastings' supreme happi-

ness.

British Architects and Unification

One of the periodicals before me refers good-humoredly

to that which caused the retirement of the old Council of

the Royal Institute to private life, and the election of

LONDON COUNTY HALL

River Crescent and Members' Terrace

Ralph Knott, F.R.I.B.A. , Selected Architect

W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., Council's Official Architect

which our own Institute refused to hear discussed some

dozen years ago. I was interested in the attitude of the

British architectural press toward the election of the new

Council of the Institute which carries a repudiation of

the majority report of the Institute Committee on Unifi-

cation and Registration and an, at least partial, endorse-

ment of the minority report. The tone of The Architect,

which is anti U. and R., is , in a measure, exultant ; that

of the pro U. and R., The Architects' Journal, is a bit

depressed ; as though one should say : God's will be done,

(though not too fully nor over too extended a period ! ) .

The paper hopes for better things in the end. And so

does The Architect, which is opposed to both Unification

and statutory Registration ; its feelings, as expressed in

the issue before me, and my own are very much in accord.

I stated mine in this space in August last and need not

repeat them now, but I was gratified that, counter to my

prophecy, the British Institute was not swept off its feet
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by the present craze. By the way, while I appreciated

being quoted in the Journal of the Society of Architects

for June, I am sorry that in so far as the remarks on

"Who is an Architect" are concerned, proper credit

should not have been given to "W. P. B.," who alone was

responsible.

Architecture of the Aliens

• •

In The Architect one modest little review of "The

American House" challenges my attention : "The best

American houses are those which are built on simple,

classical lines. In these two types, the ordered

classical house and those founded on Colonial precedent,

the greatest success has been achieved. To these we

might add the fine house based on Spanish traditional

lines, many of which are to be found in the West." Is it

because the classical and Colonial houses are sticking so

closely to English precedent that The Architect finds them

pleasing? Are these houses "successful" because they are

in a style already over-developed and run to seed ; a style

in which there is no chance for imagination or play of

fancy? "But where American architects attempt to base

the designs on Tudor or earlier precedents of earlier

character they almost uniformly come to grief. It is to

be hoped that American architects will either abandon

the attempt to do what is evidently alien to them or give

more time and study to the English precedents which they

do not yet seem to understand." My opinion is that

when any architect, British or American, draws academi-

cally on these former styles his work is lacking in fancy,

in vigor, and in charm. The Tudor and the earlier forms

are no more alien to the American than are the "ordered

classical" or the Colonial or, for that matter, the Spanish.

We, some of us over here, came to America by the way

of Normandy and Britain, long ago, perhaps, but with

a heritage in common with the best of the Britons of

today. In fact there is nothing "alien" to us Americans

if you take us as a whole. What we have to do is to take

what is fundamental and basic in all the architectural

manifestation to which we are heir and upon those funda-

mentals base what in time will be a rich, complete and

unified expression of ourselves. That is why some of us

think that America is not helped in the solution of her

problems by those who are content to copy, slavishly or

otherwise, Tudor, Colonial- which is Georgian French,

Italian, German, Scandinavian or South European

architectural motifs or social customs. We, some of us,

admire in some of the British their power to get at

fundamentals and on those fundamentals to build sin-

cerely. There is nothing slavish or dilettante in the work

of Norman Shaw, H. Wilson, the always charming Ernest

George, the vigorous and virile Leonard Stokes, the less

vigorous but still virile Aston Webb, G. Gilbert Scott,

and many others who, like these, inspire in a real Ameri-

can a spirit of emulation. I can well imagine that some

of the American return to or insistence upon fundamentals

might seem an expression of crudity in some British eyes.

Indeed I was so impressed when I read the closing lines

of the principal address at the recent convention or gather-

ing of the R. I. B. A. at Cardiff. Now in quoting the

"poem," with which the speaker urged cautionary

measures, the American would not have tried to soften

the fundamentals in the cause of refinement. He would

have used the original word "swim" rather than "bathe"

and, rather than "gooseberry bush," the staunch old

"hickory limb," which you will note rhymes with "swim,"

would have been suggested as the proper object upon

which darling daughter should hang her clothes. Men

(and daughters) swam thousands upon thousands of

years, probably, before they bathed. At this late day

no daughter would think of asking her mother's permission

to bathe. (But, after all, therein perhaps is where the

pleasantry lies—and all these years since babyhood I have

missed it) .

This same number of The Architect gives several illus-

trations of the grossly misapplied architectural embellish-

ments of the saloons of a mammoth ocean liner, only the

editor does not so catalogue them, and also we are

given plans and illustrations of the new London County

Council building-the London County Hall-and here I

feel myself up against something whereof by nature and

training I am unqualified to speak. However, in spite of

that feeling I speak. I remember the design which won

the competition. There was a "crescent" bitten out of the

plan as at present, but its center was filled with an im-

portant circular structure which served to unify that

elevation. That structure does not now appear and evi-

dently there is no provision for it in the future. It looks

almost as if some monstrous, unfeeling giant had bitten

out a hunk and left the building mutilated in plan and

elevation. Originally the curving roof of the crescent

finished against important architectural features. Now

the unfinished ends of the roof call mutely and sorrow-

fully to be extended-the arc calls for completion in a

great circle-but the call will never be heeded. The

huge rusticated corner masses of the pavilions, themselves

out of all scale, exist seemingly only to buttress gro-

tesquely gigantic arches above, and interfering with the

function of which, the wall has been boldly pierced for

light.

How much more charming and gracious would have

been John Belcher's carefully studied design, which was

placed second, than this-but I realize that I am un-

fitted by temperament and training to deal with some

aspects of the architectural art.

Matters of Varied Interest

The Architects' Journal is giving considerable space to

the modern theatre. Many of the playhouses are weird

and fantastic in design as in execution. Probably one

should not treat the architecture of the theatre as real

any more than one should consider what goes on upon

the stage as having any relation to real life. What goes

on within is all illusion, all hectic, all hollow, all mimicry,

so why should the shell present other than these charac-

teristics?

I am not speaking of the literary drama but of play

acting and the husk in which it rattles about. I am

speaking now from the standpoint of the man of

action who goes to the playhouse to escape life. I may

present another point of view at some more opportune

time.
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Architecture in Letters

Architecture is holding its own in literature in Great

Britain. F. R. Jelley, A.R.I.B.A., has an interesting

paper in The Architects' Journal on Architects in Popular

Literature, in which he conceives that architects have

been none too pleasingly presented from Pecksniff on :

from Dickens down to Wells. Mr. Galsworthy, who is

included in the indictment, answers in a later number in

genial vein, indicating that the characters are treated

rather as characters than as architects and that architects

should not be more sensitive than lawyers or doctors or

others are, or should be, who have had their like held up

to the mirror of literary art. That architecture is a

subject of general interest in Great Britain-as perhaps in

no other country-is evident from the fact that the

columns of the great metropolitan and provincial dailies

and weeklies are open to real discussions of architectural

principles and theory and practice rather than mere news

and real estate items. In these discussions architecture

is treated as art, as a possible living art, and given a

dignified position and treated in its ideal relationships to

society.

The Architects' Journal, for example, while lamenting

that the topic is ignored by the bulk of the press , says :

"To this scandalous and unwarrantable neglect there have

been always honorable exceptions . The more dignified

and distinguished of the newspapers, both in London and

in the country, maintained the tradition that, no matter

how apathetic the 'masses,' the 'classes' liked to see in

their chosen periodicals an occasional reference to so

refined a subject as architecture. Occasionally it was

accorded hospitality in the Reviews, where Sir E. Beckett

Denison's diatribes, or Mr. Emmett's sardonically

humorous censures, or, finally, Mr. March-Phillips'

graceful perversities, were each and all welcomed as

leavening the mass. More than any other contemporary

writer, Mr. March-Phillips was successful in showing

how fascinating a subject architecture can be made in the

hands of a skillful writer, and eventually the Morning

Post offered him a large audience to which to preach, at

regular and frequent intervals, the gospel of good build-

ing. He was thus able to convince many readers and a

few editors that architecture is a subject that can be

invested with singular charm by a capable writer, as

Ruskin had proved long before." My own opinion of

March-Phillips is an exalted one.

The London Observer and the Manchester Guardian

are mentioned as rendering especial service in this direc-

tion ; and other papers, a goodly list, come in for thanks for

their continued work in the good cause. When will our

great dailies open up their columns to sincere and deep

discussion of art as affecting social progress and include

architecture in the category of beneficent institutions?

The Passing of the Skyscraper

By GEORGE C. NIMMONS

The most conspicuous contribution of our time to the

architecture of the world is the high office building com-

monly called the skyscraper, the outstanding feature of

which is that it seemed at first, to the astonished

observers, to scrape the sky. But in their construction

it has transpired that those which at first were called

skyscrapers lost their claim to this title as soon as other

buildings in their vicinity were carried up higher. The

first skyscraper was only 11 stories high and the second

12, and now they are 40 stories and more.

Their history reveals a continuous effort to gain dis-

tinction by exceeding the height of former buildings. It

has been a veritable building race into the sky, but the

race is now practically over, and there will hardly be

any more entrants, as the privilege to scrape the sky with

a building has been recalled. Laws for the restriction

of building heights are either already in force or are in

the process of being passed in practically all of the large

American cities.

The result at the conclusion of this remarkable race

gives the Woolworth Building, 790 feet high, first place,

and the Metropolitan Life Building of New York, sec-

ond, at 700 feet.

While some of the laws restricting building heights

still permit a portion of the area of a site to be carried

up to certain heights, the main mass of the building is

limited, on the building lines, to a maximum height of

about 2½ times the street width . There appears to be

no large city which does not materially cut down the

height formerly allowed for such buildings. As a natural

result, office buildings will tend toward a uniformity of

height in each community, and then no more buildings

will astonish the natives by their tremendous height.

No doubt it will be most interesting for future genera-

tions to review the rise and fall of the skyscraper in the

estimation of our time. It came and was condemned

by the people in the period of about one generation.

Therefore it seems appropriate and advantageous for us

to speculate on the lessons this experience will teach

posterity, which probably will not view with much sym-

pathy the motives which led to the erection of these

buildings, or some of the effects that followed, although

it should not fail to be thankful for the invention of

skeleton construction and what we call the modern

elevator, which together made these buildings possible.

It may be that its attitude will take a humorous turn,

as they reflect upon the youthful enthusiasm with which

we overindulged in something not for our good.

One of the first things they probably will note will be

that we didn't invent the elevator but only applied me-

chanical power to operate it. Archimedes had a freight

elevator in 236 B.C. operated by perfectly good hand

power, according to Vitruvius who recorded a descrip-

tion of it in 46 B.C., when he was working for Julius

Caesar as a military engineer. This must have led to

the invention of the animal elevator which was installed
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at the Roman Coliseum for raising the wild animals up

to the level of the arena floor.

The passenger elevator would probably be traced 'way

back to the sixth century at the Convent of St. Catherine

on Mt. Sinai, and then at the Monastery of St. Barlaam

in Greece, where one had a travel of two hundred feet.

Queen Anne had a passenger elevator at Windsor Castle,

and the Empress of Austria, Maria Theresa, in 1780,

at the Capuchin Church in Vienna, had one which she

used for descending to the family tomb in the crypt. It

is reported that this was of the plunger type. At any

rate, it stuck in the hatchway, one day, a not uncom-

mon occurrence even now, but the Empress, who was

very strong for omens, took this as a bad one and

assumed it to be the forerunner of her death, which

really did occur a short time afterwards.

Beginning at the beginning, posterity will note that as

soon as scraping the sky with buildings became an as-

sured thing, real estate men and owners of downtown

property conceived a great idea, viz. , that the price of

the land could go up with the height of the buildings.

In the various large cities these soon began to tower

above their surrounding neighbors to 12, 14 and 16

stories ; people did not hesitate to ride in the elevators

to these dizzy heights and tenants proceeded to sign up

leases for the available space. It was also observed that

there seemed to be a preference, even at first, for the top

stories. This tendency had its effect in helping to create

a conviction that the higher a building went the better

people liked it. Upon consultation with the architect

and builder, assurance was also given, particularly after

the adoption of the caisson foundation, that there was

practically no limit of height to which these buildings

might not go.

With these essentials established, owners of down-

town corners and the realtors began to visualize and

dream. Story piled upon story up into the great heights

of the atmosphere was not only a pleasant gratification

of the popular ambition for bigness and the vast outlay

of money, but it seemed to open up an opportunity to

enhance the value of city property to a degree never

before equalled. And that was exactly what it did. It

became possible to demonstrate that the income from the

great rent rolls of these buildings would pay good interest

on tremendous valuations of the land. The prices for

suitable office building sites began to soar and there was

scarcely a time when these land values were not raised

to the limit of what the buildings erected upon them

could stand. And there are many instances where pieces

of property are held at prices far beyond what buildings

erected upon them could possibly justify, by reason of

their unfavorable locations and unsuitable size and shape.

This is the case largely with property upon which large

areas would have to be left vacant for light courts for

inside offices, in case high buildings were erected .

Prices for land, however, continued to rise, and as the

cost of maintenance and construction increased rentals

were advanced. This might very properly follow as a

result of the natural law of supply and demand, if it

were not for the surprising fact that office buildings

have never paid very well ; that is, the percentage of

profit earned on the total value of land and buildings

was always small. As proof of this there is probably

no better evidence than the statements of the president

of The Building Owners and Managers Association at

its national convention a few years ago, when reliable

statistics on about two hundred office buildings showed

that for the previous ten years the average net earning

was only about 4% on the value of land and building in

each case.

It was argued that the nature of an office building

investment had sufficient business risk connected with it

to merit a net earning of 8 to 10%, instead of only 4 ;

the causes of low earnings were discussed and the con-

clusion reached that the only feasible remedy was to raise

the rents. It was recognized that the cost of new office

buildings could not be reduced ; that was fixed by the

market cost of labor and material at the time the build-

ings were built and a campaign of education, therefore,

was recommended to bring about the raising of rentals.

There was no discussion or inquiry as to whether or not

the value of the land was too high, or upon what basis

its value was arrived at. The fact that the value of the

land can only be computed properly from what a building

erected upon it can earn, did not receive consideration,

nor was any attention given to the fact that land values

had been systematically raised as fast, and in some cases

faster, than the rise in the height of buildings. It is

probable that in every community the experience has

been the same, viz., that as soon as the building height

was raised over what had been customary in that city,

the price of the land was advanced, and as soon as it

was found that this was not satisfactory the rental of

the buildings was increased.

This kind of boosting process has been going on ever

since the skyscraper was invented, but it has now met a

very formidable obstacle in the new zoning laws and in

the discovery of the fact that office buildings reach the

maximum rate of earning at a much lower height than

was formerly supposed.

On account of the limitation of the height of build-

ings, all increase in income in the future will have to

come from the increase in rentals, and not as it did in

the past by increasing the height of the buildings. Fortu-

nately, it is only a relatively small proportion of city

property, as a rule, that has advanced in price beyond

what it can readily justify from the earnings of future

buildings. The restrictions now placed upon buildings

should have, and no doubt will exercise, a wholesome

influence in restraining the inflation of the value of

property beyond a stable and permanent value.

(While we, no doubt, will be criticized in the future

for expanding the prices of real estate holdings beyond

a legitimate amount, there is at least one example in this

country which stands out conspicuously, and may give

evidence of a spark of the poetic and sentimental in our

property transactions. This instance, according to the

Economist, is the rental of the ground on which stands

a little church at Manheim, Pennsylvania. On the first

day of June each year the congregation assembles , and

each member pays to the owner of the land one red rose.

In addition to this the treasury of the congregation gives

over five shillings. The church is known as the Red

Rose Church. )
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Posterity, no doubt, will note with interest another

important feature of the skyscraper's development. When

steel skeleton construction was adopted, the then existing

theories and precedents of architectural design were all

upset. With the old masonry construction there had

been no need for anxiety as to whether the pier, lintel,

or arch was of sufficient size to give an appearance of

adequate strength and stability. The designer of such a

building could frankly express the construction in the

façade and feel assured that there would be sufficient

masonry in its different parts to make the building look

stable and secure. But when steel came into use, with a

strength so much greater than masonry, the required

size of columns was so small that it was not only a very

difficult problem to secure good proportions, but it was

also difficult to prevent the building from looking danger-

ous and liable to collapse, by reason of the seeming

inadequate size of its different members. Yet it was

not long, however, before people adjusted their standards

of strength and stability to this new material, and no

longer hesitated to walk on the side of the street where

one of these buildings stood.

In fact it did not take merchants long to discover

wonderful selling possibilities in buildings with skeleton

construction. Enter the modern show window,-the in-

tensive display method of modern advertising. The idea

of showing the greatest variety in the largest quantity

grew in popularity, and architects were asked for the

largest show windows it was possible to build .

The common inquiry then became,-how small can the

columns supporting the building be made in the lower

stories to give all possible room for the show windows?

Building owners no longer had any concern about having

the supporting columns or piers of a building look strong

enough to hold it up ; they wanted the space for show

windows to put a car load of something in, so that

people would see that they had plenty of goods on hand.

Show windows increased in size until some bright genius

discovered that columns didn't need to appear on the

outside at all. The lower story could be all show window

by setting the columns back from the building line, and

running the glass right along in front of them. In this

way the glass could be continuous except for the entrance

doors, and even at the street corner the column could

be set back and glass made to come right up to the cor-

Then the remaining space above and below the

show windows could be covered by sign boards, or signs

could be painted in red or orange on any remaining sur-

face above or below the glass , thereby getting the full

selling power out of the entire store front of the building.

ner.

When at first the supporting columns were reduced

in size, someone remarked that such buildings looked as

if they were supported on tooth picks, but when the

columns disappeared altogether from the outside surface.

it seemed as if some magician or conjuror had surely

been at work. The laws of gravity seemed certainly to

be suspended! Here we had a great skyscraper with no

visible means of support whatever ! The floating of the

planets in space seemed no greater mystery than this

enormous building suspended in the air over a great

display of ladies' lingerie, men's clothing, children's toys,

patent medicines, surgical appliances, men's underwear,

or some other motley. Of architecture, no vestige was

left. By craning one's neck skyward one might gain a

distorted glimpse of rich cornices and noble orders of

architecture too far off to be appreciated. If any of the

fine arts have suffered by the inroads of business, surely

architecture has had to bear the limit of that imposition

in some of the downtown shopping districts.

An architect, therefore, in attempting to design one

of these buildings had to assume that his architectural

base would be underwear, clothing, or other merchandise

suspended in the air, or if fortunate, there might be

some wax lady models to resemble caryatides, thereby

giving some semblance of support to the theory that

architecture, in these buildings, did not commence until

the second story was reached.

From an observation of all these queer developments

one might suppose that people didn't care anything about

architecture. But, quite the contrary, there was quite a

lively interest aroused about the difficulties of designing

these tall buildings. This soon led to a demand for a

new style of architecture, which should frankly express

the new kind of construction. In fact there was quite a

stir in the architectural profession over it. Two warring

factions sprang up. One claimed that "all architecture

was rotten that followed precedent in trying to clothe

this new kind of structure," while the other so charac-

terized all efforts to follow along conventional lines. The

slogan of one was "Progress before precedent" ; of the

other, "Precedent before progress." There seemed to

be a strong sentiment among the radicals for a new

style of architecture, one that would be distinctly Ameri-

can, and some thought that it should be expressive of

the democracy of the government and the freedom of

the people.

About this time there arose into prominence an archi-

tect whose originality and skill in design surpassed any

other of modern times, and that was Mr. Louis H.

Sullivan. He did originate a new system of architectural

design and ornamentation which had a far greater fol-

lowing than any of the other architects who attempted.

to break away from the conventional methods. His

method of designing the ornamental features of buildings

is one which seems specially well adapted for producing

the originality of expression in design so much desired.

And it was the example of his work during the World's

Fair and afterward which called forth such enthusiastic

praise, especially from the people of France.

Mr. Sullivan's method of designing ornament is based

upon his great knowledge of the habits of the growth of

flowers and plants, and of the principles of geometry.

Having availed himself of the principles of nature in

plant growth and of the rules of science in geometry he

was not restricted as is the ordinary designer to copying

the methods of conventional architecture, but on the

contrary was more or less free, in his creative work, to

express himself, his emotions, and his own taste just as

the talented craftsmen must have done in the old days

when they created the masterpieces of art. Fortunately,

in connection with the story of his life now appearing in

the JOURNAL, he is completing a series of twenty plates

which will reveal his methods of design' for posterity.

Anyone, therefore, who will avail himself of these prin-
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ciples can select whatever flower or geometric pattern he

may choose as his motif, and create his own original orna-

ment by the Sullivan method.

Whatever posterity may say of the contribution of our

time to architectural design, there is not likely to be

much question about the value of the service performed

in the planning, arrangement, and equipment of the

important and complicated buildings of our day. If one

contemplates a typical modern office building, a prominent

hotel, or a great railway terminal, the question of the

exterior architectural design sinks into insignificance when

compared with the problem of solving, by planning

arrangement and interior design, the great number of

unprecedented and difficult requirements which had in each

case to be overcome. There were no precedents to follow

in providing for the inventions and products of modern

science and art in these new buildings.

Mr. Paul P. Cret, in summing up his estimate of the

value of our contribution to architecture, in the forth-

coming book of the Committee on Education,¹ takes this

view, that our greatest achievement has been the success-

ful planning, arrangement and equipment of these build-

ings.

In regard to the arrangement of the space in an office

building, there appear to be two distinct opinions as to

how the outer and inner offices should be arranged. One

holds that it is best to make the building or pavillions

narrow, and have only a single row of offices on each

side of the public corridor, so that all space devoted to

offices will have outside windows, while the outer office,

or waiting room in this arrangement will be alongside

the main office, and have an outside window. Others

claim that the building or pavillion should be wide

enough to have a double row of offices each side of the

public corridor ; that borrowed light, through opaque

windows in the main office partition, together with arti-

ficial light, is sufficient for lighting the outer office, and

that this arrangement of a double row of offices gives

a large, wide room as required for clerical forces, or for

any other of the many uses for which wide spaces are

an advantage.

The final stage in the history of the skyscraper was

brought about by the creation of city zoning laws. While

these laws primarily were made for the restriction of the

use of the different parts of a city for very definite kinds

of buildings, there was also included a limitation of

height. This applied to the skyscraper and in every case

resulted in cutting down the height formerly allowed for

these buildings.

The passage of these laws involved a great deal of

consideration and investigation in each case. It had come

to be quite generally recognized that the skyscrapers,

when they became too numerous in any one locality, were

a bad thing, and that it was necessary for the common

welfare to limit them materially in height and confine

them strictly to certain localities. It is also interesting

to note that for the first time in the history of American

cities very much needed laws are being passed in connec-

tion with these zoning laws for the protection and per-

petuation of the home.

"The Significance of the Fine Arts." To be published by the
Marshall Jones Company, Boston.

The principal charges made and proven against the

skyscraper were, that it was largely responsible for the

congestion of traffic in the streets, for the marked in-

crease of the respiratory diseases, such as colds, influenza,

and pneumonia, occasioned by the cutting off of sunshine

and the interference of ventilation in securing pure air,

the increase in the danger of injury and loss of life in

times of fire and panic, and the undue raising of the

prices of land beyond what was considered stable and

reasonable. There are a number of other minor charges

made, but most of them result from those given above.

The obvious cure for most of these evils would be, of

course, to cut the height of buildings right down to a

relatively low limit, such as that of Paris or London, but

this would bring about very serious results. If the prices

and values put upon centrally located property had not

mounted up to heights corresponding to the buildings,

the matter would not be so serious. But the fact is that

the whole economic fabric of society is built up to an

important degree upon the current values of city property.

Industry, commerce, and business are deeply involved.

Investments of a large part of our wealth are tied up in

city property. Credit extended by the banks is largely

secured by the important pieces of property, and many

people are holders of securities which have an interest

in city property. If, then, building heights were generally

cut down over the country to a point which would

materially lower the present earning power of city prop-

erty, it is almost certain that there would be a panic and

that thousands of people would fail.

In deciding, therefore, how much building heights shall

be restricted in the zoning laws now being prepared in

many of our large cities, the outstanding question in the

whole discussion turns upon the problem as to the height

at which a building reaches its maximum rate of earning.

Is this height fifteen, twenty, or thirty, or more, stories ?

It is the answer to this question which will aid a city

most in determining how much the height of buildings

may be restricted without seriously affecting the values

of city property.

In serving upon a committee of the Chicago Real

Estate Board to study the question of building heights

for the new zoning laws of Chicago, the writer made a

series of calculations of the earning power of a typical

office building from five to thirty stories in height, and

the results were published in The Chicago Realtor, the

Board's official publication, and are also repeated in the

tabulated statement to follow. As a large percentage of

Chicago's important office buildings are built in the

form of a hollow square, that type of plan was adopted.

It was assumed that the site was a corner lot 160′ x 172′ ,

with streets on two sides , an alley on the third and

adjoining property on the fourth. The land value was

placed at $1,500,000, the cost of the building sixty cents

per cubic foot plus variations for its different heights,

and the income at an average of $3.00 per square foot

for office space and $5.00 for shop or store space. Taxes,

insurance and operating costs were included at the aver-

age local rates. Depreciation of the value of the build-

ing was not included.

In order to determine the earning power of buildings

of different heights erected upon this same lot, calcula-
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tions began with a five-story building and were carried

through to show what the annual income, expenses, and

net profit would be. The same calculations were made

for a 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30-story building.

In making these calculations, the cost of the mechanical

equipment and the structure of the lower part of the

building was increased as the building was carried up

higher. Deductions from rentable area of typical floors

were also made for the increase in the size of the light

court in the upper floors, and for the increase in the

number of elevators required. The effect of the different

heights was thus applied to the same lot, giving an equit-

able comparison, which is not the case in a comparison

of the earning power of existing buildings of varying

heights on different sites. The earning power revealed

in these calculations was very surprising in some respects,

for the rate of earning on the capital invested reached its

maximum at a much lower height than was expected.

The calculations show that the 5-story building earns

annually 4.36% on the capital invested, the 10-story 6%,

the 15-story 6.82%, the 20-story 7.05%, the 25-story

6.72%, and the 30-story 5.65%. The outstanding feature

of these calculations is that the building is shown to

reach its maximum rate of earning at about the twentieth

story, and that the rate of earning of the 15-story build-

ing is only 0.23% lower than the 20-story building. In

this connection it should be recalled that the common idea

about the earnings of office buildings is that the higher

you build the more is earned on the particular piece of

property in question. This is quite true in respect to the

lump sum, but in the calculations under consideration,

the rate of earning on the total money invested begins to

decline as soon as the twentieth story of height has been

passed. For example, the investment represented by the

20-story building and the land is $5,435,000, and for the

30-story building $7,781,000 , but the rate of earning for

the 20-story building is 7.05%, and for the 30-story

building only 5.65%. This is the vital point in the whole

question, viz., that an excessively high building does not,

under ordinary conditions, earn as high a percentage on

the money invested as one of medium height, and that

there is no justification from an economic standpoint to

oppose the restriction of building heights to a reasonable

limit in the new zoning laws. In fact, the best argument

in favor of this policy is that it will be a positive gain

for an owner to build two lower buildings in different

locations rather than to build one extremely high one.

For example, if an owner were to build two 15-story

buildings under the same conditions as herein described

he would earn 6.82% on the total investment, while if he

built one 30-story building he would only make an

earning of 5.65%.

Tabulated statement showing the comparative earnings of buildings from five to thirty stories

on an assumed typical plot.

LAND AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS :

Value of Land ......

Cost of Building .

Total Land and Construction Costs ...

5 Stories 10 Stories 15 Stories 20 Stories 25 Stories

$1,500,000 $1,500,000 $ 1,500,000 $1,500,000 $1,500,000

1,108,000 3,000,000 3,935,000 5,013,0002,054,000

30 Stories

$1,500,000

6,281,000

$2,608,000 $3,554,000 $4,500,000 $5,435,000 $6,513,000 $7,781,000

OVERHEAD AND ANNUAL EXPENSE:

*Interest on Loan @ 52%.

**Interest on 2nd Mortgage @ 7%...

Ground Lease, Average Annual Rate.

Taxes @32% (on 65% Land, Con. Cost)

Insurance @ 2c Sq. Ft. Rental Area ...

Operating Exp. @ 62c S. F. Rental Area ..

$60,940
$112,970 $148,500 $179,355 $214,929 $256,773

... 21,000 47,180 77,364 112,868

54,000 54,000 54,000 54,000 54,000 54,000

59,332 80,854 102,375 123,646 148,171 177,018

2,019 3,704

62,584 114,824

5,381

166,808

6,930 8,308 9,368

214,836 257,545
290,396

Total Overhead and Annual Expense.. $238,875 $366,352
$498,064 $625,947 $760,317 $900,423

INCOME :

+Rentable Offices Area @ $3 Sq. Ft.....

Rentable Store Area @ $5 Sq. Ft..

$152,644 $381,132 $608,810

199,836 198,180 196,020

$819,261 $1,006,547

193,860

$1,150,902

191,700
189,540

Total Income
$352,480 $579,312

$804,830 $1,013,121 $1,198,247 $1,340,442

Deduct : Overhead and Annual Expense .. 238,875 366,352 498,064 625,947 760,317 900,423

Annual Net Earnings...
$113,605 $212,960 $306,766 $387,174 $437,930

$440,019

Earnings on Total Investment.. 4:36 % 6:00 % 6:82 % 7:05 % 6:72 % 5:65 %

Rentable Area, Square Feet Office……..

Stores

56,535 141,160 225,485 303,430 372,795 426,260

44,408 44,040 43,560 43,080 42,600
42,120

Total Rentable Area Square Feet . 100,943

Number of Elevators ...
3

185,200

6

269,045

10

346,510

14

415,395
468,380

18
22

*Based on 60% of Land and Construction Cost, except for 5 and 10 story buildings in which case loan principal is

actual "Cost of Building."

**Based on difference between loan principal and "Cost of Building."

+Includes Deduction of 10% to cover vacancies.
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Therefore it seems evident that the cities of the country

are fully justified in restricting the heights of buildings in

their zoning laws without incurring any undue deprecia-

tion of property values, as these values must, in the last

analysis, be governed solely by the earnings of buildings

erected upon such property.

In conclusion it seems appropriate at least, on account

of the disparaging statements made, in another part of this

article, in regard to the appearance of some shop fronts

and office building façades, to express appreciation of the

admirable way in which the design of the best office build-

ings has been handled and the artistic and beautiful

appearance of some of the store fronts. Some of the

show windows, particularly at holiday season, are spec-

tacles of delight, composed as they often are with all the

skill of the finest stage setting, and worked out in color

and design in a way that greatly enhances the beauty of

the articles displayed.

The Sub-Division of Labor--II

Union Rules

By FREDERICK L. ACKERMAN

A recent editorial in the New York World calls atten-

tion to a statement of F. H. Alfred, President of the

Pere Marquette, concerning union rules which obtain in

every roundhouse in the United States. "I know," he

says, "that there is not a railroad in the country that

could not afford to pay its shop craftsmen ten per cent

more were it not for the obnoxious national rules of

employment. There are one hundred and eighty-six of

these rules, which were drawn up by the representatives

of labor during war times, and the end and aim seems to

have been the creation of the most jobs that could be

made." Mr. Alfred lists, for example, the classes of

labor which must be used to replace a broken stay bolt

in a locomotive :

1. The cab carpenter and his helper remove the

running board.

2. The sheet metal worker and his helper take off the

jacket.

3. The pipemen remove the pipe.

4. The machinist and helper remove the running board

bracket.

5. The ox-welder and helper burn out the stay bolt.

6. The boiler maker and helper take out the stay bolt.

7. The boiler maker and helper put in the stay bolt.

8. The running board bracket is replaced by the

machinist and helper.

9. The running board is fastened on by a cab car-

penter and helper.

10. The jacket is replaced by a sheet metal worker

and helper.

11. The pipe work is replaced by a pipe fitter and

helper.

It is necessary, in addition, that a separate foreman

order done the work that is to be performed by each

group.

Now the curious thing about this scheme for dividing

manual operations is this : If the writer of that editorial

in the World had been viewing this division of labor in

the Ford factory, for example, he would have character-

ized it as a marvellous piece of efficiency engineering, so

called, which proceeds by precisely such methods ; he

might then have asked himself : the difference as between

making motor cars under a modern engineer's efficiency

program and repairing a locomotive under union rules, is

one of what? But no such thoughts intruded upon the

writing of the editorial in question, and, in conclusion,

the World remarks that "if the unions insist on ineffi-

cient methods because they make more work to do, they

must obviously sacrifice something in the rate of pay

received."

Now an almost identical example of the division of

labor under union rules might easily be found in the

building industry, but in so referring to such rules as

sabotage—a slowing up of production in order to "make

work," which is equivalent to obtaining a higher price

per unit of productive effort—the World views this matter

as it is ordinarily viewed. But in so characterizing such

action there follows the obligation to place in the same

category action, either by individuals or groups, which,

in one way or another, contributes to the production of

a smaller volume of goods than is easily possible under

the material circumstances attending production.

No more than a casual examination of characteristic

action and outlook in the case of those who dispense credit,

produce and market the crops, use or sell land, or produce

and market materials for clothing and shelter, discloses,

as has been repeatedly pointed out, that business cannot

be carried on without a most painstaking regard for so

limiting production as to insure the maintenance or the

advance of prices. It is this undeniable fact with respect

to the situation in general which lifts the action of the

round-house shopmen, workmen in the building trades and

others out of the field of union policy and places it in

the field of action characteristic and unavoidable under

the working of our price system . The demand that the

working rules of the union be voluntarily abandoned in

the interest of lower prices to the consumer and lower

pay to the workmen should be coupled with the further

demand that the producers and the marketers of materials

of all sorts go to their work in the interest of lower

prices to the consumer and smaller profits to themselves.

That is to say, if workmen should abandon the practice

of attempting to regulate the volume of goods which

they produced, others should also proceed to the produc-

tion of the maximum volume possible regardless of what

would consequently happen to prices and profits.

It is the demands that the workers shall do certain

things in the first case, and the complete lack of any
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equivalent demands that the producers and marketers

shall do the same things in the second case, which give

rise to the present industrial conflict and furnish ground

for the idea that here focuses the class struggle. It is

out of our two completely divergent attitudes towards

one and the same thing which gives to the present indus-

trial situation its character of unavoidable and ceaseless

conflict of interests.

Another phase of the matter is deserving of attention.

Under guidance of habits of thought which follow upon

the development of the machine process an ever more ex-

tended and minute division of labor has come to be

viewed as the road to efficiency-a larger production of

goods for the same expenditure of effort. In fields of

production where the machine performs most of the

functions it has come about that the ideal state of affairs

is that in which the workman performs one operation

with one movement only. An appraisal of this condition

in industry is not in question here. Reference to it has

been made merely for the purpose of pointing out that

these obnoxious rules of unions look, on their face, exactly

like the formulated principles which have been developed

by financial business to guide the managers of our in-

dustrial plants. It is probably true, for the time being,

that, in the case of machine production, a minute sub-

division of labor similar to that indicated by the rules

referred to above works out in an increased volume of

goods produced . It is also probable that these rules,

when applied to production which falls largely within.

the sphere of handicraft operations, operate to retard

or restrain the industrial process and increase prices .

Thus they are quite properly referred to as sabotage.

But it is hardly to be denied that these rules of the

unions are in accord with the aims of producers who

seek to carry on production without drawing heavily upon

the skill of the workmen. For the aim in industry in

general is : how, in the typical case, to reduce the field

in which the individual workman functions, so that his

interests are confined to the doing of one thing with only

one movement. This is not to condone these rules of

the unions. It is to point out, however, that in the busi-

ness of selling time and such skill as the workman may

have acquired under the system which seeks to get on

without the skillful, these workmen are acting strictly

in accord with what have developed to be the principles

of business traffic. Not only are the workmen and their

unions quite up-to-date in this respect, but as already

suggested they are keeping quite abreast of the engi-

neers and the employers with respect to the working out

of a more minute sub-division of labor.

Of course, the outcome of these union rules foots up

to a very considerable item which may be properly ac-

counted a dead loss. But then, precisely the same may

be said of the outcome in the case of those who engaged

in production with a view of selling goods for something

above cost, for in the latter case the aim is to always so

control output as to keep prices up, so that in fairness

to all we should not treat these trade union rules and

regulations as something arising out of an alien point of

view or moving in conformity with an alien economic

system .

All these rules are in strict conformity with the

rules for controlling output which govern the world of

business traffic and without which the world of busi-

ness traffic could not stand as a going concern over night.

When these same rules are viewed from the standpoint

of technology it is plainly to be seen that they run in

strict conformity with those rules which guide the mod-

ern production engineer when he goes to his work. It

is, therefore, not at all likely that these rules and prac-

tices of the unions will give ground or give way in ad-

vance of the decay of business traffic and the falling into

disrepute of the ways of the modern production engineer.

That is to say, they are likely to stand for some time to

come, for they are in conformity rather than alien to

the situation as a whole.

(To be continued)

The Question of Public Information

About Architecture

By JOHN V. VAN PELT¹

Chairman of the Committee on Publications and

Public Information

The Committee on Public Information of the Insti-

tute has written to all of the Chapters to urge that

they take up with their local press, the publication of

matter pertaining to architecture.

It is not credible that the American public is so far

from an approximation of civilization that it has no

interest in this subject. France cares. Italy cares.

Are we who look down on these nations from the

heights of our serene self-satisfaction, really less cultured

1 Communications should be addressed to the Chairman at 126

East 59th Street, New York City.

than we think ? Our periodicals publish whole columns

or pages, on the Drama, Music and the Motion Pictures.

How has this come about? Unquestionably because

these arts are fostered by business organizations and the

theatrical, musical and movie publicity man has pushed

them to the front.

Architecture has an organization, too, with 51 children

localized throughout the country, on whom the mother

depends. But while some of these children have been

making an effort to support her, unquestionably some of

them have been guiltily lethargic and apathetic.
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A young member of one of the Eastern Chapters com-

plained to me the other day that no effort had been made

by his Chapter to right the wrongs brought to light by

the Lockwood investigation in New York City. "Well,

why don't you urge this at the Chapter Meetings," I said,

"instead of knocking ? And then do something yourself."

His attitude is the easy one we all like to follow. The

omissions and crimes of the architectural profession as a

whole are vested in each architect. Each one is respon-

sible for the fact that improper methods obtain, because

if each of us put his shoulder to the wheel, the wheel

would turn and grind the villainous practise to powder.

To go a step farther ; if there is lack of publicity for

architecture in the United States, it is because architects

as a whole pay no attention, give no time to the presenta-

tion to the public of the interesting points of this vital

art, an art which is an integral part of the life of the

people.

By and large, the real estate man, as a by-product of

lining his pockets, does one hundred times as much for

architecture as does the architect who claims to have

inherited the sacred fire.

The Committee on Public Information of the Institute

proposes to take space in the JOURNAL discussing these

matters with the members, and it wishes as a first step to

ask each member to communicate with it and to send in

suggestions to the Chairman concerning new ways in

which it may operate.

It has considered whether it may be possible and

advisable to institute a general news distribution service.

Obviously the almost insurmountable difficulty is that of

financing such a service, and it is a serious question

whether this can be undertaken at the present time.

Furthermore, while news and articles of a certain class

are of countrywide interest, the great mass of architec-

tural news is of a decidedly local cast. This is where

the Committees . on Public Information of the Chapters

must shoulder the burden and at the present writing it

would appear that some chapters have not even appointed

a Committee on Public Information. If that is the case

in any Chapter, each member of that Chapter is guilty,

for all that he has to do is to attend its next meeting

and make the proper motion.

It will be suggestive here to outline means adopted by

some of the Chapters to obtain publicity for architectural

subjects and to come in contact with the readers of the

press. This committee has asked all of the Chapters to

report to it, but has only received replies from a limited

number. It may well be that activities of the greatest

interest are being carried on in certain localities from

which we have not heard. Such localities must not take

it amiss that no mention is made of their work. Unques-

tionably reports of this kind will be valuable to the efforts

of all the Chapters and your general committee here

makes an urgent appeal to each Chapter to send a report

to the Chairman in New York by the fifth of each month.

We believe that if it accomplishes nothing other than to

act as a clearing house for the Chapter Information Com-

mittees, the Institute Committee will have performed a

real service.

of Mr. John H. Scarff, obtained the publication of some

very valuable articles on Architecture in the Morning and

Evening Sun of Baltimore. One of these was by the

late Professor Howard Crosby Butler, another by Stephan

Ivor Richebourg, partially reprinted from the JOURNAL,

and four or five by Mr. Scarff himself.

THE CENTRAL ILLINOIS CHAPTER has taken up with

the editor of the National Geographic Magazine some

rather flagrant omissions of the Architects' names when

it has shown illustrations of buildings.

THE CENTRAL NEW YORK CHAPTER issues a very in-

teresting bulletin that gives news of Chapter matters

and also attacks problems of architectural import.

THE CLEVELAND CHAPTER sponsored in the Sunday

papers two series of sketches of twelve house designs

each. The first conducted by Mr. Schneider consisted of

houses costing from $2,000 to $2,500 with accompanying

articles, and was eminently successful. The second for

houses not to exceed 700 square feet was conducted by

Mr. Sabin, secretary of the Chapter, whose modesty

doubtless conceals a similar success. The newspapers

published exactly what was supplied to them. Twenty

to fifty inquiries from persons hoping to purchase stock

plans followed the publication of each design. This does

not in any way gauge the benefit to the profession and to

the public derived from such an educational campaign.

Mr. Sabin tried sending advance reports of the Chapter

meetings to the Cleveland newspapers last year, but

the resulting notices were not very full, and in many

instances no notice appeared. Evidently the editors did

not consider this news of general interest. The Cleve-

land Chapter has tried both speakers and stunts to give

interest to the Chapter meetings and finds the latter more

effective.

THE CHICAGO CHAPTER is working with the Chicago

Tribune which it finds interested in the idea of develop-

ing the presentation of architectural news to the public.

The Chicago Chapter has the practice of inviting able

out-of-town architects to speak at its meetings, and finds

this successful in arousing the interest of the members.

THE COLORADO CHAPTER has been devoted to the is-

suance of a very full and interesting monthly bulletin

which is distributed to all the architects of Colorado and

to the leading publications of the State. The mailing list

comprises 110 names at the present time. The efforts of

the Chapter, through the press, are being devoted toward

the development of the Mountain Division of the Small

House Service Bureau, and large page illustrations are

being run by the press showing plans, elevations and site

beautification, together with interesting articles on each

design. The Chapter is represented on the Denver

Municipal Planning Commission, the Colorado Engineer-

ing Council and like organizations.

THE KANSAS CHAPTER is taking up the publication of

architectural news with two of the local papers, and is

meeting with success. The Chapter is a new one and

is showing some of the older Chapters the path they

should tread. All the members of the Chapter are mem-

bers of the Kansas Society of Architects, so the annual

THE BALTIMORE CHAPTER, through the instrumentality meetings are held in conjunction, to the profit of each.
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THE MICHIGAN CHAPTER is arranging with one of

the Detroit papers to make a more interesting real estate

and building page, and to train its members to furnish

architectural matter that will appeal to the papers as

news. They had talks at meetings last year from Har-

vey W. Corbett and Leon V. Solon, and are planning

some special evenings with experts to perfect themselves

so that they may cope with the problems offered by im-

minent revisions of the Building and State Housing Codes.

THE NEBRASKA CHAPTER is working to develop the

architectural news output of the Omaha papers and has

found the Lincoln papers very responsive.

THE NEW YORK CITY CHAPTER was approached when

it began the year's work, by the Eastern Films Corpora-

tion, who desired to enlist its help in the production of

architectural, educational films. After a thorough study

of the matter, its Committee agreed to edit such films

and the Eastern Films Corporation agreed to turn over

the films to the Committee after the preliminary use

had been made of them. This activity was subsequently

vested in a corporation which further engaged in an ac-

tivity in which the Committee is interested , namely the

production of a series of moving pictures of different

kinds of building construction to be used in the course

of the Architectural schools of America. The Committee

brought to the attention of the Chapter the difficulties

that exist in the settlement of disputes and vexed ques-

tions between architects and members of the building

trades. As a result the Building Trades Employers'

Association was approached, and eventually a joint com-

mittee appointed, to which questions of policy affecting

architects and builders or matters of dissension between

an individual architect and a builder may be referred .

The Committee formed two groups, or sub-committees ,

the first to study plans looking toward the betterment of

certain squares and parks in New York and the creation

of a series of fountains, and the second to make an effort

to bring about greater recognition of the architectural

profession by the periodicals and newspapers of the archi-

tectural profession and of the city. A number of meet-

ings were held, at which well-known architects, city

planners and landscape architects gave valuable criticism.

A perspective of City Hall Park has been begun, and

although the work has not yet been completed, it is ex-

pected that it will be finished this fall, and that an

exhibition will be held. Meanwhile a considerable

amount of publicity has been given to the activity, and

sketches of some of the fountains and parks have been

featured in the Sunday papers, notably the New York

Times and the New York World. The Committee has

also brought different matters to the attention of the

newspapers and has contributed in this way to the

movement for the preservation of the William K. Van-

derbilt house, of which Richard M. Hunt was the archi-

tect, and to the inauguration of the Atlantic Division of

the Architects' Small House Bureau. The Committee

has also been in touch with the movement with which

the Russell Sage Foundation is associated for a plan for

Greater New York and its environs. It has met with a

special Committee appointed to consider the matter of

City Hall Park and is proceeding with their approval

and in touch with Mr. Frederick P. Keppel, who is in

charge of these activities for the Russell Sage Founda-

tion. The Committee has interested itself in a number

of matters of broad import to the architectural profes-

sion and to the City of New York, such as the proposed

bridge connecting Manhattan Island with New Jersey as

proposed by Gustav Lindenthal, the activities of the

New York Building Trades' Congress on the education

of apprentices and seasonal employment. It has dis-

tributed some of the circulars of the Committee on

Education of Apprentices. The Committee has also in-

terested itself in the proposal of the establishment of a

City Architect, and, finally, has issued a bulletin to the

Chapter members. Five of these were sent out during

the year.

THE PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER has always been an effi-

cient one. Mr. H. Bartol Register, Secretary of its

Committee on Public Information writes as follows:

"We have found through experience that we can gain

more impression by selecting one or two important sub-

jects and trying to push them through articles in the

press and individual effort. Last year we were especially

interested in zoning for Philadelphia and carried on a

newspaper campaign. Personally, I do not feel that this

type of propaganda touches the public very much ***. The

whole problem of trying to communicate our ideas of

broad import, must be done through personal contact.

It is possible that a great deal can be accomplished through

association with the many business and lunch clubs,

Chambers of Commerce, etc. , where the architect could

make himself known and speak on matters where we feel

we are the leaders. However, as you know, it is very

difficult to get architects to do this sort of thing. We

expect this winter's campaign to be conducted along these

lines through press publications and furthering more

personal contact between Architect and public.”

THE PITTSBURGH CHAPTER, through its President,

Mr. Edward B. Lee, sends us the following : "The

Pittsburgh Architectural Club publish a monthly small

paper called "The Charette .' This is circulated to all

the architects and also to all recognized leaders and

friends of architective art and public betterment in

Pittsburgh and the territory of the Pittsburgh Chapter. A

great deal of our publicity effort is consumed in this

sheet, all of whose staff are also Institute men. We are

planning on taking up with the Pittsburgh Gazette-Times,

beginning at first with the Sunday issue, a column on

current architecture. We have approached the publishers

and are awaiting advice. Our men were favorably re-

ceived, but frankly the publishers are skeptical that we

could produce the readable copy. The publishers are put-

ting their finger on our weak spot. I can frankly and con-

fidentially say I do not know for sure on whom I could

depend to produce regularly the required copy, but I

am endeavoring to get my plans perfected. We have

organized a group of an architect (myself) , a landscape

architect, a sculptor, a builder and a painter, which,

regularly during the winter season, will give short talks

on the KDKA Westinghouse Radio. Each is preparing

ten to fifteen minutes ' talk of popular character on his

profession. They will be grouped under the Chapter

direction."
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The Pittsburgh Chapter is also interesting itself in a

local Zoning Law. In view of the shortage of draftsmen,

it has written to the Editor of the Journal of the

R. I. B. A., stating that there is a shortage of well-

trained architectural draftsmen, and it has received

over 150 replies from England, Canada, India, Australia

and France. Its own wants have been supplied and

information in regard to these applications will be sent

to anyone interested .

THE SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER, through the Chairman

of its Committee on Public Information, Mr. Harris C.

Allen, has interested a representative of one of the large

daily papers in the idea of publishing material furnished

there from Washington and edited and illustrated locally

with the addition of local articles written by local archi-

tects.

Mr. Allen adds : "The application of these articles

for local benefit appealed to this paper. If this series is

published and is successful, I think we might then be able

to induce the paper to accept the series of architectural

reviews printed by the Christian Science Monitor.”

THE SCRANTON-WILKES-BARRE CHAPTER asks the

Institute to furnish the reading matter and let the Chap-

ter dole it out to the local papers . As we have already

indicated, the Institute Committee is investigating the

possibility of doing this for matters of nation-wide appeal.

But such matters usually contain less news value than

those which touch the immediate environment of the

reader. The smaller the place the more circumscribed

the circle of the reader's interest. And at that the news-

papers of our largest cities are 90 per cent full of local

doings. Furthermore, to secure articles written by men

of sufficient ability to command general attention merely

on account of the quality of the writing is practically an

impossibility without a large fund with which to back

the venture. This would be true even though the copy

were eventually sufficiently saleable to recoup the original

outlay.

THE TEXAS CHAPTER stands ready to take the initiative

itself. Following is a part of the letter of the Chairman

of its Publicity Committee, Mr. Ralph Bryan : "We

have been successful as a start in obtaining the co-oper-

ation of the Dallas News, which is the largest local paper

and one of the largest in the entire southwest, for the

publishing of articles of architectural interest. Our

scheme is to carry on a campaign of publicity similar to

that outlined in the pamphlet issued by your Committee

dealing wherever possible with local subjects rather than

with general ones. Our idea is, furthermore, to have

each member of the Chapter in Dallas contribute one of

these articles, illustrated with his own work and signed

by himself. This plan has the endorsement of the News.

Our trouble so far, however, has been more in getting

the interest and co-operation of the architects themselves,

rather than of the press, as practically every office in

Dallas is very busy at present and the architects need a

bit of following up to get them to furnish the articles

necessary, although they seem to approve the general

idea."

Evidently the individual is again at fault, and foolishly,

for this attitude of indifference is the last one any ex-

perienced manufacturer or other shrewd business man

would assume toward publicity.

THE WISCONSIN CHAPTER has initiated action with

the local newspapers. We shall probably hear from it

later.

THE ST. LOUIS ARCHITECTURAL CLUB has written to

the Committee that it is ready to do its share in arousing

public interest in architecture. Wherever these clubs of

young architects exist, the local Chapters should com-

municate with them, interest the clubs in the subject of

publicity work and give and seek from them co-operation.

A very important activity for the energies of each local

publicity committee is the refutation of unfair attacks

on the profession or any individual architect and sys-

tematic effort to the end that the architect's name be not

ignored when mention is made of his buildings. A further

statement on this subject will appear in the next issue.

The Secretary's Page

AWARDS TO OWNERS : With regard to awards to own-

ers for good buildings the attention of the Chapters is

called to the following resolution adopted by the Fifty-

fifth Convention :

"Whereas, the objects of the American Institute of

Architects are to promote the æsthetic and practical effi-

ciency of the profession, and

"Whereas, these objects are greatly furthered by

arousing public interest in artistic design and economical

planning, and

"Whereas, it has been found that by the award of

recognitions or merit to owners and builders such an

interest has been stimulated, therefore be it

"Resolved, that the American Institute of Architects in

Fifty-fifth Convention assembled does approve of the

issuance of such awards by or under the direction of the

various Chapters within their respective territories."

NON-RESIDENT DUES : At a recent meeting of the

Executive Committee it was directed that the Institute

dues of a member travelling abroad be remitted. In the

discussion it developed that some of the Chapters have

no provision in their By-laws for such a contingency ; and

that in other Chapters members in parts of the state dis-

tant from the city in which chapter meetings are cus-

tomarily held are required to pay full dues.

The Executive Committee recommends to these Chap-

ters that at the next favorable opportunity amendments

be made to Chapter By-laws which will relieve the absent

member, or the non-resident member, in whole or in

part, of the payment of Chapter dues.

•
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THE FOLLOWING cablegram has been sent to the Inter-

national Engineering Congress now being held in Rio de

Janeiro: AMERICAN INSTITUTE ARCHITECTS EXTENDS

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ENGINEERS MOST

GREETINGS, BEST WISHES SUCCESSFUL MEETING.

CORDIAL

S. F. VOORHEES has accepted the Chairmanship of the

Committee on Structural Service, vice Sullivan W. Jones

who has now become Technical Director, with Mr.

LeRoy E. Kern as assistant.

JURISDICTIONAL AWARDS : President Faville has ad-

dressed the following letter and questionnaire to the

President of every Chapter :

DEAR SIR :

The Convention in June discussed the question of Jur-

isdictional disputes and the relation of the Institute to the

National Board for Jurisdictional Awards. The Conven-

tion resolved that the question of the relationship of the

Institute to the National Board be referred to the Board of

Directors to restudy with a view to revising it in the light

of the present labor conditions. The Board desires to give

this matter fullest possible consideration at its meeting in

December. In order to do so a fuller expression of Chapter

sentiment in regard to the matter is desirable so that in

the discussion, the opinions of all the Chapters will be

known to the Board.

To this end, therefore, I request that the Executive Com-

mittee of your Chapter send to me at the Octagon at its

early convenience, and in any event not later than Novem-

ber 1 , answers to the specific questions attached hereto, and

any other comments in regard to Chapter opinion that may

be of value to the Board.

I will very much appreciate a prompt reply so that the

data may be distributed to the members of the Board for

consideration in advance of the meeting.

Questionnaire

(1) To what extent did Jurisdictional strikes interfere

with and increase the cost of construction work in your

locality prior to the inauguration of the National Board,

in 1919?

(2) Has there been any marked improvement in the situ-

ation regarding Jurisdictional strikes in your territory since

the inauguration of the Board ?

(3) Is work in your territory, generally speaking, done

under an agreement with union labor, or is it done under

conditions of so-called open shop, American plan, or other

similar conditions which do not officially recognize union

labor as such?

(4) Is it clearly understood by the members of your

Executive Committee that the rulings of the National Board

apply only where building work is carried on under agree-

ments with union labor as such, and that it does not apply

in localities where work is done under the so-called open

shop, American plan, or other method which does not offi-

cially recognize union labor as such, and that Institute mem-

bers may properly disregard such rulings in these localities ?

(5) Is it clearly understood that the organization and

existence of the Board depend wholly upon the inclusion of

a mandatory clause, as the labor representatives stated that

unless the plan involved powers of discipline by all bodies

connected with it, they would have no control whatever

over their own membership, and the efforts would be a

waste of time, and without any chance of accomplishing

the desired results ?

(6) Having in mind the fact that the forces of labor

admit themselves, and have been proved to be incapable of

eliminating Jurisdictional disputes by themselves, is it, in

the opinion of the Executive Committee of your Chapter,

desirable that other elements of the Industry should co-

operate to remove the delays and expense to the industry

caused by Jurisdictional disputes ?

(7) If your answer to the previous question is in the

affirmative, do you approve of the Institute co-operating as

heretofore for this purpose in the work of the National

Board for Jurisdictional Awards ?

(8) If your answer to the previous question is in the

negative, please append a full statement of such procedure

as you believe the Institute should advocate.

(9) What is the sentiment in your Chapter regarding:

(a) The method created for that purpose in the shape

of the Board of Awards?

(b) The efforts of the Board in attempting to solve

the problem ?

GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACT FORMS : The Budget Bureau

of the Government has called upon the Institute for help

in developing a satisfactory governmental contract pro-

cedure. The aim is to standardize and modernize the

various forms of government contracts now in use and

to eliminate therefrom all inequitable provisions. All

Chapters have been asked to send the comments of their

members direct to the Budget Bureau.

Community Planning and Housing

CLARENCE S. STEIN, Associate Editor

A Plan for Greater Hamburg

That the future planning of the Greater New York

district has a parallel in the planning problems of Greater

Hamburg is indicated by a series of articles in a recent

issue of Die Volkswohnung. The organized growth of

Hamburg, a free state within the German Federation , is

hampered by its political boundaries. Just as a logical

and practical plan of New York will have to extend over

territory of the States of New York and New Jersey, so

the planning for Greater Hamburg must extend far

beyond the present city limits into the Prussian provinces

of Hanover and of Holstein. Prussia seems, however,

little inclined to meet Hamburg's claims for territorial

extension, and Hamburg will probably be compelled to

co-operate with Prussia in establishing and in carrying

out its plans.

From still another viewpoint the problems of Ham-

burg and of New York may well be compared in spite

of Hamburg's smaller population and size. In both

instances great harbor extensions will be planned, prob-

ably assuming in Hamburg a magnitude comparable with

that of the New York plan. Hamburg, before the war,
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Relation of New Housing to the Docks of Hamburg and Other Ports

This shows the tendency, apparent in most growing European cities , to give primary emphasis in

planning to the location of homes. While in Rotterdam, Bremen and Antwerp the harbor workers

live near the docks, in Hamburg they live as far away as an hour's travel.

had become one of the greatest harbors of the world in

volume of tonnage.

Professor F. Schumacher, the well-known architect,

has this special aspect of Hamburg's future in mind when

he points out the fact that city planning of the past has

failed largely because it has been more concerned with

skillful handling of technical problems than with the

solution of social ones, such as land and housing policies.

He says, "It is incumbent upon the city planner to em-

phasize these connections, formerly either not noticed or

ignored, because troublesome. The harbor problem can-

not be separated from the housing problem ."

Evidently Hamburg, like almost all great cities, needs

decentralization, needs to pass from the state of compact

agglomeration to that of the extensive "urban district,"

primarily so planned as to insure improved housing condi-

tions to the great mass of the population. This idea

underlies the reasoning of the contributors of Die Volks-

wohnung, who insist upon the paramount importance of

providing better housing as the keystone of urban develop-

NILS HAMMARSTRAND.ment.

From Our Book Shelf

On the Visual Arts

Somewhere beyond the daily pathway of logic lie the

pursuits of the imagination. Here is syllogism and con-

sistency, and there, beyond the patteran, a world of liv-

ing joys. And throughout the ages of art men have been

seeking for intellectual rules of beauty.

22

We come to "The Things Which Are Seen," by

A. Trystan Edwards, M.A., Oxford. Here is an abstract

treatise conceived in propriety and reason and being ; as

the author puts it, "A Revaluation of the Visual Arts.'

He has adopted "a manner which is simple and grave,"

as when thinking outweighs graceful attempts at phras-

ing. He admits a dogmatic intention. He invokes

morality. "Beauty is Nature's touchstone by which the

attainment of virtue can be recognized." "Ugliness is

always ignoble unless is walks in sackcloth and ashes."

1 Philip Allan & Co. , London, 1921 .
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We find man spoken of in terms of men ; the salutation

is not to the scholar but frankly to the "average man."

With such preliminaries we come promptly to the

theme. If the reviewer may assume here the rôle of

tourist guide he will halt the aesthetic traveller and

warn the weak-hearted, for the party is now to climb

to great altitudes .

•

In a word, the mountain has been turned upside-down.

If you found the discussion arresting when you read

that it is the "purpose of art to enable spirit to

declare itself in terms of matter" and if you found

yourself in sympathy with the author's broad idea of

society, you shall now come to a hard climb of thought

as the author, by intellectual means, arranges the arts

into a "social hierarchy" in harmony with their human

significance. The old school of æsthetics, he thinks, has

come to its zero hour. Henceforth, the foremost of the

arts shall be the cultivation of human beauty, and then

in turn, manners, dress, architecture, and painting and

sculpture. To these are sub-added literature and music

considered for visual appeal. There it is, react as you

will. You may be an architect who loves paintings or

a painter who reveres music or a plain human being who

prefers automobiles, but you may not escape the per-

sistent vigor with which this is presented. Agree or

not ; remember that nothing less than a new era is

recommended here, "a new tradition, a new attitude of

mind, a new conscience ."

Each point is driven home with logic and consistency

and a decided combativeness, but he must needs be

emphatic who would wage a cause like this. At first

the theme resembles "mens sana in corpore sano” and

perhaps in truth the concept goes no deeper than this.

The argument is keenly alive to all human values with

the social value of the arts established in accordance

with the opinions of the average man. Consider this,

for example, " an abhorrence of ugliness in men and

women is a surer sign of an artistic nature than is the

ability to criticise a picture or a building." Should we

be annoyed by such an opinion, or inspired, or only

amused? In such a world at least the strong back with

the weak mind, once said to be necessary qualities in

midshipmen, could not exist.

.. •

Consider the second of the new arts, that of manners.

There are street manners and table manners ; each is

considered in its details. There is an excellent appeal

for better conditions of employment for manual laborers,

"good breeding reduces every physical operation

to its proper status ." The argument concerning the

Discobolus as an athlete of good-breeding would be

spoiled by repetition and should be read. The discus-

sion of man as a biped uses the terms intellectual and

spiritual interchangeably. Statements are directed to

visual appearances and folks and things are taken gen-

erally full-face or front elevation. "Some of the vic-

tims," we read, "of the industrial system, to those who

have eyes to see, present a sorry spectacle. " If Ruskin,

the young critic of art, were superimposed upon the

mature Ruskin sociologist, the resultant quality would

resemble this.

Now comes the theory of dress as an accompaniment

• ·

of beautiful human form. We read of "propriety"

where before we read of the "wrong" kind of visual

appeal. Grecian draperies are discussed, and the "smart"

shades of dresses, and skirts, trousers, ties and bright

hat ribbons. From all this pedagogy of propriety this

reader played hookey to where a window opened to the

rising fields of Maryland with mountains afar, good

corn waving in the breeze, with tree masses and late

summer flowers, and a barn full of ripe wheat. But

inevitably, for the good pages of our author lay open,

the truant eye with sorry excuses found its way back

to the next man's mediums of æsthetic expression,

namely, architecture. Here "man's object is to

satisfy the elementary needs of men and women." It is

not difficult to subscribe to this nor to most of the subse-

quent findings concerning the fine art of building. There

comes a long outline of sightliness and then the good

old principle of "truthfulness" is attacked, rather un-

warrantably. If buildings shall not be explanatory of

use we are at sea. If kitchens are to be veneered out-

side with classic pilasters it were better at once to dis-

miss this logic as fallacious and yet it is but a minor

point. There is much of interest to the architect who

reads here with humility. This sentence reveals the

social faith, "A noble street that is created at the bid-

ding of a democracy is of profounder significance than

a whole city laid out by a tyrant, for the former indi-

cates the attainment of a high level of general culture."

We may approve and yet feel inclined to reject the use

that is made of the words "good" and "bad" for "sightly"

and "ugly."

At the beginning of a chapter devoted to painting and

sculpture we shall find these two, as slaves to the fore-

going arts, bound together like the Siamese twins and

classed as "only" reflections of the reality that is ex-

pressed by the four major arts. This is annoying.

Throwing, with an adverb, the challenge to Plato, the

essayist now adopts an "obvious" course and, in a man-

ner reminiscent of Godiva, rides boldly through the

market-place of imitative art clad only in his intellect.

He is to free his average man of the unjust toll of

creative instinct. At this point a blindness falls upon

the "peeping Tom" who was raised in the old school

and he retires to obscurity to dream of an earlier world

where painting could be glad or sorry, inspired or des-

perate, practical or perchance raised into the free world

of imagination.

And again the argument grasps up literature and

music and throws them with their fellows into this rose

jar of logic whence we shall inhale the dry sweet scent

of things that once were alive but now, under the press

of intellect, are saved only for their perfume.

The mountain climbed, the theme developed, the

second and third sections of the book are devoted to

application. The Canon of Form includes a Grammar

of Design similar to other formalisms but true to its

own theory. The Canon of Subject resumes the argu-

ment and is reasonably brief ; if the reader will pause

and read carefully the argument about the bread-knife

he will find in epitome the rational method of the entire

work. The conclusion in Part Three points the way to
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final social unity of average man and artist.
The pre-

cepts stated are applied to the relations between the

artist and the statesman, engineer, mathematician,

psychologist, biologist, historian, moralist, and meta-

physician. It is vastly interesting to see the abstract

and scholarly presentation and the consistent application

of logical thinking toto actual problems. Read, for

instance, of the relations of architect and engineer and

you will admire although you may differ to the death in

the matter of Gothic arches.

And finally, with the journey done, the worthy travel-

ler may take his rest. Go over it again tomorrow if

you like in detail by yourself. You know the way and

may pursue it in any direction ; at one end lies the

country of the Anglo-Saxon reformers, at the other the

Socratic "Know Thyself."
DELOS H. SMITH .

Letters to the Editor

Fugitive Advertising Again

TO THE EDITOR OF THE JOURNAL :

Sir : Mr. J. Monroe Hewlett's letter in your issue of Sep-

tember, in reply to my letter in your August issue, after the

elimination of the personal abuse in which he indulges, can

be described as evidencing a misunderstanding, a lack of

sense of humor, and a failure to read my letter calmly.

I say that Mr. Hewlett's letter shows a misunderstanding

on his part. He writes : "Stripped of innuendo, his grievance

against the organizations named by him is that the prestige

and influence of the architectural profession is employed to

divert a certain amount of advertising from professional

advertising channels into publications directly supervised

and controlled by the artistic professions themselves ."

Let me inform Mr. Hewlett that the Association of Na-

tional Advertisers, Inc., is an organization of manufacturers

-of firms that spend the money for the advertising space

from the sale of which the existence of publications, in-

cluding those of the architectural societies, is to a large

degree made possible.

Neither the member companies nor the officers of the

Association operate in what Mr. Hewlett calls "professional

advertising channels." They are the buyers, not the sellers

of advertising space, material and service. Mr. Hewlett

should have made some inquiries before he confused mem-

bers of the A. N. A. with advertising agents and other

professional or semi-professional men.

It is a pleasure to find myself in a position heartily to

agree with Mr. Hewlett that "two curses of architectural

practice today are the uninformed salesman and the deluge

of unreliable reading matter issued under the auspices of

commercial agencies." Mr. Hewlett will readily appreciate

that I would be reticent as to such agreement with him

were I on the side of the fence he wrongly supposes me

to be.

Mr. Hewlett-also Mr. Greenley-shows a lack of a sense

of humor in supposing that I confused the Architectural

League with such bodies as the Plumbers' Social Club of

New York, the Indiana Ice Dealers' Association, etc. , etc.

Both gentlemen were probably led into this error by their

own anxiety to defend the good name of the Architectural

League, which was not attacked, and which will certainly

never be attacked by myself. The League is all that

Messrs. Hewlett and Greenley say it is, and its educational

work is admirable.

Let me try to re-state the point that I evidently failed

to get across to both these gentlemen : There come into

the general offices of our manufacturer-members letters

soliciting advertising orders for, say, the Plumbers' Social

Club of New York Circular, the Indiana Ice Dealers ' Asso-

ciation Annual Picnic Program, or the publications of the

Architectural League. Our manufacturers know from ex-

perience that the value of all these publications as mediums

for advertising is either nil or extremely dubious.

One of these manufacturers may, however, consent to

spending money in the Indiana Ice Dealers' Association

Annual Picnic Program. Why? Simply because the dis-

tributor who has urged the manufacturer to spend his money

in this way may, if rebuffed, use his influence against sales

of the manufacturer's product.

Now consider the architectural societies' catalogues, year-

books, bulletins, etc. As advertising media, their value is

either nil or exceedingly dubious. Why, then, does the manu-

facturer spend his money in them at all? (Mr. Greenley,

in effect, asks that very question. ) Because a refusal may

disgruntle the architect who has urged the use of these

catalogues, yearbooks, bulletins , etc., upon the manufacturer.

Perhaps, now, Messrs. Hewlett and Greenley will ap-

preciate why the manufacturer puts architectural catalogues,

yearbooks, and bulletins, etc., and the circulars and pro-

grams of plumbers' social clubs and ice dealers' asso-

ciations into the same category, and why the manufacturer

so frequently exclaims, at the same time that he authorizes

the advertising order, "This is just a damned hold-up !

But what can we do about it ?"

To all intents and purposes, President Greenley supports

my contention that the architectural publications under dis-

cussion have little or no advertising value for the manu-

facturer? He says that "We should be delighted to eliminate

advertising and make our contribution toward the general

artistic education of the country by means of our exhibitions,

lectures and other propaganda," and "if it were possible,

to translate the attitude of a very large group of architects,

painters, sculptors, and craftsmen into practical actuality,

all at our own expense."

Mr. Greenley goes on to say that until there is govern-

ment interest and subsidy in promotion of the arts, getting

the manufacturer to pay this expense must go on, in the

assumption that “one sacrifice is offset by the other," the

other "sacrifice" being that of the art enthusiast who has

to touch the dirty money at all , and pay his way arm in

arm with business. Yet again, Mr. Greenley says that,

unless the manufacturer, in advertising in publications he

would prefer to stay out of, defrays the costs, the various

architectural exhibitions would have to be discontinued . Is

the architectural profession, then, so reluctant to contribute

its own money? And are manufacturers so uninformed of the

important work of these architectural societies that money

to pay for the exhibitions, etc., has to be obtained on a

basis of fictitious or doubtful value rather than as a straight

contribution?

The carrying of advertising matter by architectural year-

books, catalogues, bulletins, etc., goes on, not on a basis

of value to the manufacturer, but "because we need the

money." I refer you to President Howard Greenley's letter

for confirmation .

Yours very truly,

JOHN SULLIVAN,

Secretary-Treasurer.
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News Notes

WILLIAM D. FOSTER and Harold W. Vassar have

opened an office at 132 Madison Avenue, New York

City.

CHARLES A. DIEMAN is now associated with the new

firm of Gardner-Parry-Dieman, 313 Engineers Bldg.,

Denver, Colo.

PROF. A. F. D. Hamlin, F.A.I.A., School of Archi-

tecture, Columbia University, will deliver next year in

Paris a course of sixteen lectures on American Art in

the Ecole du Louvre, and a shorter but similar course in

the School of Higher Social Studies. These lectures are

a gift from Prof. Hamlin, and Columbia is granting him

six months' leave for the purpose of delivering them.

THE PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER is figuring very prom-

inently in the construction program for the proposed

Sesqui-Centennial Exposition. Through the influence of

the Chapter, Mr. Paul Cret has been named architect-

in-chief, with the assistance of Mr. M. B. Medary, Jr.,

and Mr. George Howe ; a separate committee, composed

of Messrs. Klauder, Lovatt, Sinkler and Rankin, was

also named by the Exposition Directors as the Advisory

Committee on architecture.

RESTORATION of the Fine Arts Building in Jackson

Park, Chicago, where was held the memorable dinner of

the last convention, has proceeded to a point where some

$7,000 is now available for undertaking such work on the

east wing as will serve to show the feasibility of the

whole project and convince the public of the wisdom of

carrying through the whole restoration. Some accounts

of the proposal have appeared in various issues of the

JOURNAL. It is interesting to know that the initial sum

has been made available by the activity of the Illinois

Federation of Women's Clubs, which has placed the

money at the disposal of the Municipal Art Committee

of the Illinois Chapter.

THE MONEY required for the memorial to Joan of Arc,

to be erected at Winchester Cathedral, has now been sub-

scribed, and the work has accordingly been put in hand .

The memorial is to take the form of a canopied statue ,

clad in armor, and the total cost will not exceed £500.

Many of the contributions have come from well-

wishers in New York, where , it may be recalled, an eques-

trian statue of the "Maid of France" has already been

erected. One of the side chapels in Westminster Cathe-

dral has been consecrated to her memory. It is hoped

that the unveiling ceremony may take place in the early

weeks of next year.

TO OBTAIN for the small community a hospital building

both "efficient in arrangement and creditable in architec-

ture," The Modern Hospital has announced a prize com-

petition, open to all architects. The Illinois Chapter of

the Institute, to which the program of the competition was

submitted, has approved it. Richard E. Schmidt of the

firm of Richard E. Schmidt, Garden & Martin of Chi-

cago, is the architectural adviser. Prizes amounting to

$1,000 are to be given to successful contestants. Registra-

tion for the contest must be made by November 15, 1922.

The program may be had from the Chicago office of The

Modern Hospital.

WRITING from France, Mr. W. Marbury Somervell,

a member of the Institute who has long been associated

with post-war work in France, has the following to say,

in the Monthly Bulletin of the Washington State Society:

"No matter how good the French School may be, it

is certain that the architecture of France has reached the

lowest stage in its history. I never in my life imagined

anything so atrocious as the work now being done, both

in public and in private. The useless ornament, the

meaningless mouldings accomplished at great cost, the

texture of walls, the brickwork and all the rest of the

bag of tricks are disheartening. Why, Seattle has inthe

last ten years produced more good design than all of

France in a like period . They do excel in workmanship,

and when you have said that, you have said all that there

is to be said of modern French architecture. The de-

vastated district is the most disheartening of all the

areas of France, in the design of new work, and if

Rheims is a fright, Verdun is no better."

"PLENTY of liberty, but bad architecture," seems to

sum up the impressions of London's latest critic from the

United States, says the Westminster Gazette. "Mr.

Mencken, the critic in question, hates Prohibition, and

that is no doubt the reason why he praises our freedom.

He doubtless despises our many chimneys and ' Gothic

garages, ' as he calls them, because he has been accus-

tomed to skyscrapers with more stories than chimneys in

New York. He would hang all London architects as an

artistic international amenity-and the architects have

now to retort what they would do with all the hit-and-

miss critics who come from America. Whatever may be

the fault of London's buildings, past or present, they make

an architectural assemblage more romantic than is to be

found even in Paris-where Richard Jefferies objected

to the straight lines on the boulevards—and more varied

than is to be found in big-block New York. Mr. Mencken

may not know that the new London is being built upon

the solid front principle of New York, especially in the

region of the Kingsway. This may be the very reason

why he finds fault with our architects. He thinks the

new L. C. C. H. all 'big and American,' and does not

like the color of the roof. It will be soon enough to get a

settled view of the new County Hall when it is seen in

its finished aspect, and when the weather has mellowed

its rawness. Rawness is just as exasperating in a build-

ing as in a critic."

Obituary

Dudley McGrath

Elected to the Institute in 1908

Died at New York City, 1 October, 1922

(Further notice later.)

Structural Service Department appears on the second right-hand page following
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PLUMBING FIXTURES
XI

G-415-Nickel plated "Wolff' Com-

pression Double Bath Cock with

Four Ball China Index Handles,

Lock Nuts, less couplings.

G-401- Nickel plated

"Wolff" Compression

Midget Basin Cock

with Four Ball China
Index Handle.

G-309-ForWashTray
-Brass Tee Handle
Plain Bibb, Iron Pipe.

Rushin
g
Waters!

HERE the rushing waters of the Genesee

River have worn a gorge 20 miles long

through the solid rock, with walls in places 520

feet high.

Master plumbers know the pressures and the intense

wear-physical, chemical and electrolytic-which must

be controlled in the plumbing "waterways" of modern

structures. Theyknow, too, that maximum service, wear-

resistance and satisfaction go with everyWolffinstallation

because of the heavier, better made, long wearing cast

brass which Wolffhas always used.

Since 1855, architects, plumbers and users have found

Wolff valve seats, nickel plating, galvanizing, enamel-

ware, potteryware and brass goods amazingly durable

and always satisfactory. This is a policy ofthe Wolff

organization. To specify Wolff Fixtures and Fittings

is a good policy for you to follow.

WOLFF

Makers ofQuality Plumbing since 1855

Branch or Distributor at Every Central Point

MANUFACTURA

W
O
L
F
F

TRADE MARK

CHICAGO

C
O

.

G-305-Female Flange.

Brass Tee Handle Plain

Bibb, Iron Pipe.

Sanitary Enamelware Range Boilers Brass Goods

A Potteryware Marble

Thepresence ofWolffQuality Plumbing in a structure implies quality

construction throughout
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PILES (Concrete)
XII

ON

SUBSURFACE soil conditions

are tricky things .

The spirally reinforced steel shell

left on every Raymond Concrete

Pile makes certain that nothing will

weaken or distort the " green" con-

crete pile column in the ground.

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE

COMPANY

New York: 140 Cedar St. Chicago: 111 West Monroe St.

Montreal, Canada

Branch Offices in Principal Cities

A Form for Every Pile-A Pile for Every Purpose
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Structural Service Department

SULLIVAN W. JONES, Associate Editor

LEROY E. KERN, Assistant

In connection with the work of the Committee on Structural Service of the American Institute of Architects and in collabo-

ration with other professional societies and organized bodies having the same objective—improvement in build-

ing materials and methods and better shelter for humanity in all its manifold vocations and avocations.

Abstracts

It is the purpose of the Structural Service Committee and

THE JOURNAL jointly to give, in this division each month, brief

abstracts of all publications by the Government Departments

and Bureaus, University and other research laboratories,

States and Associations, which contain fresh information in

regard to materials or methods employed in construction and

thus accord architects and others a convenient means of

keeping themselves conversant with rapidly expanding

knowledge in the technique of construction.

Shingle Stain. (25b12)- (Technical Paper 268. Bureau

of Mines.) A stain suitable for use on new structures where

it is desirable to retain the new look of the shingles is com-

monly composed of either "straight" creosote oil or mixtures

of creosote oil and varying amounts of linseed oil . Occa-

sionally resins also are added . On account of the difference

in price, the tendency is to use considerably more creosote

than linseed oil . A large percentage of light volatile oil,

or an oil containing appreciable amounts of naphthalene,

should not be used. Stains are often ruined by the painter's

desire to make them flow more easily from the brush, for

which purpose he adds kerosene. The writer has tested a

number of stains now on the market that are composed

chiefly of light mineral oil and creosote with drier and lin-

seed oil . While the mineral oil may help to prevent solidi-

fying of the pigment at the bottom of the container, it has

not the germicidal or wood-preserving properties of creosote.

One large oil company interested in selling petroleum prod-

ucts suggests the following formula for a shingle stain.

Light neutral oil, sp. gr. O. 857 ...

Turpentine substitute, mineral naphtha .

Boiled linseed oil

Coal-tar creosote, extra heavy

Good liquid drier

Total

Gallons

2

2

1

4

1/2

912

Color pigment, ground in oil , 1 to 2 pounds per gallon of

stain.

In the writer's opinion this stain would be improved by

substituting for the mineral naphtha, crude coal-tar naphtha

or some of the first portion of the light oil distilling from

The preserving effect on the shingles is usually not

given as much consideration as permanency of color ; hence

the selection of the best stain for a particular purpose will

depend on the preference of the user.

tar.

Tarred Felt. ( 12a2) — (Technical Paper 268. Bureau of

Mines.) In the manufacture of tarred felt special felt paper

is treated with hot tar, and the excess of tar removed by

passing the felt between heated steel rollers. From the roll-

ers the felt is run on a spindle and made up into rolls con-

taining 250 or 500 square feet. The rolls are then wrapped

in paper and are ready for the market. It is often necessary

to "age" and "turn" the finished product before marketing;

that is, the paper rolls are stood on end and are turned, end

for end, every few days for two or three weeks, in order to

keep the paper at one end of a roll from becoming "soggy."

Aging and turning are necessary because the paper some-

times has more tar on it than it can absorb at once. The use

of heavy, cold tar also aggravates the tendency of the paper

to become soggy. Tar paper should always be stood on end

when stored.

The temperature, water content, and consistency of the tar

used are of considerable importance in the manufacture of

a good roofing felt. While the paper is being treated with

tar it is under considerable tension, because the force re-

quired to unroll it, draw it through the tar, and roll it, is

exerted at one end. If the tar contains water this is ab-

sorbed by the paper, which can not now withstand the stress

and breaks or tears at the surface of the tar ; consequently

the tar must be free from water. Even if the paper did not

break under these conditions, it is desirable that the tar

should be freed of water before the felt is saturated , as the

presence of water causes uneven saturation and impairs the

waterproofness of the product. In order to insure a high

saturation, the tar should be hot enough to reduce its viscos-

ity and give it the consistence of a thin sirup. The limiting

temperatures for the best results are 200 degrees and 260

degrees F.

The tar used for this purpose is sometimes prepared by

distillation to a pitch and "cutting back" the pitch so ob-

tained with creosote, or with creosote and light oil, and is

called "prepared tar." It is preferable, as a rule, to use

"straight" dehydrated tar, thinned, when necessary, with

light oil or creosote that has been cooled and freed from

naphthalene. When the natural tar is so high in naphthalene

that the desired saturation cannot be obtained without the

naphthalene causing the layers of tarred felt in a roll to

stick together, the "prepared tar" is preferable. Usually

naphthalene is not present in such proportions, particularly

not in "straight" coal tar.

Felt absorbs from 100 to 200 per cent of its weight of tar.

When it is over-saturated, or when the excess of tar has not

been removed by the rollers, the sticking of the convolutions

of the tarred felt in a roll may make unrolling difficult or

even impossible. If the felt is undersaturated, the finished

product will be porous, capable of absorbing moisture, and

therefore less waterproof. The degree of saturation is con-

trolled by the time the felt is allowed to remain in contact

with the tar, which may be governed by the depth of immer-

sion , and the speed of travel through the tar.

The steam-heated rolls between which the felt passes

prevent the paper from cooling too quickly, aid the absorption

of the surface tar , and remove the excess tar. Saturated felt

so prepared is employed chiefly for pitch and gravel roofs

or as a basis for slate and tile roofs . It is sometimes used

as building paper and as deadening felt and for waterproof-

ing walls, tanks and tunnels, where it is applied as on a

roof.

A number of kinds of tarred roofing papers, differing main-

ly in degree of saturation and weight per square foot, are

on the market. Soft thick felts absorb more tar per square

foot than thin hard felts, and a roll of tarred soft felt is

therefore heavier than a similar sized roll of tarred hard

felt. Some of the more common saturated felts in general
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)
XIV

In Japan

The OSAKA SHOSEN KAISHA,

designed by Mr. Setsu Watanabe and erected

in Kobe, Japan, by Japanese contractors.

The use of Atlantic Terra Cotta

on the other side of the world is a tribute we

appreciate.

Atlantic Terra Cotta, conglomerate color,

above first story.

"Questions Answered" on request.

*

大
阪
商
〞

支
店

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company

350 Madison Avenue, New York

Southern Factory

Atlanta Terra Cotta Company

Atlanta, Georgia
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use are slaters' felt, made in two grades, weighing 30 and

40 pounds, respectively, per 500 square feet ; and tarred

felt, made in three grades, weighing, respectively, 60, 70 and

75 pounds per 500 square feet.

Heavier felts than these are made but are not in as wide

demand.

Bituminous Paint. (25b27)- (Technical Paper 268.

Bureau of Mines.) Stonework, Brickwork, Iron. As an

inexpensive coating for brick or stonework exposed to the

action of acid vapors, alkalis, or the atmosphere, tar is a

ready and satisfactory material. Although tar dries more

slowly than some specially prepared pitch paints, it is used

extensively as a paint. It should be dehydrated, and is usu-

ally applied hot.

Hot, water-free tar is also used for painting underground

iron pipes and for coating castings, pipe fittings, and metal

roofs that are exposed to the atmosphere. It is not so re-

sistive to the weather as specially prepared pitch paints but

it is a good preservative and answers the purpose well where

an inexpensive coating must be used.

Metal. A highly satisfactory metal paint can be prepared

by dissolving pitch in the light oils obtained in the distil-

lation of tar. Many specifications require that such a paint

should dry quickly ; then the lightest oil, crude naphtha, is

employed as a solvent. A very hard pitch will not dis-

solve readily in that oil . For this and other reasons it is

more satisfactory to use a medium grade of pitch . The con-

sistence must be such that the paint will flow well under the

conditions prevailing at the time it is used. However, as

the light oils evaporate readily and mostly do not remain in

the paint film, the more oil used per unit of pitch the thinner

will be the coat or film of paint. A formula for a metal

paint that will flow well and can be applied with a brush

at ordinary temperature is : Medium soft pitch, 40 gallons ;

crude naphtha (from tar) , 60 gallons.

Paint prepared according to the formula above given is

very elastic, but this elasticity is not permanent. On sur-

faces exposed to atmospheric conditions and to the sun, the

paint film gradually becomes brittle. The time required for

brittleness to develop depends, in part, on the free-carbon

content of the paint. A paint having a moderately low

free-carbon content is superior to one of a high content.

Finely ground opaque pigments are sometimes used in bitu-

minous coatings with the intention of excluding the actinic

rays of light which play an important part in the decompo-

sition of such coatings. The paint withstands high tempera-

tures fairly well and is accordingly well adapted for use

on stacks and boiler fronts ; it is also particularly adapted

to use underground, in tunnels and on pipe.

When the paint can be conveniently applied warm or to

a warm surface, light oil may be substituted for crude naph-

tha to good advantage. Similarly, when castings and fittings

are "dipped," it is desirable to use light oil as a solvent and

to employ a warm bath. Closed steam is preferable to a

direct fire for heating the paint bath.

By the addition of certain resins and linseed oil, the latter

in proportion varying from 15 to 25 per cent, a paint may be

prepared with somewhat better weathering properties, but

its cost is higher.

Preservation of Timbers. ( 19a31 )— (Technical Paper

268. Bureau of Mines. ) Tar prevents decay of timber not

only by its antiseptic properties but also by its waterproof-

ing qualities, whereby the pores of the wood are filled . It

is used to preserve fence posts, telephone poles, and heavy

building timbers, and for such purposes is applied with a

brush or the timbers are dipped in hot, waterfree tar. By

far the largest proportion of the tar used for preserving

timber, however, is mixed with creosote oil . Large quanti-

ties of mixtures of this nature are used annually to treat

paving blocks, railroad ties, cross arms, and telephone poles.

The brush method is not as common for this purpose as the

closed-tank pressure method, wherein the actual absorption

of the preservative is many times greater. Although it is

generally understood that some of the tar distillates are

superior to tar for preserving timber (especially when the

proportion of free carbon in the tar is high) , the difference

in first cost favors tar.

When used for treating timber the tar should be hot and

free from water, and to obtain the best results the timber

treated should be as dry as possible, as the absorption and

peneration is considerably greater under these conditions

than when the wood is wet or moist. The penetration into

the wood is not so great with tars with a high content of

free carbon as with those of a low free-carbon content.

The amount of preservative required per unit of area with

the brush method is greater for tar than for tar distillates.

The exact amount can not be stated by a figure universally

applicable, because the condition and kind of wood, as well

as the quality and kind of tar, affect the results. However,

it can be said that a gallon of hot tar will cover approxi-

mately 200 square feet of the surface of smooth, dry poles.

More tar is absorbed by dry, rough-sawed timber, and a gal-

lon of hot tar will cover 150 to 200 square feet of such

surface.

Carbon Black. (25a27)—(U. S. Dept. of the Interior,

Bureau of Mines. Bulletin 192. "Carbon Black—Its Manu-

facture, Properties, and Uses ." By R. O. Neal and G. St. J.

Perrott. Pages 95. Size 6" x 9". Illustrated.) Part I

covers the engineering and economic side of the carbon black

industry. Part II deals with the chemistry of the present

methods of making carbon black, considers the possibility of

producing it by other methods, and describes in some detail

the properties and uses of the products.

Carbon black is coming into extensive use in paints. It has

a higher tinting strength than any other black ; a given

weight will obscure a greater area of surface. It is ac-

knowledged to be superior for making varnishes and enamels

and is much used in making black and gray paints for gen-

eral purposes. The U. S. War Department requires the use

of carbon black in black enamels and in various black and

gray paints. Some authorities consider lamp-black superior

to carbon black and it is probably true that in certain gray

tints lamp-black is superior on account of its bluish-gray

tones.

Carbon black, as known to the American trade, is a fluffy,

velvety-black pigment produced by burning natural gas with

a smoky flame against a metal surface. In its physical char-

acteristics it is entirely different from lamp-black, which is

made by burning oil or other carbonaceous material with

insufficient air and collecting the smoke in settling chambers.

Lamp-black is gray in contrast to the deep black of carbon

black.

Sampling and Testing Highway Materials. (11)-

(U. S. Department of Agriculture. Bureau of Public Roads.

Bulletin No. 949. "Standard and Tentative Methods of

Sampling and Testing Highway Materials." Pages 98.

Size 6" x 9" . Illustrated . ) This bulletin embodies the rec-

ommendation of the Second Conference of State Highway

Testing Engineers and Chemists. It includes abrasion tests

for broken stone and gravel, tests for hardness and tough-

ness of stone, for apparent specific gravity of stone and other

coarse materials, of sand , slag screenings and other fine

non-bituminous highway materials, tests of weight and voids

of coarse and fine aggregates, sieve analysis of broken stone,

gravel, pebbles, broken slag, sand, fine aggregate and mix-

tures of fine and coarse aggregates, tests for determining the
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Convenience

and Business Efficiency

John Hancock Insurance Co. Building,

Boston, Mass.-equipped with G-E

Tumbler Switches. Parker, Thomas

and Rice, architects. French and

Hubbard, consulting engineers.

HE added convenience afforded

by the G-E "Standard" Twin

Convenience Outlet makes for

greater efficiency in any office.

Considering the growing use of

electrically driven office equipment,

the G-E Twin Convenience Outlet

should be used wherever an outlet is desired.

The double duty which every outlet will be

called upon to perform sooner or later, amply

justifies theoriginal installation ofthis modern

device, particularly since the cost is practic-

ally no more than that of a single outlet.

Thoroughly representative ofG-E quality, the

Twin Convenience Outlet is mechanically

and electrically correct.

G-E RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES

can be furnished by any qualified electrical contractor

or address Merchandise Dept., General Electric Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

G-E. National Ad-

vertising to prospec-

tive home builders

is creating a new

appreciation of the

comforts ofa com-

pletely wired home

-stimulatingdesire

for added refine-

ments.

General
Electric

General Office

Schenectady, NY. Company

Sales Offices in

all large cities 41-201
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amount of clay and silt in sand or fine aggregate, in gravel

and in sand-clay, top soil, or semi-gravel ; tests for quality

of water to be used in concrete, for organic impurities in

concrete aggregates and for mortar making quality of fine

aggregates ; tests for portland cement, for paving brick, for

bituminous road materials, a number of tentative tests and

recommended methods of sampling.

Rugs and Carpets. (281 )- (U. S. Department of Agri-

culture. Farmers' Bulletin 1219. "Floors and Floor Cov-

erings." Pages 36. Size 6" x 9." ) The majority of modern

textile rugs and carpets are woven on power looms per-

fected by American manufacturers. Ingrain, Brussels, Wil-

ton, Velvet, and Axminster are the most common kinds. In

addition to these, there are oriental rugs and various

adaptations of the old-fashioned rag rug now manufactured

on a large scale in factories, as well as fiber and grass

rugs and mattings.

All carpets and rugs, whether they have a pile, as in

Brussels, Wilton, or Axminster, or a plain weave like

ingrains, are made up of warp and weft threads. The

warp threads, or chains, as they are often called, are those

that run lengthwise and are set in the loom; the woof,

weft, or filling threads run crosswise through the warp.

Worsted, woolen, cotton, linen, hemp, and jute are all

used for carpet yarns. In general, the best pile carpets

have a worsted surface and a clean, smooth linen or

hemp backing. When woven the difference between worsted

and woolen for carpets is hard to detect, but worsted wears

better and is made of coarse, hairlike wools doubled and

twisted after spinning, while woolen is softer and less

lustrous and durable.

Ingrain. Ingrain carpet is woven like plain cloth from

2-ply or 3-ply yarn dyed before weaving. The warp, often

made up of threads of various colors, forms the design

and is so handled that the ground color of the design on

the face becomes the color of the figure on the reverse, and

an ingrain carpet can therefore be used on either side. The

mixing and weaving of these threads of different colors is

called ingraining, and the more closely it is done, or, in

other words, the greater the number of warp and filling

threads to the inch, the more durable is the carpet, pro-

vided good materials are used.

ex-

Many grades of ingrains are on the market, and material,

weave and weight should all be carefully considered before

a choice is made, because they affect the wearing quality.

The all-wool kinds with worstead warp and woolen or

worsted filling are best and at the same time most

pensive, while those with cotton warp, or chain, and woolen

filling are cheaper but less desirable, because they will not

hold their color so well and are likely to shrink. A light-

colored wool or wool-filled carpet is likely to contain more

pure wool than a dark one, for the dark colored wools can

be more easily adulterated with animal hair.

There are also modifications of the ingrain carpet sold

under a variety of names. The Kidderminster is woven on

an ingrain loom and gets its name from the city in which

it was originally manufactured. Venetian is also an ingrain

with a colored worsted or cotton warp, which forms the

figure, and with a jute filling. Pro-Brussels is still another

grade with a jute warp and a wool weft.

Art squares are seamless ingrain rugs, often oblong in

shape and with fringe on the ends and are sometimes called

druggets, referring probably to their use as a protective

covering for more expensive carpets. Scotch wool rugs are

also ingrains, but the wool yarn used is very heavy and

the finished rug is more firmly bound than an art square.

Brussels.-Brussels carpet, so called because it was first

extensively manufactured on Flemish looms in and around

the city of Brussels, is a loop-pile carpet with two or more

warps and one or two fillings. One warp is always colored

worsted yarn raised in rows of loops to form the surface

pile by being thrown over wire inserted with each filling

thread. These loops are held in place by the other warp

and the filling, which form the back and may be of linen,

hemp, cotton, or jute. The wires are set from 7 to 10 to

the inch, and are drawn from the fabric after several

inches have been woven. The closer these wires are, the

heavier and more durable the carpet woven.

In genuine Brussels each color of the worsted warp is

dyed separately in the yarn, and in weaving is carried on

a separate frame. As many as six frames may be used

in the best grades. The number of colors is limited there-

fore to six in any straight line running lengthwise of the

carpet, and whenever one of them is not needed in the

design on the surface, it is buried in the body of the

carpet and may be seen on the wrong side among the

backing threads. From this has come the name body Brus-

sels. In judging the quality of a Brussels carpet, one

should note how close together the rows of loops are on

the surface, whether the colored warp shows on the wrong

side, and whether the thread used for the backing is clean

and smooth. Dirty, lumpy backing thread generally indi-

cates poor quality.

Tapestry Brussels is an imitation of body Brussels and

is inferior to it in both appearance and durability. The

design is not woven in with several warps each of a dif-

ferent color as in body Brussels, but is either printed on

one warp before it is woven or is printed on a plain-colored

carpet after weaving. Less worsted yarn is therefore used,

the design is not so distinct, more colors are used, and no

color appears on the back unless stamped there after weav-

ing. The worsted yarn is generally of poor grade, and

jute or some inexpensive fiber is used for the backing. Also,

the rows of loops are farther apart than in real Brussels,

and often only one thread is used in a loop . Tapestry

Brussels generally, however, costs only about half as much

as body Brussels.

Brussels carpet is about 27 inches wide as sold to the

general trade, but is often sewed into rugs with borders

to correspond. The surface is free from lint and rather

easy to clean. Just at present, ( 1921 ) , comparatively little

Brussels carpet is on the market, for the cut-pile types can

be more easily and cheaply manufactured, but there is every

indication that its popularity will return.

Wilton.-Wilton carpet is woven in the same way as

Brussels, except that the loops are cut by a knife attach-

ment on the wires that raise the pile in weaving, thus

giving a plushlike surface. The pile is higher than the

loops of a Brussels, the yarn for both surface and back

is generally of better grade, and the Wilton is more firmly

woven and contains about 50 per cent more yarn than

a Brussels. The more wires there are to the inch in weav-

ing Wilton carpet, the better the quality.
Wilton carpet

is woven in several widths, varying from 3/4 to 1 yard.

The large Wilton rugs are woven in strips, which are ac-

curately matched in design and so firmly sewed together

that unless closely examined the rug looks as though it

were woven in one piece. The designs are in many cases

skillfully worked out in soft harmonious colors from orien-

tal rugs and carpets as patterns.

There are two general types of Wilton, worsted and

woolen, so called because of the kind of material used in

the warp that forms the pile . The worsted Wiltons are

more expensive than the woolen, but will withstand harder

wear and are generally made in more attractive colorings

and designs
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"Know the Lumber

You Buy

99

It is a commonly accepted truth

that trade-marks are guides to

good merchandise. The reason

is obvious. A manufacturer could

not afford to put his name upon

an article that did not stand up

to the claims he made for it.

The Long-Bell Lumber Com-

pany takes unusual pains to pro-

duce lumber, timbers and lumber

products that will maintain a

reputation for uniform high qual-

ity. It is, therefore, proud to put

its name upon them.

You should know the lumber

you buy and the Long-Bell

trade-mark provides the way.

—

The Long BELL Lumber Company
R.A.LONG DUILDING Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CITY. MO

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers; Creo

soted Lumber, Timbers, Posts, Poles, Ties,

Piling and Wood Blocks; California

White Pine Lumber, Sash and Doors,

Standardized Woodwork; Southern

Hardwoods, Oak Flooring.

n
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2
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Velvets. Many persons in this country call all machine-

made cut-pile carpets and rugs velvets , but this encroaches

on a commercial name given to an imitation Wilton, and

in buying a so-called velvet rug this distinction should be

remembered. Velvet carpet and rugs are made in the

same way as tapestry Brussels, except that the loops are

cut, but on account of the longer pile they contain more

wool. Velvets should be cheaper than Wiltons for the same

reasons that tapestry Brussels should be cheaper than body

Brussels ; that is, they contain less worsted yarn. The

heaviest qualities of velvets are said to wear almost as

well as good-quality Wiltons.

Axminster.-Axminster carpets and rugs have a thick,

cut pile and somewhat resemble Wiltons, though the method

of weaving is quite different and a greater range of colors

is possible. They have two warps and two fillings and

hence are not so heavy and are less closely woven than

Brussels and Wilton. For these reasons, they require less

material and less time to manufacture. The pile is made

by fastening tufts of woolen yarn into the warp, and in

this respect an Axminster is woven like a handmade oriental

rug, except that on the power loom ingenious nippers take the

place of the deft fingers of the oriental weaver. This

woolen tufting is sometimes adulterated with jute and coarse

animal hair, and before buying an Axminster it should be

carefully examined at close range on both front and back.

These inferior materials generally feel harsh or fibrous to

the touch. The more closely the back is woven the better

the carpet will wear.

The best Axminsters are very durable ; and a wide range

of design, coloring and depth of pile may be obtained at a

fairly moderate cost. The cheaper grades of Axminsters are

not considered so durable as Wiltons and Brussels, and

will show effects of hard service rather soon.

The chenille rugs and carpetings having a wool backing

and a weft of tufted cord , which is woven separately, are a

modification of the Axminster. They can be woven any

length and as wide as 30 feet without seams and in any

shape desired. Many of them have two-toned borders and

centers, either plain or broken by inconspicuous conventional

designs. Though expensive, these chenille rugs are said to

be exceptionally durable.

Oriental Rugs.-Oriental rugs are those woven in one

piece on hand looms in eastern countries, and as a whole

are the most beautiful and sought after of all floor cov-

erings. They have a linen, hemp, or wool warp and filling

and a pile of tufts of woolen or occasionally silk yarn

knotted into the warp by hand and evened with scissors.

Weaving rugs in this way is, of course, a laborious proc-

ess, requiring great dexterity and skill, and only after

the rugs have lain on the floor for a long time and been

polished by the wear of oriental sandals do they attain

their greatest beauty and value. The value of a genuine

oriental rug depends on the design, the fastness of color,

the compactness and eveness of the weave, the number of

knots to the square inch, and the care that has been taken

of it.

are

Formerly beautiful old rugs could be bought at fairly

reasonable prices, but during recent years the demand has

increased to such an extent that good genuine ones

out of reach of all except those who can pay high prices.

To meet this demand quantities of rugs are being woven

in oriental countries, in some cases under factory condi-

tions, in imitation of the antiques. These do not have the

quality that comes with age and wear, but if well made

they are worth buying and will give good service. Modern

Chinese rugs, copying the designs and colors of the old

ones , are especially popular at present.

In some cases, however, oriental rugs are bleached and

treated with chemicals in order to soften the garish colors

resulting from aniline dyes and to give them sheen, and

such rugs are likely to wear out quickly. Sometimes this

bleaching is so skillfully done that even expert judges of

rugs are deceived, but there are a few signs that even

an amateur can recognize. If cheap, crude dyes have been

used, the darker colors generally run into the lighter, mak-

ing the design blurred . If the rug has been very much

bleached, the colors on the surface of the pile will be

soft and dull, while by separating the threads and looking

closely the colors at the base will be found to be clear

and bright. Rubbing the surface briskly with a damp cloth

will bring out the odor of chloride of lime with which the

rug has been bleached, and very often the cloth will be

stained with the colors. As a general rule, it is safe to

buy oriental rugs only from reliable dealers.

This bulletin also contains a general discussion of rag

carpets and rugs, fiber and grass rugs and mattings, utiliz-

ing old carpets and rugs, care of rugs, carpets and mattings,

linoleum, oilcloth, and finish of wood, stone, concrete, com-

position and tile floors.

Lime-Packages, Storage, and Proportions. ( 3c)—

(Circular of the Bureau of Standards No. 106, "Lime-

Definitions and Specifications." Fifteen pages. 7" x 10.″)

Packages.-Ground limestone comes in burlap bags of

various sizes. Possibly the most common size weighs 167

pounds net, or 12 bags to the ton. Paper bags, 24 to the

ton, are also used.

When quicklime goes direct from manufacturer to con-

sumer, or when the retailer has facilities for storage, the

lime is shipped in bulk in box cars. The usual retail pack-

age is the wooden barrel. Federal law prescribes that a

barrel of lime shall weigh either 180 or 280 pounds net,

and shall be marked to show its weight, the name of the

manufacturer, and the place where it was made. The

larger barrel is used in New York City ; practically all other

markets use the 180 pound barrel. The cost of wood is

now so high that steel barrels are coming into use in many

localities. A steel drum which can be sealed air-tight has

found extensive use as a container for chemical lime, where

the lime must not be air-slaked in transit. A new package

which is in use in one locality is a waterproofed pasteboard

carton, holding 90 pounds.

The standard package for hydrated limeis a paper bag

holding 50 pounds. A smaller package, about 10 pounds,

has recently come on the market to be retailed by grocers

for use on kitchen gardens and lawns.

Air-slaked lime is not packed or shipped. It can be

obtained by the load from local manufacturers or dealers .

Storage. The storage of quicklime requires especially

constructed bins or buildings, designed to be as nearly air-

tight as possible, and , above all , to keep the lime dry. The

amount of heat generated by air-slaking is frequently suffi-

cient to set fire to wood. The storage of quicklime in a

wooden bin or building constitutes a serious fire hazard.

The air-slaking of hydrated lime is indicated by the

formation of a crust of hard material at the exposed surface

of the package. This crust and the fineness of the powder

make it difficult for the air to penetrate very far into the

package, so that usually only a negligible proportion of it

is spoiled . The air-slaking of hydrated lime is not accom-

panied by the evolution of enough heat to be dangerous.

Hydrated lime should therefore be stored in the same way

as Portland cement : It should be reasonably protected from

the weather, and should be kept dry.

Proportions for Use.-Whitewash may be made accord-

ing to the following formula : Add enough water to 17
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FLOOR HARDENER

TRADE MARK

Telephone, Main 1647

1
1

I

GEORGE H. SHANK, President

F. H. FOSTER, Secretary-Treasurer

This large institution, the Edward Hines, Jr.,

Memorial Hospital at Maywood, Ill. , has 600,-

000 square feet of Master Mix Floors. Con-

tractor, Shank Company, Chicago . Acting

Supervising Architect, James A. Wetmore.

SHANK COMPANY

Rooms 535-538

30 NORTH LA SALLE STREET

GROUND PURCHASED AND FACTORIES,

WAREHOUSES AND OFFICE BUILDINGS

BUILT TO SUIT TENANTS

The Master Builders Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :

Chicago, February 28, 1922.

RE: EDWARD HINES, JR., MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,

MAYWOOD, ILL.

Your letter regarding our experience in the use of your product,

MASTER-MIX, for the above job, we take pleasure in answering.

MASTER-MIX was adopted for all the floors in this building

which are cement finish, after a thorough investigation of all

the various products offered in competition.

We are not sorry for our selection and your claims were all

verified and even more so.

The topping was applied on a set slab, and we not only used

MASTER-MIX in the top finish but followed your directions

and used it as a bonding coat and it proved its value in this

respect. We had but a few hundred square feet that was not

bonded, over an area of 600,000 square feet where we found that

failure was caused by the slab not being cleaned of plaster that

had fallen before topping was applied.

The floor finish with the MASTER-MIX is very dense, hard,

and dustless. From the contractor's standpoint, it is a big

advantage for time and labor saving, a claim you make that we

doubted at the start.

We are glad to lend a good word for the advancement of your

product. If you could carry these floors around as a sample,

you would sell every prospect.

Very truly yours,

SHANK COMPANY,

By GEO H. SHANK,

President.

Master Mix is a liquid integral cement

accelerator hardener, waterproofer

and anti-freeze compound. Master Mix,

by securing maximum hydration of

each particle of the cement, creates

as dense concrete as it is possible to

obtain. Because of this density, capil-

lary attraction (due to porosity of ordi-

nary concrete) is eliminated, thus ren-

dering the concrete permanently water-

proof. Master Mix is no surface treat-

ment-it hardens and densifies the

entire topping. This means perma-

nently wearproof floors.

For specifications see pages 202,

203, 7th Edition, Sweet's Engineer-

ing Catalog, and pages 104, 105, 17th

Architectural Edition .

The Master Builders Co.

MAIN OFFICES :

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Sales Offices in 70 Cities

Factories at Cleveland and Irvington, N. J.

Master Mixfor
Mortar
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pounds of hydrated lime to make a thick cream. Dissolve Boston) , Electrical World, Sept. 20, 1913 and April 4, 1914 ;

1 pound of washing soda in 1 gallon of boiling water, and

add this to the lime. Dissolve one-fourth pound glue and

1 pound rice flour in three quarts of water. Add this to

the above mixture and apply. The above quantities will

make enough whitewash to cover about 600 square feet.

Enough lime mortar to lay 1,000 bricks can be made

from 1 % barrels of quicklime, or 5 bags of hydrated lime,

and one-half cubic yard of sand. If a stronger mortar is

desired, use 1½ bags of hydrated lime, one-half barrel

of Portland cement, and one-half cubic yard of sand.

The first, or scratch, coat of plaster should consist of

100 pounds of hydrated lime, 350 pounds of sand, and

three-fourths pound of hair. For the second, or brown,

coat, use 100 pounds of hydrated lime, 400 pounds of sand,

and three-eighths pound of hair. The third, or finish , coat

is made of one volume of calcined gypsum to two volumes

of lime putty, using either quicklime or finishing hydrate.

Hog Houses. (351 )— (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Bureau of Farm Management and Farm Economics. Farm-

ers' Bulletin 438, by J. A. Warren. Pages 24. Size 6″ x 9″ .

Illustrated.) This bulletin discusses the following subjects :

need of shelter for hogs ; prevailing conditions ; cost of

housing ; varieties of hog houses ; hog cots or individual

houses ; construction ; location of windows. Illustrations,

drawings and diagrams are used to indicate both the faulty

and proper design.

Poultry Housing. (351) - (College of Agriculture, Univ.

of Maine. Bulletin No. 133 by O. M. Wilbur. Pages 12.

Size 6" x 9". Illustrated.) This bulletin contains a short

discussion of the essentials in poultry housing and detailed

drawings and description of the type of colony house recom-

mended for the latitute of Orono, Me. (45 ° ) .

Bird Houses and How to Build Them. (U. S. Bureau

of Biological Survey. Farmers' Bulletin 609. Pages 21.

Sizes 6" x 9". Illustrated. ) This bulletin contains instruc-

tions for making houses suitable for the different kinds of

birds known to use them or likely to do so. It contains

a large number of house plans.

The Lighting of Large Dry Goods and Department

Stores. (31f14)- (Bulletin L. D. 132. Lighting Data.

Edison Lamp Works. Size 6" x 9." Pages 24. ) This bul-

letin discusses the general considerations applying to store

lighting, desirable intensity of illumination, color of light

and diffusion , arrangement and systems of lighting, choice

of reflecting or diffusing equipment, selection of fixtures,

spacing of outlets and hanging height, present practice and

special considerations.

Bibliography.-"The Lighting of a Large Retail Store,"

(Marshall-Field Co., Chicago ) F. J. Pearson, Trans. I. E. S. ,

Vol. 2, page 693 ; "Electricity in the Department Store,"

E. F. Tweedy, Electrical World, July 6, 1912 ; "The Light-

ing of a Large Store" ( Gimbel Bros., New York) , C. L.

Law and A. J. Marshall, Trans. I. E. S. , Vol . 6 , page 186 ;

"Lighting of a Department Store," (L. Bamberger Co. , New-

ark, N. J. ) , Electrical World, May 24, 1913 ; "Electrical

Equipment in Lytton Bldg.," Electrical World, July 5 , 1913 ;

"Electrical Equipment of a Department Store" ( Filene's ,

"Electricity in Department Stores," Electrical Review, Aug.

2, 1913 ; "Large Dry Goods and Department Store Lighting,"

A. L. Powell, Lighting Journal, July, 1913 ; "Illumination

Features in New York Department Store" (Lord and Taylor,

New York) , Electrical World, May 23 and June 13, 1914 ;

"Semi-Indirect Lighting Applied in Large Areas," (Saks,

New York) , W. S. Kilmer, Lighting Journal, February and

June, 1913 ; "The Illumination of the New Hub Store,"

Chicago, H. B. Wheeler, Lighting Journal, May, 1913 ;

"Department Store Lighting," (McCreery, Pittsburgh, Pa. ) ,

H. W. Shalling, Trans. I. E. S. , Vol. 8 , page 17 ; "Store

Lighting," A. L. Powell, G. E. Review, March, 1914 ;

"Lighting of Lord & Taylor's Store," Bassett Jones, Light-

ing Journal, July, 1914 ; "The Wiring of a Department

Store," Electrical Review, July 25, 1914 ; "Store Lighting

with High Efficiency Mazda Lamps,” A. L. Powell, Lighting

Journal, Aug., 1914 ; "Clothing Store Lighting with Type

C Mazda Lamps,” E. J. Dailey, Lighting Journal, Jan.,

1915 ; "Store and Shoe Case Lighting Fixtures," Electrical

Record, Dec. , 1915 ; "The Lighting of a Large Department

Store," (Rosenbaum Co., Pittsburgh) , Lighting Journal, No-

vember, 1915 ; "Lighting of Stores and Public Buildings,"

W. R. Moulton, Electrical Review, May 20, 1916 ; "Latest

Practice in Store Lighting," H. T. Spaulding, Electrical

Review, Aug. 25, 1917 ; "Illumination of the Emporium, San

Francisco," L. C. Mullgardt, Journal of Electricity, March

1, 1918 ; "The General Level of Illumination Intensities in

Large Stores of New York City," W. F. Little and A. F.

Dick, Trans. I. E. S., Vol. 13 , page 201 ; "Notes on Depart-

ment Store Illumination," J. Daniels, Trans. I. E. S., Vol.

15, page 709 ; "Good Store Lighting Costs," Norman Mac-

beth, Electrical Merchandising, Dec., 1920 ; and “Office,

Store and Window Lighting," Norman Macbeth, Illumin-

ating Engineering Practice, University of Pennsylvania

Lectures.

The Lighting of Metal Working Plants. (31f13)-

(Bulletin L. D. 134. Lighting Data. Edison Lamp Works.

Size 6" x 9." Pages 20. ) This bulletin discusses methods

of lighting and general considerations as well as detailed

recommendations for bench work, machine tool work, sheet

metal work, assembling and painting.

Bibliography.-"An Example of Efficient Machine Shop

Lighting," Electrical World, March 22, 1913 ; "The Light-

ing of a Machine Shop Building," R. E. Harrington, Light-

ing Journal, March, 1914 ; "Lighting Considerations and

Results in a Modern Plant," A. B. Oday, Electrical En-

gineer, June, 1914 ; "Present Practice in the Use of Tung-

sten Filament Lamps for Metal Working Plants," A. L.

Powell and R. E. Harrington , Trans. I. E. S. , Vol . 9 , Page

814 ; "General or Localized General Illumination Versus

Local Illumination in Industrial Plants," A. L. Powell,

Lighting Journal, Dec., 1916, Jan. , 1917, and Feb. , 1917 ;

"Foundry and Machine Shop Lighting," C. E. Clewell, Elec-

trical World, July, 7, 1917 ; “Local Lamp and Inspection

Work Lighting," C. E. Clewell, Electrical World, August

4, 1917 ; "Better Lighting of Machine Shops," F. H. Bern-

hard, Electrical Review, June 1 , 1918 ; and "A Handbook

for Machine Shop Electricity," C. E. Clewell, McGraw-

Hill Publishing Co.
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XXII PIPE (Wrought Iron)

JAI

EFFECT

CAUSE

Loss of Pipe

rusted out-estimated

$100,000,000 annually

Additional loss ofvalves,fittings, bends.

covering,labor ofinstalling pipes etc.—

estimated $700,000,00000 annually

NATIONAL LOSSES THROUGH PIPE FAILURES

CU

Look for the

Name andYear

Rolled in Every

Length

Cause and

Effect

The Nation's annual loss through corrosion of welded pipe

is probably close to $100,000,000.00. Multiply this amount

by seven, and you arrive at the concurrent loss of fittings,

valves, cocks, gaskets, bends, labor and other items in a pipe

installation . Thisdoes not include allowance for idle time or

damage to property attendant upon many pipe failures.

Corrosion, while not preventable, may be greatly retarded

by the use of Byers genuine wrought iron pipe. Its life is

recognized to exceed that of ordinary black or galvanized

pipe by 100 per cent up to 500 per cent, while in cost it adds

but five to ten per cent to the average pipe system.

If you would avoid the big losses and annoyances caused by

the use of cheap pipe, investigate past performance records

of iron and steel pipe. (Ask for Byers Bulletin No. 27, 30 and

32.) Then look into the Analyses of Pipe Installation Costs,

presented in Byers Bulletin No. 38.

Byers Bulletin No. 38 contains cost analyses of a

variety of plumbing, heating, power, and industrial

pipe systems, with notes of corrosive conditions.

Sent free on request.

A. M. BYERS COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Established 1864

NewYork Philadelphia Boston Cleveland Chicago Houston Tulsa LosAngeles

BYERS
PIPE

GENUINE
WROUGHT IRON
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta)

030

The tower of the Schiller Building, Chicago, originally

named the German Opera House. The auditorium is now

used as the Garrick Theatre. Built 1891 , -thirty- one years

ago; Adler and Sullivan (Louis H.), Architects.

The entire facing and trim is unglazed Northwestern terra

cotta of light gray color. The fine enrichment of the tower

is surpassed in the exquisite detail of the lower stories, to

be illustrated at a later date.

NORTHWESTERN

is a short form of

specificationforarchi-

tectural Terra Cotta

of superior quality.

THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA COTTA CO.

CHICAGO

XXIII
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XXIV DOORS (Elevator)

(Above)

Julius Kayser & Co.

Wm. Higginson

Architect

(Center)

EnglanderSpringBedCo.

Buchman &Kahn

Architects

(Below)

Bush Terminal Bldgs.

Wm. Higginson
Architect

Efficiency

is one ofthe

reasons why

they arespecified

Partial List of

Peelle Door Users

Bloomingdale's Dept. Store
Studebaker Corp.

Huylers Candy Co.

Bayer & Co.

Johnson & Johnson
General Motor Corp.

E. W. Bliss Co.

Eagle Pencil Co.
Pictorial Review

Kenyon & Co.

Liggett & Meyers Co.

Willard Storage Battery Co.

PEELLE Counterbalanced Truckable Freight Elevator Doors are

efficient, not because we say so, but because we make them so.

Their ability to stay "on the job" year after year, is built into them.

Exacting construction insures that brand of uninterrupted, un

troubled service that may be rightfully called efficient.

Exclusive with Peelle Doors is the truckable feature which permits

smooth passage between elevator and floor. Vertical operation gives

full clearance, speeds up loading and unloading. The steel framed

panels on Peelle Doors free elevator shafts of drafts and prevents

fires from spreading.

Let ushelpyou onyour next doorproblem. Acopyof"Elevator DoorEfficiency"

will be sent gratis upon request. It describes Peelle Doors for every purpose.

THE PEELLE COMPANY Brooklyn New York
BOSTON CLEVELAND . CHICAGO . PHILADELPHIA AND 12 OTHER CITIES

PEELLEFreightDOORS
Elevator

Counterbalanced-Truckable
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Cement)

The"Big Scene"in

Cement Mak
ing

Theclimaxin the hugeimpersonal drama ofcement making

is the burning of the raw materials in great rotary kilns.

One of the largest kilns, set on end, would be as tall as a

20-story building. Atouring car could run through it.

The kilns are steel cylinders lined with fire brick. They rest at a slight

angle from the horizontal on heavy rollers, and are driven by steel gears

at half a revolution a minute. A medium-sized kiln weighs 275,000

pounds, empty, and has foundations as heavy as for a 10-story building.

Into the upper end of the revolving kilns flow the finelyground mate-

rials for cement. There they meet a blast of burning pulverized coal,

blown in at high pressure from an 8-inch jet at the opposite end.

Where the materials enter the kiln, the temperature is 1,000 degrees

Fahrenheit or more. As they tumble over and over on their 3-hour jour-

ney through the kiln in the face of the flame, they rise gradually to a

temperature of 2,500 to 3,000 degrees-more heat than is required for

almost any other industrial process.

Theworkman, watching through his peephole in the end ofthekiln,must

wearsmoked glasses. It is like looking at the sun. And ifyouspeaktohim,

you must shout close to his ear to be heard above the roar of the flames.

In a big cement plant, there will be a dozen or more of these kilns, roar-

ing and revolving side by side in one great room.

A medium-sized kiin's output is 25 barrels an hour, and in that time

3,500 pounds of coal must be blown into it.

Youmay have seen the great smoke stacks in rows over a cement plant. There is a

stack for every kiln, and four kilns make a medium-sized plant, with 3,000 barrels

capacity a day or thereabouts. Whenyou see four ofthese stacks together, you can

knowthat enough coal or equivalent fuel is being burned in the kilns beneath to

supply the electricity for the homes, streets, shops and industries of three ordinary

cities of20,000 inhabitants each.

In a certain town of 12,000 inhabitants there is a 4-kiln plant where the heat lost

through thestacks,because of thegreattemperature and draft required below, would,

if it could be captured, supply three times the electric light and power used by all

the rest of the town. Burning cement, costly as it is, is only one of the heavy fuel

consuming operations in cement making.

Everyton of cement you buy takes the equivalent ofmore than half aton ofcoal in

heat andpowertomakeit- morethan200pounds,that is, tothebarrelof376pounds.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

ANational Organization

to Improve and Extend the Uses ofConcrete

Atlanta Des Moines

Boston Los Angeles
Milwaukee

Minneapolis

Detroit

Chicago Helena
Dallas

Denver

Indianapolis

Kansas City NewYork

Parkersburg

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland, Oreg.

Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Louis

Vancouver, B.C.

Washington, D. C.

XXV
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XXVI
PLUMBING EQUIPMENT

Plumbing Facts

000

Water Just Leaking

Drop by Drop

15 gallons per day

105 gallons per week

5,475 gallons per year

Cost per day..

Cost per week

Cost per year

$ .00375

.02625

1.36875

Water Leaking Through

One-FourthInchAperture

17,425 gallons per day

121,975 gallons per week

6,360,125 gallons per year

Cost per day

Cost per week

Cost per year

No other single item causes more

troubleand repair bills for your

client than does faulty plumbing.

Think of your own personal expe-

rience.

The greatest cause of plumbing

trouble and repairs is due to the

useofcheap brass trimmings. Don't

permit the use of anything but the

.$

Water Leaking Through

One-HalfInch Aperture

70,488 gallons per day

493,416 gallons per week

25,728,120 gallons per year

per day ......$ 17.622
4.356 Cost per day

30.493

1590.031

Cost per week

Cost per year

102.354

6432.03

best in plumbing brass goods .

ClowTrimmings are of red metal,

designed in every detail to stand

hard usage and long wear. When

you specify "Clow plumbing

throughout" you insure your client

against future troubles.

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS

General Offices : 534-546 South Franklin Street, Chicago

Sales Offices inthe Principal Cities

CLOW

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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HEATING EQUIPMENT
XXVII

The Schenectady County Poor Farm, Schenectady, N.Y. , is warmed.

by a central heating plant. A battery of two Ideal 79-inch Water

Tube low pressure boilers are connected with 8150 feet of radiation

The installation was made by the Carl Frank Co. , Schenectady, N.Y.

MERICAN RADIATOR
COMPARY

AMERIKEN

Poor in pocket-Rich in warmth

THO

HOUGH poor in pocket the tenants of

the Schenectady County Poor Farm,

Schenectady, N.Y., now enjoy better

warmth than the owners of too many

first-class homes.

And the County, last Winter, saved 50

tons of coal !

The Poor Farm consists of several

buildings, distributed over a cityblock, and

warmed from a central heating plant.

Though the old heating plant carried a

constant load of from eight to ten pounds

of steam, it failed to deliver adequate

warmth. So the old boilers were replaced

by two IDEAL 79" Low Pressure Boilers.

This is what the superintendent, Mr.

Chisholm wrote at the end of the winter:

We are gratified with the change to the

IDEAL 79" Boilers. Instead of carrying eight to

ten pounds of steam, the entire system of 8150

feet of radiation now warms quickly on three to

four pounds. And from November to April we

have saved easily fifty tons of coal.

IDEAL 79" Water Tube Boilers have

many new and interesting points of con-

struction; everyArchitect orHeatingEngi-

neer interested in adequate heating equip-

ment, for apartments, schools, hospitals,

hotels, theatres, banks or office buildings,

should have the booklet describing them.

Your name on your letterhead will bring

it at once.

AMERICAN
RADIATOR

COMPANY

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICANRadiatorsfor every heating need

104West 42nd Street, Dept. 115

NEW YORK

AMER
ICAN DEAL

RADIATORS BOILERS

816 So. Michigan Ave., Dept. 115

CHICAGO
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BOILERS
XXVIII

(

熬

SMOKE

is

unconsume
d

FUEL

A Kewanee Smokeless Boiler

burns all its coal-hence none of

it is wasted up the stack as smoke. The

man who pays the coal bill appreciates the

saving-usually it is a big one.

Furthermore, Kewanee Smoke-

less Boilers have "burned" their

way into the hearts of owners by their

ability to burn any coal. Your reputation

is safe when you specify and install a

Kewanee.

KEWANEE BOILER COMPANY

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Radiators, Tanks, Water Heating Garbage Burners

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO WashingtonandMarketSts.

NEW YORK

DES MOINES

MILWAUKEE 835 Merch, & Mfrs. Bldg.

PITTSBURGH

DENVER

945 Oliver Bldg.

514 Boston Bldg.

DALLAS 809 Southwestern Life Bldg.

47 W. 42nd St.

315 Hubbell Bldg.

KANSAS CITY 2014 Wyandotte St.

INDIANAPOLIS 509-10Occidental Bldg.

ST. LOUIS 1212 Chemical Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS CLEVELAND708 Builders Exchange

COLUMBUS 808 First Nat'l BankBldg.

SALT LAKE CITY

DETROIT

TOLEDO

1772 Lafayette Blvd.

1121-22 Nicholas Bldg.

ATLANTA

706 Rose Bldg.

1524-25 Candler Bldg.

204 Dooly Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO

72 Fremont St.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES-The Dominion Radiator Co. , Ltd.

Toronto, Ont., Montreal Que. , Winnipeg, Man.

Hamilton, Ont.,St. John, N. B., Calgary, Alta.

KEW
ANE

E
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VALVES

Jenkins

Radiator

Valves

XXIX

A BRASS GLAND OR FOLLOWER

under the bonnet nut compresses

the packing in the bonnet and is

an additional precaution against

leakage.

THE JENKINS RENEWABLE DISC

of rubber composition, aside from

always forming a perfect contact with

the seat, takes up the wear of opening

and closing.

RE
G

. US

TRADE

PAT.
OFF.

JENKINS

MARK

JenkinsBros

STRENGTH-to take .

care of the strains

THEstrains, that comewith

expansion and contraction

or lifting and settling ofpiping,

and which play havoc with

light - weight, cheaply con-

structed valves, do not affect

Jenkins Radiator Valves.

Jenkins Valves contain more

metal and are much heavier in

design and construction than

others. They have reserve

strength. to take care of the

strains.

Fig. 168, which is shown here,

is Jenkins Brass Radiator Angle

Valve with union. All of the

commonly used types and

body finishes can be supplied.

You'll provide a permanent

service by specifying genuine

Jenkins Diamond MarkValves.

JENKINS BROS.

New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago

London Montreal

Jenkins
Valve's

SINCE 1864
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XXX

ROOFING (Composition)

Elmer R. Webster School, Pontiac, Mich. Architects: Perkins, Fellows & Hamilton, Chicago

CHOOL buildings are designed for long

SCHOO

service at low up-keep cost. The walls must

be kept dry to insure the good health of the

children. Therefore, the building must have a

weather-proof roof.

The architects of this building chose a Carey

Asphalt Built-Up Roof, because they wished

to protect it permanently. Asphalt is conceded

to be the longest -lived bituminous water-

proofing material and Carey Asphalt Built-Up

Roofs contain the highest grade asphalts, re-

fined and compounded in the Carey refineries.

For detailed specifications or samples , write

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY

507-527 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, O.

Branches and Distributors in sixty leading cities

R
E
G
.
U
S
.

P
A
T
.
O
F
F

.

BUILTUPROOFS
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BUILDING: MATERIAL (Tiles) :

"Swimming Pools"

A Helpful Reference Book

THI

HIS publication is one which many archi-

tects have found of considerable practical

value as a reference book.

It supplies accurate and essential facts

based upon collective experience and an

extensive study of all aspects of swimming

pool construction.

The standard designs and details presented

in this book have formed the basis for designs

adopted by a number of official and private

organizations.

Among others, the California State Board

of Health prepared many of its regulations

and recommendations upon principles set

forth, and incorporated parts of the text, plans

and illustrations in its own publications.

This book also serves as a text book in a

number of colleges and architectural schools .

If it is not in your library , a copy will be sent

on request without charge.

THE ASSOCIATED

TILE MANUFACTURERS

Beaver Falls, Pa.

XXXI
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XXXII
BUILDING MATERIAL (Southern Pine)
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LongLeaf

SOUTHERN PINE

In planning wood construction, give careful consideration to these facts

about Southern Pine-

Its wide range of uses.

Its availability in quantity, shapes and sizes.

Its strength and durability.

Its workability.

Its reasonable cost.

Our large, modern mills operate in Louisiana where Southern Pine grows

to its best. We give particular attention to items used in home building.

Long and Short Leaf Southern Pine

Yard and Shed Stock
Heavy Structur

al Material

We are manufacturers of the famous ESSCO Heart Flooring for homes, office

buildings, factories, etc. Each bundle is identified with the Heart Label.

EXCHANGE SAWMILLS SALES CO.

Long Building
Kansas City, Missouri

(Formerly Missouri Lumber & Land Exchange Co.)

R. B. WHITE, President and General Manager
F. R. WATKINS, Sec'y and Mgr. Yard Sales

R. S. PRICE, Mgr. Railroad and Timber Sales

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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ROOFING (Tile)

THE ROOF

Are you giving it due

consideration?

In any structure the

ROOF is an important

feature.

IMPERIAL

SHALE ROOFING TILES

Properly chosen, will

give to any building an

air of distinction, har-

mony of color tones,

everlasting properties.

LUDOWICI -CELADON COMPANY

104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

XXXIII
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XXXIV
BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

E
X
E
X

Booklets on Indiana Limestone

will be mailed on request

INDIANA

LIMESTONE

Indiana
Limestone Gateway to

Chicagofrom Lake
Michigan

The new Michigan Boulevard Link Bridge, Chicago, recently was completed. In many respects.

it is considered to be the greatest improvement this city has attempted, and forms a through

North and South connection between the business and residential districts .

It is a trunnion bascule bridge with a lower level for teaming traffic. Near each end ofthe

bridge the approaches are widened out into spacious oval-shaped plazas provided with ornamental

Indiana Limestone balustrades and safety islands. On either side of the plazas, Indiana Limestone

steps lead down to the dock level.

The illustrations above show the bridge, plazas and ornamental portals over the intersecting

streets. At each corner of the bridge are located operators' towers and machinery inclosures

beautifully designed in Indiana Limestone. The beauty and dignity of this natural stone stand

out in striking dominance amid surrounding structures built of inferior materials.

Indiana Limestone isan ideal material for impressive bridges because it combines beauty, safety and

permanence.

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association

Box 769 Bedford, Indiana

Metropolitan Service Bureau, 622 Marbridge Bldg., New York City

INDIANALIMESTONE

THE NATION'S BUILDING STONE
INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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WATER HEATERS (Gas)

There Are Many Reasons "Why" the

HUMPHREY

AUTOMATIC GAS WATER HEATER

should be included in your plans and specifications.

They provide the easiest, cheapest and most convenient

means of securing HOT WATER.

There is no requirement that cannot be met with a

HUMPHREY AUTOMATIC GAS WATER HEATER,

large or small.

They are QUALITY BUILT-giving service that is lasting

and cheap, and have earned their HIGH REPUTATION.

They are universally known as SUPREME in value, dur-

ability and dependability.

They are an ABSOLUTE NECESSITY to cleanliness,

health and comfort.

THE HUMPHREY ARCHITECTS' MANUAL

with Service Specifications contains all the information on

the subject of HEAT WATER WITH GAS, such as : the

proper size and type heater for any need ; the capacity of all

types and sizes ; number of gallons per minute each type

delivers at the various temperatures.

It is a reference and text book

that should be at your finger tips

at all times. If you did not re-

ceive a copy, write for it.

It Is Free

TES
MANUALBECATIONS HUMPHREY COMPANY

Div. RuudMfg. Co.

KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

XXXV
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XXXVI SKYLIGHTS ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK ROOFING (Slate)

Perpetuating furals

'HE ARCHITECT recognizes beautifully carved wood as the most

appropriate medium for the adornment of the church interior.

He will find our Wood Carving Studios ready to co-operate with him to

any degree in the interpretation and faithful execution of his designs

and specifications ; or in designing fitments to conform with his archi-

tectural treatment.

Our recently published book, "Ars Ecclesiastica," contains

illustrations of memorials and other church interior work in

carved wood. The architect's request for a copy will bring

him a useful addition to his reference library.

THE WOOD CARVING STUDIOS OF

AmericanSeatingCompany

NEW YORK

695-119 W. 40th St.

CHICAGO

1092 Lytton Building

14 DB

PHILADELPHIA

710-250 S. Broad St.

HOP

Since 1868-

The Hayes
Skylights

Several installations

made in that year

are still giving satis-

factory service.

The Geo.
Hayes

Company

Roofing and Sheet

Metal Contractors

311-317 East Twenty-Third Street

New York City

Originators of the HAYES TYPE SKYLIGHTS

INDUSTRIAL. SECTION

Bayard Dominick Residence William H. Dominick

New York City Architect

An interesting and pleasing effect has been

obtained bythe use of Tudor Stone for the

roof of this Gun Room. In the heart of

New York City, it adds a cheery bit of

color to its surroundings.

JudorStone

Write for information

Rising-and-Nelson- Slate Company

WEST PAWLET, VERMONT

Architects' Service
-

Department

Chicago

101 Park Avenue, New York
Boston

Philadelphia
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LIGHTING FIXTURES HEATING SERVICE MAIL CHUTES XXXVII

An Attractive Display

Of Lighting Fixtures in all

Periods forthe Home, Hotel,

Theatre, Bank, or Public

Building, may be seen at our

Galleries

We invite Architects and

Owners to avail themselves of

ourserviceand visit our work-

shops where special lighting

effects for all purposes are

daily in the process ofmanu-

facture

Victor S. Pearlman & Co.

Creators of exclusive lighting fixtures

533-535 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

DUNNAN

"One Turn"

Wheel Handle

Packless Valve

Constructed with

built-up bellows just

like the Dunham Lever

Handle Type. It can

be opened or closed

with approximately one

Effective for steam type or

hot water type radiators and top or bottom con-

nection. Absolutely leak proof.

turn of the handle.

An important addition to the valve family that

will have as great a vogue as the Dunham Lever

Handle Type. Write for additional data.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY

230 EAST OHIO STREET, CHICAGO

52 Branch and Local Sales Offices

in the United States and Canada

Foreign Sales Offices in London and Paris

The UN
HA
M

REG.TRADE MARK

HEATING SERVICE

THECUTLER,

MAIL CHUTE

Reduced costs and in-

creased volume of busi-

ness enable us to maintain

ourhigh standard ofqual-

ity at a material reduc-

tion in price.

Specify Model F. stand-

ard equipment.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.

OFFICES AND FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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XXXWHI HARDWARELIGHTING EQUIPMENT

PIPE

Luminaire

Lighting Fixture of beautiful and correct design

that furnishes illumination suitable for its

intended purpose.

Luminaire Studios is an extraordinary organization of

Artists and Engineers, all of considerable experience in

actual practice of the art of illumination.

It is the clearing house for Lighting ideas.

LUMINAIRE STUDIOS

INCORPORATED

Mo

ofthe

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.

NEW YORK

31 W. 46th Street

CHICAGO

237W.Jackson Blvd.

259

LOS ANGELES

Pacific Finance Bldg.

Fig. 1

ORODO

S

Casement
Operator

No. 95

For Hinged Windows Swinging Out

FIG.2

Fig. 2

This device has been on the market nearly six years and has been used in every part of the country and in all

sorts of buildings—both public and private-so we will simply state here that a window equipped with this device

is always locked in whatever position it is left and cannot be moved except by turning the handle and when closed

the window is held absolutely tight ; no rattle.

The mechanism being of the screw type develops ample power to handle most any kind of sash up to 2 ′ 6 ″ wide.

The driving screw is of steel with double square threads and the traveler that runs on this screw is of cast bronze,

thus avoiding the danger of these two parts rusting together.

The slide which runs inside the arm is covered with fiber which makes the device noiseless and also eliminates friction .

This device may be used concealed or exposed. (See Figs. 1 and 2. )

Furnished in Iron Electro Galvanized for painting and in Brass or Bronze Metal.

We recommend that the Electro Galvanized device be used and painted at the job to match the wood work.

Complete catalogue containing 58 pages sent free to readers of "The Journal."

4450 Carroll Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF IMPROVED MECHANISMS

IN BUILDERS'
HARDWARE

1210 Architects Building

New York, N. Y.
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cotta) WINDOWS (Metal Casement)

The Winkle

Terra Cotta Company

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

FURNITURE (Laboratory) ´´FILTERS XXXIX

Kewaunee

Laboratory Furniture

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural

Terra Cotta

In All Colors and Finishes

Let Kewaunee help make the new School a credit to
the community. We have been designing and manu

facturing Laboratory Furniture for Schools, Hospitals,
Manufacturing Plants, etc., for a generation.

In many cases, however, you will find special equip-
ment unnecessary, as our line contains over 500 designs

some one of which may answer satisfactorily your par-
ticular needs.

Ask for a copy of the Kewaunee Book

KewauneeMfg.Co.LABORATORY

C. G. Campbell, Treas. and Gen. Mgr.

124 LINCOLN STREET, KEWAUNEE, WIS.

Chicago
Houston

Denver

New York Office, 70 Fifth Avenue

Branch Offices:

Little Rock

Columbus

Phoenix

Minneapolis Kansas City

Albuquerque

Spokane
Omaha

Jackson, Miss.

San Francisco

Salt Lake City

Oklahoma City

Baton Rouge

Greensboro, N. C.

Toronto, Canada

Puri SKYPE GUNCONTRADAMAROFATHERSDATAROTENOIDA || O|

BOTTOM

DRAILOFT

SASH
STOOL

SILL

SSCER
Loomis-Manning L

Filters-

P
L
A
S
T
E
R

(Section from drawing in Manual)

A
P
R
O
N

G
R
O
U
N
D

MONARCH

Control-lock

(See A. I. A. File No. 27c2)

Permits outswung becasement windows to

opened and closed, or securely locked at any

angle, in one continuous movement, without dis-

turbing screens or drapes.

No Gears-No Ratchets-No Keys-No Rattle

Fully described in "Manual of Casement Hard-

ware Detail." If a copy is not in your files, a

post card will bring it.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.

A few Architects who

have used them.

Mr. Grosvenor Atterbury in Connor residence

Mr. Donn Barber in Read residence

Mr. C. P. H. Gilbert in Schiff residence

Hoppin & Koen in Sheehan residence

Mr. Guy Lowell in Plant residence

Taylor & Levi in Rothschild residence

Mr. Horace Trumbauer in Widener residence

Mr. A. C. Bossom in Seaboard Bank

Mr. Welles Bosworth in A. T. & T. Bldg.

Mt. Cass Gilbert in Woolworth Bldg.

Mr..H. P. Knowles in Masonic Memorial Hospital

Carrere & Hastings in Liggett Bldg.

McKim, Mead & White in Pennsylvania Hotel

Maynicke & Franke in Heckscher Foundation

Geo. B. Post & Sons in Statler Hotel, Detroit

Trowbridge & Livingston in J. P. Morgan Co. Bldg.

York & Sawyer in Fifth Avenue Hospital

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Company

Estab. 1880
Makers ofMonarch Metal Weather Strips

4940 Penrose Street St. Louis, Mo.
1449 S. 37th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XL DOORS (Metallic
LIGHTING SERVICE

View of Counters Evenly Lighted by Frink Bank Screen

• Reflectors-Guaranty Trust Co. , N. Y.

DAHLSTROM

Harmonious, Even

Counter Lighting

BA
ANK lighting must not only be efficient, it

must unite with the design and proportions of

the banking room in expressing the dignity and

power of the institution.

Each Frink installation is especially designed to

meet these two conditions. Every surface, whether

counter or desk, is studied to secure illumination

of maximum efficiency with minimum of eye

strain.

Frink Lighting systems are readily adapted to

any form of structure or architectural motif.

For these reasons, co-operation between the archi-

tect and the Frink Engineering Department cannot

be too early established, that the Frink Lighting

System may be made an integral part of the plan.

National City Bank, New York

Continental & Commercial National Bank,

Chicago

Union Trust Company, New York

First National Bank, Boston

Hibernia Bank, New Orleans

Write for our Special Bank Catalog, No. 21 ,

covering Frink Screen Reflectors, Desk Re-

flectors, Upward Diffusers and Polaralite Signs.

I.P.
FRINK,

Inc.

24th Street and 10th Ave., New York

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

77 O'Farrell Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

336 The Arcade

SEATTLE, WASH.

609 Seaboard Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.
161 Summer Street

DETROIT, MICH.

325 State Street

CANADA Associated with Robert Mitchell

Avenue, Montreal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Franklin Trust Bldg.

CINCINNATI, Оиιо

17 Greenwood Bldg.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

415 West Main Street

Co., Ltd., 64 Belair

Uni-tre Frames in course of erec-

tion in the Hanna Building, Cleve-

land , Ohio.

CHARLES A. PLATT, Architect

New York City

JOHN GILL & SONS, Contractors

Cleveland

FIRESAFE-DEPENDABLE

Dahlstrom Hollow Metal Doors and

Trim not only complete the otherwise

fireproof building but are economical

and give universal satisfaction .

Our Architectural Portfolio will be gladly

sent free to practicing architects upon

request on business letterheads.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR Co.

439 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NEW YORK

25 Broadway

CHICAGO
DETROIT

19 South LaSalle Street 1331 Dime Bank Bldg.

Representatives In All Principal Cities

INDUSTRIAL. SECTION
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INSTITUTE DOCUMENTS
WIRE GLASS XLI

M
E
R
I
C
A

O
F
-T
H
E

-A
M
E
R

MDCCCC
LVI

I

E
C
T
S

The Standard and Other Con-

tract Documents of the

American Institute of Architects

Standard Documents

Agreement and General Conditions in cover $0.20

I
S
S
I
P
P
I

- W

I

R

E

-

G
L
A
S
S
.

W

FIRE

RETARDANT

N°3
2

C
o

General Conditions without Agreement .. .14

Agreement without General Conditions . .05

Bond of Suretyship .03

Form of Subcontract .04

Letter of Acceptance of Subcontractor's

Proposal .03.

Cover (heavy paper with valuable notes) .

Complete set in cover..

.01

.30

Complete trial set prepaid for thirty cents in stamps

Other Contract Forms

Form of Agreement between Owner and

Architect on the Percentage Basis ....

Form of Agreement between Owner and

Architect on the Fee Plus Cost System..

Circular of Information on Fee Plus Cost

System (Owner-Architect)

$0.05

.05

.03

Form of Agreement between Owner and

Contractor (Cost Plus Fee Basis) ...

Circular of Information on Cost Plus Fee

System (Owner-Contractor)

.10

.06

The American Institute recommends, without

reservation, the Contract Forms named above.

They are recommended to the building industry

as a whole, and to the Architectural Profession

regardless of Institute affiliation.

The Standard Documents, those listed first, are

nationally known and used. Progressive archi-

tectural firms are discarding private forms, or local .

forms, and are incorporating the Institute Docu-

ments into their office practice.

All the evidence shows that the building industry

is due for a prolonged period of activity. There

is hardly an Architect who does not understand

the significance of this to the profession as a whole,

and to himself individually.

onAn architectural firm's reputation, based

business ability, is worth much when it becomes

established among those who look for it first-the

business men of the average American community.

Leave no stone unused in making thorough, incisive,

correct business methods and Contract Forms a

part-a habit-of your organization.

Use the Standard and Other Contract Documents

of the American Institute.

If your local dealer cannot supply the forms, order direct

from the Executive Secretary, The A. I. A. , The Octagon

House, Washington, D. C. All orders filled the day

received, transportation prepaid.

Cass Gilbert, Architect

THE WOOLWORTH BUILDING

AWire Glass Installation from the Western

Union Building through a Polished Wire

Glass Installation .

SA
MP
LE
S

FILED W
ED
WITH

ARCHITECTSSALES
CORPORATIONNEW

OR
K

Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

ST. LOUIS

Croisic Bldg. , NEW YORK

CHICAGO

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XLII JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

Housing Reprints-I

THEHE first of a series of illustrated articles

upon the subject of housing the world over-

"Amsterdam-Old and New," by Clarence S.

Stein, which appeared in the October number.

It is a comparison of the methods used in solv-

ing the problems of New York City and Am-

sterdam. Two weeks after publication the

original edition was exhausted, and a reissue

has just been brought forth to meet the demand.

Thirty Cents, Postpaid

The Press of the American Institute of Architects, Inc.

THREE-THIRTEEN EAST TWENTY-THIRD STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Perspective

THE

HE third revised and enlarged edition of

this elementary text-book, compiled by

Ben J. Lubschez, F.A.I.A. , as a result of his

many years' experience in perspective and in

teaching, with marked success, the science to

beginners.

The late Prof. Frank D. Sherman, School of

Architecture, Columbia University , called it

"an admirable presentation of the subject ;

clear, concise and expressed in language as

becomes a simple graphical process.

Illustrated with plans and designs.

Price, $2.00 post paid.

The Press of the American Institute of Architects , Inc.

THREE-THIRTEEN EAST TWENTY-THIRD STREET, NEW YORK CITY

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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CONCRETE HARDENER

SONNEBORN PRODUCTS

Safeguarding Success

A Complete Service Offered to Architects

Let us make suggestions regarding concrete problems pertaining to the

protection, dustproofing, dampproofing, waterproofing and painting of

concrete and other structures.

You can save time, and probably gain valuable assistance, by consulting our

Technical Department, headed by a competent engineer who has special-

ized in this field. He has at his disposal, the recorded experiences of many

architects and engineers, and our own exhaustive tests.

Let us serve you.

|
APIDOLITH

TRADE MARK

is widely known as the standard dust proofer and wearproofer of concrete.

You can specify with the same confidence the other Sonneborn Products .

They all have had to pass rigorous scientific and practical tests .

Other Sonneborn Products :-

Hydrocide No. 648-Which renders concrete foundation walls and foot-

ings waterproof and dampproof.

Hydrocide No. 633-Which makes the inner surfaces of exposed walls

dampproof.

Hydrocide, Colorless-A transparent liquid compound for waterproof-

ing exposed exterior masonry walls, copings, parapet walls, etc.

Hydrocide Integral-For waterproofing mass concrete, stucco and

mortars. It is incorporated in the mix, in powder and paste form.

Fermo-A liquid compound which is added to the mix to accelerate the

setting of concrete .

Cemcoat-The industrial enamel paint which is applied to exterior and

interior walls and ceilings and on floors. White and colors. Gloss,

Eggshell and Flat.

Write for specification forms, sample and literature

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.

Dept. 21
116 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

SONNEBORN



COLLECTIONS

Section of Banking Screen, Birmingham Trust & Savings Bank, Birmingham, Alabama

MILLER & MARTIN, Architects, Birmingham, Alabama

Alabama Veined Grade "A" used for this work.

ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

Sole producers and manufacturers of the standard grades of

Alabama Statuary

Alabama Selected A

Alabama Grade A

Alabama Veined Grade A

Alabama Pocahontas

Alabama Italian

Alabama Statuary Mosaic

Alabama Mixed Mosaic

Alabama Terrazzo

The best possible and the most satisfactory service in Interior Marble

can be obtained by dealing directly with the Manufacturing Producer.

The Reasons Why-

1. He has more marble to select from. 2. He can take the necessary waste

at a minimum of expense. 3. He can not evade his own responsibility.

4. His living depends on your satisfaction with work done for you in his

marble. 5. He has a pride in his material which insures his best effort

on every job. 6. Having the largest stock to draw from, he can make

the promptest deliveries. 7. His prices are the most reasonable.

ALABAMA MARBLE COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE, QUARRIES, AND FINISHING PLANT

GANTT'S QUARRY, ALABAMA
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The Autobiography of an Idea

LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

Castles in Spain-II

GEORGIANNA GODDARD KING

Notes on the Dome of St. Peter's

VICTOR L. S. HAFNER

Cooperative Housing

FREDERICK L. ACKERMAN

Community Planning and Housing

CLARENCE S. STEIN

Town Planning in England

THOMAS ADAMS

Due to the long indisposition of the editor and

his recent serious illness, the reading of many

manuscripts and attention to much editorial cor-

respondence has been greatly delayed. The patient

indulgence of contributors and correspondents is

asked. It is hoped that the editor will fully resume

his labors by mid-December.

DECEMBER

1922



ELEVATORS

OTIS

morethan a
half

century
For more

The World's Word

For
Elevator

Safety

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY

Officesin allprincipalcities oftheworld

TRADE

off
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FLOORING (Maple, etc. )

A Floor of Captive Sunlight

What can you find more appropri-

ate for a sun parlor than a flooring

which holds in itself the airy,

golden spirit of sunlight? Maple,

varnished, gives you such color.

For cheerful lightness, it is ideal,

whether used in a home, hotel,

apartment, orluxuriously appointed

club house.

Andyet, this is only one of Maple's

virtues. It is the wood which out-

wears stone. Tough of fibre, tight

of grain, it leads the list in resisting

the rigorous service in hallways

and servants' quarters, kitchens,

schools, offices, churches, indus-

trial and public buildings.

For Color--BEECH AND BIRCH

Add the ruddy tinge of sunset to

Maple's sunlit color, and you have

the richertone of Beech and Birch.

Besides their natural beauty, these

floorings will also take and retain

a variety of stains, and meet any

need of color harmony or service.

Maple, Beech and Birch floorings-all

three-are manufactured from the slow-

growth, climate-hardened timber of

Michigan and Wisconsin, and guaran-

teed in the trade-

marFMA.

"Color Harmony in Floors"

is the title of abook, just offthe press,

whichwill open delightful newdecorative

possibilities to you. Ask your lumber

dealer for a copy, or let us send you o

ith our compliments.

MA FLOORING MANTE

1048 Sto

The letters MFMA onMaple.
Beech or Birch flooring sig-
nify that the flooring is
standardized and guaran
teed by the Maple Flooring
Manufacturers Association.
whose members must attain
and maintain the highest
standards of manufacture,
and adhere tomanufacturing

ERS ASSN.

unding, Chicago

and grading rules which
economically conserveevery
particle of these remarkable
woods. This trademark is for
your protection. Look for it

on the flooring you use.

MFMA

Floor withMaple

Beech or Birch

This interesting book is being

offered to millions of home builders

through such a national message as

the one above. May we suggest, if

you have not received a copy, that

you write for one now? It will prove

convenient for reference in talking

with clients.

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSN.

1074 Stock Exchange Building, Chicago

i
n
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Tiles)

IV

To Render Service:

The Single Function of

THE ASSOCIATED

TILE MANUFACTURERS

THIS association functions as a clearing house

for tile information and works in the interest

and for the progress of the entire tile industry .

Through its publications and advertisements it

aims to acquaint the building public with the

properties, merits and uses of the industry's pro-

ducts, and endeavors in every reasonable way to

promote the use of that product which has been

demonstrated best by experience.

The association collects, compiles and distributes

helpful information . It interests itself in the im-

provement of the product, in advocating proper

uses, in finding new uses, in preventing wrong or

disadvantageous uses, in bettering craftsmanship ,

in apprenticeship systems, in educational exhib-

its, in standardization , in reducing construction

costs, in the elimination of waste, and generally

in rendering a service which the individual pro-

ducers by themselves could not tender.

The association has nothing to sell. It never

solicits an order. Its efforts and success are

measured entirely in terms of service. We are

glad to co-operate with architects in anything

pertaining to tiles and their uses.

Beaver Falls, Pa.

$
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VI
BUILDING MATERIAL (Face Brick

$1550 in Prize
s

for

Best Designs in Face Brickwork

for the Garden

PRIZES

Premiated design will receive .

Design placed second will receive

Design placed third will receive .

Design placed fourth will receive

The next ten designs will each receive

Competition closes at noon,

Monday, February 5, 1923

$500.00

300.00

• 150.00

100.00

50.00

For complete program see the November,

December orJanuary issue of Pencil Points, or write

to the American Face Brick Association

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION

1750 PEOPLES LIFE BUILDING

A.F.B.A

•

USE FACE BRICK

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

-itPays
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CHAPTER VII.

Boston

By LOUIS H. SULLIVAN

The New Rice Grammar School

NE day, in Boston, a boy of nine was walking

northward on the east side of Washington

Street. Just then "Yankee Doodle" came

along whistling his tune to a brisk step, a pair of

boots slung over one shoulder of his faded blue jeans ;

and, under a stovepipe hat, much battered in the strife

of years, this agile elderly man wore a grey chin beard

after the manner of Uncle Sam. And thus went

Yankee Doodle tirelessly up and down Washington

Street, always on the east side of it, day after day, year

after year. In a legendary sense he was a cobbler. The

boy watched his kindly face approaching, and for the

hundredth time admired in despair the clear sharp

whistle which he had tried in vain to emulate ; and, as

Yankee passed on southward the boy turned east into

South Bennett Street following the south sidewalk.

About midway to Harrison Avenue a paper bag struck

the sidewalk in front of him, burst, and hard candies

scattered over the pavement. The boy, startled , looked

around, and then up. In a second story window,

straight across the way, appeared two fat bare arms,

an immense bosom, a heavy, broad, red face, topped

with straght black hair. A fat finger beckoned to him ;

a fat mouth said something to him ; and at the door-

way of the house was the number 22—the house he had

been born in ; but the silver nameplate marked P. Sulli-

van in black script was no longer there.

He had been led to the spot, which he had not seen

for years, by a revived memory of a sweet child named

Alice Look, who lived next door when the two of

them were three together. He had wished to see once

more the sacred dwelling wherein she had lived and

the walled yard in which she had mothered him and

called him Papa in their play.

Number 12

Much troubled, he walked on to Harrison Avenue,

where Bennett Street ends its one block of length.

There he noticed that the stately trees were bare of

leaves and sickly to the sight, while on the twigs and

among the branches and even on the trunks were hun-

dreds of caterpillar nests which made the trees look

old, poor and forsaken. While he was counting the

nests on a single tree, caterpillars now and then would

come slowly downward from the heights. Some of

them would remain for a time in mid-air, suspended

invisibly, before completing their descent, perchance

upon a passerby. The boy was examining one of these

caterpillars undulating upon his coat sleeve, when his

quick ear detected the sound of snare-drums. Crowds

began to gather on the sidewalks. Slowly the drums

beat out their increasing sadness, pulsing to a labored

measure of weariness, and finality, as a faint bluish

mass appeared vaguely in the north. The sidewalk

crowds became dense-men , women and children stood

very still. Onward, into distinctness and solidity, came

the mass of faded blue undulating to the pathos of the

drums. The drum corps passed-and in the growing

silence came on and passed ranks of wearied men in

faded blue, arms at right shoulder, faces weather-beaten,

a tired slow tread, measured as a time-beat on the pave-

ment, the one-two of many souls. And to these men,

as they marched, clung women shabbily clothed, with

shawls drawn over their heads, moving on in a way

tragically sad and glad, while to the skirts of many of

these women clung dirty children. Thus moved in

regular mass and in silence a regiment of veterans,

their women, their children, passing onward between

two tense rows of onlooking men, women and children ,

triple deep, many of them in tears. So vivid was this

spectacle, so heartrending, so new this aching drama of

return, that the boy, leaning against a caterpillar tree,

overflowed with compassion. When he had ceased

weeping upon his coat sleeve, Harrison Avenue
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was vacant ; but not so the boy-he in fullness of

sympathy was ill with the thought of what all this

might mean. What was the mystery that lay behind

these men in faded blue ? He found no sufficing answer.

The men had been mustered out, he had been told ;

that was all.

He chafed until he got permission to go to South

Reading for a week end ; ostensibly to visit the grand-

parents, surreptitiously to visit Julia, to whom alone he

could bare his heart. He knew in advance what

Grandpa would say; he knew in advance what

Grandma would say; he wished eagerly to learn what

Julia might say. So after earnest greetings with

Grandpa and Grandma he slipped quietly to the

kitchen. Julia was not there. He moved to the barn ;

Julia was not there. Then, in dime-novel fashion he

made a detour through the "old" orchard , dodging

from tree to tree in Indian fashion, examining the grass,

crawling slowly on all fours, bent on surprise, signalling

to an imagined companion in the rear, cautiously ad-

vancing until he caught a glimpse of a broad back,

topped with massy hair on fire. He approached at a

flat crawl and, from behind the next tree, saw Julia

sitting on a milk stool peeling potatoes. Now came the

villain's mad rush. Julia was seized savagely- with an

arm around her neck, her head pulled back, her face

kissed all over, her hair roughly tousled , her shoulder

pushed hard, her stool kicked from under her as Louis,

in a warwhoop of joy, hailed her as Ireland's hope,

Queen of the orchard, and was greatly pleased .

Not so Erin's daughter. Sitting broadly on the grass,

shaking a clenched fist, she screamed : "Ye rat, ye vile

spalpeen. To think o' the likes o' ye takin ' me un-

awares ; and ye've upset the spuds and me pan of fresh

water. May the divil fly away with ye. Get y'self

out o' here before I smash ye with the stool ;" and Julia's

language became violent in a torrent of brogue, as,

madly erect, she swung the stool and let fly while Louis

danced about her singing an impudent Irish song he

had learned from her. Then Julia sat largely down

again in the grass, gasping for breath, while Louis went

for the distant stool. Grandpa passed that way, re-

marking simply : ah, I hear you and Julia are visiting

today. Louis walked up to Julia and said , in a manner :

"Julia Head, I now present you with this stool. It is far

less beautiful than yourself, but in its humble way, it is

as useful as your own valued activities, inasmuch as it,

on many an occasion , has served as your main stay while

you were drawing from our gentle kine the day's

accumulations. Will you accept this emblem of indus-

try in the same simplicity of spirit with which it is

offered you ?" Julia, tired of ranting, laughed. "Sure,

she said, ' tis well ye know that had ye come at me

dacently, it's a hearty welcome I'd a given ye." And

she resumed operations, still sitting, the pan of spuds

resting upon her enormous thighs. And Louis sat

down meekly beside her, his small hand barely touching

expansethe of freckled arm. He said he was sorry, and

went on to pacify her. He used Gaelic words she had

taught him, words romantically
tender and sweet.

Julia softened . With both hands she turned his face

toward her ; looked at him roguishly : "Now what the

divil is it ye want?" "Julia, tell me a fairy story, won't

you? Just a little one, won't you, Julia?" "Divil a

fairy tale there'll be told this day ! Tell me about

Boston. I've a brother working there. I want ye to

find how he's getting on. His name's Eugene Head.

He's younger than meself, he's only here wan year.

He's tendin' bar in a saloon on Tremont Street near

King's Chapel. I've heard he's steady and don't drink ;

and I've heard, too, that he knocks down quite a bit.

Naw! I don't mean that he knocks down people. I

shouldn't be talking such things t'ye anyway. It's

sorry I am I said a word. But Boston is a hell ye know."

Then Louis opened the subject nearest his heart.

He told her all about the soldiers in faded blue, and

the wives and children hanging to them. What did it

all mean? Why was it so sad ; why did he have to

cry? "Well, Louis dear, ye know war's a sad business;

those men ye saw had just been mustered out of the

army, they were good fighting men, but all tired out.

From the shawls the women wore and the dirty childer,

I know the whole crowd was Irish and poor ; and as

everyone knows, the Irish won the war. Think of it !

Holy Virgin !-the Irish fighting for the naygers !

What will it be next time ?" "But, Julia, what was it

all for? What was back of it all ?" "I'll not be telling

ye
what was

back of it all, tho' well I know. I'll waste

no breath on one who has no moind . Besides you're

too young and ye have no education. Ye wouldn't

understand. Why the divil don't ye stick hard to yer

books, and learn ? What in the name of all the saints

d'ye think your father is spending his good money on

ye furr? Filling yer belly with food , giving ye a good ,

clane bed to sleep in, putting nice clothes on ye, buying

ye books, except that he wants ye to have an education ?

The Irish are proud of education, and yer father's a

proud man, and he wants to be proud of his son. In

God's name why don't ye do yure share ? Ye remem-

ber the tale, I told ye of the man who looked too long

at the moon? It's a tender heart indade, ye had like-

wise to be lookin❞ at thim dirty childer hangin' to the

mithers' skirts ! It's a big heart ye had and a fine edu-

cation ye have that ye didn't think at wanst whin ye

saw thim that ye haven't a care in the world, that ye've

niver known rale hunger, niver a rale sorrow, niver a

heart-break, niver despair ; niver heard the wolf bark

at the doore as yer blood went cold ! And yerself,

Louis, wid yere big heart and small head couldn't see

with yer own eyes and without any books at all , that

thim very childer was part of what as ye say lies

behind it all ? God ! me heart aches in the tellin : for

the min ye saw come back wuz not all the min that

wint out ; but I'm through. I'll tell ye no more of
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what lies behind it all ; but I'll tell ye some more about

education, for I want to knock a bit of since into

yure empty skull. Yere all sintiment, Louis, and no

mercy. You've kissed the Blarney Stone right well,

and ye kicked the milking stool from under me.

"Now the story I'm to tell ye I got from one of me

girl friends whose brother said he knew the man by

reputayshun, and that he came from County Kerry

where the Lakes of Killarney a're I've told ye so

mooch about, and I suppose ye've forgotten it all ;

and faith, I have me doubts, with yere scatter brains

if ye can say fer a truth wither Ireland's this side o'

the water or the other. Now its not meself as'll make

a short story long nor a long story short, so I'll tell

it in the words I heard it.

"This man from Kerry was in some way connected

with the army, as most of the Irish were, for they're

natural fighting min from the oldest times. And wan

day as he was out a-walking fer his health, and faring

to and fro, he came upon a blanket lying on the ground ;

and at once he picked it up and with great loud laughter

he sed, sed he : Sure I've found me blanket with me

name upon it : U fer Patrick and S for McCarty ; sure

edication's a foine thing, as me faather before me wud

say.” “Oh, Julia, I don't believe that's true. That's just

another Irish yarn." "Will, maybe it isn't true and may-

be it's just a yarn ; but I belave it's true and I want

to till ye this : the man from Kerry had a rale edica-

tion. Ye may think I'm a-jokin' now, but when ye

get older and have more sinse ye'll be noticin' that

that's the way everywan rades ; and the higher edu-

cated they are, the more they rade just as Pat McCarthy

did, and add some fancy flourishes of their own. Now

run along and carry in the wood, and do the chures.

Me two feets is sore wid me weight. And take along

the pans and the stool as ye go. I suppose it's theI suppose it's the

whole batch of yees I'll have to be feedin ; and I've a

blister on me small toe, and me back is broke with

handlin' the wash tubs ; an' it's little patience I have

with ye, furr ye don't seem to learn in school or out,

and yit, be the powers, ye ask some mighty quare

question
s

for a lad, so I suppose there's somethi
ng

in

the back of yer head that makes yer father support ye

when ye ought to be wurkin'."

"

And thus Julia grumbled on to the kitchen door

and Louis did the chores. But his heart was not in

them. Julia had told the story mockingly. She seemed

to leave in it somewhere a sting he could feel but

could not understand ; and he mused as to what might

perhaps be behind Julia, Irish to the core. She had

set him vibrating at the suggestion of an unseen power

and he became rigid in his resolve to penetrate the

mystery that seemed to lie back of the tale she told .

* *

*

Later on, say about the age of twelve, this same boy ,

to his own surprise, became aware that he had become

interested in buildings ; and over one building in par-

ticular he began to rave, as he detached it from the

rest and placed it in his wonder-world. It stood at the

northeast corner of Tremont and Boylston Streets. It

was a Masonic Temple built of hewn granite, light

gray in tone and joyous of aspect.

Boston, as a conglomerate of buildings, had depressed

Louis Sullivan continuously since he became engulfed

in it. These structures uttered to him as in chorus

a stifling negation, a vast No !—to his yea-cry for the

light-hearted . In their varied utterance, they were

to him unanimous in that they denied the flowers of

the field. Some were austere, some gave forth an of-

fensive effluvium of respectability, some fronted the

crowded street as though they had always been there

and the streets had come later ; some seemed to thank

God that they were not as other buildings, while others

sighed : I am aweary, aweary. Most of them were old

and some were very new ; and individually they im-

pressed Louis, in their special ways, as of an uncanny

particularity. He seemed to feel them as physiognomies,

as presences, sometimes even as personalities ; thus the

state house with its golden dome seemed to him a thin,

mean, stingy old woman ; while Park Street Church

seemed to tower as a loyal guardian above its ancient

graveyard, and as friendly monitor of the crowds be-

low. And one day as they looked at Faneuil Hall ,

Grandpa said of it : "The Wild Ass of the City stamps

above its head but cannot break its sleep." This sound-

ed thrilling and imaginary to Louis, like a wild thing

out of Julia's land of enchantment ; but Grandpa said

he got it out of a book and that its meaning was too

deep for the boy-that he was talking to himself.

Thus buildings had come to speak to Louis Sullivan

in their many jargons. Some said vile things, some said

prudent things , some said pompous things, but none

said noble things. His history book told him that cer-

tain buildings were to be revered , but the buildings

themselves did not tell him so, for he saw them with a

fresh eye, an ignorant eye, an eye unprepared for sophis-

tries, and a mind empty of dishonesty. Nevertheless,

a vague sense of doleful community among buildings

slowly suffused him. They began to appear within his

consciousness as a separate world in their way; a world

of separated things seemed, in unison, to pass on to him

a message from an unseen power. Thus immersed, he

returned again and again to his wonder-building, the

single one that welcomed him, the solitary one that

gave out a perfume of romance, that radiated joy, that

seemed fresh and full of laughter. How it gleamed.

and glistened in the afternoon sunlight. How beau-

tiful were its arches, how dainty its pinnacles ; how

graceful the tourelle on the corner, rising as if by it-

self, higher and higher, like a lily stem, to burst at last

into a wondrous cluster of flowering pinnacles and a

lovely, pointed finial. Thus Louis raved. It has been

often said that love is blind ! If Louis chose to liken
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this new idol of his heart unto a certain graceful elm

tree, the pulchritudinous virgin of an earlier day, sure-

ly that was his affair, not ours ; for he who says that

love is blind may be himself the blind-and love

clairvoyant.

One day, on Commonwealth Avenue, as Louis was

strolling, he saw a large man of dignified bearing, with

beard, top hat, frock coat, come out of a nearby building,

enter his carriage and signal the coachman to drive on.

The dignity was unmistakable, all men of station in

Boston were dignified ; sometimes insistently so, but

Louis wished to know who and what was behind the

dignity. So he asked one of the workmen who said :

"Why he's the archeetect of this building." "Yes ? and

what is an archeetec, the owner?" "Naw ; he's the man

what drawed the plans for this building." "What!

What's that you say : drawed the plans for this build-

ing?" "Sure. He lays out the rooms on paper, then

makes a picture of the front, and we do the work under

our own boss, but the archeetec's the boss of everybody. "

Louis was amazed . So this was the way : The work-

men stood behind their boss, their boss stood behind

the archeetec but the building stood in front of them

all. He asked the man if there had been an "archeetec"

for the Masonic Temple, and the man said : "Sure,

there's an archeetec for every building." Louis

was incredulous, but if it were true it was glorious

news. How great, how wonderful a man must have

been the "archeetec" of his beloved temple ! So he asked

the man how the architect made the outside of the

temple and the man said : "Why, he made it out of his

head ; and he had books besides." The "books besides"

repelled Louis : anybody could do that ; but the "made

it out of his head" fascinated him.

How could a man make so beautiful a building out

of his head? What a great man he must be ; what a

wonderful man. Then and there Louis made up his

mind to become an architect and make beautiful build-

ings "out of his head." He confided this resolve to

the man. But the man said : "I don't know about that.

You got to know a lot first. You got to have an edu-

cation. Of course us mechanics has our books too.

That's the way we lay out stairs, rails and things

like that. But you got to have more brains, more ex-

perience, more education and more books, especially

more books, to be an archeetec. Can yer father keep

yer at school long enough?" "Yes ; he says he'll keep me

at school until I'm twenty-one if I wish." "Well, that

being so, yer may stand a chance of coming out ahead,

but I honestly don't think yer have the right kind of

brains. That far-away look in yer eyes makes me think

yer won't be practical, and y" got to be practical . I'm

a foreman and that's as far as I'll get, and I've done

work under a good many archeetecs ; and some of them

that's practical ain't much else . And some of them

that's fairly practical has so much education from

books that they gets awful fussy, and are hard to get

on with." The latter part of this monologue interested

Louis rather faintly, for he'd made up his mind. He

thanked the foreman who said in parting: "Well, I

dunno-mebbe."

*

Shortly before his father left Boston for Chicago ,

Louis confided to him his heart's desire. The father

seemed pleased, greatly pleased, that his son's ambi-

tion was centering on something definite. He "al-

lowed," as they used to say in New England, that

Architecture was a great art, the mother of all the

arts, and its practice a noble profession, adding a word

or two about Michael Angelo. Then he offered a

counter proposal that made Louis gasp. It was none

other than this : That Louis was fond of the farm and

the open, that he had shown himself a natural farmer

with ready mastery of detail of common farming. Why

not go further. After proper preparation he would

send Louis to an agricultural college, he said, and

thus Louis would be equipped as a scientific farmer.

Louis was dazzled. The word scientific was electrical .

Before him arose the woods, the fields, the cattle, the

crops, the great grand open world as a narcotic phan-

tom of delight. The father was eloquent concerning

blooded stock, plant cross-fertilization, the chemistry

of soils and fertilizers, underdrainage, and so forth ;

Louis wavered. He sat long in silence, on his father's

knee, lost to the world. Then he said : "NO : I have

made up my mind.”

And thus it was agreed that Louis should remain in

Boston to complete his General Education ; after that

to a Technical School ; and, some day-Abroad.

*

During the years preceding his decision, Louis, in

practice, was essentially scatter-brained. His many

and varied activities and preoccupations, physical , men-

tal, emotional, his keen power of observation , his in-

satiable hunger for knowledge at first hand, his tem-

peramental responses to externals, his fleeting mystic

trances, his utterly childlike flashes of intuition, his

welcoming of new worlds, opening upon him one

after another, his perception that they must grow larger

and larger, his imagination , unknown to him as such ;

all these things, impenetrable to him in their vast sig-

nificance within the gigantic and diverse world of men

and things and thoughts and acts, a world as yet sealed

tight to him ; all these things seemed to exist within him

formless, aimless, a disconnected miscellany rich in im-

pulse but devoid of order, of form, of intention.

Yet this was not precisely the fact. It was an

ostensible fact objectively, a non-fact, subjectively ; for

a presiding order, a primal impulse, was governing and

shaping him through his own marvel at manifestations

of power, his constant wonder at what men could do ;

at men's power to do what they willed to do ; and
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deeper than this moved a power he had heard in the Song

of Spring, and which awakened within the glory

of the sunrise.

All this was vague enough, to be sure, but his

memory was becoming tenacious and retroactive.

Little given to introspection, as such, he was in

daily conduct and appearance much like any boy, though

perhaps he had a more stubborn will than is usual.

His aversion to schools and books had been normal

enough, because they failed in appeal. Nevertheless,

he began to swing around to an idea that there might

be something useful to him in books, regardless of

teachers ; and this idea was vivified when he was trans-

ferred to the new Rice Grammer School building, the

lightness and brightness and cleanliness of which put

him at once in exceeding good humor.

A

True to form he reacted to these cheerful externals,

and at once became filled with a new eagerness.

cloud seemed to pass away from his brain, a certain

inhibition seemed to relax its hold upon him. As by

the waving of a magic wand, he made a sudden swerve

in his course, and became an earnest, almost fanatical

student of books, in the light and joy of the new school

house. Teachers were secondary : and in habit he be-

came almost a recluse. For the idea had clarified that

in books might be found a concentration, an increase

in power: that books might be--and he later said they

were-storehouses of what men had done, an explana-

tion of their power to do, and that the specific knowl-

edge stored within them might be used as tools of the

mind, as men used tools of the hand. Louis saw con-

sequences with extreme rapidity and daring once the

first light of an initial idea broke upon him. His en-

thusiasms were pragmatic. He lost no time, once he

saw an objective. His grammar-book in particular

fascinated him. Here for the first time in all his

schooling a light began to shine within a book and

illumine his brain. Here opened up to him, ever more

startling, ever more inspiriting, the structure of the

language he spoke ; its whys and its wherefors. Here

opened, ever enlarging, a world of things said and to

be said. The rigid rules became plastic as he pro-

gressed, then they became fluent ; grammar passed into

romance ; a dead book became a living thing. He could

not go fast enough. When would he reach

the end?

And as the end approached nearer and nearer, there

came forth from the book as a living presence, as a

giant from the world of enchantment, with shining

visage, man's power of speech. Louis saw it all, but

it left him feeble. He had taken grammar at one dose.

As usual his imagination had far outsped any possi-

bility of reasonable accomplishment. For Louis, as

usual, saw too much at one time. He saw, at a glance,

ends that would require a lifetime of disciplined en-

deavor to reach. And so, in a measure, it was with his

other studies, though not so ardently. There was lit-

tle romance to be found in his arithmetic. It was in

the main material and philistine. Yet he saw use in

it. He accepted it as a daily task and plodded . It

was not his fault but his misfortune that it was handed

to him dry. Geography he took to kindly. He could

visualize it as a diagram and it extended, on paper, his

boundaries far and wide. Topographically and racially

he could not see into it, even though he was informed,

for instance, that the Japanese and Chinese were half-

civilized. He asked what civilized meant and was told

that we were civilized. There were various other

things in the geography that were not clear ; he found

difficulty in making images of what he saw in the book.

In his history book he was lied to shamefully, but he

did not know it. Anyway, he had to take some things

on faith. The history book did not interest him great-

ly because the people described did not seem human like

the people he knew, and the story was mostly about

wars. He got the idea that patriotism always meant

fighting, and that the other side was always in the

wrong.

As to compositions, the pupils had to write one every

so often, on a given topic. The first subject for Louis

was "The Battle of Hastings." He went at this dole-

fully, sought refuge in the encyclopedia, and in wabbly

English produced a two-page essay weakly-hesitant and

valueless ; a mere task. He was marked low. The

next subject was "A Winter Holiday in Boston."

Louis filled the air with snowflakes, merry bells, laugh-

ter, movement and cross movement, amusing episodes

and accidents, all joyous, all lively. In simple boyish

English, he made a hearty story of it, a word-picture ;

yes, the suggestion even of a prose poem, for it had

structure. Within it was a dominant idea of winter

that conveyed a sensation of color, of form. Louis was

happy. He had hard work to confine himself to four

pages. He was marked high. He was commended be-

fore the class. But the topics seldom fired him ; as a

rule they were academic, arid, artificial, having no re-

lation to his life experiences, concerning which he might

have said something worth while had he been given

the chance. Another feature of the curriculum that

went against the grain with Louis was the course in

declamation , or "speaking pieces." For Louis had a

streak of bashfulness in his make-up, which, though in-

visible in his former street fights, came painfully into

view when he must face the class and "speak out loud."

The ensuing torture of self-consciousness made him

angry and rebellious. Besides, he had his opinions con-

cerning various "pieces" and was not in the least back-

ward in venting them. He ridiculed the "Village

Blacksmith" unmercifully.

His pet aversion was old "Ironsides," and it befell

one day that he was to speak this very piece. As he

approached the platform, he saw red ; the class was in-

visible, no bashfulness now ; teacher even, scarcely in-

visible. His mind was made up ; he mounted the plat-
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form, faced about ; and in instant desperate acrimony,

he shrieked : Ay, tear her tattered ensign down!!!!!!

The class roared ; teacher stopped him at once ; sent

him to his seat. She left the room. Louis boiled in his

seat. In the hubbub he heard : "Now yer going to

get it." "Serves yer right." "Yer made a fool of

teacher." "Serves yer right. "Fatty'll fix yer.' The

teacher, Miss Blank, returning, stilled the storm, and

said calmly: Louis Sullivan, you are wanted in Mr.

Wheelock's office. Mr. Wheelock, head master-called

"Fatty" for short-was round, of middle height, kind-

ly, with something of the cherub in his face. He wore

a blond beard, had rather high color, merry blue

eyes, a full forehead, sparsely covered with hair. He

appeared not over thirty-five, had served in the army,

and was judicial, considerate and human in his deal-

ings.

As Louis entered he saw, not this Mr. Wheelock,

but a Mr. Wheelock, gray of face, sinister of eye, hold-

ing in his left hand a long rattan. "Miss Blank tells

me you have grossly insulted her before the class. What

have you to say for yourself?"

He
Louis was fearless and aggressive by nature.

had crossed his Rubicon. He made a manly apology,

wholly sincere as regarded Miss Blank. This cleared

the ground but not the issue. He saw the rattan, and

with steady eye and nerve he quickly wove about it his

plan of action. The rod should never touch him ; it

was to be a battle of wits. He boldly made his open-

ing with the statement that he regarded the poem as

bunkum. Mr. Wheelock sneered . He then went on

to take the poem to pieces, line by line, stanza by

stanza. Mr. Wheelock looked puzzled ; he eyed Louis

quizzically. He edged about in his chair. Louis went

on, more and more drastically. Mr. Wheelock's eyes

began to twinkle, calm returned to his face, he dropped

the rod. He laughed heartily : Where in the world did

you dig that up? Then Louis let go , he waxed eloquent,

he spread out his views so long suppressed , he pleaded

for the open, for honesty of thought, for the lifting of

a veil that hid things, for freedom of thought, for the

right of interpretation , for freedom of utterance. He

passionately unbosomed his longings. The head master,

now sitting chin in hand, looked steadily at Louis, with

grave, sad face. As Louis ceased , the master remained

silent for a moment, then pulled himself together, re-

laxed , chuckled and patting Louis on the shoulder

said : "That was a pretty fine stump-speech, young man.

When you got through with Holmes, you left his

poem as tattered as his ensign. As for the rest : Irish

accounts for that. I'm glad we had it out though. I

might have thrashed you in anger. Go back to your

class now, and hereafter be considerate of a woman's

feelings." Louis returned to his room, before all the

class he made full amends. Then, in his seat, he set

to with a book. His plunge into grammar had not

been in vain.

Thus Louis worked on and on, all by himself, as it

were, digging into the solid vein of knowledge as a

solitary miner digs ; washing the alluvial sands of knowl-

edge as a miner sifts-a young prospector grub-staked

by an absentee provider now settled on the shores of

a vast Lake far in the West.

Living again with his grandparents Louis felt at

home once more. He had respites from the city bare-

ness and baldness. He studied in the evenings, in the

sitting room, unmindful of the family doings. He lost

interest in playmates ; waved aside all little girls as

nuisances and inferior creatures-they became nonex-

istent. He rose early, at all seasons and in all weathers,

before the family were awake, walked the mile to the

depot, took the train to Boston, walked a mile to break-

fast and another mile to school. Many a night he was

awakened by the rattling sash, and listened to the

sharp wind moaning, groaning, shrieking, whistling

through the crevices with many a siren rise and fall,

from the depths of sorrow to the heights of madness,

from double forte to pianissimo as this weird orchestra

of the countryside lulled him again to sleep. And many a

morning, in pitch darkness, he lit his little lamp, broke

the skin of ice at the pitcher's top, washed in arctic

waters, donned his clothing, neatly folded over a chair

as grandmamma had taught him- his stockings even,

carefully turned in for orderliness, then left the house

still in darkness and silence, to break his way, it may

be, through fresh-fallen snow, knee-deep on the level,

and as yet without a trail, his woolen cap drawn down,

his woolen mittens well on, his books bound with a

leather strap, held snug under the arm of his pea-

jacket as the dim light at the depot shone nearer, and

a distant double-toot announced the oncoming train,

and the blinding headlight that shortly roared into

view as he stood, waiting, on the platform.

Yet this was not heroism, but routine. It was an

accepted part of the day's doings , accepted without a

murmur of other thought in days long since gone by.

Thus Louis worked, in gluttonous introspection, as

one with a fixed idea, an unalterable purpose, whose

goal lay beyond the rim of his horizon, and beyond

the narrow confines of the casual and sterile thought of

the day. Hence Louis was bound to graduate with

honors, as he did, the following June of 1870. There

and then he received in pride, as a scholar, his first

and last diploma. Never thereafter did he regard life

with the gravity, the seriousness and the futility of a

cloistered monk. That summer, he spent part of vaca-

tion time on the farm, and part of it within the prime-

val forest of Brown's Track in the northern part of

the State of New York. On his return to Boston in

September, he passed the examinations, and at the age

of fourteen entered the English High School, in Bed-

ford Street-there to expand.

(To be continued)
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Castles in Spain -- II

By GEORGIANNA GODDARD KING

Photographs by E. H. LOWBER¹

HEN S. Louis invited his cousin Ferdinand

to join him in a Crusade, and the King of

Castile replied that he had a complete crusade

at home functioning actively, it was no more than

truth. Spaniards of the thirteenth century enjoyed all

the advantages, in culture as well as morale, in worldly

as well as spiritual benefits, that Frenchmen were to

acquire in Syria by the intercourse with an alien race

in no way inferior, highly civilized, disciplined, intel-

lectual and exquisite, equally apt for poetry and medi-

cine, for philosophy and military architecture. The

Frankish castles in Syria supplied the models not only

at home for Templars and Teutonic Knights when

these were surrendered and the Europeans expelled , but

for the feudal lords of northern and of southern France,

and possibly in Navarre and Aragon.

It is probable, however, that in Castile and Andalu-

sia the building tradition was earlier formed on Orien-

tal models and persisted unaltered down to the Renais-

sance ; and this may be true also on the east coast and

the Cantabrian shore, in Galicia and the Asturias. In

the wars of the Peninsula, Spanish castles were ruined

so often and rebuilt up to so late an epoch that trust-

worthy dates are very hard to come by; yet a little

evidence exists, partly historical but partly direct also.

In those parts where the Spanish race is purest, and

the tradition, Visigothic and Mohammedan, least con-

taminated by alien occupations and by foreign alliances

of the reconquering kings, the earliest mediæval castles

are quite unlike those of the northern peoples.

In France and England the first castles consisted of a

ditch, a mound, and a keep, concentric and superim-

posed ; only after the Crusaders' return were they

changed into such gallant conceptions of lovely con-

tours, and learned massing of strength and tension, as

appeared when Coeur-de-Lion built Château Gaillard

in 1196 ; and never, even in the Renaissance, did they

quite unlearn the grim custom of the donjon. On any-

one looking over plates of English and French castles

the conviction is impressed that the main element of

them is the great tower. With Syrian castles this is

hardly true : at that called Karak of the Knights, or at

Castle Pilgrim, or at Karak the Stone of the Desert, it

is hard to make out the keep among the mighty towers

that rise within the double circuit of defense. The

plan of these Crusaders' castles clings to the hill-top

that they crown, as the Byzantine and Arab architects.

since Justinian's day had preferred to set their own.

It is with the building of Justinian that any serious

study of Spanish castles will have to begin. The Em-

1Permission of the Hispanic Society of America.

peror was an untiring builder, in Constantinople as in

the provinces, and to the farthest outlying frontiers he

sent his architects, from Ctesiphon to Cadiz. Drawn

from Hellenistic Asia, his military and hydraulic engi-

neers were the finest the world had ever known. All

along the north of Africa we may see his castles, built

four-square with square corner-towers, or round towers

sometimes instead ; and sometimes round and square

towers midway the curtain wall. They are dated by

inscriptions. Justinian and the emperors who followed

him held the entire south of Spain from A. D. 554

onward to 624 , at the height of the building age, when

S. Sophia was rising ; and the Visigoths as they slowly

won the south took over the architecture, like the deco-

ration , which they found there. When, nearly a cen-

tury later, the Moslem invasion broke over Spain, and

the Visigoths were driven back, past the Tagus, past

the Duero, past the mountains of Leon, to a refuge

beyond the Asturian highlands, upon the northern shore,

they carried thither neither more nor less than what was

in their heads : a Byzantine-imperial tradition of build-

ing churches, a Byzantine-imperial tradition of build-

ing strongholds.

The wide region known as Campos de los Godos was,

as the name tells, won back early in the Reconquest.

It lies, roughly speaking, between the mountains of

Leon and the Duero valley, and between the old Road

which runs from Medina to Burgos and that, just as

old , which runs from Zamora to Astorga. The wide

plain may be measured , more exactly, from Rio Pisuerga

to the Sil. For many centuries these fields have been

fought over-by the warring children of Ferdinand

the Great, by the successors of Alfonso VI , the enemies

of Alfonso IX, and, lastly, by the Communes when

they rose against an alien in the time of Charles V.

Burned and rebuilt more often than any historian can

say, the castles of that region still keep as Byzantine

traits, recognizable through all alteration, the square

plan and the absence of a central keep. Aguilar de

Campó lies now ruinous on the steep hill-top , with four

huge, round towers challenging the four winds. A

long spur reaches down where the incline is least ; round

towers flank the curtain that culminates in a larger one,

somewhat as at Peñafiel. But of a keep there is no

trace ; no more than at Gastal or Timgad in the Afri-

can highlands. So the castle of Montealegre shows four

square towers tangential to the corners and round tow-

ers midway the curtain. It was besieged in 1216 and

built in 1469, says the historian ; who shall say when

first built, by what Ordoño or Veremund or Froila,

with what clear or dreamy recollection of his ancestors'
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fortress set among chestnut woods and embowered in

oleanders in what once was Betica? A third example

must suffice : that of Ampudia with a mighty keep at

one angle and the other three square corner-towers

various in size and epoch, with an outer enclosure of

towered walls rising beyond the moat and about the

drawbridge, and a town wall that rings in all with its

manifold round towers, much as Procopius describes

the ideal fortified city under the Empire. And indeed

in this very region a Basilian convent, owing obedience

to the Greek church, long survived.

The Moslems who entered Spain before the first

century of the Hegira had ended may have brought

their own builders ; or they may have sent back, as time

went on, to Damascus or Bagdad, or Babylon or Egypt.

Their style in military architecture is marked, in such

late castles as have survived for study, by the multitude

of towers that rise along the hill-crests they selected ,

and guard the curtain walls by their command of flank-

ing fire ; by their irregular outline ; by their complicated

approaches, and their underground cisterns and store-

houses. How much of their own skill must be set down

as debt to Byzance, is not here the question, but it

would be doubtless the lion's share. At any rate, they

built quickly and well. In 761 , just half a century

after the death of Roderick, Toledo was well fortified ,

with new-made walls and towers ; anon Abderrahman

II had the walls and strongholds of Merida repaired

by Giafar ben Muhasin, the chief of the architects, and

in 981 Fatho ben Ybrahim the Omeyad, famous for his

wisdom and his numerous journeys to the East, fortified ,

or enlarged, the fortifications of the castle of Maqueda

on the Tagus. There a great battle was fought in

1013, and the Vali of Toledo, Obeyd Ala, was de-

feated by his rightful lord the king of Cordova ; there

in 1083 to Alfonso VI was surrendered all the domain

from Talavera to Madrid. A century later the castle

was given to the Order of Calatrava.

The Military Orders have always played a part in

castle-building: the Templars in their turn had fetched

their plan and their square towers from the East and

built superbly, for instance at Ponferrada in the Vierzo ;

the Knights of Calatrava carried with them the pure

Cistercian early Gothic : for instance, to the mother-

house that bears their name, below Ciudad Real. But

all the time, on just the other side of an imaginary

shifting line of frontier that waxed and waned with

the seasons and the campaigns, abode the Moslem build-

ers. They reared fair and rosy their delicate brick

towers in squares or octagons , they corbelled out the

chemin de ronde on arches along the inner face of the

wall- as was indeed recommended by Philo of Byzance

-they set no machicoulis to overhang but they capped

the battlements with a dainty pyramidal cresting.

Above Cordova on the river, where Roman pottery

and Visigothic metal yet turn up under the spade to

attest earlier occupation , they built a castle which was

to serve the King D. Pedro in the eleventh century for

his treasury, and a Spanish noble in the twentieth for

his toy; it is called Almodovar del Rio. The ascent

thereto is steep and difficult ; the towers therein are

solid up to the level of the inner ward, the chemin de

ronde runs through them, higher up ; the keep is set

apart and connected only by a light bridge at the same

level. The vaults were of brick and domical or cut-

stone, eight-sided cloistered vaults on squinches, or, in

the upper chamber of the keep, a true ribbed dome car-

ried on angle-arches after the manner invented by

Sassanians and employed by provincials throughout the

nearer East. It has been restored now, and the tourist

who stops at Cordova may see it for his pains.

Rather like in effect, when the turban nodded in

both, will have been the stronghold of Alcalá de Gua-

deira, built by Abu Yacub in 1172, surrendered to S.

Ferdinand in 1246, and rebuilt and altered by the

Christian conquerors, who added a mighty keep where

the hill-top breaks down to the stream and encloses it

in a descending series of wards and barbicans. They

dedicated a church, too, where the mosque had stood,

as may be known by the broadish square plan of the

chapel of S. Michael, and its minaret-belfrey, close

behind the castle on the utmost hill-top crest. To the

siege of the little city in the fifteenth century, Mosen

Diego de Valera devotes a chapter, nor was it the least

of the Divers Feats he celebrates in his Memorial.

Fernan Darias de Sayavedra held the castle for the

Marquis of Cadiz, and thence harried Seville, where

the Duke of Medina Sidonia lay. "So the Duke be-

stirred him to gather a great company of men, saying

that he wanted to go to Xerez, and as Alcalá be only

two leagues from Seville he bid fetch out his lombards

(which are great guns) and ponies (which I take to

be like mortars) and catapults and various rams and

all the other things needful to fight, and went to be-

leaguer Alcalá de Guadeyra with about 3000 horse

and 8000 foot. The Marquis hearing this wrote to

his friends and came up, so that in truth on one side

or the other were arrayed the greater part of the noble

gentry of Andalusia." And this complicates the situa-

tion. There is a moment in the story when treason

was smoking like flax where a spark lies : a Commander

of S. James called Mosqueira was the retainer of the

Master of that Order, D. Juan Pacheco, who would

have been glad had the city not been taken. "Mos-

queira, feigning a wound from the hand of the Duke's

gunner Master Alonso, stabbed him, as he was about

to fire a great lombard, which when the Duke heard,

though not naturally inclined to cruelty, he was so

wroth that he laid hand on his sword and ran him

through." His death upset all the plans. The outcome

was that the two principals, with three retainers each

and without arms, were locked into the little castle of

Marchenilla near by, there to stay till they agreed :

which is one way of conducting arbitration. Alcalá is
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too old for sieges now: the outer walls are gone, where

stubble gilds the plain, and where, within , the wavy

grass is tall, the broken vaulting above aljibe and gran-

ary wants wary walking. The river brink is terraced

for vine-garth and oliveyard, where through the red

earth the outcrop of brick and stamped clay is like a

redder rock, timeless and forgotten. To the upper

town the steep street goes up too steep for carriage or

motor-car, as clean as if men walked there only on

Sabbath days ; the murmuring mosque is a hushed and

twilight chapel, where, on the retable, perishing colors

are crimson and azure still, and the tarnished gilding

glimmers in the afternoon light from the rarely-opened

door. The lower town is filled with the soft throbbing

purr of mill -stones and the creaking wheels of the pa-

tient mules, for the finest bread in the world is baked

at Alcalá, of flour they have grown, ground , bolted

and sifted, and the Psalmist's blessing is fulfilled upon;

the place, where the low, winter sun lies long and the

towers hang filmy above the brimming pools.

Those towers that the Moslem builded yet crown

the Alhambra¹ hill ; and he worked on through the

centuries, in Andalusia, till the Alhambra fell . One

Master Mohammed a Moor planned and directed the

castle of Carpio on the Guadalquivir, and his head-

workman who saw it finished in 1325 was called Ruy

1 For Granada see February, 1919 .

Cil, who by his name would seem to have been a

baptized Moor. In 1477 Mohammed Agudo was

master mason of the Alcazars of Seville :-but the old

story at Seville, how King Peter built a pleasure palace

for Maria de Padilla whom he loved, is another story.

Spain was still in touch with the East ; in that same

year of 1477 an Alexandrian called Statius built the

mole at Barcelona, and when storms prevented its com-

pletion the city officers and the Chamber of Commerce

took council together with the best architects that were

to be found in Syracuse and Rhodes and Crete. Be-

tween Justinian's veterans in the seventh century and

the divided caliphates in the eleventh, between the

Latin despots of the East in the thirteenth and the

merchant princes of Barcelona in the fifteenth, there is

no break.

At moments the trail is crossed by Italian or French

builders ; indeed yet they do not divert the course of

things so much as might have been expected. When

the castle of La Calahorra was erected in the sixteenth

century and decorated in the best Genoese style, the

four-square plan , the round angle-towers, are tradi-

tional, and only the incorporation of the great stair in

the ensemble of the central court, is foreign and unpar-

alleled . It is barely conceivable that a French château

inspired the plan of the beautiful castle of Belmonte,

not very far from Cuenca, begun in 1455 and finished

in 1470, by the Master of Santiago, D. Juan Pancheco.

While the site may have fortified long before, certainly

the pentagonal plan was conceived by the Renaissance

spirit, and bespeaks the caprice of a wanton noble or

the experiment of a curious engineer. Here, by the

riverside under its shadow, was born, of gentle blood,

though not, as often alleged, of the great lineage of

Ponce de Leon, the gracious youth who was to be a

glory in the Augustinian Order and at the University

of Salamanca as Fray Luis de Leon . The hill with its

ruins belonged latterly, I believe, by right of inherit-

ance, to the late Empress Eugènie ; I do not know to

whom she has left it, but perhaps it is the Institute of

Valencia de Don Juan. That delightful body, a sort

of intellectual hospice for poor scholars and the home

of recondite and adorable learning, already possesses

by an inheritance legitimate and direct the superb ruins,

in the west, of the castle of Valencia de Don Juan.

While, as in Syria, some castles followed the form

of the hill-top in Castile, of which the finest instance

is Peñafiel ,¹ yet alongside the quadrilateral form per-

sisted . The double and triple enclosure, learned from

the East, was rarely omitted. Those walls which the

traveller from the train may see, pausing at the junc-

tion of Medina del Campó, belong to the outer line of

defense on the plan published here ; beyond them lies

the moat, in which a pier supported the drawbridge

when lowered, and a lower enceinte defended this in

turn , while the castle proper not only overlooked the

1 For Peñafiel see November, 1921.
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rest but rose within a short bowshot, close enough to

help in the first défense : all this still in accordance with

the Byzantine rule. Eastern also is the depth of the

moat and the marked battering of the wall that rises

from it. The keep differs from that at Peñafiel, for

instance, and most others, not only by its own position.

but in the placing of the turrets,-not, here, set on the

angles and mid-way intermediate but flanking the cor-

ners in pairs that show the angle between.

Standing on a main road, commanding a great city,

and a huge annual fair, this castle is probably older

than our history of it. Built in the twelfth century,

it keeps of that age no architectural remnant. It keeps,

however, a good story how a peasant proprietor was

accused to the king of coining money and showed that

it was only diligence and good management which

brought in the wealth, then, being justified , asked

leave to spend the wealth in building up the great

IN THE EAST-DENIA HILL ABOVE THE SEA
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castle. Fernando Carreño in 1440 was erecting the

present one, and in 1479 Alonso Nieto was Master of

the Works of the Castle and Town. Le Mota de

Medina, it is called, like La Mota del Marqués which

lies westward from Valladolid : the word (which sig-

nifies a mound) is the same as the French motte and

the English mote and moat, and possibly lies back of

Mariana's "moated grange." The site, however, has

but little eminence and that probably natural, being on

the river's bank. Few travellers have done better than

stop over between trains, yet Medina repays attention.

""

The wind that blows across the Castilian plain

turned up the poplars' leaves all silver in the quiet

light and shook a few stubble stalks : it came out of

the infinite far, as though it had never stopped blowing

since the creation of the world. Bounded by slopes

like the flanks of great creatures, purply in the shadow,

tawny on the sunward side, the castle rose up, pale

against the pallid sky.

A national monument now, locked up and inaccessi-

ble at the irrational hours of the sentimental wanderer,

it is still a sort of museum or pantheon of memories.

Good Queen Isabel loved it well, and set the arms of

the Catholic Kings on the portal. Here in November

of 1503 the poor princess Doña Juana was in residence ;

and, being bent to follow her, worthless Philip the

Handsome came down as far as the gate-house, but the

sentry would not let her by. The Bishop of Burgos and

the lords who had her safety in charge raised the draw-

bridge and dropped portcullis, but if she could not go

out she would not go back, and for three days and

nights the poor distracted lady stood out in the wind

and weather, leaning at times against the wall in the

embrasure, not eating and not listening. Isabel found

her there, being fetched post-haste from Segovia, and

took her upstairs and put her to bed like the loving

mother that she was ; but Isabel's years were already

counted. Here she died in 1504. For Queen Joan,

Tordesillas was worse than Medina. Rebellious no-

bles had often held the castle, then with the turn of

the wheel the Archbishop D. Pedro Tenorio had it for

his prison : so had Caesar Borgia, who contrived a ro-

mantic escape in 1506 but broke a leg forby, whereof

he shortly died. Another prisoner was a Marquis of

Coria, D. Enrique de Toledo, held for burlador de

damas (as a deceiver of ladies ) , like D. Juan Tenorio.

Here were lodged the gentlemen who arranged the ran-

som of François I , and they doubtless felt as much like

prisoners as the rest. Here too for twenty years was

kept Hernando Pizzaro, the brother of the great Con-

quistador, a close prisoner, accused of cruelty in the

new dominion : his character was cleared at last, but by

then his day was come to the closing. Yet it was a

proud hold, independent of Church and State : Ni el

Rey officio ni el Papa beneficio, says the shield ; and in

the Comuneros ' rising it was held for the town while

arms and men as many as might be spared were de-

spatched to help in Segovia the gallant Juan Bravo and

the cause of liberty.

These ghosts walked the pale ramparts one August

eve: the sky was amber of grape and silvery purple like

the bloom of a plum. No green showed anywhere,

only an ashen-colored earth and amber-colored slopes,

waiting till a moon should rise.

PENAFIEL-CASTLE FOLLOWING THE HILL TOP CONTOUR
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Comparative Notes on the Dome of St. Peter's and the

Original Model by Michelangiolo

By VICTOR L. S. HAFNER

Fellow of the American Academy in Rome in Architecture

The scholar or tourist who has seen, in Rome, the

original model of the dome of St. Peter's by Michelangiolo

and who has compared it with the dome as it exists today

cannot but feel that steps should be taken to complete

the dome as originally intended by the master architect.

About the year 1547 Michelangiolo Buonarroti was ap-

pointed architect-in-chief of the Cathedral of St. Peter's.

On taking this office he found the state of affairs at the

building quite serious, and his first duties were to free

the church and himself from the clique of unscrupulous

contractors and inferior workmen, who were parasites in

the very vitals of the work. His predecessors as early

as Bramante's time encountered these individuals and

money had been misappropriated by many fraudulent de-

vices. San Gallo had not the force of character or

strength of mind to arrest these conditions. Michelangiolo

made his position sure by refusing all payments for his

services. This enabled him to use a strong hand in

checking dishonesty and eliminating many lazy workmen.

Naturally, these measures made many enemies. The

workmen immediately appointed a committee of deputies

to protest to the Pope and to check Michelangiolo . He

termed them "Setta San Gallesca, " and showed his shrewd-

ness by keeping the injured officials in darkness as to

his plan, giving information from day to day only as the

work progressed. This continued until the year 1557.

The committee of deputies appointed Nanni di Baccio

Bigio, an incompetent architect, an enemy of Michelan-

giolo, as spokesman . The Pope received the committee

and appointed a relative to investigate their grievances.

There was nothing to report against Michelangiolo's ac-

tions, who, however, tendered his resignation, which the

Pope wisely refused . In 1559 Pius IV strictly forbade

any changes from Michelangiolo's designs. This was the

condition the new architect had to meet on entering the

office of architect-in-chief of St. Peter's and is the reason

for the model which proved such a help to the subsequent

architects who carried out the original designs.

When Michelangiolo had reached the sublime age of 82 ,

his friends, Cardinal of Capri Donato Giannotti Lottino,

Tommaseo Cavalieri, and Francesco Bandini, advised him

to have a model prepared so that, in case of his death,

his work would be continued as he intended . ( If only

his friends could have persuaded him to have had a model

made of the Façade as he dreamed it ! ) This we know

to be the case from the following letter written to his

nephew:

begged His Lordship to grant me sufficient time to enable

me to leave the fabric of St. Peter's in such a condition

that it could not be altered by the substitution of any other

design for my own. As I heard nothing more about the

matter I proceeded with the said work, but it has not yet

reached the desired condition ; and not only that, but I am

obliged now to construct a large wooden model of the dome

and lantern so as to show the exact manner in which it is

to be finished. All Rome has asked me to do this, the

Reverend Cardinal di Capri especially, and I estimate that

it will keep me in Rome for another year ; at least I en-

treat the Duke for the love of God and St. Peter to grant

me this delay so that I may come back to Florence freed

from this haunting thought, and feeling that I shall never

be obliged to return to Rome again. With reference to

the work having been stopped, this is not true, for between

masons, bricklayers and laborers, there are still sixty men

at work, as may readily be seen, with good hope of con-

tinuing. I wish thee to read this letter to the Duke and

to beg His Lordship on my behalf to allow me to remain

here for the period already mentioned, which will be neces-

sary before I can return to Florence ; for, if my disposi-

tions now incorporated in the structure were to be changed,

which certain envious persons here seek to compass, it would

be as though in all this time I had accomplished nothing.

MICHELANGELO BUONARROTI."

The model was a year in construction and we are told

that a certain Giovanni Franzese is responsible for this

work. (Vasari speaks of him as Jean : Vasari XII 252 ,

253) . It measures 12 feet 6 inches in diameter by 20

feet in height. This model has fortunately come down

to us practically intact and now rests in a room over the

left aisle of St. Peter's Cathedral . It is soon to be moved,

however, to a new museum under construction and ad-

jacent to the Cathedral. I have carefully measured the

model and shall reproduce it exactly, and I hope that my

reproduction will be permanently exhibited in a museum.

in the United States. Thus, thanks to Cardinal of Capri

and his friends, the world has now among its collections

of many domes the finest example ever created by the

human mind. Still, it is not yet complete as Michelan-

giolo intended it.

By looking at the two photographs accompanying this

article, it will be noted that several changes took place

even in the time of the great architect, for it is known

that the dome had reached the height of the cornice of

the buttresses at the time of his death ( 1564) . One will

notice that he varied the window heads between the but-

In the model they are all pedimental, whereas

in the actual dome they are alternately pedimental and

segmental. Other changes took place in the detail of the

festoons and in the insertion of the lion heads above the

swags. In addition the detail of the leaves of the corinth-

ian capitals is much more ornamental on the dome than

in the model.

tresses.
From Rome, 13 February, 1557.

To LEONARDINO DI BUONARROTO SIMONI in Florence :

"When, about two years ago, Messer Leonardo, a servitor

of the Duke of Florence, came to visit me here in Rome,

he told me His Lordship would have been greatly pleased

if I had then returned to Florence, and held out many

inducements in the name of the Duke. I replied that I
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But the omission of the curved buttresses, or consoles ,

and the statues above the buttresses is the most important

difference between the two. These features seem to me

absolutely necessary to complete the silhouette of the

dome. How graceful the lines of the dome would be

if carried down to the buttresses ! This would give the

dome strength and grace, and do away with the sharp,

angular effect now so apparent at the juncture of the

dome and the buttresses. The omission of these details

not only weakens the support given to the dome, but also

lends a stilted effect to the dome by abruptly separating

the perpendicular lines of the drum and attic from the

domical portion. The addition of the figures of the

apostles and the added superimposed weight would give

more stability, both apparent and real, to the buttresses,

and would terminate appropriately the steel-like quality

of the line of the dome. How essential it is to complete

the whole ! Surely he who succeeds in correcting this

error, which can even now be done, will receive great

renown for his work.

A great change took place in the curvature of the

dome as seen in the accompanying sketch. "A" shows

the contour of the model and "B" that of the existing

dome.

This change, no doubt, was made by Michelangiolo

after experimenting with the model ; he probably left

instructions to be followed. Only a master's eye could

have foretold that, seen from the ground in the immediate

vicinity of the cathedral, the lantern would have been

partly eclipsed by the curvature of the dome if the curva-

ture of the model had been followed . The additional

heightening of the dome is more stately, more noble, more

dignified. Certainly the curve as constructed is more stable

as was proved by Du Bois Reymond, a French mathema-

tician of the eighteenth century, who showed that the

curve of the dome is the curve of maximum stability.

The great master must have known this : at least I for

one do not believe that the coincidence is a mere chance.

The other differences are in the interior. The model

contains three shells, whereas in the present dome there

are only two. Whether or not the omission of the lower-

most dome took place in the time of Michelangiolo has

been a subject of much discussion . Fontana and other

early writers strongly insist on the fact that the architect's

own plans and ideas were strictly followed. They never

allude to a third or innermost vault. I feel that the

elimination of the inner dome was a change made by

Michelangiolo himself before his death. He probably

found, in experimenting with the model, that the inner

dome took away the soaring, sweeping quality he desired

for the interior. Furthermore, an inner dome would

have caused a long, dark, funnel-like shaft from the

top of the lower dome to the lantern. The two existing

shells of vaults are of brick, and the space between them

gives access to the lantern . In order to resist the earth-

quakes, to which Rome is subject, chains were placed

around certain portions of the dome. The chains were

strengthened in 1747 when the second of the two shells

displayed signs of cracking.

The architects subsequent to Fontana were Giacomo

Della Porta and Vignola. The dome was finished ac-

cording to the master's design in 1590.

Cooperative Housing

By FREDERICK L. ACKERMAN

Cooperative housing has become a commonplace. That

is to say, readers of the daily press (New York) have

come to be familiar with the term. News items and the

advertising columns carry information ; salesmen will call

upon request to furnish further details and initiate. So

to understand "cooperation" one need no longer consult

the volumes written about it by its friends . In fact, one

need no longer cooperate to be a cooperator in a coopera-

tive undertaking. So much down and so much a month

takes care of the preliminaries ; an operating company

will manage for a price. And if all goes as promised,

one may sell out to some future cooperator for a profit.

Some will hold that these well-advertised undertakings

which carry the name of cooperation are neither new nor

cooperative. Others will hold that they serve to indicate

a phase in a process of change-the decay of competitive

enterprise carried on for gain and the rise of a system

of cooperation as the same has been formulated by its

friends. Debate concerning these points could at best only

lead to academic classification. For these enterprises have

all been classified in popular opinion , thanks to the news

items and the advertising matter in the press. So that

the point of interest here is not what these advertised

undertakings should be called, but what has "cooperative

housing" come to mean to those who read and so become

cooperators.

During the decade before the war a few cooperative

housing enterprises were launched under the handicap of

hostile opinion. The legal profession, for the most part,

viewed such undertakings as extremely precarious ven-

tures . Real estate interests and speculative builders could

forecast nothing but disaster to those who so invested their

savings. And what, above all, stood to render the launch-

ing of such undertakings extremely difficult was the re-

luctance of lenders and the current opinion that such

investments were not to be rated as liquid assets.

But even so, under this reign of doubt and suspicion a

number of so-called cooperative apartment houses were

launched .launched. For the most part these cooperating groups

were recruited from the ranks of the more prosperous

artists of one sort and another. In a few instances the

enterprises were initiated by and for the cooperators

themselves. Ordinarily they were "promoted" by some

enterprising artist who had an eye out for gains easily

secured. Characteristically and typically they were the

outcome of a purpose to secure those pecuniary gains
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which had ordinarily accrued to the landlord. That is

to say, buildings were designed to be occupied only in part

by the cooperators. One-half or two-thirds of a building

was designed for the use of tenants who would, it was

hoped, pay enough rent to cover the operating expenses

and the fixed charges. Typically a "successful" under-

taking was one in which the cooperator's rent was no more

than the calculated interest upon the equity which he had

originally put in. So that in a successful undertaking,

heat, light, and sundry services came free or nearly free

to the cooperators in the case.

Hence one may fairly conclude that what served to make

the launching of these early cooperative undertakings

possible under the reign of doubt and suspicion-sustained

by the viewpoint of the legal advisors who drew up the

articles of incorporation, the lenders of money and the

cooperators themselves-was the prospect of profit. Fail-

ure to charge such rents to the tenant as would cover fixed

charges and operation was sufficient to characterize an

undertaking as a failure. It is not, therefore, to be con-

cluded that these pre-war cooperative enterprises differed

in any essential, with respect to aim, from enterprises

launched by speculative builders whose purpose was profit.

Out of the years of war there developed a still greater

shortage of houses touching other than the "workers."

Rents soared ; signs of distress appeared in plain view.

The cost of building reached a point where it was obvious

that sufficient income from rents could not be secured to

justify production . Nothing but loss was in sight for

the builders of habitations. And the rent laws (New

York) served to throw the ownership of habitations to

rent into a dubious category of investment. So that for

a time the production of habitations of every class ceased

altogether ; real estate men and builders had nothing to

do. Which served to broaden the base of the housing

problem ; it now touched more than those who needed

places in which to live.

The key to the situation, so it appeared, was the in-

vestor. But the professional investor had nothing to offer.

For him there was no prospect of profit in building ;

building promised a loss. Which served to shift the

point of view with respect to what had best be done.

For if those who needed houses would assume the newly

developed risks of ownership, houses could be produced ;

and of course real estate would turn over, production

would pick up and builders and building-trades workmen

would have something to do. All that stood in the way

was the lack of a method of transferring the risks of

ownership to the would-be occupants of habitations.

So, in response to the exigencies of the moment, the

"own your own home" idea was stretched to cover the

multi-family habitation. It was
an extremely simple

matter under the circumstances to brush aside the ancient

legal objections to joint ownership of houses. Those

whose business stood to be ruined by cooperative under-

takings before the war now saw in collective ownership

the most certain means of continuing their activities as

producers of habitations for a profit. Thus, something

of a shift in point of view has taken place. Cooperative

enterprise, instead of being a competitor and alien, could

be brought into the field. It could be sold at a profit.

Hence it is taken as a matter of course that pages

of advertising are used to set forth the advantages of

"cooperative housing”—that is, buying into a cooperative

building. But buying into such a building discloses, in

the typical case, some interesting things. Ordinarily, the

relation between first mortgage and sale price to the co-

operators indicates that the promoter advanced a 70 per

cent equity-which is not likely. From the relations

between first mortgage, a fair estimate of the cost of

land and building and the price for which the building is

sold, one gains the impression that the promotion of co-

operative housing affords something more by way of

reward than obtains in the typical case when the specu-

lative builder sells to the investor in tenement or apart-

ment houses. Which may be sufficient to account for

the change in point of view with respect to the merits of

cooperative housing.

In popular opinion, these pre-war and post-war enter-

prises are "cooperative." The latter differs from the

former in that, typically, they offer no prospect of profit

consequent upon ownership ; all occupants are owners who

assume the obligation to pay the operating costs, the fixed

charges, and the cost of management during the period

of payment or amortization.

It is said, and it is no doubt true, that for the time being,

the tenant owner secures more for what he pays than

does the tenant who does not own. And so the gains are

credited to "cooperation." But neither the gains nor the

enterprise itself may be referred to as the outcome of

"cooperative" effort.

For it is not to be overlooked that these enterprises

grew out of the prospect of profit to be secured by the

promoters by resort to the time-worn methods of business

traffic. Initiative in the case arose out of the need to

"do business." To do business in this case was largely

a matter of engaging in building without assuming the

risks of ownership which had fallen into a precarious

state. And all this took place by reason of the condition

under which the time-worn methods of business traffic

had hopelessly failed to provide houses.

What, then, emerges as of interest in what has taken

place is this failure and the hatching out of new methods

of business traffic under the wing of cooperation. The

enterprises are known as cooperative ; and certain gains

are apparent. This may suggest that, by extending the

field of cooperation, further gains may be secured. But in

this connection it should be pointed out that the cooperator

has gained no experience in cooperating. His function

in the case has been that of the investor who buys that

which the professional investor had refused to take. The

cooperator merely acted in response to the exigencies of

the situation-that is all . So that it does not follow

that a system of cooperation is likely to grow out of these

experiences.

It may be pointed out that we are here dealing with

but an insignificant sector of the field of action ; that in-

itiative in cooperation is not likely to spring from such

as become tenant owners in enterprises of the type referred

to above ; that cooperative action will develop out of the

activities and experiences of labor-trade unionists. In

connection with the latter assumption it is taken more or
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less for granted that cooperation will consist of some-

thing more than the name implies ; it will also be in the

nature of a businesslike manoeuvre-a flanking movement

with respect to the financial interests as now constituted.

All of these assumptions on the part of those who set

store by cooperation rest upon a further assumption that

labor-the trade unionist in particular-is guided in action

by a point of view completely at variance with that which

underlies the business situation . That is to say, it is

assumed that a lifelong experience, under conditions en-

forced by the machine process and given over largely to

businesslike dealings with business men over conditions of

work, wages and hours, has had no effect upon the work-

men. He is conceived, both by his friends and others, to

occupy a somewhat exposed position well outside the fron-

tiers of the happy land of business promise.

But to assume that such a lifelong experience in busi-

nesslike bickering with business men has left no trace upon

the outlook and the aims of the workman is to ignore the

most obvious characteristics of the present situation .

More and more the time-worn methods of business traffic

are being adopted by workmen ; and businesslike methods

make for a single objective, the main chance. Pursuit of

the main chance may require what we refer to as collective

action ; but it does not follow that the outcome will be

cooperation. Indeed, there is now little to indicate that

the outlook of the workman as expressed by himself or

by his representatives in trade unions differs in any es-

sential from the outlook of the businessman who goes

to his work with this end in view. To this broad state-

ment there follow certain qualifications, of course. There

are individuals and groups who have not taken over the

outlook of businessmen and who, as a consequence, have

other ends in view. But what has been said is substan-

tially true of the larger labor groups whose outlook is

said to account for most of our woes.

So it appears that the friends of cooperation have, for

the time being, no more than an extremely weak founda-

tion upon which to build a system of cooperation. For

activity-initiative-without promise of pecuniary profit

would seem to require a compelling, workmanlike interest

surrounding the thing to be done. And the signs about us

indicate that a compelling workmanlike interest in the

thing to be done has fallen into decay. Which is to say

that a system of cooperation, or cooperative housing, as

formulated by its friends is not likely to take effect in

advance of the decay of business traffic. So the friends.

of cooperation need not lose hope-not altogether.

Community Planning and Housing

By CLARENCE S. STEIN

Land Studies in New York City.

Although hundreds of books and pamphlets have been

published dealing with the problem of land values very

little statistical data is available giving the facts with any

substantial degree of accuracy or in sufficient detail.

The published figures setting forth the value of farm.

and city lands are inaccurate and unreliable. But even if

this were not the case the available data would be of

very little use because of its failure to supply certain de-

tailed information without which the bare statement of

market values would mean very little . Let us take, for

example, statistics of farm land. The figures purport to

separate the value of the land from the value of improve-

ments, yet the only improvements which are classified as

such are buildings . But the work done upon the soil to

fit it for agricultural purposes , the construction of fences,

roads, wells, irrigation ditches, etc., all these things are

improvements just as much as the erection of a building.

We know that the cost of these items is very great but

there is no data available to show what the actual cost

has been. Nor is there any way of telling what is the

relationship between the market value of farm land and

the cost of making it available for use.

In city land, also, many factors are included which have

never been properly separated or studied. The subject

is one of such great importance that it seems strange that

there should be so little available data, and yet it is a

fact that practically no reliable statistics are available by

which a complete picture of the costs and values of urban

land can be obtained . The material at hand consists

principally of the assessment rolls of city tax departments.

Until recently it was the practice to assess land together

with improvements (buildings) without separating the one

from the other; now, many of our cities have adopted the

more helpful plan of assessing land and buildings sepa-

rately. But the assessment rolls of themselves are not

very enlightening because the assessed value has seldom

been the actual value. To make matters worse, the prac-

tice of assessors has varied from year to year ; that is to

say, the assessment rolls in different years have repre-

sented varying percentages of the actual value and these

percentages have varied in a given year for different

localities and for different kinds of property. It is,

therefore, a task of some difficulty to correct the assess-

ment rolls in order to make them represent more clearly

the actual market value of the property. But after we

have accomplished this task a very much harder one awaits

us. Just as in case of farm lands, a bare statement of

market value failed to indicate improvements, so in the

case of city land it is necessary to separate market value

into the elements which have produced it. Thus the open-

ing of streets and the installation of public utilities are

usually paid for by the owner of the land. To build a

sewer is as much an "improvement" to the land as to

build a house. But the sewer is underground ; it serves

not only one parcel of land but many. Once installed it

is never regarded as an "improvement." The value which

it adds to the land becomes land value and as such it is

assessed by the city. Another one of the hitherto un-
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studied elements of land value has been described by

Professor Ely as. the "ripening" value of land. In a city

like New York it is quite obvious that certain sections

should be restricted for particular uses and that a sub-

stantial amount of vacant land should be at all times

available for improvement. If this were not the case

owners of land that is immediately usable would be in a

position to extort monopoly prices from prospective home

builders. It is quite impossible to gauge, with any degree of

accuracy, the amount of land which will be needed from

year to year. When a considerable tract is developed,

with street improvements, etc. , there is an unavoidable

lapse of time between the placing of the land upon the

market and its complete development. During this time.

carrying charges accrue and must be paid for by some-

body. A certain expense for this so -called "ripening" is

as unavoidable as the cost of street improvements. On

the other hand, nothing could be more wasteful than the

practice in which all American cities have indulged of

cutting up into building lots large areas of farm land

long before there was any possibility of their use for

building purposes and the sale of this land to investors,

builders or real estate speculators, who were forced to

hold the land for a long period of years because of the

excessive number of building lots which had been de-

veloped.

What are the facts in any large community? Is the

promiscuous sale of housing lots at auction socially de-

sirable ? These lots are usually sold to workers of small

means who are seldom in a position actually to improve

their land with a home but who hope to do so at a

future time and who believe that the purchase of a home

site will prove a desirable and profitable investment.

What has been the experience of such purchasers ? What

is the relationship between market value of land and the

cost of developing it ? What happens when land is held

vacant and gradually increases in value as a city grows

up around it? What is the cost to the owner in assess-

ments, taxes and interest ? This is the type of question

which the available data does not permit us to answer.

Realizing the importance of knowing the facts, a commit-

tee' of men interested in social questions and especially

in housing undertook about a year and a half ago to

investigate certain aspects of land values in the city of

New York. A statistician and an assistant were em-

ployed for more than a year studying the records of the

register's office and the tax department. A full account

of this investigation appeared in the August number of

the Quarterly Journal of Economics. The purpose of

this article is to give a brief account of the results of

the investigation together with some of the statistical

tables.

The writer realizes that this study must be taken only

for what it is worth. It applies to only one city ; most

of the study covers only a limited number of pieces of

real estate. That part which covers the entire city does

so for a period of less than twenty years. No final con-

clusions can be drawn from so limited an investigation.

The membership of the committee was as follows : Frederick L.

Ackerman, Alexander M. Bing, Richard S. Childs, Prof. Robert M.

Haig, Robert D. Kohn, Lawson Purdy, Robert E. Simon, Clarence

Stein, Herbert S. Swann, Graham R. Taylor, Charles H. Whitaker.

It is hoped, however, that similar studies will be made

in the City of New York as well as elsewhere ; and in

the meantime, the results of the investigation are sub-

mitted for whatever light they may throw upon the prob-

lem and in the hope that they will stimulate others to

undertake similar research.

The investigation consisted of a study of the costs and

market value- over a period of years-of various plots

of land in New York City and for a shorter period-

of all the land in the different boroughs of the city, as

well as an investigation into the value of land sold at

auction approximately fifteen years ago and the relation

between its present cost, including accumulated interest

and taxes, and its present market value. The land studied

was chosen more or less at random from pieces suggested

by different members of the committee. The parcels of

land were selected as samples of what was taking place

all over the city. The amount of labor involved in each

study was so great as to make the sampling method the

only one practicable.

The market value of the land at the time from which

the investigation started was fixed by the expressed con-

sideration in deeds of executors or trustees or by public

auction sales, etc. In order to determine the market

value of the property in any subsequent year, tests were

made of the relationship between the assessed value of

approximately two hundred different parcels of real estate

in that year and their actual market value as determined

by executor's or trustee's deeds (in which consideration

was expressed) . Forced sales in partition or foreclosure

were eliminated. In this manner the average ratio be-

tween assessed value and actual value was determined.

It was assumed that this average applied to the parcels

under consideration and the market value was determined

accordingly.

The elements of costs which were computed were taxes,

assessments, interest on investment and interest on taxes

and assessments. It was assumed that if any part of

the land was improved the income from the improvement

would take care of the carrying charges. From the time

that such improvement was made no further interest or

taxes were charged . In all cases, however, assessments—

whether the property was improved or not- were added

to cost, as these are capital charges which are not covered

by ordinary income. In calculating interest, the rate used

was 4 per cent compounded , in order to put the owner

of the land in the position in which he would have been,

if, instead of buying land, he had put his money in a

savings bank. It is realized that both the rate of interest

and compounding it are open to question. On the one

hand the rate is too low; most parcels of vacant land

carry mortgages which bear an interest rate of 6 per

cent and the owner of equity will certainly expect a return

at least equal to that of the holder of the first mortgage.

On the other hand, it may be questioned whether in a

study of this kind it is proper to compound interest. The

course which was adopted seemed conservative because

it merely placed the purchaser of vacant land in the

position in which he would have been if he had made

so safe a use of his money as to place it in a savings bank.

In the tables which are given below the different items
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are separated. This enables the reader not only to see

at a glance the relative importance of each but to eliminate

an item if he sees fit to do so. Irrespective of the social

usefulness or disusefulness of holding vacant land, and

consequently of the right of the holder to be compensated

by receiving interest on his investment, it is both interest-

ing and important to know what the total cost is . Taxes

and assessments are both paid to the city and are in a

different category. The taxes which any individual pays

depend, for their amount, upon the taxes which are paid

by every other individual. If no taxes were paid upon

vacant land the tax rate would be correspondingly higher

on property that was improved. So with assessments.

If a sewer, or street opening or a park is not paid for

by assessment against the property benefited, then the city

must raise the cost of such improvement by general taxa-

tion, thus increasing the tax rate on the rest of the prop-

erty in the city. A distinction must, therefore , be made

between the expense items of interest on investment and

those of taxes and assessments. In the one case, the

owner of the land may or may not be performing a social

service by merely holding the land. In the other case,

the paying of taxes and assessments are by that much a

direct reduction of the taxes of the rest of the city.

In the cost of these assessments, as well as in all the

services for which taxes are levied, the element of land

value enters. No effort has been made to estimate the

importance of this factor, nor can it be estimated.

Table I-Vacant Land, Manhattan

Base

Year

Value in

Base Year

Taxes on

Vacant

Land sessments

4% Com-

4% Com- 4% Com- pound Inter-

Special As- pound Inter- pound Inter- est on Spe-
est on Base est on Taxes cial Assess-

Value ments

Total

Cost

Value

1921

1. 14th Street, near

Fifth Avenue 1840 Est. $60,000 $385,881 $5,072 $1,102,209

2. Fifth Avenue and

39th Street 1845 Sale 3,000 311,781 1,031 56,109

$749,234

290,552

3. Fifth Avenue and

73rd Street 1866 Sale 82,500 320,741 3,337 631,189 335,523

4. Fifth Avenue and

75th Street 1860 Sale 20,000 203,683 1,664 198,720 214,630

5. Fifth Avenue and

95th Street 1856 Sale 11,400 301,147 10,355 134,617 320,994 47,161

$33,614 2,336,010 $726,000

8,487 670,960 932,000

18,568 1,391,858 726,000

10,784 649,481

825,674 737,000

458,000

6. Fifth Avenue and

97th Street 1865 Sale 65,000 184,546 11,781 519,185 219,466 52,089 1,052,067 474,000

7. 64th Street and

Broadway 1854 Sale 3,000 100,771 7,541 38,565 91,499 48,374 289,750 388,000

8. Central Park West

and 97th Street ...

9. Riverside Drive

and 109th Street ..

1859 Sale 15,000 78,329 7,187 130,892 91,437 24,202 347,047 195,000

1880 Est. 60,000

$319,900

156,509

$2,043,388

21,689 241,231 106,757 46,884 633,070 421,000

$69,657 $3,052,717 $2,420,092 $290,163 $8,195,917 $5,057,000

Table I consists of the study of nine different parcels

of real estate located between 14th and 110th Streets,

Fifth Avenue and the Hudson River. The starting point

varies, depending upon the dates from which reliable

information was continuously obtainable. The total value

of these nine parcels at the starting dates is $319,900 ,

which had increased by 1921 to the startling figure of

$5,057,000. During the time that these properties were

held vacant, however, a total amount of $2,043,388 was

paid for taxes. In other words , the owners of this prop-

erty paid to the city in taxes approximately 40 per cent

of the present valuation of the property. During the

period in question there was an accumulation of $2,420,000

of interest upon taxes. If the taxes and interest thereon

be added together the cost of these two items is in round

numbers $4,500,000 as against a present value of $5,057, -

000. Special assessments amounted to approximately

$70,000 , which with interest represent a present cost of

$360,000 .$360,000. Interest on the base value totaled approxi-

mately $3,000,000 . If this be included the present cost

of these nine parcels is approximately $9,000,000, as

against the present value of $5,057,000. Only two par-

cels in the list show a present value greater than the

total cost ; the one being at Fifth Avenue and 39th Street,

the other at 64th Street and Broadway. In all the other

cases, the present value is substantially less than the total

cost. The most startling discrepancy is shown by the

14th Street parcel, the present value of which is

approximately $700,000, as against a total cost of ap-

proximately $2,300,000 . In this case, taxes and interest

thereon total almost 50 per cent more than the present

value.

Table II-Tract on Washington Heights, 178th to 182nd Streets

4% Com- 4% Com- 4% Com-

pound Inter- pound Inter- pound Inter-
est on Sale est on est on Spe-

Value cial Assess-

Total Value

Cost 1921
Base

Year

Value in

Base

Year

Taxes on

Vacant

Land

Special

Assess-

ments
Taxes

ments

Entire Tract ........ 1891 $1,490,420 $653,475 $481,025

First Improved Tenth 1891 124,422

Unimproved Tenth... 1891 131,450

4,352

165,248

40,672

46,495

$1,642,380

22,203

294,892

$234,651

508

76,412

$264,740

534

59,370

$4,766,691
8,996,100

192,691 729,500

773,867 474,500
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Table II shows the result of a similar study of a large

tract of land extending from 178th to 182nd Streets and

from Amsterdam Avenue to Broadway. This tract was

sold at auction in 1891 and shows a present value of

almost double the present cost. A study was also made

of the first 10 per cent of the land to be improved. In

this case, the carrying charges are small and there is a

present value of almost four times the total cost. On

the other hand, that tenth of the property which remained

unimproved in 1921 shows a cost of about double the

present value.

Practically all the land studied in Table I has remained

vacant up to the present time. Most of that included in

Table II was rapidly built upon. The land of Table II

has enhanced in value at a rate much faster than the

average rate of increase of New York real estate, and yet

that portion of this property which was held vacant for a

considerable length of time shows a very high present cost.

Table III- Auction Sales

4% Com-
4% Com-

4% Com- pound Inter-

pound Inter- pound Interest on Spe-

est on Taxes cial Assess-

ments

Base

Year

Sale

Price

Taxes on

Vacant

Land

Special
Assess-

ments
est on Sale

Price

Total

Cost

Value

1921

1. Morris Park 1913 $3,674,590 $489,448 $728,793 $1,335,158 $67,782
2. Van Cortlandt

$79,359 $6,375,130 $2,741,800

1912 1,584,175 205,053 246,504 549,986 33,461 41,680 2,460,839 1,091,650

3. Riverdale 1909 260,075 49,551 57,508 151,798 11,249 13,094 543,275 200,975

4. Throggs Neck 1908 366,549 88,862 61,439 221,256 20,910 3,419 762,435 401,900

5. Ogden Estate 1907 1,520,825 357,945 223,263 952,558 97,962 83,902 3,236,453 1,706,300

6. Beck Estate 1905 1,229,400 195,170 122,832 604,929 47,082 31,242 2,230,655 1,474,100

7. Martense Farm.. 1909 146,200 35,551 51,804 79,228 7,615 14,299 334,697 191,250

8. Canarsie 1906 131,600 36,094 95,404 11,197

9. Bay Ridge

274,295 117,685

1905 181,195 54,907 34,612 118,380 13,549 22,351 424,994

10. Livingston

263,175

1906 105,700 23,441 16,567 82,355 6,494 3,439 237,996 92,250

$9,000,309 $1,536,000 $1,543,322 $4,191,052 $317,301 $292,765 $16,880,769 $8,281,085

In Table III there is an analysis of the present position

of the purchasers at auction sales of ten different parcels

of land in all parts of the greater city of New York.

These sales were advertised far and wide and attracted

a great deal of attention at the time the property was

sold. In not a single case does the present value come

Borough

Manhattan

Bronx

Brooklyn

Queens

Richmond

TOTAL

anywhere near equaling the total cost. The aggregate

value of all the land in the ten pieces is only 50 per cent

of the total cost. Most purchasers at auction sales are

people of small means induced to invest their money by

tempting advertisements ; yet unless they promptly im-

prove their lands they are almost certain to suffer losses .

Table IV-Land Values in Five Boroughs of New York City, 1906-1921

4% Comp.
Interest on

Value in

Total

Carrying

Charges, Inc.

1906 Value

Value

of Land

in 1921

Taxes

Paid on

Vacant

Land

Special
Assess-

ments

Value in

1906

Land Only

3,421,000,000 46,396,000 19,719,000

278,600,000 41,064,000 60,281,000

651,876,000 44,613,000 51,798,000

116,100,000 40,230,000 34,316,000

4,494,000 3,198,00029,340,000

4,496,916,000 176,797,000 169,312,000

7,835,000 1,186,000

381,862,000 48,968,000 18,553,000

Interest

on

Interest on

Special
Assess-

1906 on

Vacant Land

Taxes ments

134,000,000 12,798,000 404,000 3,634,317,000 3,295,000,000

91,472,000 11,457,000 9,620,000 492,494,000 364,615,000

102,533,000 12,085,000 3,773,000 866,678,000 892,559,000

46,022,000 11,442,000 4,354,000 252,464,000 309,175,000

402,000 46,455,000 58,499,000

5,292,408,000 4,919,848,000

Table IV attempts a survey of all the land in the city

of Greater New York for a period of fifteen years from

1906 to 1921. The point of greatest difficulty in this part.

of the study was to determine the actual value of the

land at the starting and terminal points. The method

described above was the one that was used and every

effort was made to reduce the margin of error. The

difficulties of arriving at a correct value of all the land

in the City of New York are, however, very great and

the estimate may not be absolutely accurate. It is un-

likely, however, that a greater error than 10 per cent

has been made and even if this be allowed the figures

are very surprising. They show, in the first place, that

the aggregate value of the land in the Borough of Man-

hattan has not increased in the last fifteen years. It is

quite probable that the occurrence of the war, checking

as it did a substantial number of the building operations,

exercised a retarding effect upon land values. Another

explanation lies in the fact that whereas certain parts

of the city have increased enormously in value, other

parts have declined. Even assuming a 20 per cent error

in the estimated value of land in 1921 , the enhancement

since 1906 averaged over the entire borough would still

be very small indeed.

In the Borough of The Bronx there was a large pro-

portion of vacant land in 1906 which has since been de-

veloped and the value of the land shows an increase

from $278,000,000 to $364,000,000 . But during this period

the owners of the vacant land paid taxes of $41,000,000

and special assessments of $60,000,000 , making a total

of $ 101,000,000, a charge which would be increased by an

additional $21,000,000 by the inclusion of interest on these

two items for land that has remained vacant. In other

words, the land included in the Borough of The Bronx

increased $90,000,000 in value but there was expended

$ 122,000,000 for assessments and taxes on vacant land
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and interest thereon . In other words, the total increase

in the borough including the increase on improved

property was less for the period in question than

assessments and taxes on vacant land. In addition to

these items, interest on the base value of the land of

$91,000,000 swells the total present cost to $492,000,000 ,

as against a present value of $364,000,000 . In Brooklyn,

Queens and Richmond the story is much more favorable

to the holder of vacant land . In each of these cases the

increase for the whole borough is sufficient to show a

profit as against the present cost, although not a very

large one. For the entire city the cost is somewhat

greater than the present value .'

From the entire study, the conclusion which seems ir-

resistible is that, popular opinion to the contrary not-

withstanding, the holding of vacant land is exceedingly un-

profitable and that it is much better to deposit one's money

in a savings bank than to buy a piece of vacant land and

continue to hold it vacant. Whether or not the holding

of vacant land is socially desirable, there can be little

doubt that from the standpoint of sound investment it is

inadvisable.

The above figures would also indicate the necessity

1 It will be noted that in the above tables changes in the purchasing

power of money have not been taken into consideration. If the

present values were corrected on the basis of the 1913 price level,

there would be a substantial reduction in the 1921 values.

for better city planning and better supervision over the

opening of streets , sewers , etc. It is wasteful in the

highest degree to develop many times as much vacant

land as the city can possibly absorb. Somebody must pay

the bill. Whether it be the homeseeker who finds that

land, which ten or twenty years before was within his

means, has now so much increased in value as to be

beyond his reach ; whether it be the speculator in vacant

land who, reading about the vast profits of the Astors,

has been tempted to buy a few vacant lots and finds that

they have cost him more than double what they are worth;

whether it be the land developer whose first sales were

very profitable, but who sees these profits shrinking and

disappearing as he carries the property from year to year,

to all of these the holding of vacant land is disastrous and

the process is one of great social loss.

The figures quoted above indicate the necessity for more

intelligent study of this most important question. In order

to devise a remedy we must know what are the facts.

Limited as it is, the present study points to a widespread

misconception as to the profitableness of holding vacant

land. It points also to great social waste in connection

with the marketing of building plots. The entire question

of land tenure and taxation cannot be properly considered

without more definite information and more thorough

statistical studies. ALEXANDER M. BING.

Town Planning in England

An Important Conference

By THOMAS ADAMS

The most important and largely attended Town Plan-

ning Conference that has been held in England since the

R. I. B. A. Conference of 1910 was opened in Manchester

on Monday, 9 October, 1922, and extended over a week.

The Conference was held in the Manchester Town Hall,

and was particularly remarkable because of the interest

shown by the local authorities in what is known as the

Manchester region. An Exhibition of plans, models , and

drawings took place in connection with the Conference

and illustrated the progress being made in town planning

in all parts of England.

The auspices under which this Conference and Exhibi-

tion were held indicate a significant trend towards the de-

velopment of regional planning, and shows that the prog-

ress of town planning in the future will be largely as-

sisted or retarded by the success which meets the present

efforts being made to promote regional schemes.

The Conference was convened by the Manchester and

District Joint Town Planning Advisory Committee. This

Committee is representative of the local authorities lying

within an area of 700 square miles, with Manchester as

the centre. It includes, besides Manchester, large cities.

and towns like Salford, Stockport, Oldham, Bolton, Bury

and Rochdale.

The organization which has been set up in the Manches-

ter district for the purpose of making a regional survey

and preparing a regional plan is one of a number that

have been formed in different parts of England. Similar

organizations or joint committees have been formed to

deal with the planning of such areas as the Tyneside

Region, where Newcastle is the main urban centre, South

Wales, the Doncaster coal region , West Middlesex , South

Essex and elsewhere. The Manchester region is the

largest and perhaps the most important that is being dealt

with by a joint committee. The 700 square miles in the

region lie within a radius of 15 miles from St. Anne's

Square, Manchester. Within this radius there are local

authorities, comprising what are known as county bor-

oughs, urban districts and rural districts. There has

been a certain amount of town planning in the region

since the passing of the Town Planning Act of 1909.

Some 17 or 18 schemes are in course of preparation in dif-

ferent parts of the area. Another score or more will

have to be prepared under the compulsory clauses of the

Town Planning Act by 1926, and several of these schemes

are now under consideration . The measure of agreement

between the different districts is remarkable notwithstand-

ing that there are a few authorities not prepared to co-

operate. For instance, there are 14 or 15 small districts

that do not want to prepare town planning schemes. Un-

doubtedly the educational work that is being done by the

Joint Committee will gradually have the effect of bringing

all the Councils in the region into line.

As is well known, Manchester derives its importance
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and its wealth largely from the cotton industry, but it

is also an important centre for engineering and glass

manufactures. The Lancashire people are strongly indi-

vidualistic and, in spite of much progress they have made

in achieving wealth and promoting education, the towns

in which they live are among the worst planned and most

depressing in the country. The town and regional plan-

ning movement which is developed in this district affords

the hope that a real effort will be made to secure better

amenities of life for a vast industrial population that has

suffered from some of the worst evils of congestion and

disorder in town development.

The Conference. A dominant figure throughout the

whole proceedings, lasting a week, was the lord mayor

of Manchester. The "managing director" was Alderman

T. Turnbull, D.L., Chairman of the Joint Committee,

who has been an ardent supporter of town planning for

the last twelve years. Ten mayors, including the lord

mayor, occupied the chair at the different sessions.

Among those who read papers were Sir Henry Maybury,

Director -General of Roads ; Professor P. Abercrombie,

A.R.I.B.A., Professor of Town Planning, Liverpool Uni-

versity ; Professor Alshead, F.R.I.B.A.; Mr. F. L. Elgood,

O.B.E. , F.R.I.B.A.; Mr. G. L. Pepler, Chief Town Plan-

ning Inspector Ministry of Health ; Mr. I. G. Gibbon,

C.B.E.; and the author. Professor Abercrombie dealt with

"Regional Planning," Mr. Elgood with "Town Planning

Schemes," and Professor Alshead with "Imagination in

Town Planning." Professor Abercrombie referred to Bos-

ton metropolitan area as having accomplished the most im-

portant pioneer work in connection with regional plan-

ning. Although, as indicated, several architects took part

in the proceedings, there was not much attention given to

the architectural phases of town planning. This is perhaps

natural, because of the regional character of the Confer-

ence and discussions.

The Exhibition. The Exhibition was chiefly remarkable

because of the extent to which it showed that civic surveys

were being promoted in different parts of the country. A

great deal of town planning that has been carried out or

started in England was based on inadequate studies of

existing conditions. After the work of preparing the

plans had proceeded to a certain stage, the need of fuller

knowledge became evident and caused plans to be sus-

pended. That has gradually created, therefore, an appre-

ciation of the necessity of making thorough investigations

of civic conditions as a preliminary to preparing plans. In-

deed, this is one of the causes which has brought about the

popularity of regional studies. If a thorough study is made

of a whole industrial region it saves the necessity of mak-

ing detailed civic surveys for each separate district within

it. Perhaps the most significant exhibit was the one re-

lating to the district in which the Exhibition was held.

This included historical maps showing the growth of

Manchester and other cities, survey maps showing open

spaces, contour traffic densities, etc., diagrams illustrating

the existing conditions as a basis for zoning, and interest-

ing studies showing the ideas of certain authors as to the

probable state of development in Manchester, Rochdale,

Hythe, and other places in the year 2000.

Attendance at these conferences in England reveals the

fact that town planners generally and local authorities are

looking to the United States as the place where zoning is

being successfully carried out. Zoning in England is

limited under the law for all practical purposes to areas

that are not yet built upon. There is a growing dispo

sition, however, to demand powers from Parliament to

permit zoning of built-upon areas similar to that which

has been carried out in New York and St. Louis. Curi-

ously enough the objection to it in England is based on

the idea that zoning will depress the values of land, where-

as the stimulus to it in the United States has come from

those interested in stabilizing and increasing the values of

land. Zoning in neither country will make much real prog-

ress in improving social conditions until it is promoted di-

rectly for the purpose of making conditions healthier and

not for any selfish purpose connected with the land inter-

ests. On the whole, apart from somewhat loose ideas on

the subject of zoning, town planning in England is taking

hold of the public mind that is being promoted along the

right lines. The Manchester Conference and Exhibition

is a local illustration of the growing tendency to deal with

the question in a comprehensive manner for a wide re

gional area.

The Town Planning Institute held a Provincial Meet-

ing at Manchester during the last three days of the Con-

ference. The Institution enjoyed liberal hospitality from

the Manchester people and its members contributed large-

ly to the discussions. The new president of the Insti-

tute is Mr. H. V. Lanchester, F.R.I.B.A., of Lanchester,

Rickards & Lucas. Mr. Lanchester is one of the promi-

nent English architects who devotes a large portion of his

time to town planning in Great Britain and India.

Among his predecessors in the chair of the Institute are

Mr. Raymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A., and Professor S. D.

Adshead, F.R.I.B.A.

Announcement

The Executive Committee of the New York Chapter,

as Trustees of the Travelling Scholarship, founded by

Pierre L. Le Brun, announces the 1923 Competition for

the selection of a beneficiary. The programme will be

issued about 30 December, 1922, calling for drawings to

be delivered about 1 March, 1923.

All those wishing to enter the competition should ar-

range at once for nomination by a member of the Amer-

ican Institute of Architects. Nomination blanks can be

had of the Secretary of any Chapter, or of the Le Brun

Scholarship Committee, Julian Clarence Levi, Chairman ,

215 West 57th Street, New York City. Nominations

should be sent so as to be received before 1 January,

1923.

Subscribers, Advertisers and Correspondents are

requested to note that the Editorial Office of the

JOURNAL has been removed from 313 East 23rd Street

to the Fiske Building, 250 West 57th Street , New

York City.
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LLOYD ELIOT WARREN

A.B. , M.A., Ph.B. , A.D.G.

Atelier Daumet- Girault-Esquié, 1892

Past President of the Society of Beaux-Arts Architects

Chevalier of the Legion of Honor

Born 10 November, 1868

Died 25 October, 1922

"And unto one he gave five talents, to another two, and

to another one; to every man according to his several abil-

ity ; and straightway took his journey. After a long time

the lord of those servants cometh and reckoneth with them.

And so he that had received five talents came and brought

other five talents, saying, Lord, thou deliveredst unto me

five talents ; behold, I have gained beside them five talents

more."

It is not a little thing that a man, as to whom all the

outer circumstances of life might conspire to cloud his sense.

of the responsibilities, the privileges, of an unusual position,

should deliberately choose, not the easy way but the rough

path of service to his fellow men. Birth, breeding, for-

tune, education, Lloyd Warren used as instruments in his

daily service of the spirit of beauty, in the effort to give

others also the opportunity to serve at beauty's shrine ; and

renounced the practice of his art that he might dedicate

himself to this to what he felt to be of greater worth to

the world. No one can fill the place he held, no one can

wield the influence that was so peculiarly his-this beloved

and respected leader, victim of a tragic and untimely fate ;

but over his bier as it lay violet strewn below the wonder-

ful reredos in St. Thomas's must have risen more than one

reverent and affectionate vow : that the work he had so

well begun and so generously supported should not fail of

full accomplishment.

"His lord said unto him, 'Well done, thou good and

faithful servant : enter thou into the joy of

thy lord.' "
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Public Information About Architecture'

By JOHN V. VAN PELT

Chairman of the Committee on Publications and Public Information

This month a large proportion of the Public Informa-

tion Committees of the different Chapters have responded

to the request for a report. Many of them have not

had Chapter meetings and have only been able to fore-

cast activities. Nevertheless the Institute Committee is

grateful for a word of any kind and would like to receive

51 letters from the 51 Chapters between the 4th and

6th of each month.

THE BALTIMORE CHAPTER, through the efforts of John

H. Scarff, is continuing the publication of articles in

Baltimore Evening Sun. The last we have on file in

the issue of 7 October, was on The Development of Art.

Each one of the Chapters should undertake work of this

kind.

THE BOSTON CHAPTER issues a monthly bulletin and

interests itself in civic improvements. Except for the

very useful work of Mr. Bourne in having induced the

Christian Science Monitor to publish articles of archi-

tectural interest, we have as yet no information con-

cerning further activities with the press on the part of

this Chapter.

THE BROOKLYN CHAPTER is inquiring into the diffi-

culties that the Building Department finds in the chang-

ing of plans after approval of the Department so that

buildings are at times constructed in violation of the law.

THE CHICAGO CHAPTER has done notable work in

bringing before the public, the desirability of restoring

the old Fine Arts Building of the World's Fair, as has

already been recorded in the JOURNAL.

THE CONNECTICUT Public Information Committee

proposes to furnish to the press, descriptions of the

winning drawings in public competitions within the State

and the copy of a satisfactory description of all of the

important public or semi-public buildings as they are

completed.

THE MINNESOTA CHAPTER has been preparing articles

for publication in the Minneapolis Journal. Furthermore,

different architects in Minneapolis belonging to the Min-

nesota Chapter financed certain paid publicity in the

Minneapolis Journal. The tax to architectural firms was

$18.00 and to individuals $ 12.00 for the winter's publicity.

The headings of the articles follow :

Why the Architects are Advertising.

Functions of an Architect.

Training of an Architect.

Methods of an Architect.

Value of Architecture to the Owner.

Value of an Architect to a Community.

The Businesslike and Economical Way to Build.

The Right Use of Materials.

The Architect's Practice One of Personal Service.

Selecting and Dealing with an Architect.

The Architect's Charge for Service.

¹ Address communications to 126 East 59th Street, New York City.

The space contracted for was two columns wide and

seven inches long, but the newspaper gave, in addition,

considerable space for a general news item of which the

Chapter took advantage and which was felt to be most

valuable.

During the coming winter the Chapter plans the same

form of publicity and to supplement it with a series of

personal letters mailed to the majority of businessmen in

Minneapolis every two weeks. It is also outlining a talk

to be given before the Rotary Club and other similar or-

ganizations. In addition it has taken up the matter of

credit for the architect whenever a building is mentioned

or a photograph published in the newspapers. It finds by

advertising in the newspapers that they have more or

less of a lever over them and the latter are much

more generous with their space and in giving the archi-

tects credit where credit is due. It also intends to ap-

proach the realtors of Minneapolis requesting that when

they offer a house for sale they mention that it was de-

signed by an architect, if that be the case, and if possible,

give the architect's name.

THE NEBRASKA CHAPTER is furnishing a series of lec-

tures once a month before the Omaha Business Woman's

League and purposes having the same lectures given before

some club in Lincoln . The first of these, delivered in Oc-

tober, was quite successful. The Chapter has taken up

with the Lincoln daily papers the subject of having credit

given the architect when illustrations of buildings are

published.

THE NEW YORK CHAPTER has begun an inquiry into

improper or undesirable conditions in the building trades.

The Chapter is also preparing one or more traveling ex-

hibitions to be sent on circuit throughout the country by

the American Federation of Arts. This might also be

done by other Chapters having available material. Com-

municate with Miss Leila Mechlin, Secretary of the

American Federation of Arts, Washington, D. C.

THE NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER is working on some

small house plans which they hope to furnish.

THE TENNESSEE CHAPTER has undertaken to hold a

yearly exhibition within the State. The first of these at

Memphis, held during the summer, was a success.

ABOUT THE middle of October the members of the

Wisconsin Chapter subscribed individually for a full-

page advertisement in the Milwaukee Sentinel setting

forth the advantages of complete architectural service.

The advertisement is dignified in appearance and begins

with the caption "Build Better Homes." There are some

small decorative illustrations and at the bottom of the

page in medium-sized, bold-face type is the signature

"Wisconsin Chapter, the American Institute of Archi-

tects." From 2 until 15 November, the Chapter held an

exhibition in the Milwaukee Art Institute furnished bythe

Associated Tile Manufacturers with about 150 enlarged

photographs of examples of work executed in that city.
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Mr. Kelsey and Mr. Boyd were scheduled to deliver ad-

dresses. One evening was given over to a joint discussion

by representatives of the tile-setters ' union, tile contrac-

tors and architects. Leigh Hunt, chairman of the Public

Information Committee of the Chapter, has exerted con-

siderable personal effort with the Milwaukee editors to

induce them to give space to architectural matters and

the Milwaukee Journal has agreed to publish satisfactory

material.

It is possible that although the Institute formally gave

its approval to advertising, some of the members may be

unsympathetic to a paid newspaper advertisement. It

must be said that the Chapter advertisements put forth in

Minneapolis and Milwaukee are dignified. But this ques-

tion is not the point. What is important is that these

Chapters not only have the courage of their convictions

but are transmuting those abstract convictions into con-

crete facts. They are doing. Even that would not be

enough. What they are doing is done well. They are

succeeding.

The Secretary's Page

BOARD MEETING : Among the subjects for discussion

by this body, assembling December, 1922, at Denver, are

the following :

Proposed Uniform Contract Advocated by Bureau of the

Budget of the Government.

Bill Providing for Systematic Extension of the Park

System of the National Capital.

National Capital.

Regional Representation.

Purchase of Sites by the Public Buildings Commission for

Housing.

Establishment of Scholarship at American School of

Classical Studies in Athens.

Structural Service Matters.

1923 Convention .

Small House Service Bureau, Miscellaneous Matters

Connected Therewith.

Arlington Memorial Bridge, Proposed Site Rejected by

Fine Arts Commission.

National Board for Jurisdictional Awards.

Pan-American Congress of Architects .

Engineering Division of National Research Council, Con-

solidation with Engineering Foundation.

Institute Representation on Consulting Committee of the

Central Committee on Lumber Standards ; also Request

of $1,000 Contribution by A. I. A. to Committee on

Lumber Standards.

Jury of Fellows.

Government Architecture, Institute's Position with Regard

to Same.

Alabama Marble Company, Scholarship Offer of.

ON 9 NOVEMBER a meeting of the Finance Committee,

composed of Wm. B. Ittner, Chairman ; Horace Wells.

Sellers, Lansing C. Holden, James O. Betelle and John

B. Slee, was held at New York City for a discussion of

the budget of 1923 and a general survey of the Insti-

tute's financial situation.

New Members Elected

(As of 25 October, 1922. )

BUFFALO : Eli W. Goldstein. New York : Wesley S.

Bessell, Theodore Irving Coe, Cameron Clark, Paul

Gmelin, Harold Eric Kebbon, William M. Rouse, Wil-

liam F. Thompson, Arthur Ware, Lawrence Grant White.

(As of 20 October, 1922.)

BROOKLYN : Robert F. Schirmer. CLEVELAND : Donald

O. Dunn, Benj . S. Hubbell, Jr. COLORADO : Arthur M.

Garbutt, James P. Sweeney, Charles T. Weidner.

GEORGIA: Francis Palmer Smith. ILLINOIS : Norman

Wolcott Cook, Wm. Spencer Crosby, Earl Howel

Reed, Jr. INDIANA: Elmer E. Dunlap. KANSAS CITY:

Heber David Pampel. KANSAS STATE : Harrison G.

Overend. MICHIGAN : C. K. Bell, Charles Crombie,

Harold D. Davenport, Wm. E. Higginbotham, Alfred

H. Mitschke, Cyril Edw. Schley, Henry F. Stanton.

MINNESOTA: Rollin C. Chapin, Lewis James F.

Gomme. NEBRASKA : M. L. Evans, C. W. Way. SAN

FRANCISCO: GeorgeGeorge Henry Howard. SCRANTON-

WILKES-BARRE : Frederick Lord Brown. ST. LOUIS:

John W. Kennedy. So. CALIFORNIA: Clifford A. Trues-

dell, Jr., Frederick Wm. Walker. TEXAS : John L.

Putnam . VIRGINIA: Samuel Daley Craig. WASHING-

TON STATE : George H. Keith.

Errata

We regret exceedingly that in this same space last

month appeared two errors in regard to the competitions

conducted by the Cleveland Chapter. Its Secretary in-

forms us that the first was for "houses costing $20,000

to $25,000," instead of "$2,000 to $2,500," as was stated.

The second was for "houses not to exceed 800 square

feet" instead of "700 square feet."-EDITOR.

The Architecture Club

By J. C. SQUIRE

As President, during the current year, of the Archi-

tecture Club, I have been asked by the Editor to give a

few particulars as to its origin and aims.

The Club originated in discussions which took place

last year between certain architects and men of letters

interested in architecture. It was generally agreed that

there was insufficient contact between architects and work-

ers in other arts ; that the press devoted far too little

attention to architecture and especially to informed cri-

ticism of it ; that the general public, though in a consider-

able degree interested in buildings, was given too little

guidance and did not even know the names of the most

eminent architects ; and that steps should be taken to

remedy these evils .

A series of dinners followed, at which some twenty or

thirty persons attended . It was decided that a Club

should be founded, composed in part of architects, in part

or authors and journalists, and in part of interested lay-

men, which should do its best to promote the interests

of the best modern architecture.
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A committee was elected consisting of Messrs . Oswald

Barron, James Bone, A. Clutton-Brock, Sir Lawrence

Weaver and J. C. Squire ( non-architects ) and Messrs.

Vincent Harris, Oswald P. Milne, G. Gilbert Scott, R.A.,

Ralph Knott, H. Austin Hall and Professor Reilly, repre-

senting the profession . Mr. J. H. Elder-Duncan was

appointed Secretary, he having been an architect ; and the

committee drew up a constitution .

This was announced as the first Quarterly Dinner of

the Club, which was held at the Hotel Cecil, in July.

There was a large attendance and speeches were made

by Messrs. H. J. Goodhart-Rendel, G. K. Chesterton, J.

St. Loe Strachey and others. The rules announced pro-

vided for a total ultimate membership of 300 , of which

roughly one-third were to be architects. A hundred and

fifty, including fifty architects, were to be elected this year

and the rest at the rate of ten a month.

Note The story of the Architecture Club of London

is reprinted from the Journal of the Society of Architects,

London. It seems fairly safe to say that architecture is

almost never the concern of men of letters in this country.

As to how greatly architects are concerned with the art

of literature, taking the profession as a whole, we, of

course, have no opinion . But the apostles of one art

cannot come into intimate contact with those of another

except with profit to both, and assuredly architecture

greatly needs the support of literature.—EDITOR.

The Labouisse Prize

Samuel Stanhope Labouisse, whose untimely death was

mourned not only in the city of New Orleans where he

lived, but throughout the American Institute of Architects,

was one of those rare souls to whom architecture was

a veritable development for transcending the cleverness

of the trained designer or the pedagogy of the successful

practitioner. In the city of New Orleans- where was

once to be found, perhaps, the gayest flowering of the art

of building on the American continent- Samuel Labouisse

came into his own as naturally as a free soul responds

to beauty always. He labored patiently, untiringly, and

always uncomplainingly, to show Orleanians the treasures

that lay all about them, either sinking to melancholy and

contemptuous decay or falling before the wrecking crews

of the new spirit that was loudly acclaimed as progress .

Thus it was, with great joy, that we learn of the prize

with which the name of this great soul and gentle architect

is to be commemorated. Thanks to an anonymous gift,

the Department of Architecture (founded by Mr. La-

bouisse) of Tulane University, will give an annual prize

to that student whose work exhibits the best appreciation

of the architectural traditions of New Orleans. It is

an example that other institutions might well follow,

before all the charm of many an early American develop-

ment is sacrificed to the incongruous intrusion of mean-

ingless academic motifs. But these young graduates of

Tulane University will need help and encouragement. So,

let the citizens of New Orleans, through one of their

great civic organizations , offer a worthy prize to that

owner of a building, who, during each twelvemonth, shall

have encouraged his architect to produce a work most in

keeping with that unique and precious tradition which is

the joy of all artists the world over. By whatever name

it may be called would not matter, for Samuel Labouisse

loved his city and his art with no thought of vainglorious

preferment.

American Academy in Rome

The jury of the American Academy in Rome, composed

of Breck Trowbridge, Chairman; Herbert Adams, E. H.

Blashfield, F. C. Jones, W. M. Kendall and Ferruccio

Vitale, announces the result of the Competition for the

1922 Collaborative Prize offered by the American Insti-

tute of Architects. The award was made to the joint

design of Messrs. J. K. Smith, architect ; S. Lascari,

painter, and E. R. Amateis, sculptor. The problem was

the design and decoration of a group of buildings-ten

studios, a dining and lounge building, and a pavilion of

music. Details of the winning drawings appear on page

383.

From Our Book Shelf

Concrete and Stucco Houses Again

The continued demand for popular handbooks on domes-

tic achitecture is evidenced by the re-issue of that of Mr.

Hering¹. Few changes have been made from the first

edition of 1912. The colored frontispiece, to be sure,

has disappeared. To compensate, we have an added

chapter "House Stucco Helps to Solve the Housing Prob-

lem in New York City." This is a plea for the new

movement of society East River-wards, where stucco is

to conceal the ancient brownstone. Much of the "brown-

stone," one might urge, is itself stucco, but obviously there

is something magical in the replacing of brown stucco

by white ! One would like to have seen the illustrations

enriched with some of the best work in stucco during the

last ten years, both along the lines of expression of ma-

terial emphasized by Mr. Hering, and of abstract beauty

of form , in the hands of the classicists and Palladians.

Machines and Men

F. K.

In his preface to this more than remarkable book² Mr.

Chesterton says that the author is "one of the two or

three original minds of the modern world" and the book

goes far towards justifying this estimate, as well as many

other complimentary things that may equally well be said.

It has been very interesting to watch Mr. Penty's devel-

opment from his earliest essays, such as "The Restoration

of the Guild System" and "Old Worlds for New,"

through "A Guildsman's Interpretation of History," to

this last book of his and "Guilds, Trade and Agriculture."

Steadily and consistently he has probed deeper and deeper

into the causes of the catastrophic downfall of industrial

civilization, of civilization itself, and in this last book he

pretty nearly reaches rock-bottom ; there remains but one

1 Concrete and Stucco Houses, by Oswald C. Hering. Robert M.

McBride & Company, New York, 1922.

The Macmillan Com-2 Post-Industrialism, by Arthur J. Penty.
1922.pany, New York.
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more to write, one deeper probe to be achieved, and this,

unless we are much mistaken, he will accomplish before

long; there are passages in "Post-Industrialism" that

already foreshadow this event.

Mr. Penty is an English architect, and it should be

a matter of pride to our profession that it is one of us

who, better than political economists or historians or

philosophers, has estimated existing conditions, discovered

several of the radical factors that have brought them

about, and indicated the way out of the intolerable im-

broglio in which we now wander, distracted and dismayed.

There is no reason why it should cause surprise, how-

ever, for architects by their temper, training and practice

are both analytical and constructive, while their relation-

ship to beauty in all its forms should certainly give them

clearer vision than usually comes to other men. In any

case it is true that the architects of England and America

are not only responsible for the most vital manifestation of

this great art that has shown itself for several centuries,

but have also revealed through many of their number a

grasp of the great social, economic and political problems

of the present day that is hardly to be matched in other

categories of human activity.

Mr. Penty was by no means the first to mark the grave

dangers inherent in the whole system of industrialism , or

to estimate at their true value the results of a century

of unimpeded and portentous development. Ruskin, Sam-

uel Butler, William Morris and Walter Crane were

vociferous in the last quarter of the nineteenth century,

and were well laughed at for their pains, while the years

of the Great War and the Little Peace have been loud

with the thunders of condemnation hurled on a system

that until 1914 had been almost universally hailed as final

and almost above criticism . Nor is he the first to sug-

gest palliatives. We have had enough of them , Heaven

knows, from Owen and Fourier and the Shakers and

Brook Farm and Henry George, to Communism and

Syndicalism and Bolshevism and "One Big Union."

Everything that has been tried has failed, and the things

that haven't been tried would meet the same fate, because

none of them has got to the roots of the matter but has

simply scratched the surface. The eternal war between

capital and labor, the failure of representative democratic

government, the loss of right standards of comparative

value, have brought out a thousand apologists with a

hundred panaceas, but none of them is convincing because

none of them dares to admit that it is not the method that

fails , but the thing itself, and that is-machinery, the

things it has brought about, and the ideals and new code

of living it has encompassed.

This is Mr. Penty's thesis ; that machinery and the

blind worship it has instigated in its dupes and slaves

are one of the prime sources of the poison that has vitiated

modern civilization and brought it down in disreputable

ruin, and that no solution of our manifold ills can be

looked for until this fact is recognized and machinery is

put under rigid restriction and control, the subdivision of

labor abolished, "scientific management," "efficiency," and

the quantitative standard put under the ban, and the ideals

of men turned from legal enactments , systems and all

other mechanical devices, to character, eternal principles

revealed through history, and spiritual values expressed

through individuals and communal groups of individuals.

In a word, "the war has given the lie to Marx as it

has done to Herbert Spencer, for it has revealed indus-

trialism as a destructive rather than a constructive force,"

and it must be curbed and largely destroyed if it is not

to bring the world down into another period of Dark

Ages. I quote almost at random a few sentences that

show Mr. Penty's convictions better than I could para-

phrase them .

"It is not the evolution of capitalism that determines

the evolution of machinery, but the evolution of machinery

that determines the evolution of capitalism."

Architecture "is attacked on all sides by a combination

of influences against which the architect is apt to struggle

in vain, most of which are directly or indirectly the con-

sequence of unregulated machine production."

"If any art is to revive, it must be an art that is the

common possession of the whole people and such an art

cannot be grafted on a machine society. On the contrary,

the arts (if we may so call them ) that a machine popu-

lation can share, are the arts of the cinema and the

gramaphone, and the only culture is the culture of mech-

anism, whether it be motor cars or aeroplanes."

"The really practical challenge to Christian morals does

not come from the materialist philosophy but from the

machine."

"The subdivision of labor and its recent development

into scientific management are the curses of industrial

civilization, for by reducing men to the level of auto-

matons they reduce them to the position of mere frag-

ments of men; they undermine their spiritual, moral and

physical life and disintegrate their personality, while by

giving rise to gluts in the market they lead inevitably to

sweating and economic insecurity."

"Of course this system cannot last, * * * for

while on the one hand it is giving rise to wholesale in-

competence, on the other by destroying all charm in work

and turning it into hatred toil, it has generated a spirit

of class hatred that expresses itself in revolt."

"If society is to be reconstructed on a basis that allows

for a margin of safety, scientific management and the sub-

division of labor must be abolished, and a return be made

to handicraft as the basis of production, using machinery

only in an accessory way."

"The principle for which we contend then is that if

machinery is not to be a curse we must, in our use of

it, never lose sight of the fact that human values come

first."

"There is no solution of our problem, apart from a

return to simpler conditions of life such as would reduce

the complexity of our relationships to terms commensurate

with the human understanding."

All these quotations are from the earlier chapters of

the book and the remainder is quite as full of meat. Not

the least valuable is the chapter that deals with machinery

in government, where the author shows the definite im-

possibility of any free government, monarchical, repub-

lican or democratic, existing under the terms imposed by

an industrial civilization the nature of which is determined

by machinery.

It may seem from this review, it may even seem from

a cursory reading of the book itself, that Mr. Penty offers
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machinery and the subdivision of labor as the sole cause

of all the fatal weaknesses that are showing themselves

in modern civilization . Such an inference would be far

from the truth. The unhappy vicissitudes that have over-

taken religion and philosophy, and the low-grade substi-

tutes that have been offered—and accepted—have an equal

part in the calamity. This fact is recognized, and later

on Mr. Penty says :

* * *

"Political and economic activity pursued apart from a

new ideal of life as expressed in spiritual values, is for

the most part a vain delusion ; the economic

evils of our society are finally nothing more than the ob-

trusive symptoms of an inward spiritual disease that has

followed the separation of man from religion, art and

nature, and which has changed the substance of our lives

and activities."

Yes, this comes close to the root of the thing. It was

the coincidence of the mechanical inventions and scientific

discoveries with a condition of society and human char-

acter brought about by the loss of religion and the prev-

alence of a false philosophy that turned the “labor sav-

ing" machines into engines of destruction and panders

of slavery. In the late twelfth or early thirteenth century

these very inventions and discoveries might possibly have

been curbed and used to beneficent ends, for society was

dominated then by powerful spiritual forces that could

bring good even out of evil . It is in this fact that we

can find both the assurance of the uselessness of the ma-

terialistic and "practical" panaceas now offered us, and

the pointing to the way that leads towards valid remedies.

You cannot cure a drunkard by taking away his whis-

key, but only by taking away his desire for whiskey, and

similarly you cannot cure the ills of an industrial civiliza-

tion by mechanistic laws or the purblind conclusions of

committees, commissions or conferences, but only by cre-

ating a new vision and new ideals in individual men.

Today the world is one ridiculous welter of honest and

sincere citizens getting together in hired halls and passing

resolutions and publishing reports. Nothing comes of it

except a worse confounding of the confusion. If they

would forget it all, go back to their homes and sensibly

pray "Renew a right spirit within me, O God !" the results

might be different.

The only weak spot in this book is Mr. Penty's ap-

parent yielding now and then to the very mechanical

methods he so justly condemns, when he tries to indicate

some method whereby the limitation and control of ma-

chinery and the abolition of subdivision of labor may be

accomplished. For example, in dealing with the necessary

return to the Mediaeval guild system in industry he says,

"the first thing to do it to create a popular belief in the

ideals of craftsmanship by means of propaganda" : Absit

omen! "Following that, there must be organization of

the market and the provision of credits for craftsmen.

If this were undertaken on a large scale as part of a

national movement that sought to establish Guilds, fix

prices, regulate machinery and abolish the subdivision of

labor, then it would be a practical proposition."

You see how hard it is, even for Mr. Penty with his

clear vision, to escape from the mechanical incubus,

"propaganda," "organization of the market," "large scale,"

"national movement," "practical proposition." What are

these but the very ear-marks of mechanized civilization

expressed in the very jargon of the social enemy? Well,

we cannot be too hard on Mr. Penty ; we all do it by a

kind of instinct bred of long familiarity ; it is hard to

emancipate ourselves, even in thought, from our own age.

No , the salvation must come from the things condemned

in the book, and a return made to the things here praised,

but it will hardly be by mechanical means or “mass-ac-

tion," rather by the renewal of a right spirit in the in-

dividual, the achievement of a new vision, and the

concurrent action of small and inconspicuous groups of

men of like mind and good will. St. Benedict made over

and saved Europe for a thousand years, but the revolution

was effected by one man in a hidden cave in the Calabrian

hills.

It seems to me that this book is the most revealing,

stimulating and sane product in its own category that has

as yet appeared. Those who read it might well do so

in connection with “A Guildsman's Interpretation of His-

tory," Tawney's "Acquisitive Society," Belloc's "Servile

State," Chesterton's "What's Wrong with the World,"

and Dr. Figgis ' "Civilization at the Cross-Roads, " and

if they haven't already read Samuel Butler's "Erewhon"

and William Morris' "News from Nowhere" and "The

Dream of John Ball" they should do so at once.

RALPH ADAMs Cram.

Obituary

Howard Crosby Butler, H.A.I.A.

Elected to Honorary Membership in the Institute

in 1915

Died at Paris, 13 August, 1922

Howard Crosby Butler was born 7 March 1872, at

Croton Falls, N. Y., the son of Edward Marchant and

Helen Belden (Crosby) Butler. He prepared at Lynn's

Collegiate Institute and the Berkley School, New York

City ; entered the sophomore class at Princeton in March,

1890, and was graduated with the degree of A.B., in

1892 , winning an appointment as fellow in Archæology.

He received the degree of Master of Arts the following

year and spent the year 1894-95 at the School of Archi-

tecture, Columbia University. He was appointed Lec-

turer on Architecture at Princeton in 1895, held a fellow-

ship at the American School of Classical Studies in Rome

1896-1897, and spent the next year at the American School

of Classical Studies in Athens. On his return he was

appointed Lecturer on Architecture at Princeton, in 1905

became Professor of Art and Archæology, and later

Professor of the History of Architecture. In 1920 he was

made Director of the newly organized School of Architec-

ture at Princeton.

Early attracted to Syrian archæology by the writings of

DeVogue, an interest which was fostered by personal ac-

quaintance, Professor Butler organized an American Ex-

pedition to Syria in 1899 and 1900, traversing much of

the ground covered by DeVogue, but adding extensively to

the material brought back by the earlier explorer. He re-

turned to Syria as Director of the Princeton Expedition

in 1904, 1905 and 1909. The results of these expeditions

appear in the "Publications of the American Archæologi-
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cal Expedition to Syria." In 1910 he was the organizer

and director of the American Expedition to Sardis. The

work was producing remarkable results when the outbreak

of the European War in 1914 put an end to the excava-

tions.

In the spring of 1922 work at the site was resumed, and

it was on his return from Sardis in midsummer that he

died of heart failure induced by the after-affects of fever.

In 1921 he was made chairman of the committee to

reorganize the Journal of Archæology, and also of the

Research Commission established by the Archeological

Institute of America to prepare a general survey of the

three fields of Oriental, Classical and American Archæ-

ology and to present a report on projects in these fields

to lay before the great financial foundations in the United

States.

Howard Crosby Butler will be remembered for his

personality, not to mention his remarkable ability as a

lecturer and teacher, which was perhaps his greatest in-

fluence. He had the gift of inspiring his students with

his enthusiasm and love of architecture not only as a tech-

nical science but as an art. From this influence sprang

the Princeton School of Architecture in which not only is

the technical side of architecture provided for but the

allied arts of sculpture and painting are also taught in

their relation to architecture.

V. LANSING COLLINS.

Dudley McGrath

Elected to the Institute in 1908

Died at New York City, 1 October, 1922

Dudley McGrath, a member of the New York Chap-

ter since 1914 , died recently after a brief illness. He

was the son of the late Thomas H. and Maria A.

Bergen McGrath, and received his early education in

the public schools of Brooklyn, the Polytechnic Institute,

and later at Columbia University. He entered the office

of J. B. Snook & Son immediately after leaving college

in 1893, serving with them as assistant engineer, and

later as chief engineer of their construction department,

until 1902. He then began the practice of architecture

as a member of the firm of Davis, McGrath & Shepard,

which later became the present firm of Davis, McGrath

& Kiessling. For a number of years he delivered a

course of lectures on the subject of "Building Contracts"

to the architectural students of Pratt Institute.

For many years Mr. McGrath was an active member

of the Brooklyn Chapter of the Institute, serving on

the Board of Directors and as Secretary of the Chapter

from 1911-1913, after which he transferred to the New

York Chapter. For a long period he represented the

Brooklyn and later the New York Chapter as a mem-

ber of the Joint Committee on City Departments and

rendered valuable service in the effort to secure a better

Building Code for the City.

His natural optimism endeared him to his co- workers

and his considerate attitude towards others in the prac-

tice of his profession made his loss keenly felt by his

associates and his many friends within and outside the

profession of architect.

Ernest Woodyatt

Elected to the Institute in 1916.

Died at Chicago, 29 June, 1922.

Whereas, it has pleased Almighty God to remove from

our midst, our friend and business associate, the late

Ernest Woodyatt, and

Whereas, in his unexpected demise we have lost a highly

trained architect and a friend, one whose character and

sterling qualities endeared him to all who came in contac

with him, and

Whereas, knowing and appreciating the high esteem

in which he was held, we believe and feel that all his

many friends mourn with us in the loss of one of the

noblest of men, one whose life was devoted to his ideals .

His life could be best summed up by a quotation from a

recently published letter of Chas. McKim who said "A

man can always give up everything in an argument but

the essence. The ' essence' here is a question of principle

with me, to which I feel that I must adhere."

Therefore, be it it resolved that the Illinois Chapter of

the American Institute of Architects, in meeting assembled

this day deeply and sincerely deplore the death of Ernest

Woodyatt and express to the family of the deceased their

heartfelt sympathy in their hour of great grief.

Enrique-Maria Repulles y Vargas, H.C.M.A.I.A

Elected to Honorary Corresponding Membership in the

Institute in 1905

Died at Madrid, Spain , in September, 1922

News Notes

H. GEORGE FINK has removed his office to Suite 301-4

Merrick Bldg. , Miami, Fla. , to which address he wishe

sent samples and catalogues of architectural materials.

AS THE ARCHITECT of the United States Mortgage &

Trust Company Building, New York City, adjudged by

a committee of New York architects and laymen as th

finest structure erected in the Fifth Avenue distric

during the past year, Henry C. Chapman was recently

awarded a medal by the Fifth Avenue Association .

IN CONNECTION with the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition

in Philadelphia , announced last month, the Philadelphia

Chapter further states that it will not approve any pla■

not involving "the use and improvement of both bank

of the Schuylkill River as far as Vine Street."

REGISTRATION of architects in Kansas may be in th

offing, as committees of the Kansas City and Kansa

Chapters are at present active in the matter of a bil

for the legislature , entitled "Proposed Act for the Ex

amination and Licensing of Architects and for the Regu

lation of the Practice of Architecture in the State o

Kansas."

Structural Service Department appears on the second right hand page following
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PLUMBING EQUIPMENT XI

G-415-Nickel plated "Wolff" Com-

pression Double Bath Cock with

Four Ball China Index Handles,

Lock Nuts, less couplings.

G-401-Nickel plated

"Wolff" Compression

Midget Basin Cock

with Four-Ball China

Index Handle.

G-309-ForWashTray

Brass Tee Handle

Plain Bibb, Iron Pipe.

Rush
ing

Wate
rs

!

HER

ERE the rushing waters of the Genesee

River have worn a gorge 20 miles long

through the solid rock, with walls in places 520

feet high.

Master plumbers know the pressures and the intense

wear-physical, chemical and electrolytic-which must

be controlled in the plumbing "waterways" of modern

structures. Theyknow, too, that maximum service, wear-

resistance and satisfaction go with every Wolffinstallation

because of the heavier, better made, long wearing cast

brass which Wolffhas always used.

Since 1855, architects, plumbers and users have found

Wolff valve seats, nickel plating, galvanizing, enamel-

ware, potteryware and brass goods amazingly durable

and always satisfactory. This is a policy ofthe Wolff"

organization. To specify Wolff Fixtures and Fittings

is a good policy for you to follow.

WOLFF

Makers ofQuality Plumbing since 1855

Branch or Distributor at Every Central Point

W
O
L
F
F

CHICAGO

G-305-Female Flange.

Brass Tee Handle Plain

Bibb, Iron Pipe.

Sanitary Enamelware Range Boilers Brass Goods

Potteryware Marble

C
O
R
P

The presence ofWolffQuality Plumbing in a structure implies quality

construction throughout

INDUSTRIAL SECTION December, 1922
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XII
TIPILES

(Concrete)

A Form for Every Pile

A Pile for Every Purpose

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE COMPANY

New York: 140 Cedar Street Chicago: 111 West Monroe Street

Offices in Principal Cities

It all comes down to this

-that Raymond Concrete

Piles can be depended up-

on because the Raymond

Method is to cast each pile

column into a steel shell

-or form-which is left

in place in the ground-

note the top of a typical

finished Raymond Pile-

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
December, 1922
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Structural Service Department

SULLIVAN W. JONES, Associate Editor

LEROY E. KERN, Assistant

In connection with the work of the Committee on Structural Service of the American Institute of Architects and in collabo-

ration with other professional societies and organized bodies having the same objective-improvement in build-

ing materials and methods and better shelter for humanity in all its manifold vocations and avocations.

Abstracts

It is the purpose of the Structural Service Committee and

THE JOURNAL jointly to give in this division each month, brief

abstracts of all publications by the Government Departments,

States and Associations, which contain fresh information in

regard to materials or methods employed in construction

and thus afford architects and others a convenient means

of keeping themselves conversant with rapidly expanding

knowledge in the technique of construction.

Purity of Copper. (15b ) - (Mining and Metallurgy,

Nov., 1922. “One Phase of the Problem of Increasing the

Consumption of Copper," by H. H. Stout) . The high cop-

per price during the war stimulated the capacity to produce

far beyond a possible normal consumption and the copper

industry consequently faces : ( 1 ) Potential over-production

capacity ; (2 ) Diminished consumption. Obviously the

remedy for this condition is to increase, if possible, the

consumption of copper by reducing the price and by im-

proving the product.

It would appear that the copper producer has made very

creditable progress in reducing the price of refined copper

product as sold by the refiners. This article, therefore, dis-

cusses the problem of improving the product. The par-

ticular step that is discussed is the final one ; namely,

copper in the form of cathodes, of pure native copper, is

melted in a reverberatory furnace and cast into the final

marketable shapes and bars. This operation consists of:

A. Charging copper into the furnace (charging period ) .

B. Melting the copper by allowing a flame from coal or

oil to play over the surface (melting period) .

C. Blowing air through an iron pipe inserted beneath

the surface of the molten metal for the purpose of saturating

it with oxygen. The object of the oxygen saturation is to

oxidize and remove impurities which have been absorbed

from the furnace gases, primarily sulfur (oxidizing period ) .

This is also called flapping period, because the oxidation

is sometimes done by flapping the surface with a rabble.

D. Reducing the molten metal by inserting poles. This

removes the oxygen previously put into it ( poling period ) .

E. Running the molten copper out into molds. During

this time ( about 4 hours ) the surface is kept covered by

charcoal and short pieces of wood (casting period) .

To begin with, it may be stated that the methods used

in these five steps are identical with those followed as

far back as there is any history of the art. In other words,

there has been no progress in this particular operation in

many centuries.

At the completion of the oxidizing period, the molten

metal should contain at least 0.38 per cent oxygen, which

is 3.46 per cent copper oxide. In this small amount of

copper oxide, all the remaining copper crystals are soluble,

so the metal is 100 per cent copper-copper-oxide eutectic,

and does not contain any undissolved copper crystals.

Stated in another way, its purity is zero for the reason

that the eutectic is a substance that is practically worthless,

as far as physical qualities are concerned. More particu-

larly, it is readily attacked by many of the gases found in

normal atmosphere, and to the presence of this substance

in sheet copper can be traced nearly all of the few failures

of the metal which have caused engineers and architects

to be averse to its more extended use.

After the molten metal reaches 100 per cent eutectic, all

impurities have been removed by the oxygen. Since 0.4 per

cent oxygen means 100 per cent impure eutectic, it follows

that 0.1 per cent oxygen remaining in the finished product

means 25 per cent impurity. Stated in a more concrete

way: The impurity present is 250 times the oxygen content.

Standard specifications for refined copper are : Copper,

not less than 99.88 per cent. Oxygen, not more than 0.1

per cent.

Another source of physical defects are certain gases which

are soluble in the molten metal. As the metal is cooling

in the molds, hundreds of minute specks of copper being

projected upward from the molten surface can be seen.

This is the gas which ( not being so soluble in the cold

metal) is being expelled during cooling.

The sheet copper used in the trades and arts is made

from the bars produced by the refinery by rolling, anneal-

ing, rolling again, then annealing, etc., until the desired

thickness and size is secured . The annealing consists in

heating the copper to about 1,500 degrees F. and maintain-

ing it at that temperature for various lengths of time

(depending on its character) . The heat is applied, allow-

ing the flame from commercial fuel, coal , oil or wood to

pass around the metal as it is piled in the furnace. The

combustion gases from commercial fuel playing around this

metal contain in various amounts : oxygen, nitrogen, hydro-

gen, hydrocarbons, sulfur, CO, CO2, SO2, etc. The relative

amounts of each gas change from time to time and it is

absolutely impossible to so regulate the combustion that a

definite desired composition is always maintained.

A perfectly fair and logical conclusion may be drawn

to the effect that notwithstanding all the care and regu-

lation with which the annealing furnaces are operated, it

is possible to change the chemical and physical properties

of the sheet copper product. Also, the lower the per cent

of eutectic ( or per cent of oxygen) the less is this likely

to happen.

Why can't all oxygen be removed in poling ? During the

casting period, the flame from commercial fuel containing

hydrogen and SO₂ plays over the surface of the molten

bath, and for about 4 hours it absorbs these gases in a

greater or lesser degree. In order to offset the evil effects

of these two gases on the final bar, the furnaceman is forced

to allow some oxygen to remain, as that is the only way

he can produce a casting that will "get by."

From a study of micrographs of copper bars the follow-

ing tentative conclusions, which may or may not be altered

by future research, might be drawn :

Hydrogen. It is absorbed by molten copper and when the

hydrogen has reduced all the oxygen it is highly soluble,

producing a hollow core in final casting. It is absorbed

by the solid metal hot and cold and penetrates the entire

mass.
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XIV
BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cott

BE
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The Plaza Hotel during cleaning; Terra Cotta, glazed brick and marble

Cleaning the Exterior

Sometimes an accumulation of city dust on the face of a building

has a softening influence that is an advantage, but sometimes the

effect is disagreeable and dirty.

In the latter event the building should be cleaned, and the Service

Department of the Atlantic Terra Cotta Company is prepared to

undertake the work.

We use our own men and our own equipment. We wash Terra

Cotta and glazed brick with a cleaning compound carefully tested

for its effect on mortar.

We use our sandblasting machine on stone and brick when it is

necessary.

Cleaning increases sales value, rental value and advertising value.

Our reputation is your safeguard for thorough and careful work.

Estimates on request

LWLE

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company

Service Department

340 Madison Avenue, New York

Telephone-Vanderbilt 9980

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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Hydrocarbons. No conclusion can be drawn as to their

solubility in molten copper (from the hollow casting ) as

the commercial illuminating gas used contained hydrogen

also. Some hydrocarbon compounds are absorbed by the

solid hot metal , penetrating the entire mass, reducing the

oxygen and leaving carbon distributed throughout the in-

terior of the metal.

Sulfur Dioxide.—It has no appreciable effect on solid cop-

per, hot or cold . If the oxygen content of molten copper

falls below a certain mass reaction balance, SO2 is dis-

associated, absorbed and both O and S combine. The S

forms a copper-copper-sulfide eutectic. The copper oxide

separates out as individual crystals .

Air. It oxidizes from the surface all copper in what-

ever state.

Carbon Dioxide. It is neutral to all solid copper, hot

or cold. It is neutral to pure molten copper.

Carbon Monoxide. It reduces copper-copper-oxide eutec-

tic in solid copper progressively from the surface. If at

all , it is only slightly soluble in molten copper. The small

holes in the CO melt micro are similar to the hydrogen

melt micro, and hydrogen was present in the cathode used

in the CO melt.

From a practical standpoint, these mean that after copper

is melted it must be removed from contact with the com-

bustion gases resulting from commercial fuel and which

contain hydrogen and SO2. It can then be oxidized by

air and reduced by charcoal, and practically a perfect pro-

duct will result. This points to an electric furnace. Since

all cathodes contain some sulfur from the copper sulfate

occluded between its crystals, the copper after melting must

be flapped to remove this sulfur. It follows that nothing

would be gained by melting cathodes in an electric furnace.

They can be melted in a tall cupola requiring no waste

heat boiler and operating 24 hours ; inexpensive to build

and cheap to operate. The melted copper can be oxidized

in the cupola bath, or after it is transferred to the electric

furnace. It can be reduced after transfer to the electric

furnace by addition of charcoal (no hydrogen ) and then

cast in stationary molds.

The gasses in contact with the molten metal will be CO

until all oxygen is removed and then CO2. If all the sulfur

found in commercial charcoal were absorbed by the cop-

per, it would amount to 0.000001 per cent in the finished

casting, which would not affect the product.

Some of the brass industry have recently adapted the

electric furnace to their work. They melt the brass by

electricity, which is expensive ; and notwithstanding this we

are given to understand that not only are their operating

costs lower (when losses are considered ) and that the

highly skilled and mysterious melter is a thing of the past,

but best of all , they can control the character of their

product. They, too, had previously made no progress for

centuries. From them we find that maintaining copper in

a molten condition by electricity ( after it is melted ) is

a relatively small cost.

Recently there has been developed a bauxite lining fused

under an electric arc which, when used in these same

brass induction furnaces, proved satisfactory in resisting

the erosion of copper melted in them. The successful work

by this new lining seems to pave the way for the adaptation

of the electric furnace to the copper industry.

It has long been known that there are certain alloys

of copper which possess very excellent physical character-

istics, but to produce them in a furnace fired by com-

mercial fuel was not feasible. The electric furnace removes

all obstacles to this development. The steel industry pro-

duces in this way many alloys, each suited to its particular

function. Judging from the prices we are all very willing

to pay for the superior qualities of these steel alloys, this

branch of the industry has not decreased its earnings.

Gypsum Plaster Board. (21c)— (U. S. Dept. of Com-

merce. Bureau of Standards. Circular No. 108, "Gypsum-

Properties, Definitions and Uses," ( 3g) Pages 21. Size 7"

x 10" ) . Gypsum plaster board is a board made of calcined

gypsum which is used as a lath-and-plaster construction.

It consists, essentially, of a thin layer of gypsum contained

between two layers of paper. Plaster boards are 32 by 36

inches and vary in thickness from one-fourth to one-half

of an inch. The gypsum contains wood fiber as an ag-

gregate, which reduces its brittleness, so that the boards can

be nailed directly to the studs. The surfaces of the boards

are roughened, and the paper is not sized . This construc-

tion forms a good bond for the application of plaster.

Specification. The following specification has been adopted

as tentative by the American Society for Testing Materials

and is recommended by the Bureau of Standards.

Definition.-Gypsum plaster boards are used as a sheet

lath or base for gypsum plaster on walls, ceilings, and

partitions on the interior of buildings.

Composition.-Gypsum plaster board shall consist of sheets

or slabs composed of one or more layers of hydrated gypsum

plaster, with or without fiber, reinforced on the surface with

chip board or felt.

Thickness.-The thickness of plaster boards shall average

not less than the following :

( a ) Three-eighths inch thick, with permissible local vari-

ations of one-sixteenth inch, plus or minus, and the thickness

at any point in the board shall not be less than one-fourth

inch .

(b) Five-sixteenths inch thick, with permissible local vari-

ations of one-sixteenth inch plus or minus, and the thickness

at any point in the board shall not be less than three-

sixteenths inch.

(c) One-fourth inch thick, with permissible local varia-

tions of one-sixteenth inch, plus or minus, and the thickness

at any point in the board shall not be less than three-

sixteenths inch.

Dimensions.—( a ) The width shall be 32 inches with

a permissible variation of one-fourth inch less than the

dimension specified, and the length shall be 24, 36, or

48 inches, with a permissible variation of one-half inch,

plus or minus.

(b) Unless otherwise specifically stated in the order,

plaster boards of the widths specified and in lengths of

18 and 30 inches may be included in amount not exceeding

5 per cent of any single carload.

Weight. The weight per thousand square feet of plaster

board shall conform to the following :

(a) For three-eighths inch thick, not less than 1,500 nor

more than 2,000 pounds.

(b) For five-sixteenths inch thick, not less than 1,250 nor

more than 1,600 pounds .

(c) For one-fourth inch thick, not less than $ 1,200 nor

more than 1,500 pounds.

Strength. (a ) Strength-test samples shall be 12 inches

wide and approximately 18 inches long, and when tested

shall be supported on parallel knife-edge bearings spaced

16 inches and loaded through a similar bearing midway

between the supports.

(b) When tested as described , samples taken from the
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Kansas City Club, Kansas City, Mo.

Wired by the Denton Engineering &

Construction Co., Smith , Rea & Lovitt,

Architects-equipped thoughout with
G-E Tumbler Switches.

B

L
T

G-E TUMBLER SWITCH

G-E National Advertising to

prospective home builders is

creating a new appreciation of

the comforts of a completely

wired home-stimulating de-

sire for added refinements.

Attractive-Convenient-Dependable

ical.

HETHER in palatial hotel, club or modest

home, electrical equipment should qualify in

all these respects. The G-E Tumbler Switch

meets each requirement fully.

Its refinement

of design
pleases

themost
crit-

It is conveniently

operated
by a touch

ofthe hand or

One small
lever

which
operates

up and down
replaces

the two buttons
of the push type

switch
. Its dependability

is

insured
by sturdy

construction

-both electrical
and mechanical

elbow.

correctness.

G-E Tumbler Switches are made in either flush or surface types,

suitable for homes, apartments, churches, hotels, factories or

other buildings.

We will be pleased to send information on the G-E Tumbler

switch to any architect. Address Merchandise Dept. , General

Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

G-E RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES

can befurnished by any qualified elec-

trical contractor

General
Electric

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

General Office

Schenectady, NY. Company

Sales Offices in

all large cities 41-202
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plaster boards shall carry not less than the following loads :

Thickness in inches

3/8

F

1/4

Ultimate load

Load ap-

plied across

fiber of

surfacing

Load ap-

plied parallel
to fiber of

surfacing

PoundsPounds

40 20

35

30

17

14

The minimum acceptable strength shall be not less than

5 pounds below the averages given.

NOTE. The figures given above for five-sixteenths and

one-fourth inch board have not yet been adopted by the

A. S. T. M.

(c) Samples tested shall fail by rupture of surfacing and

core, and not by the breaking of the bond between the

surfacing and the core.

Cores.-The cores shall consist of the hydrated calcined

gypsum plaster, to which may be added not to exceed 15

per cent by weight of sawdust or other vegetable fiber

intimately mixed. Cores shall be of sufficient thickness

throughout to make the finished plaster boards conform to

the specifications as to thickness of the finished product.

Surfacing Material.- The surfacing material shall be com-

posed of plain chip board, felt, or other stock of the same

character, which shall be securely bonded to the core and

shall completely cover the larger surfaces, with a per-

missible variation of one-fourth inch at the edges along the

shorter dimension.

Finished Product. The surfaces shall be such that they

will readily receive and retain gypsum plaster. The edges

and ends shall be reasonably straight and solid . The cor-

ners shall be square, with a permissible variation of one-

fourth inch in the full width of the boards. The boards

shall be free from cracks and imperfections that will render

such boards unfit for use.

NOTE.-Plaster boards will be considered acceptable that

have their corners blurred or broken, provided that the

broken portion is not more than one and one-half inches in

length.

Packing and Marking.-Gypsum plaster boards shall be

shipped so as to be kept dry and free from injury. Each

board shall be plainly labeled with the name of the brand

and of the manufacturer.

Inspection and Rejection.-Gypsum plaster boards shall

conform to the foregoing requirements and shall be tested

as provided for when determining their strength. Plaster

boards may be rejected upon failure to conform to any of

the foregoing requirements.

Gypsum Wall Board. (19f)— (U. S. Dept. of Com-

merce. Bureau of Standards. Circular 108, "Gypsum-Prop-

erties, Definitions and Uses." (3g) Pages 21 , Size 7" x 10") .

Gypsum wall board is quite similar in construction to

plaster board. Wall board, however, is not intended to be

plastered, but the surface of the board forms the finished

wall. Therefore, the surface of a wall board is smooth,

and the paper is sized. Wall board comes in strips 32

or 48 inches wide, varying in length from 4 to 10 feet.

Its thickness may be from three-eighths to five-eighths of

an inch. It is erected on walls in such a way that all

joints are vertical, the length of the board being cut to

correspond with the height of the ceiling, thereby avoiding

horizontal joints. The boards are nailed directly to the

studs or ceiling supports. The joints may be covered with

wooden strips, which give the wall a paneled effect . Some

types of wall board have the edges so finished as to permit

of the joints being filled with a putty of calcined gypsum.

Another method is to cover the joints with strips of paper

the same color as that forming the surface of the board.

Either of these methods produces a joint which is barely

visible.

Specification. The following specification has been adopted

as tentative by the American Society for Testing Materials

and is recommended by the Bureau of Standards :

Definition. Gypsum wall boards are used without plaster

coatings as a finish on walls, ceilings, and partitions on the

interior of buildings.

Composition.- Gypsum wall board shall consist of sheets

or slabs composed of a layer of hydrated gypsum plaster

with or without fiber and a surfacing of chip or manila

board on both sides.

Thickness.-The thickness shall average not less than

three-eighths inch, with permissible local variations of one-

thirty-second of an inch, plus or minus, and the thickness

at any point in the board shall not be less than five-six-

teenths inch.

Dimensions.-Where the wall boards are to be laid with

joints butted, the width shall be 32, 36 or 48 inches, with a

permissible variation of three-thirty-seconds inch, plus or

minus. Where the joints are to be filled with joint filler, the

width shall be 3134 , 3534 or 4734 inches, with a permissible

variation of three thirty-seconds inch, plus or minus. The

length shall be 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 feet, with a permissible

variation of three-eighths inch, plus or minus.

Weight. The weight shall be not less than 1500 nor more

than 2000 pounds per 1000 square feet of wall board.

Strength. (a) Strength-test samples shall be 12 inches

wide and approximately 18 inches long, and when tested

shall be supported on parallel knife-edge bearings spaced 16

inches and loaded through a similar bearing midway between

the supports.

(b) Such samples taken from the wall boards shall carry

a load of not less than 80 pounds when the line of supports

is at right angles to the direction of the fiber of the surfac-

ing, and not less than 32 pounds when the line of the sup-

ports is parallel to the fiber of the surfacing.

(c) Samples tested shall fail by rupture of the surfacing

and core and not by the breaking of the bond between the

surfacing and the core.

Cores. The cores shall consist of hydrated calcined gyp-

sum plaster, to which may be added not to exceed 15 per

cent by weight of sawdust or other vegetable fiber intimately

mixed. Cores shall be of sufficient thickness throughout to

make the finished wall boards conform to the specifications

as to thickness of the finished product.

Surfacing Material. The surfacing material shall be com-

posed of plain chip , manila, filled news, or other stock of

the same general character containing sufficient sizing to meet

the following conditions :

(a) Samples of the finished wall board shall sustain a

static head of 1 inch of water (confined within a 2-inch

ring on either of the surfaces of the board ) for a period of

not less than two hours without penetrating the surface

sufficiently to stain the core.

(b) The surfacing material shall completely cover the

two larger faces of the core and shall be securely bonded

to it.
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LUMBER (Trade-Marked)

Renow thelumber

r

L

O
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G
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L
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G
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LL

Made LUMB
ER

Carked

THERE

'HERE are products that have become known by certain trade-

marks. A phonograph, a tooth paste, an adding machine-cer-

tain names leap instantly to mind when these commodities are men-

tioned. The trade-marks have become the guides to certain qualities...

that are at once associated with these names.

Lumber, timbers, and lumber products of a uniform high quality

are manufactured by The Long-Bell Lumber Company. You should

know these products. They may be identified by the Long-Bell

trade-mark, the guide to lumber that is dependable and of a uniform

high quality.

The Long BELL Lumber Company

R.A.LONG BUILDING Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CITY, MO.

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers; Creosoted Lumber, Timbers, Posts,

Poles, Ties, Piling and Wood Blocks; California White Pine

Lumber, Sash and Doors, Standardized Woodwork;

.Southern Hardwoods, Oak Flooring.
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Finished Product. The surface designed to be exposed on

erection shall be true and free from imperfections with or

without decoration. The edges and ends shall be straight

and solid . Where wall boards are to be butted the corners

shall be square with both side edges. In cases where the

joints are to be filled , the joints shall be square with both

side edges with a permissible variation of one-eighth inch

in the full width of the boards. The finished product shall

be dry and free from cracks and imperfections that would

render such boards unfit for use.

Packing and Marking. Gypsum wall boards shall be

shipped so as to be kept dry and free from injury. Each

board shall be plainly labeled with the name of the brand

of the manufacturer.

Inspection and Rejection. Gypsum wall boards shall con-

form to the foregoing requirements and shall be tested as

provided for when determining their strength and water

permeation. Wall boards may be rejected upon failure to

conform to any of the foregoing requirements.

(31f1)—Calculation of the Lighting Installation.

(Bulletin L. D. 117, Lighting Data, Edison Lamp Works.

Size 6" x 9." Pages 29.) There are two basic methods

of pre-determining the illumination produced by a given

lighting installation. The first is based on certain mathe-

matical calculations depending upon the distribution and

candle-power values of a lamp with its reflector equipment,

and the distance of the source from the point where the

illumination is to be determined . While this method is es-

pecially useful for determining the amount of light upon

specified points, it necessitates many tedious calculations and

does not take into consideration the light reflected from the

walls and ceiling.

The second method is more convenient and is an abso-

lutely reliable means of calculating an illumination prob-

lem, as it is based on the law of conservation. According

to this law all of the light flux (lumens) produced by a

source or sources of illumination in an enclosure such as a

room, is absorbed by the illuminated surfaces in the en-

closure. Calculations based upon this law, which is funda-

mental, must be accurate when the assumptions as to

absorption, etc. , are correct.

A certain portion of the light is reflected back from the

objects upon which it falls, such as the walls and ceiling,

the remainder being absorbed by these surfaces. The per-

centage of the light which is reflected to the amount falling

upon the surface is known as the reflection coefficient of

the surface. This reflected light may again be reflected,

and so on.

The useful light may be considered as that reaching an

arbitrary working plane (say 30 inches above the floor) ,

and knowing the light flux produced and the reflections of

the walls and ceilings , etc. , it is possible to determine the

total lumens usable.

This would necessitate many measurements and math-

ematical computations to obtain the various reflection coef-

ficients . Therefore, typical cases have been tested and

tables derived from them, which are found to be very con-

venient for designing an illumination layout.

In order to facilitate the work of laying out the proposed

installation, which is rather cumbersome by some of the

methods, a system of curves and tables has been developed,

known in this bulletin as Method No. 3. The principles

involved in the first two methods have all been taken into

consideration in the new method, leaving only a substitution

of values from the curves necessary for the one who is

planning the lighting layout.

In this bulletin the following subjects are discussed :

Candlepower Relations Point by Point Method, Flux of

Light Method, Modified Flux of Light Method.

1

Bibliography. "Calculation of Illumination by the Flux

of Light Method"-J. R. Cravath and B. R. Lansingh, Trans.

I. E. S. , Vol . 3 , page 518. "Calculating and Computing

Light from Various Sources"-Carl Hering, Trans. I. E. S. ,

Vol. 3 , page 645. "Engineering Problems in Illumination.”-

A. A. Wohlauer, Trans. I. E. S. , Vol. 3, p . 693. "The

Mathematical Theory of Finite Surface Light Sources"-

Bassett Jones, Jr., Trans. I. E. S., Vol . 4, page 216. "Cal-

culation and Design of Illumination"-A. A. Wohlauer,

Trans . I. E. S. , Vol. 4, p. 259. "The Simplification of Il-

lumination Problems through the Principles of Light Flux” ·

-J. S. Codman, Trans. I. E. S., Vol. 4, page 310. "Standard

Relations of Light Distribution"-A. J. Swett, Trans. I. E. S. ,

Vol. 4, p . 745. "On Finite Surface Light Sources"-Bassett

J. Jones, Jr., Trans. I. E. S. , Vol. 5 , p . 281. "Illumination

Tests"-C. H. Sharpe and P S. Millar, Trans. I. E. S. ,

Vol. 5, p. 391. "Polar Curves on Finite Line and Surface

Light Sources"-Bassett Jones, Jr., Trans. I. E. S., Vol. 6,

p. 365. "The Law of Conservation as Applied to Illumin-

ation Calculations"-A. S. McAllister, Trans. I. E. S., Vol.

6, p. 703. "Effectiveness of Light as Influenced by Systems

and Surroundings"-J. R. Cravath, I. E. S., Vol. 6, p . 782.

"Essential Principles of Illumination"-A. J. Rowland, I.

E. S., Vol. 7, page 315. "Theory and Calculation of Il-

lumination Curves"-F. A. Benford, Jr., Trans. I. E. S.,

Vol. 7, p . 695. "Simplification of Illumination Calculations”

-A S. McAllister, Trans. I. E. S., Vol. 10, p. 587. "A

Flux Method of Obtaining Average Illumination"-F. A.

Benford and H. E. Mahan, Trans. I. E. S. , Vol. 10 , p. 593 .

"Simple Methods of Computing Light Flux and Horizontal

Illumination"-W. E. Hodge and A. W. Chadbourne, Trans.

I. E. S., Vol . 11 , p. 22. "Illuminating Efficiencies as De-

termined in an Experimental Room"-W. Harrison and E.

A. Anderson, Trans. I. E. S. , Vol . 11 , p. 67. "Fundamentals

of Illumination Design"-Ward Harrison, G. E. Review,

May, June, July, and August, 1918. "Graphical Solution

of Illumination Problems"- N. S. Dickerson, Electrical

World, Aug. 17 and Sept. 20, 1918. "Illuminating Calcula-

tions for the Electrical Contractor"-L. W. Moxey, Jr.,

Electrical World, Dec. 25, 1915. "Calculation of Illumina-

tion from Indirect Sources"-R. C. Powell , Electrical World,

June 5 , 1915. "The Lumen"-F. W. Wilcox, Illuminating

Engineer (British) , Jan. and Feb., 1918. "The Principles

and Design of Interior Illumination"— W. E. Barrows, Jr.,

Practice on Illuminating Engineering, Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, 1910. "Illumination Units and Calculations"-A. S.

McAllister, Illuminating Engineering Practice, University of

Pennsylvania, 1916. "The Principles of Interior Illumin-

ation"-Illuminating Engineering Practice, University of

Pennsylvania, 1916.

Commercial Photometry. ( 31f1 ) — (Bulletin L. D. 124.

Lighting Data, Edison Lamp Works. Size 6" x 9." Pages

32. ) In this bulletin the following subjects are discussed :

Elements of a Photometer, Means of Varying the Light,

Means of Comparing the Light, The Standard Lamp and

Calibration of the Comparison Lamp, Measuring Horizontal

Candle-power of Light Sources, Measuring Spherical Candle-

power or Total Light of Illuminants , Determination of the

Vertical Distribution of Light, Selection of Equipment for

Test, Calculating Results from the Test Readings, Portable

Photometers, Calibration, Illumination Tests, Brightness

Measurement, Measurement of Reflection Factor, Illumina-

tion Test on a Single Unit, Rough Distribution Determina-

tion with Portable Photometer and Street Illumination Tests,

and Projector Tests.
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XX
FLOOR HARDEN

The A. O. Smith Corporation's Building at Milwaukee, Jacobus & Winding, Con-

tractors. Approximately 126,000 square feet of floor finish laid the Master Mix Way.

A Product Must Be Good When the President of a Busy Construction Company Will Stop His

Work to Dictate an Unsolicited Acknowledgment of its Merits as

President Winding Did of Master Mix.

Jacobus & Winding Concrete Construction Co.

The Master Builders Company,

456 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Dear Sir:

CONTRACTORS

Wauwatosa, Wis, March 22, 1921 ,

Attention-Mr. F. Theilacker.

We feel it our duty, to write you, concerning our experience in using Master Mix for floor

hardener, etc.

Before we started using Master Mix for the entire area of floor we conducted a series of tests.

We would lay an area of floor, without the hardener and then we would lay an area of floor with

the hardener in the same day's pouring. We used this method three consecutive days, watching

closely, day by day, the hardening of the floor, using a sharp tool and applying the same pressure

to determine which was the harder. We found that the floor, which we used the Master Mix

hardener in was by far, the hardest. Also that it set up a great deal faster, allowing us to get on

to it for troweling, a good deal sooner.good deal sooner. Therefore, decreasing the cost of finishing, overtime, etc. ,

considerable. We also found that using Master Mix in freezing weather, by hastening the setting and

preventing the freezing of concrete, was a great help to us, saving us considerable, as we did not have

to heat material.

We would like to say a word in regard to the services rendered us thru your Mr. F. Theilacker.

Mr. Theilacker gave our work his personal supervision. In other words, he acted as one of the

crew, following the application of the hardener from the start to the finish, working in harmony

with the Contractor in reducing the cost, by using the hardener as economically and yet as efficiently

as possible.

The floor area, we have reference to, was a six inch monolithic floor, and by using Mr. Theil.

acker's recommendation of striking off the floor to a true level with the rough concrete and then

sprinkling with Master Mix, using a 1 to 12 dryer, applied at two different times, floated and

troweled hard, gave us a very hard and satisfactory floor.

If any other information is desired, we would be pleased to give same upon application .

The Master Builders Company

Union Building, Cleveland, Ohio

Sales Offices in 70 Cities

Yours very truly,

JACOBUS & WINDING CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO..

Per: W. G. WINDING, Pres.

MasterMixfor Mortar

"
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The Maintenance of Lighting Systems. (31f25 )—

(Bulletin 40, Engineering Department, National Lamp

Works. Size 6" x 9." Pages 16. ) The effectiveness of a

lighting system depends largely upon its maintenance after

installation. The design of fixtures and the character of

the installation is influenced to a great extent by the question

of maintenance. This bulletin emphasizes the importance

of maintenance and shows that dirty reflectors, walls and

ceilings darkened by smoke and dust, blackened lamps,

empty sockets, unobserved burnouts and replacements with

lamps of wrong size or improper voltage rating are prime

causes of inadequate illumination.

Store Lighting. (31f14)— (Bulletin 29 , Engineering De-

partment, National Lamp Works. Size 6" x 9." Pages 32.)

A discussion of various types of lighting systems with sug-

gestions and tables of particular application in store light-

ing problems. Actual problems are used to illustrate the

method of application.

Incandescent Lamp Temperatures as Related to Mod-

ern Lighting Practice. ( 31f21 ) — (Bulletin 44, Engineering

Department, National Lamp Works. Size 6" x 9. " ) Pages

34.) This bulletin presents data obtained from tests on

Mazda B (vacuum) lamps. The material presented is

divided into four main parts : First-Temperatures of in-

candescent lamps operated without reflecting or diffusing

equipments ; Second-Temperatures of incandescent lamps

operated with reflecting and diffusing equipments ; Third-

Ventilation vs. non-ventilation ; Fourth-Suggestions on the

use of incandescent lamps in interiors which present special

temperature problems.

The data are aimed to clear up or show in proper

relation much discussed questions regarding operating tem-

peratures, interpretations of the National Electrical Code

pertaining to lighting unit temperatures, use of lamps in

dusty places, explosions due to lamp breakage, etc.

Factory Lighting Designs. ( 31f13 )— (Bulletin No. 42.

Engineering Department, National Lamp Works. Pages 48.

Size 6" x 9.") Illumination design involves somewhat

tedious calculation when all the factors which exert an

important influence on the final result are given proper

consideration. In this bulletin is shown the application of

general information and data to the design of overhead

lighting systems for factories. Ready-made illumination de-

signs are presented and these designs can be applied directly

or with only slight alterations, to a wide variety of in-

dustrial interiors.

Size

Lighting of the Clothing Industry. (31f13 )- (Bulletin

L. D. 133. Lighting Data. Edison Lamp Works.

6" x 9." Pages 20.) In this bulletin is given the result

of an inspection of approximately 100 factories to determine

the present practice in the industry. This is followed by a

discussion of the general requirements for illumination and

a description of the specific requirements for the various

individual operations.

Bibliography. "Electrical Lighting of Laundries," By A.

L. Powell, Lighting Journal, August, 1913 ; "Laundry Light-

ing," by W. D. Stitchberry, Electrical Merchandising,

March, 1917 ; "Lighting in the Textile and Clothing In-

dustries," by C. E. Clewell, Electrical World, July 28, 1917 ;

"High Intensity Improves Sewing Machine Lighting," Elec-

trical World, May 7, 1921 .

Erection of Steel Structures by Arc Welding. ( 13e )—

(Proceedings of the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl-

vania, Dec., 1921. ) Electric arc welding of the structural

steel framework in building construction presents no serious

difficulties that have not already been encountered in the

application of this process. The material to be welded has

the same characteristics as that used in steel ship construc-

tion. Commercial welders in the principal harbors of the

country have welded this material without difficulty for a

number of years in making repairs to portions of the struc-

ture of steel ships.

Poultry Houses. ( 351 )- (University of Montana-Ag-

ricultural Experiment Station . Circular No. 100, by W. F.

Shoppe. Pages 23, size 6 "x9". Illustrated. ) Contents : Im-

portance of hygiene ; Systems of poultry housing ; Location

of poultry houses ; Drainage ; Soil for poultry yards ; Prin-

ciples of house construction ; Ventilation ; Moisture ; Sunlight

in the house ; Height and width of house ; Foundation ;

Floor ; Roof ; Straw lofts ; Curtain front house.

Planting and Care of Street Trees. (38e2)- (U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry. Farmers Bul.

letin No. 1209 by F. L. Mulford. Pages 33. Size 6"x9".

Illustrated .) Contents : Importance of shade trees. Public

control of shade trees. Planning for trees on city streets.

Spacing trees. Conditions for tree growth. Trees suitable

for city streets. Culture of street trees-selection of individ-

ual trees ; preparation of holes ; planting ; pruning ; stakes

and guards ; later care. Care of mature trees-pruning ;

feeding; spraying.

IndianaWorld

WarMemorial

-Notice to Architects

Not later than March 15, 1923, the

Board of Trustees of the Indiana

World War Memorial will receive

at its offices in The Chalfant, N. W.

Corner of Pennsylvania and Mich-

igan Streets, in the city of Indian-

apolis, Indiana, competitive "de-

signs, plans and specifications" for a

World War Memorial to be erected

in the city of Indianapolis at an ap-

proximate cost of $2,000,000.00 .

Full information in regard to the

competition may be had by address-

ing

PAUL COMSTOCK, Secretary.

The Chalfant,

Indianapolis, Indiana .
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XXII WATER HEATERS (G

To Architect
s:

ALOT of us manufacturers

have received a great deal

of correspondence of late advis-

ing us that architects are not at

all interested in general claims

as to the quality of wares adver-

tised for their approval.

1

For instance, if we say that

Humphrey Automatic Gas

Water Heaters are the best in

the world as we do honestly

believe they are the mere

unsupported assertion leaves

you cold. You are swayed by

neither eloquence nor reitera-

tion. You want to know why.

That's the best news we've had

since the Armistice. For years

these advertising chaps have

been pleading with us to keep

crude technicalities out of our

copy. We've kept mum about

lots of interesting things we

were just dying to tell. They

wouldn't let us. Theywerevery

unkind about it.

So now that the muzzle is off

and we've actually been urged

to talk Humphrey Heaters in

our own homely, scientific way,

we're going to be just as cold-

bloodedly technical asweplease.

We announce herewith a course

of Humphrey lectures, brief,

snappy and wholly to the point,

to be published month by month

in this and other architectural

papers.

We'll take Humphrey Heaters

apart and explain them to you

in detail. We'll tell you why a

certain valve we've got is so

simple and effective that com-

petitors are waiting at the door

of the Patent Office to get a

chance at it. We'll tell you

about our thermostatic control

and leave you to judge as to its

superiority.

We'll tell you how carefully

Humphrey
s
are made and then

tested with such unfriendly

violence that a single weak spot

means total destruction.

We'll tell you what you want to

know in your own language,

and all we ask you is to paythe

attention due to age and a deep

knowledge of our subject.

The text-book for the course isthe Humphrey Architects' Manual.

It's worth studying. Get your copy right awayfrom
――

HUMPHREY COMPANY

(Div. Ruud Mfg. Co.)

Kalamazoo, Michigan
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ROOFING (Asbestos )

XXIII

First National Bank Building, Omaha, Neb.

THE difference in dutybetween

a length of pipe covering and

a strip ofroofing is a broad one.

But when these materials are

united by an unusual service

to architects under the same

manufacturer's name-Johns-

Manville-it is not strange

that this name appears many

times in one set of specifica-

tions. In specifications for a

building such as that above,

JOHNS-

MANVILLE

Asbestos Roofings

AnyJohns-Manville Asbestos Roofing willwithstand

the white hot flame of a plumber's blow-torch.

Architects- Graham, Burnham & Co.

it might well precede each of

the following:-

Asbestos Roofing,Wall In-

sulations, Acoustical Correc-

tion, Pipe and Boiler Insula-

tions, Steam Traps, Radiator

Traps, Industrial Flooring, etc.

If you wish particulars on

any or all of the above prod-

ucts, write to :-

JOHNS-MANVILLE Incorporated

Madison Avenue at 41st Street, N. Y. C.

Branches in 56 Large Cities
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XXIV BUILDING MATERIAL (Cem-

Through a Sieve

Woven Finer

Than Silk

Portland cement, to meet the exacting specifications of leading

engineering societies and the United States Government, must

be ground so fine that at least 78 per cent will pass a sieve

having 200 wires per linear inch. A silk handkerchief has

but 110 threads per inch-an excellent quality of silk dress

goods 187 threads.

The watch in your pocket hardly calls for a more complicated and

carefully adjusted process of manufacture than the making of cement.

Grinding is only one of the many operations required to make it. Yet

in grinding alone, see what is required:

The rocks from the quarry, often as big as a piano and heavier, go first

into a gigantic "coffee mill." It bites at these huge chunks, chips them,

and finally crushes them-to pieces six inches or so in diameter.

Two finer mills follow, one after the other, reducing the stones to the

size of coarse sand. After this, they must be ground in a great revolving

cylinder half filled with steel balls, until every cubic foot of the rock

has been reduced to 14 billion pieces-until 85 per cent of them will

shake through a sieve that will actually hold water, a sieve with 40,000

holes to the square inch.

And all of this is less than half the necessary grinding. The coal must be

ground. Forthe object of all this fine grinding ofthe rawmaterials is only

that it may be fused into crystalline clinkers. And to fuse it requires

pulverized coal-or its equivalent. Most plants use pulverized coal.

The coal must be ground as fine as the rawstone. Eighty-five per cent

of it or thereabouts must go through the sieve that holds water. And

that often means two grinding operations.

There is still the clinker to be ground. It is glass-hard to begin with.

It must be ground first to the fineness of sand, and then ground and

reground in another cylinder of steel balls-until at least 78 per cent

of it will go through the sieve woven finer than silk.

Huge bowlders to an impalpable dust. Common coal to an impalpable

dust, and finally, after the burning, glass-hard clinker to an impalpable

dust. That is the making of cement. And eight heavy grinding opera-

tions are required in the process.

Grinding is only one of the lesser heat and power consuming operations

in cement manufacture.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

Atlanta

Boston

Chicago

Dallas

Denver

A National Organization

to Improve andExtend the Uses of Concrete

Des Moines

Detroit

Helena

Indianapolis

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Milwaukee

Minneapolis
New York

Parkersburg

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland,Oreg.

Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Louis

Vancouver, B. C.

Washington, D. C.
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PLUMBING EQUIPMENT

"Taking Pen in Hand—”

I might as well admit it! I don't

know how to write ads-but I do

know the plumbing business. The

fellow who used to write our ads

didn't knowthe plumbing business,

so hejust strungwords like " quality"

and "service" together and tacked

our name on the end.

That isn't my idea of advertising.

To me, advertising is just writing

to the people I can't meet personally.

I want our ads to tell our story

the way I tell it myself.

Therefore-I'm going to write

some myself.

When I can get a plumber in

our shop I don't have much trouble

selling him on the advantages of

Clow plumbing -what he sees

does that for me.

But there are a lot of plumbers

I can't bring to the shop. There-

fore, I'm going to bring the shop

to them.

I'm going to try my hand at

writing an illustrated serial story!

A personally conducted trip

through our shop-from receiving

room to the shipping platform.

Instead of saying that " Clow

plumbing saves money on installa-

tion costs," I'll show you a picture

of a man with an air chipping

hammer, squaring up a tub to

architect's detail, so that it will fit

the opening like a foot in an old

shoe.

Instead of talking about the

"superior quality" of our brass

goods, I'll take you through our

brass shop , and leave it to you to

judge.

I think this series will be worth

reading. But, as I said, I'm no

hand with the pen, and I'll be

eternally grateful for suggestions.

W..Clow,Vr

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS

General Offices: 534-546 S. Franklin Street, Chicago

Sales offices in the principal cities

CLO
W

XXV
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XXVI BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra C
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DRIDGE
HANK

ETAIL of Doorway feature, the Wrigley Building, at the new Michigan Boulevard

D Bridge,Chicago Oraham , Anderson, Probst& White, Architects. Lanquist &Illsley,

Builders. This magnificent building is faced and trimmed on all sides from sidewalk to

searchlight, with White Enamel Terra Cotta, manufactured and set by this Company.

THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA COTTA CO.

CHICAGO
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LUMBER (Southern Pine)

AMERICAN LUMBERMAN PHOTO

XXVII
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Engineering Tests Again Demonstrate

Superiority of Southern Pine

In the series of tests just completed by the Testing Laboratories

of the Department of Civil Engineering at Columbia University,

Long Leaf Southern Pine again emerged the victor. The result

of the tests is summed up in the following concise table:

Coast type

HEART PINE

CH
AN
G

ESSCO

CO
MP
AN
Y

SAWMILLS

ty, U.
S.
A.

Kansas

Long leaf Short leaf Loblolly Douglas

Pine Pine Pine Fir

Strength as beam or post ...

Compressing 1 grain (flatwise)

100.0 . 84.0 83.5 85.0

100.0 80.0 92.0 88.5

Shearing grain
100.0 83.0 84.0 85.0

Shock-resisting ability
100.0 90.0 91.0 77.0

Stiffness
100.0 82.0 85.5 100.0

Hardness 100.0 85.5 80.0 78.0

Weight (green)
100.0 100.0 108.0 80.0

Weight (air dry)
100.0 90.5 90.5 80.0

We are manufac-

turers of the famous

ESSCO Heart Floor-

ing for homes, office

buildings, factories ,

etc. Each bundle is

identified with the

Heart Label.

The holdings of Exchange Sawmills Sales Company are all in

that belt in Louisiana where Long Leaf Southern Pine grows to

its best. Southern Pine-the wood of a thousand uses-is avail-

able in any shape or size, is known for its workability, and can

be secured at a reasonable cost. We give particular attention

to items used in home building.

LONG and SHORT LEAF SOUTHERN PINE

Yard and Shed Stock
Heavy Structural Material

EXCHANG
E SAWMILL

S SALES CO.

Long Building

(Formerly Missouri Lumber & Land Exchange Co.)

R. B. WHITE, President and General Manager

F. R. WATKINS, Secretary and Manager Yard Sales

Kansas City, Mo.

R. S. PRICE, Railroad and Timber Sales

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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XXVIII PLATE GLA

Use

PLATE

Glass

S

A mirror for balance

Is there a true lover of artistic achieve-

ment in home design who doesn't love

the enchanting illusion of the mirrored

door? First, the subterfuge of a puzzled

architect, but now the artifice of artistic

effect in planning interiors.

Seemingly something that it isn't, the

mirrored door may add a witching air of

mystery. It may hold the secret of bal-

ance essential to a restful room. It may

compensate a window or a door, or break

the tiresome space of blank walls.

A mirror is something more than merely

an article of furniture to be hung up.

Considered in the building of house or

apartment, and in the hands of a skillful

artist, it may play an important part in

the architectural scheme.

Plate glass mirrors made in America

are unsurpassed in brilliance, clearness

and flawless perfection. They are made

of selected plate glass silvered with the

greatest care by skillful workmen.

Specify plate glass mirrors in bedroom

doors, closet doors, bathroomdoors, medi-

cine-cabinet doors, over the mantel and

paneled French doors. If properly in-

stalled, built-in plate glass mirrors will

last the life of a house without discolora-

tion. They are made for permanency.

A well-designed house, the pride of its

owner and builder, deserves nothing less

than plate glass in its windows. Its beau-

tifully polished surfaces and crystal clear-

ness make all the difference in the world

in the external appearance of the house.

Yet the difference in cost between plate

glass and common sheet glass is surpris-

ingly small. Get comparative figures from

any glazing contractor or builder.

PLATE GLASS MANUFACTURERS of AMERICA

Genuine

PLATE GLASS

MADE

in

U.S.A.

Nothing Else

is Like it

Plate Glass is best

for:

Hotel, Office-

Building and

House Windows

Windshields

Closed Car

Windows

Desk Tops

Table Tops

Window

Ventilators

W.
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BUILDING MATERIAL (Limestone)

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co., New

Orleans, La., 26 stories in height.

Favrot& Livaudais, Architects. The

George A. Fuller Company, General

Contractors.

LIMESTONE

Booklets on Indiana Limestone

will be mailed on request

XXIX

Consider These Facts When

Confronted With Time Contracts

Atime contract, with heavy penalty for delay, is the test of true service and strength.

Contract for the Hibernia Bank & Trust Company building called for the following

schedule:

"A crew of 25 stone setters to be employed at the building. Stone to be set at the

rate of 22 to 3 stories a week. The erection of 3 derricks for unloading of stone.

Each derrick to be equipped with a searchlight so that unloading can continue

uninterruptedly both night and day."

Again the Indiana Limestone industry was selected as the one best equipped to meet

this exigency. From the limestone district 65,000 cubic feet of stone were shipped in

65 working days, and the stone set in the building at the rate of three stories a week.

The entire contract was completed nineteen days ahead ofschedule time.

The resources and facilities of this great industry enable architects and owners to

obtain this service at all times.

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association

Box 769 Bedford, Indiana•

Metropolitan Service Building, 622 Marbridge Building, NewYork City

INDIANALIMESTONE

THE NATION'S BUILDING STONE

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

December, 1922
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HEATING EQUIPMEN

PERHE

The American Sugar Refining Company'snew Plant

at Baltimore, Md. The Administration, Office and

Warehouse Buildings are warmed by American

Radiators.

Another new chapter in an old story

THE

HERE ARE many new details of

architectural and engineering sci-

ence in the plant of the American

Sugar Refining Company just com-

pleted. But the heating is merely one

more chapter in a very old story. Like

so many other prominent important

buildings throughout the world the

plant is warmed by American Ra-

diators.

American Peerless column radia-

tors, totaling 4,000 feet, take care of

the Administration buildings, steam

being supplied from the exhaust of

the central power plant.

In the warehouses, 8,000 additional feet

ofPeerless Wall Radiation are on duty. The

remainder of the plant requires no heating

system, as the machinery used in the proc-

esses ofrefining gives off sufficient warmth.

We welcome this distinguished addition

to the list of plants where American Radi-

ators are at work-a list which represents

a roll-call of America's foremost industries.

Sendfor these two

booklets

If you haven't these two

authoritative booklets on

direct radiation in your

files, theyare worth send-

ing for. Just your name

on your letterhead, sent

to either address below,

will bring them.

AMERICAN

PERLESS WA

RADIATOR

AMERICAN RADIATORCOMPANY

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICANRadiators for every heating need

104West 42nd St., Dept 115

NEW YORK
AMERI

CAN
IDEAL

RADIATORS BOILERS

816 So. Mich. Ave. , Dept 115

CHICAGO
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ROOFING (Composition) XXXI

Southwestern High School, Fort Street, Detroit, Michigan. Architects, Malcomson, Higginbotham and Palmer, Detroit.

FCertainlythis newest high school would nothave a cercareyor ofthe

NIFTYgradeschools and nine high schools in Detroit are Careyroofed.

Certainly this newest high school would not have a Carey roof if the

fifty-eight others were not giving satisfaction .

They will give you the satisfaction they are giving Detroit.

There are Carey Asbestos and Asphalt built-up specifications for flat and

irregular surfaces and Asfaltslate Shingles for exposed steep surfaces.

Write for Carey Architects Specification Book.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY

507-527 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

Branches and Distributors in Sixty Leading Cities

Ca
re
y

REG.US.

PAT.OFF.

BUILTUPROOFS

18-A
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XXXII
VALL

TRADE

JENKINS

MARK

Jenkins Valves, and Jenkins Only, are

installed throughout the new First National

BankBuilding, Jersey City.

Architect: Alfred C. Bossom, New York

City; Plumbing and Heating Contractors :

W. W. Farrier & Co. Jersey City.

Fig. 106, Standard Brass Globe Valve, one

of the many types ofJenkins Valves used.

150

TRADE

JENKINS

MARK

AnotherJenkins

Standardization

JenkinsCros

-what it
means

There are many and obvious reaso

why STANDARDIZATION C

JENKINS is true valve efficiency an

economy-the six most distinct an

(1) An assured valve service-for Jenki

Valves have strength and proporti

to meet the most severe conditions.

(2) Operatives can easily acquaint the

selves with the simple construction

Jenkins Valves. They do not have

worry about the actions and peculia

ities of valves of widely varied man

facture.

(3) Reduced inventories of replaceme

parts, as it is not necessary to carry

scattered assortment of parts-whi

is the case where valves of many a

various makes are used .

(4) Parts are interchangeable, made so

careful and standardized manufactu:

"Veteran" valves can always be su

plied with parts that "fit."

(5) Nation-wide distribution, throug

supply houses everywhere, carri

Jenkins Valves and their parts

every locality.

(6) Money is saved, for Jenkins Valv

go into service and stay-a quali

which, alone, would make them t

most economical.

Jenkins service can only be expecte

from genuine Jenkins Valves-

specify Jenkins "Diamond" Valve

and avoid imitations.

JENKINS BROS.

New York Boston Philadelphia

Montreal

FACTORIES: Bridgeport, Conn.;

Elizabeth, N. J.; Montreal, Can.

Chica

Lond

Jenkins
Valves

SINCE 1864

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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BOILERS
*XXIII

ASteel,"Hand Tailored"Boiler

Hydraulic

Riveter

atwork on a

Kewanee

Boiler

Eachand
every

Kewanee Boiler is a"hand

tailored" boiler. Each boiler is

cut out individually, from accur-

ate steel patterns, and eachrivet is

individually driven with tremen-

dous hydraulic pressure.

Each piece of

steel plate that goes into

a Kewanee Boiler is carefully se-

lected. And after the boiler is

built it is given a pressure test

far in excess of any pressure at

which it will ever be operated.

The result of all

this is unquestioned

strengthanddurability. We don't

knowhowlongKewanee Boilers

will last-we have only been

making them 30 years.

KEWANEE BOILER COMPANY

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Radiators, Tanks, Water Heating Garbage Burners

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO Washington and MarketSts.

NEW YORK
945 Oliver Bldg.

514 Boston Bldg.

MILWAUKEE 835 Merch. & Mfrs. Bldg.

PITTSBURGH47 W. 42nd St.

DES MOINES
315 Hubbell Bldg. DENVER

DALLAS
2014 Wyandotte St.KANSAS CITY

DETROITINDIANAPOLIS 509-10OccidentalBldg.
TOLEDO1212 Chemical Bldg.

ST. LOUIS CLEVELAND
MINNEAPOLIS 708 Builders Exchange

ATLANTA
COLUMBUS 808 First Nat'l Bank Bldg.

SALT LAKE CITY 204 Dooly Bldg.

809 Southwestern Life Bldg.

1772 Lafayette Bly

1121-22 Nicholas Bldg.

706 Rose Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO

1524-25 Candler Bldg.

72 Fremont St,

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES-The Dominion Radiator Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Ont., Montreal Que.,Winnipeg, Man,

Hamilton, Ont., St.John, N. B. , Calgary, Alta.

KE
WA
NE
E
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XXXIV ROOFING (Tile

THE ROOF

Are you giving it due

consideration?

In any structure the

ROOF is an important

feature.

IMPERIAL

SHALE ROOFING TILES

Properly chosen , will

give to any building an

air of distinction , har-

mony of color tones,

everlasting properties.

LUDOWICI - CELADON COMPANY

104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
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PIPE (Wrought Iron)
XXXV

BYERS PIPE

GENUINE WROUGHT IRON

BYERS 21

BYERS

E
X
T
R
A

LI
FE

O
F W

H
O
L
E

PI
PE

?

WH
ER
E IS

USED

S
Y
S
T
E
M

EXTRACOST

OF

BYERS
PIPE

PIPE

VALVES AND

FITTINGS

COVERING AND

MISCELLANEOUS

MATERIALS

LABOR AND

SHOP COST

OVERHEAD

SUPERVISION AND

PROFIT

"I am Cured!”

said an architect to a Byers salesman. "I

never attached much importance to the

subject until a pipe, buried in my living

room ceiling, burstanddid $3,000.00worth

of damage to floors , walls, draperies, rugs

and furniture. From what I have since

found outaboutpipe, I have decided to al-

lownoclients ofminetobe quite as foolish

as Iwas myself. From nowon I will specify

Byers pipe for all permanent buildings."

Even leaving out of consideration this

possible damage to the building and fur-

nishings, the cost of pipe failures is ten

or twenty times greater than the bare

cost of pipe itself. And the extra cost of

Byers rust resisting pipemeasured against

the installation cost is only 5 to 10%.

(See Diagram). And this small amount

is the means of greatly increasing the life

oftheinstallation , reducing maintenance

cost, and preventing serious damage to

the building and its contents.

Sendfor Byers Bulletin No. 38 "The Installation Cost ofPipe"

A

A. M. Byers Company Pittsburg
h

- Pa.

New York
Boston

Philadelphia

Established 1864

Chicago
Cleveland

Houston Tulsa Los Angeles

LookfortheName andYearrolledineverylength
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XXXVI BUILDING MATERIAL (GranHOISTS (Electric )

G&G G&G

Granite -The NoblestofBuilding Stone

GVARANTY TRUST COMPANY

Time-Saving Ash Removal!

HE Webster School at Pontiac,
Mich.,restes ashes once amonth.

Formerly it required two whole days

to remove this accumulation. They

now use a Model D electrically operat-

ed G & G Telescopic Hoist and with

the employment of fewer men, the

ashes are removed in FIVE HOURS.

Interesting booklet upon request

This Model D Electric Hoist is used for ash removal

at the Conley Tin Foil Co., New York. Francisco &

Jacobus, Archts. and Engrs.

Investigate this
modern method of

ash removal. When

writing please tell

us height of lift,

The

&
ELECTRIC

REGUS

be removed and

how often, and lo-

cation of driveway.

A rough sketch will

quantity of ashes to TelescopicHoist help.

For scale drawings and specifications see Sweets,

pp. 2007-2015, or G&G October 1921 catalogue

GILLIS &
GEOGHEGAN

546 West
Broadway

Flanking the entrance of the Guaranty Trust

Company's Fifth Avenue offices are exquisite

examples of granite carving.

YORK & SAWYER, Architects

Granite and

Architectural

Environment

Although hand work is required to finish

practically every piece of architectural

granite, modern tools have made it possible

to execute fine carving within reasonable

time and cost.

Granite may now be carved with as much

fineness as marble with the added advantage

that it will retain its sharpness indefinitely.

We would be pleased to confer with you

any time about the possibilities of carving

in granite. Or send you a booklet now of

valuable information about the detailing and

specifying of granite.

National Building Granite

Quarries Association, Inc.

31 State Street, Boston, Mass.

H. H. Sherman, Secretary

GRANITE

G&G

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

New York

G&G
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WINDOWS (Casement) ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK

CRITTALL

PATENTED

UNIVERSAL

ENGLISH CASEMENTS

and WINDOWS for

BANKS, OFFICES, SCHOOLS,

HOSPITALS, etc.

CRITTALL

Steel Casements

for substantial, artistic buildings

Made in varied designs

to meet all conditions

XXXVII

Residence of Mrs. C. H. McCormick, Lake Forest, Ill.

Perkins, Fellows & Hamilton, Architects

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW CO. , Manufacturers, -DETROIT

Chapel-Quigley Memorial Preparatory Seminary

Zachary T. Davis, Architect

THECHURCH INTERIOR

S

HEER beauty of plan and design in

the building of churches is of rec-

ognized importance-for beauty en-

dows wood and stone with new life and

priceless inspiration.

In the adornment of the church interior

with beautifully carved wood, the move-

ment toward beauty as an expression of

the soul's aspiration finds its most inti-

mate development.

In serving the churches of the present day,

it is our ideal to emulate the finest tradi-

tions of the wood carving art of the past.

Our Wood Carving Studios are especially

equipped to design and execute memorials,

or special fitments for the church interior.

The scope of our work in wood carving

is shown in our book, "Ars Ecclesiastica,"

which will be sent on request to those

interested in memorials.

THE WOOD CARVING STUDIOS OF

America
n
SeatingCompan

y

NEW YORK

695-119 W. 40th St.

CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA

1092 Lytton Bldg. 710-250 S. Broad St.
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XXXVIII

LIGHTING FIXTUR
WIRE GLASS

M
I
S
S
I
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I
P
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WIRE

G
L
A
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-
C
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WFIRE
RETARDANTN

o
3
2

COLT'S

PATENT FIRE ARMS

MFG. CO. BUILDING

HARTFORD, CONN.

An Attractive Display

Of Lighting Fixtures in all

Periods for the Home, Hotel,

Theatre, Bank, or Public

Building, may be seen at our

Galleries

Industry protected from Fire and

Breakage by Wire Glass, with the

maximum of illumination.

SA
MP
LE
S

ARCHITECTSSAN

NEW

Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Croisic Bldg., NEW YORK

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

We invite Architects and

Owners to availthemselves of

ourserviceand visit our work-

shops where special lighting

effects for all purposes are

daily in the process of manu-

facture

Victor S. Pearlman & Co.

Creators of exclusive lighting fixtures

533-535 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION December,
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ROOFING (Slate)
HARDWARE

MINANSUIDUSTURES MANGEINHRONM

OR

SKYLIGHTS XXXIX

2965 Pair of No. 81 Hinges, Sand-Blasted Iron, are being

furnished for the Providence Biltmore Hotel,

Warren & Wetmore, Architects .

"OLIVE-KNUCKLE" HINGE

The knuckle of this hinge is a copy of the popular

was sold atFrench "Olive-Knuckle" Hinge, which

about $3.50 per pair in iron, and on account of the

high price, was used only in the better class of resi-

dences and apartments. We are now able to offer this

hinge in iron (malleable)-at a price which makes

its use possible in competition with ordinary butts.

THIS HINGE IS FURNISHED in malleable iron,

sand-blasted or electro-galvanized-either finish takes

paint or stain perfectly, and in brass or bronze metal .

No plated iron hinges made and no cast iron hinges.

WE RECOMMEND that the sand-blasted hinge be

used and painted or stained at the job to match the

woodwork. This can be done where natural finished

hardwood is used as well as painted wood work.

No. 80 is intended for use on light doors up to 1½"

thick and No. 81 for heavier doors. No. 84 is a

Cabinet Hinge for use on bookcase and cupboard doors.

ARCHITECTS interested in "Half-Polished- Iron"

hardware should ask to see sample. We feel con-

fident that our Olive-Knuckle Hinge in half-polished

iron will meet with approval.

Complete catalogue containing 58 pages sent free to

readers of "The Journal."

4450 Carroll Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

N$81

·3
-

Nº80 N284'4

HALF FULL SIZE

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF IMPORTED MECHANISMS

IN BUILDERS' HARDWARE

1210 Architects Building

New York, N. Y.

Since 1868-

The Hayes Skylights

Several installations

made in that year

are still giving satis-

factory service.

Walter E. Kelly Residence

Fieldstone, N. Y.

I

George B. Post & Sons

Architects

JudorStone

BOOB

Write for information

Rising-and-Nelson Slate Company

WEST PAWLET, VERMONT

Architects' Service Department

Boston

·

101 Park Avenue, New York

Philadelphia Chicago

The Geo. Hayes Company

Roofing and Sheet

Metal Contractors

311-317 East Twenty-Third Street

New York City

Originator
s of the HAYES TYPE SKYLIGH

TS

December, 1922
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XL DOORS (MetaLIGHTING EQUIPMENT

►

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.

Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Architects

DAHLSTRON

Travelers Insurance Co.

Hartford, Conn.

DONN BARBER, Archt.

New York City

33 33

Federal Reserve Bank

Kansas City, Mo.

equipped with

FRINK

REFLECTORS

Our Engineering Department is co-operating with

the leading architects in laying out and designing

the lighting of prominent buildings throughout

the country. We hope we can be of service to you.

"Specify Frink Reflectors"

L.P.
FRINK,Inc.

24th Street and 10th Ave. , New York

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

161 Summer Street

DETROIT, MICH.

325 State Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

77 O'Farrell Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

336 The Arcade

SEATTLE, WASH.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Franklin Trust Bldg.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

17 Greenwood Bldg.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
609 Seaboard Bldg. 415 West Main Street

CANADA-Associated with Robert Mitchell Co. , Ltd.,

64 Belair Avenue, Montreal .

AN ARTISTIC INTERIOR

There is beauty in the appearance of hollow

metal doors and trim as portrayed by the true

Dahlstrom process.

Their baked-on erramel finish which can hard-

ly be detected from wood , marble or other

material is a distinction in itself.

Combined with their fire resistance, sanitation

and low maintainance, they preserve a beautiful

and artistic interior trim indefinitely.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR CO

439 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN , NEW YORK

NEW YORK

25 Broadway

CHICAGO
DETROIT

19 South Lasalle Street 1331 Dime Bank Bld

Representatives In All Principal Cities

STROMDOORD
A
H
L
S

PA
TE
NT
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MAIL CHUTES BUILDING MATERIAL (Marble) FURNITURE (Laboratory) XLI

Pomfret Hill Dormitories, Pomfret, Conn., Ernest Flagg, Arch.

White Marble and Brick

Constructed of Vermont

In School and College buildings, par-

ticularly those of Colonial design there are

many effective ways of working

VERMONT MARBLE CO.
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with Vermont marble and brick. Even

a little marble brings life and refinement

to the building.

PROCTOR, VERMONT

THE CUTLER,

MAIL CHUTE

Specify Model F Stand-

ard Equipment and at

once cover all questions

of construction, finish,

dependability, etc. Esti-

mates in advance when

desired.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.

OFFICES AND FACTORY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Kewaunee

Laboratory Furniture

For Schools, Manufacturing Plants, etc.

The service of our Engineering Department is at the

disposal of Architects who contemplate designing special

equipment.In many cases, however, you will find special equip-

ment unnecessary, as our line contains over 500 designs,

some one of which may answer satisfactorily your par-

ticular needs.

Ask for a copy of the Kewaunee Book

KewauneeMfg. Co.

LABORATORY FURNITURE

C. G. Campbell, Treas. and Gen. Mgr.

124 LINCOLN STREET, KEWAUNEE, WIS.

New York Office, 70 Fifth Avenue

Branch Offices:

Chicago
Houston

Little Rock

Columbus

PhoenixDenver

Minneapolis Kansas City

Albuquerque

Spokane

Omaha

Jackson , Miss.

San Francisco

Salt Lake City

Oklahoma City

Baton Rouge

Greensboro, N. C.

Toronto, Canada
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XLII VALVES ( Heating) FILTERS WINDOWS (Casement) BUILDING MATERIAL (Terra Cot

LOOMIS-MANNING

FILTERS

L

11%

(Section from drawing in Manual)

GOOD RESULTS

These are assured (1 ) because the

care of the filter is reduced to the

occasional moving of the lever ; (2 )

the Cutting Plate keeps the filter bed

in good condition ; (3) the construc-

tion is substantial and lasting . These

things mean fine filtered water, sim-

plicity, freedom from constant tinker-

ing or repairs. They also mean a

satisfied-pleased-user.

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1437 South 37th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1880

MONARCH

Automatic CASEMENT STAY

(See A. I. A. File No. 27c2)

Holds securely-prevents slamming. Can be

applied to sash-right or left, top or bottom-

concealed or exposed.

Satisfactory friction assuredbya

slight turn of outer tube.

Fully described in " Manual of Casement Hard-

ware Detail"-if a copy is not in your files, a

post-card will bring it.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS Co.

Makers of Monarch Metal Weather Strips

4940 Penrose Street
St. Louis, Mo.

Made in all patterns

Not confined to vacuum systems.

Can be used on any steam system.

-Sturdiness

-Strength

These are essential

qualities of this new

(wheel handle )

type of

Dunham PACKLESS Valve

No spring or composition disc is used to make it

packless. Leakage of air into radiators of vacuum

systems is absolutely prevented by the Dunham

"built up" bellows construction. Steam, dirt,

water cannot reach valve spindle threads.

NOTE:-Valve connection is threaded full width of
union nut. Write today for other details.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY

230 East Ohio Street

57 Branch and Local Sales Offices

in the United States and Canada

Chicago

Foreign Sales Office in London and Paris

DU
NH
AM

REG.TRADE MARK

HEATING SERVICE

The Winkle

Terra Cotta Company

ST. LOUIS , MISSOURI

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural

Terra Cotta

In All Colors and Finishes
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CONCRETE HARDENER

SONNEBORN
PRODUCTS

Grind-Proof and Dust-Free Concrete Floors!

Perfect Concrete Floors

No Dusting-No Disintegration

Safeguard yourself-forestall any chance of clients ' dissatisfaction, due to con-

crete floor troubles.

Lapidolith, the liquid chemical is now the standard specification for the dust-

proofing and wearproofing of old or new concrete floors.

Let us refer you to a lapidolized floor near you, or to architects of your

acquaintance who know Lapidolith and always specify it.

APIDO ITH

TRADE MARK

The Liquid Chemical Dustproofer and Wearproofer

of Concrete Floors

completes the hydration of the Portland Cement and makes the mass granite-

hard for all time.

OTHER SONNEBORN PRODUCTS : It also increases the density of the concrete,

Cemcoat-The durable Mill White. Wash-

able, fire- resisting and of exceptional

covering capacity. Gloss, Flat and Egg-

shell.

Hydrocide A black, tacky material for

waterproofing foundations and dampproof-

ing the interior of exposed walls. No

furring or lathing necessary. Binds per-

fectly.

Hydrocide Integral-To be mixed with

the cement for waterproofing mass con-

crete against water pressure. Powder or

paste.

Fermo-A liquid chemical which hastens

the set of concrete and mortar. Saves

time--prevents freezing.

so that it becomes impervious to water and

so is widely used in treating concrete tanks

and swimming pools.

Lapidolith is the original concrete hardener

-standard for twelve years.

Write to Technical Dept. for specification

forms, sample and details .

L. SONNEBORN SONS INC.

Dept. 21 , 116 Fifth Avenue New York

SONNEBORN



COLLECTIONS

Section of Banking Screen, Birmingham Trust & Savings Bank, Birmingham, Alabama

MILLER & MARTIN, Architects, Birmingham, Alabama

Alabama Veined Grade "A" used for this work.

is bes

ALABAMA MARBLE CO.

Sole producers and manufacturers of the standard grades of

Alabama Statuary

Alabama Selected A

Alabama Grade A

Alabama Veined Grade A

Alabama Pocahontas

Alabama Italian

Alabama Statuary Mosaic

Alabama Mixed Mosaic

Alabama Terrazzo

The best possible and the most satisfactory service in Interior Marble

can be obtained by dealing directly with the Manufacturing Producer.

The Reasons Why-

1. He has more marble to select from. 2. He can take the necessary waste

at a minimum of expense. 3. He can not evade his own responsibility.

4. His living depends on your satisfaction with work done for you in his

marble. 5. He has a pride in his material which insures his best effort

on every job. 6. Having the largest stock to draw from, he can make

the promptest deliveries. 7. His prices are the most reasonable.

ALABAMA MARBLE COMPANY

MAIN OFFICE, QUARRIES, AND FINISHING PLANT

GANTT'S QUARRY, ALABAMA
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Minutes

MEETINGS OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, SEPTEMBER 8, 9, 1922

MEMBERS PRESENT. The meeting was called to

order by President Wm. B. Faville, at the Green-

wich Country Club, Greenwich, Connecticut, at

1:30 P. M., on September 8, 1922. Others present

were the Second Vice-President, Robert D. Kohn;

the Secretary, Wm. Stanley Parker; the Treasurer,

D. Everett Waid; and N. Max Dunning; also the

Editor of THE JOURNAL, Charles Harris Whitaker,

and the Executive Secretary, Edward C. Kemper.

MINUTES CORRECTED AND APPROVED. The

Minutes ofthe meetings ofthe Executive Committee

and Board of Directors held on June 4, 5, 6, 9, and

10, 1922, were presented. A reading was dispensed

with, and the Minutes were approved as printed .

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND AN-

NUARY. The Secretary reported that the Proceed-

ings of the Fifty-fifth Convention, and the Annuary,

were mailed to the entire membership, under a single

wrapper, between August 1 and August 4, less than

sixty days after the Convention. By careful editing

of the Proceedings in the interest of brevity, and by

mailing the two books in single packages the weight

was reduced to one pound, effecting a saving in post-

age of $133.00 over the distribution of 1921 .

The Proceedings and Annuary were also sent to all

Honorary and Honorary Corresponding members.

The Proceedings alone were sent to 66 national or

regional associations having to do with the building

industry; also to all members of State Societies who

desired them. Surplus copies ofthe Proceedings will

be used for library distribution, and as a reserve at

the Octagon.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER. The Treasurer

reported the financial condition of the Institute, and

receipts from all sources, to be generally satisfactory

for the period ending July 31, 1922. The securities

have been transferred from Washington to New

York, and tentative arrangement has been made for

placing them in a safe deposit box subject to inspec-

tion in the presence of the Treasurer, and one other

Officer or Director.

CONVENTION REFUND BALANCE. The balance

remaining after paying all Chapter refunds is

$1,570.70. The adjustment recommended for the

There have been omitted from this record various items of a privileged nature.



San Francisco Chapter will reduce this balance to

$1,155.62 . The Treasurer recommended that this

be turned back to the Chapters.

Resolved, that the balance of $1,155.62 be dis-

tributed to the Chapters in proportion to the taxes

paid by them.

TRUSTEES OF OCTAGON PROPERTY. In view of

the amended Constitution of the Institute, the

following resolution was adopted:

Whereas, the Fifty-fifth Convention amended

the Constitution of the Institute to conform with

the original certificate of incorporation, and with

the amended articles of incorporation, as granted by

the State of New York; and authorized the filing of

an amended certificate of incorporation to cover the

matter of the change to fourteen directors and

Whereas, this certificate has now been filed and

the Institute is therefore in a position with safety

now to take title and actual possession of its own

property until now held by trustees, be it

Resolved, that Counsel be requested to draft a

resolution for action of the Fifty-sixth Convention

making such transfer effective, and

Be it further Resolved, that the Secretary be

notice of an amendment to the By-laws, providing

requested further to submit to the Membership

that thereafter no Real Estate possessed by the

Institute may be sold or transferred without two-

thirds majority vote of all legally appointed dele-

gates at a legally called meeting of the Institute,

due notice of proposed action on the subject having

been given at the last preceding regularly consti-

tuted annual meeting of the Institute and in no case

shall there be less than six months such notice.

CONVENTION REFUND OF SAN FRANCISCO CHAP-

TER. A letter was presented from the San Fran-

cisco Chapter requesting that the Chapter receive

the full refund of $619.71 instead of $204.63 . This

request was based on the attendance of Mr. Faville,

who was registered as a delegate ex-officio instead

of as a delegate of the San Francisco Chapter.

Resolved, that the Treasurer be authorized to

consider Mr. Faville a delegate of the San Francisco

Chapter, with reference to the matter of Chapter

Refund, and to remit to the Chapter on a basis of a

total refund of $619.71.

CONVENTION TAX OF THE ILLINOIS CHAPTER. A

letter of July 31 was read from the Secretary of the

Illinois Chapter, from which it appeared that the

Chapter was entitled to 8 delegates to within 24

hours ofthe opening ofthe Convention . Election of

new members at the last minute gave the Chapter

an additional delegate, and on the strength of this,

Mr. C. Herrick Hammond was registered. This

made an additional Convention tax of $41.59

against the Chapter, which the Treasurer recom-

mended be cancelled .

Resolved, that this additional tax be cancelled.

INSTITUTE MEMBERSHIPS IN THE BEAUX ARTS

INSTITUTE OF DESIGN. Consideration was given to

the resolution of the Convention referring to the

Board the recommendation of the Committee on

Education that the Institute subscribe annually to

ten supporting memberships of $25.00 each in the

Beaux Arts Institute of Design. In the discussion of

this matter, it was brought out that there are many

similar educational institutions in which the Insti-

tute maintains no memberships. It was

Resolved, that each year there be placed at the

disposal of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design a

School Medal and a copy of Mont St. Michel and

Chartres, to be awarded for general excellence in the

architectural course; and copies of Mont St. Michel

and Chartres for award in courses other than those

architectural.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN ARTISTS . Letter and cir-

cular were presented from the League of American

Artists, appealing for the membership of the Insti-

tute, the cost of which is $10.00 per year.

Resolved, that the request be referred to the Com-

Secretary reported concerning the appeal of a

mittee on Allied Arts for report.

CLEARING HOUSE OF CIVIC INFORMATION. The

special committee of the American Society of Land-

scape Architects for Institute cooperation with the

International Union of Cities, and its Center of

Civic Documentation. The activity proposed is an

investigation or compilation of relevant bibliography

in the Library of Congress at Washington. The

Institute was requested to make a contribution of

$50.00 which, with the approval of the Treasurer,

was made.

Executive Committee, which was given.

The Treasurer desired the formal approval of the

OVERDRAWAL OF APPROPRIATIONS. The Treas-

urer requested authority to pay an overdrawal of

$150.17 on account of the Public Information Com-

mittee. The larger part of this overdrawal was

incurred in connection with the publication of the

brochure entitled "Publicity Work with News-

papers." Other appropriations overdrawn are:

Competitions, $31.90; Allied Societies' Dues, $3.00;

Small House Committee, $31.47.

Resolved, that the Treasurer be authorized to pay

these overdrawals.

SALES OF THE STANDARD DOCUMENTS. The

Executive Secretary reported a constantly increas

ing demand for the Standard Documents. The

documents are being advertised in the leading archi-

tectural publications of the country, and by cir

cularization. There are now 135 agents in the large

cities. Users in the small towns are supplied direct
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from the Octagon House. The net profits on the

Documents after deducting all manufacturing and

distribution costs, for the eight months ending

August 31 , amounted to $5,023.62.

The report was accepted.

ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ARCHI-

TECTS . The Convention referred to the Board of

Directors, with power to act, the invitation of the

American Section of the Permanent Committee of

the International Congress of Architects to appoint

delegates to the Tenth Congress, and to hold the

Eleventh Congress in America under Institute

auspices. Acting under this resolution, President

Faville appointed the following Institute members

to act as delegates at the Tenth Congress, now being

held in Brussels : Major George Oakley Totten,

Chairman, and Messrs. Francis R. Allen, Glenn

Brown, W. R. Mead, Robert D. Kohn, members.

Major Totten is now at the Congress, which will

conclude its sessions on September 11th.

The Executive Committee then considered the

question of inviting the Eleventh Congress to meet

in the United States . A report from Major Totten

was presented, showing the cost of previous Con-

gresses and attendance.

Resolved, that the President be authorized to cable

the Institute Delegates, expressing the hope that

the International Congress will find it possible to

arrange to meet in the United States in Philadelphia,

in 1926, in connection with the Exposition celebrat-

ing the 150th Anniversary of the Declaration of

Independence.

PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING

CONGRESS. An invitation was presented from

officials of the Engineering Congress to send repre-

sentatives to the Congress; also letter of August 16,

from a joint committee of Engineers, stating that

Mr. Calvin W. Rice would attend the Congress as

an official delegate of the Engineering Societies and

that he would gladly represent the Architects also,

if the Institute desired.

Resolved, that a cablegram be sent to Mr. Rice,

extending the greetings of the American Institute of

Architects to the Congress.

REPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
. The

Chairman of the Building Committee, Mr. Waid,

submitted a report of progress concerning the

development
of the Octagon property; also tentative

plans for the proposed auditorium
and exhibition

rooms. These plans were studied and criticized by

members of the Committee
and left with the Chair-

man for further report at the December meeting.

The Chairman requested authority to amend and

reprint the circular descriptive of the Octagon

property. The edition is exhausted and there are

many requests for the document.

Resolved, that the circular be reissued as outlined

by Mr. Waid.

REPORT OF THE SMALL HOUSE COMMITTEE. A

report ofprogress was submitted from the Chairman

of the Small House Committee, Mr. E. H. Brown.

The Secretary was requested to transmit to the

Chairman of the Committee the sense of the meet-

ing with regard to the various proposals contained

in the report, and to ask for a further report at the

December meeting of the Board.

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS OF THE SMALL

HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU. The President reported

that with the concurrence of the Executive Com-

mittee, he had appointed the following to represent

the Institute as Directors on the Board of Directors

of the Small House Service Bureau, Incorporated :

Edwin H. Brown, F. M. Mann, Sullivan W. Jones,

Charles A. Favrot, Robert D. Kohn.

PUBLIC INFORMATION. On invitation, the Chair-

man of the Public Information Committee, Mr.

John V. Van Pelt, appeared before the Executive

Committee, and reported concerning the develop-

ment of the program of Public Information work

proposed by his committee.

Circular on Architectural Service. The Committee

was authorized to proceed in drafting such a docu-

ment. The Chairman was requested to write to

the Chapters stating that this is being done by the

Institute, and suggesting that they await the ap-

pearance of the Institute form before issuing local

documents.

Institute Handbook of Information . The Com-

mittee was authorized to proceed with this docu-

ment, submitting draft to the Board for approval.

Public Information to Chapters. This service

should be conducted largely through the columns.

of THE Journal.

Newspaper Work. The Chairman referred to the

achievement of Mr. Parker in Boston with the

Christian Science Monitor, and its possible develop-

ment in the Chapters. He believed this to be the

fundamental point ofattack, and the most important

item of all. To make it effective he proposed to

establish a mat service, for distribution through

the Office of the Secretary, and to develop its use

in all of the Chapters.

Resolved, that the report of the Committee be

approved in principle, with the direction that a

meeting be held each month for coordinating certain

phases of the work. This meeting is to be attended

by the Chairman of the Committee, by the Editor

of THE JOURNAL, and by the Executive Secretary.

THE AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION COUNCIL. The

Chairman ofthe Committee on Industrial Relations,

Mr. Kohn, reported the organization of the Ameri-

can Construction Council in Washington in June.
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The Institute was represented by delegates and,

under authority given by the Convention, has ac-

cepted membership in the Council. The Council is

endeavoring to secure a representative membership,

and the work in general is progressing.

STRUCTURAL SERVICE. The Chairman of the

Structural Service Committee, Mr. Jones, conferred

with the Executive Committee concerning the

development of the structural service work of the

Institute. He reviewed the activities of his Com-

mittee, and the organization of the Producers' Sec-

tion.

There was comprehensive discussion of the desir-

ability of creating a Consumers' Section, to have a

membership composed of architects, engineers, con-

tractors, owners, and other individuals using build-

ing materials.

It was the sense of the meeting that the organiza-

tion of a Consumers' Section was desirable, and the

Committee was requested to present a plan there-

for to the Board in December.

After further consultation with Mr. Jones, the

President accepted his resignation as Chairman of

the Structural Service Committee, and appointed

him Technical Director of the Structural Service

Committee.

The President then appointed Mr. Stephen F.

Voorhees, Chairman of the Structural Service Com-

mittee, subject to acceptance.

Resolved, that the Structural Service Committee,

in consultation with the Technical Director and the

Editor of THE JOURNAL, be requested to make an

investigation and report to the December Board on

the technical organization of the Structural Service

Committee and its related activities and a plan for

the financial support of this work.

INVESTIGATION OFWOOD PRESERVATIVES. A com-

munication was read, from the Chairman of the

Structural Service Committee, in which he recom-

mended that the Institute make an appropriation

of $200 for the remainder of the year to cover its

share of the cost of the investigation of wood pre-

servatives, to be conducted under the auspices of

the Forest Products Laboratory. The Committee

also recommended that the Budget of 1923 carry

$500 for the work.

The Executive Committee was in sympathy with

the purposes of this investigation, but decided that

the Institute Budget could not well support the

added appropriation. The item was left for further

consideration at the December meeting.

SIZES OF ADVERTISING MATTER. In view of

studies made by the Structural Service Committee,

with regard to sizes of advertising matter intended

for the files of architects, it was

Resolved, that the size 81½" x 11 " seems to be the

most desirable, and shall remain the size recom-

mended officially by the Institute. In view of the

growing favor with which the size 72" x10 " is re-

garded, the Institute is willing to sanction variations

toward that smaller size as a minimum.

The present Circular on the subject is to be re-

issued in accordance with the above.

INSTITUTE REPRESENTATIVE ON CENTRAL COM-

MITTEE ON LUMBER STANDARDS. Aletter was pre-

Manufacturers' Association, requesting that the

sented from the Secretary of the National Lumber

Institute appoint a member on the Central Com-

mittee on Lumber Standards. The Institute was

represented by Mr. E. S. Hall, member of the

Structural Service Committee, at the preliminary

meetings which led to the organization of this Com-

mittee. There was presented the verbatim report

of the July conferences.

Resolved, that with the approval of the Chairman

of the Structural Service Committee, Mr. Hall be

appointed as the representative of the Institute.

UNIFORM GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS. The Sec-

retary reported a request from the Budget Bureau

for Institute aid in developing uniform contracts to

cover structural work, and also the furnishing of

materials. The object of the Budget Bureau is to

reduce red tape, and to secure for the government

the same consideration as is secured by private

firms. The proposed documents and other data

from the Budget Bureau have been considered by

the Committee on Contracts, of which Mr. Morris

is Chairman, and a draft of letter to Institute

Chapters was submitted for approval.

Resolved, that the letter be approved.

UNIVERSAL CONTRACT FORMS. Mr. Parker re-

ported concerning Institute cooperation with the

engineers, contractors and other representatives of

the building industry, in developing universal con-

tract forms. Another conference will soon be held

in Washington.

The Secretary desired instructions as to the

attitude of the Institute. He outlined the proposed

forms, and explained their development and scope.

Resolved, that the Executive Committee heartily

favors cooperation with the various elements ofthe

Building Industry in the preparation of universal

contract forms. For the time being the Institute

reserves decision as to whether or not it will change

its own forms, in the meantime observing the ac-

ceptance and value of such universal documents as

may be developed . It was further

Resolved, that the Institute cooperate with the

other interests of the industry by contributing the

subject matter of the Standard Documents, on the

understanding that the name of the Institute will be

joined in the copyrighting of any new forms; that it

will have a proper share in the control of such forms;
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and that no use of the Institute's Standard Docu-

ments shall be made, which in the opinion of Counsel

will or might impair its copyright privileges .

WORK OF THE JURY OF FELLOWS. The President

reported the organization of the Jury of Fellows

under the By-Law amendment adopted by the

Convention. Past-President, John Lawrence Mau-

ran, has accepted the Chairmanship, and the Office

ofthe Secretary has been placed at his command in

connection with the work involved.

Mr. Kohn urged early action by the Jury, in view

of the past delays and the expectation of the mem-

bership of definite nominations at the next Conven-

tion.

The Executive Committee expressed the hope that

the Jury is so forwarding its work that there will be
nominations for presentation at the next Conven-

tion. The Committee understands that progress of

the Jury's work to that end is being made, and that

an early notice to the Chapters is to be issued.

CONVENTION INVITATION OF COLORADO CHAP-

TER. President Faville presented a letter of June

15, from Mr. William E. Fisher, of the Colorado

Chapter, strongly urging that the next Conven-

tion be held at Colorado Springs.

It was the sense of the meeting that the next

Convention ought to be held in Washington, and

that a Board Meeting should be held in Colorado at

an early date.

THE FIFTY-SIXTH CONVENTION. There was dis-

cussion of the time and place of the Fifty-sixth Con-

vention, and the general program.

Resolved, that the Convention be held in Washing-

ton, in May, on the 16th, 17th and 18th. The

Executive Secretary was directed to make inquiry

concerning hotel headquarters, the use of the Cor-

coran Art Gallery, and a suitable place for the dinner.

The question of an architectural exhibition, or an

exhibition of the Fine Arts, was considered . Mr.

Kohn was requested to report to the December

Board on this item.

With regard to the general program, it was the

sense of the meeting that one day should be devoted

to a discussion of the relationship of sculpture and

painting to architecture. There might also be a

discussion of the relative importance of the artistic

and the practical sides of the profession.

It was suggested that the Gold Medal be presented

to Mr. Bacon on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial

on the last day; and that each Chapter carry a

banner at this ceremony, with an appropriate device

thereon. To develop this idea, a committee was

appointed with Mr. Howard Greenley, Chairman,

and Messrs. Monroe Hewlett, and D. Everett Waid,

members. The Committee is requested to study

and report, and to order banners with blank fields,

in which the Chapters may insert their own devices..

The Treasurer was authorized to pay for the same,

subject to reimbursement by the Chapters. These

banners should be sent to the Chapters well in ad-

vance so that all may be represented.

There should be provided banners for the Institute

at large, for the sculptors and mural painters, and

for the departments of architecture in the accredited

schools.

It was decided that there should be a dinner at the

conclusion of the Convention, with some form of en-

tertainment to make the affair original and interest-

ing. Mr. Kohn was requested to report on the enter-

tainment feature.

The President asked each member of the Com-

mittee to send to him within thirty days their sug-

gestions for making the Convention truly archi-

tectural in character. It was suggested that the

morning sessions of each day should be devoted to

business, and the afternoon and evening sessions tó

the art of architecture.

GOLD MEDAL ORDERED. The Chairman of the

Committee on Allied Arts was requested to have

made the Gold Medal of the Institute, for presenta-

tion to Mr. Henry Bacon at the Fifty-sixth Conven-

tion.

CRAFTSMANSHIP AND FINE ARTS MEDALS. With

regard to the two gold medals awarded by the In-

stitute for excellence in craftsmanship, and in the

Fine Arts related to architecture, a review of the

creation of these medals and the awards was pre-

sented. Some confusion has arisen as to nomencla-

ture, and it was

Resolved, that the memorandum submitted be

approved as the authentic record ofthese two medals

of the Institute, which are to be known as the

Craftsmanship Medal and the Fine Arts Medal.

SYMBOL FOR ARCHITECTURE. The Secretary read

a letter from the Librarian of the University of

Washington Library at Seattle, requesting that the

Institute send a copy of any seal, emblem or device

employed by the A. I. A. which might be used in the

University's newLibrary building as a symbol of the

profession of architecture.

Resolved, that the Institute seal be sent, with a

suggestion that the Institute would appreciate the

opportunity of seeing a sketch showing how the seal

is to be used.

REQUEST OF MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-

TECTS FOR LECTURER. A letter of August 21st was

read fromthe President ofthe Manchester Society of

Architects, asking if some arrangement could not be

made whereby the Society and the Manchester

University might have some American architect

give a lecture during the winter season at the

University.
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The Secretary was requested to endeavor to find

through the larger Chapters, some member willing

to accept this commission.

STATE AND MUNICIPAL ARCHITECTS. At the Pre-

Convention Board meeting it was directed that the

question of determining a policy with respect to the

appointment of State and Municipal architects be

referred to the incoming Board, with the suggestion

that a Committee be appointed to study the whole

situation and submit recommendations.

Resolved, that a special committee be appointed

with Mr. D. Everett Waid, Chairman, and Mr.

Robert D. Kohn, member. The Committee was

requested to formulate a statement of Institute

policy in this matter for discussion at the December

meeting. The Chairman was authorized to add

members to the Committee if he desires.

ISSUANCE OF SCHEDULE OF CHARGES . The Secre-

tary reported that the amended Schedule of Charges

was reissued immediately after the Convention as

A. I. A. Document No. 177. The revisions were

those proposed by the Committee on Contracts ;

and approved by the Convention.

The document was approved, and it was directed

legal action; that it was within the power of t

Institute to make this change without maki

record of it in the office of the Secretary of State.

Resolved, that the report be accepted.

AMENDED CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. T

Secretary presented, in proof form, Constitution a

By-Laws as amended at the Fifty-fifth Conventio

including a new Article III providing a Junior cla

This Article has been approved in principle

referendum vote of the Board of Directors.

Resolved, that the document be approved a

issued to the membership as A. I. A. Document N

179, after approval as to details by the Secreta

HANDBOOK OF ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE. T

Editor of THE JOURNAL stated the intention of t

Press to republish the Handbook of Architectur

Practice and he desired authority from the Exec

tive Committee for certain minor changes.

Resolved, that the matter be referred to the Sec

tary and the Editor of THE JOURNAL to discuss, a

to draft specific proposals which can go to t

Executive Committee for approval by referendu

JUNIORSHIP CIRCULAR AND APPLICATION FOR

Draft of circular, and application form, concerni

that it be distributed to the membership as a part Juniorship was presented for approval. This do

of the Ethical Documents Monograph.

AMENDMENT TO CIRCULAR OF ADVICE. The Con-

vention approved in principle the addition, to para-

graph 4 of this document, of a second paragraph

concerning competition in price, and an amendment

to the first paragraph, and referred the phraseology

to the Board for editing.

Resolved, that the phraseology of the amended

paragraph be referred to Messrs. Kohn, Parker,

Waid and Morris, with power.

AMENDMENTS TO CONSTITUTION. The Chairman

of the Committee on Legal Matters, Mr. Kohn,

reported that he had information to the effect that

the amended certificate providing for the change in

the number of Directors to 14, from 9 as provided

in the original Charter, had been filed with the

Secretary of State at Albany, New York, and copy

filed in the County Clerk's office, NewYork County,

by Messrs. Brownlee and Shafer, Attorneys acting

for the Institute. He reported further that the

Attorneys held that it was not necessary to secure

action of the Supreme Court of the State of New

York on this amendment, but that the Secretary

of State had decided that the amendment could be

filed without action of the Court and would thereby

be legal. The Chairman of the Committee further

reported that he would secure certified copies ofthe

Certificate as recorded . He wished also to have put

on the record that the Attorneys decided that the

other changes to the Constitution, namely, change

in the declared object of the A. I. A. did not need

ment was in accordance with the amendments ma

to the By-Laws at the Fifty-fifth Convention a

the Committee on Survey of Institute Methods.

has been approved in principle by the Chairman

Resolved, that the document be left with t

Secretary for approval and issuance.

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS IN ARCHITECTURE. Co

sideration was given to the resolution passed

the Convention approving the use of the inco

ofthe Waid Education Fund for the stimulation

the general appreciation of the Arts, and for t

support of graduate scholarships in architecture,

such manner and degree as the Board may appro

Resolved, that the Committee on Education

requested to submit its further advices on t

proposal.

THE ARCHITECT AS A CITY PLANNER. The Co

vention resolution referring to the Board of Direct

the desirability of formulating a definition of c

planning for submission to the next Conventi

was considered.

Resolved, that this be referred to the Commit

on Community Planning for report.

MEMBERS ELECTED. The Secretary reported

election of new members effective June 3 , June

and August 5, 1922. These lists have been publish

in THE JOURNAL, and are not included herein.

The meeting adjourned at 3 p. m., Saturday, S

tember 9th.
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